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Preface

Fundamental to sustainable economic development, functioning of healthy
ecosystems, reliable agricultural productivity, dependable power generation,
maintenance of desirable environmental quality, continuing industrial growth,
enjoyment of quality lifestyle, and renewal of land and air resources is water. With
growing population, demands for water for agriculture and industry are skyrock-
eting. On the other hand, freshwater resources per capita are decreasing. There is
therefore a need for effective water resources management strategies. These
strategies must also consider the nexus between water, energy, environment, food,
and society. With these considerations in mind, the International Conference on
Water, Environment, Energy and Society (WEES-2016) was organized at AISECT
University, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India, from March 15 to 18, 2016. The
conference was fifth in the series and had several objectives.

The first objective was to provide a forum to not only engineers, scientists, and
researchers, but also practitioners, planners, managers, administrators, and policy
makers from around the world for discussion of problems pertaining to water,
environment, and energy that are vital for the sustenance and development of
society.

Second, the Government of India has embarked upon two large projects one on
cleaning of River Ganga and the other on cleaning River Yamuna. Further, it is
allocating large funds for irrigation projects with the aim to bring sufficient good
quality water to all farmers. These are huge ambitious projects and require con-
sideration of all aspects of water, environment, and energy as well as society,
including economics, culture, religion, politics, administration, law.

Third, when water resources projects are developed, it is important to ensure that
these projects achieve their intended objectives without causing deleterious envi-
ronmental consequences, such as waterlogging, salinization, loss of wetlands,
sedimentation of reservoirs, loss of biodiversity.

Fourth, the combination of rising demand for water and increasing concern for
environmental quality compels that water resources projects are planned, designed,
executed, and managed, keeping changing conditions in mind, especially climate
change and social and economic changes.
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Fifth, water resources projects are investment-intensive, and it is therefore
important to take a stock of how the built projects have fared and the lessons that
can be learnt so that future projects are even better. This requires an open and frank
discussion among all sectors and stakeholders.

Sixth, we wanted to reinforce that water, environment, energy, and society
constitute a continuum and water is central to this continuum. Water resources
projects are therefore inherently interdisciplinary and must be so dealt with.

Seventh, a conference like this offers an opportunity to renew old friendships and
make new ones, exchange ideas and experiences, develop collaborations, and
enrich ourselves both socially and intellectually. We have much to learn from each
other.

Now the question may be: Why India and why Bhopal? India has had a long
tradition of excellence spanning several millennia in the construction of water
resources projects. Because of her vast size, high climatic variability encompassing
six seasons, extreme landscape variability from flat plains to the highest mountains
in the world, and large river systems, India offers a rich natural laboratory for water
resources investigations.

India is a vast country, full of contrasts. She is diverse yet harmonious, mys-
terious yet charming, old yet beautiful, ancient yet modern. Nowhere can we find as
high mountains as snowcapped Himalayas in the north, the confluence of three seas
and large temples in the south, long and fine sand beaches in the east as well as
architectural gems in the west. The entire country is dotted with unsurpassable
monuments, temples, mosques, palaces, and forts and fortresses that offer a glimpse
of India’s past and present.

Bhopal is located in almost the center of India and is situated between Narmada
River and Betwa River. It is a capital of Madhya Pradesh and has a rich, several
century-long history. It is a fascinating amalgam of scenic beauty, old historic city,
and modern urban planning. All things considered, the venue of the conference
could not have been better.

We received an overwhelming response to our call for papers. The number of
abstracts received exceeded 450. Each abstract was reviewed, and about two-thirds
of them, deemed appropriate to the theme of the conference, were selected. This led
to the submission of about 300 full-length papers. The subject matter of the papers
was divided into more than 40 topics, encompassing virtually all major aspects of
water and environment as well energy. Each topic comprised a number of con-
tributed papers and in some cases state-of-the-art papers. These papers provided a
natural blend to reflect a coherent body of knowledge on that topic.

The papers contained in this volume, “Hydrologic Modelling,” represent one
part of the conference proceedings. The other parts are embodied in six companion
volumes entitled, “Energy and Environment,” “Groundwater,” “Environmental
Pollution,” “Water Quality Management,” “Climate Change Impacts,” and “Water
Resources Management.” Arrangement of contributions in these seven books was a
natural consequence of the diversity of papers presented at the conference and the
topics covered. These books can be treated almost independently, although sig-
nificant interconnectedness exists among them.
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This volume contains seven parts. The first part deals with some aspects of
rainfall analysis, including rainfall probability distribution, local rainfall intercep-
tion, and analysis for reservoir release. Part 2 is on evapotranspiration and discusses
development of neural network models, errors, and sensitivity. Part 3 focuses on
various aspects of urban runoff, including hydrologic impacts, storm water man-
agement, and drainage systems. Part 4 deals with soil erosion and sediment, cov-
ering mineralogical composition, geostatistical analysis, land use impacts, and land
use mapping. Part 5 treats remote sensing and GIS applications to different
hydrologic problems. Watershed runoff and floods are discussed in Part 6,
encompassing hydraulic, experimental, and theoretical aspects. Water modeling
constitutes the concluding Part 7. SWAT, Xinanjiang, and SCS-CN models are
discussed.

The book will be of interest to researchers and practitioners in the field of water
resources, hydrology, environmental resources, agricultural engineering, watershed
management, earth sciences, as well as those engaged in natural resources planning
and management. Graduate students and those wishing to conduct further research
in water and environment and their development and management may find the
book to be of value.

WEES-16 attracted a large number of nationally and internationally well-known
people who have long been at the forefront of environmental and water resources
education, research, teaching, planning, development, management, and practice. It
is hoped that long and productive personal associations and friendships will be
developed as a result of this conference.

College Station, USA Vijay P. Singh
Conference Chair

Bhopal, India Shalini Yadav
Conference Organizing Secretary

Hazaribagh, India Ram Narayan Yadava
Conference Co-Chair
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Rainfall Probability Distribution Analysis
in Selected Lateral Command Area
of Upper Krishna Project (Karnataka),
India

N. K. Rajeshkumar, P. Balakrishnan, G. V. Srinivas Reddy,
B. S. Polise Gowdar and U. Satishkumar

Abstract In India, occurrence and distribution of rainfall is erratic, seasonally
variable, and temporal in nature, which is one of the most important natural input
resources for agricultural production. To study the behavior of rainfall variability,
the rainfall data of 37 years (1978–2014) were analyzed for Gabbur, Raichur
(Karnataka), India. Hence, frequency analysis was carried out for best-fit distri-
bution through software for probability density functions viz Weibull, lognormal,
Gamma, log-Pearson type III, Gumbel, and Weibull 3 parameter (3P) distributions.
The expected values were compared with the observed values, and goodness of fit
was determined by chi-square test. The results showed that the log-Pearson type III
distribution was the best-fit probability distribution to forecast annual weekly
rainfall for different return periods. Based on the best-fit probability distribution, the
minimum rainfall of 141.3 mm in a year can be expected to occur with 99%
probability at one-year return period. The maximum of 515-mm rainfall can be
received with 50% probability for every 2-year return period, and 1160.1-mm
rainfall can be received by 0.5% probability at every 200-year return period. The
results of this study would be useful for agricultural scientists, decision makers,
policy planners, and researchers in agricultural crop planning, canal constructions,
and operation management for irrigation and drainage systems in the semiarid plain
region of the Karnataka.
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Introduction

Rainfall is one of the major precipitation forms of hydrological events occurring as
stochastic natural phenomena occurring in India. Unequal rainfall variation
throughout the year is one of the important problems in hydrology which deals with
the interpreting past records of hydrological events in terms of future probabilities
of occurrence through time series and probability models. Analysis of rainfall and
determination of variation in annual, seasonal, monthly, and weekly rainfall of a
region and time is well known, and this inter-annual variability of monsoonal
rainfall has considerable impact on agricultural production, water management, and
energy generation, estimating design command area and cropping pattern.
Similarly, the weekly rainfall analysis gives more useful information in crop
planning.

Though the rainfall is erratic and varies with time and space, it is very much
essential to predict return periods using various probability distributions (Upadhaya
and Singh 1998). Probability and frequency analysis of rainfall data enables us to
determine the expected rainfall at various chances (Bhakar et al. 2008). Such
information can also be used to prevent floods and droughts and applied to crop
planning and designing of water resources related to hydrological engineering such
as reservoir capacity and canal carrying capacity design, flood control work, and soil
and water conservation planning (Agarwal et al. 1988; Dabral et al. 2009).
Therefore, probability analysis of rainfall is necessary for solving various water
management problems and to access the crop failure due to the deficit or excess
rainfall. Scientific prediction of rain and crop planning done analytically may prove a
significant tool in the hands of farmers for better economic returns (Bhakar et al.
2008). Frequency analysis of rainfall data has been attempted for different return
periods (Nemichandrappa et al. 2010; Vivekananda 2012). Probability and fre-
quency analysis of rainfall data enables us to determine the expected rainfall at
various chances. The probability distribution functions most commonly used to
estimate the rainfall frequency are Weibull, normal, lognormal, log-Pearson type III,
and Gumbel distributions (Bhim et al. 2012; Mahdavi et al. 2010; Subudhi et al.
2012; Mandal et al. 2013; Mishra et al. 2013).

Earlier workers work out the weekly rainfall probabilities for different agrocli-
matic regions (Ray et al. 1980; Kar et al. 2014). Gupta et al. (1975) suggested that
the rainfall at 80% probability can safely be taken as assured rainfall, while that of
50% probability is the medium limit for taking dry risk. According to Von Braun
(1991) recommended that a 10% decrease in monsoonal rainfall for a long period
there is 4.4 % decrease in the national food production. Therefore, an attempt has
been made for probability analysis of long-term rainfall data of Gabbur station for
decision support system risk proof technologies for irrigated agriculture of Upper
Krishna Project (UKP) of Raichur district.
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Materials and Methods

The study area is the command area of the branch distributary 5 of the tail-end
distributary 18, starting at chainage of 23.33 km in the UKP Narayanapur Right
Bank Canal (NRBC) starting at the right flank of Narayanapur dam. The study area
is located in Gabbur village at an altitude of 389 m from mean sea level, Devadurga
taluk, Raichur district between 16° 16′52.280″ to 16° 17′50.895″N latitudes and
77° 09′20.312″ to 77° 30′50″E longitudes (Fig. 1). The soils of the study area are
sandy soils in the head region and black soils in the tail region (clay content
46–55%). The climate is semiarid tropical with an average rainfall of 534.3 mm.
The monthly evaporation varies from 141 to 273 mm and is maximum during
April–May. The area receives 86% of annual rainfall during southwest monsoon
(kharif), i.e., from June to October, 6% during rabi, and 8% during summer. The
annual mean maximum and minimum monthly relative humidity of the region are
73.7% (Sept) and 39.6% (April), respectively. The annual mean maximum and
minimum monthly mean daily temperatures in the study area are 39.7 °C (May) and
15.5 °C (Dec), respectively.

The region as a whole lies in a low rainfall area, and the annual average rainfall
was 534.3 mm. Time series rainfall records for the period of 1978–2015 (37 years)
was analyzed to study the behavior daily rainfall data from Gabbur rain gauge
station. Hence, frequency analysis was carried out for best-fit distribution through
VT-fit software. The probability analysis can be used for predicting the occurrence
of rainfall events of the available data with the help of statistical analysis. Several
distributions have been suggested for hydrological analysis. Based on the theo-
retical probability distributions, it could be possible to predict the rainfall of dif-
ferent magnitudes and return periods. The most suitable distribution to represent the
observed data may depend on rainfall pattern of the place.

y = 174.4ln(x) + 344.21
R² = 0.9173
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Fig. 1 Annual rainfall analysis for Gabbur by log-Pearson type III distribution
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Test for Goodness of Fit for Probability Distributions

Out of the selected four probability distribution methods, the best-fitting probability
density function was selected based on goodness-of-fit test procedure. A number of
statistical tests are available for testing the best-fit distribution. In this study,
chi-square test was selected among the most commonly useful procedures for testing
goodness-of-fit test. The test statistic (v2) has been estimated from the expression:

v2 ¼
Xk
h¼1

Oh � Ehð Þ2
Eh

ð3:2Þ

where

k number of years,
Oh observed values in hth year,
Eh expected value in hth year.

The data were analyzed by computer-based VT-fit software used for fitting
probability distribution functions that also provide goodness-of-fit tests. The
probability density functions viz Weibull, Gamma, Gumbel, lognormal,
3-parameter Weibull, log-Pearson type III distributions which were used for anal-
ysis and compared with the Weibull (observed one) for deciding the best-fit dis-
tribution are shown below.

Distribution Probability density function

Weibull distribution P ¼ m
N þ 1

� �
Gamma distribution PðXÞ ¼ Xae�x

b

baþ 1Cðaþ 1Þ
� �

Gumbel distribution
f ðXÞ ¼ e�

ðX�cÞ
b �e�ð�X�cÞ

b

b

Lognormal distribution
PðXÞ ¼ 1

ryey
ffiffiffiffi
2p

p e� y
ly

� �2
=2r2y

Log-Pearson type III distribution
f ðXÞ ¼ e

c
bXb�1

bCðaÞ
ln X�c

b

� �a�1

Three-parameter Weibull distribution
f ðxÞ ¼ b

g
X�c
g

� �b�1
e�

X�c
gð Þb

Using the best-fit distribution identified for rainfall, the lowest chi-square value
distribution was considered to be the best-fit distribution, and the rainfall magni-
tudes at different probabilities were computed.
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Confidence Limits

Since the value of the variate for a given return period, ‘xt’ determined by the
above-said probability best-fit distribution values can have errors due to the limited
sample data used as an estimate of the confidence limits of the desirable. The
confidence interval indicates the limits about the calculated value between which
the true value can be said to lie with a specific probability. Based on sampling errors
for confidence probability ‘c’, the confidence interval of the variate xt is bounded by
values x1 and x2 given by the following equation.

x1=2 ¼ xT � f ðcÞSe

where
f(c) = function of the confidence probability ‘c’ determined by using the table of

normal variates.

Se ¼ probable error ¼ b r
n� 1ffiffiffiffi

N
p

� �

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1:3K þ 1:1K2

p
K ¼ frequency factor given by K ¼ yT � yn

Sn

rn−1 Standard deviation of the sample,
N Sample size.

Rainfall at various probability levels (25, 50, 75, and 90) based on the above
methodology rainfall at various probability levels (50, 60, 70, 75, 90, and 99%) for
annual basis has been worked out and are presented in Table 1. The rainfall at 70%
probability was generally used for agricultural planning, and hence, the same is
considered in the present investigation to suggest crop planning.

Results and Discussions

Rainfall Analysis

The analysis of annual rainfall data of the 37-year period for the study area Gabbur
revealed that the log-Pearson type III distribution was the best-fit distribution with
minimum chi-square value (23.7). This function was useful for studying the rainfall
pattern among the various probability distribution functions considered viz log-
normal, log-Pearson type III, Gamma, Gumbel, and Weibull 3 parameter (3P)
distributions in comparison with the Weibull distribution as observed one. The
best-fit distributions followed by log-Pearson type III distribution were Gumbel,

Rainfall Probability Distribution Analysis … 7
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Weibull 3 parameters (3P), and Gamma distributions with the chi-square values of
120.5, 126.4, 163.3, and 305.2 as shown in Table 1.

The best-fit regression analysis equation for the study area was developed using
the log-Pearson type III distribution which is given by the formula.

y ¼ 174:4 ln xð Þþ 344:21

where

y Rainfall mm
x Return period.

The equation was used to estimate rainfall at different probabilities in the study
area, and then the same was shown in Fig. 2. As the value of the regression
coefficient is R2 = 0.9173 in log-Pearson type III distribution-based on regression
models, which can be used to predict probable rainfall for different return periods.
The log-Pearson type III distribution estimated the probable annual rainfall mag-
nitudes of 1160.1, 1090.0, 1020.2, 940.0, 914.0, 816.0, 715.0, 673.6, 636.9, 572.6,
515.0, 405.0, 376.1, 219.7, and 141.3 mm for the return periods 200, 100, 50, 25,
20, 10, 5, 4, 3.3, 2.5, 1.4, 1.3. 1.05 and 1.01 years respectively.

Further, using the log-Pearson type III distribution, the magnitudes of weekly
rainfall at different probability levels were worked out. The mean annual rainfall of
534.3 mm was found to occur at the probability of 42.4%. Generally, the rainfall at
70% probability is considered for agricultural planning. The estimated weekly
rainfall values at this probability ranged from 0 to 25.1 mm. The mean standard
weekly rainfall and the estimates of standard weekly rainfall over a year at different
probability levels were calculated. The analysis revealed that the mean maximum
weekly rainfall values at 50, 70, 75, 90, 95, 99% probability levels were 28.6, 25.1,
23.6, 14.7, 10.9, 8.9, 2.8, and 1.4 mm during the 38th week, respectively (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Mean standard weekly rainfall over a year at different probability levels

Rainfall Probability Distribution Analysis … 9



During the period between 23rd and 42nd weeks except 26, 29, and 31st weeks,
17 weeks in a year the rainfall equal to or more than 10 mm could be received. As
expected, these periods coincided with the southwest monsoon season. The mon-
soon in this part of the region starts from June first/second week, which was clearly
revealed from the rainfall analysis that the 23rd week (04–10 June) coincided with
that period with a mean rainfall of 16.3 mm and at an acceptable 70% probability,
the rainfall of 14.6 mm could be expected during that week.

The mean weekly rainfall was >10 mm during the period from 23rd week to
42nd week (15–21 Oct). Further, it was noticed that even >15 mm could be
anticipated during the same period, except during 26th (25–01 Jul), 29th (16–22
Jul), and 31st weeks (30 Jul–05 Aug), which coincided with kharif season. On an
average, maximum peak weekly rainfall of 41.3 mm could be expected during the
38th week (17–23 Sep). At 70% probability, >15 mm rainfall could be expected
during the period from 33rd (13–19 Aug) to 42nd week (15–21 Oct) except 35th
week (27 Aug–02 Sep).

During the years wherein average weekly rainfall is >15–30 mm, kharif crops
could be expected to be sown during the beginning of the month of June (23rd
week) onwards. Later, during the month of October till the third week, i.e., 42nd
week, the southwest monsoon promises wet spells (35.4–18.2 mm), around that
time the sowing of rabi crops could be expected to be taken up. The recession of
southwest monsoon would start during week (22–28 Oct) and continue. Later on
even during northeast monsoon, no significant rains useful for crop growth would
be expected. This trend was found to continue till the summer by the end of May
month. The analysis also gave information on probable rainfall excesses help in the
canal water operation for saving water in the canal command area, harvested in
farm ponds and utilized during lean periods. Based on this, the effective rainfall
could be estimated and appropriate cropping pattern for upper, middle, and tail
reaches arrived at with consideration of the canal water availability and irrigation
requirement to be met out from the canal flow in the study area.

The confidence limit analysis regarding rainfall pattern following the
log-Pearson type III distribution indicated that as the confidence probability
increased, the confidence interval also increased and an increase in return period
caused the confidence band to spread on either side of the value as shown in
Table 2 which is helpful for finding out errors in the probability distribution.

The rainfall analysis would be useful in finding out the best-fit distribution
representing the rainfall pattern, which in turn would be helpful in arriving at the
magnitudes of weekly rainfall at different probabilities. For agricultural planning,
the rainfall at 70% probability with a 30% risk could be taken up for evolving
appropriate cropping pattern for upper, middle, and tail reaches by considering both
the availability of canal water supplies and effective rainfall. This information is
helpful for judging the suitable time of sowing of crops, intercultural operation
planning and harvesting of crops at suitable time during kharif and rabi seasons.
The irrigation water requirements to be met out from canal water supplies could be
estimated accordingly.
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Conclusion

By considering best-fit probability distribution, the weekly rainfall observation, the
effective rainfall and net irrigation requirement were estimated by after meeting all
the losses required for meeting the irrigation requirements could be supplied from
the canal water. This would not only minimize the deep percolation losses in the
upper and middle reaches thereby would facilitate declining of the water table to
solve drainage problems, but also would enhance the canal water supplies to the
lower reaches to reduce the tail-end problems and also help in developing cropping
planning decisions and estimating the design flow rate for maximizing crop
production.
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Analyzing Rainfall and Reservoir Release
Pattern for Ajwa Reservoir: A Case Study

Pushkar Sharma and Sanskriti Mujumdar

Abstract The rainfall pattern of a catchment is the governing parameter for the
quantity of water stored or released from any reservoir. However, along with the
rainfall of the current year, the rainfall of the previous year also plays a vital role in
deciding the releases. The Ajwa Reservoir is one of the main sources of water
supply for the city of Vadodara—the cultural capital of Gujarat aspiring to become
a smart city soon. The reservoir accounts for nearly 40% of the water supply to the
city. The city of Vadodara is growing at a very fast pace, and the water supply will
play an important role in its growth. With an average annual rainfall of 950 mm, it
usually faces shortage of water in peak summers which is the case of most of the
cities in the country. The study attempts to analyze the rainfall pattern as well as the
pattern of releases from the Ajwa Reservoir together. A data of 24 years has been
used for this purpose. The conclusions can be useful for devising a long-term
strategy for the reservoir operation policy of the Ajwa Dam.

Introduction

Vadodara is the third largest city in the state of Gujarat, with an area of 149 km2

(vmc.gov.in) and a population of 17 lakh (vmc.gov.in), located between
Ahmedabad and Surat. Post-independence, the city has experienced rapid popula-
tion growth and significant metamorphoses. Though the existence of Vadodara can
be traced back to the second century BC, its existence as a city dates back to 1816
when it came under British Rule. The modernization of the city began in 1882 with
His Highness Late Shrimant Maharaja Sayajirao Gaekwad—III ascending the
throne of the Baroda State.
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Ajwa (Sayaji) Sarovar

Ajwa Sarovar is an earthen dam built by His Highness Late Shrimant Maharaja
Sayajirao Gaekwad—III. A survey of this project was undertaken by Mr.
Sadashivaji in 1883. The scheme was sanctioned on November 26, 1884, and the
work was commenced in January 1885 and completed in months of March 1892
(Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan). The reservoir is located 20 km northeast of
Vadodara with waste weir and outlet works. The works were designed to afford a
daily supply of 13.63 million liters (3 million gallons) to 120,000 consumers
(Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan).

Impounding Reservoir

The catchment area of Shri Sayaji Sarovar is 95 km2 (36.67 sq. miles). The loss of
water by evaporation assumed to be 1.82 m (72 inches) annually, and the earthen
embankment is 4389 m (14,400 ft.) in length and 17.06 m (56 ft.) maximum
height. The capacity of reservoir up to R.L. 63.40 m (208.00 ft.) is 1287 Mcft and
that at R.L. 64.31 m (211.00 ft.) is 1717 Mcft. The top width is 4.87 m (16 ft.). The
top of the embankment is at R.L. 67.81 m (222.50 ft.). The sill of the outlet valve is
at R.L. 55.78 m (183.00 ft.). The inner slope is 3:1 and 2:1 on the outer side. The
inner toe is pitched with 0.23 m (9 inch) bricks up to the R.L. 65.83 m (216 ft.).
The water spread at R.L. 64.31 m (211.00 ft.) is 5.40 sq. miles. The water in the
lake has risen to R.L. 65.83 m (216.00 ft.) in the year 1927 owing to heavy rains.
The land between the dam and contour R.L. 65.83 m (216.00 ft.) belongs to
Municipality (Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan).

Waste Weir

The waste weir is 244 m (800 ft.) length and 30.50 m (100 ft.) in width. There are
62 shutter, each 3.05 m (10 ft.) and 0.91 m (3 ft.) in height. The shutters are fixed
with chains at two points. The chains are carried over pulleys and tied to the floats.
The floats are circular each 0.91 m (3 ft.) in dia and 1.82 m (6 ft.) in height. All of
them are filled with sand, gravel. The quantity of sand for each float is manipulated
according to the requirements. The width of the paving is 28.65 m (94 ft.) which is
made of concrete. The waste weir is automatically operated, and the overflow level
is 64.31 m (211 ft.) (Vadodara Mahanagar Seva Sadan).
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Literature Review

Bharali (2015) has estimated the reservoir storage capacity for the Dibang
Multipurpose Dam site in the Dibang River Basin, Arunachal Pradesh. The inflow
mass curve is plotted, and the slope line is converted on horizontal axis to make
residual mass curve. Also, the calculations by sequent peak algorithm method are
done to obtain the reservoir capacity. The reservoir storage capacity is calculated for
monthly variation flow for different years, and graph is plotted to calculate the
maximum storage capacity. Mehta et al. (2014) have used HEC-RAS to evaluate
the flood conveyance performance of Tapi river for lower reach of approximately
6 km length within Surat city from weir cum causeway to Sardar Bridge with the
past flood data of Tapi River. Vogel et al. (1999) all have used the annual and
monthly flow records to obtain storage-yield curves and compared it with stan-
dardized net inflow and coefficient of variation of net inflow Cv to characterize the
refill properties of storage reservoirs in USA. Coefficient of variation of net inflow
Cv of a river can be used to calculate the design capacity of the reservoir with the
help of annual fluctuations in stream flow alone regardless of stream size.

Suleiman and Ifabiyi (2015) have obtained the spatiotemporal trends of Shiroro
Dam with the hydro-meteorological data available. Statistical analysis of rainfall,
inflow, reservoir storage, and turbine release are done, and the correlation regres-
sion analysis is used to develop models for the variables. Pancholi et al. (2015) all
have calculated the minimum and maximum runoffs for the Vishwamitri River
watershed for the period of 1990–2013. Minimum and maximum values of yearly
computed average rainfall, land use/land cover, and hydrological soil maps layers
are used in GIS environment to estimate CN. Universal Soil Loss Equation is used
to calculate the soil loss from the watershed per hectare per year and the regions
with severe soil erosion is also obtained.

Data Collection

The daily rainfall data of the monsoon period for the four raingauge stations located
in the catchment of Ajwa Reservoir is collected for the period of 1991–2014.
Figure 1 shows the location of the rain gauges in the catchment. Table 1 shows the
details of the four rainguage stations. The hourly level of dam for the monsoon
period is collected for the period of 1991–2014. The weir-discharge table and the
specifications of Sayaji Sarovar are collected.

Analysis

Subramanya (2015), ‘Engineering Hydrology’ book is used for all types of cal-
culation of formulas. The average depth of rainfall for the catchment was calculated
by arithmetic mean method. Table 2 shows the average depth of rainfall for the
catchment for the study period of 24 years.
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Here in Table 2, average rainfall for individual rain gauge station is calculated as
shown below for Ajwa station:

Average rainf all for rain gauge station at Ajwa mmð Þ ¼ y1 þ y2 þ � � � þ yn
n

where

y yearly rain fall in mm
n no. of years
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Fig. 1 Average rainfall versus year

Table 1 Location of raingauges in catchment of Ajwa Reservoir

Position No. Place Latitude Longitude Elevation in m

1 Ajwa 22° 24′ 45″ 73° 23′ 12″ 64

2 Pratappura 22° 29′ 51″ 73° 23′ 21″ 74

3 Halol 22° 30′ 42″ 73° 27′ 51″ 90

4 Ghansarvaav 22° 26′ 25″ 73° 29′ 1″ 110

Table 2 Average rainfall of raingauge stations

Position No. in Fig. 1. Place Avg. rainfall from 1991 to 2014 (mm)

1 Ajwa 1010

2 Pratappura 938

3 Halol 1059

4 Ghansarvaav 894.25
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The average rainfall in Fig. 1 is calculated by arithmetic mean method for all the
stations for each year from 1991 to 2014.

Average rainf all for catchment of Ajwa reservoir mmð Þ ¼ y1 þ y2 þ y3 þ y4
4

where

y1 yearly rainfall for Ajwa station in mm
y2 yearly rainfall for Pratapura station
y3 yearly rainfall for Halol station
y4 yearly rainfall for Gansarvaav station.

In this manner, average rainfall for each year is calculated and plotted and
average for 24 years is obtained as 975 mm.

From graph shown in Fig. 2a, we can get the maximum level obtained by
reservoir in each year, and from this level we can get the maximum discharge from
waste weir for that particular level of Ajwa Reservoir in graph of Fig. 2b. During
high flows, water flowing in the reservoir exceeds its overflow level of 64.31 m and
release from waste weir starts as water keeps accumulating from catchment. Due to
heavy releases from waste weir, the river Vishwamitri gets flooded. The river flows
through the Vadodara city meeting the Arabian Sea at Pingalwada. In this paper, we
have calculated the yearly release through dam for a period of 1991–2014 by
interpolating the level of the dam in elevation-discharge curve in Fig. 2b. Hourly
level of dam is obtained from Municipality Authority (Vadodara Mahanagar Seva
Sadan) for each year, and with this level, hourly discharge is calculated and total
discharge is obtained for the whole year by summing hourly discharge.

Fig. 2 a Yearly maximum level of Ajwa Reservoir and b elevation-discharge curve for waste
weir of Ajwa Reservoir
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Results and Conclusion

From Fig. 1, it can be seen that average rainfall for Ajwa catchment area is 975 mm
(1991–2014) and the rainfall varies from 419 to 1474 mm. The trendline shows that
the rainfall has increased from 850 to 1050 mm in a span of 24 years and there is a
steady rise. From Fig. 2a, b, the maximum discharge which the downstream river
can face in near future can be used for modification in river cross section so as to
increase its capacity and protect the downstream region from flooding. From Fig. 3,
it can be seen that 1992 and 1993 are drought year and thus storage in the reservoir
was very less. Therefore, although year 1994 has rainfall above average annual
rainfall of 975 mm (1991–2014), there is no overflow from the dam due to the
previous year deficit. Thus, in year 1994, overflow has not occurred as compared to
other years. Results are unusual for 1996, 1997, and 1998, which give an indication
that either there may be some errors in discharge data for these years or water may
have been released for special purpose. Thus, because of this error, the trendline in
Fig. 4 has correlation coefficient of 0.48, which is very less. Further from year
1999, the rainfall and discharge follow a pattern shown by trendline in Fig. 5 which
has correlation coefficient of 0.7 which is fairly good enough. With this equation,
future discharge for a given rainfall can be predicted and data can be used for
planning of release from the dam.
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Preliminary Investigations on Localized
Rainfall Interception Losses Under Real
Field Observations

M. L. Gaur and Saket Kumar

Abstract Even under prevailing advanced science era, hydrological loss functions
remain the weakest link and thus governs the ultimate success of any rainfall-runoff
modeling on natural catchments. Among various such loss functions, interception
happens to be the first and foremost element, on which research efforts are almost
negligible, being truer for India and particularly middle Gujarat region. Present
study is a preliminary effort, where field-based experimentations were conceived
and conducted during rainy season of 2014, by adopting natural trees of different
varieties and equipping them with certain low-cost alternative simple gauging
setups to record daily magnitudes of stemflows, throughfalls and rainfalls. Two
diverse sites were earmarked at newly developed College of Agricultural
Engineering and Technology (CAET) Godhra in Gujarat, encompassing about 40
trees of 13 different types/varieties at 2 different sites. Simplified standard protocols
and methodological steps were adhered, for measuring the stemflows, throughfalls,
and actual rainfalls during active monsoon. Canopy interception (daily) was
determined along with stemflow, by equipping the tree barks with reused half-cut
tires and flexible plastic pipes and containers beneath it. Appropriately measured
tree canopy area and rainfall were utilized in computations. Preliminary results as
obtained and communicated herein are indeed an effort to visualize and attempt gap
filling for this mistreated hydrological component. The observed range of average
values of stemflows and throughfalls was found extremely heterogeneous
depending upon rainstorms as well as physiological attributes of trees (8–20 and 5–
35%, respectively). Though the individual observed values of intercepted rains
remained small, but their cumulative magnitudes had visible hydrological impacts
(soil moisture patterns, infiltration patter, overland flows, and re-distribution of
raindrops) on land surface located beneath the tree canopy. Results revealed sig-
nificant influences of vegetative physiognomies on several such impacts from
intercepted rainfall, owing to heterogeneous trees and their physiological archi-
tecture (canopy area, tree height, types and shape of leaves, bark/branches).
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The qualitative analysis of intercepted rainwater was also performed and reported
herein. Larger trees such as azadirachta indica (neem), mangifera indica (mango),
tamarind (emlee), Saraca asoca (ashoka) showed higher interception magnitudes,
even for identical rains, showing influence of their high aerodynamic roughness.
The observed magnitudes and patterns of rainfall interception from this study are
expected to be of vital utilities for futuristic hydrological modeling efforts in study
region.

Introduction

In the field of hydrology, interception by trees/plants is deliberated essentially in
view of two aspects; (1) as component of catchment water balance and (2) as
element of water flow in the atmosphere-tree stand-soil system. In dynamic
hydrology, the concept of interception embraces the processes ongoing within
whole catchment area and includes long-term periods of precipitation as well as of
water evaporation from plant surfaces, even during the periods in between rain-
storms (Okonski 2007). Interception topic has been widely contemplated in text-
books (Crockford and Richardson 2000), where it is well recognized that in any
natural catchment, it remains very difficult to get evaluate it. It happens because of
the reason that it requires ground-observed data, which often remained a neglected
area, presuming magnitude of interception as almost negligible. Under prevailing
climatic change situations, such assumption could never be a wise/correct postu-
lation, as it all together imposes high degrees of uncertainties/imbalances in
hydrological processes/constituents. Hence, the rainfall interception is believed to
play an important role in the water balance of catchments and plant ecosystems as
whole. It is often defined as the rainwater that is retained on vegetation canopies
and lost to atmosphere as water vapor (Rao 1987). Caldier (1979) and Gash et al.
(1980) reported that owing to higher interception losses, there could be a reduction
in water yield even up to almost a zero level after forestation. On the other hand, for
Indian conditions, Rao (1987) has reported that a similar reverse impact could occur
due to conversion of forest into agricultural lands. If we traverse the previous
research reviews, it is evident that there exist very vague/uncertain estimates of
interception losses, which remain confined and applicable to local situations only,
without any potential for its wider extrapolations. Reporting all such estimates here
is considered out of scope; moreover, for Indian conditions, such observations are
hardly available.

Asdak (2010) reported that rainfall interception loss in the tropical rain forests
remains about 11% of total rainfall and solely depended upon kind of plant. The
highest levels of rainfall interception (@ 30% of total rains) are reported for natural
forests, which ultimately gets re-evaporated back into the atmosphere. Variability in
respect of stemflows and throughfalls was too found extremely uncertain and poorly
gauged; the throughfall percentage also increases significantly with decreasing tree
height in tropical forest (Horton 1938). There can be enormous reasons with which
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the quantum and rates of intercepted water vary. Researchers have well demon-
strated that it varies not only with forest type, but also with geographical location.
But still, it remained an important factor of hydrological cycle, and majority of
hydrological models demand its proper parameterization (Wang et al. 2007), which
indeed remains a big challenge for hydrologists. If we visualize the physics of
interception, it is quite evident that when rain falls on forest canopies, a proportion
reaches the forest floor as throughfall (TF) and stemflow (SF), and the remainder is
retained on canopy and subsequently evaporated. TF being part of gross rainfall
(GR) drips from foliage or branches of canopy or reaches the forest floor by passing
directly through tree canopies (Ahmadi et al. 2009; Rao 1987). SF too remains yet
another important constituent of GR, whose volumetric magnitudes, under a
tree/vegetation are greatly influenced by specific physiological attributes of
trees/vegetation, namely species, crown size, leaf shape and its orientation, branch
angle, and also the bark roughness (Levia and Frost 2010). Rao et al. (2012)
reported certain important findings on rain interception over bamboo plants in the
location nearer to present study.

There exists a plethora of review out of which only few bits are being portrayed
here. Fathizadeh et al. (2013) studied hydrological balance of forest ecosystems on
seasonal variability of rainfall interception and canopy storage capacity by indi-
vidual trees, where interception was accounted for 84.9 mm (20%) of GR that
significantly differed between the leaf (47.4 mm or 30% of GR) versus leafless
(37.7 mm or 14% of GR) periods. Panwar et al. (2012) attempted a study on
partitioning of rainfall and runoff measurement in Terminalia chebula (8 � 8 m)
and Emblica officinalis (6 � 6 m) plantations with additional measurements on TF,
SF, and canopy interception. TF was measured by placing collectors beneath tree
canopy, and SF was collected by diverting water flowing through stem to a col-
lector. Ramser’s samplers were established to collect runoff water and compare
runoff among 2 plantations, where it was reported that SF varied from 0.5 to 3.7%
in T. chebula and 0.3 to 3.2% of GR in E. officinalis-based system. TF was reported
slightly higher in E. officinalis (90–97.5%) as compared to T. chebula (86.64–
97.8%). Wani and Manhas (2012) revealed some results on observations of rainfall
interception in relation to the tree architecture and other features for Pinus wal-
lichiana stand in Dal Lake catchment in Kashmir Himalayas, where SF (mm) was
significantly influenced by tree diameter at breast height (DBH, cm), tree height
(m), nature of bark, and attachment angles of lateral branches in tree height.
Smooth-barked trees gave about 5% more of SF than rough-barked ones. TF was
found negatively correlated with downward branching pattern. Of the total average
rainfall of 66.5 mm during the course of study, TF, SF, and interception for whole
tree stand were reported as 26.7, 36.3, and 36.9%, respectively. Interception per-
centage decreased significantly with increase in rainfall. Gurav et al. (2012) studied
the partitioning of GR into TF and canopy interception loss in 2 different shade
levels of Indian coffee agroforests. TF ranged from 84 to 91%, and interception loss
ranged from 8.9 to 15.7% of GR in the high and low shade levels of coffee
agroforestry systems. TF was reported significantly higher, and interception loss
was significantly lower in high-shade-level system compared to low-shade-level
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system. Alfiansyah et al. (2012) studied pattern of rainfall interception on
plants/trees in a coffee plantation in Indonesia adopting 15-year-old plants of 1.5 m
height 4.56-m2 canopy area. Rainfall interception loss was determined based on
water balance approach of daily rainfall, TF and SF data, followed by empirical
regression equation between rainfall interception loss and rainfall to arrive a model
to estimate rainfall interception loss. It was reported that coffee plants can intercept
even 76% of annual rainfall. Global estimates were presented giving an interesting
finding that the interception loss is responsible for evaporation of about 13% of total
incoming rainfall over broadleaf evergreen forests, 19% in broadleaf deciduous
forests, and 22% in needle leaf forests. Zhang et al. (2009) performed the similar
studies in China, on rainfall interception loss by shrubs, and found that TF passes
through crowns, adopting 73 rain events and giving canopy water storage capacities
in the ranges of 0.52–0.68 mm, and free TF coefficient in between 0.47 and 0.62 for
prevailing vegetation. Friesen et al. (2008) revealed canopy interception as 60% of
annual rainfall.

Vegetation in tropical regions often represents a type of ecosystem that has a
large influence on hydrological processes (Jetten 1996), which mostly remains a
physical process, but sometimes chemical too. The trees intercept a large part of the
rainfall, whose internal circulation involves the transfer of nutrients from the
vegetation to the soil through the process of canopy leaching, defined as rainfall on
the canopy that passes through it and reaches the soil surface by directly falling or
through stemflow (Parker 1983). In these steps of internal circulation, process
remains continuous and most likely involves the recycling of nutrients over rainy
periods. As described by Casartelli et al. (2008), the chemistry of precipitation is a
concern in developing countries, because it is an efficient mechanism of removing
pollutants from the air. The majority of studies published in western parts of globe
are giving importance to chemistry of precipitation looking at solute contribution to
the biogeochemistry cycle in order to explain nutrient input to ecosystem. Dry and
wet deposition of water on leaves can be an important nutrient source for plants and
soils.

Measuring and Modeling Interception

To model the interception, three kinds of models are explained by the researchers.
First the conceptual Rutter model and its revised sparse canopy version; second, the
often used analytical, i.e., Gash model (original and revised sparse canopy version);
finally the third one under the categories of stochastically based models. Today,
interception is one of the most underestimated processes in rainfall-runoff analysis.
It has often been disregarded in hydrological models because it is difficult to
measure. Models that consider interceptions take it as a minor flux and either
combine it with evaporation and transpiration or take it as a fixed percentage of
rainfall. It is commonly accepted that interception volume is directly related to the
size of the surface of the aboveground plant part. In earlier studies, there were
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efforts undertaken to describe tree surface area based on its similarity to other tree
or stand biometric features. Telkehaimanot et al. (1991) had assumed a linear
relationship between interception and number of trees per hectare. At the present
time, in the majority of the studies on interception, the crown area is determined
with the use of leaf area index, and it is later regressed/correlated with interception
magnitudes. There have been certain base models too that amply describe the
interception volume. Same could be generally divided into two main groups:
(1) based on physical features of the process of water interception by tree canopy
(Rutter et al. 1971; Gash 1979; Gash et al. 1980) and further modified and (2) re-
gression equations of purely academic character or further founded on natural
determinants (Horton 1938; Calder 1986). The Sacramento model, for instance,
combines interception with the upper soil’s tension water volume. Disregarding or
lumping up interception with other processes introduces errors in hydrological
modeling. Researchers have many a time revealed that evaporation of intercepted
precipitation merely replaced transpiration, and that interception does not need to be
considered as an additional ‘loss’ separate from transpiration (Gaurav et al. 2012;
Gash et al. 1995; Hormann et al. 1996 and Yoshida et al. 1996) . A broad simplistic
conceptual process framework of interception losses is depicted in Fig. 1, which is
kept in focus taking timescale of interception as short, ending within hours after
rainfall. A study carried out by Owens et al. (2005) revealed that 35% of the bulk
rainfall falling on Juniper trees can be intercepted by tree canopy.

Material and Method

Description of Study Area

The study was performed in CAET campus Godhra (latitude 22.50N; longitude
73.40E; MSL 121 m) and its experimental research farm Kakanpur (latitude 22.50;

Fig. 1 Conceptual process framework of interception losses
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longitude 73.30E; MSL 70 m). The representative geographical details of study
sites are illustrated in Fig. 2, where the spatial distribution of identified trees as
adopted in the study is reflected. The detailed information of location of trees was
earmarked with GPS to depict about 40 natural trees as adopted in this study.

Measuring Physiological Attributes of Trees Under Study

A large number of natural trees (7 nos at CAET, Godhra, and 8 nos at Instruction
Farm CAET, Kakanpur) were identified and adopted in this study, which were
having tremendous variations in their physiological attributes. A condensed pic-
torial scenario of these trees is illustrated in Fig. 3, incorporating their spatial
configurations and standard botanical nomenclature as well. Height measurement of
trees under study at two specific sites was performed by using tangent clinometers,
levels, and levelling staff/measuring taps. Canopy area of the trees was determined
by number of canopy diameter measurements using measure tap and vertical
ranging rods simultaneously. Crown projection area (CPA) was estimated for
individual trees which were later utilized for calculation of the SF equivalent depth.
The standard method of measuring the CPA is to surface (Delphis and Levia 2004).
The corresponding SF depth of each selected tree was measured by dividing the
collected SF volume by the CPA. Finally, the SF depths of the 9 selected trees were
averaged to determine the mean SF depth for each event.

Fig. 2 Geographical and location details of study area as well as identified trees there in
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1. Almond
(Terminalia catappa)

2. Ashoka 
(Saraca asoca)

3. Peepal 
(Ficus religiosa)

4. Mango 
(Mongifera indica)

5. Neem 
(Azadirachta indica)

6. Eucalyptus 
(Eucalyptus Radiata)

7. Sahjan 
(Moringa oleifera)

8. Aledi 
(Morinda pubescens 
J. E. Sm)

9. Anderekha 
(Anderekha)

10. Ber 
(Ziziphus  Mauritian)

11.Emali 
(Tamarindus Indica)

12.Gulmohar
(Delonix regia)

13. Neem
(Azadirachta  indica)

14. Sagwan
(Tectona grandis Linn 
f. Verbenaceae)

15. Sahajan 
(Moringa oleifera)

Fig. 3 Physiological look of representative trees as adopted for observing rainfall interception at
two different sites. (words in parenthesis are botanical name) (location of trees 1–7 @ CAET
Godhra Campus; 8–15 @ Kakanpur Farm of CAET)
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Measuring Interception Components

Measuring the interception components like SF and TF needed a thorough effort to
adjudge the best suitable simpler means where some of the innovative options were
evolved, and accordingly, measuring systems were fabricated and installed on
pre-identified trees at two specific study sites. Low-cost-used materials like
worn-out tubes/tires and used containers/plastic canes and tubes were procured and
suitably utilized in the study, after their need-based fabrication/assemble for the
intended purpose. The structural configurations of these setups were made extre-
mely simple (Fig. 3), where the magnitudes of rainfall, stemflows, and throughfalls
were computed by having a regular observation on important rainy days at fixed
point of time (8–8.30 am). The stemflows stored inside the plastic canes were
suitably measured in its volumetric units and later converted to depths by using the
measured dimensions of projected tree canopy areas of individual trees. Similarly,
the measurements for throughfalls were conducted by placing the tin containers in
different quadrants beneath the trees and measuring TF volumes periodically. The
materials utilized for fabrication of interception measuring complements included
plastic sheets, trays, tubes, cans, nonrecording rain gauges, and other sampling
means. The observations from standard recording type rain gauge as well as
automatic weather station (installed at CAET Godhra and Kakanpur farm) were too
utilized for the purpose.

To analyze the qualitative attributes of intercepted rainwater in contrast to
nonintercepted water, standard methods were adopted while collecting and con-
ducting analysis of the water samples. Digital oven dryer, digital weighing balance,
measuring cylinders, glass beaker/stick bold marker, digital PH conductivity,
temperature meter, and other facilities in water quality laboratory were suitably
used to obtain certain basic attributes. Parameters like pH and total solids for
intercepted and nonintercepted rainwater were worked out utilizing pH meter and
water sample oven drying/weighing, respectively. Similarly, dissolved oxygen too
was evaluated for above-cited two groups of sampled rainwater.

The gross precipitation was measured in the open field, away from canopy
influences. SF was measured by an open flap of tire wrapped around the trunk of
tree, and nails are placed outside of wrapped flap of tire with the help of hammer
and to control leakage water by M-seal and pipe placed into gallon. During
rainfall, the SF was stored into wrapped flap and delivered water into gallon
through pipe, which could be later measured volumetrically. Measuring TF was a
bit difficult because the canopy of various trees was not homogeneous, but it was
attempted by placing number of containers (fixed cross-sectional area) under
canopies.
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Result and Discussion

Rainfall

Though there observed a plethora of rainfall records at both the study sites, the
number of rainy events during the year of study were remained extremely limited.
Out of those, only 10 storms with maximum possible common dates were identified
with sizeable observed rainfall at both the study sites, and looking into accom-
plishment of feasible observations in regard to stemflows, throughfalls, and other
sampling on said dates. The observed 24-h precipitation on these dates for both the
study sites is illustrated in Table 1. Results show that range of observed rainfall
depths across 18 different storms was varying in the range of 2.8–37.0 mm with
sizeable differences at 2 study sites even on similar dates. Owing to various field
limitations/constraints, the storm size and data ranges remain a bit small, but
generated and used in best possible manner.

Quantitative Variations in Interception Components

The quantitative variations in net interception values were highly heterogamous and
did not have any set trends. The values were influenced by many parameters
including tree physiology as well as the prevailing storm characteristics. These
values were arrived after measuring the components like throughfalls and the
stemflows on various trees as adopted in this study. In all about 40 trees were
identified out of which observations could be feasible on 38, across August and
September months of 2014 active monsoon period. The in-depth description in
regard to observed values and their trends is summarized in below given
paragraphs:

Throughfall Values: The preliminary analysis of observed records revealed that
the throughfall values were changing a lot depending upon the integrated effects of
plant physiological parameters as well as input rainwater values. In general, the
values of throughfall were ranging from two in all sets of conditions at Godhra
campus. The stemflow in mango trees was significant and was in the range of
0.15–3.75%, which could be having further scope of refinement. The similar values
of stemflows in almond trees were in the range of 0.05–0.78% of rain. The values in
regard to eucalyptus were in the range of 1.57–13.76%, which is of special sig-
nificance to depict the role of tree architecture. The values of stemflows in sahjan
tree were in between 0.41 and 2.51 and in neem trees 0.03 and 0.33% which is of
very interesting to reflect partitioning factors of rains, may be specific density
pattern of leaves and branches. In Peepal trees, it was 0.32–2.12%, while in ashoka
trees it was 0.21–2.4%. The date-wise as well as tree-wise variability of TF for
CAET, Godhra, as well as Kakanpur site is illustrated in Fig. 4, which is
self-speaking in its contents.
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Stemflow Values: For CAET, Godhra site, the composite range of SF magnitudes
across various trees as well as period of observation was found to vary between 0.5
and 7% depending upon the prevailing combinations of settings. Eucalyptus,
Ashoka, and Mango trees gave higher magnitudes of stemflows in comparison to
other trees. It indirectly reflected reduced interception losses on these trees when
compare to other trees under study area. For Kakanpur site, the composite range of
SF magnitudes across various trees as well as period of observation was found to
vary between 0.1 and 8.5% depending upon the prevailing combinations of settings.
sagwan, sahjan, and neem trees gave higher magnitudes of throughfalls in com-
parison to other trees. It was due to the higher density of leaves with closed

Fig. 4 Variability of observed throughfalls on different trees at two study sites
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overlapping to offer larger surface catchments for catching raindrops. It indirectly
reflected reduced interception losses on these trees when compare to other trees
under study area. The date-wise as well as tree-wise variability of SF at both the
study sites is illustrated in Fig. 5, which is self-speaking in its contents.

Net Interception Values: At Godhra site, the interception components were
observed on 18 trees (Mango-5, Almond-3, Peepal-1, Ashoka-1, Eucalyptus-4,
sahjan-3, and Neem-1). Results revealed that magnitudes of daily interception

Fig. 5 Variability of observed stemflows on different trees at two study sites
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values varied widely across the types of trees with significant influences of input
rainfall. On mango trees, it varied in the range of 1.1–6.8 mm per day while facing
storms in the ranges/magnitudes. Similar ranges of values for Almond, Peepal,
Ashoka, Eucalyptus, sahjan, and Neem were found as 0.4–7.1, 0.8–2.3, 1.6–4.3,
0.6–8.6, 1.0–9.6 mm, respectively. The net magnitudes of so arrived interception
values were having multiple influences from tree physiological constituents as well
as storm characteristics. The variations in regard to total interception values worked
out for various trees at Godhra campus were found in the range of 3.36 to as high as
60% of input rainfall values. It was highly depended upon the magnitude of rainfall
and its temporal spread in particular the earlier day rains and later on the basis of
plant physiological architecture at specific location under study. Similarly for
Kakanpur experimental farm location, the interception components were observed
on 20 trees (sagwan-7, Gulmohar-4, sahjan-2, Neem-3, aledi-1, emali-1, ber-1,
anderekha-1). Results revealed that magnitudes of daily interception values varied
widely across the types of trees with significant influences of input rainfall. On
mango trees, it varied in the range of 1.1–6.8 mm per day while facing storms in the
ranges/magnitudes. Similar ranges of value for sagwan, Gulmohar, sahjan, Neem,
aledi, emali, ber, and anderekha were found as 0.2–8.9, 02–6.9, 0.2–7.7, 0.1–6.9,
0.3–6.9, 0.8–6.5, and 0.7–7.7 mm, respectively. The net magnitudes of so arrived
interception values were having multiple influences from tree physiological con-
stituents and storm characteristics.

Qualitative Variations in Intercepted Water

Some of the important quality parameters/indicators of intercepted rainfall were
judged to reveal variations in pH, appearance, dissolved oxygen, and total solids.
An interesting fact was observed while evaluating the pH values of samples of
direct rainfall, and the intercepted and throughfall part of rainwater. By coming in
contact with stems, barks, and leaves, the pH of water was significantly altered and
increased even up to 25–30% of normal values as in original rainwater. These
variations were found to get significantly influenced by types and varieties of trees
whose external and internal physiological architectures were different as depicted in
various pictorial illustrations (Fig. 6). Intercepted rainwater continuously travelled
over or along leaves and tree bark till it reaches either to ground or back to
atmosphere. Chemistry of intercepted precipitation used to be an efficient mecha-
nism of removing pollutants from the air and its transportation toward soil surface
or soil columns too.
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Conclusions

The process of interception by vegetation is an important factor in hydrological
models, but very fewer efforts are made for its reliable quantitative estimations.
Hydrological models could provide more accurate results if this important gap of
hydrological observation is fulfilled by putting realistic data for the region under
study. The present study was a preliminary effort and performed at two locations in
middle Gujarat region of western India by encompassing about 38 natural trees and
observing rainfall and its interception components using 10 natural storms as
observed during active monsoon in 2014. Types and species of trees were identified
and earmarked for observing the magnitudes of stemflows, throughfalls, and at last
the interception values on daily basis for 10 daily events. The trees at Godhra
campus were Mango, Almond, sahjan, Neem, Ashoka, Peepal, and Eucalyptus,
while at Kakanpur these were aledi, anderekha, sagwan, ber, emali, Neem,
Gulmohar, and sahjan. Magnitudes of daily interception values varied widely across
the types of trees with significant influences of input rainfall. On mango trees, it
varied in the range of 1.1–6.8 mm per day, while for sagwan, gulmohar, sahjan,
neem, aledi, emali, ber, and anderekha trees, these were found as 0.2–8.9, 02–6.9,
0.2–7.7, 0.1–6.9, 0.3–6.9, 0.8–6.5, and 0.7–7.7 mm, respectively. Although the
collected data and its results are only from one short season with thin records, still
these preliminary findings provided certain logical ranges of values to unfold this
undiscovered part of hydrological cycle in the region. Futuristic studies will sup-
plement these observations and could yield better local estimates for improving

Fig. 6 Variability of pH and dissolved oxygen in intercepted rainwater for different trees
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modeling framework on rainfall-runoff studies, provoking researchers to lay line of
sight toward this important hydrological parameter. Results from this preliminary
study, visualized ‘Leaf Area’ as one of the most dominating variable to influence
magnitude & intensities of rainfall interceptions. Present benchmark information
was generated during active monsoon period, and it might be further researched &
refined for its futuristic extension in similar neighbourhood.
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Probabilistic Estimation of Design Daily
Runoff from Bamhani Watershed, India

Sarita Gajbhiye Meshram and Vijay P. Singh

Abstract Exact estimation of runoff is very important task in physiographic unit
and watershed management (Gajbhiye et al. Int J u- e-Serv Sci Technol 7(6):47–60
2014; Gajbhiye. Int J u- e-Serv Sci Technol 8(2):11–24 2015a, Int J u- e-Serv Sci
Technol 8(4):118–122 b). For the design of surface runoff storage system, proba-
bilistic estimation of 1-day maximum runoff is essential for safe and cost effective
planning. In this study, 1-day and consecutive 2 and 3 day maximum runoff from
Bamhani Watershed, Madhya Pradesh (India) were computed. Daily runoff was
estimated using SCS-CN model for a 200 year return period. Moreover, 1, 2, and
3-day maximum runoff was fitted with 3 probability distributions (i.e. log normal,
log Pearson type III and Gumbel). The goodness of fit test (chi square) revealed that
the log-Pearson type III distribution is the best fit distribution for the 1, 2 and 3 day
maximum runoff from Bamhani watershed.

Keywords Daily rainfall � Runoff � Probabilistic estimation � SCS-CN model
Watershed

Introduction

Soil erosion can be control by the management techniques of the watershed man-
agement planning in the catchment area (Gajbhiye et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2014).
Sediment and runoff are the two important hydrologic responses from the rainfall
events occurring in the watershed (Gajbhiye et al. 2014). Rainfall generated runoff
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from a watershed is an important input for design of hydraulic structures and
erosion control measures. The need for accurate information on watershed runoff
have grown rapidly during the past decades because of the acceleration of water-
shed management programs for conservation, development, and beneficial use of all
natural resources, including soil and water (Gajbhiye and Mishra 2012; Mishra
et al. 2013; Gajbhiye et al. 2014a, b). On a long term basis, the change in runoff
volume and its time distribution indicates dynamic changes occurring in a water-
shed (Deshmukh et al. 2013). The SCS-CN method computes the surface runoff
volume for a given rainfall event from small agricultural, forest, and urban
watersheds (SCS 1956, 1985). Rainfall is a stochastic variable and a large amount
of annual rainfall data is needed for its depth duration frequency analysis. Higher
the rainfall less often it occurs. Higher the recurrence interval, higher the design
rainfall implying more costly project with less risk of failure. One day maximum
rainfall values are of great importance for design of hydraulic structure. In the
present study probability analysis of one to three consecutive days’ maximum
annual rainfall for different return periods is attempted to select the best probability
distribution for design of hydraulic structures for the watershed.

Probability analysis is the most reliable method to predict the occurrence of
future rainfall events based on the past behavior of rainfall. Analysis of one day
rainfall has been carried out for different place by many researchers (Dhar and
Kulkarni 1973; Ferdows et al. 2005; Patle 2008; Yadav and Saxena 2014; Sharma
and Singh 2010; Nemichandrapp et al. 2010; Mayooran and Laheetharan 2014;
Manikandan et al. 2015; Vivekanandan 2015; Bora and Choudhry 2015;
Krishnamurthy et al. 2015) by using different probability distribution viz, Gumbel,
Log normal and Log Pearson type-III.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number (CN) method has gained
general acceptance in engineering practice due to its simplicity in estimating storm
water runoff depth from rainfall depth and it is supported by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA). Originally developed from daily rainfall data
from small agricultural watersheds in the Midwestern United States (Mockus 1949;
Rallison 1980), this method was first introduced in 1954 (NRCS 2001). The CN
method continues to be updated and amended with increasing data and research
(Mishra and Singh 1999a, b; Jain et al. 2006; Gajbhiye et al. 2013), as well as
innovative applications such as water quality modelling (Mishra and Singh 2003)
and continuous simulations (Williams and LaSeur 1976; Hawkins 1973, 1978;
Arnold et al. 1990; Mishra and Singh 2004; and others).

Biswas and Khambete (1989) computed the lowest amount of rainfall for dif-
ferent probability levels by fitting the gamma probability distribution to week by
week total rainfall of 82 stations in a dry farming tract of Maharashtra. Lin et al.
(1993) stated that in accordance with the probability distribution all stations in the
same area can be classified indifferent clusters and special characteristic among
clusters can have spatial relationship to a certain extent in that cluster. Chapman
(1994) evaluated five daily rainfall generating models with several methods and
analyzed that Srikanthan-McMahon model performed well when calibrated with
long rainfall records. Duan et al. (1995) suggested that for modeling daily rainfall
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amounts, the Weibull and to a lesser extent the exponential distribution were
suitable. Upadhaya and Singh (1998) stated that it is possible to predict rain fall
fairly accurate using various probability distributions for certain returns periods
although rainfall varies with space and time and have erratic nature. Sen and Eljadid
(1999) reported that for monthly rainfall in arid regions the gamma probability
distribution is best fit. Ogunlela (2001) evaluated that the log-pearson type III
distribution best describes the stochastic characteristics of peak daily rainfall. Tao
et al. (2002) recommended the generalized extreme value model as the most suit-
able distribution after a systematic assessment procedure for representing
extreme-values and its relatively simple method of parameter estimation. Topaloglu
(2002) reported that the Gumbel probability model estimated by the method of
moments and evaluated by chi-square tests was found to be the best model in the
Seyhan River basin. Salami (2004) analyzed meteorological data for Texas and
found that the Gumbel distribution fitted adequately both evaporation and tem-
perature data, while for precipitation data log-Pearson type III distribution was more
accurate. Lee (2005) indicated that log-Pearson type III distribution fitted 50% of
the stations for the rainfall distribution characteristics of Chia-Nan plain area.

Bhakar et al. (2006) analyzed frequencies of peak rainfall of consecutive days at
Banswara, Rajasthan, India, and found the gamma distribution as the best fit
amongst all the distributions tested by the Chi-square value. Deidda and Puliga
(2006) found for left-censored records of Sardinia that some weaknesses were
evident for the generalized Pareto distribution. Kwaku et al. (2007) observed that
the log-normal distribution was the best fitted probability distribution for one to five
consecutive day maximum rainfall for Accra, Ghana. Hanson et al. (2008) indicated
that the Pearson type III distribution fitted the full record of daily precipitation data
and the Kappa distribution best described the observed distribution of wet-day daily
rainfall. Olofintoye et al. (2009) found that 50% of the stations in Nigeria followed
the log-Pearson type III distribution for peak daily rainfall, while 40 and 10% of the
stations followed the Pearson type III and log-Gumbel distributions respectively.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that generally the
Log-Pearson/Pearson type III distribution fits the data tested by Chi-square test.

Study Area

River Banjar is a tributary of River Narmada and its catchment is geographically
located in Mandla district between 21°65′55″N and 22°29′00″N Latitudes and
80°22′00″E and 81°00′00″E longitudes. The watershed covers 2542 km2 area. It is
situated in the eastern part of Madhya Pradesh. The climate of Mandla district is
characterized by a hot summer and general dryness except during the south-west
monsoon season. Climate can be classified as sub-tropical sub-humid with an
average annual rainfall of 1178 mm. About 90% of the annual rainfall is received
during the monsoon season (June–October). The estimates of evapotranspiration
vary from 4 mm/day in winter to 10 mm/day in summer. The area contains of both
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flat and undulating lands covered with grasses, wood and cultivated land. Soils vary
from black to mixed red soils. Nearly 58% of the catchment area is covered with
forest. Agricultural crops are grown in 19% area, and the remaining area comes
under degraded lands and water bodies (Mishra et al. 2008).

Materials and Methods

The daily runoff data of the Bamhani watershed for the period of 10 years (2001–
2010) were collected from the Central Water Commission (CWC), Bhopal, India.
Daily rainfall data of Bamhani watershed for the same period (2001–2010) was
collected from the Meteorological Observatory of College of Agricultural
Engineering, JNKVV, Jabalpur, M.P.

Estimation of Daily Design Runoff

The estimated daily runoff from the watershed under study was used to determine
one-day maximum and consecutive 2 and 3-day maximum runoff. The daily runoff
data were added for consecutive two and three days and thus the maximum values
of 2 and 3-day runoff for each year were computed. Data of 1-day and consecutive 2
and 3-day maximum runoff were fitted to the log normal; log pearson type III and
Gumbel distributions, which are widely used for maximum runoff frequency
analysis (Haan 1977). The probabilities of exceedance were calculated by the
Weibull method (Chow 1964):

p ¼ m
nþ 1

ð1Þ

where, p = the probability of exceedance of maximum runoff (%), m = the number
of years during the period of runoff record in which the maximum runoff equaled or
exceeded, and n = total number of years of runoff record.

Computation of Runoff Curve Number

First, we arrange the P-Q series in descending order of P-magnitude and compute
CN (or S) for all P-Q values (exhibiting runoff factor C (= Q/P) < 1) using the
SCS-CN method and assign the cumulative probability of exceedance to each value
using Weibull’s plotting position. We derive the CN-values corresponding to 90,
50, and 10% probabilities of exceedance of rainfall as those for wet (ARC-I),
normal (ARC-II), and dry (ARC-III) conditions, respectively. Since these values are
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derived from daily P-Q data, the derived CN-values correspond to 1-d rain duration.
Similarly, from the daily P-Q data, two-day and three-day P-Q data series for each
year were prepared by summing the rainfall and the corresponding runoff values for
respective durations. For a given wetness condition and duration, we fit a suitable
frequency distribution in the annual CN-series and derive the CN-values corre-
sponding to different return periods.

Validation of Design CN Estimates

Validation of design curve number is required so that these curve numbers can be
applied for the design of hydraulic structures and erosion control measures. For a
given duration, we develop an annual maximum rainfall (P)-series to determine the
P-values corresponding to different return periods using the above-said frequency
distribution. We compute runoff (Q) from P that corresponds to the same duration
and return period and CN that corresponds to the same duration, wetness condition,
and return period. It is assumed that these are computed Q-values. Similarlywe
develop a Q-series for a given duration to estimate the Q-values for the above-said
return periods. These values may be taken as observed for comparing with com-
puted Q value.

The best fit probability distribution was evaluated by using the following steps.

Step I: Fitting the Probability Distribution

The probability distributions viz. log-normal, log Pearson Type III and Gumbel
generalized extreme value were used to determine the best fit probability distri-
bution for rainfall.

Frequency Factors

Frequency or probability distribution helps relate the magnitude of extreme
hydrological events such as floods, droughts and heavy storms along with their
number of occurrence such that their chances of occurrence with time can be
predicted (Singh et al. 2012). The Chow (1951) general frequency formula was
used in this study to get the observed rainfall statistically. The formula used for the
evaluation of expected values or frequency of occurrence of rainfall was expressed
in terms of frequency factor.
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If, Xs = the expected value of event or rainfall corresponding to return period
(T), then

Xs ¼ XþKsr ð2Þ

where, Ks = the Frequency factor, X = the arithmetic mean of all the rainfall values
in the annual series, r = the standard deviations, T = the return period.
Equation (2) is the frequency factor equation for calculating the expected value of
rainfall corresponding to return period, T.

The Frequency factor, Ks depends on the return period, T and the assumed
frequency distribution and Ks can be calculated by the log normal distribution, log
Pearson type-III and Gumbel distributions.

Log-Normal Distribution

For the log normal distribution, the normal values were transformed into loga-
rithmic form that is Y = ln X, where Y is normally distributed [the value of variate
X was replaced by its natural logarithm]. Here Y was the magnitude of rainfalls and
X was the time in months or years.

XT ¼ Xav þ kr ð3Þ

where Xav is the mean value, and k is the frequency factor and

r ¼
P

Xi � Xavg
� �2
N � 1

" #1=2

ð4Þ

in which r is the standard deviation and N is the sample size.
The value of k is determined considering the coefficient of skewness as zero.

Log Pearson Type III Distribution

Here, the values of variate XT for different return periods was computed by using
the following relationship:

log X ¼ log Xavg þ krlog x ð5Þ

Hence,

XT ¼ AntilogX ð6Þ
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where, logXavg = the mean of logarithmic values of observed rainfall and
rlogX = the standard deviation of these observed rainfall values and k is the fre-
quency factor

k ¼ 2
Cs

Z � Cs

6

� �
Cs

6
þ 1

� �3

�1

" #
ð7Þ

Gumbel Distribution

In the Gumbel distribution, the expected rainfall is computed by the following
formula

XT ¼ Xavg 1þCvKTð Þ ð8Þ

where, Xavg is the mean of the observed rainfall, CV is the coefficient of variation,
and KT is frequency factor which is calculated by the formula given by Gumbel
(1958) as:

KT ¼ �
ffiffiffi
6

p

p
0:5772þ ln ln

T
T � 1

� �	 
� �
ð9Þ

Step II: Testing the Goodness of Fit

The goodness of fit test measures the compatibility of random sample with the
theoretical probability distribution. The chi-square test was used for the selection of
the best fit probability distribution. The Chi-Squared statistics is defined as

v2 ¼
Xk
i¼1

Oi � Eið Þ2
Ei

ð10Þ

where,

Oi = observed frequency

Ei = expected frequency
‘i’ = number of observation (1, 2, 3,…k)
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Step III: Identification of Best Fit Probability Distribution

The three goodness of fit test mentioned above were used for different datasets of
the maximum rainfall. The statistic of each test was computed and tested at
(a = 0.01) level of significance. Accordingly the ranking of different probability
distributions was marked from 1 to 16 based on the minimum test statistic value.
The distribution holding the first rank was selected for all the three tests indepen-
dently. The assessments of all the probability distribution were made on the basis of
total test score obtained by combining the entire three tests. The maximum score 16
was awarded to rank first probability distribution and further less scores were
awarded to the distributions having ranks more than 1, that is 2–15. Thus the total
scores of the entire three tests were summarized to identify the best fit distribution
on the basis of the highest score obtained.

Results and Discussions

Determination of Design Curve Numbers Using Conventional
Approach

To enhance the field utility of the CN-methodology, the CN values for the three
wetness conditions were derived for three durations, viz., 1, 2, and 3 days, for
each year and for all the four catchments separately. For a given duration and
wetness condition, the annual CN-series were derived for each catchment. Then,
Log-Normal (LN), Gumbel (G), and Log-Pearson type III (LPIII) frequency dis-
tributions were employed for the derivation of design CN-values corresponding to
different return periods. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2, for example, for
dry condition. Based on the minimum standard error (Table 2) of rainfall and
runoff and CN < 100 (Table 1) criterion, the results of Log Pearson type III
distribution were adopted. It is seen from Table 1 that, for a given return period,
as duration increases, the quantum CN-value decreases, and vice versa.
Alternatively for a given duration, the reverse trend is apparent with the return
period. Similarly, for a given return period and duration, as wetness progresses
from dry to wet, the design CN-values also increase. The last inference is con-
sistent with the general notion that CN in the existing methodology increases as
the Antecedent Runoff Condition (ARC) level changes from ARC I (dry) to
ARC III (wet).
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Validation of Design Curve Numbers

For validation, the above design CN-values for all three wetness conditions were
used in the SCS-CN equation for the determination of design runoff from the
rainfall of the same return period and duration. This design runoff termed as
computed design runoff (Q-computed) was compared with the conventionally
derived design runoff (termed as observed runoff, Q-observed), for the same return
period, from the observed annual maximum runoff series employing the same the
LP-III distribution. The computed runoff values for different return periods, dura-
tions, and wetness conditions (Table 1) are plotted against the corresponding
observed design runoff in Fig. 1a–c for Bamhani watershed. Both Q-observed and
Q-computed (for different wetness conditions) runoff values for different durations

Table 1 Estimation of design 1, 2, 3-day rainfall (mm), CN, and runoff values for dry condition

Return period (year) Rainfall (LP-III) Curve number (CN) Qo (LP III) Qc (LP III)

LP-III G LN

1-Day

2 77.20 76.34 74.79 75.39 34.62 26.94

5 120.56 81.00 82.17 80.94 62.46 70.17

10 155.83 83.03 87.06 84.00 89.76 107.20

25 208.71 84.89 93.24 87.39 138.01 162.82

50 254.71 85.93 97.83 89.65 186.83 210.81

100 306.86 86.76 102.38 91.74 249.67 264.79

200 366.11 87.43 106.91 93.69 330.42 325.67

2-Day

2 109.05 72.85 70.9 71.56 57.15 43.95

5 139.07 78.9 80.35 78.83 84.75 81.42

10 157.69 81.54 86.61 82.92 103.58 104.92

25 180.1 82.94 94.52 87.51 127.76 129.71

50 196.12 84.27 100.38 90.61 145.97 148.83

100 211.65 85.33 106.2 93.49 164.31 166.98

200 226.85 86.18 112 96.21 182.87 184.37

3-Day

2 115.53 68.23 65.71 66.33 63.48 40.16

5 160.23 77.14 79.16 77.04 96 79.98

10 183.98 81.11 88.06 83.31 111.9 113.65

25 208.44 84.76 99.31 90.55 126.52 144.07

50 223.38 86.8 107.66 95.56 134.33 164.45

100 236.03 88.41 115.94 100.29 140.17 182.56

200 246.85 89.72 124.2 104.84 144.52 197.95

Notation: LP-II Log Pearson type III, G Gumble, LN Log normal distribution, Qo Observed runoff,
Qc Computed runoff
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and return periods are compared through a line of perfect fit in Fig. 2a–c for the
watershed. It is seen that for a given duration, the Q-computed is generally quite
close to the Q-observed for all return periods for the watershed. These design CN
values can be useful in field for estimation of design flood using the unit hydro-
graph approach for the basins requiring storm duration of the order of 1, 2, and/or
3 days.

Table 2 Standard error for 1,2,3-day rainfall and runoff

Return period (year) Rainfall (mm) Run off (mm)

LP-III G LN LP-III G LN

1-Day

2 15.23 14.26 13.81 8.70 10.98 9.87

5 18.58 24.00 17.50 11.76 18.49 13.32

10 20.72 32.42 20.54 14.25 24.97 15.78

25 23.33 43.71 23.66 17.95 33.66 19.21

50 25.21 52.3 26.16 21.14 40.28 21.46

100 27.05 60.92 28.15 24.75 46.92 24.63

200 28.87 69.58 30.20 28.82 53.59 27.57

2-Day

2 15.07 9.38 15.05 11.05 8.21 10.99

5 17.07 15.80 17.06 13.53 13.83 13.51

10 18.24 21.34 18.26 15.04 18.67 15.10

25 19.59 28.77 19.65 16.83 25.18 17.02

50 20.51 34.43 20.60 18.08 30.12 18.39

100 21.37 40.10 21.51 19.27 35.09 19.73

200 22.19 45.80 22.37 20.42 40.08 21.05

3-Day

2 15.69 13.38 15.19 11.79 9.29 11.03

5 18.57 22.53 18.53 14.60 15.64 14.63

10 19.98 30.42 20.62 15.83 21.13 17.04

25 21.35 41.02 23.15 16.89 28.49 20.09

50 22.16 49.08 24.96 17.44 34.09 22.36

100 22.83 57.17 26.71 17.84 39.71 24.62

200 23.38 65.30 28.43 18.14 45.35 26.90
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Fig. 1 Design curve number
for a wet, b normal, and c dry
condition and different return
periods for Bamhani
watershed
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Fig. 2 Computed and
observed runoff for different
wetness conditions and return
periods (Bamhani watershed)
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Conclusion

On comparing observed and estimated runoff obtained by the SCS-CN model for
Bamhani watershed, it is found that computed runoff is quite close to the observed
runoff. The best fit criterion for probability distribution shows that the log Pearson
type III distribution is the best fit for the estimation of one, two, and three day
maximum runoff of Bamhani watershed. Finally estimates of one day and con-
secutive 2 and 3 day maximum runoff for the watershed are made for selected return
periods. These estimates are useful for planning and designing of soil and water
conservation structure in the study area.
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Development of Generalized Higher-Order
Neural Network-Based Models
for Estimating Pan Evaporation

Sirisha Adamala, N. S. Raghuwanshi and Ashok Mishra

Abstract It is common practice to develop artificial neural network models using
location-based single dataset for both the training and testing. Based on this pro-
cedure, the developed models may perform poorly outside the training location.
Therefore, this study aims at developing generalized higher-order neural network
(GHNN) models for estimating pan evaporation (Ep) using pooled climate data of
different locations under four agro-ecological regions in India. The inputs for the
development of GHNN models include different combinations of daily climate data
such as air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation.
Comparisons of developed GHNNs were made with the generalized first-order
neural network (GFNN) and generalized multi-linear regression (GMLR) models. It
is concluded that the GHNNs along with GFNNs performed better than the GMLR
models. Further, GHNNs were applied to model development and model testing
locations to test the generalizing capability. The testing results suggest that the
GHNN models have a good generalizing capability.
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Introduction

Accurate estimation of pan evaporation (Ep) is needed to solve various hydrological
and water resources related problems. The influence of several meteorological
parameters [air temperature (Tavg), wind speed (Ws), relative humidity (RHavg), and
solar radiation (Sra)] on Ep makes the modeling of evaporation more complex due
on the nonlinear nature. To deal with the complexity and nonlinearity, the artificial
neural networks (ANNs) are used in Ep modeling. Depending upon the order of
synaptic operation in a hidden neuron, the ANNs are classified as either first order
or higher order (second or third or Nth) (Gupta et al. 2003). The ‘first-order neural
networks’ or ‘linear neural network (LNN)’ models are synonymous to
feed-forward neural network (FNN).

Han and Felker (1997) demonstrated application of ANN in estimation of Ep.
The authors implemented a radial basis function (RBF) neural network to model
daily soil water evaporation using RHavg, Tavg, Ws, and soil water content data as
input. Bruton et al. (2000) developed FNNs to estimate daily Ep with different
combinations of rainfall, Tavg, RHavg, Sra, and Ws as input. Sudheer et al. (2002)
proposed ANN models with back propagation (BP) training algorithm for the
prediction of Class A pan evaporation with different combinations of climate data as
input. Keskin and Terzi (2006) evaluated the potential of ANNs to estimate daily Ep

from measured meteorological data viz. water temperature (Tw), Tavg, sunshine
hours (n), Sra, air pressure (Pa), RHavg, and Ws. Kisi (2009) investigated the abilities
of multi-layer perceptron (MLP), RBF, and generalized regression neural networks
(GRNN) models to estimate daily Ep using climatic variables (Tavg, Sra, Ws, RHavg,
and Pa). Moghaddamnia et al. (2009) explored the ANN and adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS)-based Ep estimation methods with an aid of the Gamma
test. Rahimikhoob (2009) considered the MLP models for estimating the daily Ep

by using maximum and minimum air temperatures (Tmax and Tmin) and the
extraterrestrial radiation (Ra) as input. Shirsath and Singh (2010) presented the
application of ANN and multi-linear regression (MLR) models comprising of
various combinations of Tmax, Tmin, n, Ws, maximum and minimum relative
humidity (RHmax and RHmin) to estimate daily Ep.

Tabari et al. (2010) aimed to estimate daily Ep using ANN and multivariate
nonlinear regression methods with varying input (Tavg, precipitation, Sra, Ws, and
RHavg) combinations and various training algorithms. Shirgure and Rajput (2011)
reviewed thoroughly the studies on the Ep modeling using ANNs. Shiri and Kisi
(2011) illustrated the abilities of ANN, genetic programming, and ANFIS models to
improve the accuracy of daily Ep estimation by using various climatic variables
(Tavg, n, Sra, Ws, and RHavg). Kalifa et al. (2012) developed ANN-based models to
predict the Ep from various combinations of Tw, Tavg, Ws, RHavg, and Sra as input.
Kim et al. (2012) demonstrated the accuracy of two types of ANNs, i.e., MLP and
co-active neuro-fuzzy inference system model for estimating the daily Ep. Kumar
et al. (2012) developed ANN and ANFIS models to forecast monthly potential Ep

based on four explanatory climatic factors (RHavg, Sra, Tavg, and Ws) with different
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combinations. Nourani and Fard (2012) examined the potential of MLP, RBF, and
Elman Network for estimating daily Ep using measured climatic (RHavg, Sra, Tavg,
Pa, and Ws) data. Arunkumar and Jothiprakash (2013) developed ANN, model tree,
and genetic programming-based models with varying input data (reservoir evapo-
ration values with different lags) to predict the reservoir evaporation. Chang et al.
(2013) proposed a hybrid model to estimate Ep. The hybrid model combined the BP
ANNs and dynamic factor analysis. Kim et al. (2013) developed MLP, GRNN, and
ANFIS-based ANNs for estimating daily Ep using Tavg, Sra, n, and merged input
combinations under lag-time patterns. Kim et al. (2014) developed soft computing
models, namely MLP, self-organizing map ANN model, and gene expression
programming to predict daily Ep.

All of the above-cited studies used the FNN or LNN to model Ep. These neural
networks are able to extract the first-order or linear correlations that exist between
inputs and the synaptic weight vectors. However, the climatic variables associated
with Ep exhibit high nonlinearity during modeling and these LNN models fail to
extract the complete nonlinearity that is present in the data because of the linear
synaptic operation. The limitations with the existing conventional Ep methods
encourage the researchers to develop higher-order neural network (HNN) network
models. The HNN network is a polynomial model in which the weighted sum of the
products of its input vector is passed to a computational neuron instead of just a
weighted sum of its input vector, as in case of conventional ANNs. This property
makes the superior performance of HNNs over other conventional ANNs. The
HNNs have been widely used in various fields such as pattern recognition, financial
time series forecasting. Further, the HNN models have been successfully applied in
hydrology to a limited extent, e.g., characterizing soil moisture dynamics
(Elshorbagy and Parasuraman 2008), forecasting river discharge (Tiwari et al.
2012), reference crop evapotranspiration estimation (Adamala et al. 2014a, b,
2015a). However, the HNNs application in Ep estimation is not yet reported.

One limitation associated with the FNN and HNN models is their lack of gen-
eralizing capability because they are applicable to data from the locations which are
used in training or model development (these locations are indicated as ‘model
development locations’). When new location data, i.e., data from locations that
were not used during the model development (these locations are represented as
‘model test locations’) are introduced to the developed network, the network fails to
provide good performance, indicating poor generalizing capacity. This limitation
can be overcome by developing generalized FNN (GFNN) and generalized
(GHNN) models which perform well not only for model development locations but
also for model test locations. This can be achieved by considering pooled climatic
data of various locations which have properties of both spatial and altitudinal
variations during model development. Therefore, this study aims to develop GHNN
and GFNN models for the estimation of Ep for different agro-ecological regions
(AERs) of India and to test their generalizing capabilities for both the model
development and testing locations.
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Materials and Methods

Study Area and Climate Data

The climatic data for this study were collected from All India Coordinated Research
Project on Agro-meteorology (AICRPAM), Central Research Institute for Dryland
Agriculture (CRIDA), Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Data (Tmax, Tmin, Sra, RHmax,
RHmin, Ws, and Ep) for 25 climatic stations distributed over the following four
AERs: semi-arid, arid, sub-humid, and humid (Fig. 1) were collected.

Table 1 presents information related to altitude, observation periods, and sta-
tistical summary of the climate data and measured Ep for the chosen locations. The
altitude of selected stations varies from 10 m above msl at Mohanpur to 1600 m

Fig. 1 Geographical locations of study sites in India
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above msl at Ranichauri. The mean Tmin and Tmax range from 9.66 °C at Ranichauri
to 23.38 °C at Thrissur and 20.08 °C at Ranichauri to 35.11 °C at Kovilpatti,
respectively. The mean RHmin and RHmax range from 33.91% at Anantapur to
75.27% at Jorhat and 64.27% at Akola to 96.18% at Mohanpur, respectively. The
mean Ws and Sra range from 1.27 km h−1 at Mohanpur to 9.64 km h−1 at
Anantapur and 3.46 MJ m−2 day−1 at Ranchi to 23.30 MJ m−2 day−1 at Akola,
respectively. The mean Ep ranges from 2.30 mm day−1 at Jorhat in a humid region
to 8.38 mm day−1 at Anantapur in an arid region.

Daily climate data (Tavg, RHavg, Ws, and Sra) of 15 locations were used to
develop GHNN-based Ep models, whereas remaining 10 locations were used to test
the developed models. The correlation coefficients of climatic variables with the Ep

for four AERs are shown in Table 2. Among the four climatic variables, the three
variables (Tavg, Ws, and Sra) show a positive correlation and the remaining one
variable (RHavg) shows a negative correlation with the Ep. The degree of correlation
of these climatic variables with the Ep indicates their sensitivity in estimating Ep.

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Models

ANNs are represented as parallel distributed units with a crucial ability of learning
and adaptation. The processing of information in any biological or artificial neural
models involves two distinct operations: (a) synaptic operation and (b) somatic
operation. In synaptic operation, different weights are assigned to each input matrix
based on past experience or knowledge with an addition of bias or threshold (Fig. 2).
In somatic operation, the synaptic output is applied to a nonlinear activation function
(/) (Tiwari et al. 2012). Mathematical representation of synaptic and somatic
operations in a neural network is shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

y ¼
Xn
i¼0

wixi ¼ w0x0 þw1x1 þ � � � þwnxn ð1Þ

z ¼ / y½ � ð2Þ

where y = neural synaptic output; z = neural somatic output; w0 = threshold
weight; x0 = constant bias (=1); xi = neural inputs at the ith step; wi = synaptic
weights at the ith step; and / = activation function (sigmoid); n = number of
elements in the input vector.

Table 2 Correlation
coefficients of climate
variables with Ep

AER Tavg RHavg Ws Sra
Semi-arid 0.7 −0.6 0.4 0.6

Arid 0.7 −0.6 0.4 0.5

Sub-humid 0.8 −0.7 0.4 0.7

Humid 0.3 −0.4 0.4 0.5
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Generalized Feed-Forward Neural Network (GFNN) Model

The GFNN model provides the neural output as a nonlinear function of the
weighted linear combination of the neural inputs. In GFNN model, the synaptic
operation is of the first order which means that only first-order correlations exist
between the inputs and the synaptic weights of the model. Let N and n be the order
and the number of inputs to the neuron, respectively. For N = 1, according to
Redlapalli (2004) the mathematical expression of GFNN model is given as:

zð ÞN¼1¼ /
Xn
i1¼0

wi1xi1

 !
ð3Þ

where xi1 = neural inputs at the ith1 step; wi1 = synaptic weights at the ith1 step.

Generalized Higher-Order Neural Network (GHNN) Model

The architecture of the GHNN model is accomplished by capturing the higher-order
association as well as the linear association between the elements of the input
patterns. The higher-order weighted combination of the inputs will yield higher
neural performance as they require fewer training passes and a smaller training set
to achieve the generalization over the input domain. The synaptic operation of the
GHNN embraces both the first- and second-order neural input combinations with
the synaptic weights. In GHNN model, the synaptic operation in a neural unit or a

Fig. 2 Architecture of generalized synaptic neural network models (Tiwari et al. 2012)
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node is of the second order which means that there exists not only first order but
also higher-order correlations with second-order terms between inputs and synaptic
weights. For N = 2, the mathematical model of GHNN is represented as:

zð ÞN¼2¼ /
Xn
i1¼0

Xn
i2¼i1

wi1i2xi1xi2

 !
ð4Þ

where xi2 = neural inputs at the ith2 step; wi1i2 = synaptic weights at the i1i
th

2 step
(Redlapalli 2004).

Data Preparation

For the development of GFNN and GHNN models for different AERs, locations
having daily data for the period of 2001–2005 were chosen. The data were divided
into training sets (denoted as Tr and used to adjust the weights and biases during
learning), validation sets (denoted as V and used to avoid overfitting), and testing
sets (denoted as Ts and used to predict with new data). The locations with ‘Tr, V,
Ts’ role (Table 1) were used to develop GFNN and GHNN models (model
development locations). These locations for the model development were selected
because of the availability of a larger set of data during the study period as com-
pared to other locations. In this study, the habitual practice of using a standard hold
out strategy for dividing the data was followed as it is a very common practice in
hydrological modeling (Adamala et al. 2015b). For these locations, 70 and 30% of
data for the period 2001–2004 were used for training and validation, respectively. It
would be more complicated to use different year of dataset for different locations.
Therefore, the same 2005 year data was used for testing the performance of
developed models. However, the data for the same testing (2005) year is different
for the locations considering the different agro-climatic zones.

To develop GFNN and GHNN models for semi-arid, arid, sub-humid, and
humid regions, respectively, the data in Table 1 were pooled as follows:
(i) Parbhani, Solapur, Bangalore, Kovilpatti, and Udaipur; (ii) Anantapur and
Hissar; (iii) Raipur, Faizabad, Ludhiana, and Ranichauri; and (iv) Palampur, Jorhat,
Mohanpur, and Dapoli. To test the generalizing capability of the developed models
(either for practical application or ….), these models were applied to data from the
locations that were not used during model development. The locations with only
‘Ts’ role (Table 1) were used to test the generalizing capability of the developed
models (model testing locations). As an example, for the locations that lie in
semi-arid regions (Parbhani, Solapur, Bangalore, Kovilpatti, and Udaipur), the
pooled data of 2001–2004 were used to train (including validation) the GFNN and
GHNN models, while the data of 2005 were used to test these models. The gen-
eralizing capability of GFNN and GHNN models was tested using data from
Kanpur, Anantapur, and Akola that were not included during development in
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semi-arid region. In a similar way, different GFNN and GHNN models were
developed and tested for their generalization capabilities in arid, sub-humid, and
humid regions.

Criteria for Preprocessing and Estimation of Parameters

As a first step in developing GFNN and GHNN models, normalization before
presenting data as input to network and denormalization after developing optimum
network were performed using a Matlab built-in function called ‘mapstd’ which
rescales data so that their mean and standard deviation become equal to 0 and 1,
respectively. The inputs for developing GFNN and GHNN models were Tavg,
RHavg, Sra, and Ws. This study examined eight combinations of these inputs to both
models. Thus, the sensitivity of Ep on each of these variables was evaluated. The
target consists of the daily values of measured Ep. Only one hidden layer was used
in both the GFNN and GHNN models, as it is enough for the representation of the
nonlinear relationship between climate variables and Ep. The important parameters
for network training are the learning rate, which tends toward a fast,
steepest-descent convergence, and the momentum, a long-range function prevent-
ing the solution from being trapped into local minima. The other parameters are
activation function, error function, learning rule, and the initial weight distribution
(i.e., initialization of weights). A variation in GHNN parameters had a negligible
effect on the performance of these models for estimating Ep (Adamala et al. 2014b).
Therefore, results concerning the model’s parameters are not discussed. Sigmoidal
activation function was employed in the output layer neurons. For developing
GHNN-based daily Ep models, the code was written using Matlab 7.0 programming
language.

Performance Evaluation

The performance evaluation of all the developed models was carried out for both
the training, validation, and testing periods in order to examine their effectiveness in
simulating Ep. The performance indices used for evaluating the models were: the
root mean squared error (RMSE, mm day−1), ratio of average output to average
target Ep values (Rratio), and coefficient of determination (R2, dimensionless).
A description of the aforementioned indices is provided below.

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i¼1

ðTi � OiÞ2
s

ð8Þ
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R2 ¼
Pn

i¼1 Oi � O
� �

Ti � T
� �� �2

Pn
i¼1 Oi � O
� �2Pn

i¼1
Ti � T
� �2 ð9Þ

Rratio ¼ O

T
ð10Þ

where Ti and Oi = target (Ep) and output (Ep predictions of the GFNN and GHNN
models) values at the ith step, respectively; n = number of data points; T and
O = average of target and output values, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Evaporation estimation requires nonlinear mapping of different climate variables.
The main advantages of using GHNN models are their flexibility and their ability to
model nonlinear relationships. An important aspect of this study is to develop
models for prediction of Ep using available weather data. Sudheer et al. (2002)
concluded that using daily mean values of temperature and relative humidity
instead of minimum and maximum values of both the parameters would not sig-
nificantly reduce the performance. This observation may help to reduce drastically
the data requirement for estimating the evaporation from climatic variables.

Performance of Ep Based GHNN Models

Keeping the findings of Sudheer et al. (2002) in view, in the present study the
GHNN models were developed with the various combinations of Tavg, RHavg, Ws,
and Sra instead of Tmax, Tmin, RHmax, RHmin, Ws, and Sra as inputs to evaluate the
effect of each of these variables on estimated Ep. A total of eight different input
combinations were tried in this study. These included (i) Tavg, RHavg, Ws, and Sra;
(ii) Tavg, RHavg, and Ws; (iii) Tavg, RHavg, and Sra; (iv) Tavg and RHavg; (v) Tavg;
(vi) RHavg; (vii) Ws; and (viii) Sra. Due to poor performance of the GHNN models
developed with a single input variable (input combinations v–viii), the performance
results pertaining to these are not presented here. The GHNN models were com-
pared with the GFNN models to test the relative performance of higher-order over
linear (first-order) neural models. Further, the developed GHNN models were
compared with the generalized multiple linear regression models (GMLR) models
to evaluate the accuracy of the former models.
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The optimum GHNN, GFNN, and GMLR structures were determined for each
input combination and their performance statistics during testing is presented in
Table 3. The comparative results of GHNN models with the GFNN models confirm
the superiority of GHNN models in terms of the various performance criteria
(RMSE, R2, and Rratio) for all the four input combinations under four AERs
(Table 3). The reason for this is probably the capability GHNN models to capture
nonlinearity, as these models use nonlinear approximation functions with the
second-order polynomials (Eq. 4). The GMLR models with various input combi-
nations showed the poorest performance with highest RMSE and lowest R2 values
for different AERs except for the arid region.

Among the all combinations, the GHNN(i) model whose inputs are the Tavg,
RHavg,Ws, and Sra (input combination i) gave the highest accuracy with the smallest
RMSE (mm day−1) values (1.389 for semi-arid, 1.079 for sub-humid, 0.99 for
humid) for all AERs except for arid region where GMLR (i) resulted in minimum
RMSE of 1.429 mm day−1. This shows the strong correlation of Tavg, RHavg, Ws,
and Sra variables with the measured Ep values. The reason for this superior per-
formance might be due to the inclusion of all climatic data as inputs which may
have great influence on generalized models as these were developed using data
from different locations.

Removing Sra (input combination ii) as an input variable increased the RMSE
(mm day−1) to 1.451, 1.117, and 1.035 for semi-arid, sub-humid, and humid
regions, respectively. Further, decreasing the number of input variables in the
GHNN model continued to decrease its accuracy. Removing the climate variableWs

(input combination iii) as an input variable increased the RMSE (mm day−1) to
1.510, 1.167, and 1.224 for semi-arid, sub-humid, and humid regions, respectively,
and decreased the RMSE (mm day−1) to 1.625 for arid region. The GHNN
(iv) model which considers only two inputs furthermore increased the RMSE
(mm day−1) to 1.559, 1.632, 1.198, and 1.281 for semi-arid, arid, sub-humid, and
humid regions, respectively. Similar performance of GHNN models was also
observed with R2 (high) statistical index. These results suggest that the performance
of the developed Ep models decreased with the decrease in the input variables.

Due to the superior performance of GHNN models over the GMLR and GFNN
models, the scatter plots pertaining to the GHNN models with all input combina-
tions (i.e., i to iv) are only shown in Fig. 3, which confirms the statistics given in
Table 3. The results in Fig. 3 illustrate that the agreement between the Ep predic-
tions of the GHNN models and the measured Ep predictions was better for all
regions. Although the GHNN (i) to (iv) models resulted in acceptable R2 values for
all regions except for humid region, their estimates are far from the exact 1:1 fit line.
This can be clearly observed from the coefficients of their fitted equations (y =
a0x + a1) where the values of a0 and a1 coefficients are far away from one and zero,
respectively.
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Application of GHNN Models for Ep Estimation

The best performed GHNN(i) models were applied to 15 model development and
10 model testing locations for four AERs to test their generalizing capability. The
performance indices of GHNN(i) models for the model development locations are
shown in Table 4. The Rratio values (Table 4) suggest that the GHNN(i) model
overestimated Ep values for semi-arid and humid regions and underestimated for
arid and sub-humid regions. The RMSE (mm day−1) values for this model ranged
from 0.673 (at Ranichauri) to 3.227 (at Hissar). The performance indices of GHNN
(i) models for the model testing locations are shown in Table 5. The RMSE
(mm day−1) values for this model ranged from 1.098 (at Samastipur) to 1.830 (at
Bijapur). This indicates that the GHNN models have better generalization capability
for the estimation of Ep for locations that were not used in the model development.
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Fig. 3 Scatter plots of GHNN(i), GHNN(ii), GHNN(iii), and GHNN(iv) models estimated Ep

(mm day−1) with respect to measured Ep (mm day−1) for four AERs
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Conclusions

The ability of GHNN models corresponding to different locations in four AERs in
India to estimate Ep was studied in this paper. The results illustrated that GHNN and
GFNN models performed much better than the GMLR models and GHNN and
GFNN models with the input combination (i), which include all variables as input
performed better as compared to other combinations (ii, iii, and iv, respectively) for

Table 4 Performance of
GHNN(i)-based Ep model for
model development locations

AER Location GHNN(i)

RMSE R2 Rratio

Semi-arid Parbhani 1.174 0.862 1.030

Solapur 1.576 0.728 1.016

Bangalore 0.973 0.625 1.016

Kovilpatti 1.941 0.678 1.048

Udaipur 1.180 0.885 1.022

Arid Anantapur 1.658 0.566 0.976

Hissar 3.227 0.217 0.918

Sub-humid Raipur 1.008 0.929 0.998

Faizabad 1.417 0.640 0.989

Ludhiana 1.049 0.890 0.998

Ranichauri 0.673 0.603 0.980

Humid Palampur 1.098 0.706 1.092

Jorhat 0.907 0.357 1.042

Mohanpur 1.197 0.515 1.079

Dapoli 1.599 0.361 1.028

Note RMSE mm day−1; R2 and Rratio dimensionless

Table 5 Performance of
GHNN(i)-based Ep model for
model testing locations

AER Location GHNN(i)

RMSE R2 Rratio

Semi-arid Kanpur 1.633 0.727 1.026

Anand 1.108 0.808 0.998

Akola 1.662 0.861 1.022

Arid Bijapur 1.830 0.457 0.916

Sub-humid Jabalpur 1.413 0.791 1.019

Samastipur 1.098 0.711 0.983

Bhubaneswar 1.302 0.747 0.985

Ranchi 1.290 0.808 0.983

Rakh Dhiansar 1.103 0.740 1.003

Humid Thrissur 1.283 0.625 1.095

Note RMSE mm day−1; R2 and Rratio dimensionless
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all AERs. During testing of the generalizing capability of GHNN models for the
model development and testing locations, the GHNN models performed better than
the GFNN models for all cases. The performance of the generalized models
increases with the increase of number of input variables during Ep modeling.
Overall, better performance of GHNN models in comparison to GFNN and GMLR
models in different AERs in India showed that these models not only have better
potential but also have good generalizing capability. It may be noted that the main
focus of this study was to evaluate the generalizing capability of higher-order neural
networks in Ep modeling. This study does not intend to replace the well established
models. Further, more studies are required to test the generalizing capability of
GHNN models with limited climate data for different climatic regions of other
countries.
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Sensitivity Analysis of FAO-56 Penman–
Monteith Reference Evapotranspiration
Estimates Using Monte Carlo Simulations

Gicy M. Kovoor and Lakshman Nandagiri

Abstract The present study used Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to characterize
the sensitivity of the FAO-56 Penman–Monteith reference evapotranspiration (ET0)
model to the climate variables used in its application. The analysis was performed
separately for four climate stations representing different climate regimes of India.
Sensitivity indices (defined by the partial rank correlation coefficient) representing
the sensitivity of ET0 values to the various input variables were obtained as output
from the analysis. Wind speed was found to be the dominant input variable at all
stations except the humid one where net radiation (Rn) appeared to be crucial.
The results of this study while emphasizing the need for accurate measurement of
these variables for reliable estimates of ET0 to be obtained, also provide information
for evaluating the impacts of future climate changes.

Introduction

The United Nations (UN) Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) recommends
the sole use of the Penman–Monteith (PM) method for the estimation of reference
crop evapotranspiration (ET0) from ground-based climatological measurements in
its paper popularly known as FAO-56 (Allen et al. 1998). The document also
describes the various climate variables that are needed for the computation of ET0

and the recommended equations for the conversion of these variables into param-
eters that are used in this equation. Nandagiri and Kovoor (2005) demonstrated how
errors are likely to creep into ET0 estimates if non-recommended equations are used
for computing the parameters of FAO-56 PM equation. Even with such precise
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calculations, erroneous ET0 values can be still be obtained due to errors in input
climatic data (e.g., Llasat and Synder 1998) and sampling frequency (Hupet and
Vanclooster 2001). As Droogers and Allen (2002) point out, the number of climate
stations in developing countries where reliable data exist for application of FAO-56
PM equation is extremely small. Therefore, understanding the effect of accuracy of
the observed climatological variables on ET0 estimates is a matter of great
importance in the planning and design of irrigation schemes. However, due to
nonlinearity of the PM equation and multi-collinearity effects, ET0 estimates may
exhibit different levels of sensitivity to changes/errors in different input climatic
variables.

Several earlier investigators have carried out sensitivity analysis of various forms
of the Penman combination equation including the FAO-56 PM equation, for
estimating evaporation from open water surfaces or potential evapotranspiration or
actual evapotranspiration (e.g., McCuen 1974; Saxton 1975; Coleman and
DeCoursey 1976; Beven 1979; Piper 1989; Singh and Xu 1997; Goyal 2004; Irmak
et al. 2006; Kwon and Choi 2011; Debnath et al. 2015). Most of these studies have
implemented simple perturbation or Taylor series techniques to perform sensitivity
analysis and sought to understand the relative importance of the radiation and the
aerodynamic terms of the Penman combination equation. Gong et al. (2006) used a
non-dimensional relative sensitivity coefficient approach to predict responses of
Penman–Monteith ET0 estimates to perturbations of four climatic variables in the
Changjiang (Yangtze River) basin, China.

However, the possible existence of significant correlations between the input
variables (multi-collinearity) involved in a Penman-type equation may give rise to
problems in the routine application of such simple sensitivity techniques. To
overcome this problem, Ahn (1996) developed a novel Taylor series-based method
for sensitivity analysis for correlated input variables and used it to characterize the
sensitivity of the Penman–Brutsaert evapotranspiration model using meteorological
data collected from the humid South Florida region of USA. However, application
of Taylor series expansion techniques of sensitivity assessment may still pose
problems due to failure in the presence of nonlinearity in the relationship, difficulty
in evaluating derivatives, and inaccuracies arising out of non-normal distributions
of variables.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods circumvent most of these problems and
provide a complete statistical description of changes in the response variable due to
uncertainties in the predictor variables. The advantages offered by the MC method
over other sensitivity analysis techniques include the following: the ability to
handle complex and nonlinear models, mechanism to incorporate correlation
effects, providing an insight into model behavior, and allowing varied distributions
to be specified for the input variables. Montaldo et al. (2003) used MC simulation to
understand the effect of background hydrometeorological conditions on the sensi-
tivity of evapotranspiration to model parameters. However, few studies seem to
have used the MC method for the sensitivity/uncertainty analysis of FAO-56 PM
ET0 estimates.
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Therefore, the present study was taken up with the intention of assessing the
sensitivity of the FAO-56 PM ET0 estimates to the uncertainties associated with the
input climate variables using MC simulations. Also, in an effort to explore differ-
ences in sensitivity on account of prevailing climatic conditions, four stations each
representing the dominant climate types in India—arid, semiarid, sub-humid, and
humid—were selected for the analysis.

Methodology

Sensitivity Analysis

In its simplest sense, sensitivity analysis (SA) involves quantification of the change
in model output corresponding to a change in one or more of the model inputs. It is
the study of how the variation in the output of a model can be apportioned, qual-
itatively or quantitatively to different sources of variation, and of how the model
depends upon the information fed into it. In other words, it tries to explain how the
output varies when perturbations are introduced into the inputs. SA is carried out
where it is generally very useful to know which variables mostly contribute to
output variability.

Monte Carlo Analysis

Monte Carlo methods are stochastic techniques which mean that they are based on
the use of random numbers and probability statistics to investigate problems. Thus,
Monte Carlo analysis is based on performing multiple model evaluations with
probabilistically selected model inputs and then using the results of these evalua-
tions to quantify both the uncertainty in model predictions and also to identify the
input variables that give rise to this uncertainty.

Typically, application of the Monte Carlo simulation approach involves four
steps as explained below:

1. A range and distribution are selected for each input variable. These selections
will be used in the next step in the generation of a sample from the input
variables. If the analysis is primarily of an exploratory nature, then rather crude
(e.g., uniform, normal, log-normal, triangular) distribution assumptions may be
adequate.

2. A sample is generated from the ranges and distribution is specified in the first
step. The result of this step is a sequence of sample elements.

3. The model is evaluated for each sample element. In essence, these model
evaluations create a mapping from the analysis inputs to the analysis results that
can be studied in subsequent uncertainty and sensitivity analysis.
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4. The final step is sensitivity analysis that is based on an exploration of the
mapping from analysis input to analysis results.

In the present study, the probability distribution functions of each of the input
climatic variables were determined using the BESTFIT® software program.
Jankauskas and McLafferty (1996) give a detailed description of the methods/
algorithms implemented in the software. A 30-day/100 runs trial version of the
software was downloaded (http://www.palisade.com/trials.asp) and used to char-
acterize the probability distributions of all the climate variables for the four stations.

MC simulations as per the steps described above were implemented using the
SimLab V2.2® software program. SimLab (Simulation Environment for Sensitivity
and Uncertainty Analysis) is a free software package designed for Monte Carlo
analysis. The model along with reference manual is available for download at
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/samo/simlab. SimLab V2.2 used in this study consists of
three modules: the statistical preprocessor module, the model specification and
execution module and the statistical post-processor module. These modules cover
all the steps in a Monte Carlo analysis as described below:

1. The statistical preprocessor module allows the user to define the list of factors
that represent the input of the model. These selections are used in the generation
of a sample from the input variables.

2. The model specification module helps the user to link SimLab to an external
model or define a model within the SimLab using a simple equation editor.
During model execution, the software runs the model for each sample element.

3. The statistical post-processor aids in performing uncertainty analysis. One way
to characterize the uncertainty is with a mean value and a variance. This pro-
cessor also performs sensitivity analysis based on an exploration of the mapping
from inputs to results of the analysis.

Sampling of Input Variables

This is the first step in the Monte Carlo analysis which was done with the help of
SimLab V2.2. For this, the distribution describing each climate variable is entered
as input into SimLab. Since the climatic variables are mutually correlated,
multi-collinearity effect was also taken into account when defining the factors.
SimLab has provision for expressing the correlation in three different ways: (1) the
Iman-Conover method, (2) the Stein method and (3) the correlation tree method.
The Iman-Conover method is considered to be the best method for generating
correlated random numbers as this has been identified as the simplest and most
satisfactory one in view of its efficiency and overall performance (Wu and Tsang
2004). This is used to induce a desired rank correlation between pairs of sampled
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input variables using information on the correlation coefficients as determined from
the observed data set.

The next step is to generate the sample set. For this again, various methods of
sampling are available in SimLab. In this work, the Latin hypercube sampling for
sampling correlated variables is used.

Latin hypercube sampling may be considered as a particular case of stratified
sampling. The purpose of stratified sampling is to achieve a better coverage of the
sample space of the input variables. The method has the advantage of ensuring that
input variable has all portions of its distributions represented by input values. Latin
hypercube sampling performs better than random sampling when the output is
dominated by a few components of the input variables. This method ensures that
each of these components is represented in a fully stratified manner, no matter
which components might turn out to be important.

In this method, the range of probable values for each uncertain input parameter is
divided into ordered segments of equal probability. Thus, the whole parameter
space, consisting of all the uncertain parameters, is partitioned into cells having
equal probability and they are sampled in an efficient manner such that each
variable is sampled once from each of its possible segments, i.e., the range of each
input variable xj, j = 1, 2, 3, …, k is divided into N′ intervals of equal marginal
probability, 1/N’, and one observation of each input variable is made in each
interval using random sampling within that interval. Thus, there are N′
non-overlapping realizations for each of the k input variables. One of the realiza-
tions on x1 is randomly selected (each observation is equally likely to be selected),
matched with a randomly selected realization of x2 and so on till xk. These col-
lectively constitute a first sample S1. One of the remaining realizations on x1 is then
matched at random with one of the remaining observations on x2 and so on to get
S2. A similar procedure is followed for S3,…, Sm which results in a Latin hypercube
sample set. The advantage of this approach is that the random samples are generated
from all the ranges of possible values, thus giving insight into the extremes of the
probability distributions of the outputs.

Sensitivity Analysis

When a Monte Carlo study is being performed, propagation of the sample through
the model creates a mapping from analysis inputs to analysis results. Once this
mapping is generated and stored, it can be explored to determine the sensitivity of
model predictions to individual input variables. More quantitative measures of
sensitivity are based on regression analysis. A multivariate sample of the inputs
(x) is generated by the sampling strategy (dimension m � k), and the corresponding
sequence of “m” output values is computed using the model under analysis. The
coefficients of the regression model computed can be used to indicate the impor-
tance of individual input variables with respect to the output. These coefficients
called the Standard Regression Coefficients (SRC) can be used for sensitivity
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analysis when the input variables xjs are independent. But when the variables are
correlated, the measure of variable importance is given by Partial Correlation
Coefficients (PCC). These coefficients are based on the concepts of correlation and
partial correlation, i.e., the PCC measures the correlation between the output and
the selected input variable after the linear influence of other variables has been
eliminated. But here again, the regression analysis often performs poorly when the
relationships between the input variables are nonlinear. In this case, the value of the
coefficient computed on the raw values may be low. The problem associated with
poor linear fits to nonlinear data can often be avoided with the use of the rank
transformations.

The rank transform is a simple procedure which involves replacing the data with
their corresponding ranks, i.e., assign rank 1 to the smallest observation and con-
tinue to rank N* for the largest observation. The usual least squares regression
analysis is then performed entirely on these ranks R(x). The final regression
equation expresses R(yi) in terms of R(xk). Thus, the partial rank correlation coef-
ficient (PRCC) which is the sensitivity index used in the present study is the
corresponding measure of PCC when input–output relationships are built using the
ranks of the variables to linearize the relation. In order to determine the PRCC
between the output variable y and the pth input variable xp, a linear regression
model between y and all other inputs is first built (Eq. 1)

bc ¼ b0 þ
X

j6¼p

bj xj ð1Þ

where b denotes a regression coefficient and the “hat” signifies a regression-fitted
variable. Next, a linear regression model is built between xp and all other inputs
(Eq. 2).

bcp ¼ c0 þ
X

j 6¼p

cj xj ð2Þ

where c denotes a regression coefficient. The RCC between the residuals arising out
of Eqs. (1) and (2) is now free from the input–input correlations and is defined as
the PRCC. Thus,

PRCC y; xp
� � ¼ RCC y� by; x� bxp

� � ð3Þ

PRCC varies over the range from −1 to +1. Values close to these limits indicate
a strong influence of the input variable over the output variable. Usually, PRCC
values >+0.5 or <−0.5 are considered significant. Positive or negative values are
indicative of the nature of relationship (direct or inverse) between the input variable
and the output variable.
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Climate Data

Table 1 lists details of the climate stations considered in the analysis. These stations
are drawn from a network of over 550 surface observatories operated and main-
tained by the India Meteorological Department (IMD), Government of India. The
stations were selected to represent the major climate types prevalent in India
(Subrahmanyam 1983): arid (Jodhpur), semiarid (Hyderabad), sub-humid
(Bangalore), and humid (Pattambi).

All stations are equipped with standard ground-based instruments: Class A pan
evaporimeter, alcohol and wet-bulb thermometers, sunshine recorder, cup
anemometer, and mercury thermometers. Readings are taken twice a day at 08.30 h
and 17.30 h IST. Records are transmitted from the stations to the IMD Data Centre
at Pune, where data archives are maintained. Data are scrutinized and subjected to
quality checks prior to supply to users.

Historical data were procured from IMD for the periods shown against each
station in Table 1. Unfortunately, good quality data were unavailable for a common
period for all the stations. For each station, the data set used in this study comprised
daily values of maximum air temperature (Tmax), minimum air temperature (Tmin),
maximum relative humidity (RHmax), minimum relative humidity (RHmin), actual
hours of sunshine (n), and 24-h wind speed (u2) at 2 m height. Individual data
records were subjected to further screening, and integrity checks were performed on
the climatic variables as per procedures described in FAO-56 (results not presented
here for brevity). After discarding obvious outliers and accounting for missing
records, the number of days (Nd) for which complete records were available for
each station is as follows: Jodhpur—1453, Hyderabad—1044, Bangalore—1368,
and Pattambi—1275. From the historical data set of the measurements, the daily
averages of all the variables for the four stations were obtained from which the
distribution functions of the variables Tmax (

oC), Tmin (
oC), RHmax (%), RHmin (%),

and u2 (m/s) were determined. Actual hours of sunshine (n) which is another input
variable had to be handled indirectly. This variable is required in the computation of
the radiation components. Since day number (J) has to be a continuous variable
from 1 to 365, Rn (MJ/m2/d) for the entire data set is calculated with measured
values of n and the respective day numbers. Net radiation (Rn) computed in this
manner was then treated as an input variable in the application of the MC method.
The distributions of the various climate variables viz. Tmax, Tmin, RHmax, RHmin, u2,

Table 1 Details of climate stations

Station State Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(E)

Altitude
(m)

Climate Data
period

Jodhpur Rajasthan 26° 18′ 73° 01′ 224 Arid 1984–1987

Hyderabad Telangana 17° 32′ 78° 16′ 545 Semiarid 1988–1990

Bangalore Karnataka 13° 00′ 77° 37′ 899 Sub-humid 1982–1985

Pattambi Kerala 10° 48′ 76° 12′ 254 Humid 1985–1988
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and Rn for each of the four lysimeter stations considered in this research (Jodhpur,
Hyderabad, Bangalore, and Pattambi) were first determined with the help of
BESTFIT® software. The software program provided a list of possible probability
distribution functions (PDFs) that best fit the sample data in descending order of
goodness of fit. In all cases, the PDF which was listed first was used in this study.

Other than the probability distribution functions of the input variables,
inter-variable correlation coefficients that are also necessary in applying the MC
method were determined from the historical observations for each climate variable.
With the help of this information, sample data sets were generated using the Latin
hypercube sampling method to provide input for Monte Carlo analysis. The
FAO-56 PM model was then created within SimLab and executed. For each climate
site, the model was executed 300 times and output was obtained in the statistical
post-processor module.

Results and Discussion

Distribution Fitting and Generation of Sample Data Sets

Table 2 lists the distributions of the different climate variables for the four stations
as obtained from BESTFIT®. As mentioned earlier, the distributions for each
variable shown in Table 2 are the ones ranked highest by BESTFIT® in terms of
goodness of fit of the PDF to observations. Parameters of the PDFs were also
extracted (not shown here for brevity). These distributions were later entered into
SimLab for the generation of samples by the Latin hypercube sampling technique.

The distributions were entered in terms of the type and the parameters which
describe the distribution. For example, Tmax for Jodhpur is found to have a trian-
gular distribution. This was entered in terms of the minimum and maximum values
and the mode of the distribution. Along with defining the distribution of the various
factors, their correlation coefficients were also defined so that samples could be
generated taking into effect the correlation as well. Correlation coefficients between
the different variables both for the original data set and also for the sample data set

Table 2 Identified probability distributions for climate variables at the selected stations

Variable Probability distribution type

Jodhpur Hyderabad Bangalore Pattambi

Tmax Triangular Triangular Triangular Beta general

Tmin Beta general Triangular Triangular Weibull

RHmax Triangular Beta general Normal Triangular

RHmin Beta general Triangular Beta general Beta general

u2 Weibull Triangular Weibull Normal

Rn Beta general Beta general Beta general Beta general
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generated by SimLab were compared (not shown here for brevity). Results indi-
cated only minor differences in the values of the correlation coefficients indicating
that the sample data sets generated are very good representations of the original data
set. Similarly, observed values of mean and variance for the input variables closely
match equivalent statistics for the generated samples. As an example, this com-
parison for Jodhpur station is shown in Table 3.

Sensitivity Analysis

The statistical parameters for the output variable (ET0) calculated from the 300
generated values at each site are given in Table 4. It is seen that mean ET0 increases
from the humid Pattambi site to the arid Jodhpur site and the variance also exhibits
an increasing trend from the humid to the arid climate with a minimum variance of
0.54 for Pattambi to a maximum of 3.80 at Jodhpur. Generated ET0 values were
processed in BESTFIT software, and the underlying PDF was identified for each
site. From these results, it was found that at Pattambi and Bangalore—the humid
and sub-humid locations—ET0 values follow a normal distribution. At the semiarid
Hyderabad site, ET0 exhibits a log-normal distribution, and at the arid Jodhpur site,
it follows a Weibull distribution.

Sensitivity indices (defined by the partial rank correlation coefficient) repre-
senting the sensitivity of ET0 values to the various input variables are shown in
Fig. 1. It can be noticed that the sensitivity index is positive for Tmax, u2, and Rn at
all stations indicating that an increase in these variables leads to an increase in ET0.
On the other hand, the sensitivity index is negative at all stations for RHmax, RHmin,
and Tmin (except for Pattambi) representing an inverse relationship between them

Table 3 Mean and variance
of variables for observed and
sampled data sets for Jodhpur

Variable Observed data set Sampled data set

Mean Variance Mean Variance

Tmax (°C) 34.24 25.32 34.13 25.22

Tmin (°C) 20.25 35.77 20.19 35.65

RHmax (%) 51.92 236.30 51.74 235.48

RHmin (%) 25.38 166.75 25.30 166.19

u2 (m/s) 191.45 5692.19 190.81 5672.80

Rn (MJ/m2/d) 9.65 11.42 9.62 11.38

Table 4 Statistical
parameters of simulated ET0

estimates

Station Mean (mm/d) Variance (mm/d)2

Jodhpur 5.94 3.80

Hyderabad 5.44 2.73

Bangalore 4.81 1.08

Pattambi 4.34 0.54
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and the output variable. For all stations except Pattambi, wind speed (u2) appears to
be the most sensitive input variable with indices significantly larger than +0.5 and
reaching the highest value of +0.90 at the sub-humid Bangalore station. At the arid
and semiarid locations, the sensitivity indices for wind speed are comparable: +0.84
for the arid location (Jodhpur) and +0.82 for the semiarid location (Hyderabad). At
the humid location (Pattambi), net radiation (Rn) appears to be the most critical
variable with a sensitivity index of 0.94 followed by wind speed with an index of
0.58. Maximum temperature (Tmax) exhibits almost same sensitivity index at all the
stations: 0.45 at Jodhpur, 0.53 at Hyderabad, 0.5 at Bangalore, and 0.51 at
Pattambi. This is indicative of the fact that Tmax is equally significant in all climates
and hence is a very important variable in the determination of ET0. The results of
factor analysis presented by Nandagiri and Kovoor (2006) have also shown that
temperature-related variables are the most crucial in the determination of ET0. With
regard to input variables possessing an inverse relationship with ET0, Fig. (1)
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Fig. 1 Sensitivity indices for climate variables at the four stations
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shows that minimum relative humidity (RHmin) appears to be sensitive especially at
the sub-humid (Bangalore) and humid (Pattambi) locations. Minimum temperature
(Tmin) and maximum relative humidity (RHmax) appear to be relatively less sensitive
variables at all the locations.

Undoubtedly, accuracy of all input variables is important in estimation of ET0,
but the results of the MC sensitivity analysis reveal that accuracy of measurements
particularly with reference to maximum air temperature (Tmax), wind speed (u2),
and net radiation (Rn) (or actual hours of sunshine) is critical. Also, future climate
changes that bring about modifications in these climate variables may have
important ramifications on crop and irrigation water requirements.

Conclusions

The present study used the Monte Carlo (MC) method to evaluate the sensitivity of
FAO-56 Penman–Monteith ET0 estimates to uncertainties in the climatic variables
used as input. The analysis was carried out for four climate stations located in
different climate regimes of India. Overall results clearly depict the major role
played by the temperature variable in estimating reference evapotranspiration. From
the viewpoint of deriving the most accurate estimates of ET0, this study also
identifies net radiation as being most critical in a humid location, whereas wind
speed appears to be more important in arid, semiarid, and sub-humid climates. This
study therefore emphasizes the need for accurate measurement of these variables for
accurate determination of ET0. Results of sensitivity analysis also provide crucial
information on critical climate variables that need to be considered in evaluating the
impact of future climate changes on irrigation water requirements of agricultural
crops.
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Quantification of Error in Estimation
of Reference Crop Evapotranspiration
by Class A Pan Evaporimeter and Its
Correction

S. Praharaj, P. K. Mohanty and B. C. Sahoo

Abstract Today Penman–Monteith equation is assumed to be the most appropriate
model for estimation of reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) across the globe.
However, as the model requires many weather parameters, so it has not been
percolated down to the stakeholder’s level. Instead pan evaporimeter is being
widely used in many parts of the world for estimating approximate ET0 without
considering the degree of error involved in this method. So an attempt has been
made in the present study to quantify the percentage of error the stakeholders
allowing in estimation of ET0 as well as crop water requirement. Weekly weather
data were collected for 14 years from 2001 to 14 from the crop weather observatory
of Orissa University of Agriculture and Technology and put into Penman–Monteith
equation for estimation of actual ET0. Further, the weekly ET0 values recorded at
the observatory from the depletion of water level in Class A pan evaporimeter for
the corresponding period were compared with the actual ET0. It was found that the
pan evaporimeter is underestimating the parameter to the tune of 50% of the actual
ET0. A regression analysis between pan ET0 and Penman–Monteith ET0 carried out
for a period of 12 years form 2001 to 12 discloses linear relationship based on
highest R2 value (0.81) among all the relation functions. Furthermore, the regres-
sion model was validated using pan ET0 data from the observatory for two years
(2013–14) with the help of RMSE, percent deviation and Scatter plot. An average
RMSE of 0.545 mm/week and percent deviation of −5.53 and 0.82% in 2013 and
2014, respectively, along with the depiction of Scatter plots in both the years depict
close agreement of the model prediction with the actual ET0 values. It is recom-
mended to use the developed model for estimation of actual ET0 instead of
error-infested pan ET0 for estimation of crop water requirement and scheduling
irrigation in regions having similar agro-climatic conditions.
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Introduction

Agriculture accounts for more than 70% of global freshwater withdrawal (FAO
2011; Salazar et al. 2012), out of which 60% is wasted due to leaky irrigation
systems and inappropriate application methods that leads to poor irrigation effi-
ciency, decreased crop production and as a whole misuse of the scare resource.
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) in its
international decade for action ‘Water for life’ 2005–2015 reveals that around
700 million people in 43 countries across the globe suffer from water scarcity
today.

In agriculture sector, scheduling of irrigation is considered to be the best man-
agement option for improving the present scenario of water use. Calculation of crop
water requirement is not an easy task at farmer’s level. As a result of an Expert
Consultation held in May 1990, the FAO Penman–Monteith method is now rec-
ommended as the sole standard method for the definition and computation of the
reference evapotranspiration (ET0). The FAO Penman–Monteith method requires
large number of climatic variables for calculating ET0. But, basically, pan evapo-
ration is widely used in agricultural meteorology due to simplicity, low cost, ease of
application for irrigation scheduling. However, the density of these stations is not
adequate as per recommendation even in developed countries. Complex methods of
determination of appropriate timing and depth of irrigation are beyond the capacity
of the farmers. The simplest method widely used across the world for estimating
reference crop evaporation is pan evaporation method. But the output of the method
involves an error of 15% as a whole as compared to Penman–Monteith equation
(FAO 24). It may lead to magnification of error while determining the crop
evapotranspiration (ETc) of the crop.

Thus, there is a need to develop a user-friendly model for the farmers describing
the relationship between the evaporation rate of the pan evaporimeter in the
meteorology station and the complex Penman–Monteith as it closely approximates
grass ET0 at the location evaluated, is physically based, and explicitly incorporates
both physiological and aerodynamic parameters. This would help to simulate the
evapotranspiration rate of the crops grown in his farm and use of the same to assess
the soil moisture balance in the crop root zone on daily basis. Thus, the expected
outcome would be derivation of a correct irrigation scheduling and calculation of
appropriate depth of irrigation by the farmer prior to any irrigation event.

Materials and Methods

The materials used and methods adopted during the investigation are presented in
this section.
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Experimental Site

The experiment was conducted at the Central Research Station, Department of
Agronomy, Orissa University of Agriculture and Technology, Bhubaneswar,
Odisha, during the year 2013–14. The experimental site is located at 20° 15′N
latitude and 82° 52′E longitude at an elevation of 25.9 m above mean sea level.

Weather Condition

Odisha is characterised by warm and moist climate with hot and humid summer and
mild winter. The mean annual rainfall is about 1451 mm out of which 80%
downpours during four monsoon months (June–September). The mean maximum
temperature during the hottest month of May and June varies from 38 to 40 °C, and
the mean minimum temperature during the colder months of December and January
varies from 11 to 14 °C. The atmosphere remains quite humid throughout the year
with an average relative humidity of 84%. The average wind speed above 2 m from
ground level is observed to be 6.5 m s−1. Occurrence of one or two cyclonic storms
in each year during monsoon season is the natural climatic phenomenon, and it is
mostly due to formation of low pressure at some point in the Bay of Bengal.

Theoretical Consideration

FAO Penman–Monteith equation is expressed as:

ET0 ¼
0:408DðRn � GÞþ c 900

T þ 273 u2ðes � eaÞ
Dþ cð1þ 0:34u2Þ ð1Þ

where ET0 = reference evapotranspiration [mm day−1], Rn = net radiation at the
crop surface [MJ m−2 day−1], G = soil heat flux density [MJ m−2 day−1],
T = mean daily air temperature at 2 m height [°C], u2 = wind speed at 2 m height
[m s−1], es = saturation vapour pressure [kPa], ea = actual vapour pressure [kPa],
(es − ea) = saturation vapour pressure deficit [kPa], D = slope of vapour pressure
curve [kPa °C−1], c = psychrometric constant (kPa °C−1).

All these data were collected for a period of 15 years (2001–2014) from the
meteorological observatory in the central station of OUAT, Bhubaneswar. Apart
from these data, the net radiation at the crop surface, soil heat flux, saturation and
actual vapour pressure, psychrometric constant etc., were estimated based on the
geographical location of the experimental site and referring some standard table
values.
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Rn ¼ Rns�Rnl ð2Þ

Rns ¼ 0:77Rs ¼ 0:77 0:25� 0:5Sð ÞRa ð3Þ

S = n/N

Rnl ¼ r
TmaxK4 þ TminK4

2

� �
ð0:34� 0:14

ffiffiffiffiffi
ea

p Þ 1:35
Rs

Rso
� 0:35

� �
ð4Þ

where Rns = short-wave radiation [MJ m−2 day−1], Rnl = net outgoing long-
wave radiation [MJ m−2 day−1], r = Stefan–Boltzmann constant [4.903 � 10−9

MJ K−4 m−2 day−1], Tmax K = maximum absolute temperature during the 24-h
period [K = °C + 273.16], Tmin, K = minimum absolute temperature during the
24-h period [K = °C + 273.16],ea actual vapour pressure [kPa], Rs/Rso relative
short-wave radiation (limited to � 1.0), Rs measured or calculated solar radiation
[MJ m−2 day−1], Rso calculated clear-sky radiation [MJ m−2 day−1].

P ¼ 101:3
293� 0:0065z

293

� �526

ð5Þ

where P = atmospheric pressure [kPa]; z = elevation above sea level [m].

c ¼ cpP
ek

¼ 0:665� 10�3P ð6Þ

where c = psychrometric constant [kPa °C−1], P = atmospheric pressure [kPa],
k = latent heat of vaporisation, 2.45 [MJ kg−1], Cp = specific heat at constant
pressure, 1.013 � 10−3 [MJ kg−1 °C−1], e = ratio molecular weight of water
vapour/dry air = 0.622.

RH ¼ 100
ea

eoðTÞ ð7Þ

The saturation vapour pressure is related to air temperature, and the following
equation has been used to determine it.

eoðTÞ ¼ 0:6108 exp
17:27T

T þ 237:3

� �
ð8Þ

where e°(T) = saturation vapour pressure at the air temperature T [kPa]; T = air
temperature [°C].

D ¼
4098 0:6108exp 17:27T

Tþ 237:3

� �h i
ðT þ 237:3Þ2 ð9Þ
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where D = slope of saturation vapour pressure curve at air temperature T [kPa °
C−1]; T = air temperature [°C]; exp[..] 2.7183 (base of natural logarithm) raised to
the power [..].

ea ¼
eoðTminÞRHmax

100 eoðTmaxÞRHmin
100

2
ð10Þ

where ea = actual vapour pressure [kPa]; e° (Tmin) = saturation vapour pressure at
daily minimum temperature [kPa]; e° (Tmax) = saturation vapour pressure at daily
maximum temperature [kPa]; RHmax = maximum relative humidity [%];
RHmin = minimum relative humidity [%].

Ra and N are functions of latitude, date and time of day. Monthly values of Ra

and N throughout the year for different latitudes are taken from the standard table
(Kumar and Singh 2005).

Equivalent evaporation mm day�1	 
 ¼ 0:408 � Radiation MJ m�2 day�1	 

ð11Þ

G ¼ cs
Ti � Ti�1

Dt
Dz ð12Þ

where G = soil heat flux [MJ m−2 day−1], cs soil heat capacity [MJ m−3 °C−1],
Ti = air temperature at time i [°C], Ti−1 = air temperature at time i − 1 [°C],
Dt = length of time interval [day], Dz = effective soil depth [m].

Determination of ET0 Using US Class A Pan Evaporimeter

Daily reference crop evapotranspiration was calculated from the US Class A pan
evaporimeter installed in the crop weather observatory of the central farm.

The pan evaporation is expressed as:

ET0 ¼ Kp � Epan ð13Þ

where Kp = pan coefficient and its value is assumed to be 0.7; Epan = pan evapo-
ration rate, mm/day.

Development of Model

Calculation of the ET0 by both FAO Penman–Monteith equation and the US Class A
pan evaporimeter was made on weekly basis for 12 years from 2001 to 2012. Using
these two sets of data, the relationship between the ET0 by Penman–Monteith
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method and reference crop evapotranspiration estimated by pan evaporimeter was
developed through putting the data to various relation functions such as linear,
exponential, power, polynomial (2nd degree), and logarithmic inbuilt into the
Microsoft Excel software. Thus, the ET0 models were developed.

Validation of Model

This model was used to predict ET0 using pan evaporimeter data for two years,
namely 2013 and 2014. Based on a comparison study between these predicted
values of ET0 and the actual ET0 values estimated by Penman–Monteith equation,
the model validation process was carried out. Statistical methods such as
root-mean-squared error (RMSE), percent deviation, Scatter plots and Nash–
Sutcliffe model accuracy test were used to verify the prediction ability of the model
developed.

Root-Mean-Square Deviation or Error

RMSD =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
t¼1 ðx1;t � x2;tÞ2

n

s
: ð14Þ

Percent Deviation

% deviation ¼ Actual value�Expected valueð Þ � 100½ �=Expected value ð15Þ

Scatter Plot

A graph of plotted points shows the relationship between two sets of data. Scatter
plots are important in statistics because they can show the extent of prediction
efficiency of the model through eye observation only.

Nash–Sutcliffe Model Accuracy Test

Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient is used to assess the predictive power of
hydrological models. It is defined as:
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E ¼ 1�
XT
t¼1

Qt
o � Qt

m

� �2 �XT
t¼1

Qt
o � Q�

o

� �2 !
ð16Þ

where Qo is the mean of observed discharges and Qm is modelled discharge. Qt
o is

observed discharge at time t. Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient is an indicator of the
model’s ability to predict about the 1:1 line between observed and simulated data.
With Nash–Sutcliffe measure, an r-square coefficient is calculated. Coefficient
values equal to 1 indicate a perfect fit between observed and predicted data, and
values less than or equal to 0 indicate that the model is predicting no better than
using the average of the observed data.

Results and Discussion

Comparison of ET0 Values Estimated by Penman–Monteith
and Pan Evaporimeter

Weekly ET0 values are estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith equation and pan
evaporimeter for 14 years from 2001 to 2014. The average ET0 values for each
week are presented in Table 1. It is observed that in almost all the weeks, the actual
ET0 value estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith equation remains higher than the
corresponding ET0 values measured by pan evaporimeter. The fact has been
illustrated through Fig. 1. It may be seen that the ET0 values in both the methods
are remaining highest during 17th week to 24th week of the year and this period
coincides with the peak summer in the region. Similarly, the ET0 values estimated
by both the methods are found lying low during initial and end weeks of the year
and this period coincides with peak winter in the region.

The point of concern is that the ET0 values obtained from the pan evaporimeter
throughout the year are lying considerably low as compared to the actual ET0

estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith equation. The difference is observed to vary
from 3 to 6.2 cm per week. The percent of error in estimation of ET0 by pan
evaporimeter is sometimes more than 50% in the study region. Thus, keeping the
high level of error involved in estimation of ET0 by pan evaporimeter, it is not at all
recommended to use pan evaporation data as such for deciding the irrigation
scheduling as well as computing the crop water requirement.

As the ET0 values are under-predicted in all the weeks by pan evaporimeter
method, so the crop water requirement estimated would be very low in comparison
with the actual. The irrigation amount applied based on this value would again be
inadequate as compared to the actual water requirement of the crop. Thus, the yield
of crop is bound to remain below the normal yield of the crop. On the other hand,
the irrigation frequency will be quicker leading to application of more water to the
crop. Thus, a relationship needs to be developed between the ET0 values observed
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Table 3.1 Average weekly ET0 values estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith and pan
evaporimeter

Week no. ET0 pan ET0 P–M Week no. ET0 pan ET0 P–M

1 2.71 3.45 27 2.79 3.32

2 2.70 3.36 28 5.25 3.74

3 2.92 3.59 29 2.62 3.66

4 2.87 3.40 30 2.87 3.62

5 2.77 3.71 31 2.85 3.56

6 2.98 4.03 32 2.85 3.51

7 3.31 4.09 33 2.86 3.53

8 3.58 4.19 34 3.19 3.80

9 3.73 4.86 35 2.79 3.67

10 3.98 4.66 36 3.27 3.55

11 4.20 4.56 37 2.76 3.64

12 4.76 4.80 38 2.68 3.57

13 4.86 4.88 39 3.05 4.34

14 5.17 5.07 40 2.87 3.62

15 5.71 5.17 41 3.08 4.12

16 5.93 5.39 42 3.10 4.26

17 6.17 5.43 43 3.02 4.16

18 6.43 5.77 44 2.81 3.69

19 6.72 5.61 45 2.80 3.51

20 6.54 5.54 46 2.87 3.67

21 6.37 5.49 47 2.87 3.84

22 6.89 5.57 48 2.85 3.55

23 6.28 4.99 49 2.82 3.37

24 5.57 4.18 50 2.75 3.29

25 4.80 4.25 51 2.82 3.26

26 3.43 3.55 52 2.88 3.36

ET0 pen

ET0 pan

Fig. 3.1 Comparison between ET0 measured by pan evaporimeter and estimated by FAO
Penman–Monteith method
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by pan evaporimeter and those of the FAO Penman–Monteith which would enable
the stakeholders to compute the crop water requirement accurately and develop a
correct approach for deciding irrigation scheduling for the crops grown in the zone.

Relationship Between ET0 Calculated by Pan Evaporimeter
and Penman–Monteith Methods

Average values of ET0 estimated on weekly basis by FAO Penman–Monteith and
pan evaporimeter methods were put into regression analysis, and the relationship
between them is shown through Fig. 2a–e. Relationship between ET0 measured
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Fig. 3.2 Relationship between ET0 estimated by FAO P–M method and pan evaporation method
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by pan evaporimeter and that estimated by Penman–Monteith method had been
described through various relation functions such as linear, exponential, power,
polynomial (2nd degree), and logarithmic. Among the relation functions, the data
set are showing a perfect matching trend under linear function based on highest
value of coefficient of determination (R2) i.e. 0.8148. In rest of the functions, though
the data sets are matching, the R2 values are found to be smaller than the former.
Hence, the relation function between ET0 estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith and
pan evaporimeter is found to be linear as shown in Fig. 2a. The corresponding
equation that describes the relation between the Penman–Monteith and pan evap-
orimeter is expressed as:

Y ¼ 0:492 Xð Þþ 2:2503 ð17Þ

where Y = predicted ET0 and X = ET0 measured by pan evaporimeter.
The model developed for converting pan ET0 to the actual ET0 (FAO Penman–

Monteith ET0) has been validated using the pan evaporation data for two years,
namely 2013 and 2014.

Validation of the Model

The developed ET0 model was used to convert the ET0 values obtained from the
pan evaporimeter during the year 2013–2014. The predicted values thus obtained
were compared with the ET0 values estimated by FAO Penman–Monteith equation
in the respective years. The estimated and predicted ET0 values for both the years
are presented in Appendix A. Statistical tools like RMSE, percent deviation, Scatter
plots and Nash–Sutcliffe model accuracy test have been used in the process of
validation of the model.

The values of RMSE between the predicted and actual ET0 were found to be
very less in both the years. While in case of the year 2013, the error came around
0.622 mm/week and it was 0.468 mm/week in the year 2014. It indicates that there
is marginal error in using the model for prediction of the ET0 values. In addition to
it, the prediction efficiency of the model was again established by the minimal per
cent deviation of −5.53% in 2013 and 0.82% in the year 2014. In the first year of
simulation, the model is observed to under-predict the ET0 values by 5.53% only,
and in the year 2014, the same has been over-predicted by an amount of only
0.82%. In both the years, the deviation of the predicted ET0 values is very less and
so, it may be taken for granted that the developed model is capable of converting
the pan evaporimeter ET0 values to the actual ET0 values as estimated by FAO
Penman–Monteith equation.

Also, the strong prediction efficiency of the developed model in converting pan
ET0 to Penman–Monteith ET0 has been established through the use of Scatter plots
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the year 2013 and 2014, respectively. It is
depicted from Fig. 3 that the predicted values of ET0 are both over-and
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under-predicted but the predicted values lie close to the 1:1 line. The percent
deviation is within 10%, and thus it establishes the fact that the prediction efficiency
of the model is very high. Similarly, in the year 2014, the Scatter plot of ET0 by pan
evaporimeter and Penman–Monteith as illustrated in Fig. 4 indicates the minimal
gap between the predicted and the actual values of ET0. The percent deviation of
only 0.82% emphatically pronounces the high-degree predictability of the model. In
this case, the RMSE is still lower than the previous year. The distribution of
predicted points very close to and at both sides of 1:1 line implies a high degree of
prediction efficiency of the model.

Finally, the Nash–Sutcliffe model accuracy tests give r2 value of 0.94 in the
model validation process. This value is very close to unity which clearly shows
accuracy of the model. From the discussion made above, it may be concluded at this
point that using pan evaporimeter data for estimation of crop water requirement as
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Fig. 3.3 Scatter plot of P–M ET0 versus pan ET0 during 2013
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Fig. 3.4 Scatter plot of P–M ET0 versus pan ET0 during 2014
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well as taking decision on irrigation scheduling should not be recommended for the
study area. Whenever there is no access to Penman–Monteith ET0 values, the
developed model should be used to convert the pan ET0 values to the actual ET0

values correctly.

Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn at the end of the present study. These are:

• Measurement of ET0 by pan evaporimeter is an erroneous approach as a high
degree of difference is observed between the pan ET0 and FAO Penman–
Monteith ET0 values throughout the year. The difference is observed to be more
than 50% in almost all the weeks of the year. Hence, use of pan data for
computation of crop water requirement and taking decision on irrigation
scheduling involves considerable error.

• Pan ET0 values should be put to the model developed in the present study to
convert the erroneous pan ET0 values to actual FAO Penman–Monteith ET0

values. It is so because the model predicts the ET0 values accurately close to the
actual with minimal percent deviation (<10%) and less RMSE
(<0.65 mm/week).

• The model developed in the present study may be reliably used for converting
the pan ET0 values to the actual FAO Penman–Monteith ET0 values in the
regions having similar agro-climatic conditions.
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Part III
Urban Runoff



Spatial and Temporal Analyses
of Impervious Surface Area
on Hydrological Regime of Urban
Watersheds

Tauseef A. Ansari and Y. B. Katpatal

Abstract The industrialisation and urbanisation have significant impacts on
hydrological regimes within the watersheds. The spatial analysis in urban water-
sheds is prerequisite for management of surface and subsurface water regimes. The
objective of the study is to analyse the impacts of increase in impervious surface
area (ISA) in urban watersheds of the Nagpur city. High-resolution satellite images
were used of year 2000 and 2012. Significant increase in ISA was observed in the
watersheds between 2000 and 2012 having impacts on vegetation index, runoff, CN
and flash floods. Statistical analyses were used to establish the relationship between
runoff, impervious surface areas, vegetation index, slope and runoff coefficient.

Keywords Runoff � SCS-CN � Potential maximum retention
Slope-based curve number

Introduction

Urbanisation in the country has rapidly increased; as a result, most of the cities have
expanded in the past few years. Currently, about 3.3 billion humans reside in cities,
and this figure is expected to rise to 5.0 billion by 2030 (United Nations 2008). The
number of Indian mega cities will increase from the current three (Mumbai, Delhi
and Kolkata) to six by the year 2021 (including Bangalore, Chennai and
Hyderabad), when India will have the largest concentration of mega cities in the
world (Chakrabati 2001). Expansion of the impervious surface area in the city has
started to impact the surface and subsurface hydrological units in the area. In recent
years, impervious surface has emerged not only as an indicator of the degree of
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urbanisation, but also a major indicator of environmental quality (Arnold and
Gibbons 1996). Increased population is undoubtedly a source of consumption and
waste generation in the city. Taubenbock et al. (2009) conducted the spatiotemporal
analysis to detect the changes and similarities and dissimilarities in the urban
characteristics of 12 largest cities in India through remote sensing and geographic
information system (GIS). Gupta et al. (2012) assessed the greenness in urban areas
using remote sensing and GIS. Ma and Xu (2010) analysed orientation and rate of
variation of urban expansion of Guangzhou City for the period of 23 years. The
increase of impervious surface area would lead to the increase in the volume,
duration and intensity of urban runoff (Weng 2001).

Rainfall is the important source of water resources, but huge amount gets con-
verted into runoff due to change in the land use/land cover (LU/LC). The changes in
storm runoff, resulting from the LU/LC change with the development of urban
areas, have also been estimated (Rongrong and Guishan 2007; Suiji et al. 2012; Yan
et al. 2013; Miller et al. 2014). Soil Conservation Service curve number (SCS-CN)
method is the widely used due to its low data requirement. Curve number
(CN) values for runoff have been obtained experimentally using measured
rainfall-runoff data over the wide range of geographic, soil and land use conditions.
However, the watershed slope adjustment has not been taken into account (Huang
et al. 2006). The watershed slope is an important factor determining water move-
ment within a landscape (Huang et al. 2006). Many researchers have analysed the
effect of slope under natural or artificial conditions for the same type of LU/LC. In
Pakistan, Shafiq and Ahmad (2001) used three slopes (1, 5 and 10%) in silt loam
soil under medium rainfall intensities and found that the runoff increases with slope.
Deshmukh et al. (2013) found significant results in the runoff estimation values
made by using the slope adjusted CN, as proposed by Sharpley and Williams in
1990. Mishra et al. (2014) experimentally analysed the effect of slope and LU/LC
on the SCS-CN. The study area consists of ungauged watersheds; hence, it is
difficult to observe the actual runoff in the watersheds. LU/LC has been changed
drastically during year 2000 and 2012 due to which significant change in the
impervious surface area (ISA) estimated. In this study, change in the weighted CN,
slope-based CN, relationship between runoff, impervious areas, vegetation index,
slope and runoff coefficient have been established using Spearman’s and Pearson’s
statistical methods in addition to assuming the initial abstraction ratio as 0.05.

Study Area

Nagpur city in the central India is growing rapidly in “radial pattern” with open
spaces covered with vegetation (Katpatal et al. 2008). There are subwatersheds of
WGKN-1, WGKN-4, WGKN-5, in the study area with the total area of 290.80 km2

considered for the present study. Nagpur has tropical wet and dry climate. Average
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annual rainfall of the Nagpur is almost 1000 mm, the maximum temperature
recorded in the month of May as 47 °C. The topographic elevation of the area
ranges between 335 and 210 m (Fig. 1) (Varade et al. 2013).

Soil of the Study Area

The study area has two types of soil, clayey and clay loam. Based on the moderate
and moderate-to-low infiltration characteristics and more runoff potential, the soil is
categorised in the C and D hydrological soil group (HSG) in the area (Fig. 2).

Methodology

The present study utilises geoinformatics technology, where high spatial resolution
satellite images (Google Earth) of year 2000 and 2012 and geographic information
system (GIS) have been used. SCS-CN method is used to determine the weighted
CN and when slope of the watershed is considered for the year 2000 and 2012.
However, CN in normal condition is compared with slope-based CN. The effect of
slope and LU/LC on CN is compared for year 2000 and 2012. Runoff in normal and
slope-based conditions is compared for July 2000 and July 2012 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Location map of the nineteen watersheds in the Nagpur urban area
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Results

Following are the basic equations of SCS-CN method (Mishra et al. 2014):

P ¼ Ia þFþQ; ð1Þ
Q

ðP� IaÞ ¼
F
S
; ð2Þ

Ia ¼ kS; ð3Þ

Fig. 2 Hydrologic soil group (HSG) map of the study area
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Q ¼ ðP� IaÞ2
ðP� Ia þ SÞ ; ð4Þ

where P = total rainfall; Ia = initial abstraction; F = cumulative infiltration
excluding Ia, Q = direct runoff; and S = potential maximum retention or infiltration.
Equation (4) is the general form of SCS-CN method, and it is valid when P � Ia;
Q = 0 otherwise.

Here, the initial abstraction is taken as the 5% (Ia = Ks where k = 0.05). In
1990, Sharpley and William considered slope for adjusting the CN

CN2a ¼ 1
3
ðCN3� CN2Þ 1� 2e�13:86a� �þCN, ð5Þ

where CN2a is the curve number when average slope is considered, CN2 and CN3
are CNs for soil moisture condition II (average) and III (wet), respectively; and
a(mm−1) is the average slope of watersheds. Equation (5) was used to estimate the
CN2a values for all watersheds. CN3 is estimated using Eq. (6):

CN3 ¼ CN2 e0:00673ð100�CN2Þ
� �

þCN2: ð6Þ

Fig. 3 Flow diagram of the complete methodology
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The slope classes in the study area have been extracted from the DEM generated
from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data. The slope in the area
approximately varies from 0.1 to 19.8% which is classified into six classes
(Figs. 4).

Comparison of Weighted CN (in Normal Condition)
and CN2a (Slope-Based CN) for Year 2000 and 2012

The increase in the weighted CN values in watersheds shows changes due to change
in the LU/LC during year 2000 and 2012 (Table 1). The watersheds WGKN 1-4/9,
WGKN 1-5/9, WGKN 1-6/9, WGKN 4-2/8 and WGKN 4-6/8 show the change in

Fig. 4 Slope map of the all watersheds comes under Nagpur urban area
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the weighted CN while WGKN 1-2/9, WGKN 4-5/8 and WGKN 5-4/11 show no
change condition due to low development in the area.

Percentage Change in Weighted Curve Number (DCN)
and Change in the CN for All Watersheds

The percentage change in the curve number between the years reflects degree in
which LU/LC has changed. Suribabu and Bhaskar (2015) evaluated the percentage
change in the CN for the long duration. The percentage change is calculated from
Eq. (7). The watersheds WGKN 1-4/9, WGKN 1-5/9 and WGKN 1-6/9 show the
maximum percentage change during year 2000 and 2012. The watersheds showing
significant change values are made bold in the respective (Table 1).

Table 1 Changes estimated in the weighted CN, slope-based curve number and percentage
change for the weighted CN and slope-based CN (DCN)

Watershed
codes

Weighted
CN in
year 2000

Weighted
CN in
year 2012

Percentage
change in
the weighted
curve number
(DCN)
during 2000
and 2012

CN when
slope is
considered
for year
2000
(CN2a)

CN when
slope is
considered
for year
2012
(CN2a)

Percentage
change in
the slope-
based CN
during
2000 and
2012
(DCN)

WGKN 1-1/9 87 88 1.14 90 91 1.10

WGKN 1-2/9 89 89 0.00 91 91 0.00

WGKN 1-3/9 90 91 1.10 92 93 1.08

WGKN 1-4/9 81 93 12.90 85 94 9.57

WGKN 1-5/9 87 92 5.43 89 93 4.30

WGKN 1-6/9 85 89 4.49 87 91 4.40

WGKN 4-1/8 78 79 1.27 82 83 1.20

WGKN 4-2/8 76 88 13.64 79 90 12.22

WGKN 4-3/8 88 89 1.12 90 91 1.10

WGKN 4-4/8 89 90 1.11 91 92 1.09

WGKN 4-5/8 93 93 0.00 94 94 0.00

WGKN 4-6/8 86 88 2.27 89 90 1.11

WGKN 4-7/8 90 91 1.10 92 93 1.08

WGKN 4-8/8 89 90 1.11 91 92 1.09

WGKN 5-1/11 79 80 1.25 82 83 1.20

WGKN 5-2/11 85 86 1.16 88 89 1.12

WGKN 5-3/11 91 92 1.09 92 93 1.08

WGKN 5-4/11 92 92 0.00 93 94 1.06

WGKN 5-5/11 89 91 2.20 91 93 2.15
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CNi ¼ CNt2 � CNt1ð Þ=CNt2 � 100; ð7Þ

where CNt2 and CNt1 are the CN in the year 2012 and 2000.

Comparison of Potential Maximum Retention
(S) and Runoff Depth (Q) for Year 2000 and 2012

Potential maximum retention (s) and runoff depth (Q) are calculated to analyse the
differences occurred in the two different conditions (Table 2). The 5% initial
abstraction assumption reflects the more potential maximum retention; then, the
20% initial abstraction and runoff of 5% initial abstraction condition show the low

Table 2 Potential maximum retention and runoff when initial abstraction is assumed 20, 5% and
when slope is considered for 5% initial abstraction for July 2000

Watershed
codes

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (when
initial
abstraction
assumed
20%) m

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (when
initial
abstraction
assumed
5%) m

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (initial
abstraction
assumed 5%,
when slope
considered)
mm

Runoff
depth
(Q) for
20% initial
abstraction
(mm)

Runoff
depth
(Q) for 5%
initial
abstraction
(mm)

Runoff
depth
(Q) when
slope is
considered
for 5%
initial
abstraction
(mm)

WGKN 1-1/9 35.17 79.79 27.14 143.86 107.59 170.89

WGKN 1-2/9 28.67 63.09 22.91 165.18 136.88 188.37

WGKN 1-3/9 25.35 54.75 19.59 177.98 140.03 204.11

WGKN 1-4/9 56.45 137.50 44.01 96.70 66.70 120.85

WGKN 1-5/9 37.09 84.82 28.62 138.34 102.59 165.38

WGKN 1-6/9 44.69 105.10 34.68 119.31 85.80 145.32

WGKN 4-1/8 69.17 173.67 53.52 78.67 53.95 101.70

WGKN 4-2/8 77.59 198.20 66.33 68.75 44.79 82.39

WGKN 4-3/8 33.29 74.91 25.69 149.58 112.85 176.57

WGKN 4-4/8 30.70 68.25 23.70 158.04 120.76 184.89

WGKN 4-5/8 18.63 38.43 14.40 209.02 171.89 233.33

WGKN 4-6/8 39.15 90.26 30.20 132.76 97.59 159.76

WGKN 4-7/8 26.41 57.39 20.40 173.74 135.85 200.07

WGKN 4-8/8 29.23 64.50 22.57 163.17 125.62 189.88

WGKN 5-1/11 67.42 168.64 52.25 81.01 53.85 103.99

WGKN 5-2/11 42.49 99.16 32.76 124.41 90.23 151.25

WGKN 5-3/11 25.11 54.17 19.40 178.94 140.98 205.07

WGKN 5-4/11 21.18 44.53 16.37 196.32 158.57 221.50

WGKN 5-5/11 29.92 66.24 23.10 160.75 123.32 187.53
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runoff depth compared to 20% condition. However, runoff is significantly increased
when slope of the watersheds is considered even at 5% initial abstraction condition
for year July 2000 and 2012 (Tables 2 and 3).

Conclusions and Discussions

The study demonstrates the use of SCS-CN method and other parameters in
monitoring the surface hydrological regime in urban watersheds. In Nagpur city,
huge urbanisation was observed in few watersheds between years 2000 and 2012.

The following significant conclusions may be drawn based on the present study.

Table 3 Potential maximum retention and runoff when initial abstraction is assumed 20, 5% and
when slope is considered for 5% initial abstraction for July 2012

Watershed
codes

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (when
initial
abstraction
assumed
20%) mm

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (when
initial
abstraction
assumed
5%) mm

Potential
maximum
retention
(S) (initial
abstraction
assumed 5%,
when slope
considered)
mm

Runoff
depth
(Q) for
20% initial
abstraction
(mm)

Runoff
depth
(Q) for 5%
initial
abstraction
(mm)

Runoff
depth when
(Q) slope is
considered
for 5%
initial
abstraction
(mm)

WGKN 1-1/9 32.02 71.63 24.75 98.22 78.46 117.73

WGKN 1-2/9 28.75 63.28 22.99 106.12 85.62 123.03

WGKN 1-3/9 22.28 47.21 17.25 125.43 103.48 145.23

WGKN 1-4/9 18.18 37.35 14.24 141.19 118.58 159.92

WGKN 1-5/9 21.43 45.13 16.58 128.46 106.33 148.28

WGKN 1-6/9 30.36 67.37 23.62 102.10 78.76 120.96

WGKN 4-1/8 66.09 164.81 51.22 54.46 38.84 67.70

WGKN 4-2/8 31.80 71.07 27.32 95.11 78.91 109.93

WGKN 4-3/8 30.70 68.25 23.73 101.28 81.22 120.60

WGKN 4-4/8 27.99 61.37 21.64 108.10 87.42 127.69

WGKN 4-5/8 17.91 36.71 13.86 142.33 119.82 161.96

WGKN 4-6/8 33.41 75.21 25.82 95.20 75.73 114.18

WGKN 4-7/8 23.07 49.13 17.85 123.93 101.03 142.58

WGKN 4-8/8 25.39 54.84 19.63 115.47 94.19 135.26

WGKN 5-1/11 62.73 155.22 48.69 57.39 40.57 70.59

WGKN 5-2/11 40.19 93.03 31.04 82.52 64.27 100.48

WGKN 5-3/11 21.37 45.00 16.54 128.65 106.52 148.44

WGKN 5-4/11 20.07 41.87 15.53 133.50 111.25 154.14

WGKN 5-5/11 23.88 51.11 18.47 120.14 98.52 140.66
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(1) The significant changes occurred in the impervious surfaces area (ISA) and due
to the increase in ISA, CN and also runoff within the watersheds WGKN 1-4/9,
WGKN 1-5/9, WGKN 1-6/9, WGKN 4-2/8, WGKN 4-5/8, WGKN 4-7/8,
WGKN 5-3/11 and WGKN 5-4/11 has increased.

(2) Proper initial abstraction (5%) assumption gives the almost accurate runoff
quantity.

(3) Urbanisation has adversely impacted the hydrological parameters and changing
LU/LC has a profound impact on the CN and runoff.

(4) A significant increase in weighted CN and runoff depth has been observed in
the watersheds due to urbanisation during 2000 and 2012.

(5) There is a marginal increase in CN values and runoff when slope is considered
in SCS-CN method.

Since the development in the urban watersheds is obvious so there should be the
strict guidelines for sustainable of urban area development.
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An Assessment of Hydrological Impacts
Due to Changes in the Urban Sprawl
in Bhopal City and its Peripheral
Urban-Rural Fringe

L. Patel, S. Goyal and T. Thomas

Abstract Bhopal district has been developing at a very fast pace with most of the
developmental activities being concentrated in the Bhopal city and along its
periphery mostly comprising of the urban-rural fringe areas. This has resulted in
considerable changes in the land use in the city and its fringes, with substantial
areas being converted to semi-pervious and impervious zones owing to the fast pace
of urbanization. These drastic changes in the land use pattern have to a large extent
changed the hydrology and drainage aspects of the city. Owing to the changes in the
land use and pressures of increasing population, the runoff and drainage aspects
have also been altered to some extent. Nowadays, it is very common to find large
stretches of roads being submerged during small rainfall events, thereby causing
hardships to the local population. An effort has therefore been made to identify the
land use changes in the city and its surroundings and its possible impacts on the
hydrology of the study area. The land use classification has been carried out for
1992, 2000, and 2014 using LANDSAT data with a resolution of 30 m. The
changes in the land use/land cover categories were derived for three different time
periods by spatial intersection of land use maps pertaining to 1992 and 2000, 2000
and 2014, and 1992 and 2014 using ERDAS Imagine 2011 and ArcInfo/ArcMap 10
software. The area under settlements has increased by 10.66% during the period
between 1992 and 2014, whereas the area under wastelands decreased by 18.29%
during the same period. However, the forested area initially decreased from
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45.64 km2 (1992) to 40.24 km2 (2000) but subsequently increased to 48.62 km2 in
2014. The soil conservation service-curve number (SCS-CN) method has been used
to compute the surface runoff. The change in the runoff pattern has not been
substantial in commensuration to these changes in the land use pattern as the runoff
generation mechanism is also dominantly dependent on the rainfall pattern and its
distribution and the antecedent moisture condition apart from the curve number.

Keywords Land use � Change detection � SCS-CN � LANDSAT � GIS

Introduction

Land use/land cover (LULC) changes have direct impacts on the hydrological cycle
and stream water quality, and furthermore, there are also indirect impacts on climate
and the related impacts of the altered climate on the hydrology of an area (Weng
2001). Therefore, LULC changes have been treated as one of the most crucial and
sensitive factors for global environmental change. Urbanization is the major force
that is driving LULC changes. Although urbanization due to urban sprawl provides
social and economic benefits to the community, the detrimental consequences of the
urbanization to the urban environment are widespread, especially in most emerging
countries. Increased impervious surface in the urbanized areas can reduce the time
to peak and increase the peak discharges, resulting in large and more frequent
incidents of flooding (Weng 2001; Li and Wang 2009). In addition, because of the
pollutants in runoff and sediments, the increase in impervious surfaces also
degrades stream quality (Li and Wang 2009). Therefore, urbanized areas would
become more susceptible to flood hazard under conditions of high precipitation
intensity (Shi et al. 2007).

In recent decades, with a constantly accelerating increase in urban population,
urbanization has become a significant urban environmental and ecological concern,
especially in most developing countries. Therefore, it is of great significance to
accurately map LULC changes in urbanized areas and to evaluate its impacts on
surface runoff and stream quality for urban planning policy makers and water/land
resource management. Due to their relatively low cost and suitability for large area
mapping, satellite remote sensing (RS) images have been widely applied for
detecting urban growth and accurately and timely mapping LULC changes over a
long period (Yang et al. 2003). Furthermore, RS-based LULC changes mapping
and also allows for a rapid assessment of its impacts on surface runoff and water
quality (Li and Wang 2009).

In India, rapid urban sprawl has had a profound influence on runoff and results in
larger and more frequent incidents of flooding in many urban areas. Over the past
three decades, Bhopal, the capital of Madhya Pradesh, India, is one of the fastest
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growing urban areas in Madhya Pradesh, and has undergone intense urbanization
which has impacted the urban surface runoff. The objective of this paper is to derive
LULC classification maps and further quantitatively assess the effects of LULC
change on surface runoff in Bhopal city and along its periphery comprising of the
urban-rural fringe areas. The LULC maps are derived from LANDSAT
TM/ETM + imagery (1992, 2000 and 2014) using unsupervised classification
method. To estimate the effects of LULC change on runoff, the SCS-CN approach
is used in this research.

Study Area

The study area is a part of Bhopal district of Madhya Pradesh, India, and covers an
area of 874.51 km2. Bhopal city nestles in a hilly terrain, which slopes toward north
and southeast. Hillocks of different altitudes are situated along the southwest and
northwest portions of the city, and these hillocks form a continuous belt from
Singarcholi up to Vindhyachal range. The height of Singarcholi near Lalghati is
625 M above MSL which is maximum in this area. The general ground level is,
however, nearly 460 M above MSL along the southeastern and northeastern por-
tions of the city. The remarkable topography of the city provides enchanting and
panoramic views of the city and of natural scenic beauty. There are immense
possibilities for landscaping and waterfront development for recreation along with
beautiful hills and large number of lakes spread all over the city. Owing to this,
Bhopal is also called “The City of Lakes” and the Upper Bhopal Lake is one of the
biggest lakes in the country.

Large-scale developmental activities are taking place in and around Bhopal. The
city is getting a modern look owing to the large number of infrastructure projects,
and it has off-late turned out to be the educational hub in Central India. However,
this had led to changes in the land use with agricultural land being converted into
housing colonies and recreational parks and malls. The map showing the location of
the study area is given in Fig. 1.
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Methodology

The LULC classification maps were derived from LANDSAT TM/ETM + imagery.
The SCS-CN approach was used to assess the impacts of LULC changes on surface
runoff due to urbanization. Figure 2 shows the data-processing framework of
research on hydrological response to LULC changes. The left side of Fig. 2 depicts
the data processing for LULC classification and change detection while the right
side shows the flowchart of SCS-CN approach. In this paper, unsupervised clas-
sification was used to prepare LULC maps and spatial intersection (overlay anal-
ysis) was used to evaluate the temporal change of LULC in study area.

Unsupervised Classification

Visual interpretation technique was used for the mapping of land use/land cover.
Prior to interpretation of multi-date satellite data, a reconnaissance survey of the
study area was done to develop a classification scheme based on local knowledge
and ancillary information. An interpretation key was also developed based on

Fig. 1 Location map of the study area
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standard photo-elements like tone, texture, size, shape, association, pattern, location
to identify and map different classes. With the help of interpretation key, onscreen
preliminary interpretation of satellite data was done using ERDAS IMAGINE 2011
software.

Ground Truth Verification

Entire study area was visited to get an acquaintance of different ground features and
cover type with respect to satellite data. The doubtful area on preliminary inter-
preted maps from satellite data was carefully verified in the field. After verification,
these areas were reconciled on the maps and corrections were made to obtain final
maps.

Analysis, Final Map Preparation, and Area Statistics
Generation

The spatial intersection method has been used for performing the overlay analysis
using ArcInfo software. The final maps were prepared after reconciliation of
doubtful areas observed in preliminary maps. The final maps were prepared/
composed, and area statistics were generated using ArcMap 10.0 software.

Fig. 2 Framework of research on hydrological response to LULC changes
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SCS-CN Approach Description

The SCS-CN model was used to estimate direct runoff from daily rainfall after
deriving the curve number (CN) from LULC, and hydrologic soil group data and
thereafter deriving the appropriate CN for the average, wet or dry condition based
on the antecedent rainfall condition. For runoff calculation, SCS-CN uses the curve
number (CN) method of the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil
Conservation Service (SCS, now Natural Resources Conservation Service), which
is a core component of many traditional hydrology models (Wang et al. 2005). The
runoff equation is

Q ¼ P� Iað Þ2
P� Iað Þþ S

ð1Þ

where Q is the runoff (mm), P is the rainfall (mm), S is the potential maximum
retention (mm), and Ia is the initial abstraction (mm) and can be approximately
estimated by

Ia ¼ 0:2 S ð2Þ

S, in mm, is related to the soil and LULC conditions and can be described by CN
through:

S ¼ 25; 400
CN

� 254 ð3Þ

where CN is determined by the combination of LULC and soil (hydrological soil
group) information for each cell. Theoretically, CN values are between 0 and 100.
However, practically, CN values range between 30 and 100. Then, SCS-CN
approach uses daily rainfall and the CN to calculate the surface runoff (mm).

Results and Analysis

LULC Change

In the present study, land use/land cover of Bhopal and its peripheral area was
mapped for the years 1992, 2000, and 2014. In order to monitor the changes in land
use/land cover, proper care was taken in the selection of cloud-free temporal data. It
was not possible to obtain the ground truth pertaining to older datasets i.e.,
LANDSAT 1992, therefore a novice approach to overcome the same was followed
by mapping for 2000 and using it as template for the analyses of 1992 datasets.

The major land use/land cover categories identified in the study area are built-up,
agriculture, forest, scrub, wasteland and water bodies and their areal extent. The
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details of the various land use classes and the observed changes are presented in
Table 1 and Fig. 3. In general, major area was occupied by agriculture followed by
wasteland, scrub, forest, built-up land, and water bodies in the year 1992. In the
years 2000 and 2014, built-up land has increased. The built-up area identified in the
study area was mainly large city settlements. The total built-up area of 37.51 km2 in
1992 increased to 130.73 km2 in 2014. This accounted 4.29 and 14.95% of the total
geographical area during 1992 and 2014, respectively. The overall increase was
10.66% of total geographical area with annual increment of 4.24 km2/year.

Agriculture was observed mainly on plain lands and uplands and accounted
403.53 and 435.83 km2 during 1992 and 2014, respectively, and the rate of increase
in the agriculture area was 1.47 km2/year. Wasteland is located on the uplands. The
total wasteland which was 295.3 km2 in 1992 reduced to 135.36 km2 in 2014 and
registered a decrease of −7.27 km2/year. However, the decrease of −18.29% was
noticed in wastelands during the period between 1992 and 2014. Forests are mainly
located on hilly and upland areas. The total area during 1992 was 45.64 km2 which
decreased to 40.24 km2 in 2000 which again increased in 2014 to 48.62 km2. The
scrub which was 58.77 km2 in 1992 increased to 116.04 km2 in 2000 and thereafter
decreased to 79.40 km2 in 2014. The area covered by water bodies was almost
same during all the years, while area of reservoirs increased by 1.24% during 1992–
2014.

The wasteland was observed to be 295.30 km2 in 1992 which was reduced to
89.15 km2 in 2000. The reason behind this transformation is because of increase in
agricultural activities at those places. However, the wasteland further increased to
135.36 km2 in 2014 because of lesser utilization of land in agricultural activities.

The transformation of a particular land use/land cover category into different
categories was derived by spatial intersection of 1992–2000, 2000–2014, and
1992–2014. The built-up area increased from 37.51 km2 in 1992 to 77.20 km2 in
2000 which further increased to 130.73 km2 in 2014 as a result of conversion of
croplands and wasteland existing around settlements. One may expect such change
in the study area on account of increase in population over a period of almost two
decades.

Table 1 Area statistics of land use/land cover distribution in Bhopal during 1992, 2000, and 2014

S. No. Land
use/land
cover
categories

1992
area
(in km2)

2000
area
(in km2)

2014
area
(in km2)

Change
1992–2000
(%)

Change
2000–2014
(%)

Change
1992–2014
(%)

1 Agriculture 403.53 514.78 435.83 12.72 −9.03 3.69

2 Built-up 37.51 77.20 130.73 4.54 6.12 10.66

3 Forest 45.64 40.24 48.62 −0.62 0.96 0.34

4 Scrub 58.77 116.04 79.40 6.55 −4.19 2.36

5 Wasteland 295.30 89.15 135.36 −23.57 5.28 −18.29

6 Water body 33.76 37.09 44.57 0.38 0.86 1.24
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The aerial extent of agriculture registered an increase of 12.72% of total geo-
graphical area from 1992 to 2000 and further decreased −9.03% during 2000–2014.
The overall increase was 3.69% of total geographical area during 1992–2014.
During these periods, major area under wasteland and small area under reservoir
was transformed into cropland. However, conversion of wasteland into cropland
was more during 1992–2000 than the year 2000–2014. In case of forest, the land
transformation in dense, open, and scrub was observed for the period 1992–2000
and 2000–2014. During this period, dense forest converted into scrub forest and at a
few places the scrub lands got converted into forest.

Fig. 3 LULC maps of study area in 1922, 2000, and 2014
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Estimation of SCS-CN

The direct surface water runoff has been estimated by the soil conservation
service-curve number (SCS-CN) method at the outlet of the watershed. The
SCS-CN method is based on the single parameter curve number (CN), which
depends on the land use, land cover, soil type, and the antecedent moisture con-
ditions prevailing in the watershed. The LULC types were derived from LANDSAT
TM/ETM + imagery as described earlier. According to soil classification cate-
gories, the study area comes in very low infiltration category which is categorized
by type “D” in hydrological soil group (HSG) classification. Based on this
hydrological soil group and LULC, the CNs have been determined for the various
combinations of land use and soil type combinations. The composite curve number
(CCN) for the watershed is estimated as 78 using hydrologic soil group and land
use for the AMC-II condition (average). The AMC changes to dry or wet conditions
depending on the five-day antecedent rainfall.

Estimation of Direct Surface Runoff by SCS-CN

The simulated annual surface runoff of the study area estimated by SCS-CN method
is 252.8 mm for the year 1992, 298.39 mm for the year 2000, and 245.24 mm for
the year 2014. The ratio of annual surface runoff to that of annual rainfall calculated
is 31.71, 33.98, and 27.75% for the years 1992, 2000, and 2014, respectively.

Although the change in urban area from 1992 to 2014 is very vast, which is
10.66% of the total area, the computed surface runoff has not increased in a similar
proportion. The main reason of this exception is the rainfall pattern and its distri-
bution. As the SCS-CN runoff estimation depends on the previous 5 days AMC
(Antecedent Moisture Condition), and as distribution of rainfall in 2014 had been
quite different from that during 2000 and 1992, the computed surface runoff during
2014 is lesser than that during 2000 and 1992. The comparison of the daily rainfall
and daily computed runoff for 1992, 2000, and 2014 is given in Figs. 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. From these figures, it is clear that the rainfall events in the year 2014
are in scattered manner (non-continuous) and hence the direct surface runoff peak
values are smaller as compared to that during the years 1992 and 2000. Therefore,
the simulated annual surface runoff had decreased even though there is a drastic
increase in urban area.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of rainfall and runoff during 1992

Fig. 5 Comparison of rainfall and runoff during 2000
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Conclusions

This paper presents a case study to investigate the impact of LULC change on
surface runoff in the fast urbanizing Bhopal city, the capital of Madhya Pradesh.
The LULC maps were derived from LANDSAT TM/ETM + imagery (acquired in
1992, 2000, and 2014, respectively) using support unsupervised classification.
Results indicated that the selected study area experienced rapid urbanization from
1992 to 2014. The overall increase in built-up area was 10.66% during 1992–2014.
The increase was more during 2000–2014 (6.12%) than 1992–2000 (4.54%). The
increase in built-up area was due to transformation of agriculture and wasteland. The
SCS-CN approach was applied to simulate surface runoff variations in the study area
during 1992, 2000, and 2014. As a direct result of the urbanization from 1992 to
2014, the surface runoff increased for the whole area. However, due to scattered
rainfall pattern in the year 2014, changes in the runoff do not seem to be significant.
This research provides a simple method for policy makers to assess potential
hydrological impact of development activities for future planning of the city.
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Simulation of Urban Drainage System
Using Disaggregated Rainfall Data

Vinay Ashok Rangari, K. Veerendra Gopi, N. V. Umamahesh
and Ajey Kumar Patel

Abstract Urban flooding is one of the major challenges that India is facing every
year to which a solid solution is not yet available. Rapid-growing urban areas are
responsible for the ground sealing which affects the natural drainage system. As a
result, all the rainwater is going to flow through drainage system. Most of the
drainage network in the country is old and deteriorated that needs immediate
attention. Proper design and maintenance of drainage system can solve the problem
to a maximum extent. But one of the difficulties encountered in design of drainage
network of urban area is unavailability of peak runoff data for shorter time intervals
at most of the locations. In this study, the preliminary assessment of drainage
discharge for Zone V area of Hyderabad City is carried out. Hourly precipitation
data is disaggregated using artificial neural networks (ANN) in order to obtain
sub-hourly data. Intensity duration frequency (IDF) curves are constructed using the
disaggregated sub-hourly data. The existing drainage network is simulated in Storm
Water Management Model (SWMM) to check its hydraulic performance. The
simulations carried out using design hydrographs constructed from IDF curves.
Results indicate that existing drainage network is inadequate at certain locations.
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Introduction

Urban flooding is a serious and growing development challenge around the globe.
Flooding in urban areas can be caused by flash floods, or coastal floods, or river
floods. But there is also a specific flood type that is called urban flooding. It is
specific in the fact that the cause is a lack of drainage in an urban area.
Rapid-growing urban areas are responsible for the ground sealing which affects the
natural drainage system (Ahmed et al. 2013). As a result, all the rainwater is going to
flow through drainage system. If the city sewage system and draining canals do not
have the sufficient capacity to drain away the amounts of rain that are falling, it will
result in spreading water in surrounding area and thus flooding. Water may even
enter the sewage system in one place and then get deposited somewhere else in the
city on the streets. It happens frequently and is a great disturbance to daily life in the
city. Thus, it is essential to dispose of the excess water economically and efficiently
in the quickest possible time. One of the ways to reduce its intensity is proper
designing and maintenance of drainage system. In recent years, simple and effective
modern modeling techniques have also brought great attention to the prediction of
runoff with rainfall input (Wang and Altunkaynak 2012; Sun et al. 2012).

Most of the drainage network in the country is old and deteriorated that needs
immediate attention. Proper design and maintenance of drainage system can solve
the problem to a maximum extent. The existing stormwater network as well as in
design practices must be revised considering potential shifts in extreme rainfall at
the local levels (Kuo et al. 2012; Olsson et al. 2012; Peck et al. 2012). Short
duration rainfall data are needed for modelling urban systems (Lall and Sharma
1996; Cowpertwait 2002). But one of the difficulties encountered in design of
drainage network of urban area is unavailability of peak runoff data for shorter time
intervals at most of the locations. However, hourly rainfall data is available with
numerous government and private agencies which can be used to calculate design
peak discharge. Thus, there is need to develop a methodology to disaggregate
available rainfall data into shorter time intervals that can be used effectively for the
design of drainage network in urban environment (Liew et al. 2014).

Bennis and Crobeddu (2007) presented a new runoff simulation approach based on
the improvement of the rational hydrograph method. Quader and Guo (2006) used
probabilistic approach for estimation of peak discharge rates in a practical design.
Rumelhart et al. (1986) developed the back-propagation ANN model for disaggre-
gation of rainfall data. Burian et al. (2001) implemented a model in ANN for the
disaggregation of hourly precipitation to sub-hourly (15 min), and the model per-
formance found good in obtaining the maximum depth and time of 15 min precipi-
tation, when compared with two empirical precipitation disaggregation models
developed by Ormsbee (1989). Later a new approach using an artificial neural net-
work technique to improve rainfall forecast performance is presented by Hung et al.
(2008). Armesh and Negaresh (2013) simulated the maximum daily rainfall in
Saravan using artificial neural network (ANN) using back propagation and radial basis
with Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm. Golbahar et al. (2013) downscaled 3-h
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precipitation data simulated by five combinations of global and regional climate
models using artificial neural networks (ANNs) for evaluating potential changes in
IDF curves for Alabama under projected future climate scenarios. Lamia and Farawn
(2013) converted maximum rainfall values of each year into shorter duration (1, 2, 3,
6, and 12 h) using the reduction formula suggested by the Indian Meteorological
Department (Venkata Rathnam 2000). The objective of this study is to assess the
adequacy of the existing drainage system in Zone V of Hyderabad City.

Study Area and Data Used

Area chosen for the present study is a part of Hyderabad Metropolitan City known as
Zone V (Fig. 1) covering the localities of Malakpet, Chanchalguda, Falaknuma,
Durganagar, and a few other colonies in the southern part of the Musi River. The total
area taken for study extends to 21.92 km2. The study area is situated at latitude of
17° 20′ 42″ North, longitude of 78° 28′ 18.9″ East and at an average altitude of
468.2 m abovemean sea level. The city has slope from south to east with level varying
from+510.0 to 407.0 m and generally slopes towardsMusi River and terrain are hilly.
The drainage system in the city comprises of hierarchy of natural and man-made
drains and water bodies that ultimately discharge into River Musi and Hussain Sagar
Lake. Nalas are major carrier of storm water drainage system of the city.

Data of the study area is collected from different agencies. Most of the data
regarding digital elevation model (DEM) map, land use-land cover map were
extracted from Cartosat 30 m DEM obtained from Bhuvan. Hourly rainfall data for
43 years (1970–2013) is procured from Indian Metrological Department (IMD),
while 15-min interval rainfall data for the period 1978–2007 (30 years) is obtained
from GHMC. Evaporation data is obtained from Indian Metrological Department
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Boundary map of study area
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The Problem Statement

Hyderabad City is a fast-growing city and developed metropolitan city. In rainy
season, drains in the city are flowing under full flow conditions and in many places
due to insufficient capacities of drains; rainwater is overflowing from drains on to
the roads. The main reason for flooding on roads is summarised as improper inlet
arrangements, insufficient drain sections, and lack of proper storm water planning.
Rainfall data for short duration is necessary for the design of drainage systems in
urban environment. Sub-hourly records of rainfall data are not available for all the
regions but daily or monthly rainfall data for many regions are available. In order to
predict sub-hourly rainfall data, various disaggregation models are being developed
by various authors. For the present study, artificial neural network (ANN) is used
for development of a disaggregation model. Intensity duration frequency
(IDF) curves are developed for disaggregated rainfall data to estimate the design
storm. SWMM model has run for the developed IDF curves, and flooding junctions
are identified.

Methodology

The methodology consists of three parts: (1) development of a disaggregation
model using artificial neural network; (2) generation of intensity duration frequency
(IDF) curves from the disaggregated rainfall values; and (3) carrying out capacity
analysis of existing drainage system for design storm intensity considered from IDF
curves.

Development of a Disaggregation Model Using Artificial
Neural Network

The ANN disaggregation model developed for this study is a feed-forward
back-propagation model. The model includes the three layers, namely input layer,
hidden layer, and output layer. The model has the capability to learn the mapping
function between a set of input-output patterns. Feed-forward neural networks
(FNNs) and their associated supervised learning rules are the most widely used in
pattern mapping (Rumelhart 1986; Sivakumar et al. 2001). In supervised learning,
errors generated from training are used for adjustment network weights, so that
actual output matches the target output. Typical view of feed-forward neural
Network is shown in Fig. 2.

The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function is used to determine the
behaviour between the input layer and output layer in this study which is given by
Eq. 1. The Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation training algorithm is used for
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updating weights and bias values. Finally, gradient descent with momentum
weights/bias learning function is used to develop the ANN model.

f ðxÞ ¼ tan sigðxÞ ¼ 2
1þ e�2ax � 1 ð1Þ

where ‘a’ is the slope parameter of sigmoid function.
As input data, 1-h annual maximum rainfall for past 30 years from IMD is used

as target data. As target data, 15-, 30-, 45-, and 60-min annual maximum rainfall
from GHMC is taken.

Generation of Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) Curves

The rainfall Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) relationship is one of the most
commonly used tools for the design of hydraulic and water resources engineering
control structures (Bara et al. 2009; Antigha and Ogarekpe 2013; Hassanzadeh et al.
2014). Disaggregated rainfall data of 15, 30, 45, and 60 min duration for past
30 years is taken for development of IDF curves. Frequency analysis was per-
formed for annual maximum series of rainfall data sets of different durations using
best fitted distribution. IDF curves are developed for three return periods of 2, 3,
and 5 years (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Typical view of feed-forward neural network
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Capacity Analysis of Existing Drainage System

The total study area is divided into 47 sub-basins by considering the drainage line.
Area of each sub-basin is calculated and provided as input in storm water man-
agement model (SWMM) (Rossman 2010; EPA 2013) to define the runoff from
each sub-catchment (sub-basins are considered as sub-catchments in SWMM).
Overland flow from each sub-catchment is calculated using rational formula, and
SWMM model (Fig. 4) is simulated for the calculated flow values, and flooding
junctions are identified.

Results and Discussions

ANN Model Validation

The ANN model was trained with input and target data sets using the training
function given by Eq. 1. Model accuracy usually increases with an increase in
training, but there is a point at which more training doesn’t improve model per-
formance, and sometimes even gets worse. Identifying this point can be done with
trial and error. For the ANN model evaluated in this study, 70% of observed data
was used for training, 15% for validation, and last 15% for testing. The training data
set was used to adjust the weights on the network, whereas the validation data set

Fig. 3 IDF curves for disaggregated rainfall data
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was used to minimise overfitting. The validation data set was used to verify if an
increase in prediction accuracy for a data set (validation data set) that the ANN had
not processed previously. If an increase in prediction accuracy using the training
data set does not result in an increase in accuracy in the validation data set, the
network is considered overfitted and training should be stopped. The performance

Fig. 4 SWMM model for study area
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measures for evaluation of the ANN model were the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient (NSE) and the correlation coefficient (R). The NSE and R can be cal-
culated using the following equations:

NSE ¼ 1�
PN

i¼1 ysim;i � yobs;i
� �2

h i

PN
i¼1 yobs;i � ymobs

� �2
h i ð2Þ

R ¼
PN

i¼1 yobs;i � ymobs
� �

ysim;i � ymsim
� �� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 yobs;i � ymobs

� �2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1 yobs;i � ymsim
� �2

q� � ð3Þ

where, i = number of observations; yobs = observed data; ysim = output of the ANN
model; ŷ = average of observed and output data.

The NSE can range from −∞ to 1. An efficiency of 1 is a perfect model, whereas
an efficiency of zero indicates that the model simulation is as good as the mean of
observed data. If the NSE is less than zero, it means that the observed mean is a
better predictor than the model. The correlation coefficient (R) ranges between +1
and −1. The statistical measures used in the error quantification are presented in
Table 1. Regression plots for training, testing, and validation for different durations
are shown in Fig. 5.

SWMM Simulation Results

SWMM model is simulated for design storm of 2-year return period. At each
node/junction, runoff from individual sub-catchments is given as input values. Peak
runoff for every sub-catchment is calculated using rational formulae for particular
time of concentration for each sub-catchment, and flooding junctions are identified.
Nodes flooding at particular junctions are represented in Table 2. Conduits C9,
C12, C13, C14, C21, C22, and C23 have attained maximum/full depth. Simulation

Table 1 Performance criteria of ANN model for training, testing, and validation

Duration (min) All Training Validation and
testing

R2

NSE R NSE R NSE R

15 0.39 0.72 0.39 0.69 0.39 0.81 0.51

30 0.65 0.81 0.66 0.82 0.62 0.87 0.65

45 0.28 0.69 0.52 0.80 −0.54 0.31 0.47

60 0.40 0.71 0.37 0.69 0.52 0.80 0.50

NSE Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient, R correlation coefficient and R2 coefficient of
determination
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results of 2-year return period design storm shows that maximum flooding occur-
ring at junction 29(J29) is 309.477 l. J29 is very near to Musi River (outlet junc-
tion). Channel overflow occurred at conduit C22 with a velocity of 7.96 m/s. Peak
runoff is observed at sub-catchments S10 and S38 with a rate of 2.5 and 1.96 m3/s,
and volume of runoff is 28.96 and 23.51 l.

Fig. 5 Scatter plots for observed and predicted maximum rainfall depths (mm) using artificial
neural network model

Table 2 Summary of flooding at junctions for 2 year design storm intensity

Node Hours
flooded

Maximum
rate CMS

Hours of
maximum
flooding

Total flood
volume 106 l

Hours
submerged

J9 0.07 1.254 0.020139 0.157 0.07

J12 0.85 25.395 0.020139 33.512 0.85

J13 0.94 9.047 0.035417 19.756 0.94

J14 1.27 11.056 0.019444 40.146 1.27

J16 0.61 0.249 0.045833 0.373 0.62

J21 0.62 5.748 0.036111 6.452 0.62

J22 0.19 1.259 0.03125 0.486 0.19

J25 0.75 9.11 0.036806 19.274 0.75

J26 2.1 23.662 0.022917 102.566 2.10
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Summary and Conclusion

Urban drainage systems have been attracting attention in both industrialised and
developing countries. For designing drainage network for urban scenarios, rainfall
data for shorter time interval must be considered which is unavailable for most of
regions. ANN can found a useful tool in disaggregating available rainfall data into
sub-hourly data. In the present study, a storm water drainage network for a part of
Hyderabad City has been analysed using the well-known storm water management
model. Existing drainage network for study area is taken from the GHMC.
Presented results show that the drainage network of selected study area is inade-
quate to carry the extreme storm runoff during precipitation events. Thus, there is
need of reconstructing the drainage network to carry the excess of flows.
Sub-hourly rainfall data is disaggregated from one-hour rainfall data using artificial
neural network model. Intensity duration frequency curves are developed using best
fitted distribution (Gumbel’s) for 15-, 30-, 45-, and 60-min disaggregated rainfall
data. Design storm intensities are taken from IDF curves for the analysis of drainage
network.
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Investigation of Drainage for Structures,
Lithology and Priority (Flood
and Landslide) Assessment Using
Geospatial Technology, J&K, NW
Himalaya

Umair Ali and Syed Ahmad Ali

Abstract In the present study, drainage analysis with application in lithological
and structural study using remote sensing and GIS technique has been carried out in
left bank catchment (Sukhnag-Ferozpur) of River Jhelum, Kashmir Basin. The
remote sensing and GIS with the aid of satellite data are emerging as the most
effective and time-saving technique for drainage analysis. This technique is found
applicable for the extraction of drainage basin and its drainage networks from
ASTER (DEM) with the support of satellite data (IRS LISS III 2005 and Survey of
Indian toposheets). Drainage analysis is found of immense utility in the examina-
tion of lithology and structures. The mean bifurcation ratio fluctuation indicates
structural control in drainage development in south-west side. Low drainage density
is observed in low relief and highly permeable material in north-east and high
drainage density in regions having impermeable sub-surface and mountainous relief
in south-west side. Lithological and lineament analysis is performed using satellite
data which gave ample support to the spatial variability of lithology and the
presence of structures illustrated out by drainage parameters. Moreover, mountain
fronts (mainly active fronts), stream profiles (showing anomalous nature at linea-
ment crossing) and drainage basin asymmetry (left tilt) also supported to the
presence of possible structures. The dominant trend of the lineaments was observed
NW–SE which concords with the trend shown by major structures traversing in and
around the area. The sub-watersheds in the Sukhnag catchment (left side of River
Jhelum) has been divided into three zones: high-altitude zone of rugged topography
and steep slopes with hard rocks like Panjal Volcanic, Dogra slates, and limestone;
middle altitude zone of Karewas; and low-altitude flood plain zone of alluvium. The
chances of landsliding in the high-altitude zone are more because of high-structural,
steep-slope and deep-valley topography enhanced by cutting slopes, deforesta-
tion, making road and buildings. Futher, the high-altitude basins contribute more
water to plainer area and to the main river (Jhelum River) causing floods in
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low-lying areas, which becomes most disastrous during heavy rainfall conditions.
The low-lying plainer area were found more prone to floods as observed in recent
flooding (Sep 2014) in the Kashmir Valley.

Keywords Drainage network � Structures � Lithology � Flood � Landslides

Introduction

Drainage analysis provides quantitative description of the basin geometry to
understand initial slope or inequalities in the rock hardness, structural controls,
recent diastrophism, geological and geomorphic history of drainage basin (Strahler
1964). The morphometric study involves the evaluation of stream parameters
through the measurements of various stream properties (Kumar et al. 2000; Ali
et al. 2003; Ali and Pirasteh 2005; Pirasteh et al. 2007). Drainage analysis generally
provides clues to structural features and lithology (Howard 1967). The underlying
concept is that rivers necessarily flow from high to low elevations parallel to the
maximum regional slope (regional topographic gradient). Several basic drainage
patterns have been defined: dendritic, parallel, trellis, rectangular, radial/centrifugal,
annular and contorted (Deffontaines and Chorowicz 1991; Howard 1967). All
deviations from a dendritic pattern or flow direction oblique to the regional topo-
graphic gradient (‘misfit drainage’, Deffontaines et al. 1992) are considered as
drainage anomalies related either to structural or to lithological discontinuities
(Deffontaines et al. 1997; Pubellier et al. 1994).

Streams are highly sensitive to any change, tectonic and climatic conditions of
an area, and as such they are the most powerful indicators of these activities. In any
terrain, stream processes or network are controlled not only by the climatic con-
ditions, but also the lithology and geologic structures have great control as they
influence the nature of flow, erosion and sediment transportation. The permeability,
the structural characteristics, and the degree of jointing/fractures also affect the
extent to which the materials can be detached by fluvial processes (Derbyshire et al.
1981). Thus, the role of rock types and geologic structure in the development of
stream networks can be better understood by studying the nature and type of
drainage pattern and by the quantitative drainage parameters. Moreover, the
drainage features mostly stream capture and beheaded streams are investigated for
the identification of active fault traces (Schumm 1977; Bloom 1979).

The quantitative analysis of channel networks and drainage basins are developed
from qualitative and deductive studies subsequent to the valuable contributions of
(Horton 1945; Strahler 1952, 1957; Morisawa 1959; Melton 1957; Leopold and
Miller 1956). The analysis of basins, as either single units or groups of basins which
(taken together) comprise a distinct morphologic region, has particular relevance to
geomorphology (Doornkamp and Cuchlaine 1971). Thus, the drainage networks
and landform development depend on the bedrock lithology and associated varied
geologic structures. Moreover, the sub-watersheds can be categorised into different
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priority zones taking the various drainge parameters, lithology and structure into
consideration for assesment of landslide and flood behaviour.

Landslides are one of the most significant natural damaging disasters in hilly
environments (Ayala et al. 2006). In landslide hazard assessment, the main aspect is
to analyse combination of factors that contribute to landslide occurrences. Geology,
slope, soil cover, elevation, drainage pattern and vegetation cover are factors which
may contribute alot in assessment of landslide vulnerability. Heavy rainfall and
earthquakes may become variables that tend to trigger landslides quickly where
other given contributing factors like steep slopes, structures and loose upper soil
cover already exist. The utility of lineament mapping is one way of incorporating
structural information into the landslide hazard assessment (Anbalagan and Singh
1996; Atkinson and Massari 1998; Nagarajan et al. 2000; Temesgen et al. 2001;
Saha et al. 2002; Lin and Tung 2003; and others). Lineament is an extended
mappable linear or curvilinear feature of a surface whose parts align in straight or
nearly straight relationships that may be the expression of folds, fractures or faults
in the sub-surface (Sabins 2000). Hobbs (1904) originally proposed the term lin-
eament for significant lines of landscape caused by joints and faults, revealing the
architecture of the rock basement. The most widely used definition is by O’Leary
et al. (1976) who described a lineament as a mappable, linear feature of a surface
whose parts are aligned in a rectilinear or slightly curvilinear relationship and which
differ from the pattern of adjacent features and presumably reflect some sub-surface
phenomenon. However, taking landslides as a major concern, lineaments (faults and
fractures) are more important because they act as weak lines or zones and increase
the chances of landslide in that particular area.

Not only the landslide assessment but the areas more prone to flood hazard can also
be assessed by the application of drainage morphometry (Patel et al. 2012; Angillieri
2008; Roughani et al. 2007; Chopra et al. 2005; Alexander 1972) in association with
other factors like flood plain encroachment, river bed level, upstream tributaries and
deforestation. The tributaries of the river basin contribute more water in the main river
causing floods in low-lying areas, with each sub-catchment having its own distinct
influence on the main river due to varying drainage morphometrics (Ozdemir and Bird
2009). Since the time immemorial, floods are one of the most recurring and frequent
natural calamities faced bymankind. Occurrence offlooding in any area causes serious
vulnerability to economy, population and environment. In Kashmir Basin, the intense
rainfall in September 2014 and March 2015 with the support of water-logging prob-
lems and low water transport capacity of river channels caused flooding in low-lying
areas. The unforgottenflood inSeptember 2014causedmassive damages to the life and
property, particularly in low-lying plains. In the plainer areas, other causative factors
which contribute a lot in bringing floods are land-use pattern in which uncontrolled
construction along river banks and flood plains is the serious issue.

In the present study, attempts have been made to understand and evaluate the
influence of bedrock lithology and geologic structures in the development of
drainage networks by investigating drainage characteristics. Thus, in this
study drainage analysis of the catchment is performed to decipher the relation
between drainage, lithology and geologic structures with their special relation to
natural disasters like landslides and floods.
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Study Area

The catchment investigated in this study falls mainly in Budgam and little bit in
Baramulla district, drains an area of about 1008 Km2 and is situated between 33°
54′ to 34° 15′N and 74° 15′ 30′′ to 74° 48′E coordinates (Fig. 1). The head streams
of Sukhnag drain the Pir-Panjal range between the Nurpur Gali (4086 m) and the
Chinamarg peak (4386 m) and also take care of the drainage of Tosha maidan.
After crossing the 2200 m contour, Sukhnag Nala gets divided into a large number
of streams. In the lower reaches, these branches reunite to form a few major
streams. One of such stream is formed at Shulipur and is called Karshan Nadi. It is
finally lost into the Hokar Sar. The parent stream of Sukhnag Nala flows in a north–
north-east direction. At Path Magam, it receives a sizable tributary and then takes a

Fig. 1 Location map of study area in the Kashmir Basin, J&K
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meandering course and enters the Rakh Arat and then the spill channel which takes
it to Wular Lake. The Sukhnag Nala has a length of about 54 km. The Ferozpur
Nala rises in the slopes of the Pir-Panjal between the Jamianwali Gali (4084 m) and
Apharwat (4143 m). On entering the relatively plain area, the Ferozpur Nala gets
divided into two branches which individually enter the spill channel and the marshy
land.

Geological Set-up of the Area

The Kashmir Basin is diverse in lithology with the Salkhala series of Precambrian
and Dogra slates of lower Cambrian age forming its basement (Wadia 1975;
Krishnan 1982). These basement rocks are overlain by a more or less full sequence
of rocks such as Panjal Volcanic series (Panjal trap and Agglomeratic slate),
Gneissose granite, Gondwana shale, Fenestella shale, Syringothyris limestone,
Permo–Triassic rocks, conglomerate beds and varved clays in various parts of
Kashmir (Krishnan 1982; Lydekker 1883; Middlemiss 1910; Wadia 1975).
However, most of the areas in Kashmir Basin is filled by fluvio-glacial sediments,
which have been assigned group status are known as Karewas (Plio–Pleistocene)
(Farooqi and Desai 1974; Bhatt 1989). These Karewas (or wuder in local dialect)
lies unconformably on the older rocks and are made up of *1300-m-thick
sequence of unconsolidated clays, sands and conglomerates with lignite beds and
are covered by recent alluvium (Wadia 1975; Bhatt 1975, 1976; Singh 1982;
Burbank and Johnson 1982).

For the concerned study area, the lithological map was collected from various
sources and then the necessary modifications were incorporated after thorough field
investigations. Geologically, the study area is quite diverse in rock types ranging
from Precambrian to Recent. The commonest of the rocks present in the area are
Salkhala Slates/Dogra Slates, Panjal traps, Limestone, Karewas and Alluvium.
Salkhala Slates/Dogra Slates, Limestone and Panjal traps (Fig. 2) are lying in the
extreme west, Karewas covers most of the area in middle and the recent alluvium
has covered low-lying areas near the Jhelum River. The different structural elements
like folds, faults and joints present in the area with varied orientations point towards
multiphase deformation.

Data Source and Methodology

In the present study, base map showing drainage basin details (Fig. 3) has been
prepared using satellite imagery (LISS III, 2005, 23.5 m), ASTER DEM 30 m
resolution and SOI topographic maps (1:50,000) and field data. Softwares like
ERDAS Imagine 9.3, Arc GIS 10.2 and Global mapper were used in georegistration
of toposheets as well as for georectification, image processing, digitization, digital
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image classification and composition of FCC images from satellite data. The
methodology used consists of the following steps.

(a) Visual interpretation of the satellite imagery, DEM and SOI toposheets to
delineate and update drainage network and to calculate morphometric and mor-
photectonic parameters; (b) lineament analysis from both satellite data and
DEM-derived products; and (c) the assessment of co-relation between all the
aspects like drainage, lithology and structures and in turn their relation with
regional tectonics, landslide and flood behavior in the area.

Extraction of Watershed

The Sukhnag-Ferozpur catchment is extracted from the ASTER digital elevation
model (DEM) data in Arc GIS 10.2. Various geoprocessing techniques were
applied to extract the watershed area. The stepwise geoprocessing techniques
essential for the extraction of the watershed are shown in Fig. 3 like fill basin, flow
direction, flow accumulation, basin raster and basin raster to feature. The outcome
of geoprocessing in Arc GIS 10.2 will create a polygon which is separated from
other polygons by clipping technique.

Fig. 2 Lithological set-up of the study area
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Extraction of Drainage Network

The drainage network and/stream order can also be extracted automatically by a
number of steps in Arc GIS 10.2 by geoprocessing tools. The result of geopro-
cessing technique will create a drainage network based on (Strahler 1964) stream
classification. In Strahler’s system of classification, a first-order stream is a stream
with no tributaries, two first-order streams give birth to second-order stream, two
second-order streams form third order, and so on. In the study area, the highest
order stream is of sixth order (Fig. 4).

Result and Discussion

Morphometric analysis has long been believed to be important indices of surface
processes. Since 1950, morphometry has been a significant instrument of structural
geomorphology (Strahler 1952). It is the measurement and mathematical evaluation
of the configuration of the earth’s surface and of the shape and dimensions of its
landforms. Robert E. Horton was the first to establish a quantitative method for
analysing drainage networks. Morphometric parameter calculation and their anal-
ysis for a catchment is considered to be the most appropriate method that makes
possible to understand the relationship among different aspects of the drainage
pattern of the basin and to create a relative assessment of different drainage basins

Fig. 3 Stepwise automatic extraction of catchment boundary in Arc GIS environment
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developed in a variety of geological areas. Morphometry has also made it possible
to define certain useful variables of drainage basins in numerical terms. The mor-
phometric analysis of a watershed and its stream channel system can be better
accomplished through the measurement of linear, areal and relief aspects of the
drainage basins and contributing ground slopes.

The morphometric parameters computed include stream order (u), stream length
(Lu), bifurcation ratio (Rb), circulatory ratio (Re), stream frequency (Fs), drainage
density (Dd), elongation ratio (Re), form factor (Rf) and length of overland flow (Lo)
(Table 1). Additionally, the slope and aspect map was prepared from the DEM
using the aspect and slope tool in Arc GIS 10.2 spatial analyst module.
Simultaneously, some of the geomorphic indices like mountain-front sinuosity
index, drainage basin asymmetry, river profiles and lineament analysis are con-
sidered useful indicators of relative tectonic activity, lithology and the consequent
landscape evolution of the drainage basins.

Slope Analysis

Analysis of slope is an essential parameter in morphometric studies. The slope of
any landscape refers to the amount of inclination of physical feature, topographic
landform to the horizontal surface. The climato-morphologinic processes in areas
having lithology of varying resistance are controlling the slope element of the area;

Fig. 4 Stepwise automatic stream order extraction in Arc GIS environment
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however, tectonic processes also control the slope development. The slope map for
the study area was prepared based on the DEM data that were converted into slope
and aspect grids. According to Burrough (1986), slope grid is identified as the
maximum rate of change in value from each cell to its neighbours. The slope
counted in degree varies from 0 to 68.73 for the catchment (Fig. 5). The higher
slope gradient is contributed by the hilly terrain and resistant rocks in south-west of
the study area. Consecutively, the higher slope gradient areas if highly structured,
during heavy rainfall, will give birth to rapid runoff and hazardous landslides.

Aspect Analysis

The aspect of a terrain is the direction to which it faces. Aspect grid is recognized as
‘the downslope direction of the maximum rate of change in value from each to its
neighbours’ (Gorokhovich and Voustianiouk 2006). The output raster data value
was used to derive the compass direction of the aspect. The value of 0° aspect is to
true north, a 90° aspect is to the east, 270° are to the west and so forth. The aspect
map generated in Arc GIS 10.2 for the watershed is shown in Fig. 6. The
north-east- and east-facing slopes mainly occur in the study area.

Table 1 Drainage parameters of the catchment

Sub-watershed Dd Rb Mean
bifurcation
ratio

FS Re Cc Lo Rn

1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5 5/6

SF1 3.46 5.97 4.83 6 0 0 3.6 4.97 0.78 1.33 0.14 4.086

SF2 2.56 4.62 5 3.5 2 0 3.02 3.27 0.99 1.16 0.19 4.303

SF3 2.32 4.80 4.42 2.33 3 0 2.91 2.73 0.73 1.32 0.22 2.691

SF4 2.37 5.00 5.00 7.00 1 0 3.6 2.72 0.72 1.39 0.21 3.618

SF5 3.04 3.61 4.43 7 1 0 3.20 2.62 0.83 1.29 0.16 3.033

SF6 3.44 4.81 3.2 2.5 2 0 2.50 3.67 0.74 1.25 0.15 6.615

SF7 2.87 4.65 4 5 1 0 2.93 3.45 0.53 1.54 0.17 5.725

SF8 3.18 3.74 2.71 3.5 1 2 2.59 3.35 0.62 1.44 0.16 5.355

SF9 2.39 4.76 2.83 2 3 0 2.52 1.74 0.47 1.63 0.21 2.024

SF10 1.14 3.43 2.8 5 1 0 2.45 0.64 0.65 1.24 0.44 0.354

SF11 2.66 5.83 2.88 4 2 0 2.94 2.15 0.58 1.40 0.19 5.152

SF12 1.74 3.46 6.5 2 1 0 2.59 0.71 0.39 1.79 0.29 1.110

SF13 0.84 3.43 3.5 2 0.5 2 2.28 0.36 0.53 1.53 0.54 0.252

SF14 0.79 3.57 3.5 2 1 1 2.21 0.28 0.52 1.56 0.63 0.353
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Stream Order and Number

The morphometric analysis of a watershed begins with delineation of stream orders
which is based on a hierarchic ranking of streams. For stream ordering, Horton’s
Law in which Strahler (1952) had made some modifications was followed by
designating an un-branched stream such as first-order stream, two first-order
streams join to form second order, two second-order streams join together to form
third order and so on. In the present study, the Strahler system of stream ranking is
used for the basins. It is also noted that first-order streams are highest in number in
all sub-watersheds while highest order has the lowest number. Based on the Strahler
(1964) system of stream ordering, the watershed is designated as sixth order
(Fig. 4) covering an area about 1000 km2. In the hilly terrain, first-order streams are
more in number, which indicates compact nature of the bedrock lithology and
terrain complexity. The variation in order and size of the sub-watersheds is largely
due to physiographic and structural conditions of the region.

Stream Length

The stream length was computed on the basis of the law proposed by (Horton
1945), for all the 14 sub-watersheds given in Table 2. It can be noted from the table
that in each sub-watershed stream length decreases as the stream order increases
(Horton 1945) except SF 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. This variation observed
indicates that the flow of streams is from high altitude with lithological variations
and moderately steep slopes (Singh and Singh 1997). Lineament map prepared for

Fig. 5 Slope map showing high slope in south-west and low slope in north-east of the area
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the area shows that a lot of lineaments pass through the area (Fig. 11).
Superimposition of the lineament map of the area over the drainage map showed
that the drainage lines form straight lines at various places. A close relation was
observed when lineament and drainage map was superimposed by observing that
streams follow the path of lineaments at many places (Fig. 8). This deviation from
the normal shape of the stream in a terrain may result in a nonlinear length-order
relationship.

Bifurcation Ratio (Rb)

The term ‘bifurcation ratio (Rb)’ was introduced by Horton in 1932 (Horton 1932).
Bifurcation ratio is related to the branching pattern of a drainage network and is
defined as the ratio between the total numbers of stream segments of one order to
that of the next higher order in a drainage basin (Schumn 1956). Strahler (1957)
demonstrated that bifurcation ratio shows only a small variation in different regions

Fig. 6 Aspect map highlights dominance of north-east- and east-facing slopes in the area
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with different environments except where powerful geological control dominates.
Lower bifurcation ratio values are the characteristics of structurally less disturbed
watersheds without any distortion in drainage pattern (Nag 1998). The values of
mean bifurcation ratio fluctuate from 2.21 to 3.20 suggest high degree of dissection
and structural control in drainage development in uplands in south-west
sub-watersheds. According to Zuchiewicz (1989), high values of bifurcation ratio
can be in the territory with the presence of young tectonic movements. Thus, values
of Rb indicate that the area towards SW side (Pir-Panjal) has suffered more struc-
tural disturbances. Consequently, the difference in bifurcation ratio reflects the
lithological and structural variations in the watershed (Rawat et al. 2011).

The presence of structures in lithology (also covered by upper loose soil layer)
brings the area in the category prone to landslides. The analysis of mean bifurcation
ratio reveals the presence of high flow energy result of which does not offer ample
time for infiltration, leads flood hazard during heavy rainfall. Moreover, the con-
tinuous and intense rainfall loosens the upper surface and enhances seepage of
water through these structures which act as lubricant and in turn cause landsliding
as observed in devastating flood (Sep 2014 and March 2015) in Jammu and
Kashmir after decades of years.

Stream Frequency (Fs)

The Fs is defined as the total number of streams per unit area (Horton 1945). The
direct relationship of drainage density and stream frequency with runoff processes
was analysed (Melton 1958). The occurrence of stream segments depends on the
nature and structure of rocks, vegetation cover, nature and amount of rainfall and
soil permeability. Generally, high stream frequency is related to impermeable
sub-surface material, sparse vegetation, high relief and low infiltration capacity of
the region. The study revealed that the SF1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 watersheds have high
stream frequency because of the fact that it falls in the zone of fluvial channels and
the presence of ridges on both sides of the valley while as watershed SF10, 12, 13
and 14 has low stream frequency because of low relief. The highest value of stream
frequency sub-watersheds produces faster runoff, and resultant faster runoff makes
the downstream sub-watersheds more susceptible to floods.

Length of Overland Flow (Lo)

It is one the most important independent variables affecting hydrological and
physiographical development of a drainage basin. It is the length of water over the
ground before it gets concentrated into definite stream channels and is equal to half
of drainage density (Horton 1945). The length of overland flow relates inversely to
the average channel slope, and results show conformity with the same. The shorter
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length of overland flow (0.14) for SF1 points out the quicker runoff process, and
higher length of overland flow (0.63) for SF14 point out slower runoff process.

The sub-watersheds having lower ‘Lo’ and quicker runoff brings water quickly
from upstream into SF10, 13 and 14 having higher ‘Lo’, makes them more sus-
ceptible to floods during intense rainfall. The higher ‘Lo’ and slower runoff gives
more time for settling of mud coming with flood water as seen in recent flooding
(September 2014). Thus, siltation is another serious environmental problem other
than direct damage caused by flood water to everything coming in its way.

Drainage Density (Dd)

One of the essential indicators of the landform element is drainage density (Dd)
which gives a numerical measurement of landscape dissection and runoff potential
(Chorley 1969). This is defined as the total stream length in a given basin to the
total area of the basin (Strahler 1964). It has been observed that low drainage
density is associated with regions having highly permeable sub-surface material
under dense vegetative cover and low relief while as high values of Dd are noted for
the regions of impermeable sub-surface materials, sparse vegetation and moun-
tainous relief (Nag 1998).

In the area, high drainage density was found in SF1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11 because
of impermeable (Hard rock’s) sub-surface material (Panjal traps, limestones, slates,
etc.) and mountainous relief. Drainage density map (Fig. 7) of catchment clearly
indicates presence of high slope, and impermeable rock types in these
sub-watersheds. Low Dd for sub-watershed SF10, 12, 13 and 14 indicates that it has
highly permeable sub-surface material (Alluvium) and low relief, as observed from
the lithological map (Fig. 2).

The low drainage density of sub-watershed SF13, 14, 10 and 12 may be because
of indiscriminate anthropogenic influence on the land-use pattern as observed in the
area. The high drainage density sub-watersheds provoke a quick flood response
which results in higher runoff in downstream in these low-density areas with
resultant flood vulnerability (Fig. 6) during intense rainfall (Fig. 15a).

Compactness Coefficient (Cc)

It was calculated as the basin perimeter divided by the circumference of a circle to
the same area of the basin (Horton 1945). Compactness constant developed the
relationship between actual hydrological basins to the exact circular basin having
the same area as that of hydrological basin. The value of compactness coefficient for
the sub-watersheds ranges between 1.16 and 1.79. The high values of compactness
are particularly observed in the less resistant rock areas while low values are found
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in hard rock areas. The compactness constant is higher in SF7, 9, 12, 13 and 14,
suggesting their elongated nature and has enough time for discharge of water.

Elongation Ratio (Re)

Schumn (1956) defined it as the ratio between the diameter of the circle of the same
area as the drainage basin (A) and the maximum length (L) of the basin. Analysis of
elongation ratio indicates that the areas with higher elongation ratio have high
infiltration capacity and low runoff. A circular basin is more efficient in the dis-
charge of runoff than an elongated basin (Singh and Singh 1997). The values of
elongation ratio generally vary from 0.6 to 1.0 over a wide variety of climatic and
geological conditions. Values close to 1.0 are typical of regions of very low relief,
whereas values in the range 0.6–0.8 are usually associated with high-relief and
steep ground slope (Strahler 1964). The value of the elongation ratio in the study
area is found in the range of 0.39 to 0.99 indicating high-relief and steep ground

Fig. 7 Drainage density map shows high density in south-west and very low in north-east of the
area
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Fig. 8 Stream profiles of highest order streams of each sub-basin showing possible effect of
sub-surface structure or lithological transition
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slope (Fig. 5). In the present study, these values are less than 0.99; hence, all the
sub-watersheds are more or less elongated in shape.

Circulatory Ratio (Rc)

Circularity ratio is defined as the ratio of the area of the basin (A) to the area of a
circle (Ac) having the same circumference as the perimeter of the basin (Miller
1953). As basin shape approaches to a circle, the circulatory ratio approaches to
unity (Miller 1953). Circulatory ratio (Table 2) is found in the range of 0.31–0.74
which is less than unity and indicates that the sub-watersheds are almost elongated.
The high value of circulatory ratio of SF2 (0.74) can be due to delay in topographic
development or maturity stages and assortment of various geological conditions.
The circulatory ratio is found very much applicable parameter in the assessment of
flood vulnerability of area. If circulatory ratio is higher, higher will be flood risk at a
peak time at the outlet point. The outlet point of higher circulatory ratio
sub-watershed becomes one of the inlet points for lower circulatory ratio
sub-watershed on downstream side. This analysis reveals that the extreme down-
stream sub-watersheds (i.e. SF9, 12, 13 and 14) having low circulatory ratio are
more prone to floods.

Longitudinal River Profiles

The longitudinal profiles (Fig. 8) of rivers have been determined using a specific
tool of Arc GIS. The extraction of tectonic information is the principle goal to
construct longitudinal profiles of main channels and also to interpret the lithological
influence. According to (Rhea 1993; Sinha 2001), the longitudinal profile analysis,
which is a graphical representation/relation of river elevation and river length, is the
most commonly used technique to identify river response to tectonics. In many
longitudinal river profiles, convex-up nature can be linked with the sub-surface
structures and uplift (Fig. 9) and consequently effects the lithological distribution in
the area. The transition of different rock types can be investigated by strictly ana-
lysing stream profiles as observed presently.

The longitudinal profiles of some main streams at some portions are highly
concave upwards suggesting the tectonically active nature of the area. The longi-
tudinal profile when showing any anomalous behaviour may be attributed either to
the presence of structural element or to the lithological transition. It is also observed
that some profiles show smooth stream profiles which can be attributed to either to
same lithology or minute lithology change in terms of hardness. However, some
river profiles also show abrupt change at the junction of steep slope (Pir-Panjal
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range side) and the Karewas plateau, that is, longitudinal profiles can also be used
to show the major slope changes along its course. According to Reyaz et al. (2013),
geologic structures such as lithologic boundaries and lineaments/faults also affect
both the local shape of longitudinal profiles and the SL index. Therefore, deviations
found in longitudinal river profile may be either related to the activity of tectonic
lineaments or lithological transition.

Asymmetry Factor (AF)

The asymmetry factor was developed to detect tectonic tilting at the scale of a
drainage basin (Hare and Gardner 1985; Keller and Pinter 2002) and is defined as

AF ¼ 100 Ar=Atð Þ;

where ‘Ar’ is the area of the basin to the right of the trunk stream that is facing
downstream and ‘At’ is the total area of the drainage basin. For a stream network
that formed and continues to flow in a stable setting, AF should equal about 50,
while values of AF greater or less than 50 may suggest tilt. The AF (65.53) reveals
that tectonic activity has caused a left dipping of the drainage basin. Consequently,
tributaries to the right of the main stream (Fig. 9) are longer compared to the ones to
the left side of the stream with an asymmetry factor less than 50 (Keller and Pinter
2002).

Fig. 9 3D view showing shift of drainage and highlighting three divisions to categorize the area
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Lineaments and Their Importance

Lineaments are an extended mapable linear or curvilinear feature of a surface whose
parts align in straight or nearly straight relationships that may be the expression of
folds, fractures or faults in the sub-surface (Sabins 2000). Geomorphologically,
lineaments are defined as mappable simple or composite linear features whose parts
are aligned in a rectilinear or slightly curvilinear and linear surface features such as
valleys, ridges and boundaries of elevated areas, coastlines, boundaries of forma-
tion, fractures, faults and joints (Lillesand and Kiefer 1987; Peterson 1980). The
lineament analysis carried out by using satellite data and DEM offers important
information on sub-surface fractures that may control the movement and storage of
surface and sub-surface water.

Lineaments may be continuous or discontinuous and, under certain circum-
stances, may be regarded as the surface manifestation of fault and fracture zones
(Pal et al. 2006). In the areas having hard rock terrain, the occurrence and move-
ment of water depend mainly on the secondary porosity and permeability resulting
from folding, faulting, fracturing, etc. Thus, lineaments are the most evident
structural features that are significant for movement of water (surface as well as
sub-surface water). The remote sensing data have the application of offering syn-
optic view of large area assist in understanding and mapping the lineaments for the
area. The lineaments identified (Fig. 10) from the satellite data are surface mani-
festation of some structural features developed in the bedrock due to tectonic stress
and strain.

In the study area, the lineaments recognized are controlling the streams at many
places towards Pir-Panjal side (hilly terrain) but in low-lying alluvial side where
depositional processes obliterate/vanish the surface expression of these structures.
The lake of expression of lineaments in any area does not mean that the area is
structure less. The analysis of rose diagram (Fig. 11a, b) shows that the maximum
number of lineaments on the south-western side (Pir-Panjal Range side) is having
NW–SE direction. The tectonic map of the region was analysed, and it was found
that Muree thrust (MBT), Panjal thrust (MCT) (Fig. 12) and many others passing in
the neighbourhood of the study area show same direction on the rose diagram. By
the overlay analysis, it was found that most of the lineaments are parallel to these
tectonic lineaments.

The analysis of stream network illustrates that the sub-watersheds display den-
dritic to sub-dendritic and parallel to sub-parallel drainage pattern in different parts
of the area. This variation in drainage pattern can be attributed to the presence of
different rock types such as Panjal Volcanic, Slates, Limestone, Karewas and recent
alluvium in the area (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 10 Map showing the lineaments manually drawn from Sobel and Laplacian edge-enhanced
images

Fig. 11 a Rose diagram of new lineaments, b rose diagram of structures present in the
surrounding area
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Interpretations

The detailed analysis of stream pattern and the assessment of morphometry for
sub-watersheds falling in different geologic terrains have clearly shown that the
drainage features and its behaviour change with different lithology. The lineaments
having structural advantage of being sub-surface structures such as folds, fractures
and faults and geomorphological advantage of being linear ridges, linear valleys,

Fig. 12 Schematic section of Kashmir Valley, after Wadia 1976

Fig. 13 Different rock types. a Limestone. b Panjal Volcanic. c Karewas. d Alluvium
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streams, etc., have been delineated using the remote sensing techniques like edge
enhancement (Sobel and Laplacian), FCC and DEM-derived products (aspect,
shaded relief map, etc.). Therefore, the advantage of drainage network with the
support of satellite data allows the evaluation of geological structures and inter-
pretation of lithology. The drainage pattern and texture can be easily identified from
the terrain analysis based on satellite information. The drainage density map and
lineament map reflect that the south-west side has a high drainage and lineament
density, which reveals high dissection. Consequently, from the analysis of longi-
tudinal river profiles and drainage basin asymmetry and other parameters, it can be
summarized that the area has undergone high tectonic deformation (Fig. 8).

Additionally, morphometric parameters, i.e. drainage density, stream frequency,
mean bifurcation ratio, drainage texture, length of overland flow, form factor, cir-
cularity ratio, elongation ratio, basin shape and compactness coefficient, are also
termed as erosion risk assessment parameters used for priority zoning of
sub-watersheds (Biswas et al. 1999). Additionally, the hills have steep slopes that
are vulnerable to landslides (Khan et al. 2012). The cross profiles generated across
the valleys present in the hilly area are mostly found to be V-shaped and U-shaped
(Fig. 14). The structures associated with these valleys may also increase the
landslide susceptibility in the area. The high number of lineaments (expression of
weak zone) has close relation with permeability of water and increases the prob-
ability of landslides occurrence. Other important causative factors of producing
landslides in hilly regions are the intensity and duration of rainfall which is the most
common factor in Kashmir Basin. Taking all these parameters into consideration,
the areas (sub-watersheds) more prone to landslides are coming towards the
mountainous region where the geological structures are more and upper soil cover
is weak.

However, when we consider the flooding as factor which is more dangerous and
devastating than other natural hazards in the plainer sub-watersheds, we have to

Fig. 14 V-shaped and U-shaped valleys present in the hilly areas
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take the low-lying watersheds into consideration having more chances of flooding.
All the water which comes from higher reaches has to drain through low-lying
sub-watershed as an overbank flow because of low drainage density and ultimately
reaches River Jhelum (only outlet for Kashmir Basin). At the time of heavy rain
fall, River Jhelum is not able to concentrate all the flood water and in turn results
overbank flow and river bank failure which causes damage to life and property.
Thus, in low-lying plainer areas of the study area as well as Kashmir Basin, low
stream frequency, low drainage density, slower runoff and higher overland flow are
the main factors in bringing such devastating floods. At last but not the least, the
settlements on river banks and flood plains and their consequence in causing floods
in any area cannot be neglected (Fig. 15). The whole catchment has been catego-
rized into three zones; south-western zone having high elevation, high slope, hard
rocks and high drainage density (more chances of landsliding), medium zone and
north-eastern zone having plainer topography with low drainage density (more
chances of flooding).

Nevertheless, the study has also assisted in interpreting the impact of the recent
tectonic activity in the catchment present in earthquake prone zone. The lineament
analysis suggests that the drainage is controlled by sub-surface structures at many
places. The river profiles of the highest order stream of many sub-watersheds can be

Fig. 15 Highlights 2014 and 2015 landslide and flooding. a Flooding in plainer area. b,
f Settlement on flood plain and river banks. c, d and e Landslides in hilly areas
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correlated with a high degree of tectonic activity. Thus, abrupt change in slope
breaks in the longitudinal river profiles indicates either lithological transition and/or
existence of structures with tectonic significance. The presence of active fronts and
basin tilting also suggest the existence of possible structures and their effects on the
topography of the catchment. Based on the field investigation, various types of
structures were found in all types of rocks (Fig. 16) as an expression of neotec-
tonism suggesting the tectonically active nature of the area. Last of all, landslide
and flood vulnerability being the concern in the present study, the collective role of
drainage analysis, structures and lithology has helped to read the area which may
help the local inhabitants, engineers and urban planners to minimize loss of life,
property and nature in the area.

Conclusion

Drainage characteristics offer basics to recognize variation in rock resistance,
structural control and priority assessment (in terms landslides and floods) in any
drainage basin. The thorough investigation of the drainage pattern and the evalu-
ation of linear and areal aspects have clearly revealed that the drainage character-
istics are noticeably different for each lithology type. The unusual appearance of
drainage network at many places has given hint to the presence of sub-surface
structures supported by geomorphic indices like river longitudinal profiles and
drainage asymmetry factor. Additionally, lineament analysis performed has clearly
shown that streams at many places follow the path of lineaments. It can be

Fig. 16 Various kinds of structural features developed in response to tectonic deformation in the
area
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concluded that at many places streams are structurally controlled and others are
carving out their own path. Consequently, the assessment of rose diagram of lin-
eaments has shown NW–SE trend which resembles to trend of major geological
structures present in the region. It confirms that these lineaments and abrupt
deflection in drainage courses in the area are strongly controlled by the regional
tectonics of the area. Lastly, the study demonstrates the usefulness of drainage
behaviour for categorizing the catchment in terms of landslide and flood struck
areas. Landslides in the hilly area having high-slope, structural weak planes and
loose upper soil cover (driving rapid physical erosion) result from heavy rainfall.
The low drainage density, low frequency, slower runoff, higher overland flow and
more human intervention like the settlements on river banks and flood plains and
death of drainage channels make low-lying areas prone to floods (J&K flood 2014)
during intense rainfall conditions.
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Hydrologic Design Parameters Database
for Water Harvesting Structures
in Madhya Pradesh

Ramadhar Singh, Karan Singh and D. M. Bhandarkar

Abstract The databases of hydrologic design parameters need to be developed for
proper design of water harvesting structures. Daily rainfall data for 20 years period
(1991–2010) of ten identified districts of Madhya Pradesh (MP), State of India,
were used for estimation of design rainfall and runoff values of various durations
and different return periods. Rainfall data adequacy and randomness tests indicated
that data are of adequate period and random in nature. Rainfall frequency analysis
was carried out using nine probability density functions (pdfs). The best fitted pdf
describing data set and giving minimum value of Chi-Square test parameter was
identified for estimating the design rainfall values of different durations and fre-
quencies (return periods). Design runoff values were estimated using NRCS-Curve
Number method and design rainfall values. Peak flow rate database for 25 years
return period was developed for varying catchment area (1–100 ha). The magni-
tudes of 1-day-maximum, 2-day-maximum and annual rainfall were estimated. The
1-day-maximum rainfall values for 25 year return period were estimated to be
257.0, 227.5, 254.5, 307.4, 255.0, 255.1, 292.5, 227.6, 346.4 and 173.0 mm for
Bhopal, Indore, Raisen, Hoshangabad, Khandwa, Jabalpur, Datia, Dhar, Guna and
Chhindwara districts, respectively. The annual runoff values for Bhopal, Indore and
Jabalpur districts were estimated to be 322.7, 290.5 and 471.0 mm, respectively.
The developed database may be used for design of water harvesting structures in
Vertisols of Madhya Pradesh.
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Introduction

Rainfall is a continuous random variable and is stochastic in nature. This neces-
sitates the use of long-term rainfall data for works related to design of water
harvesting structures. For best results, the length of record should be greater than
the design life of the structure (Serrano 1997). Rainfall generated runoff is very
important in various activities of water resources development and watershed
management (Mishra et al. 2013). Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) re-
lationship is the most important parameter for design of various hydrologic and
water harvesting structures. The typical estimation procedure for IDF curves con-
sists of three steps as presented by Chow et al. (1988) and Singh (1992).
Many researchers have developed various formulae for design rainfall/storm esti-
mation based on the construction of IDF curve (Rakhecha and Clark 1999; Durbude
2008). Standard probability distributions commonly used for design rainfall/flood
estimation are Normal, log-Normal (LN), Pearson, log-Pearson type-III (LP-III)
and Extreme value type-1 (Wilson 1990; Haktan 1992; Al-Hassoun and Saleh
2011).

The soil conservation service curve number (SCS-CN) method (SCS 1956)
converts rainfall to surface runoff (or rainfall-excess) using a CN derived from
watershed characteristics and 5-days antecedent rainfall. This method is based on
recharge capacity of a watershed. This method is selected for predicting runoff as:
(i) it is a familiar procedure that has been used for many years around the world;
(ii) it is computationally efficient; (iii) the required inputs are generally available
and (iv) it relates runoff to soil type, land use and management practices. To derive
CN values for an ungauged watershed, SCS (1956) provided tables based on the
soil type, land cover and practice, hydrologic condition and antecedent moisture
condition (AMC). Fairly accurate mathematical expressions (Ponce and Hawkins
1996) are also available for CN conversion from AMC-I (dry) to AMC-III (wet) or
AMC-II (normal) levels. Rational method is used world wide for estimation of peak
flow rate with reasonable accuracy for the watersheds having drainage area less than
1000 ha.

Rainwater harvesting technology is highly location-specific and practices
evolved in a given region have a limited applicability in other regions. General
guidelines are inadequate for the design and adoption of water harvesting structures
in different regions of the country (Sharma et al. 2002). Water harvesting and
recycling studies carried out at CIAE, Bhopal revealed that water harvesting pond
of 3 m minimum depth can be constructed in 10–12% of watershed area. The
minimum runoff received is about 300 mm (3000 m3/ha) to fill up the pond every
year. About 60–70% of stored water can be utilized for irrigating crop. Entire kharif
and 50% of rabi crop can be irrigated twice with twofold increase in yield
(Bhandarkar et al. 2005). The proper planning, design and execution of site-specific
rainwater harvesting structures in country’s on-going watershed development and
management programmes at large scale got utmost importance. Therefore, there is a
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need to develop databases of design parameters (i.e. design rainfall, runoff and peak
flow rate for different durations and frequencies) considering local conditions,
which will arrive at proper designs of water harvesting structures.

Materials and Methods

Study Area and Data Sources

The study area covers ten identified districts (Bhopal, Indore, Raisen, Hoshangabad,
Khandwa, Jabalpur, Datia, Dhar, Guna and Chhindwara) of MP State of India.
Daily rainfall data for 20 years period (1991–2010) of 10 identified districts were
obtained from India Meteorological Department (IMD), Pune, India. The soil series,
data on soil properties and land use and cropping patterns of the selected districts
were obtained from Technical Bulletin NBSS Publication 78 of National Bureau of
Soil Survey and Land Use Planning (NBSS & LUP), Nagpur and Department of
Agriculture, Government of Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal.

Development of Software for Design of Water Harvesting
Pond and Structures

The software for design of harvesting pond and associated structures was developed
using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Enterprise Edition with Service Pack 6, for 32-bit
Windows operating system and Microsoft Access 2000 as back-end. Splash and
main screens of the developed software are shown in Fig. 1. The software has four
basic modules—hydrologic design, hydraulic design, structural design and
estimation of materials and costs of water harvesting structures. Hydrologic design
module consists of three sub-modules of rainfall frequency analysis for design
rainfall, design runoff volume and design peak flow estimation. Hydraulic
design module consists of five sub-modules for determination of storage capacity of
pond, storage structure dimensions, spillway dimensions and design of earthen
embankment including seepage analysis. The structural design module includes two
sub-modules of structures subjected to water pressure and earth pressures for
checking the stability of water harvesting structures. The materials and costs esti-
mation module consists of four sub-modules related to different components. The
software is armed with database addition and editing facility. The software uses
inbuilt database for different variables of formulae/equations used in runoff and
peak flow estimation for identified districts of MP, India.
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Creation of Design Rainfall Database

The daily rainfall data of identified districts were analysed. Test of adequacy and
test of persistence were carried out for available data to check whether the data is of
sufficient period and is of random in nature. When variable data of given period is
of random in nature, then frequency analysis was carried out using probability
density functions (pdfs) for estimating the design values of variables. Rainfall
frequency analysis was carried out using rainfall frequency analysis module of the
developed software for design of water harvesting ponds and associated structure.
The following nine probability density functions (pdfs) were used for rainfall
probability analysis.

• Normal (N) and Log-Normal (LN) distribution
• Extreme values type (EVT)-I and Log-extreme values type (LEVT-I)

distribution.
• Exponential (EXP) and Log exponential (LEXP) distribution.
• Pearson type-III (PT-III) and Log-Pearson type-III (LPT-III) distribution.
• Weibull distribution.

Chi-square goodness-of-fit test is applied to judge the fitting of a particular
probability distribution.

v2 ¼
Xk

i¼1

ðOi � EiÞ2=Ei: ð1Þ

where

k Number of class intervals,
Oi Observed values and
Ei Expected number of observations in the ith class.

Fig. 1 Splash and main screens of the developed software
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Degree of freedom (DF) = k − p − 1, where, p = No. of parameters of
distribution.

The hypothesis that the data from the expected distribution is rejected if
v2c [ v21�a;k�p�1 for a level of significance. The pdf is considered to be fitted well
(accepted) if the calculated Chi-square value is less than the table value of
Chi-square for DF = 2 at 95% confidence level (=5.99).

The best fitted pdf describing data set and giving minimum value of Chi-Square
test parameter was identified for estimating the design values of the variable with
different probability levels (return periods). Design rainfall values were estimated
using following relationship:

XT ¼ Xmeanð1þCvKT Þ ð2Þ

where

XT Magnitude of the variable (rainfall) having a return period T,
Cv Coefficient of variation and
KT Frequency factor for a particular type of distribution function (Haan et al.

1994).

The magnitudes of 1-day-max, 2-day-max and annual rainfall at various return
periods of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 25 years were estimated using best fitted pdfs.

Database Creation for Design Runoff Volume and Peak
Flow Rate

Design runoff values at different frequencies for various rainfall durations of
identified districts of MP were estimated using design rainfall values for different
durations and frequencies and Natural Resource Conservation Service Curve
Number (NRCS-CN) method (earlier known as SCS-CN method) for the identified
districts. For estimation of design runoff, curve numbers from recommended curve
number table suggested by Ministry of Agriculture, Hydrology Division, Govt. of
India (1972) were obtained for the wet soil condition, i.e. antecedent soil moisture
condition (AMC-III) and good hydrologic condition and straight row crop culti-
vation practice (Table 1). In black soils region for estimation of design average
annual runoff Ia = 0.1S and for all other regions Ia = 0.3S were considered.

For watersheds up to 1000 ha area, the most commonly used relation is Rational
formula to estimate the peak flow rate and is given as

Qp ¼ CIA
360

ð3Þ
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where

Qp The peak discharge in m3/s,
I Rainfall intensity of a desired recurrence interval (return period) and for the

duration of time of concentration (Tc) of the watershed in mm/h,
A Watershed area in ha,
C Coefficient varying between 0 and 1 (for agricultural cultivated land having

land slope 0–5%, the C varies from 0.5 to 0.6).

The time of concentration, which is needed for selecting an appropriate value of
I in the Rational formula, can be calculated by either of the following:

Tc ¼ 0:0195L0:779S�0:385 ð4Þ

where

Tc Time of concentration in hours,
L Maximum length of flow in m and
S The average slope of the watershed in fraction.

The rainfall intensity value as input to Rational method for a given storm
duration equal to time of concentration (tc) and return period (T-years) was esti-
mated using following relationship:

Table 1 Soil and land use conditions considered in design runoff estimation

District Soil type Hydrologic
condition

HSG CN LULC

AMC-II AMC-III

Bhopal Sandy clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Indore Clay Good D 89 96 Cultivated
straight row

Raisen Sand clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Hoshangabad Sand clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Khandwa Clay Good D 89 96 Cultivated
straight row

Jabalpur Clay Good D 89 96 Cultivated
straight row

Datia Sandy clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Dhar Sand clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Guna Sand clay
loam

Good C 85 94 Cultivated
straight row

Chhindwara Clay Good D 89 96 Cultivated
straight row
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I ¼ KTa

ðtc þ bÞn ð5Þ

where

I Rainfall Intensity (cm/h),
T Return period (years),
tc Storm duration equal to time of concentration (h).

The values for K, a, b and n for particular places in Central Zone were taken
from Table 2.

The design peak flow database for the identified districts was created considering
25 year return period/life of water harvesting structures and catchment area up to
100 ha.

Results and Discussion

Rainfalls of Various Durations

The rainfall data of different durations for identified districts ofMP are given in Table 3.
During 20 years period, highest rainfall of various durations, i.e. 1-day maximum
(380.0 mm), 2-day maximum (470.0 mm), monthly maximum (1031.0 mm) and
average annual (1293.6 mm) were observed to be for Hoshangabad, Datia, Bhopal and
Hoshangabad districts, respectively. In identified districts, Chhindwara district received
lowest rainfall of 1-day maximum (200.0 mm), 2-day maximum (240.8 mm) and
monthly maximum (572.8 mm), while Khandwa district received lowest average
annual rainfall (827.0 mm).

Table 2 Intensity—duration-return period relationships, India

Zone Station K a b N

Central zone Bagra-Tawa 8.5704 0.2214 1.25 0.9931

Bhopal 6.9296 0.1892 0.50 0.8767

Indore 6.9280 0.1394 0.50 1.0651

Jabalpur 11.379 0.1746 1.25 1.1206

Jagdalpur 4.7065 0.1084 0.25 0.9902

Nagpur 11.45 0.1560 1.25 1.0324

Punasa 4.7011 0.2608 0.50 0.8653

Raipur 4.683 0.1389 0.15 0.9284

Thikri 6.088 0.1747 1.00 0.8587

Central zone 7.4645 0.1712 0.75 0.9599

Source Singh et al. (1994)
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Estimation of Design Rainfall Values

Best Fitted Pdfs

The frequency analysis of rainfalls of different durations for identified 10 districts of
MP was carried out using nine probability density functions (pdfs). The best fitted
pdfs describing data sets of rainfall of various durations were identified based on
minimum value of Chi-Square test parameter (Table 4). The data sets of rainfall of
various durations were well described by Log-Normal distribution, followed by
extreme value type-I (EVT-I: Gumble distribution) and Pearson type-III distribu-
tion. The design rainfall magnitudes of 1-day-maximum, 2-day-maximum and
average annual rainfall for different return periods of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 25 years

Table 3 Rainfall values (mm) of different durations (based on 20 year data)

Station 1–day max 2-days max Monthly max Average annual rainfall

Bhopal 320.0 (Aug) 349.2 (Aug) 1031.4 (Jul) 1114.6

Indore 276.0 (Sep) 462.0 (Sep) 642.2 (Jul) 971.2

Raisen 295.2 (Jul) 415.3 (Jul) 921.0 (Jul) 1246.2

Hoshangabad 380.0 (Aug) 405.0 (Aug) 897.6 (Aug) 1293.6

Khandwa 278.0 (Sep) 338.4 (Aug) 639.0 (Sep) 827.0

Jabalpur 222.6 (Aug) 340.2 (Jul) 1022.4 (Jul) 1346.3

Datia 330.0 (Sep) 470.0 (Sep) 639.6 (Sep) 881.3

Dhar 287.2 (Jul) 349.4 (Jul) 641.1 (Jul) 847.0

Guna 317.7 (Sep) 333.7 (Sep) 610.9 (Aug) 949.2

Chhindwara 200.0 (Jul) 240.8 (Jul) 572.8 (Jul) 939.9

Table 4 Identified best fitted probability density functions (pdfs) for design rainfall estimation

S. No. District Rainfall duration

1-day-max 2-day-max Annual

1 Bhopal Log-EVT-I Log-Normal Log-EVT-I

2 Indore Log-Normal EVT-I Log-Normal

3 Raisen Log-Normal Log-Normal EVT-I

4 Hoshangabad Log-Normal Log-Normal PT-III

5 Khandwa PT-III Log-Normal Log-Normal

6 Jabalpur Log-Normal PT-III Log-Normal

7 Datia EVT-I Log-Normal EVT-I

8 Dhar Log-Normal EVT-I Log-Normal

9 Guna Log-Normal PT-III PT-III

10 Chhindwara Log-EVT-I Log-Normal Normal

EVT-I Extreme value type-I distribution; PT-III Pearson type-III distribution
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were estimated and are given in Table 5. The graphical representation of design
rainfall values of 1-day-maximum and average annual rainfall for different return
periods are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 5 Rainfall magnitudes of different duration for various return periods

District Rainfall (mm) Return period (year)

1 5 10 20 25

Bhopal 1-day-max 85.9 160.3 202.4 239.0 257.0

2-day-max 130.8 217.4 266.6 315.5 331.4

Annual 1010.2 1331.7 1484.5 1623.9 1666.9

Indore 1-day-max 104.5 159.8 189.6 218.3 227.5

2-day-max 119.3 268.4 338.7 378.3 427.5

Annual 886.7 1163.2 1297.5 1419.8 1457.7

Raisen 1-day-max 124.9 184.3 215.4 245.1 254.5

2-day-max 167.6 256.6 304.5 350.8 365.5

Annual 824.8 1528.8 1640.5 1704.8 1736.8

Hoshangabad 1-day-max 106.9 190.3 240.0 290.7 307.4

2-day-max 146.0 244.0 299.9 350.7 373.8

Annual 1071.3 1552.5 1723.3 1855.7 1921.0

Khandwa 1-day-max 80.2 161.4 202.7 237.7 255.0

2-day-max 122.4 211.3 263.1 315.3 332.4

Annual 741.9 1009.1 1141.9 1264.6 1302.8

Jabalpur 1-day-max 107.5 172.4 208.4 243.7 255.1

2-day-max 121.3 229.7 271.6 304.7 321.1

Annual 1230.0 1610.3 1794.3 1962.0 2013.9

Datia 1-day-max 78.9 182.2 230.9 258.4 292.5

2-day-max 120.9 200.6 245.8 290.7 305.3

Annual 737.5 1115.9 1294.4 1394.8 1519.7

Dhar 1-day-max 100.4 157.0 187.9 218.0 227.6

2-day-max 120.8 223.6 270.1 299.3 333.3

Annual 764.5 1026.2 1155.1 1273.6 1310.4

Guna 1-day-max 97.9 195.2 257.7 324.0 346.4

2-day-max 182.2 312.0 387.3 463.0 487.8

Annual 729.3 1195.7 1335.5 1438.2 1489.0

Chhindwara 1-day-max 90.8 129.1 148.8 167.2 173.0

2-day-max 104.2 185.3 223.3 244.8 271.5

Annual 809.8 1169.4 1313.9 1433.2 1468.0
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Estimation of Design Runoff Values

The design runoff values for 1-day-maximum rainfall for different return periods are
given in Table 6. The annual runoff values for different return periods are given in
Table 7. Using designed annual runoff volume values relationships between annual
runoff and return periods have been developed for the identified area and are given
in Table 8. The developed annual runoff curves for Bhopal and Chhindwara dis-
tricts are shown in Fig. 4.

Estimation of Design Peak Flow Rates

Design peak flow rates for different catchments areas varying from 1 to 100 ha for
25 years return period of identified districts of MP were estimated using Rationale
formula and are given Table 9. Design peak flow rate values for 25 year return
period and 20 ha catchment area for Bhopal, Indore, Raisen, Hoshangabad,
Khandwa, Jabalpur, Datia, Dhar, Guna and Chhindwara districts were estimated to
be 3.70, 3.29, 3.09, 3.09, 3.71, 3.92, 3.09, 3.09, 3.09 and 3.71 m3/s, respectively.

Table 6 Daily maximum
runoff (mm) values for
different periods

District 1 5 10 20 25

Bhopal 70.7 143.9 185.8 222.2 240.1

Indore 93.8 148.8 178.5 207.1 216.3

Raisen 108.9 167.7 198.7 228.1 237.6

Hoshangabad 91.2 173.7 223.1 273.7 290.3

Khandwa 69.8 150.4 191.5 226.5 243.7

Jabalpur 96.8 161.4 197.3 232.5 243.8

Datia 63.9 165.7 214.1 241.5 275.5

Dhar 84.9 140.7 171.4 201.3 210.9

Guna 82.4 178.6 240.8 306.9 329.3

Chhindwara 80.3 118.3 137.9 156.2 161.9

Table 7 Annual runoff
values (mm) for different
return periods

District Return periods (year)

1 5 10 20 25

Bhopal 322.7 577.2 740.5 858.8 946.6

Indore 290.5 493.0 629.6 743.8 800.5

Raisen 395.4 718.7 896.1 1040.4 1111.1

Hoshangabad 458.0 703.9 855.1 975.1 1034.1

Khandwa 232.4 393.7 498.3 586.7 623.3

Jabalpur 470.1 756.0 932.4 1052.7 1147.3

Datia 260.0 434.5 569.2 710.0 767.4

Dhar 243.9 427.7 540.2 624.8 673.2

Guna 288.9 490.7 616.3 716.1 765.5

Chhindwara 231.8 441.8 565.6 646.1 712.0
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Table 8 Relationship between annual runoff (Q in mm) and return period (T in years) for
identified districts of MP

S. No. District Runoff–frequency relationship Coefficient of determination
(R2)

1 Bhopal Q = 208.09 * Loge(T) + 266.19 0.991

2 Indore Q = 173.14 * Loge(T) + 237.11 0.990

3 Raisen Q = 232.76 * Loge(T) + 349.86 0.994

4 Hoshangabad Q = 189.35 * Loge(T) + 411.91 0.992

5 Khandwa Q = 130.46 * Loge(T) + 198.87 0.992

6 Jabalpur Q = 223.86 * Loge(T) + 412.48 0.991

7 Datia Q = 192.11 * Loge(T) + 174.47 0.969

8 Dhar Q = 140.56 * Loge(T) + 209.96 0.991

9 Guna Q = 157.31 * Loge(T) + 248.62 0.991

10 Chhindwara Q = 155.52 * Loge(T) + 198.33 0.992

y = 155.52ln(x) + 198.33
R² = 0.9923
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Fig. 4 Annual runoff curves for Bhopal and Chhindwara districts

Table 9 Peak flow rate (m3/s) for 25 years return period

District/catchment area
(ha)

Peak flow rate (m3/s)

1 5 10 20 25 50 75 100

Bhopal 0.23 0.83 2.00 3.70 4.42 8.01 11.83 15.42

Indore 0.21 1.02 1.84 3.29 3.77 6.94 10.90 14.21

Raisen 0.18 0.90 1.67 3.09 3.63 6.84 9.97 12.94

Hoshangabad 0.18 0.90 1.67 3.09 3.63 6.84 9.97 12.94

Khandwa 0.22 1.08 2.01 3.71 4.36 8.21 11.97 15.52

Jabalpur 0.22 1.10 2.08 3.92 4.67 8.91 13.08 17.06

Datia 0.18 0.90 1.67 3.09 3.63 6.84 9.97 12.94

Dhar 0.18 0.90 1.67 3.09 3.63 6.84 9.97 12.94

Guna 0.18 0.90 1.67 3.09 3.63 6.84 9.97 12.94

Chhindwara 0.22 1.08 2.01 3.71 4.36 8.21 11.97 15.52
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Summary and Conclusions

Software for the design of water harvesting pond and associated structures have
been developed using Visual Basic as front-end and Microsoft Access as back-end.
The software has three basic modules—hydrologic design, hydraulic design and
structural design. Hydrologic design module consists of three sub-modules of
rainfall frequency analysis for estimation of the design rainfall, designed runoff
volume and design peak flow estimation. Daily rainfall data for 20 years period
(1991–2010) of ten identified districts of Madhya Pradesh, i.e. Bhopal,
Chhindwara, Datia, Dhar, Guna, Hoshangabad, Indore, Jabalpur, Khandwa and
Raisen, were obtained from IMD Pune. The soil data related to soil types and their
properties were obtained from NBSS & LUP Nagpur and Govt. of MP. These data
were used for estimation of design rainfall, runoff volume and peak flow values of
various durations and different frequencies (return periods) of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and
25 years using a developed software. The rainfall frequency analysis was carried
out using nine probability density functions (pdfs). Natural Resource Conservation
Service Curve Number (NRCS-CN) method and Rational formula were used for
creating database of design runoff and peak flow rate values. Following databases
for the identified districts of MP were developed.

• Design rainfalls of different durations (1-day-maximum, 2-day-maximum,
monthly and annual rainfall) and frequencies (1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 25 years).

• Design runoff volumes and peak flow rates of different durations (surface
drainage coefficient, 1-day-maximum runoff and annual runoff) at different
frequencies.
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Application of Storm Water Management
Model to an Urban Catchment

V. Swathi, K. Srinivasa Raju and Ajit Pratap Singh

Abstract In the present study, Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) has
been explored for the catchment of BITS Pilani-Hyderabad campus, India. The
catchment has been divided into various sub-catchments and are modeled for 2006
rainfall event. The study deals with a flexible set of hydraulic modeling capabilities.
In particular it is used to assess infiltration using Horton method and flow routing
analysis using Dynamic wave method. The storm water network with system of
pipes, channels, storage works, and diversion structures were also considered.
Efforts are made to identify the critical locations of overflow. The results show that
there are no nodes flooded and no overflow sections in the entire catchment. It is
concluded that campus storm network system has been well planned and has suf-
ficient carrying capacity to cater the simulated rainfall event.

Introduction

Urban flooding is one of the disasters effecting mankind especially in urban areas.
Metropolitan cities like Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai, and Kolkata in India are
frequently witnessing urban floods. This may occur due to various reasons such as
insufficient carrying capacity of storm drains, blockage of storm drains due to solid
waste, improper planning of storm network, and changes in rainfall pattern. Thus, it
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is very much necessary to perform the capacity analysis of the existing storm
network to identify the locations of overflow so as to come up with preventory and
mitigation measures. Keeping the necessity to model urban floods, several mod-
eling softwares are developed (Borah 2011), namely, Storm Water Management
Model (SWMM) (Liong et al. 1991), Hydrologic Engineering Centers-Hydrologic
Modeling System (HEC-HMS) (Knebl et al. 2005), Hydrologic Engineering
Centers-River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) (Tate and David 1999). The present
study explored the applicability of SWMM to a case study of Birla Institute of
Technology and Science (BITS), Pilani-Hyderabad Campus, India. The terrain of
the campus consists of small hillocks and urban forests of Shamirpet which spreads
about 200 acres of land (Swathi 2014). This paper covers literature review,
description of SWMM, results followed by conclusions and acknowledgments.

Literature Review

This section deals with a brief discussion of SWMM along with review of literature.
Rossman and Supply (2006) compared dynamic flow routing in both SWMM 5 and
SWMM 4 for 20 sewer patterns. They found SWMM 5 produced stable results for a
larger time steps than SWMM 4. Peterson and Wicks (2006) explored SWMM to a
catchment in Missouri, USA. They performed various simulations with increase in
dimension of conduits. Increase in dimension of conduits by 10% effected fluid
flow responses. Bedient et al. (2007) modeled urban flood using two softwares
HEC-HMS and SWMM. They created hydrographs in HEC-HMS which were
treated as input to nodes for storm drain network in SWMM. The results obtained
from study have clearly demonstrated usefulness and understanding of the storm
network.

Barco et al. (2008) coupled Geographic Information System (GIS), SWMM, and
optimization procedures to model a catchment in California. The time required for
data management and calibration was drastically reduced. Aad et al. (2009) mod-
eled two Best Management Practices (BMPs) rain garden and rain barrel within the
sub-catchments. They simulated a rainfall event to assess the reduction in peak
runoff. Rain garden was comparatively effective in reducing peak runoff and vol-
ume. Freni et al. (2010) used SWMM to simulate pressurization effect caused due to
reduction in discharge at downstream. The results were compared with an experi-
mental surge measured in a laboratory pipe. SWMM was able to model with
reasonable accuracy. Gambi et al. (2011) modeled BMPs such as retention basin,
green roof, and infiltration tanks in catchment of Italy to reduce peak runoff. The
simulation was performed using 15 years rainfall data. Green roof was
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comparatively more effective in reducing peak runoff. Ouyang et al. (2012) mod-
eled rainfall-runoff and pollutant discharge from catchment of Beijing. The results
show that impervious area is linearly proportional to runoff coefficient.

Gulbaz and Kazezyilmaz-Alhan (2013) calibrated SWMM model for Sazlidere
Watershed. Calibration was done using extreme rainfall event to find sensitive
parameters of SWMM. They inferred that Manning’s roughness and infiltration
parameters were sensitive parameters. Weilin et al. (2014) modeled storm water
network of Dongguan city, China, using SWMM. They modeled for 1 and 2-year
rainfall return periods. They also modeled for all critical locations of node overflow.
Results show that increase in conduit diameter could cater for excess runoff.
Scieranka (2013) performed hydraulic modeling of car park drainage in SWMM 5.
They used dynamic wave routing approach. They concluded that introducing sewer
retention could be an effective method to reduce runoff. Walsh et al. (2014) pro-
posed SWMM modeling for rainfall-runoff simulation of rain water harvesting
(RWH) for a catchment in California, USA. RWH could significantly reduce runoff,
and it is inferred that runoff reductions and drain capacity are directly related to
each other. Mikovitsa et al. (2014) used GIS custom tool box with SWMM to
simulate city growth patterns. They analyzed differences in runoff pattern for both
simulated and existing catchment of Innsbruck, Austria. Increase in impervious area
resulted in twice increase in runoff volume.

Zhang and Guo (2015) used SWMM for Low Impact Development (LID). They
modeled permeable pavement system for catchment of Atlanta. They concluded
that SWMM needs to further improve its LID module to take into account, effect of
storage capacity of under drains on infiltration. Park et al. (2015) applied SWMM
and linear programming to model rainwater detention system for a rainfall of
30 years frequency. Cost-related objectives of the detention system were analyzed
using linear programming. The modeling results show significant reduction in flood
damage. Pathak and Chaudhari (2015) have applied SWMM to model rain garden
as BMP for Mithi River sub-catchment, Mumbai, India. They calibrated and vali-
dated the model for 2009 rainfall event. Introducing rain garden resulted in sig-
nificant reduction in peak runoff.

Some of the observations emanated from the literature are discussed below:

• Most of the above studies dealt with modeling BMPs and LIDs than performing
the adequacy analysis of the existing system.

• Limited studies are reported for identifying critical location of overflows in the
storm network and analyzing the same.

• The response of a single catchment to various rainfall events has not been
discussed.

In the following section, SWMM has been described along with its modules.
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Description of SWMM

SWMM is an open source model by United States Environmental Protection
Agency (US-EPA). It is a dynamic rainfall-runoff model used to model hydraulic
and hydrological components of a catchment. It models and simulates both single
and continuous rainfall events. It is also used to model various BMPs and LIDs in
the catchment. It analyzes the catchment response for various scenarios of rainfall
events. The model also allows snowmelt calculations and hydraulic modeling.

There are four blocks in SWMM namely, runoff block, transport block, extran
block, and storage treatment block. Runoff block deals with the evaluation of both
surface and sub-surface runoff for a given rainfall event, whereas transport block
incorporates effects of inflow hydrograph in a drainage system through kinematic
routing. Extran is the extended transport block which performs dynamic routing.
Storage/treatment block accounts for various storage, treatment functions, and
pollutant loadings defined by the user (SWMM Reference Manual 2014). Thus,
SWMM not only contributes in routing of flow quantities but also in functions such
as routing of quality parameters, estimating dry-weather flow, estimating infiltra-
tion, assessing storage, treatment functions, and pollutant loadings.

In the present study, an application of SWMM has been explored by identifying
critical locations across BITS. The methodology adopted and results obtained from
the study have been discussed in the following section.

Methodology and Results

The watershed of BITS has been considered in this study. The entire watershed is
divided into sub-catchments, and the storm network has been represented by
conduits, junctions, and outfall. The rainfall-runoff block of SWMM has been
applied to model on the basis of rainfall event for 2006. Infiltration and flow routing
of the watershed have been evaluated using Horton method and Dynamic wave
method, respectively. The map of the campus was obtained from the Google Earth
as shown in Fig. 1. The maps are geo-referenced in Arc-GIS Version 9.1 to perform
complete analysis.

Using the load image option, the back drop image of storm network is loaded.
The complete storm network is drawn as line diagram in SWMM. All the data
pertaining to conduits and junctions are treated as input variables. The input
parameters for junction are invert elevation and maximum depth. The data required
for conduits are shape, dimension, maximum depth, length, roughness, inlet offset,
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outlet offset, and maximum flow as shown in Fig. 2a, b. The required data are
obtained from the storm network plan of the campus. The catchment is divided into
18 sub-catchments based on their discharge point, storm network, and drainage
pattern as shown in Fig. 3. The model is run successfully after all the inputs are
given.

Fig. 1 BITS Google Earth image (Source https://earth.google.com/). Accessed on 3.5.2014

Fig. 2 a, b Data entry option in SWMM at various junctions and conduits
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The maximum peak runoff from sub-catchments 1–18 are 32.40, 33.42, 33.42,
33.42, 33.45, 33.45, 33.48, 1.47, 32.72, 32.13, 33.37, 33.00, 29.86, 29.36, 3.45,
29.86, 3.45 and 33.43 m3/s respectively as shown in Fig. 4a, b. The highest peak
runoff is obtained from sub-catchment 7 with 33.48 m3/s and least peak runoff was
obtained from sub-catchment 8 with 1.47 m3/s. The peak runoff obtained and
respective peak time for all catchments are summarized in Fig. 5a, b. For the
rainfall events simulated, node floodings were nil in the obtained model results for
the rainfall event simulated. This implies no flooding scenario.

Figure 5a shows the peak runoff from all the catchments. It can be inferred that
catchment 7 has highest peak runoff of 33.48 m3/s, and catchment 8 has a least
runoff of 1.47 m3/s.

Figure 5b shows the time taken by catchments to obtain peak runoff, and it is
inferred that all the catchments have attained peak runoff at 2.5 h.

Fig. 3 Catchments
visualization in SWMM
(C denotes catchment)
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Fig. 4 a Runoff pattern from sub-catchment 1 to sub-catchment. b Runoff pattern from
sub-catchment 7 to sub-catchment 12. c Runoff pattern from sub-catchment 13 to sub-catchment 18
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Conclusions

The SWMM model is applied for the catchment of BITS. Dynamic wave routing
and Horton approaches were applied to analyze flow routing and infiltration pro-
cesses. The case study of BITS presented showed that SWMM is well suited for
urban catchments especially when it is modeled as a single watershed even under
uncalibrated condition. The results show that there are no nodes flooded in the
entire catchment and there are no overflow sections. Thus, the campus storm net-
work system has been well planned and has sufficient carrying capacity to cater the
simulated rainfall event.

Fig. 4 (continued)
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Part IV
Soil Erosion and Sediment



A Study of Erosional Depositional Activity
and Land Use Mapping of Majuli River
Island Using Landsat Data

Dipsikha Devi, Nilutpal Phukan and Bibhash Sarma

Abstract Majuli is the largest inhabited river island in India. It is surrounded by
Subansiri on the north, Brahmaputra on the south and a spill channel called
Kherkatia Xuti on north east. Majuli has been declared as the 35th district of Assam
in May 2017. In other words Majuli is the first river island district in India. Since,
time immemorial erosion is a continuous process. Majuli has been facing immense
threat due to environmental and social consequences of bank line migration.
Erosion have been shrinking its landmass significantly. Along with erosion, other
problems that Majuli is facing are flood, breaching of embankments, sand casting,
etc. Satellite data are considered as major inputs to this study. This paper enunciates
the changes in land area in different years using remote sensing and GIS technol-
ogy. This has revealed the dramatic change in reduction of land area. The land use
land cover area is also shown.

Keywords Majuli � Subansiri � Erosion � Flood � Remote sensing
GIS technology

Introduction

Majuli is the largest inhabited river island in India surrounded by Subansiri on the
north, Brahmaputra on the south and a spill channel called Kherkatia Xuti on north
east. The island is about 200 km east of state’s largest city, Guwahati. Majuli has
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been the cultural capital of Assamese civilization since sixteenth century.
Sankardeva, a pioneer of medieval age Neo-Vaishnavite Movement preached a
monotheist form of Hinduism called Vaishnavism and established monasteries and
hermitages known as Satras.

River migration is an acute problem in Assam. The fluvial system of alluvial
plains of Assam tends to dissipate large amount of energy and as a result of this the
rivers frequently found to be shifting their banklines, thereby causing erosion.
Erosion is a serious threat for existence of Majuli. Many structural measures are
undertaken by Brahmaputra Board and Water Resource Department of Assam to
reduce the erosional activity at Majuli. Spurs are used to deflect the flow away from
the island. These spurs require regular maintenance due to very high hydrodynamic
forces of river. Embankment is used as a flood mitigation measure. The siltation
measures in the form of R.C.C. porcupines have shown mixed results. Erosion in
this region was not much before 1950 earthquake in Assam but became active
thereafter. Intense braiding characteristic of Brahmaputra coupled with silt and sand
strata of banks is the main cause of erosion. The composition and characteristic of
bed materials and presence of vegetative cover determine the erosion rate.

Origin

Majuli was a part of large area at the beginning of the seventh century. It was a long
piece of land called Majuli (land between two parallel rivers). Sarma and Phukan
(2004) gave a comprehensive account on the origin and geomorphological changes
including erosion and deposition in Majuli Island. The island was formed due to
continuous deposition of sands and changing course of rivers, namely Brahmaputra
to the north and one of the tributaries Dihang flowing south of Majuli. There was a
catastrophic flood in 1750 that continued for 15 days, mentioned in the historical
texts. As a result of this severe flood, the Brahmaputra splits into two anabranches
—one flowing through the original channel and other flowing through Dihang
channel resulting in formation of the island. The northern channel which was
previously the Brahmaputra became Luit Xuti. In course of time it became to be
known as Kherkatia Xuti and Dihang expanded to become Brahmaputra River.

Problem

The problems of flood in the island can be summarized as below:

1. Inundation of large areas due to spilling of banks of the Brahmaputra and
simultaneously overflowing of the banks of its tributaries.

2. Drainage congestion at the outfall of the tributaries during high stages of the
River Brahmaputra causing flooding of low lying areas.
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3. Excessive silt load in the river due to soil erosion and large scale landslides in
the upper catchment areas resulting in instability of the river and erosion of its
banks.

4. Due to high fluctuations of discharge and silt load coupled with braiding nature
of the river, the sandbars are changing their locations frequently, making the
island vulnerable to soil erosion.

Various south bank villages of Majuli Island like Tekeliphuta, Salmora,
Bessamora, Burhakalita are under serious threat. Bank erosion is also caused by
River Subansiri to its north. Subansiri also carries enormous silts in flood seasons,
and thereby has lost her stability in plains. The north bank villages are under serious
threat. It is expected that, after the commissioning of Subansiri hydropower project,
the release from the reservoir would be regulated and it would contain less silt. So,
the problem due to River Subansiri would be less.

Study Area

The geographical extent of study area is 26° 45′N–27° 12′N latitude and 93° 39′E–
94° 35′E longitude. Majuli is bounded by Subansiri on the northwest, the Kherkatia
Xuti in the northeast and the main Brahmaputra River on the south (Fig. 1).

A wetland, Majuli is a hotspot for flora and fauna, harboring many rare and
endangered avifauna species including migratory birds that arrive in the winter
season. The island is almost pollution free owing to lack of polluting industries and
factories and also chronic rainfall. The island is under serious threat due to
extensive soil erosion on its banks.

Fig. 1 Study area of Majuli. Source Dutta et al. (2010)
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Data Used

For the study purpose, satellite imageries Landsat MSS/TM/ETM+ are taken for
different years.

Sattelite/sensor Path/row Acquisition Spatial resolution (m) Courtesy

Landsat MSS 135/041 07/11/1976 30 USGS

Landsat TM 135/041 31/10/1990 30 USGS

Landsat TM 135/041 02/11/2005 30 USGS

Landsat ETM+ 135/041 26/12/2010 30 USGS

Landsat ETM+ 135/041 07/11/2015 30 USGS

Methodology

Rivers are both agents and products of erosion and deposition adjusting their
channel dimensions to accommodate the sediment load demand from bed banks and
upland erosion (Martin 2005). Continual adjustments are made in an attempt to
develop a stable dimension which the stream neither aggrades nor degrades
(Rosgen 1996). Much time and effort has been devoted by many hydrologists to
understand the geomorphology and the fluvial system (Wolman and Miller 1960;
Leopold et al 1964; Rosgen 1996). With the advancement and upgradation in
science and technology, the researches on fluvial system has been able to generate
more accurate and precise results. The sciences of remote sensing, and geographic
information system (GIS) have made it possible to study the remote areas and
generate more accurate results. This technology has increased availability of data
sources like aerial photogrammetry, satellite imageries, etc. Many researchers in
recent years have used RS and GIS techniques for studying channel changes of
different rivers (Goswami and Gogoi 2013).

For the study, the GIS softwares namely QGIS, ArcGIS, ErDas are used for
image processing and analysis. The Landsat images are first georeferenced using
WGS84 46 N datum, and polygon shape files are prepared using GIS software
QGIS. The south bank of Majuli Island is divided into 33 divisions. The south bank
is digitized, and the distances are measured in ArcGIS software. Erosion and
deposition are then evaluated. Supervised land use classification is done in ErDas
software. The south bank of Majuli is digitized. The length from each bank is
measured for two years and the same is deducted to get the resultant erosion and
deposition which depict the erosion and deposition. The erosion–deposition pro-
cesses are analyzed in GIS softwares. Erosion is taken as positive and deposition is
taken as negative.
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Result and Discussions

The banklines of Majuli River Island from the year 1976 till 2015 are shown in
figures above. From figures, it is cleared that a drastic change in the area of Majuli
has been noticed in the years mentioned. The south bank and north bank of Majuli
Island have been eroded by the combined action of mighty River Brahmaputra and
River Subansiri shown in Figs. 2‚ 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Erosion–Deposition of Different Years

Figure 7 shows the bankline migration of Majuli Island from 1976 to 2015. The
south bank of the island is vulnerable to River Brahmaputra. To know the amount of
shifting of Majuli, the south bank of the Majuli is divided into 33 sections. The
erosion and deposition for each section are evaluated. A quantitative comparitive
analysis is carried on for two years for the evaluation of erosion and deposition
process shown in Figs. 8‚ 9, 10, 11 and 12. From the analysis of data, it is found that
a maximum erosion of 1.3 km occurred at Burha Kalita at section point 13 and an
erosion of 1.3 km occurred at Katani Gaon Na Satra at section point 14 in between
years 2010 and 2015. For the temporal datasets of 2005–2010, at section point 23 a
maximum erosion of 1.39 km occurred near Mudoi Tanti which is a south bank area.
Again an erosion of 2.19 km is found to be occurring near Mudoi Tanti at section
point 23 in between time interval 2005 and 2000. In between 1990 and 2000,

Fig. 2 Bankline of year 2015 and 2010
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Fig. 3 Bankline of years 2010 and 2005

Fig. 4 Banklines of the years 2005 and 2000
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Fig. 5 Banklines of the years 2000 and 1990

Fig. 6 Banklines of the year 1990 and 1976
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an erosion of 1.54 km is found to be occurred at Alimur Patir at section point 33.
A maximum erosion occurred at Keturi Beel at section point 24. Maximum depo-
sition is found to be occurred at Keturi Beel at section point 24 from 2005 to 2015. In
between the years 1990 and 2000, maximum deposition is noticed at Kachari Gaon
at section point 33. From 1976 to 1990, maximum deposition is found to be occurred
at Mowamaria Chapori at section point 29. From Fig. 13, it is seen that 1976–2015, a
maximum erosion of 61.64 km occurred and a deposition of 37.406 km occurred.

Land Use Classification

The land is used for numerous purposes like cultivation, livestock production,
housing, industrial, roads, water harvesting, etc. The land use affects rates of runoff,
infiltration, and types of quality of vegetation. Suitable land uses minimize the soil

Fig. 7 Bankline shifting of Majuli Island
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erosion and reduce the runoff. Therefore, land use determination is of utmost
importance (Fig. 14).

The land use map of Majuli Island is prepared with the software ErDas. For this,
supervised land classification is done. A total of eight land covers have been
identified in the island. From Fig. 15, it can be concluded that maximum land cover
is of agricultural area which constitutes 49% of the total area, i.e., nearly half of the
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total land cover which is followed by rural settlement which is 23% of the total
area. The next level of land cover is swampy/marshy areas which contribute 10% of
total area. Dense forest and waterbodies cover an area of about 8% of total area.
River and sandbar cover around 3% of areas each.
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Area Chart

The changes in area from 1976 to 2015 have been shown in Fig. 16. In 1976, the
total area of the Majuli Island has been found as 590.9 km2, whereas in the year
2015, it has been found as 474.209 km2. This dramatic change in the areas during
these years is due to erosion. From the area chart, the average rate of erosion per
year has been found to be 2.74 km/year.

Conclusion

The dwellers of Majuli Island have no fear psychosis for flood, rather they welcome
flood. Flood is responsible for engenderment of loamy soil which in turn helps in
fructification of the soil by a plant locally known as Jaubon. The specialty of this
plant is that it arrests the silt particles and allows the loam to pass along with flood

Fig. 14 Land use land cover on 31st November 2015
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water which later increases the fertility of soil. Majuli is known for its agriculture.
A total number of 4–5 types of crops are grown annually. Apart from agronomy,
Majuli is also famous for poultry and livestock farming. Various types of tribes and
communities are local inhabitants of Majuli Island and they are very much adaptive
to live with flood. The Mishing communities of Majuli live in a special type of
houses locally known as Chang ghar (stilt house). Chang ghar is houses on raised
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platform above HFL made of bamboo and wood. Flood is not the prime problem in
Majuli. The problem of concern is erosion.

There are various structural measures undertaken by Brahmaputra Board and
Water Resource Department of Assam. Spurs are used to deflect the flow away
from the island. Embankment is used as a flood mitigation measure. The siltation
measures in the form of R.C.C. porcupines have been found to be effective in some
areas. Majuli is a hub of culture and historical importance and also a biodiversity
hotspot. Protection of this colossal river island from river erosion is of utmost
importance.
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Study of Soil Erosion and Deposition
Around an Island in a Natural Stream

Snigdhadip Ghosh, Saptarshi Das and Vijay Kumar Dwivedi

Abstract The main objective of this project is to study of plan form development
and soil erosion and deposition around an island by conducting experiments in a
mobile riverbed setup. Field measurements of velocity and turbulence vectors have
carried out in this setup at NIT Durgapur. Directional current measurement
(DCM) instrument and acoustic Doppler velocity (ADV) meters were used for the
field measurements of velocity and turbulence particularly in the interface region
between main channel and floodplain. The values of local shear velocity and
roughness length for the reach under study were calculated using measured velocity
data.

Keywords Soil erosion � Acoustic Doppler velocity � Shear velocity

Introduction

There are many approaches to improve ecological environment by creating diver-
sity of river configuration in straightened rivers. As measures to create flow
diversity, riverside embayment and groynes were often constructed. In order to
predict changes of riverbed form and flow structures, numerical simulations became
a powerful tool. For accurate application of the numerical methods, it is necessary
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to understand resistance characteristics in actual rivers. Here we used acoustic
Doppler velocimeter to measure the erosion and sedimentation characteristics of
soil in mobile riverbed.

Objectives

Main objectives of this project were:

• Characterization of plan form development during stages of river flow.
• Erosion characteristics of soil around an island in a natural stream.

Literature Review

Patel and Ranga Raju (1999) carried out extensive experiments on initiation of
motion and bed load transport of different fractions of sediment mixtures. They
checked the accuracy of different models viz. Egiazaroff (1965), Ashida and
Michiue (1972), Parker et al. (1982), Wiberg and Smith (1987), Bridge and Bennett
(1992). Since the available methods did not produce satisfactory results, Patel and
Ranga Raju (1999) proposed a new relationship for critical shear stress of different
fractions in a mixture as

s�ci
s�cr

¼ di
dr

� ��0:96

: ð1Þ

Here, dr ¼ rgdg is geometric mean size of the mixture, rg is its geometric
standard deviation, sci is the dimensionless critical shear stress for size di, s�cr is the
dimensionless critical shear stress for size dr. They also proposed a graphical
relationship between s�cr and rg.

The transport of uniform sediments in suspension in open channel had been
studied extensively in last four decades and is fairly well understood at present.
Garde and Ranga Raju (1977) were observed the characteristics of settling perticles
in laboratory flumes and natural streams that the concentration of suspended load in
vertical decreased with increase in distance from the bed. The concentration of
suspended sediment can be expressed in various ways as described below:

1. Absolute volume of solids per unit volume of water–sediment mixture. In this
method, the dry weight of sediment in a unit volume of mixture is first deter-
mined. This can also be expressed as percentage by volume.

2. Dry weight of solids per unit volume of mixture. It is usually expressed as gm
per liter, lb per cubic foot or kN per cubic meter.
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3. Dry weight of solids per unit weight of mixture. This is customarily expressed in
parts per million (ppm). One percent equals 10,000 ppm.

4. Dry weight of solids per unit weight of pure water equal in volume to that of
sample.

Among these methods, the first and the third are commonly used for indicating
the suspended sediment concentration. The concept of critical friction velocity or
critical bed shear stress has long occupied a central position in sediment transport
theory. Several investigations related to critical shear stress of uniform and
nonuniform sediments in the absence of cohesion are available. An extensive
review of different approaches for the computation of critical shear stress has been
done by Garde and Ranga Raju (1977). Misri et al. (1984) have proposed a con-
ceptual model for the effect of a particular size of sediment on the transport rates of
other sizes of sediment. They analyzed the experimental data for assessing the
accuracy of existing methods of computation of bed load transport. They also
proposed a new method of computation. Samaga et al. (1986) measured the sus-
pended load transport rates of individual fractions and compared with both
Einstein’s and Holtroff’s methods. They found these methods were unsatisfactory
in the present range of sediment parameters. They found a relationship existing
between the dimensionless shear stress and the suspended transport rate for uniform
sediment. To make this relation applicable to nonuniform sediments, a corrective
multiplying factor for shear stress is introduced. The dimensionless parameters
which govern this correction factor are identified, and a relation for the same is
obtained. This relation can be applied to a sediment mixture of individual size
portions.

Details of Experimental Setup and Materials

Flume

The experiments were conducted in the experimental setup created at National
Institute of Technology, Durgapur. The setup consists of a flume 20 m long, 4 m
wide, and 10 m deep. The flume has a cemented bottom and glass wall on both
sides with a grid of 5 � 5 cm up to a height of 50 cm from the bottom of the flume
to measure the bed profile. Experiments were done at several slopes of bed in the
flume. The discharge in the flume was provided by an upstream reservoir fed by
two 10″ mild steel pipes. There are two pumps of 7.5 HP each to supply water to
the MS pipe from the underground reservoir. The water supply into flume was
regulated with the help of a valve provided in the inlet pipe coming from reservoir.
The water from the flume was drained to the reservoir through an escape channel,
41.2 m long, 1 m wide, and 0.6 m deep. Its discharge to the channel was volu-
metrically measured with the help of another tank provided at the downstream end
of the channel. The water level and discharge through the flume were controlled by
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a motor-operated sluice gate at the tailed end of the flume. Experimental soil is
collected locally and analyzed. The sludge velocity instrument is Sontek acoustic
Doppler velocimeter. Acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) can measure three
dimensional point velocities and turbulence parameters in shallow and deep water
system in nearly any location in the water column and close to boundaries as long
as air entertainment is minimal.

Measurements

Discharge Measurement Using V-Notch

Two 90º V-notch have been installed in the escape channel to measure discharge in
the flume. The installed V-notch has been calibrated with the help of electronic flow
meter.

Measurement for the Velocity Distribution

The velocity profile along the centerlines of the flume width in the approach flow
was measured with the help of acoustic Doppler velocity (ADV) meter. Acoustic
Doppler velocity meter is a versatile, high-precision instrument used to measure
water velocity in a wide range of environments including laboratories, rivers,
estuaries, and the ocean. The instrument consists of three basic elements: the probe,
the signal conditioning module, and the processor. The probe is attached to the
conditioning module, which contains low noise receiver enclosed in a submersible
housing. The ADV conditioning module and probe are connected to the processing
module using a custom shielded cable up to 10-m long. The ADV uses acoustic
Doppler technology to measure flow in a small sampling volume located 5 cm from
the probe. The velocity range is programmable from ±3 to ±250 cm/s; data can be
acquired at sampling rates up to 50 Hz with no zero offset.

Measurements of Dry Density

The values of dry density were computed by using the observed value of bulk
density and antecedent moisture content. The void ratio was derived from the
computed value of dry density of the sediments.
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Sediment Load Measurements

The sediment transported as bed load was collected in a trap placed at the down-
stream end of the flume just before the tail gate location. The samples of water–
sediment mixture were collected in containers by traversing the depth integrating
sampler over the entire width of flow. The containers were weighed to determine the
weight of water–sediment mixture in them. The water was removed next from these
containers after allowing the fine sediment to settle completely, which requires 24 h
time. Next, the sediments were removed from these containers using filters into
smaller size pans and these pans were kept in an electric oven for drying. After
drying the samples, the weight of suspended sediments was measured by using an
electronic balance having a least count of 0.01 g. The concentration of suspended
sediment sampled in each container was determined by dividing the weight of
sediment contained by the given volume/weight of water.

ADV Components, Terminology and Sampling

Sontek acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) systems are of two types: field systems
and lab systems. ADV field systems can be of three types: splash-proof, under-
water, and autonomous (hydra) systems. The hardware for these systems is com-
posed of two main components: signal processing hardware and probe hardware.
The signal processing hardware can be contained in a splash-proof housing or an
underwater canister. The probe hardware can be of three basic types: a 16-MHz
micro-ADV probe, a 10-MHz ADV probe, and a 5-MHz ADV ocean probe. The
signal processing hardware performs the signal generation and processing required
for the Acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) to make velocity measurements. This
includes generating the electrical signals that are converted to acoustic energy at the
transducers, digitizing the return signal, performing Doppler processing to calculate
velocity, and averaging samples together before data output. The applicability of
turbulence measurements by using ADV in actual rivers and laboratory flumes was
verified by many researchers (e.g., Rennie et al. 2002; Kostaschuk et al. 2005;
Biron et al. 1998; Goring and Nikora 2002; Song and Chiew 2001; Papanicolaou
et al. 2007). It was also proved in the study that the velocity measurements using
acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) are reasonably accurate, and the turbulence
structures have consistency even in these nonuniform flow fields.

Data Collection and Comparison

See Image 1.
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Reading I

Mode of ADV: discharge mode.
Discharge rate: 0.118 m3/s.
Date of test: January 1, 2016.

Where SNR is signal-to-noise ratio and spike is the sharp increment in the
magnitude or concentration of Doppler in the corresponding stations around the
island (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1).

Reading II

Mode of ADV: discharge mode.
Discharge rate: 0.118 m3/s.
Date of test: January 2, 2016 (Figs. 3 and 4; Table 2).

Image 1 Orientation of
stations
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0.3
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Fig. 1 Variation of velocity
depending on reading I
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0
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Fig. 2 Variation of seepage
velocity depending on
reading I

Table 1 Data recorded on January 1, 2016

Station Velocity Seepage velocity Angle SNR Spike Band

1 0 0 −76 30.9 0 Good

2 0.011 0.004 −13 33.7 2 Best

3 0.529 0.111 15 4.5 0 Best

4 0.084 0.152 120 0.4 0 Best

5 0.001 0.005 133 27.5 1 Best

0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08

0.1
0.12

1 2 3 4 5

VELOCITY
VELOCITY

Fig. 3 Variation of velocity
depending on reading II

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

1 2 3 4 5

SEEPAGE VELOCITY

SEEPAGE VELOCITY

Fig. 4 Variation of velocity
depending on reading II
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Conclusion

The pattern of sediment velocity observed in two consecutive experiment data with
the help of micro acoustic Doppler velocimeter was that the velocity of sediment
particles increased at station 3 and 4 as the direction of current was directly toward
the stations, whereas there were angular velocities in station 1 and 5. SNR values
were inversely proportional to the velocity of settling particles. The difference
between day 1 experiment data and day 2 experiment data was mainly because of
the consolidation and degree of saturation of island, though the pattern of erosion
and deposition were almost same (Image 2).
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Impact Assessment of Alternate Land
Cover and Management Practices
on Soil Erosion: A Case Study

T. R. Nayak, R. K. Jaiswal, R. V. Galkate and T. Thomas

Abstract Climate, soil, vegetation, topography, and man are the factors that affect
soil erosion, and out of these vegetation and soil to some extent are the only factors
which man can control. Fertile soil by carrying erosion fills dam reservoir and
reduces dam’s economical life, hence economy of country get debilitated big
amount. To specify hazard and damage of soil erosion is very important for this
reason. Among many environmental hazards, checking land degradation is of
utmost importance as it has direct bearing on decline in productivity on arable and
non-arable lands. To prevent the erosion and rapid siltation, management of water,
soil cover, and vegetation resources on watershed is must. In the present study,
expected soil loss from Bina river watershed of Betwa river basin has been esti-
mated using USLE model in GIS platform. The total soil about 4% of the total
geographical area of the Bina watershed was found under very severe erosion
category having erosion rate more than 120 t/ha/year, whereas the average soil
erosion for the Bina basin was found to be 8.7 t/ha/year. Impact of alternate land
cover management practices have been analyzed by hypothetically assigning the
alternate land use practices and changing the values of controlling factors of USLE
model accordingly. The best management practices which increase the food pro-
duction and also control the soil erosion have been suggested.

Introduction

The soil has been defined by the International Soil Science Society as: The soil is a
limited and irreplaceable resource, and the growing degradation and loss of soil
mean that the expanding population in many parts of the world is pressing this
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resource to its limits. In its absence in the biospheric environments, man will
collapse with devastating results for humanity. Fertile soil by carrying erosion fills
dam reservoir and reduces dams economical life, hence economy of country get
debilitated big amount. To specify hazard and damage of soil erosion is very
important for this reason (Choudhary and Nayak 2003). Among many environ-
mental hazards, checking land degradation is of utmost importance as it has direct
bearing on decline in productivity on arable and non-arable lands. It is estimated
that about 80% of current degradation on agricultural land in the world is caused by
soil erosion due to water (Angima et al. 2003). It is estimated that India suffers an
annual loss of 13.4 million tones in the production of major cereal, oilseed, and
pulses crops due to water erosion equivalent to about 2.6 billion dollars (Sharda
et al. 2010).

Reservoir sedimentation, resulting from degradation of the watersheds in India,
is on multiple rises as compared to the rate that was assumed at the time the projects
were designed hence the catchment is deteriorated and thus the operational life of
reservoir is diminished. Climate, soil, vegetation, topography, and man are the
factors that affect soil erosion, and out of these vegetation and soil to some extent
are the only factors which man can control. To prevent the erosion and rapid
siltation, management of water, soil cover, and vegetation resources on watershed is
must. USLE model and ILWIS GIS have been used for determining the quantity of
soil erosion. Wang et al. (2006) used the Agricultural Policy–Environmental
eXtender (APEX) model developed in the USA to investigate soil erosion effects
associated with alternative land uses at the ZFG (Zi-Fang-Gully) watershed in
northwestern China. The results indicated that the APEX model could be calibrated
reasonably well (615% errors) to fit those areas with 50% slope within the water-
shed. Wijitkosum (2012) studied the impacts of land use changes on soil erosion in
Pa Deng sub-district, adjacent area of Kaeng Krachan National Park, Thailand,
were investigated by applying remote sensing technique, geographical information
system (GIS), and the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). The study results
revealed that land use changes in terms of area size and pattern influenced the soil
erosion risk in Pa Deng in the 1990–2010 period. The area with smaller land cover
obviously showed the high risk of soil erosion than the larger land cover did.

Bina River, a major tributary of River Betwa in Bundelkhand region of Madhya
Pradesh has been selected for the study. In this paper, the application of USLE
model and GIS has been attempted for determining the quantity of soil erosion in
present physical condition of the watershed. Subsequently, alternate land use and
management practices have been applied in the vulnerable areas to control the soil
erosion and impact of different land cover and management practices have been
analyzed. The alternate land use management plans for soil conservation measures
have been suggested for the Bina river watershed.
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Study Area

Bina River is a major tributary of River Betwa in Bundelkhand region of Madhya
Pradesh, which originates from Begumganj block of Raisen district and enters
Sagar district at Rahatgarh block and traverses through Khurai and Bina Tehsil
before confluence with River Betwa near Basoda town in Vidisha district.
Presently, domestic water supply to the Rahatgarh town, Khurai town and Bina
town, and industrial supply to Bina Railway Junction and Oil Refinery at Bina are
met from the Bina river. Also, the irrigation demand is partially met by direct
pumping of the river water. ‘Bina Complex-Irrigation and Multipurpose Project’
has been proposed. Under this project, four dams are proposed, the Madia dam and
Chakarpur dam-cum-pickup weir on Bina River and one each on Dehra and Dhasan
rivers, which are the tributaries of River Betwa. The Index map showing the Bina
river watershed up to the confluence with Betwa River is shown in Fig. 1. The
watershed under consideration falls between 23º 18′ to 24º 15′N latitudes and

Fig. 1 Index map showing Bina river watershed
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78º 03′ to 78º 32′E longitudes having total geographical area of 2817 km2. The
southern part of the watershed is dominated with hills and undulating topography
with forest cover, whereas the northern part of the watershed has gentle slopping
and plains with fertile agricultural lands.

The average normal annual rainfall of the area is 1329.56 mm and average 28
rainy days in a year. About 90% of the annual rainfall takes place during the
monsoon period, only 5.5% of annual rainfall takes place during winter, and about
4.5% of rainfall occurs during the summer season. During winter season, the January
is the coldest month with the average minimum temperature of 11.5 °C, whereas the
hottest month is May with average maximum temperature up to 40.9 °C. The
topography of the area is rolling to undulating. The land slope is characterized by flat
topped hillocks. This topography is a result of the variation in hardness of different
types of water flows. The valley land is moderately to poorly drain.

Methodology

In the present study, the well-known model for soil erosion estimation from a
watershed, the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) has been used. The thematic
maps were prepared using remote sensing imageries, and data storage and analysis
were done using ILWIS geographic information system (GIS).

The Universal Soil Loss Equation Model

In 1958, Wischmeier, a statistician with the Soil Conservation Service, was put in
charge of analyzing and collating over 10,000 annual records of erosion on plots
and small catchments at 46 stations on the Great Plains. The model with the greatest
acceptance and use is the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), developed by
Agriculture Research Services (ARS) scientists Wischmeier and Smith (1978) to
estimate soil erosion from fields. Mathematically, the equation is denoted as:

A ¼ R � K � L � S � C � P ð1Þ

A Annual soil loss (tons/ha/year)
K Soil erodibility factor
S Degree of slope factor
P Conservation practice factor
R Rainfall and runoff erosivity index
L Length of slope factor
C Cropping management factor
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Rainfall Erosivity Index (R)

R, the rainfall erosivity index, is equal to product of E, the kinetic energy of rainfall,
and I30 (maximum rainfall intensity in 30 min expressed in cm per hour). This
index corresponds to the potential erosion threat in a given region where sheet
erosion appears on a bare plot with a 9% slope. In India, simple relationship
between erosivity index (R) and annual or seasonal rainfall (X) has been developed
by Singh et al. (1981) after analyzing the data collected from 45 stations distributed
in different rainfall zones throughout the country (Choudhary and Nayak 2003).

Ra ¼ 79þ 363:079 � Xa ð2Þ

Rs ¼ 50þ 389:050 � Xs ð3Þ

For this study, seasonal rainfall index, i.e., Rs is used for R value.

Soil Erodibility Factor (K)

The K factor represents both susceptibility of soil to erode by an amount and rate of
runoff. K depends on the texture and organic matter content of the soil, its per-
meability, and profile structure. It varies from 0.7 for the most fragile soil to 0.01
for the most firm soil. It is measured on bare reference plots 22.2 m long on 9%
slopes, tilled in the direction of the slope and having received no organic matter for
three years (http://www.grr.ulaval.ca). It quantifies the cohesive character of a soil
type and its resistance to dislodging and transport (particle size and density
dependent) due to raindrop impact and overland flow shear forces. K is a function of
complex interaction of a substantial number of its physical and chemical properties.
A simpler method to forecast K was presented by Wischmeier et al. (1971) which
includes the particle size of the soil, organic matter content, soil structure, and
profile permeability (Wischmeier et al. 1971).

The Topographic Factor (L and S)

SL, the topographical factor, depends on both the length and gradient of the slope.
Value varies from 0.1 to 5 in the regular farming lands and may reach up to 20 in
hilly areas. The slope length and slope steepness can be used in a single index,
which expresses the ratio of soil loss as defined by (Wischmeier and Smith 1978).
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LS ¼ ðk=22:1Þ0:5 � ð0:065þ 0:045Gþ 0:0065G2Þ ð4Þ

where k = slope length (m) and G = percentage slope gradient. Slope percentage
layer was derived from digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area, and slope
length was assumed to be fixed for each pixel (100 m). The values of G and k will
be derived from DEM.

Cropping Management Factor (C)

The plant cover factor, C, is a simple relation between erosion on bare soil and
erosion observed under a cropping system. It is the ratio of soil loss from land
cropped under specified conditions to corresponding loss under tilled, continuous
fallow conditions. It measures the combined effect of vegetation cover and man-
agement variables. It varies from 1 on bare soil to 0.001 under forest, 0.02 under
grasslands and cover plants, and 1–0.9 under root and tuber crops.

Conservation Practice Factor (P)

The conservation practice factor, P, is the ratio of soil support practice to the cor-
responding loss with up and down slope culture. Practices induced in this term are
contouring, terracing (alternate crops on a given slope established on the contour),
strip cropping. P is a factor that takes account of specific erosion control practices
such as contour tilling or contour ridging or mounding. Value varies from 1 on bare
soil with no erosion control to about 0.25 with tied ridging on a gentle slope.

Application of ILWIS GIS Tool

The integrated land and water information system (ILWIS) has the capability of
analyzing the remote sensing (RS) data as well as geographic information system
(GIS). ILWIS multiplies the map by overlaying these maps one over another.
Hence, it becomes very essential for all maps to be rasterized with same pixel size.
All the factors required for soil erosion estimation as given in Eq. 1 were calculated
using ILWIS GIS software and stored as thematic maps in raster format. These
maps were then multiplied together to generate the soil erosion map using Map
Calculation operation. The approach is made to observe how severe the specific
area is by generating a classified map of various erosion class such as 0–10, 10–20,
10–20, 20–40, 40–80, 80–120, >120. The sensitivity analysis will also be done by
assigning the barren land as forest cover, agricultural land with good management
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practices, etc., to see the changes in the quantity of soil erosion from the catchment
area. The analysis is helpful for planning the watershed management practices, such
as afforestation, contour bunding, gully plugging. Histogram of erosion map can be
used in calculating the total soil erosion of the catchment. The histogram provides
total number of pixels falling in each erosion intensity, the number of pixels can be
multiplied with the corresponding mid value of erosion intensity to get the total soil
loss.

Data Processing and Parameter Estimation

Rainfall Erosivity Factor

Total seven rain gauge stations, namely Bina, Kurwai, Khurai, Rahatgarh,
Begumganj, Gairatganj, and Silvani falls in and around Bina river basin. The annual
rainfall observed at these stations available for last fifteen years were collected. The
seven rain gauge stations were marked on the basin map and stored as point
map. The Interpolation operation on the point map was carried out by choosing the
Criging interpolation method to get the distributed rainfall map in raster format.
Further, using the MapCalc operation in GIS, the rainfall map was converted into
the ‘R’ factor map by applying Eq. 2, and the output map was named as ‘R-factor.’
The average annual rainfall observed at seven rain gauge stations and corre-
sponding R-factor values are given in Table 1.

Soil Erodibility Factor

The organic matter (OM) contents in these soils are reported about 2%. K values
were determined based on locally measured soil properties and using soil erodibility
factor monograph for great soil groups in India. These values were annual averaged
corresponding to homogeneous different soil groups as shown in Fig. 2. K values
for study area are shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Rainfall distribution in Bina river basin

S. No. Rain gauge station Average annual rainfall (mm) R-factor

1 Bina 1064.1 465.3

2 Korwai 1002.5 442.9

3 Khurai 1193.3 512.2

4 Rahatgarh 1166.9 502.6

5 Begamganj 1209.2 517.9

6 Gairatganj 1183.8 508.7

7 Silvani 1067.3 466.4
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Topography Factor (S, L)

Contour lines given in the Survey of India topographic maps were digitized, and the
corresponding heights above mean sea level (Contour values) were assigned to each

Fig. 2 Soil map of Bina river
basin

Table 2 Distribution of soil
class and ‘K’ value

Code soil class Area K-factor

203 Fine sandy loam 9.36 0.35

305 Silty loam 366.02 0.38

311 Silty clay loam 162.82 0.32

314 Heavy clay 203.82 0.17

315 Silty clay 580.64 0.26

317 Clay loam 291.89 0.30

325 Sandy loam 21.85 0.13

342 Coarse sandy loam 14.49 0.07

352 Fine sandy loam 7.68 0.18

355 Sand 24.02 0.02

362 Clay 12.45 0.22

376 Silty clay loam 328.18 0.32

377 Sandy clay loam 395.43 0.20

398 Loamy fine sand 389.43 0.11
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line. The contour lines at 10 m intervals and the spot heights available at some
places have also been digitized and stored in vector format as segment/point maps
‘isoline.’ To create a digital elevation model (DEM) map, interpolation of the
segment map ‘isoline’ was done via the operation Interpol Seg in ILWIS GIS.
The DEM map thus generated is a raster map showing the elevation or height above
mean sea level at each pixels in the study area as given in Fig. 3. Slope length factor
map was generated by using Eq. 4.

Crop Management (Land Use) Factor

The ILWIS GIS software has the capability of digital image processing
(DIP) capabilities also. The land use map was prepared by applying maximum
likelihood classifier (MLC) digital classification of multi-date LISS-IV Satellite
data acquired from the National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), Hyderabad. The
land use map of Bina river watershed is given in Fig. 4, and spatial distribution of
all the five land use classes is given in Table 3.

Fig. 3 Digital elevation
model (DEM)
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Conservation Practice Factor (P)

The classified slope map slope class was attributed to P factor values to create a
raster map of conservation practices factor. The non-agricultural lands (forest,
shrubs/bushes, and barren/grazing land) were assigned value 1.0 for P factor.

Fig. 4 Land use map of Bina
river basin

Table 3 Land use map and ‘C’ factor for Bina river basin

S. No. Landuse class Area in (km2) % of basin area ‘C’ factor

1 Agriculture-1 121.32 4.3 0.25

2 Agriculture-2 786.70 28.0 0.28

3 Current fallow 450.15 16.0 0.30

4 Dense forest 140.61 5.0 0.02

5 Open forest 543.76 19.4 0.05

6 Scrub land 490.28 17.5 0.15

7 Barren land 116.23 4.1 0.45

8 Settlement/rock outcrop 151.90 5.4 0.20

9 Water body 7.13 0.3 0.001
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Results and Discussion

Estimation of Expected Soil Erosion

The various maps having the values of factors responsible for soil erosion, i.e., R, K,
LS, C, and P were brought in the form of raster maps as affirmed previously to
obtain the soil loss. Multiplying the R, K, and LS maps gave the potential soil
erosion of the catchment. The expected soil loss map ‘USLE’ was obtained by
multiplying all the six factor maps. The USLE map was again classified into distinct
group of erosion intensities to create the classified expected soil loss, and the result
has been presented in Table 4. By this assessment, it can be clearly observed that
almost 4% of the catchment is prone to very severe erosion condition and 2.3% is
under severe erosion situation.

The quantity of actual soil erosion calculated by USLE model comes out to be
8.72 Million tones/year. This value can be converted in terms of volume by
dividing the same with the specific gravity of the sediment load, i.e., 1.1 tones/m3.
Thus, the soil erosion from the Ravishankar catchment will be 7.9 mm3/year.

Alternative Strategies to Reduce Soil Erosion

The impact of land use/land cover changes in the watershed area can be well
analyzed in GIS. However, the temporal changes cannot directly be modeled in the
GIS, but the changes in values of different parameters due to change in land
use/land cover can be redefined in the GIS. Expected soil loss in a watershed may
be estimated by assigning the new values for cropping management practices
assuming the alternate land cover. The primary purpose for conducting raster-based
USLE model simulations is to assist local policymakers to change the land use
within the Bina river watershed. One of the major challenges is to identify strategies

Table 4 Potential/expected soil loss of Bina river basin

S. No. Erosion
class

Erosion
value
(t/ha/year)

Potential soil loss Expected soil loss

Area
(km2)

Percent to
total area

Area
(km2)

Percent to
total area

1 Very low 0–05 286.50 10.20 1959.90 69.80

2 Low 05–10 477.55 17.01 410.16 14.61

3 Moderate 10–20 1005.50 35.81 213.55 7.61

4 High 20–40 519.53 18.50 94.49 3.36

5 Very high 40–80 200.98 7.16 69.43 2.47

6 Severe 80–140 88.18 3.14 30.12 1.07

7 Very severe >140 229.85 8.18 30.43 1.08

Total 2808.08 100.00 2808.08 100.00
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that reconcile the inherent conflict between food production and soil protection in
the area. The proposed alternatives reflect alternative land use practices. Obviously,
USLE modeling cannot answer all policy questions, but it may assist with defining:
(i) the environmental effects of alternative land uses and (ii) the watershed man-
agement practices.

The six land use scenarios simulated include:

• the base,
• all forest planting in open forest and scrubland,
• open forest in 50% scrubland and 50% barren land,
• all grain production in barren land up to 5% slope,
• all grass growth in barren land,
• all grain production in barren land up to 5% slope, and forest plantations in >5%

slope, and in scrub land.

The USLE model has been run for all the six scenarios, and gross annual soil
loss in the Bina watershed has been computed for different scenarios. The quantity
of annual total soil loss in case of different scenarios has been worked out as shown
in Table 5.

Discussion of Results

It is seen from the results that the forest plantations in half of the scrub land and
barren land is found to be very effective measure for controlling soil erosion. The
total expected soil erosion reduced by plantation (S-II) from the present value of
24.416–22.137 t/year, i.e., by 9.33%. Whereas, the grain production in barren land
up to 5% (S-IV) increases the total expected soil erosion by 8.31%. But, the crop
land is necessary to produce food grains for the livelihood of the local population,
which increases the soil erosion. In order to keep the total soil loss at minimum, the

Table 5 Expected soil loss in different scenarios assumed for Bina watershed

Scenario Assumptions on land use changes Soil loss
(t/year)

% change
from base

S-I The base 24.416 Base

S-II All forest planting in open forest and scrubland 22.137 −9.33

S-III Open forest in 50% scrubland and 50% barren land 23.289 −4.62

S-IV All grain production in barren land up to 5% slope 26.444 8.31

S-V All grass growth in barren land 25.148 3.00

S-VI Scenario-IV with forest plantations in barren land
with more than 5% slope and in scrub land

21.712 −11.07
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increase in soil loss due to increase in cropland by converting (barren land into
arable land must be counter balance by planting in the high slope barren land (with
>5% slope) and scrub land in the Bina watershed (S-VI), in this scenario, the total
soil erosion would be reduced by 11.1%.
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Geostatistical Analysis of River
Sedimentation Behavior in Kerala State

Mathew K. Jose, T. Chandramohan, B. K. Purandara
and B. Venkatesh

Abstract Sediment transport is an important aspect of all fluvial systems like river
flows. Sediment transportation depends on the flow conditions, ratio of densities of
sediment and fluid, and the size of the particle. Analysis of sediment yield data is
helpful in understanding the distributional characteristics of sedimentation in river
basins. Evolving a sediment distribution relationship over the region, consisting of
different catchments, may facilitate in estimating sedimentation rates at
non-sampling locations. Such estimates based on geostatistical analyses would be
better estimates of mass fluxes compared to those obtained through conventional
methods. As processes like river sedimentation, with time-space variation, may be
considered as regionalized variables, geostatistical techniques can be effectively
utilized in analyzing such variables to bring out their spatial structure. In the present
study, geostatistical analysis of sediment yield data from sixteen river basins of the
State of Kerala has been undertaken with a view to reveal the spatial and temporal
distribution pattern of sedimentation in the region. The mean annual rainfall in the
region is above 3000 mm, and it varies from west to east as well as from south to
north. Therefore, the sedimentation behavior also is expected to vary. Geostatistical
analysis has been carried out for distinct cases based on regional and seasonal
variations. Northern and southern regions were treated separately. Also, seasonal
variations with regard to SW and NE monsoons were also considered. The geo-
statistical analyses revealed that the sedimentation characteristics in Kerala river
catchments tend to increase from north to south during NE monsoon. However,
during SW monsoon, northern region yielded more sediment. The quantitative
increment in sediment yield toward the southern parts of the state may be attributed
to the rainfall characteristics.
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Introduction

Sediment is natural material disintegrated by weathering and erosion. It is trans-
ported by action of wind, water, or by the force of gravity acting on the particles.
Sizes of sediment particles vary from pebbles and gravel to silt and clay. Sediment
transport is an inseparable part of fluvial systems like river flows. Transportation of
sediment starts when the shear stress acting on the bed exceeds the critical shear
stress of the bed material. The sediment moves in the direction of flow from high
region to low region. The modes of transport can be classified into different cate-
gories like Contact load (sediment particles that roll or slide along the bed for some
time, then come to rest and again start rolling or sliding), Saltation load (sediment
particles hopping or bouncing along the bed thereby losing contact with the bed for
sometime), Bed load (sediment moved on or near the bed), Suspended load (sed-
iment moving in suspension in the fluid).

Sediment transport is a variable because as it is constantly subject to changes.
Sediment transport can be altered by other external factors. Sediment load varies
due to geological and geomorphological characteristics. The alteration to sediment
transport can come from changes in water flow, water level, weather events, and
human influence. The rainfall/precipitation characteristics, flow conditions in the
river, ratio of densities of sediment and fluid, size distribution of sediment particles,
etc., affect the sediment transportation process in river systems.

The observation and measurement of sediment yield from various rivers are
being carried out in the country by various State agencies as well as Central
agencies like Central Water Commission. The methods and equipment used for
sampling suspended sediment are different from those used for deposited sediments
due to different discharges. Discharge measurement is generally carried out by
current meters; also sampling methods and measurements of the quantity of sedi-
ment in transport are different. The reason for these differences reflects the fact that
sediment sampling methods depend on the particle distributed in depth which is
carried out by integrated samplers, instantaneous grab samplers, pump samplers,
and sedimentation traps, whereas sediment quantity focuses on the sediment par-
ticle fraction by sieve analysis which is not depth-dependent.

Analysis of sediment yield data facilitates to understand the distributional char-
acteristics of sedimentation in river basins. Evolving a sediment distribution rela-
tionship over the region, consisting of different catchments, may be helpful in
estimating sedimentation rates at non-sampling locations. Such estimates are being
carried out using different statistical techniques. However, geostatistical analyses
(Cressie 1991; Jose 1993; French 1995; Goovaerts 1997) would be better estimates of
mass fluxes compared to those obtained through conventional methods. This kind of
analysis is possible, as processes like river sedimentation with time-space variation
may be considered as regionalized variables (Deutsch and Journel 1998) and esti-
mation of two dimensional semivariograms allows the spatial scale of variability to be
incorporated into interpolated sedimentation surfaces (French et al 1995). This
enables more accurate estimation of mass fluxes compared to such estimations using
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conventional methods. Therefore, geostatistical techniques can be effectively utilized
in analyzing such variables to bring out their spatial structure.

Objective

The analysis of sediment yield data of long periods over a large area is helpful in
investigating and understanding the distributional characteristics and behavioral
pattern of sedimentation in river basins in a region. In the presented study, geo-
statistical analysis of sediment yield data from sixteen river basins of the State of
Kerala has been undertaken with a view to reveal the spatial and temporal distri-
bution pattern of sedimentation in the region.

Study Area

The study area consists of various river basins of Kerala state situated in the humid
tropics and bound by 8° 18′N & 12° 48′N and 74° 52′ & 77° 22′E. In the study
area, there are 41 rivers flowing westward and three rivers flowing eastward
originating in the Western Ghats. The study area under consideration has highly
undulating features with altitudes varying from sea level to thousands of meters.
Based on topography, the area may be categorized into low land area, mid land area
and high ranges. Since the region is characterized by steep slopes consisting of
mountains and valleys, generation and transport of sediment is an integral aspect of
river flows. The state is characterized by distinct rainfall patterns consisting of SW
monsoon during June to September (denoted as Season-1) and NE monsoon during
October to December (denoted as Season-2). The nature of rainfall, their intensities,
and spatial distribution vary between these two seasons.

The mean annual rainfall in the study area is more than 3000 mm. The rainfall
varies from about 900 mm in the southern parts to 3500 mm in the northern parts of
the State. Further, there is spatial variation in the rainfall from coastal area to the
high ranges due to orographic influences. The rainfall varies between 1400 and
6000 mm in the west to east direction. The overall rainfall contribution during SW
monsoon is about 70% and NE monsoon is 25%. The contribution of NE monsoon
in the southern parts of the state is much higher than that of north Kerala. Therefore,
the sedimentation behavior also is expected to vary in time and space.

Geological formations in the study area are crystalline rocks, sedimentary rocks,
and laterite. In the low lying areas and river valleys, recent and sub-recent sediment
formations also exist. The land use patterns observed in the state can be classified
into arable land, forest land, agricultural plantation, grassland, and waste land.

The present study utilizes sediment and flow data of 16 rivers from the state. The
data was recorded over a period during 1989–2007 by the Central Water
Commission (CWC). The sediment data had been obtained using sampling method
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at the discharge measurement locations. The daily samples collected were subjected
to laboratory analysis and the concentration levels for fine, medium, and coarse
particles for the suspended load (Fig. 1).

Methodology

Geostatistics is the application of probabilistic methods to regionalized vari-
ables (Matheron 1963). Regionalized variables are variables that have an attribute
value and a location in a two- or three-dimensional space. Geostatistics is also
described sometimes as a set of techniques/tools used to analyze and predict values
of a variable distributed in space or in time. With geostatistics, we can explore our
sample data by constructing variogram models and producing interpolated surfaces.

Fig. 1 Study area indicating sediment data sampling locations (Ref: C & SRO, CWC)
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Variogram

The variogram (or semivariogram) (Cressie 1991) is a function that describes
spatial autocorrelation of a regional (geo referenced) variable. Autocorrelation is the
correlation between elements of a series and others from the same series separated
from them by a given interval. Variogram contains the property of intrinsic sta-
tionarity which indicates the natural increase in variance between observations of a
regional variable as distance increases from each observation.

Construction of variogram includes two stages such as calculating empirical
variogram and model fitting (Gringarten and Deutsch 2001; Isaaks and Srivastava
1992; Oliver and Webster 1986). The empirical variogram provides a description of
how the data is related (correlated) with distance. The semivariogram function, c(h),
was originally defined by Matheron (1963) as half the average squared difference
between points separated by a distance h. The semivariogram is calculated as:

c hð Þ ¼ 1
2 N hð Þj j

X

N hð Þ
zi � zj
� �2

where N(h) is the set of all pair-wise Euclidean distance i − j = h, |N(h)| is the
number of distinct pairs in N(h), and zi and zj are data values at spatial locations
i and j, respectively. In this formulation, h represents a distance at spatial locations
i and j, respectively. In this formulation, h represents a distance measure with
magnitude only. Sometimes, it might be desirable to consider direction on in
addition to distance. In such cases, h will be represented as the vector h, having
both magnitude and direction.

Most variograms are defined through several parameters (Fig. 2); namely, the
nugget effect (signifying the measurement error), the sill (representing the variance
of the random field), and the range (distance at which data are no longer auto-
correlated) (Fig. 3).

The methodology adopted for the present investigation is based on the geosta-
tistical approach by considering the sediment yield from different rivers and dif-
ferent locations as regionalized variables (Deutsch 1998). The method of variogram
analysis employed in the geostatistical techniques has been used for sediment yield
data for distinct zones as well as different seasons.

Time series arise as recordings of processes which vary over time. A recording
can either be a continuous trace or a set of discrete observations. We will con-
centrate on the case where observations are made at discrete equally spaced times.
All the analyses have been carried out using SGeMS, the Stanford Geostatistical
Modeling Software (Remy et al. 2008; Bohling 2007).
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Fig. 2 Cartesian
representation of location of
sediment sampling points in
the study area

Fig. 3 Structure of a typical
variogram (Ref: Bohling
2007)
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The Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (SGeMS)

The Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (SGeMS) is an open-source com-
puter package for solving problems involving spatially related variables. It provides
geostatistical practitioners with a user-friendly interface, an interactive 3D visual-
ization, and a wide selection of algorithms. SGeMS provides algorithms for
multiple-point statistics. SGeMS software consists of tools like QQ plot, PP plot,
scatter plot, variogram modeling, simulation techniques, Simple Kriging, Ordinary
Kriging, Kriging with Trend, and Simple Kriging with Locally Varying Mean
(Remy et al. 2008; Bohling 2007).

The QQ Plot

This is a graphical procedure that plots the observed values on the X-axis and the
expected values (assuming a normal distribution) on the Y-axis. Note that if the
sample distribution is distributed exactly like a normal distribution, the points
should fall on a straight line.

The PP Plot

These are similar to QQ plots, but instead of plotting observed values, these plot
cumulative probabilities (values range from 0 to 1), with observed probabilities
(cumulative proportion of cases) on the X-axis and expected probabilities given the
normal curve on the Y-axis. Again, if the sample were exactly normally distributed,
the points would lie on a straight line.

The Scatter Plot

Scatter plots are similar to line graphs in that they use horizontal and vertical axes to
plot data points. Scatter plots show how much one variable is affected by another.
The relationship between two variables is called their correlation. The closer the
data points come when plotted to making a straight line, the higher the correlation
between the two variables, or the stronger the relationship. If the data points make a
straight line going from the origin out to high x-and y-values, then the variables are
said to have a positive correlation. If the line goes from a high-value on the y-axis
down to a high-value on the x-axis, the variables have a negative correlation.
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Computing the Empirical Variogram

The variogram for a 3D model is commonly expected to include as a minimum,
three directions: (i) a vertical directional component to account for variability with
respect to vertical axis; (ii) an omnidirectional component to account for global
variability throughout the field, and (iii) at least one horizontal directional com-
ponent covering the major directions in the field.

In order to compute the empirical variogram in the SGeMS software, it is required
to provide: the number of lags, the lag separation distance, and the lag tolerance
(tolerance around the lag separation). Components in the SGeMS software define the
directionality of the empirical variogram: (i) azimuth: the direction on a planar
surface measured between 0° and 360°, (ii) dip: the angle of descent relative to the
azimuth measured between 0° and 90°, (iii) tolerance: the angle of tolerance of
the directional variogram measured between 0° and 90°, and (iv) the bandwidth: the
maximum width of the area resulting from the directional variogram.

Fitting the Variogram Model

The following parameters estimated from the empirical variogram model are to be
provided to SGeMS software to fit the variogram model.

Nugget Effect

Initial abrupt jump to the first value at the beginning of the entire variogram model.
Non-continuity only at the origin is due to either measurement error or variation at a
scale smaller than the sampling distance.

Number of Structures

A variogram model may be composed using a number of (nested) variogram struc-
tures. An accurate fit to a variogram model may be best constructed using a combi-
nation of multiple model functions, especially to model variability at different scales.

Sill Contribution

Effect of the sill is the maximum variance of the variogram. Sill is the limit,
represented graphically as where the function flattens out, of the variogram model
after a specific distance called the range.
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Type of Variogram

There are different types of variogram models. SGeMS includes models for vari-
ograms that have a sill function associated with either spherical, exponential, or
Gaussian. The model type depends on the function that is used to approximate the
variogram.

Ranges

Ranges along each of the three directions of the anisotropy ellipsoid in the vari-
ogram structure (maximum, medium and minimum) are used to approximate the
model. Depending on the direction(s) specified these ranges help refine the
shape/extent of the function.

Angles

The three angles (directions) of the 3D anisotropy ellipsoid in the variogram
structure, measured in degrees, are: azimuth, dip and rake. Rotation of the angles
along the orthogonal planes of a Cartesian coordinate system positions the 3D
ellipsoid in space.

Kriging

Kriging is an alternative to many other point interpolation techniques. Unlike
straightforward deterministic methods, such as Nearest Point, Trend Surface,
Moving Average, or Moving Surface, it is a statistical method based on the theory
of regionalized variables. From empirical variogram model, the interpolation
function is determined. One may apply simple Kriging, conditional Kriging or any
other variation depending up on the application.

Results and Analysis

The rainfall in the region varies spatially from west to east as well as from south to
north and also varies temporally season-wise. Therefore, geostatistical analysis of the
sediment yield data has been carried out for distinct cases based on regional and
seasonal variations. Northern and southern regions were treated separately. Also,
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Fig. 4 Variogram model for the study area

Fig. 5 a Kriged sediment values for the study area based on the variogram, b variance of the
Kriged field in a
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seasonal variations with regard to southwest monsoon and northeast monsoon were
also considered. The long-term averages of the data were computed for various
locations and used for the analysis. The region was portioned into the north zone and
the south zone. Also, the two monsoon seasons namely, SW monsoon and NE
monsoon, were also considered separately (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13).

Distance →

Fig. 6 Variogram model for sediment data of north region of the study area

Fig. 7 a Kriged sediment values for the north region of the study area, b variance of Kriged field
in a
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Fig. 8 Variogram model for sediment data of South region of the study area

Fig. 9 a Kriged sediment values for south region of the study area, b variance of Kriged field in a
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Distance →

Fig. 10 Variogram model for sediment data of the study area for southwest monsoon

Fig. 11 a Kriged sediment values for the study area for southwest monsoon, b distribution of
variance of Kriged field in a
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Fig. 12 Variogram model for sediment data of the study area for northeast

Fig. 13 a Kriged sediment values for the study area for NE monsoon, b variance of Kriged field
in a
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Discussion

Spatial analysis of sediment yield data of the study area has been carried out using
geostatistical tools. The software SGeMS (Remy et al. 2008; Zhang 2011) has been
utilized for the purpose. Various cases have been considered for the analysis giving
due consideration to the regional variations, seasonal variations as well as mon-
soonal behavior in the northern and southern parts of the study area. The long-term
average of the sediment data has been computed using long records of sediment
data, and the long-term mean value of each data sampling location has been used
for the spatial analyses. For preprocessing the data, various graphical techniques
like scatter plots, QQ plots, and PP plots have been employed.

In the first case, data of the whole region is taken together and did the analysis.
In the second and third cases, the study is divided into two zones of north and south
regions separately to investigate any regional disparity. In the other cases, seasonal
variations of the monsoonal rainfall characterized by the southwest and northeast
monsoon have been analyzed separately for the whole area as well as for the
designated zones also.

Using the corresponding data, empirical variograms were calculated with
appropriate parameters. Using the calculated parameters, variogram models were
fitted. In general, variogram models of the exponential type were found to be fitting
for the various cases. The evolved variogram models were used to simulate the
spatial sediment distribution using simple Kriging method. The mean and variance
values for different cases are given in Table 1.

It may be seen that the mean value of north region is higher than that of the south
region. Analysis of seasonal variation due to SW monsoon and NE monsoon (post
monsoon) showed differences in sedimentation pattern during the two rainy seasons
and also regional disparities existed. The correlation structure of the whole area
revealed that the sedimentation pattern is much more consistent in the northern parts
of the study area compared to the south region. North region has about 70%, south
region has 45%, and whole region has 37% of spatial correlation. However, during
NE monsoon, north region indicated less spatial correlation while southern region
showed higher spatial correlation.

Table 1 Mean and variance values of sediment distribution for various cases

Region Mean Variance

SW monsoon NE monsoon SW monsoon NE monsoon

Whole study area 112178 26309.4 1.01e10 2.5e8

North region 160998 23537.8 1.21e10 2.83e8

South region 49408.4 29873.5 9.03e8 2.28e8
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Conclusion

Analysis of sediment distribution pattern of west-flowing rivers of Kerala has been
carried out by giving due consideration to regional as well as seasonal aspects.
The sediment data has been partitioned into regional zones as well as seasonal
(SW and NE monsoonal) basis to investigate variability. North region has yielded
comparatively good spatial correlation structure in both the monsoon seasons.
During NE monsoon, southern region yielded more sediment compared to
northern region, possibly due to intense rainfall in the south during NE monsoon.
However, sediment contribution from the northern region during SW monsoon is
much higher compared to the southern region. This may be attributed to the heavy
orographic rainfall spells in the Western Ghats of the northern region during SW
monsoon. For the south region, sediment values have a variance of about 41%
during SW monsoon, while it is more than 85% during NE monsoon. Therefore,
the sediment yield in the southern parts is highly variant during the NE monsoon
period.

The geostatistical analyses revealed that the sedimentation characteristics in
Kerala river catchments tend to increase from north to south during NE monsoon.
During SW monsoon season, northern region is yielding more sediment compared
to southern region. The quantitative increment in sediment yield toward the
southern parts of the state during NE monsoon may be due to the high intensity of
the storms during that period. The study revealed that maximum spatial correlation
in north region compared to south region. Also, seasonal variation is observed
between SW monsoon and post monsoon periods.

Geostatistics is a powerful tool to help us characterize spatial variability. The
study demonstrates the usefulness of spatial analysis of sediment yield data over
long periods in investigating and understanding the distributional characteristics
and pattern of sedimentation in river basins.
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Study of Mineralogical Composition
of Sediment in Brahmaputra River
in Urban Stretch of Guwahati City,
Assam, India

Mamata Das and Triptimoni Borah

Abstract High sediment load is an integral component of the Brahmaputra River
System. Due to its sheer amount and the complex behavior of the sediment
transport, its control has remained a challenge. In this study, an attempt has been
made to study the mineralogical composition of suspended sediment in unban
stretch of River Brahmaputra. In order to understand the properties of the sediment,
Scanning electron microscope, X-ray diffractometer, Atomic Absorption
Spectrometer, and Particle size distribution analysis are carried out. In the mean-
while, the composition of suspended sediment is also evaluated so as to know about
the present scenario of the river system that can be used for water supply in
Guwahati city. Artificial neural network (ANN) and nonlinear regression (using
dataFit software) were developed, to predict both sediment concentration and
concentration of chemical parameters of sediment. The nonlinear nature of sus-
pended sediment load time series necessitates the utilization of nonlinear methods
for simulating the suspended sediment load. Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, and K were
analyzed in AAS for determining chemical composition of the sediments. Here,
ANNs model is developed using the toolbox of the MATLAB software and also
compared with results of dataFit software models.
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Introduction

Solid particles which move or might have moved by flow channels are mainly
defined as sediments (IS:4890-1968). Due to the action of water, wind, ice, and
human activities like cultivation, clods and aggregates of soil of the catchment area
are broken down into small particles, are thrown into suspension, and are carried
away as sediment. The total amount of eroded material which travels from a source
to the downstream measuring point is termed as ‘sediment yield.’ These sediment
yields depend on significant physical features such as size, slope of the catchment’s
area, land use, erodibility of the soil and significant hydrologic parameters such as
rainfall, runoff, peak values of runoff. However, different engineers and agriculturist
face numerous problems along the channel as the sediments raise the stream bed
and as a result high flood and inundation occurs. It silts up irrigation and navigation
channels making them less efficient (WAPCOS 1993). Apart from this, high sed-
iment deposit causes some tributaries to change their courses which may cause
extensive hazard to the nearby areas.

The Brahmaputra is a high sediment-carrying river (Fig. 1). The average annual
sediment load of Brahmaputra at Pandu, Assam, is more than 402 million tones/year
(Goswami 1985). In the year 1950, the earthquake occurred in Assam (scale 8.7
richter) had drastically affected the gradient of this river, stopping the flow tem-
porarily and bringing about high flooding and accumulation of high volume of
sediments. The Brahmaputra is a typical braided river with a wide bed in which the
river channels meander, the bed being 15–19 km in reaches with constructed
locations where the river is confined to less than 3 km (WAPCOS 1993). The
sediment load in this river system is believed to have increased due to excessive
deforestation that has taken place in the upper catchments of both northern and
southern tributaries (Master Plan of Brahmaputra Basin, Part I, Main stream 1986).
The quantity of suspended sediment transport in the Brahmaputra is more variable
than the quantity of water discharged, as revealed by the coefficient of variation,
which is 0.15 for mean annual flow and 0.85 for sediment discharge for the period
1971–79 (Sarma 2005).

Over the last fifty years, extensive research has been carried out to predict bed
load, suspended load, and total load. Though different sediment transport models
were developed to predict the accuracy but the results obtain doesnot provide much
improvement. Stummeyer et al. (2001) studied the composition of suspended matter
from Ganges-Brahmaputra sediment dispersal system during low sediment trans-
port season. They observed that chemical and mineralogical analyses of the sus-
pended matter show changes in its composition with distance from the source.
Therefore, it is essential to know the chemical parameters of the suspended load.
This study mainly concerned to study the mineralogical composition of suspended
sediment of River Brahmaputra in urban stretch of Guwahati city using SEM, XRD,
EDX, and AAS, to analyze the particle size distribution and to estimate the sedi-
ment load using artificial neural network (ANN).
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Composition of Principal Minerals in Sediments

The mineral particles in rivers are an assemblage of particles of different types,
which reflects the rock types and weathering condition source areas. Mineral par-
ticles found in suspended matter and sediments are those that are resistant to
weathering. Following is a list of major minerals generally present in sediments:

Quartz SiO2

Feldspar (K, Na, Ca)(Al, Si)4O8

Muscovite KAl2AlSi3O10(OH)2
Biotite K(Mg, Fe)3AlSi3O10(OH)

Orthoclase KAlSiO8

Albite NaAlSi3O8

Anorthite CaAl2Si2O8

Clay minerals

Kaolinite Al4(OH)8[Si4O10]

Chlorite (Al, Mg, Fe)3(OH)2[(Al, Si)4O10]Mg3(OH)
(continued)

Fig. 1 Average annual water discharge (in million cubic meters), of Brahmaputra in Assam
[Sediment load data, whenever available, given in brackets, figures in sq. brackets indicate
percentage contribution, and figures in parenthesis indicate sediment load (in million tones)]
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(continued)

Illite (K, H2O)Al2(H2O, OH)2[AlSi3O10]

Montmorillonite (Al2−XMgX)(OH)2[Si3O10]

Calcite/aragonite CaCO3

Opal SiO2 (amorphous)

Limonite FeO�OH

Artificial Neural Network

Artificial neural networks are important alternatives to the traditional methods of
data analysis and modeling. In this study, feed-forward back propagation (FFBP)
and radial basis function (RBF) were written in MATLAB for ANN simulations.

The feed-forward back propagation has one-way connections from input to
output layers. Back propagation refers to the propagation of error back through the
network from output layer through hidden layers toward input layer. Back propa-
gation needs feed-forward neural network, where in interlayer connections feed the
neuron’s output into the neurons in the next forward layer.

The general mathematical forms of the output units in FFBP network are as
follows:

nethpj ¼
XN

i¼1

wh
jixpi þ hhj ð1Þ

where input vector, xp = (xp1, xp2, … xpN)
t, is applied to the input layer of the

network. The input unit distributes the value to the hidden, wh
ji is the weight on the

connection from the ith input unit, and hhj is the bias term (this term is a weight on a
connection that has its input value always equal to 1).

Assume that the activation of this node is equal to the net input; then, the output
of this node is

ipj ¼
Zh

j

nethpj
� �

ð2Þ

The equations for the output nodes are

netopk ¼
XL

j¼1

wo
kjipj þ hok ð3Þ
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opk ¼
Zo

k

netopk
� �

ð4Þ

where the ‘o’ superscript refers to the quantities on the output layer.

Radial Basis Function

Radial basis function networks are alternative universal approximations widely
used for function approximation. A RBF network consists of three layers, namely
the input layer, a single hidden layer of nonlinear processing neurons, and the
output layer. Any function can be approximated with the help of radial basis
network as shown in Fig. 2. The general mathematical forms of the output units in
RBF network are as follows.

Any function ‘/’ can be approximated using RBF networks as follows

/ ¼
Xm

k¼1

wkgk x� xkk k; ckð Þ ð5Þ

where x = (x, y)T, xk = (xk, yk)
T is a two-dimensional vector called center, x� xkk k

is the Euclidian norm, ck is called spread parameter, wk are weights,
gk x� xkk k; ckð Þ is the radial basis function (RBF), and m is the number of neurons.
For each neuron in the hidden layer, Euclidean distance between the associated
centers and input to the network is computed. The output of the network is com-
puted as a weighted sum of hidden layer outputs.

2x

1x

3x

Input Hidden Output layer

1w

2w

3w

4w

5w5c

4c

3c

2c

1c

φ

Input layer

Fig. 2 Architecture of a radial basis function neural network
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Multiquadrics: gkðxÞ ¼ x� xkk k2 þ c2k
� �1=2

ð6Þ

Inverse Multiquadrics: gkðxÞ ¼ x� xkk k2 þ c2k
� �1=2

ð7Þ

Gaussians: gkðxÞ ¼ e�c2k x�xkk k2 ð8Þ

Thin Plate Splines: gkðxÞ ¼ x� xkk k2log x� xkk k ð9Þ

Figure 2 shows the variation of the different radial basis functions for the case
with only one center (neuron) at (0.5, 0.5). Due to the RBFs spherical symmetry
about the centers, they are called radial as shown in Fig. 2.

DataFit Software

dataFit is a science and engineering tool that simplifies the tasks of data plotting,
regression analysis (curve fitting), and statistical analysis. Here, dataFit apart from
similar curve fitting and regression programs is its ease of use. With the combi-
nation of the intuitive interface, online help, and wide range of features, it is a tool
that is used effectively by both beginners and experts.

Study Area

This study is carried out in a particular location of Guwahati city that is the Pandu
location. The city extends latitudinally from 26° 5′N to 26° 12′N and longitudinally
from 91° 24′E to 91° 51′E. The average annual temperature is 24.2 °C with
extremes ranging from 40.6 °C recorded on April 24, 2014, to 3.0 °C recorded in
January, 1964. Guwahati is one of the fastest growing cities in India. The city’s
population grew from just 200,000 in 1971 to more than 500,000 in 1991. In the
2001 census, the city’s population was 808,021. By 2012, the population of
the rapidly growing metropolitan area had risen to 1.5 million. Pandu, located on
the banks of the River Brahmaputra at the western part of the city, is an ancient
urban area that acted as the chief military base for the Ahoms against external
invasions. Due to extensive fortification (‘Gorh’) surrounding Pandu, it acts as a
natural river harbor and is formally called Gar-Pandu. Pandu port falls under
Dhubri-Sadiya National Waterway-2 and is an important terminal cum transit point
for goods and cargo as well as passenger and tourist vessels. Construction of both
low-level and high-level jetty of fixed terminal, capable of handling container
vessels, has been completed and has further enhanced revenue generation for the
city.
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Collection of Sample

The samples of suspended sediment were collected accordingly for pre-monsoon
and post-monsoon. Samples were collected in both cross section and longitudinal
section. The concentration of suspended load not only changes from point to point
in a cross section but also fluctuates from moment to moment at a fixed point
(IS:4890). So while collecting the samples, utmost efforts were made to maintain
the actual location at each time by using GPS (global positioning system). The
samples were collected at a month interval.

The sampling points were along longitudinal section and cross section of the
river. Figure 3 shows the lateral position of the sampling, and Fig. 4 shows the
vertical profile of the sampling station at different points at Pandu location. In this
study, feed-forward back propagation (FFBP) and radial basis function (RBF) were
written in MATLAB for ANNs simulations. This includes daily discharge,
top width, and velocity data describing the input and sediment load data describing
the output. These models were prepared using the 10 years of CWC dataset.

Pandu

Fig. 3 Plan view of the study area with sampling location (not in scale)

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of the study area with sampling location (not in scale)
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Another trial is made by using the dataFit software for nonlinear interpretation.
dataFit is a science and engineering tool that simplifies the tasks of data plotting,
regression analysis (curve fitting), and statistical analysis.

Results and Discussion

Samples of suspended sediment and of sediment deposited on the river bank were
analyzed in the laboratory to determine the grain size distribution and their min-
eralogical and chemical composition. The major sediment constituents were studied
using scanning electron microscope (SEM), atomic absorption spectrometer (AAS),
and X-ray diffractometer (XRD). These field data were eventually used for
attempting predictive models. Two methods, artificial neural network (ANN) and
nonlinear regression (using dataFit software), were developed, to predict both
sediment concentration and concentration of chemical parameters of sediment. The
neural network was trained using discharge and suspended sediment load data
collected for Brahmaputra River at the downstream location, Pandu.

Mineralogy

X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) Analysis

X-ray diffraction analyses of the samples collected from the Pandu sites of River
Brahmaputra in both pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period are carried out and
observed that quartz represents more than 30% of all the sediments. From the
observation, it is observed that quartz and clay to be the dominant minerals with
lesser amount of feldspar and dolomite (Table 1). K-feldspar and plagioclase were
also present. In few samples, dolomite and pyrite were present but in small
amounts. Though there is likelihood of other minerals like carbonates also being
present, but these were not within detectable limit in the present study. Figure 5
shows the 2h value for the Pandu sample. The relative mineralogical composition of
the sediment sample is shown in Table 1. From Table 1, it is clear that the per-
centage of quartz was lesser than clay percentage in Pandu.

Table 1 Relative
mineralogical composition of
the bulk sediment at Pandu

Bulk composition wt%

Quartz 33.90

Feldspar 25.37

Calcite 1.02

Dolomite Not detected

Siderite 0.6

Pyrite 1.45

Total clay 37.66
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Element Analysis by SEM/EDX

Samples from Pandu site were selected for elemental analysis. Figure 6 gives the
concentration of different elements in the sediment samples collected during
monsoon period. From Fig. 6, it is observed that the concentration of Si is more in
both pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period than the other elements Al, Na, Mg,
Ca, K, Fe, and Au. The general decrease in the heavy metal concentration in the
coarser fraction was likely due to increase in population of the detrital minerals,
mostly quartz and feldspar derived from rock weathering (Vaithiyanathan et al.
1992).

Metal Distribution in the Sediment by Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer (AAS) Analysis

Since EDX analysis is not fully representative of a whole location, so the analysis
of concentration of metals in suspended sediment was carried out in atomic
absorption spectrophotometer (AAS). The metal concentration (µg/g) of Fe, Cu, Pb,
Zn, Cr, Mn, Mg, Na, K, Ca, Al, and Si of suspended sediment in Pandu location is

Fig. 5 Results after bulk analysis at Pandu
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tabulated in Table 2. The concentration of different elements at Pandu location of
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon by AAS is given by Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, it was
observed that Si, Al, and Fe percentage are high as compared to other metal.

Particle Size Parameters of Suspended Sediment

In the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon season, the d50 and d85 value in Pandu site
varies from 5 to 10 µm and 15 to 20 µm. For all the sample, the cumulative curves
stared from zero, indicating the smallest particle size of the sediment is less than
1 µm as shown in Fig. 8.

Application of ANNs to the Data

In this study, feed-forward back propagation and radial basis functions (RBF) were
written in MATLAB for ANN simulations. The ANNs network structure consisted
of three layers, i.e., input layer, single hidden layer, and output layer. The input
layer was prepared using different hydro-metrological data. The application of the
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ANNs to time series data consisted of two steps. The first step was the training of
the neural networks. This includes daily discharge, top width, and velocity data
describing the input and sediment load data describing the output to the network so
as to obtain the interconnection weights. Once the training stage was completed, the
ANNs were applied to the testing data.

Suspended Sediment Load Simulation Using Feed-Forward
Back Propagation with Discharge, Top Width, and Velocity
Data

Here, the suspended sediment load simulation study was carried out considering
discharge, top width, and flow data. The discharge data series employed in this
study are daily discharge which are collected from the CWC Dept. The training and
testing periods for ANN application are from 1993–97 to 1997–98, respectively,
which is given in Table 3 for model 1. To develop model 2, same code was used
but with different dataset as given in Table 4. The plots obtained for testing periods
FFBP with different dataset are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

For RBF, several iteration numbers changing from 5 to 100 were tested. The
iteration number equals to 80 provided best performance criteria. Various spread
values between 0 and 1 were considered for RBF simulations. The spread providing
best performance criteria for each RBF configuration is given in Table 5. The input
and output data were scaled between −1 and +1 to overcome problems associated
with upper-limit and lower-limit saturation. The performance evaluation measures
were the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the coefficient of determination (R2)
between simulated and observed sediment load.

Table 3 Training and testing for ANN application

Training Total Testing Total

Study period 93–94 94–95 95–96 96–97 500 96–97 97–98 100

No. of data 137 146 125 92 34 66

Table 4 Training and testing
for ANN application

Training Total Testing

Study
period

98 99 00 01 462 02

No. of
data

108 121 98 135 109
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Table 5 Performance criteria (MSE and coefficient of determination) values for ANNs obtained
for training and testing periods model 3

RBF

Training Testing

Spread
parameter

MSE R2 No. of
neurons

Spread
parameter

MSE R2

0.1 8.7123 0.8006 50 0.1 7.2401 0.3129

0.2 6.8466 0.8434 60 0.2 7.133 0.4563

0.3 5.4814 0.874 70 0.3 6.1257 0.6329

0.4 4.185 0.9244 80 0.4 4.135 0.8261

0.5 3.3012 0.9271 90 0.5 5.355 0.7953

0.6 2.9754 0.9319 100 0.6 6.2545 0.6563
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Suspended Sediment Load Simulation Using Radial Basis
Function with Discharge, Top Width, and Velocity Data

In this part also, suspended sediment load simulation study was carried out con-
sidering discharge, top width, and velocity. The discharge data series employed in
this study are daily discharged which are collected from the CWC Dept. The
training and testing period are presented in Table 4.

A network structure with 0.4 spread parameter and having 80 neurons in the
input layer provided the best performance criteria, i.e., lowest MSE and highest R2

value for both training and testing. The input layer consisted of three dataset
covering a time period of four years. It is observed that error percentage is gradually
decreasing for training with the increase in spread parameter but in case of testing
due to variation of spread parameter and neuron, first it is gradually decreasing and
then it starts increasing, and this is shown in Fig. 11. The R2 value between
observed and predicted was 0.9244.

Model Using Data Fit Software

Suspended Sediment Load Evaluation Model
by Using CWC Data

The first attempt was made by considering the discharge, top width, and velocity as
independent variable and sediment load was considered as dependent variable.

From Figs. 12 and 13, it is clear that the input data are in excellent agreement
with the obtained by the regression using dataFit software for both the model 1 and
model 2.

Fig. 11 Comparison of observed and RBF predicted sediment concentration at Pandu station
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Chemical Characteristics Evaluation
by Using Experimental Data

Si Model: In this model, independent variable is d50, percentage of clay, and
sediment concentration and dependent variable is Si percentage (%) in sediment.

Fig. 12 Suspended sediment estimation by dataFit software for nonlinear regression for model 1

Fig. 13 Suspended sediment estimation by dataFit software for nonlinear regression for model 2
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Fe Model: In this model, independent variable is d50, percentage of clay, and
sediment concentration and dependent variable is Fe percentage (%) in sediment.

Chemical characteristics were evaluated by using the experimental data as the
input data. The percentage of Si is shown in Fig. 14 from dataFit software, and
Fig. 15 shows the percentage of Fe evaluated using dataFit.

Fig. 14 Model evaluation for percentage of Si in sediment form dataFit

Fig. 15 Model evaluation for percentage of Fe in sediment form dataFit
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Summary

From this study, it is observed that quartz and clay to be the dominant minerals with
lesser amount of feldspar and dolomite, and from the particle size analysis it has
been observed that in the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon season, the d50 and d85
value in Pandu site varies from 5 to 10 µm and 15 to 20 µm. The suspended
sediment load simulation study was carried out considering discharge, top width,
and flow data by using ANN methods (FFBP and RBF) and observed that the
predicted sediment concentration values of FFBP model match with the observed
values. This work provides a framework to understand the correlation of physical
and chemical characteristics as well as their trend with respect to time. A more
intensified sampling program using GIS tools can give clear understanding for
developing their correlation.
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Part V
Remote Sensing and GIS Applications



Hypsometric Analysis for Assessing
Erosion Status of Watershed Using
Geographical Information System

S. K. Sharma, S. Gajbhiye, S. Tignath and R. J. Patil

Abstract Assessment of erosion status of the watershed is an essential prerequisite
of an integrated watershed management programme. It helps in selecting suitable
conservation measures to check erosion and conserve water as well as in devising
best management practices in the watersheds. The geological stages of development
and erosion proneness of the watersheds can be quantified by hypsometric integral.
Hypsometric integral is estimated by graphical plot of the measured contour ele-
vation and encompassed area using empirical formulae. In present study, Gusuru
River watershed falling in Tons River basin located in Panna and Satna districts of
Madhya Pradesh, India, was selected. The watershed was delineated into fourteen
sub-watersheds and hypsometric analysis was carried out for all the sub-watersheds
using digital contour maps generated in Arc/Info GIS. The hypsometric integral
values of all the sub-watersheds of Gusuru River watershed range between 0.20 and
0.71. In the study area, all the three stages of erosion cycle development namely
monadnock, equilibrium and youthful stages are identified.
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Introduction

Hypsometry involves measurement and analysis of the relationship between altitude
and basin area in order to understand the degree of dissection and stage of the
landform evolution. It helps to assess the influence of geologic and tectonic factors.
Hypsometric analysis aims at developing the relationship between horizontal
cross-sectional area of the watershed and its elevation in a dimensionless form
permitting comparison of watersheds irrespective of scale issues (Dowling et al.
1998). Historically, hypsometry has been used as an indicator of the geomorphic
form of the catchments and landforms. It is strongly dependent on the channel
network and catchment geometry. Computationally, it refers to find out distribution
of the elevation as a function of area occupied by each contour interval within a
terrain unit. The idea of hypsometry was introduced by Langebein and Basil in the
year 1947. Strahler (1952) extended it by including the percentage hypsometric
curve (area-altitude curve) and the hypsometric integral.

Using dimensionless parameters, hypsometric curves can be described and
compared irrespective of the true scale. Hypsometric curves are non-dimensional
measures of proportion of the catchment area above a given elevation (Strahler
1952). According to Schumm (1956), Strahler (1964) and Hurtrez et al. (1999a),
geomorphic and tectonic development of drainage basins in case of their forms and
processes are related to hypsometric curves. Hypsometric curves have also been
used to decipher age of landforms (Schumm 1956; Strahler 1952, 1964).
Hypsometric curves and hypsometric integral are important indicators of watershed
conditions (Ritter et al. 2002). Extent of disequilibria in the balance of erosive and
tectonic forces is related to differences in the shape of hypsometric curve and
integral values (Weissel et al. 1994). Comparison of the shape of hypsometric curve
for different drainage basins under similar hydrologic situations gives a relative
insight of the soil movement in the past of the basins (Singh and Sarangi 2008).
Thus, shape of the hypsometric curve explains temporal changes in the slope of the
original basin. Following analysis of shapes of hypsometric curves of numerous
drainage basins, Strahler (1952) classified the basins as young (very energetic),
mature (less energetic) and peneplain or distorted or old one. These shapes of
hypsometric curves describe the stages of landscape evolution, which also provide
an indication of erosion status of the watershed (Singh and Sarangi 2008). There is
frequent variation in the shapes of hypsometric curves during early geomorphic
stages of the growth, followed by minimum change, after the watershed has reached
to mature stage. Convex-shaped hypsometric curves show that the watershed is
reached to stabilized condition and the concave hypsometric curves point out to
more proneness of watershed to the erosion processes (Hurtrez et al. 1999b).

The hypsometric integral is a geomorphological parameter classified under the
geologic stages of watershed development. It is important for estimation of erosion
status of watershed, and it consequently helps in prioritization of watersheds for
proposing soil and water conservation activities. In addition, hypsometric integral is
an indication of the ‘cycle of erosion’ (Strahler 1952; Garg 1983). The ‘cycle of
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erosion’ is the total time required for reduction of a land area to the base level, the
lowest level to which streams could reduce a region if all factors remain constant
except time (Fig. 1). This entire period of ‘cycle of erosion’ can be divided into
three stages (i) fully stabilized watershed geologically called monadnock
(old) (Hsi < 0.3) (ii) equilibrium or mature stage (Hsi 0.3 � Hsi < 0.6 (iii) inequi-
librium or young stage (Hsi � 0.6) in which watershed is highly susceptible to
erosion (Strahler 1952). The dimensionless hypsometric integral is related to the
landmass volume remaining for the whole basin (Bishop et al. 2002). Tectonic
forces move rock above mean sea level, but erosion tends to move it back towards
the ocean basins so a hypsometric curve is really a representation of competition
between uplift and erosion. The value of hypsometric integral (the area beneath the
hypsometric curve, whose value varies from 0 to 1) is an indicator of which side is
dominating the competition. When the value of hypsometric integral is high, tec-
tonic processes are dominant; when it is low, erosion processes are dominant, and
when the value is intermediate (near *0.5), uplift and erosion are approximately in
balance (Davis 1899). In addition, it provides a simple morphological index with
respect to relative height of elevation distribution within the area that can be used in
surface runoff and sediment yield prediction from watersheds (Sarangi and
Bhattacharaya 2000). Hurtrez et al. (1999b) in Siwalik Hills of Central Nepal,
investigated the sensitivity of hypsometry to DEMs of different resolutions and
afterwards determined the control of varying drainage area on hypsometry. To
explain, the watershed conditions of two watersheds in Nepal have been studied by
Awasthi et al. (2002) on hypsometric curves and integrals and revealed that in the

Fig. 1 Concept of hypsometric analysis and the model hypsometric curves (Ritter et al. 2002)
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past watershed had undergone severe erosion and are prone to soil erosion and its
degradation.

While dealing with erosional topography, the hypsometric technique has been
used by several researchers in India (Singh 2007; Singh et al. 2008; Sharma et al.
2010, 2011, 2013; Sarkar and Patel 2011). It can be proclaimed from these research
findings that the hypsometric integral was estimated from the hypsometric curves
generated using the standard graph-based area estimation procedures. However,
they have not discussed effect of the hypsometric integrals on erosion status of
watersheds.

Above reviews reveal that the hypsometric curve and hypsometric integral are
important watershed health indicators and need to be estimated for Tons River
catchments. The watersheds of Tons River catchment are vulnerable to erosion
looking to its undulating topography. Further, it was also observed that there is lack
of hypsometric analysis-based studies to assess the watershed health in this basin.
This may be attributed to the tedious nature of data acquisition and analysis
involved in estimation of hypsometric integral. However, due to advances in GIS
and remote sensing image interpretation techniques, the estimation process has
become easy and more accurate. Different hypsometric methods in use find their
utility and superiority over one another depending upon number of factors. The
region such as one selected here represents horizontal disposition of sedimentary
rock piles comprising sandstone–shale–limestone with flat-topped plateau. It is
specific to proterozoic belts of undisturbed rocks of the world. There is a gradual
development of slope segments with a scarp segment from the top to further
convex–concave association downward showing parallel regression in general.

This kind of landscape is widely distributed around the world. It is advantageous
to use hypsometric analysis to assess the stage of geomorphological cycle of the
overall study area on sub-units basis. It is widely known that stage of the geo-
morphic cycle not only changes in time, but also in space. Therefore, the assess-
ment is scale dependant and when the study is conducted at smaller level, precision
and selection of methods find special importance. With this realistic background,
efforts were made in this study to compare different hypsometric integral estimation
techniques and to study their effects on erosion status and geological stages of
development for the Gusuru River watershed.

Materials and Methods

Description of the Study Area

Gusuru River watershed is located in parts of Panna and Satna districts of Madhya
Pradesh, India, and covers an area of 155 km2 which is bounded between
80° 32′ 50.23″E to 80° 37′ 31.14″E longitudes and 24° 6′ 32.75″N and
24° 16′ 24.07″N latitudes (Fig. 2). Maximum and minimum elevation encountered
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in the watershed is between 628 and 339 m above mean sea level. The Gusuru
River stream flows from westward to eastward and joins Tons river at Sagwania
village of Maihar Developmental Block. The area is represented by sandy loam
soils. Geologically, the area is represented by rocks of Vindhayan super group with
sandstone, shale and limestone as being the dominant litho units. The Vindhayan
super group forms the northern boundary of the central Indian tectonic zone of
Satpura mobile belt. In relation to Indogangetic plains, it rises to form Rewa plateau
that further rises to form Bhander plateau comprising Bhander groups of rocks. In
relation to Son valley in the south, it rises up as Kaimore highlands. The present
study area comes down from the Bhander plateau and runs over the tract between
Bhander escarpment and Kaimore highlands. Climate of the watershed is typically
subtropical with hot dry summer and cool dry winter. Temperature of the area
ranges between 4 °C (during December and January) and 45 °C (during May and
June). Average annual precipitation of study area is 1100 mm.

Fig. 2 Location map of study area
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Generation of DEM from the Topological Data
and Watershed Delineation

Survey of India (SOI) toposheets numbered 63D/11, 63D/12 and 63D/16 were
georeferenced and digitized, using capabilities of ArcInfo and ArcGIS tools to
generate the topological information of the study area. Using ArcGIS, contours
were digitized to have the line feature class, which was further processed using the
spatial analyst toolbox to generate the digital elevation model (DEM) representing
the watershed terrain (Fig. 3). Further, the developed DEM was processed to
delineate the watershed and sub-watersheds using hydrology extension of spatial
analyst toolbox. The digitized contour map and drainage map of the study area are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The delineated sub-watersheds of the Gusuru
river watershed marked from 1 to 14 are also shown in Fig. 5. The drainage
network ordering was adopted from the Strahler’s stream ordering scheme (Strahler
1964). Attribute tables of the georeferenced feature classes representing contours
and their enclosed area with the sub-watersheds boundaries contained elevation and
length of contours and their respective area and perimeter values. The attribute
feature classes containing these values were used to plot the hypsometric curve of
the sub-watersheds from which the hypsometric integrals were estimated (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 Digital elevation model of study area
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Fig. 4 Contour map of study area

Fig. 5 Drainage network of study area
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Fig. 6 Hypsometric curves of sub-watersheds and Gusuru river watershed
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Plotting of Hypsometric Curves (HC) and Estimation
of Hypsometric Integrals (Hsi)

Hypsometric analysis deals with the relationship between horizontal cross-sectional
area of the watershed and its elevation in the dimensionless form. To create the data
required for relative area and elevation analysis, digital contour maps were used.
The hypsometric curve was generated by plotting the relative elevation (h/H) along
the ordinate against the relative area (a/A) along the abscissa. The relative area is
calculated as a ratio of the area above a particular contour (a) to the total area of the
sub-watershed above outlet (A). Similarly, referring to Fig. 1, considering the
watershed area to be enclosed by vertical sides and a horizontal base plane passing
through the outlet, the relative elevation is obtained as the ratio of the height of a
given contour (h) from the base plane to the maximum basin elevation (H), (up to
the remote point of the micro-watershed from the outlet) (Ritter et al. 2002). The
hypsometric integral is generated from the hypsometric curve and is proportional to
the ratio of the area under the curve to the area of the entire square formed by
covering it. Its unit is percentage and is obtained from the percentage hypsometric
curve by measuring the area under the curve. This provided a measure of the
distribution of landmass volume remaining beneath or above a basal reference
plane. Hypsometric integral or the area under the curve was estimated using three
methods and comparative evaluation was attempted in the present study. The
methods adopted to calculate area under the curves are as follows:
Integration of Hypsometric Curve The plotted hypsometric curves were fitted
with a trend line to represent an equation of the curve, and the best fitting equation
was obtained for highest coefficient of determination (R2) value. The equation was
further integrated within the limits 0–1 (due to non-dimensional nature of the graph)
for estimating the area under the curve. Thus, estimated area gives the hypsometric
integral value of the hypsometric curve. Developed polynomial equation by fitting
the hypsometric curve of the sub-watershed 1 and 2 as a sample set is shown in
Fig. 7. The fitted equation was integrated within the desired limits to estimate the
area under the HC. Similar procedure was adopted for other remaining 12
sub-watersheds of Gusuru River watershed. However, this method was time con-
suming and necessitated mathematical integration procedures and subsequent cal-
culation within the desired limits of HC.
Use of Planimeter Equipment Planimeters are widely used by the engineers to
estimate the area. In this study, digital planimeter was used. Initially, the pointer of
the planimeter was rotated on the entire graph area, and readings were recorded.
Further, the planimeter was rotated on the curved area beneath the hypsometric
curve, and the readings were noted. Finally, the entire graph area readings were
divided by the area readings below the hypsometric curve to estimate the hypso-
metric integral. This method was also cumbersome and time consuming in which
the estimation error was also due to precision and accuracy of the equipment
besides the human error.
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Use of Elevation-Relief Ratio (E) Relationship The elevation-relief ratio method
proposed by Pike and Wilson (1971) was used. The relationship is expressed as

E � Hsi ¼ Elevmean � Elevmin

Elevmax � Elevmin
ð1Þ

where E is the elevation-relief ratio which is equivalent to hypsometric integral Hsi;
Elevmean is the weighted mean elevation of the watershed calculated from the
identifiable contours of the delineated sub-watersheds; Elevmin and Elevmax are the
minimum and maximum elevations within the sub-watersheds.
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Results and Discussion

The coordinates of hypsometric curves of the Gusuru River watershed and its
fourteen sub-watersheds are plotted and presented in Fig. 6. Drainage system is
approaching to the monadnock stage from the youth stage, which is evident from
the hypsometric curves of these sub-watersheds and Gusuru River watershed, and it
is true for most of the Tons watershed (Gusuru river is sub-watershed of Tons
river). The comparison between these curves as shown in Fig. 6 indicated a mar-
ginal difference in mass removal from the sub-watersheds of the study area. It was
also observed that there was a combination of convex-concavo and S-shape of the
hypsometric curves for the sub-watersheds and the watershed under study.

Estimation of Hypsometric Integral (Hsi) Values

The hypsometric integral values obtained using the three methods for the fourteen
sub-watersheds of the study area are presented in Table 1. Referring to Table 1, it
can be seen that there was not much difference in the estimated values of the

Table 1 Estimated hypsometric integral values of Gusuru river watershed and its sub-watersheds
using three different methods

Sub-watershed
No.

Area
(km2)

Elevation-relief
ratio method

Integration
method

Planimeter
method

Geologic stages

1 11.81 0.31 0.30 0.31 Late mature or
near monadnock

2 10.70 0.63 0.61 0.63 Young

3 11.13 0.49 0.49 0.49 Mature

4 10.50 0.61 0.61 0.62 Young

5 14.47 0.46 0.44 0.46 Mature

6 12.57 0.47 0.47 0.47 Mature

7 7.89 0.44 0.44 0.44 Mature

8 14.72 0.51 0.50 0.51 Mature

9 10.18 0.57 0.58 0.57 Late youthful

10 11.58 0.34 0.34 0.35 Late mature or
near monadnock

11 11.07 0.71 0.71 0.72 Young

12 11.48 0.40 0.41 0.40 Mature

13 7.78 0.32 0.33 0.32 Late mature or
near monadnock

14 9.24 0.20 0.20 0.20 Monadnock

Entire Gusuru
river watershed

155 0.58 0.56 0.56 Late youthful
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hypsometric integral for all the methods except for minor differences of 0.02 in
some cases. However, the elevation-relief ratio method was observed to be less
cumbersome and faster than the other two methods. Moreover, the comparison of
the estimated Hsi values from the elevation-relief ratio method and the rest two
hypsometric curve-based methods revealed that there is no significant difference
between the estimated hypsometric integral values. It indicated that the estimation
of hypsometric integral from hypsometric curve using the ratio of areas is not
always a better estimator of hypsometric integral. Therefore, the elevation-relief
method could be most efficient for estimation of hypsometric integral.

Relevance of Hypsometric Integral (Hsi) on Watershed
Hydrological Responses

Surface runoff and sediment losses are two major dynamic hydrological events that
are occurring in the watershed system due to erosive forces such as rainfall. The
hypsometric integral value can be an indirect estimator of the erosion from the
watershed systems (Singh et al. 2008). Hypsometric integral value of catchment is
inversely proportional to the intensity of denudation acting on the slopes and tes-
tifies for plano-altimetric configurations of the drainage basins to be strongly
dependent on the effectiveness of denudation processes (Strahler 1952; Ciccacci
et al. 1988; Ohmeri 1993; D’Alessandro et al. 1988). It is observed from the Hsi

values (Table 1) that the watershed and its sub-watersheds are in the mature stage
and verging upon the peneplanation or the deteriorating stage. This revealed the
information that the soil erosion from the watershed and its sub-watersheds are
derived primarily from the cutting of channel beds, down slope transportation of top
soil and bed rock material, detachment of soil mass and incision of stream banks.
Such landforms are also presents in the different sub-watersheds of the study area.
Topographic evidence represents the land concavity of the study region due to river
incision. The Hsi value of the watershed indicates that 58% original rock masses
still exist in the watershed. Hypsometric integral values of fourteen sub-watersheds
of the study area range between 0.20 and 0.71. While comparing the standard Hsi

values of different stages the sub-watersheds 11, 2 and 4 were observed to be in
youthful stage and are still in geological development. The hypsometric integral
value of sub-watershed 11 is 0.71, which indicates the severity of erosion in the
sub-watershed. High value of hypsometric integrals were observed in catchments,
where linear incision of streams is dominant, while lowest values are typically
concentrated where clay covers lead to widespread denudation on slopes (Della
Seta et al. 2007). Further, sub-watersheds 11, 2 and 4 with very high value of Hsi

indicate that they are very susceptible to erosion. However, sub-watershed 9 is
high-slope terrain with higher value of hypsometric integral explains its late
youthful stage. Moreover, the sub-watershed 14 has reached to monadnock stage.
This sub-watershed is near to the outlet of the watershed and now has a flat
topography looks devastated, and in some areas, agricultural activities are going on.
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The sub-watersheds 1, 10 and 13 are very near to monadnock stage as their Hsi

values are 0.31, 0.34 and 0.32, respectively. Further, sub-watersheds 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8
are in mature stage (less susceptible) and mainly attributed to human interventions
in the form of construction of roads, intensive agricultural practices and defor-
estation activities. The hydrologic response of the sub-watersheds attaining mature
stage will have slow rate of erosion unless there is very high intense storms leading
to high runoff peaks (Ritter et al. 2002).

Moreover, the information of erosion status based on hypsometric integral
values as discussed above can be used for watershed prioritization. Results of this
study revealed that sub-watersheds 11, 2 and 4 are more prone to erosion in
comparison with other sub-watersheds under study that necessitates construction of
soil and water conservation structures at appropriate locations in the sub-watersheds
to arrest the sediment outflows and conserve water. Sub-watersheds having hyp-
sometric integral values more than 0.5 (i.e. approaching youthful stage) need
construction of both vegetative and mechanical conservation structures to arrest
sediment and to conserve water for integrated watershed management. However,
the hypsometric integral values less than 0.5 (i.e. approaching monadnock stage)
needs minimum mechanical and vegetative measures to arrest sediment, but may
require more water harvesting structures to preserve the water at appropriate
locations in the watershed for conjunctive use.

Summary and Conclusion

Hypsometric analysis of watershed expresses complexity of the denudational pro-
cesses and rate of the morphological changes. Therefore, it is quite beneficial to
apprehend the erosion status of watersheds and prioritize them for adopting soil and
water conservation measures. But, the exercise of interpreting and comparing
hypsometric curves needs special cautions due to its complex nature of computa-
tion. Out of the three methods used to compute the hypsometric integrals, the
elevation-relief ratio method is most convenient because of its easiest estimation
procedure in minimal time without any equipment. The estimated integral values
have strong relevance on watershed erosion status leading to watershed prioriti-
zation and subsequent decisions for undertaking soil and water conservation
measures, which are the prerequisites of integrated watershed management.
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Assessment of Different Bathymetry
Statistical Models Using Landsat-8
Multispectral Images

Omar Makboul, Abdelazim Negm, Saleh Mesbah
and Mohamed Mohasseb

Abstract Remote sensing has many applications including bathymetry mapping in
shallow water areas from multispectral images. It is considered a useful recon-
naissance tool to save time and cost to be used in the preliminary survey. This paper
aims at assessing the performance of three techniques used for bathymetry mod-
eling to obtain water depth. In this research, three models are applied to obtain
water depth using optical bands of Landsat-8 multispectral images. The selected
algorithms (models) are principle component analysis (PCA), ratio model (RM),
and 3rd polynomial model. The images are first corrected for the effects caused by
atmospheric conditions and sun specular. The bands are then calibrated using
ground truth measurements obtained using GPS and single-beam echo sounder in
the area of the eastern harbor of Alexandria, Egypt. The study area represents a low
turbid, mud bottom, and shallow water area. The three algorithms are implemented,
and the results are compared with echo sounder data. The root mean square
error (RMSE) is computed for the three techniques for different spectral bands
combinations. RM resulted in RMSE 1.04 m using the coastal and green
bands. The RMSE of PCA was 1.02 m resulted from the blue and green bands.
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The 3rd polynomial yielded 0.91 m using from the green band. The capability of
using Landsat-8 images in bathymetry was approved. In addition, the outperfor-
mance of green band usage in bathymetry was also argued.

Keywords Bathymetry � Shallow water � Harbor � Satellite images
Remote sensing and GIS

Introduction

Bathymetry data are important in many applications such as costal, marine planning
and management, and nautical navigation (Green et al. 1996). Production of
bathymetric maps in order to be used for navigation purposes requires accurate
water depth. The conventional methods of measuring the water depths using
ship-borne surveys with single- or multi-beam echo sounders can measure water
depth up to 500 m (Su et al. 2008) with full bottom coverage and depth accuracy
with about 1 cm. However, there are some obstacles when surveying in shallow
water as the shallowness of water and bottom type as rocks and coral reefs.
Moreover, ship-borne surveys are time consuming and relatively expensive
(Mohamed et al. 2015).

Since 1970s, satellite remote sensing technology has been used for clear water
bathymetry mapping providing an easy access and cost-effective way to bathymetry
mapping especially for the fast-changing coastal environment studies (Ehses and
Rooney 2015). The theory behind all bathymetric mapping using optical remote
sensing is that different wavelengths of light will penetrate water with varying
degrees. When the light passes through water it becomes attenuated by interaction
with water column according to Beers law. Therefore, the light is reflected from the
seabed in shallow water appears bright as a less amount of light has been absorbed.
Conversely, deep areas appear darker (Sánchez-Carnero et al. 2014). The tech-
niques which applied to obtain water depths are optical modeling through estab-
lishing a statistical relationship between image pixel values and ground truth
measurements data. The most popular approach was proposed by Lyzenga (1978,
1981, 1985) which assumed that light attenuation is an exponential function of
depth and the water quality has no variance within the image area. So, a linear
relationship can be derived from the Lambert-Beer law after correcting the specular
affects using near-infrared band (NIR) and removal of water column affect for
single and pair wavelength bands. Stumpf et al. (2003) proposed a ratio algorithm
method which uses two or more bands to determine the depth of water based on the
difference in attenuation properties between bands (Vanderstraete et al. 2002) which
use Jupp assumption that proposed an algorithm to determine the depth of pene-
tration zones (DOPZ) than calibrating actual depth within (DOP) zones (Mumby
2000). However, the accuracy of the estimated water depths is limited by the
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attenuation and reflectance characteristics (Philpot 1989). Attenuation coefficient is
used to determine the light loss due to absorption by dissolved and particulate
matter as well as scattering in pure water by particulates (Camacho 2006). The aim
of this paper is to assess different models using free Landsat-8 satellite imagery to
estimate shallow water depths up to 10 m. These models are PCA, RM (which were
proposed by Stumpf et al. (2003)), and the 3rd order polynomial model. The three
algorithms are calibrated using field data after the removal of sun glint from ima-
gery data and atmospheric correction over sea surface area.

Materials and Methods

The Study Area

The study area is the eastern harbor located in northwest of Alexandria as shown in
Fig. 1. It is a portion of the commercial port of Alexandria. The harbor is formed by
two converging breakwaters. The East harbor is characterized by its shallow depth
and is not navigable by the large-decked ships. It is used for fishing boats, yachts,
and others. The study area is 1 km by 1 km and is located in between the coor-
dinates (31° 12.6′N, 29° 52.9′E), (31° 12.0′N, 29° 53.4′E), (31° 12.4′N, 29° 45.3′E),
(31° 12.8′N, 29° 53.9′E), UTM zones 35.

Fig. 1 Land-site 8 imagery
of the study area: eastern
harbor of Alexandria
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Data Collection

The ground truth measurements acquisition systems consisted of laptop computers
running (Hypack 2012) hydrographic survey software. Devices used in this oper-
ation are single-beam echo sounders (NAVI SOUND 210), Trimble 2000 GPS, and
side scan sonar (Starfish SSS). The weather condition was clear in the morning,
then partly cloudy and windy. Temperature ranged from 30 to 31 °C Breezy. Winds
direction was NNE, and wind speed was 15–30 km/h. The depth average is 4.1 m,
and sea bottom nature is mud. The echo sounders and DGPS were interfaced to the
survey computers via RS-232 serial. The echo sounder transducers were mounted to
the rails of the survey vessels amidships, and the GPS antenna was mounted
directly over the transducer. The region of survey is divided into line with a total of
20 planed lines and two cross check lines according to IHO standard order (1a) as
shown in Table 1. Since the density of ground truth data was about 2500 mea-
surements of depth. The water depths below 10 m represent 97% of the total area.
The depth soundings were corrected to chart datum (CD) by subtracting the local
tidal height as predicted by Total Tide Software Computer Program.

The parameters “a” and “b” for each order, as given in Table 1, together with the
depth “d” have to be introduced into the formula (1) in order to calculate the
maximum allowable TVU for a specific depth

TVU ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 þ b � dð Þ2

q
; ð1Þ

where

a represents portion of the uncertainty that does not vary with depth.
b is a coefficient which represents that portion of the uncertainty that varies

with depth.
d is depth of water.
b � d represents portion of the uncertainty that varies with depth.

Table 1 Summary of minimum standards for hydrographic surveys order (1) (International
Hydrographic Bureau 2008)

Examples of typical areas Harbors, Harbor approach channels, recommended
tracks, and some coastal areas with depths up to 100 m

Horizontal accuracy (95%
confidence level)

5 m + 5% of depth

Depth accuracy for reduced depths
(95% confidence level)

a = 0.5 m
b = 0.013

100% bottom search Required in selected areas

System detection capability Cubic features >2 m in depths up to 40 m; 10% of depth
beyond 40 m

Maximum line spacing 3 � average depth or 25 m, whichever is greater
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Bathymetric Data Processing

Bathymetric data as shown in Fig. 2 are processed using the (Hypack 2012)
single-beam processor module. The processing steps are as follows

• Adding the raw data files to the Hypack software.
• Adding the tide measurement from the total tide software to the Hypack.
• Removing the spikes from all the survey lines.
• Filling area of survey.
• Drawing contour lines.
• Plotting the area of survey for the final graphics chart.

Sensor Data

Landsat-8 collects image data for 11 spectral bands with a 30 m spatial resolution.
The bands used for detecting bathymetry in this study are coastal/aerosol
(0.435–0.451 lm), blue (0.452–0.512 lm), green (0.533–0.590 lm), red (0.636–
0.673 lm), and near-infrared (NIR) (0.851–0.879 lm) as shown in Fig. 1.

Methods

Imagery Data Preprocessing

Remote sensing image is affected by a variety of environmental factors such as
atmosphere, sea water, and sun specular. Correction of RS images is essential to
improve the precision of water depth.

Fig. 2 Ground truth data
from echo sounder
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Converting to Radiance

Converting the DN to the spectral radiance at the aperture (Lk) is measured in
(watts/meter squared * ster * lm) using Eq. (2):

Lk ¼ ML � QcalþAL, ð2Þ

where

ML Band-specific multiplicative rescaling factor from Landsat metadata files.
AL Band-specific additive rescaling factor from Landsat metadata files.
Qcal Calibrated standard product pixel values (DN).

Applying Atmospheric Correction

The solar radiation passes through the atmosphere before collected by the sensor.
Wherefore images affected by several factors such as water vapor, distribution of
aerosols, and visibility (Song et al. 2001). In this paper, the FLASSH model in
ENVI software is used to correct the atmospheric effect that applied to the solar
wavelength according to Eq. (3):

L ¼ Aq
1� qeS

� �
þ Bqe

1� qeS

� �
þ La; ð3Þ

where

q the pixel surface reflectance.
qe an average surface reflectance for the pixel and a surrounding region.
S is the spherical albedo of the atmosphere.
La radiance back scattered by the atmosphere.

A and B are coefficients that depend on atmospheric and geometric conditions
but not on the surface. A, B, S, and La are depending on water vapor amount. This is
used in MODTRAN model using calculations that use the viewing and solar angle
and the mean surface elevation measurement. The input image for FLAASH
module in ENVI software must be a radiometrically calibrated radiance image and
data must be in floating-point format (ENVI 2009).

Applying Sun Glint Correction

Specular reflection of solar radiation known as sun glint must be removed for
accurate benthic habitat classification. Hochberg et al. (2003) provided a method to
remove sun glint by using the brightness of near-infrared NIR band. Hedley et al.
(2005) proposed revised method depending on Hochberg assumption that is based
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on the linear relationship between NIR and visible bands using linear regression. By
using linear regression, the NIR brightness (x-axis) against the visible band
brightness (y-axis), are compared. The relationship would be homogeneous,
otherwise, a presence of sun glint (deep water) is indicated. The slope of the
regression is then used to predict the brightness in the visible band by using Eq. (4).
This method is not necessary to mask out land or cloud pixels. The minimum
sample size required is two pixels

R0
i ¼ Ri � bi RNIR �MINNIRð Þ; ð4Þ

where

R0
i the sun glint corrected pixel brightness in b and i.

bi the product of regression slope.
RNIR corresponding pixel value in NIR band.
MINNIR min NIR value existing in the sample.

Statistical Models

Derivation of the depth from spectral image using regressing reflectance values
were checked against ground truth measurement data. In this case, three statistical
models RM, PCA, and 3rd order polynomial were used to find the relation between
corrected bands and ground truth data.

Ratio Model

The RM is based on the difference in absorption rates between bands. As depth
increases, the band with a higher absorption rate will decrease proportionally faster
than the band with a lower absorption rate. Therefore, the ratio between two bands
will increase as depth increases. This method was proposed by Stumpf et al. (2003)
as shown in Eq. (5)

Z ¼ m1
ln nR k1ð Þð Þ
ln nR k2ð Þð Þ � m; ð5Þ

where

m1 and m are tunable constants to scale the ratio depth.
n is a constant to assure that the logarithm is positive under any

condition.
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Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a methodology whereby the main linear
factor underlying the movement of a given multi-variety data series are extracted as
distinct vectors. It is used to assess data quality and discover relationship between
data. PCA method assumes that change in depth explains the most variance and
other factors, such as a changing bottom type, water turbidity will be secondary
sources of variation (Gholamalifard et al. 2013). The PCA approach seeks the best
combination of highly correlated bands (and their logarithms) in order to build a
variable that captures most of variability in the area (Sánchez-Carnero et al. 2014).
The values of first component are used to adjust linear expression with ground truth
data.

3rd Order Polynomial

The nonlinear 3rd order polynomial has the form.

z ¼ ax3 þ bx2 þ cxþ d; ð6Þ

where a 6¼ 0 as the equation must have the term in x3 or it would not be cubic while
all of b, c, and d can be zero. The aim of using 3rd order polynomial is to increase
possibilities of accuracy of depth. This method was used by Sánchez-Carnero et al.
(2014) and Mohamed et al. (2015).

Results and Discussion

The Landsat-8 is prepared for water depth estimation after atmospheric correction
and sun glint removal were applied. The atmospheric correction was performed in
ENVI software, and the sun glint correction was performed in ARCGIS.

Ratio Method

Results of the ratio method are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and Eq. (7). Results show
good correlation between the ratios of coastal to green and ground truth measure-
ment since the correlation coefficient R = 0.74. The root mean square error RMSE is
0.78 m. Furthermore, the index of determination R2 = 0.55 which represents 55% of
variability in the known depth can be explained by the transformed bands.
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z ¼ 2:691 � ln Rcð Þ
ln Rg
� � þ 2:985: ð7Þ

Principal Components Analysis

The PCA is calculated using the logarithm transform of the blue and green bands
(2 and 3). As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the resulting first component p1 (concen-
trating 71% of the variance) with loadings of 0.814 for two bands is used to adjust a
linear expression of the depth z in the form as shown in Eq. (8)

Fig. 3 Regression for coastal/green bands against predicted depth

Fig. 4 The map of water depths (m) produced by RM
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Z ¼ �6:861 � p1þ 20:47: ð8Þ

The correlation coefficient R = −0.75. Only 57.6% in the known depth is
explained by the first component of PCA because R2 = 0.57. The RMES of Eq. (8)
is 1.026 m.

3rd Order Polynomial

The nonlinear 3rd order polynomial correlation between the green band logarithm
(Rg) and ground truth data as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and its form is given by
Eq. (9)

Fig. 5 Regression of first component of PCA against predicted depth

Fig. 6 The map of water depth (m) produced by PCA
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z ¼ 27:8 � R3
g � 43:92 � R2

g þ 12:9 � Rg þ 8:25: ð9Þ

Results show strong correlation between the green band and known depths with
R = 0.81 and 66.4% in the known depth is explained by the green band logarithms
as R2 equals 0.664 and the RMSE equals 0.7419 m (Fig. 8).

The root mean square error (RMSE) values of the three methods are presented in
Table 2.

Selections of bands in this study are based on absorption and scattering char-
acteristics. For the ratio method, ratio between the coastal and green bands (RC/Rg)
is used because the coastal band has lower absorption ratio, besides it is useful for
imaging shallow water (USGS 2015). The contribution of the blue band in these
two areas is significant but less than the contribution of the green. The coastal band

Fig. 7 Regression of green band logarithms against predicted depth

Fig. 8 The map of water depth (m) produced by 3rd order polynomial
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is satisfied only in the ratio method and their contribution is consistent with (Doxani
et al. 2012). The red bands had no contribution as a result of high absorption and
scattering ratio.

Comparison of results with the previous studies (Lyzenga et al. 2006) achieved
an aggregate RMSE error of 2.3 m from a set of IKONOS images over a variety of
conditions. A bathymetric map derived from WORLDVIEW-2 over depth of 14 m
has RMSE of 0.33 m (Doxani et al. 2012). The bathymetric information derived
from SPOT-5 has RMSE of 1.87 m over depth from 0.2 to 21.5 m (Liu et al. 2010).
A bathymetric map derived from SPOT-4 images has RMSE of 0.17 m over depth
from 0.4 to 2 m (Mohamed et al. 2015). The estimated bathymetry errors in these
works are very variable between 0.17 and 2 m. The accurate depth was derived
from highly resolution multispectral image such as WORLDVIEW-2 (having a
spatial resolution 0.5 m) and SPOT-4 (having a spatial resolution 10 m). Gao
(2009) proposed that the depth accuracy depends on spatial resolution and water
turbidity. In this case, estimation error appears to increase with water depth with the
estimates being accurate for water depth up to 7.5 m.

It is worth to compare the results with International Hydrographic Organization
Standard. The maximum allowable total vertical uncertainty (TVU) for reduced
depths specifies the uncertainty to be achieved to meet each order of survey.
Uncertainty related to the 95% confidence level refers to the estimation of error
from the combined contribution of random error and residuals from the correction
of systematic error. In minimum standards for Hydrographic Surveys order 2 (for
areas generally deeper than 100 m), we find that TVU for depth 10 m = 1.03 m
according to Eq. (1) where a = 1 m and b = 0.023.

Conclusion

This paper assessed the performance of three modeling algorithms used for
bathymetry estimation to obtain water depths. Bathymetric information retrieval
from optical satellite multispectral imagery has many advantages as large surface
coverage, high spatial resolution, and low cost. Three statistical models were
developed to obtain water depth using optical bands of Landsat-8 multispectral
images. Through the use of images available for free Landsat-8, depth estimates
were derived from multispectral images with vertical accuracy of RMSE about
1.0 m. These obtained levels of vertical accuracy meet International Hydrographic
Office (IHO) standards for safe navigation order 2. Bathymetric information derived
from Landsat-8 imagery produced fairly accurate results. The green band out of the

Table 2 RMSE of the three Eqs. (7), (8), and (9)

The 3rd order polynomial method PCA method RM method Method

0.741 m 1.02 m 0.787 m RMSE
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tested bands proved to be the most effective for bathymetry detection of shallow
depth harbors.
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Estimation of Minimum and Maximum
Air Temperature Using MODIS Remote
Sensing Imagery and Geographical
Information System (GIS)

P. Sardhara Bharatkumar, P. Dholariya Jay, M. K. Tiwari
and M. L. Gaur

Abstract Air temperature is a useful environmental variable in a wide range of
applications in areas of ecology, hydrology and atmospheric sciences. Estimating
air temperature (Ta) is very important in monitoring the environment, estimating
precipitation, climatic prediction, determining evapotranspiration, predicting crop
yield and climatic changes, etc. Furthermore, it is the most important meteoro-
logical and climatological variable, along with radiation, in plant development,
determining its spatial distribution, and conditioning agricultural soil suitability. In
agro-meteorological, hydrological, hydro-meteorological studies, one of the main
issues is the lack of representative temperature data. Density of the meteorological
stations network is generally sparse, and installation and running cost of additional
meteorological stations are very high. As a result, obtaining high spatial resolution
maximum temperature (Tmax) and minimum temperature (Tmin) map from meteo-
rological stations data is not possible. Remote sensing data provides synoptic
spatial coverage compared to discrete spatial distribution of meteorological stations,
thus encouraging researchers to make use of satellite data to fill in the gaps inherent
in meteorological station data. Satellite remote sensing image is fundamentally
designed to offer spatially distributed information over earth observation. Therefore,
this study is carried out with the objectives to select appropriate MODIS data for
simulation of temperature and with application of selected imaginary to simulate
temperature in the Limkheda watershed located in the semi-arid middle region of
Gujarat. Temperature data during the month of October 2010, at two sites of the
Limkheda watershed are applied to explore the capabilities of MODIS satellite
imagery to simulate the minimum and maximum temperature in the Limkheda
watershed. It is found in this study that bands namely Day_view_angle and
Emis_32 of MODIS imagery simulate minimum and maximum temperature
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satisfactorily. It is found in this study that Day_view_angle simulate minimum
temperature very well, whereas Emis_32 band simulate both the maximum and
minimum temperature very well. From this study, it is recommended that Emis_32
band would be a suitable choice to calculate temperature.

Introduction

Remote sensing of the atmosphere is nowadays carried out by means of very
sophisticated sensors, using both new and broader wavelength regions, and mea-
suring with better frequency resolution and lower noise. As a consequence, larger
amounts of data have to be efficiently processed in order to optimize the retrieval
performance (Del Fratea et al. 2005). A remote measurement of the atmosphere
from space with high spectral resolution can give a large amount of information
about the atmosphere (Gribanov and Zakharov 2004; Bastiaanssen et al. 1998).

Air temperature is a useful environmental variable in a wide range of applica-
tions in areas of ecology, hydrology and atmospheric sciences. Estimating air
temperature (Ta) is very important in monitoring the environment, estimating pre-
cipitation, climatic prognoses, determining evapotranspiration, predicting crop yield
(Rugege 2002), and climatic changes (Aikawa et al. 2008; Adamowski et al. 2012;
Tiwari and Adamowski 2013) among others. Furthermore, it is the most important
meteorological and climatological element, along with radiation, in plant devel-
opment, determining its spatial distribution, and conditioning agricultural soil
suitability (Lozada and Sentelhes 2008). According to Lozada and Sentelhes
(2008), one of the main problems in conducting agro-meteorological studies is the
lack of temperature data. These authors consider that the low density of the
meteorological stations in some study areas, addition to flaws in the meteorological
data series and/or short historical data series, is compromising the quality of esti-
mation of Ta spatially distributed. Most methods to determine Ta spatial variation
often use spatial interpolation and extrapolation of data from the nearest meteo-
rological stations. The problem with Ta interpolation and extrapolation is that they
depend on many local parameters that can influence its estimation spatially dis-
tributed (e.g. altitude, sun exposure, terrain concavity, and distance from the coast
among others) (Marquínez et al. 2003; Del Fratea et al. 2005; Deo and Şahin 2015).
Usually crop growth modelling requires spatially weather variables for whole study
area, while the available weather information offers represented observe values of
limited area near by meteorological station. In most case, a spatial interpolation of
observed air temperature at single or multiple meteorological stations is carried out
to estimate whole over area of interest. Due to the limited density of meteorological
station or rarely design to cover the range of climate variability with in region, thus
uncertainly spatial information available of air temperature is often present.
Consequently, the output of uncertainly estimate for weather variables over study
area can cause an inaccurate results when applying crop growth models over
regional area.
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Meteorological stations measure air temperature at two metre height above
ground. However, density of the meteorological stations network is generally
sparse, and installation and running cost of additional meteorological stations are
very high. As a result, obtaining high spatial resolution Tmin and Tmax map from
meteorological stations data is not possible. Satellite provides synoptic spatial
coverage compared to discrete spatial distribution of meteorological stations, thus
attracting researchers to make use of satellite data to fill in the gaps inherent in
meteorological station data.

Satellite remote sensing image is fundamentally designed to offer spatially dis-
tributed information over earth observation. Nevertheless near surface air temper-
ature is scarcely obtained from direct satellite observation which mainly targets to
the earth surface observation. While modern remote sensing platform like
Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) can estimate land sur-
face temperature (LST) using a generalized split-window technique of thermal
infra-red (TIR) channels (Wan and Dozier 1996). Many scientists have studied and
reported a strong correlation between LST and near surface air temperature.
Mostovoy et al. (2006) and Vancutsem et al. (2010) demonstrate the derivation of
near surface air temperature from LST observed by satellite remote sensing through
various regression and statistical analysis. In this study, capabilities of MODIS
satellite imagery are explored to simulate the temperature in the Limkheda water-
shed, located in semi-arid middle region of Gujarat.

Methodology

Description of Study Area

An agricultural Limkheda watershed located in the semi-arid middle region of
Gujarat, India, (Fig. 1) is selected in this study. The total area of the Limkheda
watershed is 220.86 km2. The outlet of the study area is located at latitude
22° 49′ 55″ and longitude 73° 59′ 15″ at an elevation of 207 m falling in Survey of
India (SOI) toposheets No. F43I1, F43I2, F43H13 on 1:50,000 scale. Limkheda is
the heart of Dahod district; it is situated on the river bank of Hadaf that is passing
between Limkheda and Palli. Limkheda is 25 km west of Dahod district. Limkheda
Taluka is bounded by Devgad Bariya Taluka towards south, Dhanpur Taluka
towards south and Dahod Taluka towards east. Limkheda consists of 245 villages
and 87 panchayats. The study area attains maximum elevation of 490 m and a
minimum of 196 m above mean sea level.
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Software Used

ERDAS Imagine: The Earth Resources Data Analysis System (ERDAS) imagine,
an image processing software, has been extensively used for importing and
exporting of different remote sensing images from one format to another, rectifi-
cation of imageries, subsetting of images, and classification of images and prepa-
ration of thematic maps.

ArcMap: In the present study, ArcMap software developed by Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) has been used extensively for arranging all the
thematic layers in proper sequence and to perform different operations such as
overlaying, intersection.

Pre-processing of Satellite Data

1. Import of HDF format image: The original MODIS data are provided in the
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF-EOS). HDF is a multi-object file format for
sharing scientific data in multi-platform distributed environments. It is import in
Arcgis.

2. Reprojection: MODIS Land surface temperature and surface reflectance image
are in sinusoidal projection and WGS84 datum. This sinusoidal projection is
reprojected to Albers conical equal area and WGS84 datum.

3. Subset: Using AOI layer of Limkheda watershed boundary, subset area corre-
sponding to Gujarat state has been done for all the images.

Fig. 1 Location map of the study area
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Scientific Data Sets (SDS)

The SDSs in the MYD11A1 product include LST_Day_1 km, QC_Day,
Day_view_time, Day_view_angle, LST_Night_1 km, QC_Night, Night_view_time,
Night_view_angle, Emis_31, Emis_32, Clear_day_cov, Clear_night_cov. Note that
the scale factor and offset for Day_view_angle and Night_view_angle in V5 Level-3
MODIS LST products have been changed so that a negative sign of the viewing angle
means MODIS viewing the grid from east. The view zenith angle itself is always a
positive number, the zenith angle from nadir. The information ofMODIS viewing the
grid from east or west may be important in understanding the view angle effect in the
temporal variations in LSTs, especially in rugged regions.

MODIS Description

MODIS Data: As a part of the NASA EOS project, two MODIS instruments were
placed on the Terra and Aqua satellite platforms to provide information for global
studies of atmosphere, land and ocean processes. Aqua passes overhead at
approximately 1:30 p.m. (ascending mode) and 1:30 a.m. (descending mode) local
time, whereas Terra passes at 10:30 a.m. (descending mode) and 10:30 p.m. (as-
cending mode) local time. The MODIS instruments have distinct advantages in
terms of their global coverage, high radiometric resolution and dynamic ranges, and
accurate calibration in the thermal infrared (TIR) bands. MODIS land surface
temperature products provide global temperatures and emissivities with daily or
quasi-daily temporal resolutions and either a 1-km spatial resolution, retrieved using
the generalized split-window algorithm, or a 5-km spatial resolution, retrieved using
the MODIS day/night LST algorithm. In this study, MODIS Collection-5 LSTs at a
1-km spatial resolution (MOD/MYD11A1) were evaluated, while the synchronous
Collection-5 LSTs at a 5-km spatial resolution (MOD/MYD11B1) were down-
loaded to calculate the land surface broadband emissivity of each station based on
Equation. The MOD/MYD11A1 product pixels were determined based on the
location of the validation stations. Then, the validated pixels were further selected
through the LST product quality control field (QC = 0) and the sensor view zenith
angle field (SVZ < 40°). To calculate the broadband emissivities of the stations,
emissivity data in band 29, band 31 and band 32 were selected from the
MOD/MYD11B1 corresponding to the MOD/MYD11A1 pixels that had been
previously selected.
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MODIS Sensor

 Orbit : 705 km 
10.30 a.m. descending node (Terra) 
01.30 p.m. ascending node (Aqua) 
Sun-synchronous, near polar, circular 

Scan rate : 20.3 rpm, cross track
Scan angle : +/- 55 degrees 
Swath width : 2330 km (cross track) by 

10 km (along track at nadir) 
Size : 1.0 x 1.6 x 1.0 m 
Weight : 228.7 kg 
Power : 162.5 W (single orbit average) 
Data rate :10.6 Mbps (peak daytime) 
                 6.1 Mbps (orbital average) 
Orbit period : 99 minutes 
Quantization: 12 bits
Spatial Resolution :250 m (band 1-2) ; 500 m (band 3-7) ; 1000 m (band 8-36)

Results and Discussion

Date-Wise Pre-processing of Modis Remote Sensing Imagery
to Extract Pixel Values

All the MODIS imagery obtained during the month of October are pre-processed to
extract all the pixel values from two gauge stations over Limkheda watershed. Later
on pixel values of two gauges are applied to simulate the temperature in these
gauges. Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 09 October
2010, is shown in Fig. 2.

Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 10 and 11 October
2010, are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 14 and 15 October
2010, is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 17 and 22 October
2010, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 24 and 26 October
2010, are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 28 and 29 October
2010, are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 09 Oct 2010

Fig. 3 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 10 Oct 2010
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Fig. 4 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 13 Oct 2010

Fig. 5 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 14 Oct 2010
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Fig. 6 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 15 Oct 2010

Fig. 7 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 17 Oct 2010
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Fig. 8 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 22 Oct 2010

Fig. 9 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 24 Oct 2010
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Fig. 10 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 26 Oct 2010

Fig. 11 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 28 Oct 2010
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Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) for 30 and 31 October
2010, are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

A relationship between pixel values of all the MYD11A1 product including
LST_Day_1 km, QC_Day, Day_view_time, Day_view_angle, LST_Night_1 km,
QC_Night, Night_view_time, Night_view_angle, Emis_31, Emis_32, Clear_day_cov,

Fig. 12 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 29 Oct 2010

Fig. 13 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 30 Oct 2010
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Clear_night_cov is established and the results for Emis_32,MODIS imagery for which
results were found better are shown below. Date-wise maximum temperature, mini-
mum temperature and pixel value obtained for Dahod gauge station using
Subdatabase-9, EMIS_32 (8-bit unsigned integer) are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 14 Subdatabase-10 clear day cov. (16-bit unsigned integer) on 31 Oct 2010

Table 1 Date-wise
maximum temperature,
minimum temperature and
pixel value for Dahod
Subdatabase-9, EMIS_32
(8-bit unsigned integer)

Date Location: Dahod

Pixel value Max Min

10/9/2010 136 32.0 24.0

10/10/2010 136 33.0 23.0

10/13/2010 139 34.0 25.0

10/14/2010 141 35.2 25.0

10/15/2010 142 35.6 26.0

10/17/2010 139 35.4 20.6

10/22/2010 136 34.6 19.8

10/24/2010 132 33.0 19.0

10/26/2010 134 34.8 21.0

10/28/2010 134 34.2 21.0

10/29/2010 133 34.2 20.0

10/30/2010 130 34.2 17.0

10/31/2010 128 33.4 17.0
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Pixel values extracted for the Dahod gauge station are modelled to simulate
maximum and minimum temperature by using regression equation. A regression
model is fitted between pixel values and minimum and maximum temperature in
Dahod gauge station using Subdatabase-9 Emis-32 (8-bit unsigned integer), and the
results are shown in Fig. 15.

Date-wise maximum temperature, minimum temperature and pixel value
obtained for Limkheda gauge station using Subdatabase-3 Day_view_angle (8-bit
unsigned integer) are shown in Table 2. Similarly pixel values extracted for the
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Fig. 15 Relationship between pixel values and minimum and maximum temperature in Dahod
gauge station using Subdatabase-9 Emis-32 (8-bit unsigned integer) MODIS imagery

Table 2 Date-wise
maximum temperature,
minimum temperature and
pixel value for Limkheda
Subdatabase-9, EMIS_32
(8-bit unsigned integer)

Date Location: Limkheda

Pixel value Max Min

10/9/2010 143 37.00 20.50

10/10/2010 139 35.00 21.00

10/13/2010 135 33.00 20.00

10/14/2010 138 35.00 21.00

10/15/2010 140 35.00 20.50

10/17/2010 137 35.00 21.00

10/22/2010 136 35.00 20.00

10/24/2010 133 34.00 20.00

10/26/2010 138 35.00 20.00

10/28/2010 131 34.00 19.00

10/29/2010 131 34.00 18.00

10/30/2010 132 34.00 19.00

10/31/2010 133 34.00 19.50
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Limkheda gauge station are modelled to simulate maximum and minimum tem-
perature by using regression equation. A regression model is fitted between pixel
values and minimum and maximum temperature in Limkheda gauge station using
Subdatabase-9, EMIS_32 (8-bit unsigned integer) MODIS imagery, and the results
are shown in Fig. 16.

Based on the scatter plot for each site in figures, the validation results derived
from the temperature from the ground-measured station data in good agreement
with the pixel values are derived using the MODIS imagery. In general, the
regression equation is able to model the maximum and minimum temperature in
both the sites, namely Dahod and Limkheda using Day_view_angle and
Emis_32 MODIS remote sensing imagery. A promising agreement between the
MODIS 1-km land surface temperature products (MOD/MYD11A1) and the
ground-measured temperatures for the Limkheda and Dahod stations indicates
the applicability of selected MODIS imagery for temperature simulation in the
whole Limkheda watershed and adjoining area.

Conclusions

Capability of MODIS satellite imagery is explored to simulate the temperature in the
Limkheda watershed. A relationship between pixel values of the entire MYD11A1
product including LST_Day_1 km, QC_Day, Day_view_time, Day_view_angle,
LST_Night_1 km, QC_Night, Night_view_time, Night_view_angle, Emis_31,
Emis_32, Clear_day_cov, Clear_night_cov is established. It is found in this study
that bands, namely Day_view_angle and Emis_32, MODIS imagery are found better
to simulate minimum and maximum temperature. It is found in this study that
Day_view_angle simulate minimum temperature very well, whereas Emis_32 band
simulate both the maximum and minimum temperature very well. From this study, it
can be recommended that Emis_32 band can be used to calculate temperature
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Fig. 16 Relationship between pixel value and minimum and maximum temperature in Dahod and
Limkheda gauge station using Subdatabase-9 Emis-32 (8-bit unsigned integer) MODIS imagery
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throughout the Limkheda watershed and nearby area. Estimation of distributed
minimum and maximum temperature can be applied in several distributed hydro-
logical, hydro-meteorological, crop growth modelling.
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A RS and GIS Approaches
for the Estimation of Runoff and Soil
Erosion in SA-13 Watershed

H. N. Bhange and V. V. Deshmukh

Abstract The research work was conducted for the estimation of runoff and soil
loss from SA-13 watershed. SA-13 watershed has area of 213 km2 in Ashti tahsil,
Beed. The SCS curve number method and Revised USLE using RS and GIS
techniques were used to find out runoff volume and soil erosion. The results show
that the average rainfall for the year 2005 in the SA-13 watershed was 406.50 mm
and average annual runoff was 93.52 mm, amounting 23.01% of the total rainfall
received. The average annual soil loss of the SA-13 watershed is 8.2 tons/ha/year.
Soil erosion is in moderate erosion risk class. The results obtained using remote
sensing techniques can help decision makers to prepare resource map accurately in
less time and cost.

Introduction

A watershed is a natural ecological unit composed of interrelated parts and con-
tributes runoff water to a single point. Rainstorms generate runoff, and its occur-
rence and quantity are dependent on the intensity, duration, and distribution of the
rainfall event. There are a number of catchment-specific factors, which have a direct
effect on the occurrence and volume of runoff which includes soil type, vegetation
cover, slope, and catchment’s type. Runoff is one of the most important hydrologic
variables used in most of the resource applications. Reliable prediction of quantity
and rate of runoff from land surface into stream and river is difficult and
time-consuming to obtain for ungauged watershed. However, this information is
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needed in dealing with many watershed development and management problems.
Conventional methods for prediction of river discharge require considerable
hydrological and meteorological data. Collection of these data is expensive,
time-consuming, and a difficult process.

In India, the availability of accurate information on runoff is scarcely available
and that too in a few selected sites where recording and automatic hydrologic
gauging stations are installed. Thus, there is an urgent need to generate information
on basin runoff and silt yield for the acceleration of the watershed development and
management programs (Zade et al. 2005). Most of the agricultural watersheds in
India are ungauged, having no past record whatsoever of rainfall–runoff processes
(Sarangi et al. 2005a, b). Non-availability of continuous rainfall and runoff records
in majority of Indian watersheds has led to the development of techniques for the
estimation of surface runoff from ungauged basins (Chattopadhyay and Choudhury
2006).

However, speeding up of the watershed management program for conservation
and development of natural resource management has necessitated the runoff
information. Remote Sensing data was provided a quick result for decision-makers
before any quantification of Runoff. These tools provide significant reduction in the
cost and time over the conventional methods with reliability and accuracy. So the
RS and GIS techniques provide valuable modern tools in evaluation, management,
and system performance of the water resources (Ingle et al. 2008). Advances in
computational power and the growing availability of spatial data have made it
possible to accurately predict the runoff. The possibility of rapidly combining data
of different types in a geographic information system (GIS) has led to significant
increase in its use in hydrological applications. The runoff depth computed for
ungauged watershed using SCS-CN method in the GIS environment is used for
management and conservation purposes (Ebrahimian et al. 2009). Out of several
methods for runoff estimation from ungauged watershed, the curve number (CN) is
an index developed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), to
represent the potential for storm water runoff within a drainage area. The curve
number method, also known as the hydrologic soil cover complex method, is a
versatile and widely used procedure for runoff estimation. The CN for a drainage
basin is estimated using a combination of land use, soil’s permeability, and ante-
cedent soil moisture condition (AMC).

Soil erosion is one of the most critical environmental hazards of modern times.
Assessing the severity of soil erosion is difficult due to the fact that land often
erodes at an imperceptible rate. In addition, some areas may be more susceptible to
soil erosion than others and the rate of erosion is not the same everywhere. Vast
areas of land now being cultivated may be rendered economically unproductive if
the erosion of soil continues unabated.

Soil erosion is a complex phenomenon as it is governed by various natural
processes, and it, in turn, results in decrease of soil fertility and reduction of crop
yields. Globally, 1964.4 M ha of land is affected by human-induced degradation
(UNEP 1997). Of this, 1,903 M ha is subject to soil erosion by water and
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548.3 M ha by wind erosion. Each year, 75 billion tons of soil is removed due to
erosion largely from agricultural land. The process of soil erosion involves
detachment, transport, and subsequent deposition (Meyer and Wischmeier 1969).
The consequence of soil erosion occurs both on-site and off-site (Morgan 1986).
On-site effects are particularly, where the redistribution of soil within a field, the
loss of soil from a field, the breakdown of soil structure, and the decline in organic
matter and nutrient result in a reduction of cultivable soil depth and decline in soil
fertility. Erosion also reduces available soil moisture, resulting in more
drought-prone conditions. The net effect is a loss of productivity which, at first,
restricts what can be grown and results in increased expenditure on fertilizers to
maintain yields but later, ultimately leads to land abandonment. Off-site problems
result from sedimentation downstream, which reduces the capacity of the rivers,
enhances the risk of flooding, blocks irrigation canals, and reduces the design life of
reservoirs.

The prevention of soil erosion, which means reducing the rate of soil loss to
approximately that which would occur under natural conditions, relies on selecting
appropriate strategies for soil conservation, and this, in turn, requires a thorough
understanding of the processes of erosion. The factors, which influence the rate of
soil erosion, are rainfall, runoff, soil, slope, plant cover, and the presence or absence
of conservation measures (Morgan 1986).

Several parametric models have been developed by various scientists to predict
soil erosion from drainage basins, hillslopes, and field levels. With a few excep-
tions, these models are based on soil type, land use, climatic and topographic
information. Remote sensing technique makes it possible to measure hydrologic
parameters on spatial scales. Scientific management of soil, water, and vegetation
resources on watershed basis is very important to arrest erosion and rapid siltation
in rivers, lakes, and estuaries.

It is, however, realized that due to financial and organizational constraints, it is
not feasible to treat the entire watershed within a short time. Prioritization of
watersheds on the basis of those sub-watersheds within a watershed which con-
tribute maximum sediment yield obviously should determine our priority to evolve
appropriate conservation management strategy so that maximum benefit can be
derived out of any such money-time-effort making scheme. Within any particular
area, there will be a considerable variation in erosion rates, but if the rates are
grouped into those related to natural vegetation, cultivated land, and bare soil, each
group follows a broadly similar pattern of similar variation.

Erosion is not only a function of climate alone but also depends on the frequency
at which potentially erosive events coincide with ground conditions that accelerate
the erosion. The most vulnerable time for erosion is the early part of the wet season
when the rainfall is high, but the vegetation has not grown sufficiently to protect the
soil. Generally, the period between plowing and the growth of the crop beyond the
seedling stage contains an erosion risk if it coincides with heavy rainfall (Morgan
1986).

Erosion and land use change are very closely related. Rates of soil loss accelerate
quickly unacceptably high levels whenever land is misused. Erosion is a natural
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process but that its rate and spatial and temporal distribution depends on the
interaction of physical and human circumstances.

Simple methods such as the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Musgrave
1947), the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) (Williams 1975), or
the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) (Renard et al. 1991) are fre-
quently used for the estimation of surface erosion from catchment areas (Ferro and
Minacapilli 1995; Ferro 1997; Kothyari and Jain 1997; Ferro et al. 1998). Both of
these quantities are found to have large variability due to the spatial variation of
rainfall and catchment heterogeneity. The use of geographical information system
(GIS) methodology is well suited for the quantification of heterogeneity in the
topographic and drainage features of a catchment (Shamsi 1996; Rodda et al. 1999).
With this view in mind, the study was carried out with the objectives, estimation of
runoff using SCS-CN and estimation of soil erosion using RUSLE, by RS and GIS
from watershed. SA-13 watershed is located in Ashti tahsil, district Beed of
Maharashtra. Area represents typical semiarid region of Maharashtra state and
associated agroecological setup.

Watershed SA-13 lies between longitude 75° 04′ 55″ to 75° 16′ 25″E and lati-
tude 18° 40′ 11″ to 18° 56′ 20″N. SA-13 occupies an area of about 21,300 ha
(Fig. 1). The elevation of the watershed ranges from 730 m above mean sea level at
northeast border and gradually decreases down to 575 m at the confluence of Sina
and Talwar rivers

Fig. 1 Location map of
study area
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Materials and Methods

Watershed Delineation

Survey of India toposheets 47°N/1, 47°N/2, and 47°N/5 (1:50,000 scale) in com-
bination with satellite image was used for watershed delineation. Contours, spot
heights, and elevation along with drainage pattern exhibited on the toposheets were
the guiding features for micro-watershed delineation. 15 micro-watersheds were
delineated for the project area.

Land Use/Land Cover

Land use/land cover was one of the most important thematic inputs in any study as
it provides the present status of land utilization and its pattern. The change in the
land use/land cover is very dynamic that is why satellite remote sensing is widely
used for its mapping. The multiseasonal satellite data are used to know the status of
different crops in different seasons. Classification system suggested by NRSA
(1989) was adopted. The preprocessing techniques need to be employed on the
satellite data before it can be used for actual interpretation. Geometric correction of
satellite images and enhancement used as a preprocessing step is required for
further processing. ERDAS Imagine 9.1 image processing software is used for
preprocessing of satellite data (ERDAS Imagine Field Guide 1998), whereas
Arc GIS 9.2 suite was used for performing integration of various thematic layers
which includes spatial and non-spatial analysis (ESRI User Manual 1994).

In this study, hybrid classification approach (supervised, unsupervised, and
NDVI threshold) was adopted to classify the area into different land use classes.
The soil map of the study area has been prepared by MRSAC under the project
IMSD (Integrated Mission for Sustainable Development) as per the guidelines of
NBSS and LUP (1995), AIS and LUS, and Ministry of Agriculture was used for
this purpose.

Slope Extraction from SRTM DEM

The NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) has provided digital ele-
vation model (DEMs) for over 80% of the globe. These data are currently dis-
tributed free of charge by USGS and are available for download from the National
Map Seamless Data Distribution System, or the USGS ftp site. The SRTM data are
available as 3-arc second (approx. 90-m resolution) DEMs. A 1-arc second data
product was also produced, but is not available for all countries. The vertical error
of the DEMs is reported to be less than 16 m. The data come in two formats:
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arc-formatted ASCII and GeoTIFF. (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml)
SRTM DEM is used to understand the drainage networks, elevation, and generation
of the slope.

Runoff Estimation by SCS Curve Number Method

The requirements for the soil conservation service (SCS) curve number (CN) method
are rainfall amount and curve number. The curve number is based on the hydrologic
soil group, land use treatment, and hydrologic condition. As defined by SCS soil
scientists, soil was classified into four hydrologic groups (A, B, C, and D) (USDA
1985), depending on infiltration and soil classification. Land use and treatment
classes were used in the preparation of hydrologic soil cover complex method.

Antecedent soil moisture condition (AMC) is an indicator of watershed wetness
and availability of soil moisture storage prior to a storm and has a significant effect
on runoff volume. Recognizing its significance, SCS developed a guide for
adjusting CN according to AMC based on the total rainfall in the 5-day period
preceding a storm. Three levels of AMC are used in the CN method: AMC-I for
dry, AMC-II for normal, and AMC-III for wet conditions. Table 1 gives seasonal
rainfall limits for these three antecedent soil moisture conditions.

The CN method is based on the recharge capacity of the watershed. The recharge
capacity is determined by antecedent soil moisture conditions and physical char-
acteristics of the watershed. The storage capacity (S) can be obtained from CN by
using the following relationship

S ¼ 24; 500
CN

� 245 ð1Þ

where

S Maximum recharge capacity of watershed after 5-day rainfall antecedent, mm
CN Curve number.

In the past 30 years, the SCS method has been used by a few researchers because
it gives consistently usable results (Rao et al. 1996; Sharma et al. 2001;

Table 1 Classification of
antecedent soil moisture
condition

AMC 5-days Antecedent rainfall (mm)

Active growing season Dormant season

I Dry (<35) Dry (<12.5)

II Medium (35–52.5) Medium (12.5–27.5)

III Wet (>52.5) Wet (>27.5)
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Chandramohan and Durbude 2001; Sharma and Kumar 2002) for runoff estimation.
Putting the value of curve number in above, the recharge capacity ‘S’ was calcu-
lated. The direct runoff of the watershed was calculated using following equation.

Q ¼ 0; If P� 0:2S

Q ¼ P�0:2SÞ2
Pþ 0:8S

� �
If P� 0:2S ð2Þ

where

Q Runoff depth (mm)
P Rainfall (mm)
S Maximum recharge capacity of watershed after 5-day rainfall antecedent (mm).

Generating CN Map

To generate the CN map, the hydrologic soil group and land use maps were
integrated into GIS environment. An integrated, hydrologic soil cover complex
method map with new polygons representing the merged soil hydrologic group and
land use was generated. Weighted CN map was generated using following
equation:

CN ¼
P

CNi � Ai

A
ð3Þ

where

CN weighted curve number.
CNi curve number from 1, 2, 3, … i.
Ai area with curve number CNi

A total area of the watershed.

Antecedent Soil Moisture Condition (AMC)

The CN values for each polygon were calculated for average conditions (i.e.,
antecedent soil moisture condition Class II). To determine which AMC class was
the most appropriately related to study area, the use of rainfall data is necessary.
The CN values are documented for the case of AMC-II (USDA 1985). To calculate
CN values for AMC-I and AMC-III conditions, the following equations are used
(Chow et al. 2002):
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CN for AMC-I; CNðIÞ ¼
4:2 � CNðIIÞ

10� 0:058 � CNðIIÞ
� � ð4Þ

CN for AMC-III, CNðIIIÞ¼
23 � CNðIIÞ

10þ 0:13 + CNðIIÞ
� � ð5Þ

where

CN(II) curve number for normal condition,
CN(I) curve number for dry condition, and
CN(III) curve number for wet condition.

Slope-Adjusted CN

Slope has profound impact on the determination of CN values; therefore, incor-
porating slope values in CN and adjusting CN values accordingly are essential from
hydrology study point of view. To achieve this, slope and CN maps were inter-
sected to get slopes of each polygon. Since each polygon has different slopes,
calculating weighted slope is needed for each polygon. Weighted slope of a
polygon was computed using formula (6).

Weighted slope ¼
Pn

i¼1 ai � si
A

ð6Þ

where

ai area of slope (ha)
si slope in percent
A polygon area (ha)

Weighted slope of polygon was applied in Eq. (8) to compute slope-adjusted CN
values. Huang et al.’s (2006) approach was used to make the improvement and
incorporate the slope factor into the analysis. The CN values for AMC-II condition
are calculated by formula (8) considering the slope correction, and then, CN(II)

modified is converted into CN values for AMC-I and AMC-III condition by using
following Eqs. (7) and (9)

CNðIÞ ¼ CNðIIÞ �
20 100� CNðIIÞ
� �

100� CNðIIÞ þ exp 2:533� 0:0636 100� CNðIIÞ
� �� �� �

 !
ð7Þ

CNðIIÞMod-II ¼ CNðIIÞ
322:79þ 15:63a

aþ 323:52

� 	
ð8Þ
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CNðIIIÞ ¼ CNðIIÞ � exp 0:00673 100� CNðIIÞ
� �� � ð9Þ

The daily rainfall data for the year 2005 for the study area and the values of
maximum potential retention, S, obtained from the CN for the watershed area were
used for the estimation of runoff from SCS (model).

Soil Erosion by Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation
(RUSLE)

In this study, RUSLE an empirical equation is a used and estimated annual soil loss
in croplands (tons/ha/year) resulting from sheet and rill erosion. The RUSLE is
based on the series of factors, each quantifying one or more processes and their
interactions, are combined to estimate overall soil loss. The overall schemas of
estimating annual soil loss using remote sensing and GIS techniques are given in
Fig. 2. Annual soil loss potential from different categories of land uses has been
calculated using RUSLE equation, as under:

A ¼ R � K � L � S � C � P ð10Þ

where

A Gross amount of soil erosion (t/ha/year);
R Rainfall erosivity factor (MJ mm ha−1 h−1);

Rainfall (Daily) Soil Map Satellite Data (IRS- LISS-III) SRTM 

R Factor 

K Factor 

LS Factor 

Average annual Soil  Loss 

Pre-processing of satellite image

Image Classification Visual/Digital 
Slope Map 

NDVI 

C  Factor 

LULC 

P Factor 

Fig. 2 Flowchart for the estimation of annual soil loss
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K Soil erodibility factor (t ha h ha−1 MJ−1 mm−1);
L Slope length factor (dimensionless);
S Slope steepness/gradient factor
C Cover management factor (dimensionless) and
P Support practice factor (dimensionless)

R-Factor (Rainfall Erosivity Factor)

Rainfall data from nine rainfall stations surrounding the SA-13 watershed were used
to calculate rainfall erosivity factor (R-value). Monthly precipitation for these sta-
tions was collected for the year 2005. The monthly precipitation surface was
interpolated to determine the value of each cell. Inverse distance weighted
(IDW) technique was adopted to generate interpolated rain image (rain.img) to find
the R-factor.

R-Factor ¼ 81:5þ 0:380� rain:imgð Þ½ � ð11Þ

K-Factor (Soil Erodibilty Factor)

K values had been estimated for all the vertical layers of the soil series by using the
analytical relationship for the nomograph by Atawoo and Heerasing (1997) given as
below

100K ¼ 2:1� 104 � 2� OMð Þ � m1:14 þ 3:25� St� 2ð Þþ 2:5� Pt� 3ð Þ� �
ð12Þ

where

K Soil erodibility (tons-year/MJ-mm),
OM % Organic matter,
Pt Permeability code,
St Soil structure code,
M A function of the primary particle size function given by
M (% silt + % sand content)
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LS-Factor (Slope Length and Steepness Factor)

Slope gradient (S) and slope length (L) were determined and combined to form a
single factor known as the topographic factor LS. The accuracy of estimation
depends on the resolution of DEM. The LS-factor in the present study was therefore
computed by using the equation stated by Moore and Wilson (1992):

LS ¼ AS=22:13ð Þn� sin b=0:0896ð Þm ð13Þ

where

As the specific area (=Alb), defined as the upslope contributing area for an
overland cell (A) per unit width normal to the flow direction (b);

b the slope gradient in degrees;
n 0.4; for 3–4% slope
m 1.3

The slope steepness factor S is evaluated by the relationship developed by
McCool et al. (1987)

S ¼ 10:8 sin hþ 0:03S\9% i:e: tan h� 0:09ð Þ ð14aÞ

S ¼ sin h= sin 5:143ð Þ0:6S� 9% i:e: tan h� 0:09ð Þ ð14bÞ

b is calculated as

b ¼ sin h=0:0896ð Þ= 3:0 sin hð Þ0:8 þ 0:56
h i

ð15Þ

where

h slope angle.

The combined topographic (LS) factor was computed rather than the individual
slope length and slope angle factors. The inputs for the computation include the
slope in percent and the slope length as a flow length.

C-Factor (Cover Management Factor)

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), an indicator of the vegeta-
tion vigor and health, is used along with the following formula to generate the
C-factor image for the study area (Zhou et al. 2008; Kouli et al. 2009).
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NDVI ¼ NIR� R
NIRþR

ð16Þ

where

NDVI Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (ratio varying from −1 to +1).
NIR Near-infrared band.
R Red band

The NDVI map was generated for the watershed to formulate the linear equation
between NDVI and C-factor. The NDVI values less than zero indicate water and
other non-vegetated features, so the negative values are not considered in preparing
the C-factor equation. With these boundary conditions, the regression equation for
C-factor was developed.

C ¼ 0 NDVI� 0 ð17aÞ

C ¼ �0:50 NDVIþ 1 0\NDVI� 0:68 ð17bÞ

C ¼ 0 NDVI� 0:68: ð18cÞ

P-Factor (Support Practice Factor)

In this study, the watershed was broadly divided into three zones by considering the
present land use/land cover practices and support factors (rabi season image reflects
the management practices undertaken in the watershed in terms of soil moisture and
vegetation cover). The values of conservation practice factor for different man-
agement practices were adopted for the SA-13 watershed as suggested by Haan
et al. (1994). The P-factor was assumed by using the conservation practice of the
study area, and the value of P-factor for strip cropping was taken as 0.37 (Stone and
Hilborn 2000).

Result

Runoff Estimation

In this study, modified soil conservation system (SCS) CN model was used for
rainfall–runoff estimation that considers parameter such as soil type, vegetation
cover, slope, and watershed characteristics. SCS-CN provides an empirical rela-
tionship for estimating initial abstraction and runoff as a function of soil type and
land use. Rainfall runoff relationship can be visualized by the factors such as initial
abstraction, runoff, and actual retention. The curve number (CN) is an index
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developed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), to represent the
potential for storm water runoff within a drainage area. The CN for a drainage basin
was estimated using a combination of land use, soil, and antecedent soil moisture
condition (AMC).

Land Use/Land Cover

There were eight land use/land cover categories, viz. kharif, rabi, seasonal fallow,
double crop, forest, wasteland, water bodies, and settlement in the study area.
Watershed was dominantly agrarian in nature with other categories such as forest,
wasteland, settlement, and water bodies. Agriculture categories observed in the
watershed were kharif season crops, rabi season crops, seasonal fallows, and area
cropped twice in a year called as double crop area. In total, 17,847.56 ha of area
was demarcated as agriculture land which was 83.79% of the total area of the
watershed. Seasonal cropping such as kharif, rabi, and fallows occupies about
13.04, 8.63, and 41.20%, respectively. Watershed was dominated by dry deciduous
type of forest, occupying the undulating areas and hills in northern part. Based on
the canopy coverage, the forest area was categorized as dense, open, and degraded
forest (reported as total forest area). The total area under forest was 1127.10 ha,
which was 5.29% of the total watershed area.

Wastelands were mainly the non-arable areas occupying undulating landforms
and the hillslopes. The total 2039.26 has area under this category, which was 9.57%
of the total watershed area. Other classes, such as settlement and water bodies,
occupy about 29.60 and 256.47 ha, respectively.

Hydrologic Soil Groups

Soils of the watershed were classified into hydrologic soil groups B, C, and D based
on infiltration and runoff generating potentials. Hydrologic group A was absent in
the study area. Hydrologic soil groups occurring in the area are depicted in Fig. 3.
HSG-C occupies highest aerial extent of about 14,820.99 ha which was 69.58% of
the total geographical area of the watershed. Dominance of HSG-C indicates that
the soils in the watershed have moderately fine-to-fine structure with slow rate of
water transmission and with slow rate of infiltration when thoroughly wetted.
HSG-C soils are spread all over the watershed in interdrainage areas where ridge
line exist with moderate elevation. These areas are conspicuously cultivated for
rainfed crops.
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HSG-D covers 17.65% area of watershed. Area occupied by HSG-B was very
less, i.e., 1885.50 ha which was mere 8.85% of watershed. They were forming
catchment zones for smaller water bodies located in the watershed.

CN Values

Composite curve number for each micro-watershed was calculated by multiplying
weights according to the area occupied by each land use class and the corre-
sponding curve numbers. The weighted CN values were further corrected using
slope in m/m (initially estimated in degrees and then converted to radians). Mean
slope of each micro-watershed was multiplied with weighted CN to derive

Fig. 3 Hydrological soil
grouping (HSG) map of
SA-13 watershed
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slope-corrected or slope-adjusted CN values for each micro-watershed. Final CN
values in each micro-watershed for AMC-II are estimated and depicted in Fig. 4.

Hydrological soil groups C and D lead to higher CN values, whereas hydrologic
soil group B leads to relatively low CN values. The lowest CN was found 88,
whereas highest CN was 94. This indicates that SA-13 watershed generates higher
runoff for these considerable high CN values, as CN values increasing runoff would
also increase. Any change in land use can alter CN values of the watershed, and
accordingly, the runoff response is also favorable to generate more runoff volume.
(Mellesse and Shih 2002).

Fig. 4 Mean CN map of
SA-13 watershed
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Runoff Depth

The rainfall data of SA-13 watershed were obtained for the year 2005, and runoff
estimation based on SCS-CN method had been carried out for 15 micro-watershed
areas. Daily estimations of runoff were aggregated on monthly basis, and further
cumulative scenario on rainfall, runoff, and percent runoff depth is given in Table 2.

It was observed from Table 2 that average annual rainfall in the watershed for
the year 2005 was 406.50 mm, whereas average annual runoff depth was 93.52 mm
for the year 2005, amounting 23.01% of the total rainfall. Micro-watershed
No. 3 generates minimum runoff (i.e., 19.59%) as against micro-watershed No. 15,
which has generated maximum runoff of 33.11%. Micro-watershed numbering 3, 5,
4, 2, 1, and 8 generates lower values of runoff, whereas micro-watershed, viz 15, 9,
6, 14, and 11, generated higher values of runoff.

Soil Loss Estimation

Soil loss is defined as the amount of soil lost in a specified time period over an area
of land. It is expressed in units of mass per unit area (t/ha/year). This study uses the
RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) to estimate annual soil loss from
agricultural watershed. Soil loss values estimated using RUSLE are dependent upon
six major parameters, i.e. R-factor (rainfall and runoff), K-factor (soil erodibility),
L-factor (slope length factor), S-factor (slope steepness), C-factor (cover and

Table 2 Rainfall and runoff
depth for the year 2005

Micro-watershed Rainfall
(mm)

Runoff
(mm)

%
Runoff

1 406.5 84.19 20.71

2 406.5 85.70 21.08

3 406.5 79.63 19.59

4 406.5 80.06 19.69

5 406.5 79.99 19.68

6 406.5 102.71 25.27

7 406.5 81.36 20.01

8 406.5 87.96 21.64

9 406.5 102.84 25.30

10 406.5 96.46 23.73

11 406.5 98.97 24.35

12 406.5 89.93 22.12

13 406.5 97.16 23.90

14 406.5 101.27 24.91

15 406.5 134.58 33.11

Average 406.5 93.52 23.01
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management), and P-factor (support practice factors). The result of individual
RUSLE parameters and average annual soil loss estimated is as follows.

R-Factor (Rainfall Erosivity Factor)

The rainfall distribution was not homogeneous all over the study area; for this
reason, an interpolation of annual precipitation data was applied (using IDW
interpolation technique) to have a more representative rainfall distribution. The
rainfall data from 9 surrounding meteorological stations were used for estimating
the average annual precipitation.

R-factor map of the SA-13 watershed is depicted in Fig. 5. R-factor values for
SA-13 watershed vary from 287 to 329, tending higher values at the northeast

Fig. 5 R-factor map of
SA-13 watershed
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corner and gradually decreasing down to central-west part of the study area. This
shows that the value of R-factor varies according to rainfall distribution.

K-Factor (Soil Erodability Factor)

The K-factor reflects the fact that different soils erode at different rates when the
other factors affecting erosion remain the same. Soil texture was the principal cause
affecting the K-factor along with soil structure, organic matter content, and per-
meability. A map for the K-factor was generated based on above soil parameters
and presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 K-factor map of
SA-13 watershed
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For SA-13 watershed, K-factors were varying between 0.00 and 0.32, which
depict soil susceptibility to erosion, the sediment transportability, and runoff rate.
One assumption was made that only the topsoil layer is the most susceptible to
erosion. Therefore, only the K-factor values for the top portion of each soil type
were used. Area occupied by K-factors in SA-13 watershed is given in Table 3.

L-Factor (Slope Length) and S-Factor (Slope
Gradient/Steepness)

L- and S-factors in combination are called as topographic factor, both of which are
determined using DEM. Slope is varying from 0° to 79.45°. Higher slopes are
concentrated on northeastern part of the watershed, whereas it is gradually
decreasing toward south. The L- and S-factors in RUSLE reflect the topography of
watershed. The LS-factor in the present study was computed for overland cells by
using the equation stated by Moore and Wilson (1992). The value of LS-factor
varies from 0 to 10. The LS-factor map of SA-13 watershed is depicted in Fig. 7.

C-Factor (Cover Management Factor)

The C-factor is the cover management factor. The cover management factor is the
ratio of soil loss from an area with specified cover and management to that of an
area in tilled continuous fallow. The values of C depend on vegetation type, stage of
growth, and cover percentage and vary between 0 and 1 (Gitas et al. 2009). The
value of C-factor varies from 0.44 to 1 depending on the NDVI.

In this study, the cover management factor C reflects the effect of cropping and
management practices on the soil erosion rate. C-factor map of the watershed is
presented in Fig. 8.

Table 3 Area statistics of
K-factor in SA-13 watershed

S. No. K-factor Area (ha) % Total geographical area

1 0.00 936.88 4.40

2 0.22 18707.12 87.83

3 0.26 1288.92 6.05

4 0.32 367.10 1.72

Total 21,300 100
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P-Factor (Support Practice Factor)

Supporting practices typically affect erosion by redirecting runoff around the slope
so that it has less erosivity or by slowing down the runoff to cause deposition. The
lower the P-factor value, the more effective the conservation practice was deemed
to be at reducing soil erosion. If there are no support practices, the P-factor is 1.0. In
this study area, most of the agricultural area was occupied by rainfed crops such as
jowar, soybean, wheat, and gram fields on strip farming method. In forest areas, the
P value 1 was assigned because there was no support practice. The P-factor for strip
cropping of the study area was taken 0.37 (Stone and Hilborn 2000).

Fig. 7 Slope length factor
map of SA-13 watershed
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Estimation of Soil Loss

The composite term RKLSCP represents the soil erosion potential of different grid
cells in the unit t/ha/year. The GIS database generated for the estimation of soil
erosion such as R-factor, LS–factor, C-factor, and P-factor has been multiplied
using ‘Raster Calculator’ in spatial analyst of ArcGIS. The final soil loss map of the
watershed is given in Fig. 9. The average soil loss of the entire watershed was
8.2 t/ha/year, highest soil erosion potential of 9.97 t/ha/year was observed in
micro-watershed number 4, whereas lowest potential of 5.59 t/ha/year was
observed in micro-watershed number 13. Generally, the highest erosion was in
areas of bare soils with upland topography where slope exceeds approximately 30°.

Soil erosion is a natural process, and the goal of any mitigation action should be
for reducing erosion rates down to reasonable limits. Generally, watershed areas

Fig. 8 C-factor map of
SA-13 watershed
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which have a soil erosion potential under 3 t/ha/year are within the expected tol-
erable soil loss level and should be excluded from any mitigation actions. Soil
erosion in present study is in moderate erosion risk class.

Conclusions

The conclusions that may be drawn are as follows:

1. Geographical information system arises as an efficient tool for the preparation of
most of the input data required by the SCS curve number model;

2. The runoff estimated using SCS curve number model is comparable with the
runoff measured by the conventional method for the SA-13 watershed.

Fig. 9 Average soil loss in
SA-13 watershed
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3. Generally, the highest estimates of soil erosion are in areas of bare soils with
upland topography where slope exceeds approximately 30°.

4. Generally, watershed areas which have soil erosion potential of less than
3 tons/ha/year are within the expected tolerable soil loss level and should be
excluded from any mitigation actions.

5. Soil erosion for SA-13 watershed is in moderate erosion risk class.
6. This approach could be applied in other ungauged Indian watersheds for

planning of various conservation measures.
7. This methodology can be applied to small basins. The application of remote

sensing images and GIS tools is useful to approximate the land cover and
potential soil erosion of the basin.
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Rainwater Harvesting Structure Site
Suitability Using Remote Sensing and GIS

B. K. Gavit, R. C. Purohit, P. K. Singh, Mahesh Kothari
and H. K. Jain

Abstract Water is an important natural resource for the survival of all living
beings. Watershed is the hydrogeological entity bounded by ridge line having single
outlet. Digital elevation model (DEM) is defined as any digital representation of
continuous variation of relief over a space. DEM is available from several sources
and different spatial resolution. The ASTER DEM is one of the freely available
DEM. Rainwater harvesting is important to avoid the scarcity of water. The
appropriate choice of water harvesting technique depends on rainfall and its dis-
tribution, topography, land use land cover (LULC), and soil. The water harvesting
conditions include the practices, viz. bunding, pitting, rainwater harvesting, water
harvesting, floodwater and groundwater recharging. The paper illustrates the effi-
cacy of remote sensing and GIS technology for suitability of rainwater harvesting
structures. The study is conducted in Punad watershed, Nashik district (India). The
data used are ASTER DEM, LISS-III image and SOI toposheet, soil and rainfall,
etc. The study area is about 290 km2. The watershed area falls in 46 H/14 and 46
L/2 toposheet. Average annual rainfall of the Kalwan tahsil is 780 mm. The drai-
nage network and slope maps were derived using ASTER DEM, whereas other
thematic maps LULC, road and settlements were derived using toposheet. Slope is
categorized as high, medium, and low slope. All these maps were integrated in GIS
environment to locate the potential suitable sites for rainwater harvesting. Adopting
the IMSD guidelines, the suitable sites for percolation tank and check dam were
identified in the study area.
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Introduction

Water is most noteworthy natural resources which support both human needs and
economic development (Sinha et al. 2015). Hence, it should be used precisely for
tomorrow’s use. The natural resources like land and water are planned and managed
on the basis watershed. Watershed is considered as an ideal unit for land and water
resources planning and management purposes (Sharma et al. 2015). Watershed is a
hydrological entity bounded by ridge line having single outlet. India is very
divergent country in its physio-topographical nature and in terms of availability of
natural resources. Central Water Commission divided India into 20 river basins
comprising of 12 major river basins and 8 composite basins using Survey of India
(SOI) toposheets and contour maps. Thereafter in 1990, AISLUS gave hydrological
unit classification and came up with 35 basins. Central Water Commission (CWC),
Ministry of Water Resources, GOI, and Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) have jointly developed Web-enabled Water Resources Information System
of India (India-WRIS). India is divided into 25 basins and 101 subbasins under
India-WRIS project based on digital elevation model (DEM) (Anonymous 2012).
The size of watershed varies from few ha to some square kilometer. According to
the catchment area, the classification of watershed is given in Table 1.

Water harvesting is nothing but the collection of surface runoff mainly for
agricultural and domestic purposes. Water harvesting structures are extremely
important to conserve precious natural resources like soil and water; these are
depleting day by day at faster rate (Bamne et al. 2014). The water harvesting is
mostly done for control of the runoff, to maintain groundwater level, to increase the
vegetation, to minimize the sedimentation in the reservoirs or to store at the time of
excess, and to reuse whenever required. In the case of designing and locating, the
water harvesting site is very important. The identification of potential sites for water
harvesting is an important step in efficient utilization and maximizing of water
availability as well as land productivity in that area. The traditional fragmented
approach of identification of potential sites for water harvesting is no longer viable
and a more holistic approach to water management.

Table 1 System of
classification of watershed in
India

Category Number Size ranges (‘000 ha)

Regions 6 25,000–1,00,000

Basin 35 3000–25,000

Catchments 112 1000–3000

Sub-catchments 500 200–1000

Watersheds 3237 50–200

Sub-watersheds 12,000 10–50

Milli-watershed 72,000 1–10

Micro-watershed 4,00,000 0.5–1

Foundation for Ecology. Source Book of Soil and Water
Conservation 2008
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The surveying of the watershed for locating the rainwater harvesting structure
needs field work and as well as it takes more time. The preparation of the watershed
action plan from the survey sheets is old practice. Recent technological advances
have brought remote sensing and geographic information system (GIS) techniques
to the forefront as tools for recommending these conservation measures (Biswas
et al. 2002). Remote sensing is nothing but acquiring/gathering information about
an object without in physical contact of that object. Remote sensing imagery has
many applications in mapping Land Use Land Cover (LULC), agriculture, soil
mapping, forestry, city planning, archeological investigations, military observation,
geomorphological surveying, land cover changes, deforestation, vegetation
dynamics, water quality dynamics, urban growth, etc., (Agarwal 2003). Burrough
(1986) defines GIS as ‘a set of tools for collecting, storing retrieving at will,
transforming and displaying spatial data from the real world for a particular set of
purposes.’ GIS is a powerful set of tools for collecting, storing, retrieving, trans-
forming, and displaying spatial data from the real world. The GIS data model
allows the geographic features in real-world locations to be digitally represented
and stored in a database so that they can be abstractly presented in map (analog)
form and can also be worked with and manipulated to address some problem.
Combined use of remote sensing and GIS results best solution for the complex
problem.

A digital elevation model (DEM) provides digital representation of portions of
earth’s terrain over two-dimensional surfaces. DEM is normally generated by
regular array of elevation values derived from topographic maps, aerial pho-
tographs. The DEM can be used for the extraction of the different topographic
parameters such as slope, aspect, perspective three-dimensional view, hill shading,
curvature, flow direction, flow accumulation, catchment area, drainage network, etc.
Nowadays DEM is available freely on the Internet for whole globe in varied spatial
resolution. The advanced spaceborne thermal emission reflection radiometer
(ASTER) global digital elevation model (GDEM) is one of the freely available
DEM on the Web portal for the whole globe. The present study was undertaken to
use remote sensing and GIS technique for locating the potential sites for rainwater
harvesting structure. Pandit et al. (1999) carried out a case study of Nasik Taluka,
Maharashtra, using RS and GIS-based integrated watershed development. The
approach aims generation of specific action plans for the development using remote
sensing satellite data in connection with other conventional socioeconomic data to
meet the demands of present local populations as well as to achieve the sustainable
development. The scope of study is to assess natural resources potential and their
spatial variation in respect to soil, water resources, LULC in slected area using IRS
LISS-II data.
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Study Area

The study is conducted in Punad watershed of Girna catchment in Nashik district,
Maharashtra (India). The present study area is located in Nashik which is the part
Kalwan block as part of Girna sub basin. The watershed falls in Survey of India
toposheet No. 46 H/14 and 46 L/2 (1:50,000 scale) which is located in Kalwan
tahsil. The approximate area of the watershed is 290 km2 covering 37 villages of
Kalwan tahsil. The soil in this area is mostly black soil. The area shows a wide
variation in physiographical topography. Average annual rainfall of the Kalwan
tahsil is 780 mm. Most of the area is under the agriculture cultivation. The major
crops of the area are bajra, maize, sugarcane, onion, wheat and some seasonal
vegetables, and horticultural crops. Figure 1 shows the location map of the study
area.

Methodology

The present study is taken to use the efficacy of the remote sensing and GIS
technique for locating the site suitability of the water harvesting structures. Rainfall
in selected area is abundant but due to hilly topography its not managed properly;
hence considering need this rainwater harvesting study was undertken in this study.
The reduction of surface runoff can be achieved by constructing suitable structures

Fig. 1 a Location map of the study area b satellite imagery of study area
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in the area, which automatically helps to manage the other natural resources like
soil and vegetation as the watershed condition affects these resources. For the
efficient management, one has to take suitable unit of management. Here, by taking
watershed as a unit, the water, soil, and vegetation’s can be managed efficiently,
collectively, and simultaneously. The present study was planned in such a way to
utilize the freely available satellite data. The ASTER DEM is used for extracting the
drainage network as well to delineate the watershed, whereas settlement and road
network are digitized from the Survey of India toposheet.

The LISS-III data are also taken from the Bhuvan Web portal of ISRO which
gives the data in free domain. The geo-referencing and rectification of the satellite
imagery as well toposheets were carried out using the image processing ERDAS
Imagine 8.7 software. The roads, railway, and settlements are digitized using the
toposheet in the ArcGIS 9.3 software. The drainage network, slope, and contour
were derived using the ASTER DEM. The land use land cover (LULC) map is
prepared using the satellite imagery. The soil data is taken from National Bureau
Survey Land Use Planning, Nagpur. All those thematic layers were integrated in the
GIS environment. The integrated mission for sustainable development (IMSD)
technical guidelines for site selection of water conservation structure given by
National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) (currently NRSC), India (NRSC 1995)
was followed for selection of the suitable site of the water harvesting structure. On
the basis of these guidelines, the following factors were selected as requirements for
suitable site. The methodology adopted in this study for finding the suitable site of
the structure is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Methodology flow chart
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Drainage Network

The drainage network of the watershed gives the idea about the topography of that
area, and it plays very important role in locating the proper site of the watershed.
Hence, the drainage network is derived from the ASTER DEM (30 m) data as free.
ASTER DEM of the study area is shown in Fig. 3. For the digital extraction of the
drainage network, the ArcGIS 10.2 software is used. Using the ArcGIS hydrology
tool, the drainage is extracted. The filling and sinking of DEM were performed prior
to vectorization of the stream. After the vectorization of the drainage network, the
stream ordering is done using the GIS environment. The drainage network map of
the study area is shown in Fig. 4.

Soil Map

The soil map of any watershed is very important which is very helpful to get the
idea about the land use as well as land of that area. The study areas soil map is
collected from National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning, (NBSS and

Fig. 3 ASTER DEM of the study area
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LUP) Nagpur. The soil of the study area is mostly fertile and most land is under
cultivation.

Land Use Land Cover

Land use land cover is the key component for controlling runoff and evapotran-
spiration from that area. The LULC tells to interpreter about the watersheds
healthiness in terms of soil and natural resources. The LULC maps of that area are
prepared using the LISS-III (23.5 m) satellite imagery. For preparation of the
LULC map, supervised as well as unsupervised techniques of the image processing
are used. Major land use land cover categories are agriculture, forest, wasteland,
river, and built-up area. The LULC map of the study area is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Drainage map of the study area with settlements
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Results and Discussion

All thematic layers were integrated in GIs environment using Arc GIS software as
per methodology Flow chart. To adopt the suitable site selection criteria, integrated
mission for sustainable development (IMSD) technical guidelines given by National
Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) (currently NRSC), India, were taken. It was
found that watershed was suitable for constructing check dams. With the help of
IMSD guidelines, suitable sites for check dam were identified for irrigation or
drinking water purposes. The buffer of 500 m is extracted for the settlement and
proposed suitable area for water harvesting structures. The buffer area is marked for
settlement in order to avoid the structures location in residential area.

Fig. 5 Land use land cover map of the study area
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By extraction of buffer zones, it is possible to find out the area of interest around
the entity or set of entities. Figure 6 shows the buffer areas around the settlement
and agricultural land use, which show that this area should be excluded for locating
water harvesting structures.

The runoff potential map was generated by integrating information on rainfall,
LULC, soil groups, settlement, drainage network, and other ancillary data. The
potential sites were integrated in the GIS environment. The buffer of 500 m was
marked from the settlement for finding the suitable sites. As expected, barren/rocky
areas with soil group class D amount to maximum runoff potentiality. The com-
bination of open forest with soil group class C contributes the least runoff potential.
In the case of current fallow and irrigated land use classes, the runoff varies
depending upon the soil type and rooting depth of the plants.

Fig. 6 Buffer map of the study area
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Site Identification

The thematic layers were assigned the weights in order to integrate it. After giving
the weights, all those layers were integrated to derive the composite maps in GIS
environment. Generally, water conservation structures are preferred along the
streams. Location of the water conservation structure should be such that, it should
get enough quantity of water and should be neither very near nor too far from
settlement and agriculture area. On this map, site suitability analysis for check dam
was carried out by running queries using the decision tree concept. The resultant
map is shown in Fig. 7. In the field, suitable sites for these structures were identified
following the IMSD guidelines.

Conclusion

The remote sensing and GIS are the advanced and recent technologies,which
coupled together yields better solution for complex problems for watershed plan-
ning as well resources management. The present study shows the utility of freely

Fig. 7 Site suitability map for check dam
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available ASTER DEM is very good source for delineation of the watershed. After
adopting the integrated mission for sustainable development (IMSD) guidelines in
watershed, the suitable sites for constructing the check dam for drinking, irrigation,
and for drinking purposes are found. Such harvested water may be used in many
watershed activities. The integrated results of the decision criteria show that suitable
sites of the check dams are more or less nearer or on the drainage line. The remote
sensing technique proved to be effective for generating various thematic layers
relevant to sites suitability.
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Land Surface Temperature Estimation
Using Remote Sensing Data

Vijay Solanky, Sangeeta Singh and S. K. Katiyar

Abstract India is facing crucial problem as the other world, by the impact of
Global warming which is resulting from climate change. Global warming is an
increase in Earth’s average surface temperature, land surface temperature
(LST) plays a critical role in Global climate change and is used in a range of
hydrological, meteorological, and climatological applications. As needed for most
modelling and climate analysis applications. Remote sensing (RS) and geographic
information system (GIS) have found wide application areas in climate change
analyses also this can be used for LST calculation. There are various sensor whose
data is useful in generating LST such as: advanced very high resolution radiometer
(AVHRR), moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS), Landsat-8,
and many more. LST can be estimated by using many algorithms i.e. split-window
(SW), dual-angle (DA), single-channel (SC). In this paper we have used SW
algorithm to estimate LST for Bhopal region using LANDSAT-8 Thermal Infrared
bands. SW algorithm uses spectral radiance and emissivity of TIR bands as input
for deriving LST. The spectral radiance was estimated using TIR bands and
emissivity was calculated using NDVI threshold technique. Finally Land surface
temperature for Bhopal region have been estimated and statistics are presented.

Keywords Remote sensing (RS) � Land surface temperature (LST)
Split window algorithm � NDVI threshold � Climate change
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Introduction

Over the past several decades in Remote Sensing community, land surface tem-
perature (LST) is found to be one of the most important parameters in the physical
processes of surface energy and water balance at local through global scales
(Anderson et al. 2008; Brunsell and Gillies 2003; Karnieli et al. 2010; Kustas and
Anderson 2009; Zhang et al. 2008). In more general terms LST can be defined as
hotness of surface of earth, from RS satellite’s perspective, the surface is whatever
it sees when it looks through the atmosphere to the ground. LST estimation pro-
vides information about temporal and spatial variations of the surface equilibrium
state and is of fundamental importance in many applications.

LST is being used in a variety of areas such as evapotranspiration, climate
change, hydrological cycle, vegetation monitoring, urban climate and environ-
mental studies, among others (Arnfield 2003; Bastiaanssen et al. 1998; Hansen et al.
2010; Kalma et al. 2008; Kogan 2001; Su 2002; Voogt and Oke 2003; Weng 2009;
Weng et al. 2004). Since the launch of the Landsat-8 satellite (also known as
Landsat Data Continuity Mission, LDCM) in February 2013 continuity of remote
sensing data at high spatial resolution acquired by instruments on board previous
Landsat satellites such as the multispectral scanner system (MSS), the thematic
mapper (TM), and the enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+).

Landsat-8 carries two sensors, i.e., the operational land imager (OLI) and the
thermal infrared sensor (TIRS). OLI collects data at a 30 m spatial resolution with
eight bands located in the visible and near-infrared and in the shortwave infrared
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, plus an additional panchromatic band at
15 m spatial resolution. TIRS sensor measures the TIR radiance at 100 m spatial
resolution using two bands located in the atmospheric window between 10 and
12 lm (Irons et al. 2012). Since Satellite-based thermal infrared (TIR) data is
directly linked to the LST through the radiative transfer equation.

The retrieval of the LST from remotely sensed TIR data has attracted much
attention, specially from Landsat-8 TIR bands. Direct estimation of LST from the
radiation emitted in the TIR spectral region is difficult to perform with that accu-
racy, because radiances measured by the radiometers onboard satellites depend not
only on surface parameters (temperature and emissivity) but also on atmospheric
effects. Therefore, besides radiometric calibration and cloud screening, the deter-
mination of LSTs from space-based TIR measurements requires atmospheric cor-
rections (Vidal 1991). In past many studies have been carried out to estimate LST
from satellite derived TIR data, by using different approaches and methods
(Jiménez-Muñoz and Sobrino 2003).

Before the invention of earth observation satellites (EOS), it was hard to estimate
the LST of an area. Generally, it was calculated for a particular set of sample points
and interpolated into isotherms to generalize the point data into area data. But now a
day’s remotely sensed data is being used for LST estimation by using thermal data.
LST greatly affected by the increasing green house gases in the atmosphere. As it
rises, it melts the glaciers and ices sheets in the polar region, it also increases flood
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and sea level, Increase in LST also affects the climatic condition of the monsoon
countries leading to unpredictable rainfall hence vegetation in the entire Earth
surface will be affected by this (Rajeshwari and Mani 2014).

Land use/Land cover (LU/LC) of an area can be used for estimating the amount
of LST. The natural and anthropogenic activities change the LU/LC of an area. It
also influences LST of that area. As its value changes the local climate of the area
also changes, this draws attention of many researchers to calculate the amount of
LST for any particular region. In literature it has been found that many methods of
LST estimation are developed and adopted some of the most widely used methods
are as follow: split-window (SW), SC algorithm, Dual-Angle, Sobrino, Mao, and
Submao. Most of the studies were done for urban areas and arid and semi-arid
regions and in many of the studies, single thermal band was used. LST products are
routinely generated from moderate-resolution satellite data (e.g., moderate resolu-
tion imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) Terra and Aqua platforms, Advanced Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer on the European Space Agency’s Environmental Satellite)
because they indicate the surface energy that is available at the land–atmosphere
interface (Norman and Becker 1995).

In this paper, investigations have been carried out for LST estimation using
Landsat-8 TIR bands, and SW algorithm which uses NDVI Threshold technique.
The rest of paper is structured as follow:

Section 2 describes LST retrieval algorithms which also covers theoretical
aspects of these algorithm, details of study area, data resources and satellite data
used in this study are given in Sects. 3 and 4 addresses methodology adopted for
carrying out this study, Results are discussed in Sect. 5. In Section 6 concluding
remarks are presented which is followed by some future recommendations.

LST Retrieval Algorithms

Previous Landsat series has single thermal band in the atmospheric window
between 10 and 12 lm for TM/ETM+sensors. Landsat-8 TIRS has some
advancement over previous sensors and split single thermal band into two TIR
bands. Previous LST algorithms use singe channel (SC) algorithm for the retrieval
of surface temperature, which is fully based on single thermal band. But in TIRS
sensor SC algorithm may cause some problem because the bandwidths of TIRS
bands are narrower than the previous TM/ETM+TIR band. To overcome this
problem a new mathematical structure of split-window (SW) algorithm was pro-
posed, in which two TIR bands were used instead of single TIR band. In this paper
a SW algorithm has been used for LST (Land surface temperature) estimation.
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Single-Channel Algorithm

The SC algorithm developed by Jiménez-Muñoz et al. (2014) for the estimation of
LST. The mathematical structure of SC algorithm is:

Ts ¼ c 1=eðw1Lsen + w2Þ + w3½ � + d ð1Þ

where e is the surface emissivity and (c, d) are two parameters given as:

c � T2
sen=bcLsen; d � Tsen � T2

sen=bc ð2Þ

where Tsen is the at-sensor brightness temperature and w1, w2, and w3 are atmo-
spheric functions, given as:

w1 ¼ 1=s; w2 ¼ �Ld � Lu/s; w3 ¼ Ld ð3Þ

Split-Window Algorithm

The split-window algorithm proposed by based on two TIR bands typically located
in the atmospheric window between 10 and 12 lm. The mathematical structure of
SW algorithm is given as:

Ts ¼ Ti þ c1ðTi�TjÞþ c2ðTi�TjÞ2 þ c0 þðc3 þ c4wÞð1� eÞþ ðc5 þ c6wÞDe ð4Þ

where Ti and Tj are the at-sensor brightness temperatures of bands i and j, e is the
mean emissivity, and given by e ¼ 0:5ðei þ ejÞ, De is the emissivity difference,
De ¼ ðei�ejÞ, w is the total atmospheric water vapour content (in g cm−2), and
c0–c6 are the SW coefficients. The basic inputs to SW algorithm are brightness
temperature and Land Surface Emissivity LSE.

Study Area and Data Resources

Study area selected for this study is the capital city of Indian state of Madhya
Pradesh (MP) having area central point coordinates 23° 55′N Latitude and 76° 57′E
Longitude. Investigations for this study have been carried out for the LANDSAT-8
satellite images and details of each test image is presented in Table 1. Study area is
shown in Fig. 1 and LST retrieval algorithm is implemented in ArcGIS 10.3
software environment and ERDAS imagine version 2011 software has been used
for other image analysis task.
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Detailed description of satellite data used in this paper is formulated in tabular
form and is shown in Table 1.

Methodology Adopted

To carry out this research work, we have used split-window (SW) algorithm for
LST retrieval, procedure for each and every step involved in this process is shown
in Fig. 1. LANDSAT-8 satellite images are freely available for research purpose,
and can be easily downloaded by accessing the USGS (United States geological
survey) website. USSG offers these images in a bundled form which have 12
different band images. For this study we have only used 4 MS (Multi-spectral)
bands i.e. red, green, blue and near-infrared and 2 and TIR bands out of 12 bands.
Initially OLI images are pre-processed to generate a stacked image and then a false
colour composite (FCC) image is generated to clearly distinguish between different
land cover features. After that sub-setting is applied to extract admin boundaries of

Table 1 Details of data resources

S. No. Sensor Satellite Area Date of acquisition

1 OLI LANDSAT-8 BHOPAL (INDIA) 23-04-2014

2 TIRS LANDSAT-8 BHOPAL (INDIA) 23-04-2014

3 OLI LANDSAT-8 BHOPAL (INDIA) 26-04-2015

4 TIRS LANDSAT-8 BHOPAL (INDIA) 26-04-2015

Fig. 1 Study area (Bhopal District) on map
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Bhopal district by using the generated FCC image. Then pre-processing steps are
applied on TIRS bands.

After pre-processing of both data sets, NDVI map is generated using 2, 3, 4, 5
bands of LANDSAT-8 i.e. 4 MS bands by using Eq. 1. and this NDVI map is
reclassified to calculate the LSE. Brightness temperature is calculated using thermal
band i.e. 10 and 11, images which aids in the process of LST retrieval (Fig. 2).

NDVI (Normalized difference vegetation index) threshold technique is used to
obtain land surface emissivity (LSE), from reclassified NDVI map and fractional
vegetation cover (FVC) given in Eq. 6.

NDVI =
NDVI� Red
NDVI + Red

ð5Þ

LANDSAT-8 OLI
images

LANDSAT-8 TIRS
images

Pre-processing

Pre-processingNDVI calculation

Reclassification 

LSE Determination Brightness Temperature 
Calculation 

Apply SW Algorithm

Retrieved LST

Fig. 2 Flowchart for LST retrieval using LANDSAT-8
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FVC ¼ NDVI� NDVImin

NDVImax � NDVImin

� �2

ð6Þ

where

NDVI NDVI value
NDVImin minimum value of NDVI
NDVImax maximum value of NDVI

To calculate the LST, we have given the two inputs to SW algorithm i.e. LSE
and brightness surface as described in Eq. 5. And all other parameters used n
formula are determined in previous steps, which have led to determination of LST
for Bhopal district.

Results and Discussion

LST retrieval process is completed using SW algorithm, which is best suited algo-
rithm for LANDSAT-8 TIR bands as found in literature. LST maps are generated for
Bhopal district as shown in Fig. 3a, b, for the months April 2014 and 2015
respectively. Degree Celsius (°C) is considered as basic unit for temperature for all
the analysis, since original LST calculated was in Kelvin hence a Kelvin to °C
conversation is applied and results are presented in °C.

Fig. 3 a LST map of Bhopal district for April 2014 b LST map of Bhopal district for April 2015
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As per the results obtained in this paper it has been found that Land surface
temperature is significantly increased within one year, i.e. for April 2014 maximum
temperature was found 34.52 °C and it was found 35.67 °C that of April 2015,
which shows an increase in value by 1.15 °C and shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, there is a rise in maximum and minimum land surface
temperature of 1.15, 2.02 °C which is not desirable. and clearly indicates that
region is affecting from environmental changes.

Conclusions

LST retrieval using Split window algorithm has been investigated in this research
paper and conclusions are summarised as follows:

I. Since the availability of thermal bands (TIR) of LANDSAT-8, many algo-
rithms have been adopted for LST estimation and it has been found that Split
window outperform others.

II. Estimated LST for two consecutive years i.e. 2014 and 2015 shows a sig-
nificant rise in minimum and maximum temperature from which this can be
inferred that region of study area i.e. Bhopal (India) is affecting from global
environmental changes and need to be taken care of.

III. LST was found high in barren regions and low in agricultural, vegetated
areas, also lowest value was found in water bodies, North, south region of
district is having high LST as compare to east and west and central region of
district is having moderate temperature values.

IV. A hybrid approach based upon SC and SW algorithms can be adopted in
order to refine the results for LST retrieval.

Max. Temperature Min. Temperature
2014 April 34.5298 17.5204
2015 April 35.6746 19.5409
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Watershed Prioritization of Wardha River
Basin, Maharashtra, India Using
Morphometric Parameters: A Remote
Sensing and GIS-Based Approach

B. S. Manjare, S. Khan, S. A. Jawadand and M. A. Padhye

Abstract The present investigation is an effort to prioritize the sub-watersheds of
the Wardha River basin using morphometric parameters to identify water conser-
vation measures. Delineation of potential zones for implementation of conservation
measures above the entire watershed at similar occurrence is inaccessible as well as
uneconomical; consequently, it is a prerequisite to apply viable technique for pri-
oritization of sub-watersheds. In that view, the present research attempted to study
various morphological characteristics and to implement geographical information
system (GIS) to prioritize sub-watersheds. The Wardha River basin was delineated
into 10 sub-watersheds, and morphometric parameters were derived independently
for each of the sub-watersheds. For the study stream network along with their order
was extracted in geospatial environment. The morphometric characterization was
obtained through the measurement of distinct linear and areal aspects over the ten
sub-watersheds. It showed imperative role in distinguishing the topographical and
hydrological behaviour of the watershed. Based on morphometric analysis, the
watershed has been classified into three categories as high, medium and low in
terms of priority for conservation and management of natural resources. The result
of prioritization analysis revealed that the sub-watersheds, such as SW1, SW4, SW5
and SW7, are the zones having lowest composite score and were considered under
high priority which clearly indicates that it is subjected to maximum soil erosion,
and hence, these may be taken for conservation measures by planners and decision
makers for local-specific planning and development. Low-prioritized zone is rep-
resented by SW10, and sub-watersheds SW2, SW3, SW6, SW8 and SW9 are
categorized under medium-priority zone.
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Introduction

Management of watershed encompasses various activities from watershed delin-
eation to monitoring. Morphometric studies involve evaluation of streams through
the measurements of various stream properties. Analysis of various drainage
parameters, namely ordering streams and perimeter of basin, length of drainage
channels, drainage density (Dd), drainage frequency, bifurcation ratio (Rb), texture
ratio (T) and circulatory ratio (Rc) (Kumar 1999). Drainage characteristic of many
river basins and sub-basins in different parts of the globe has been studied using
conventional methods (Horton 1945; Strahler 1957, 1964; Krishnamurthy et al.
1996). Various scholars carried out morphometric analysis of river basins by using
remote sensing and geographical information system (GIS). The large variety of
factors that can affect the behaviour of a watershed falls into two categories, first the
permanent characteristics of the drainage basin, such as, its size or drainage density,
i.e., drainage morphometry and second, transient or variable characteristics, such as
the amount of precipitation, type of land use.

Watershed prioritization and generation of water resource development plan
were envisaged by integrating satellite based land use/cover, and soil information
with morphological parameters of the watershed to identify suitable sites for soil
and water conservation measures on a holistic approach. Prioritization is the
ranking of different critical sub-watersheds according to the order in which they
have to be taken up for the treatment by soil and water conservation measures.

Remote sensing and geographical information system (GIS) techniques are being
effectively used in recent times in determining quantitative description of the basin
geometry (Biswas et al. 1999; Obi Reddy et al. 2002; Vijith and Satheesh 2006).
The high-resolution remotely sensed data coupled with topographical data analysis
procedures have made satellite data-based morphometric analysis a highly effective
tool to understand and manage natural resources.

The generated geo-coded resources database at watershed level in geomorphic
information system (GIS) provides an excellent means of storing, retrieving and
analysing spatial information. Nowadays, integration remote sensing and GIS are
helpful in planning and managing land and water resources for adaptation of
location specific technology. Furthermore, geographical information system
(GIS) has been widely used in several geomorphologic and morphometric flood
management and environment applications.

Study Area

The study area lies in the survey of India toposheet no 55 L/1, L/5, L/2, L/6, L/11
bounded by latitude 20° 20′ 0″N and 21° 0′ 0″N and longitude 78° 10′ 0″E and
78° 40′ 0″E covers an area of 950.396 km2. The area falls in Wardha district and
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some parts of Amravati district, Maharashtra. The sub-basin mainly comprises of
Deccan trap alluvium, chikli and karanja formations. These formations of Sahyadri
group are highly weathered and fractured. The Wardha River forms the boundary
between Amravati and Nagpur districts (Fig. 1). The basin area has been subdi-
vided into one to ten sub-watersheds, and the morphometric parameter values are
calculated and prioritized.

Morphometric Analysis

Morphometric analysis refers as the quantitative evaluation of form characteristics
of the earth surface and any landform unit. This is the most common technique in
basin analysis, as morphometry forms an ideal areal unit for interpretation and
analysis of fluvially originated landforms where they exhibit and example of open
systems of operation. The composition of the stream system of a drainage basin in
expressed quantitatively with stream order, drainage density, bifurcation ration and
stream length ratio (Horton 1945). For detail morphometric analysis of the drainage
within Wardha River basin, sub-watersheds are delineated from the available
toposheet after assigning ‘stream order’ to all the segments following Horton’s
(1945) method modified by Strahler’s (1952).

Fig. 1 Location and accessibility map of the study area
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Stream Order (U)

There are four different system of ordering streams that are available Gravelius
(1914), Horton (1945), Strahler (1952) and Schideggar (1965). Strahler’s system,
which is a slightly modified of Horton system, has been followed because of its
simplicity, where the smallest, unbranched fingertip streams are designated as 1st
order; the confluence of two 1st order channels gives a channel segments of 2nd
order; two 2nd order streams join to form a segment of 3rd order and so on. When
two channels of different orders join, then the higher order is maintained. The trunk
stream is the stream segment of highest order. The total Wardha drainage basin
boundary and major river system are delineated from the satellite imagery and
SRTM. It is found that Wardha River is 6th-order stream. The analyses of mor-
phometric parameters are carried out for the entire 10 sub-watersheds.

Mean Stream Length (Lu)

Mean stream length of a stream channel segment of order ‘u’ is a dimensional
property revealing the characteristic size of components of a drainage network and
its contributing basin surface (Strahler 1964). The lengths of stream segments of up
to 6th order are measured, and the total length as well as mean stream length (Lu) of
each order is computed (Table 1). The mean stream lengths of stream increase with
the increase of the order. But in some sub-watersheds showing opposite relation,
higher order stream has a small mean length. These basins show variable lithology
with asymmetry in nature, and these basins are found along the major structural
lineament.

Bifurcation Ratio (Rb)

The bifurcation ratio is the ratio between the number of streams in one order and in
the next. It is calculated by dividing the number of streams in the lower by the
number in the higher of the two orders; the bifurcation ration of large basins is
generally the average of the bifurcation rations of the stream orders within it. In the
study area, the higher values of Rb indicate a strong structural control in the
drainage development, whereas the lower values indicate that some of the area in
the basin is less affected by structural disturbances (Strahler 1964; Nag 1998).
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Mean Bifurcation Ratio (Rbm)

Mean bifurcation ratio (Rbm) is calculated as the arithmetic mean bifurcation ratio,
and the result is tabulated corresponding to sub-order basins as shown in Table 1.
Using Strahler’s (1957) method, taking into consideration of actual number of
streams that are involved in the ratio, mean bifurcation ratio of different
sub-watersheds was calculated. The mean bifurcation ratio is in between 2.73 and
5.64. The SW4 has the lower bifurcation ratio of 2.73, and SW10 has the higher
bifurcation ratio of 5.64.

Drainage Density (Dd)

Drainage density has long been recognized as topographical characteristic of fun-
damental significance. Dd is a measure of the texture of the network and indicates
the balance between the erosive power of overland flow and the resistance of
surface soils and rocks. The factors affecting drainage density include geology and
density of vegetation. The vegetation density influenced drainage density by
binding the surface layer and slows down the rate of overland flow, and stores some
of the water for short periods of time. The effect of lithology on drainage density is
marked. Permeable rocks with a high infiltration rate reduce overland flow, and
consequently, drainage density is low. In sub-watersheds of Wardha River basin,
SW1 is having highest drainage density, i.e., 1.04, and SW8 has lowest, i.e., 0.62.
This low drainage density suggested highly permeable subsoil and coarse drainage
texture. The drainage density is also governed by the factors like rock type, run-off
intensity, soil type, infiltration capacity and percentage of rocky area.

Stream Frequency (Fs)

Stream frequency may be directly related to the lithological characteristics. The
number of stream segments per unit area is termed stream frequency or channel
frequency or drainage frequency (Fs) Horton (1945). The stream frequency
(Fs) value of the sub-watersheds ranges from 0.53 (SW4) to 1.18 (SW2) (Table 1)
suggests sub-watersheds having lower Fs values represent low relief and permeable
sub-surface material, whereas sub-watersheds with higher Fs values show
resistant/low conducting sub-surface material, sparse vegetation and high relief.
The value of stream frequency (Fs) of the basin exhibits positive correlation with
drainage density of the area. This indicates that with increase in stream numbers,
there is an increase in drainage density.
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Drainage Texture (Rt)

Horton (1945) defined drainage texture is the total number of stream segments of all
order in a basin per perimeter of the basin. It is important to geomorphology which
means that the relative spacing of drainage lines. Drainage texture is on the
underlying lithology, infiltration capacity and relief aspect of the terrain. Smith
(1950) has classified drainage texture into 5 different textures, i.e., very coarse (<2),
coarse (2–4), moderate (4–6), fine (6–8) and very fine (>8). The drainage texture of
entire 10 sub-watersheds is coarse to very coarse. The study area has dendritic to
sub-dendritic drainage type pattern. It is characterized by a tree-like branching
system in which tributaries join the gently curving mainstream at acute angles. The
occurrence of this drainage system indicates homogeneous, uniform soil and rock
material.

Form Factor (Rf)

Form factor is the numerical index (Horton 1932) commonly used to represent
different basin shapes. The value of form factor is in between 0.13 and 0.38. Smaller
the value of form factor, more elongated will be the basin. In the study area, Rf
values have been found varying from 0.13 (SW10) to 0.38 (SW1, SW7), suggesting
that 10 sub-watersheds represent elongated shape with lower peak flows for longer
duration.

Circularity Ratio (Rc)

The circularity ratio is a similar measure as elongation ratio, originally defined by
Miller (1953), as the ratio of the area of the basin to the area of the circle having
same circumference as the basin perimeter. The value of circularity ratio varies
from 0 (in line) to 1 (in a circle). The Rc values in sub-watershed ranges from 0.24
(SW8) to 0.67 (SW4) (Table 1). Higher the value represents more circularity in the
shape of the basin and vice versa. Low, medium and high values of Rc indicate the
young, mature and old stages of the life cycle of the tributary watershed.

Elongation Ratio (Re)

Schumm’s (1956) used an elongation ratio (Re) defined as the ratio of diameter of a
circle of the same area as the basin to the maximum basin length. The value of Re
varies from 0 (in highly elongated shape) to unity, i.e., 1.0 (in the circular shape).
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Thus, higher the value of elongation ratio more circular shape of the basin and vice
versa. Values close to 1.0 are typical of regions of very low relief, whereas that of
0.6–0.8 are usually associated with high relief and steep ground slope (Strahler
1964). These values can be grouped into three class namely circular (>0.9), oval
(0.9–0.8) and less elongated (<0.7). In the sub-watersheds of Wardha River basin,
SW1 have highest value, i.e., 0.69, and SW10 lowest, i.e., 041 (Table 1). Values
close to 1.0 are typical of region of very low relief, whereas values in the range 0.6–
0.8 are usually associated with high relief and steep ground slope.

Basin Shape (Bs)

Basin shape is the ratio of the square of basin length (Lb) to the area of basin (A).
Shape factor is greater than 1 for basins which are elongated along some charac-
teristic length of the basin and less than 1 for basins which are perpendicular to this
characteristic length. The calculated basin length in the given study area ranges
from 3.69 to 7.96.

Constant of Channel Maintenance (Cc)

Schumn (1956) has used the inverse of the drainage density having the dimension
of length as a property termed constant of channel maintenance. The drainage
basins having higher values of this parameter, and there will be lower value of
drainage density. All the values are computed and shown in Table 1. Higher value
of constant channel maintenance reveals strong control of lithology with a surface
of high permeability.

Length of Overland Flow (Lg)

The term length of overland is used to describe the length of flow of water over the
ground before it becomes concentrated in definite stream channels. Horton (1945)
expressed it as equal to half of the reciprocal of drainage density (Dd). It is an
important independent variable which greatly affects the quantity of water required
to exceed a certain threshold of erosion. This factor relates inversely to the average
slope of the channel and is quite synonymous with the length of sheet flow to a
large degree. The length of overland flow bears an effective relationship with the
drainage density and constant channel maintenance. Length of overland flow in
Wardha River sub-basin is 2.68, and in sub-watersheds, SW8 is having highest
value, i.e., 3.23 and SW1 lowest, i.e., 1.93 (Table 1).
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Watershed Prioritization

Watershed prioritization is the ranking of different sub-watersheds of a watershed
according to the order in which they have to be taken up for treatment and con-
servation measures. Remote sensing image is geometrically rectified with respect to
Survey of India (SOI) topographical map on 1:50,000 scale. The drainage pattern
was initially derived from SOI toposheet and later updated using linearly stretched
False Color Composite (FCC) IRS-P6 LISS IV satellite data. The drainage pattern
delineated for watershed was exported to ARC GIS 10 software for morphometric
analysis. For better accuracy of the thematic map, ground truth check is done for
verification, and necessary modifications are made in thematic maps during post
interpretation.
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The linear parameters such as drainage density, stream frequency, bifurcation
ratio, drainage texture, length of overland flow have a direct relationship with
erodibility, higher the value, more is the erodibility. Shape parameters such as
elongation ratio, compactness coefficient, circularity ratio, basin shape and form
factor have an inverse relationship with erodibility lower the value, more is the
erodibility. Compound value (Cp) has been calculated by adding the values of
linear and shape parameters of each watershed. Based on average value of these
parameters, sub-watersheds having the least rating value were assigned highest
priority; next value was assigned second priority and so on. Prioritization rating of
all the ten sub-watersheds of Wardha River basin was carried out by calculating the
compound parameter values (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Prioritized sub-watersheds of Wardha River basin
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All the ten sub-watersheds in the study area have been prioritized by considering
the results of various morphometric parameters. The prioritization results for all ten
sub-watersheds of the study area have been categorized on the basis of compound
value, and the respective results of various parameters against each sub-watershed
are given in Table 2 and spatial distribution of prioritization is given in Fig. 3. On
the basis of priority and rank assigned to each sub-watershed, these are grouped into
three categories: high, medium and low priorities. The prioritization analysis results
reveal that SW1, SW4, SW5 and SW7 are the zones having lowest composite score
and were considered under high priority (Table 3). They can be taken up for
development and management plans on sustainable basis with immediate effect.
Out of the remaining six sub-watersheds, SW2, SW3, SW6, SW8 and SW9 are

Fig. 3 Final-prioritized sub-watersheds of Wardha River basin
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categorized under medium priority, while low-prioritized zone is represented by
SW10 (Table 3). These prioritized sub-watersheds may be taken up for develop-
ment and management plans in a phased manner.

Conclusion

Satellite remote sensing has an ability of obtaining the synoptic view of a large area
at one time, which is very useful in analysing the drainage morphometry. This study
depicts the utility of remote sensing and GIS technique in prioritizing watershed
based on morphometric analysis which could be valuable for watershed manage-
ment practices. GIS has proved to be an efficient tool in drainage delineation, and
this drainage has been used in the present study. Variation in the values of Rb
among the sub-watersheds is ascribed to the difference in topography and geometric
development. Based on the morphometric parameters, watershed prioritization was
carried out. Using the composite score of these parameters, the sub-watershed
having the leastrating value was assigned the highest priority number of 1; the next
highest value was assigned a priority number 2 and so on. The sub-watersheds were
classified into the three zones of priority, namely high, medium and low. The
sub-watersheds which are falling under very high priority may be taken up for
implementation of soil and water conservation measures.
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Flood Assessment of Lolab Valley
from Watershed Characterization Using
Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques

Mannan Bashir Wani, Syed Ahmad Ali and Umair Ali

Abstract The estimation of basin characteristics from the morphometric parame-
ters assists in understanding the physical behavior of the watershed with respect to
flooding. The remote sensing and geographical information system (GIS) are used
for extraction of drainage boundary and order using ASTER digital elevation model
(DEM), to evaluate the drainage characteristics. Additionally, sub-watershed-wise
drainage parameters were analyzed to delineate the major influencing catchments
with respect to flooding. The morphometric analysis for all the twelve
sub-watersheds of the Lolab basin reveals that the sub-watersheds LSB 2, 4, 5, 10,
11 and LSB 12 are having the greater tendency to peak discharge in a short period
of time because of high relief ratio (Rh), high ruggedness number, and less time of
concentration (Tc). The sub-watersheds LSB1 and LSB11 having the highest
drainage density (Dd), stream frequency (Fs), mean bifurcation ratio (Rbm), and
infiltration number (If) cause greater runoff influence on the mainstream in the
catchment. The LSB 3, 6 and LSB 7 sub-watersheds having higher form factor (Ff),
medium drainage density (Dd), texture ratio (T), relief ratio (Rh), and time of
concentration (Tc) cause moderate runoff influence toward mainstream. The study
points out that DEM used in GIS environment for systematic analysis of drainage
parameters offers valuable information about Lolab Basin with regard to flood
assessment. This work will help in mitigating the hazard caused by flooding with
respect to nature and human society. Thus, drainage characterization using remote
sensing and GIS has made substantial contribution in flood monitoring and damage
assessment.
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Introduction

India is the worst flood-affected country in the world after Bangladesh and accounts
for one-fifth of the global death count due to floods (Agarwal and Narayan 1991).
Around 40 million hectares of land in the country is affected by floods; according to
the National Commission on Floods (1980), an average of 18.6 million hectares of
land is affected annually. The annual average cropped area affected is approxi-
mately 3.7 million hectares (Roy et al. 2008). The floods in India are caused mainly
by the gambling of monsoon. Nearly, 75% of the entire Indian rainfall is concen-
trated over a short monsoon period of four months (June–September).

Jammu and Kashmir experienced one of the worst floods in the past 60 years,
during first week of September 2014, due to unprecedented and intense rains. The
Jhelum River and its tributaries were in spate and caused extensive flooding in the
region. The heavy rainfall along with huge discharge of water from the several
reservoirs in the Lolab Basin caused inundation and extensive damages on the
agricultural lands along the river plains. Further, the tributaries of the river basin
contribute more water in the main river causing floods in low lying areas, with each
sub-catchment has its own distinct influence on the main river due to varying
drainage morphometrics (Ozdemir and Bird 2009).

Quantitative morphometric analysis of watershed can provide information about
the hydrological nature of the rocks exposed within the watershed. A drainage map
of basin provides a reliable index of permeability of rocks and their relationship
between rock type, structures, and their hydrological status. Watershed character-
ization and management requires detailed information for topography, drainage
network, water divide, channel length, geomorphologic and geological setup of the
area for proper watershed management and implementation plan for water con-
servation measures (Sreedevi et al. 2013). It is well established that the influence of
drainage morphometry is very significant in understanding the landform processes,
soil physical properties, and erosional characteristics. Besides, the quantitative
analysis of drainage system is an important aspect of characteristic of watershed
(Strahler 1964). It is important in any hydrological investigation such as assessment
of groundwater potential, groundwater management, basin management, and
environmental assessment.

The study of the physical behavior of the catchment helps in understanding the
hydrological and geomorphic problems such as flooding, erosion, and mass
movement (Eze and Efiong 2010). The morphometric analysis also supports in
better understanding of hydrological characteristics of the basin (Nag and
Chakraborty 2003; Sreedevi et al. 2009). Morphometric analysis is carried out
through the measurement of linear, aerial, and relief aspects of the basin as done by
Ali and Ali (2014); Bhatt and Ahmed (2014). Many pioneers (Horton 1945; Smith
1950; Miller 1953; Schumm 1956; Strahler 1957; Verstappen 1983; Kumar et al.
2000) have studied and developed various morphometric parameters such as stream
order, basin area and perimeter, stream length, basin length, drainage density (Dd),
stream frequency (Fs), bifurcation ratio (Rb), texture ratio (T), relief ratio (Rh),
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ruggedness number (Rn), time of concentration (Tc), and infiltration number (If) to
analyze the behavior of surface drainage networks and characteristic of the basin.
These parameters have been utilized to prioritize the watersheds to study the flood
characteristics (Alexander 1972; Chopra et al. 2005; Roughani et al. 2007;
Angillieri 2008; Patel et al. 2012; Ali and Ali 2014). By prioritization of water-
sheds, one can conclude which watershed can lead higher amount of discharge due
to an excessive amount of rainfall (Patel et al. 2012).

Surface hydrological indications are one of the promising scientific tools for
assessment and management of water resources. Drainage morphometric analyses
are a prerequisite for selection of water recharge site, watershed modeling, runoff
modeling, watershed delineation, and groundwater prospect mapping and
geotechnical investigation (Magesh et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2012). The drainage
network analysis is generally performed to understand the prevailing geological
variation, topographic information, and structural set of a basin and their
interrelationship. Remote sensing and GIS-based drainage basin evaluation have
been carried out by number of researchers for different terrains, and it is proved to
be a very scientific tool for generation of precise and updated information for
characterization of drainage basin parameters (Ali et al. 2016; Grohmann 2004;
Korkalainen et al. 2007; Hlaing et al. 2008; Pankaj and Kumar 2009).

The delineation of the catchment boundary and extraction of the drainage net-
works and catchment morphometric characteristics of the basins have been studied
by using the conventional method (Horton 1945; Smith 1950; Strahler 1952; Nag
1998; Vittala et al. 2004; Amee and Dhiman 2007; Magesh et al. 2011). In recent
years, the use of geographic information system (GIS) technology facilitated much
to the work of hydrologists in the scientific study and management of water
resources. Remote sensing and GIS are effective tools in the extraction of spatial
information, especially for the delineation of catchment boundaries and extraction
of drainage networks (Ahmed et al. 2010; Bertolo 2000). The use of digital ele-
vation model (DEM) in particular has made watershed delineation a relatively
smooth procedure. The representation of the terrain in an elevation format from the
DEM provides excellent input for the delineation of the catchment boundary and
extraction of drainage networks through the automated procedure in GIS technol-
ogy. The techniques for automated extraction of drainage networks and delineation
of catchment boundaries are developed since mid-eighties and have been imple-
mented in various GIS systems and custom applications (Garbrecht and Martz
1999). In the present study, an attempt is made to delineate the catchment boundary
and extraction of drainage networks from SRTM DEM for the basin using remote
sensing and GIS techniques. Evaluation of morphometric parameters with respect to
floods derived from the DEM is used to understand the hydrological behavior of the
each sub-watershed in the Lolab Basin which influences floods in the Lahwal
(Lalkul) River.
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Study Area

The Lolab Valley (Figs. 1 and 2), hilly and mountainous in the north, west, and east
regions is a Himalayan sub-valley and forms the northwestern corner of the
Kashmir Valley, drained by the Lahwal River (locally known as Lalkul River) in
the state of Jammu and Kashmir of India. It is bordered by the Kashmir Valley to
the south and the Neelum Valley to the north and is separated by Nagmarg
Meadows from Bandipora to the east. The Lolab Basin, formed by the flow of
Lahwal (Lalkul) River, which flows from east to west, lies between 34° 43′30″ to
34° 24′0″ North latitudes and 74° 15′0″ to 74° 39′0″ East longitudes. The Lahwal
(Lalkul) River has its source in the Nandmarg, the Kimsar, and the Bagalsar
heights, north of the Walur. The study area has a total drainage area of 447 km2.
The mainstream of the Lolab has a length of about 30 km and flows in a westerly
direction. One of its lateral tributaries is the Kalaroos Nala which originates below
the peak of Nalgat (3645 m) and joins the Lolab below Khumriyal. A little before
its junction with the Kahmil, which draw their waters from a series of ridges
between the Shamshbari in the west and the Nowan Gali (3908 m) in the north, the
Lahwal River receives the HaihomKol which flows from the north. Finally, Lahwal
River in conjunction with Kahmil River near Mughalpora forms the Pohru River,
which ultimately drains into the River Jhelum. Morphologically, Lolab Valley has
flat to mildly undulating topography with its elevation about 1600 m a.m.s.l. The
master slope in the area is toward southeast. The Lolab Basin can be divided into
three major distinct physiographic units, i.e., high plateau lands, sharp ridges of
hard rock, and intervening valleys and river terraces. The main ridges of the
mountain ranges run in a northwest to southeast direction. The ridges are conical in
shape with steep to very steep slopes in all directions. The geology of the study area
is characterized by Quaternary alluvium, Karewa formations, Panjal traps, Dogra
slates, and Zewan beds/Gondwana formations ranging in age from recent to
Cambro-Silurian, respectively. In general, the study area experiences
temperate-cum-mediterranean climate with the higher reach remaining cold
throughout the year. Average minimum and maximum temperature varies from −5
to 32 °C. The winter season starts from the middle of the November, and severe
winter conditions continue till the middle of February/March. The study area
receives an average annual precipitation of about 700 mm in the form of rain and
snow for about 60 days (Fig. 1).

Materials and Methods

The present work is basically based on morphometric analysis to evaluate the
different morphometric parameters in order to assess the flood risk in Lolab Valley.
For evaluation of these morphometric parameters, i.e., extraction of river
basin/watershed boundary and extraction of drainage/stream network from the
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Fig. 1 Study area with river network
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Lahwal (Lalkul) river basin using ASTER DEM data (30 m resolution) and SOI
topographical maps (1:50,000), automatic extraction techniques (Maidment 2002;
Ozdemir and Bird 2009; Ahmed et al. 2010) have been used. At first, Lolab
watershed was delineated with the help of ARC GIS 9.3 software. Inlet and outlet
are defined to demarcate Lolab Valley watershed. The DEM and the pour point are
the two input parameters required for the extraction purpose. A pour point is a
user-supplied point to the cells of highest flow accumulation. The pour point of the
basin is shown in Fig. 3. The systematic geo-processing techniques required for the
extraction of the basin are shown in Fig. 4. The result of this technique will create a
polygon from the contributing area above a set of cells in a flow direction raster.
Flow direction was calculated for each pixel using the filled DEM, i.e., the direction
water will flow out of the pixel to one of the eight surrounding pixels (Fairfiled and
Leymarie 1991). Flow direction cell contains the numerical value from 1 to 128 in
an eight different directions. The output grid will have a cell value at the center cell,
depending on the direction of flow (Fig. 4). The next step in hydrological modeling,
i.e., flow accumulation, is used to generate a drainage network totally based on the
direction of flow of each cell. The drainage network was extracted by considering
the pixels greater than a threshold of 100 (Mark 1983). Further, watersheds can be
delineated by giving an outlet or pour point where water flows out from a watershed
and this is the lower most point in watershed. The Lolab watershed consists of
twelve major sub-basins, named accordingly LSB1–LSB12 (Fig. 7, Table 1). All
the twelve basins were delineated similarly as the method explained, and the
morphometric analysis for each basin was carried out independently to estimate the
influence of the water flow to the main river which causes floods in the lower part of
the Lolab Basin.

Fig. 2 Profile view of the study area showing stream concentration with main outlet
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Results and Discussion

The basic parameters such as stream number, stream length, catchment area,
catchment perimeter, basin length, and minimum and maximum elevation of the
catchment were derived from DEM and are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Tables 4 and 5 are the results of the derived parameters that are achieved through
the measurement of linear, aerial, and relief aspects of catchment using mathe-
matical equations (Table 6) to analyze flood behavior in the area. Drainage pattern
in Lolab Basin is characterized by irregular branching of streams in many directions
with an angle less than 90º.

Fig. 3 Extraction of drainage networks from SRTM DEM

Fig. 4 Cross section of an image showing fills (a); flow direction in 8 directions (b)
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Stream Order (U)

The Lolab Basin formed by the Lahwal (Lalkul) River is a 6th order stream cov-
ering an area of 447 km2. The sub-watersheds LSB1, LSB2, LSB3, LSB6, LSB9,
LSB10, LSB12 are having V order streams, whereas the sub-watersheds LSB4,
LSB5, LSB8, LSB11 are having IV order streams and LSB7 is having III order
streams (Table 2). The variation in order and size (Table 1) of the sub-watersheds is
largely due to physiographic and structural conditions of the region.

Table 1 Basic parameters

Sub-watershed Basin
area
(km2)

Basin
perimeter
(km)

Relative
perimeter
(Pr) = A/P

Basin
length
(km)

Max.
elevation
(m)

Min.
elevation
(m)

LSB1 68.81 35.51 1.93 13.73 3400 1900

LSB2 47.24 32.24 1.46 9.12 3400 1900

LSB3 57.41 36.20 1.58 9.75 3200 1700

LSB4 33.29 25.24 1.31 7.65 3200 1700

LSB5 16.76 18.39 0.91 5.23 2900 1700

LSB6 40.90 26.47 1.54 8.27 2500 1700

LSB7 15.88 17.21 0.92 7.18 2400 1700

LSB8 23.73 23.64 1.00 9.09 2400 1700

LSB9 35.75 31.21 1.14 10.27 2400 1700

LSB10 45.28 30.56 1.48 9.96 3700 1800

LSB11 28.13 27.15 1.03 4.93 2700 1600

LSB12 33.75 29.02 1.1 7.24 2700 1600

Total 446.99 332.88

Table 2 Stream order and stream number

Watershed
No.

Name of the
sub-watershed

Stream
order

Stream number

I II III IV V VI Total

1 LSB1 V 289 55 11 3 1 – 359

2 LSB2 V 159 34 7 3 1 – 204

3 LSB3 V 183 38 10 2 1 – 234

4 LSB4 IV 83 21 6 1 – – 111

5 LSB5 IV 65 13 3 1 – – 82

6 LSB6 V 120 26 8 2 1 – 157

7 LSB7 III 49 6 1 – – – 56

8 LSB8 IV 59 12 3 1 – – 75

9 LSB9 V 85 19 3 1 1 – 109

10 LSB10 V 173 43 9 2 1 – 228

11 LSB11 IV 144 28 5 1 – – 178

12 LSB12 V 101 24 5 0 2 – 132
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Stream length (Lu): The stream length was computed on the basis of the law
proposed by (Horton 1945), for all the 12 sub-watersheds. As a rule, the total length
of stream segments decrease as the stream order increases. In all the 12
sub-watersheds, the stream length follows Horton’s law (Table 3). The highest Lu
is observed in the sub-watershed LSB1 and the lowest in LSB8 (Table 3).

Stream frequency (Fs): Stream frequency (Fs) is an interlinking factor in
predicting peak flood discharge (Patton and Baker 1976; Eze and Efiong 2010).
Generally, high Fs is related to impermeable subsurface material, sparse
vegetation, high relief conditions, and low infiltration capacity (Reddy et al. 2004;

Table 3 Stream length of different sub-watersheds of Lolab Basin

Watershed
No.

Name of the
sub-watershed

Stream length (km) Mean stream
length
(Lum) = Lu/Nu

I II III IV V Total

1 LSB1 187.81 38.29 23.05 4.72 7.81 261.69 0.72

2 LSB2 114.43 23.14 9.65 4.99 8.25 160.48 0.78

3 LSB3 124.09 28.50 16.64 8.79 3.25 181.29 0.77

4 LSB4 66.22 17.66 10.24 4.83 – 98.96 0.891

5 LSB5 42.85 9.15 6.08 0.89 – 58.99 0.71

6 LSB6 81.36 22.29 12.73 8.44 1.28 126.23 0.80

7 LSB7 32.86 6.02 2.33 – – 41.22 0.73

8 LSB8 38.31 7.64 2.33 7.72 – 56.02 0.74

9 LSB9 49.64 19.08 11.01 2.79 4.60 87.13 0.79

10 LSB10 111.88 24.09 12.14 6.06 4.60 158.79 0.69

11 LSB11 72.15 19.37 8.44 1.50 – 101.47 0.57

12 LSB12 55.90 20.35 10.68 0 12.68 99.63 0.75

Table 4 Bifurcation ratios

Name of the
sub-watershed

I/II II/III III/IV IV/V V/VI Mean bifurcation ratio
(Rbm) = Nu/Nu + 1

LSB1 5.25 5 3.66 3 – 4.23

LSB2 4.67 4.85 2.33 3 – 3.71

LSB3 4.81 3.8 5 2 – 3.90

LSB4 3.95 3.5 6 – – 4.48

LSB5 5 4.33 3 4.11

LSB6 4.61 3.25 4 2 3.46

LSB7 8.16 6 7.08

LSB8 4.91 4 3 3.97

LSB9 4.47 6.33 3 1 3.70

LSB10 4.02 4.77 4.5 2 3.82

LSB11 5.14 5.6 5 5.37

LSB12 4.02 4.8 0 0 2.25
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Shaban et al. 2005). In Lolab Basin, the Fs values for twelve sub-watersheds vary
from 3.04 to 6.32 per km2 (Table 5). The LSB11 has the highest Fs value followed
by LSB1, LSB10, LSB5, LSB2, LSB3, respectively, all having Fs > 4. A higher Fs
reflects greater surface runoff and a steeper ground surface. The sub-watersheds,
i.e., LSB1, LSB5, LSB2, LSB3, are having high Fs, showing that these
sub-watersheds cause more water flow during the period of high intensity rainfall.
This is due to their high relief with the presence of flattopped hillocks on both sides
which cause more discharge of water in less amount of time. The sub-watersheds
LSB4, LSB6, LSB 7, LSB8, LSB9, LSB11, and LSb12 have low Fs because of low
relief and presence of more agricultural fields which causes less water flow during the
period of rainfall. Finally, the results of Fs show that early peak discharges from the
LSB1, LSB10, LSB5, LSB2, LSB3 catchments to the main Lahwal (Lalkul) River
cause floods in the riverbanks. The remaining catchments of the Lolab Basin take a
longer period to contribute peak discharge to the River because of low water flow.

Drainage density (Dd): The drainage density (Dd) is an important indicator of
the linear scale of landform elements in a stream-eroded topography (Horton 1945).
It is an essential element of drainage morphometry to study the landscape dissection,
runoff potential, infiltration capacity of the land, climatic condition, and vegetation
cover of the basin. The Dd indicates the closeness of spacing of channels, thus
determines the time of travel by water (Horton 1932). The Dd indirectly reflects the
structural framework of the underlying rocks of the watershed and is a significant
factor in controlling over the landscape runoff, and its influences on the flood peak
discharges (Yildiz 2004; Pallardet al. 2009). Strahler (1964) is of the opinion that a
low Dd is favored in regions of highly resistant or highly permeable strata under
dense vegetation and low relief, while a high Dd is supported in regions of weak or
impermeable rocks under sparse vegetation and mountainous relief. In the Lolab
Basin, the Dd values range from 2.35 to 3.8 km/km2 (Fig. 5, Table 5).

The highest Dd values are present in the sub-watersheds of LSB1, followed,
respectively, by LSB11, LSB10, LSB2, LSB3, and LSB6, because of the high
mountainous relief and impermeable subsurface material, and their catchments will
contribute more runoff in a short period of time and attain floods in the lower part of
the basin. The LSB5, LSB7, LSB8, and LSB9 sub-watersheds have the lowest Dd
value because of low relief and accordingly influence low runoff during the flood
period. The LSB4 and LSB12 sub-watersheds having medium Dd values thus
contribute an average discharge of water during flood period.

Drainage texture (T): The drainage texture (T) is a measure of closeness of the
channel spacing, depending on climate, rainfall, vegetation, soil and rock type,
infiltration rate, relief, and stage of development (Smith 1950). Soft or weak rocks
unprotected by vegetation characterize a fine drainage texture, while massive and
resistive rocks represent a coarse drainage texture (Sreedevi et al. 2009). Sparse
vegetation, with an arid climate, causes a finer drainage texture than that developed
on similar rocks in a humid climate. According to Dornkamp and King (1971), the
T of the rocks depends upon the type of vegetation and the climate. On the other
hand, the T is a product of Dd and F. Smith (1950) classifies T as coarse (<4 per
km), intermediate (4–10 per km), fine (10–15 per km), and ultrafine (>15 per km).
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In the study area, the drainage texture varies from 7.42 to 22.82, indicating inter-
mediate to ultrafine texture. (Table 5).

Bifurcation ratio (Rb): It is a dimensionless property and shows the degree of
integration prevailing between streams of various orders in a drainage basin. Horton
(1945) considered bifurcation ratio as an index of reliefs and dissections. Strahler
(1964) has stated that where the Rb is between 3 and 5, geological structures do not
seem to exercise a dominant control over the drainage pattern of the watershed. Rb
of greater than 5 indicates structurally controlled development of a drainage net-
work (Strahler 1957). In case of floods, the Rb plays an important role in control
over the peakedness of the runoff hydrograph (Chorley 1969; Jain and Sinha 2003).
The Rb of 2 is obtained for flat terrain and 3–4 for mountainous or highly dissected
terrain (Horton 1945). The variation seen in Rb values (Table 4) clearly reflects the
differences in the stage of geomorphic development and topographic variations
(Lattif and Sherief 2012). In addition to this, the variation in Rb values within the
basin is directly dependent upon the geological and the lithological development of
the area (Strahler 1964).

Fig. 5 Drainage density map of Lolab Basin
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The mean Rbm values vary from 4.6 to 7.08, indicating structural control in
some of the sub-watersheds of the Valley. The higher values of Rbs (Table 4), in
turn, are an indication of mature topography with a higher degree of drainage
integration which attains peak discharge during the period of floods (Eze and Efiong
2010).

Length of overland flow (Lo): The surface water has to flow as a sheet to a
certain distance before it reaches to a well-defined stream channel. This distance of
travel is termed as ‘length of overland flow.’ If the formations are permeable and
the slope is gentle, the volume of water reaching the channel will be less. Thus, the
higher value of overland flow indicates poor permeability of formations. It is taken
as half the reciprocal of the drainage density (Horton 1945). Length of overland
flow relates inversely to the average channel slope; thus, it is one of the most
important independent variables affecting hydrological and physiographical
development of a drainage basin. The length of overland flow for twelve
sub-watersheds ranges from 0.52 for LSB1 to 0.84 for LSB8 (Table 5). The shorter
length of overland flow for LSB1 points out the quicker runoff process, and larger
length of overland flow for LSB8 points out slower runoff process.

Form factor (Ff): Form factor (Ff) predicts the flow intensity of a basin with
defined area and represents the shapes and outlines of a basin (Horton 1945;
Gregory and Walling 1973). Thus, it has a direct relation with the peak discharge of
the basin. For perfectly circular basin, the value of Ff would always be greater than
0.78 and the basin will be more elongated if the value turns to be smaller. The
values of form factor vary from 0.28 for LSB8 to 1.15 for LSB11 (Table 7). The
values of Ff for all the sub-watersheds except LSB11 are less than 0.78 depicting
the sub-watersheds are elongated in shape. These elongated sub-watersheds with
lower values of form factor indicate that the basin will have a flatter peak flow for
longer duration. Flood flows of such elongated basins are easier to manage than
those of the circular basins. The low Ff value of the sub-watersheds, viz LSB8,
LSB7, LSB9, and LSB1, reveals that these watersheds have less side flow for
shorter duration and high main flow for longer duration and vice versa (Reddy et al.
2004).

Elongation ratio (Re): It is a measure of the shape of the river basin, and it
depends on the climatic and geologic types. A circular basin is more efficient in
runoff discharge than an elongated basin (Singh and Singh 1997). The variations in
the elongated shapes of the sub-basins within the watershed are caused by the
effects of structural disturbances (Sreedevi et al. 2005). The ratio generally ranges
from 0.6 to 1.0. The basins with the values of 0.6 to 0.8 are generally associated
with strong relief and steep ground slopes, whereas the values in the range of 0.8 to
1.0 are typical of regions with low relief (Strahler 1964). These basins are efficient
in the discharge of runoff than the elongated basin because concentration time is
less in circular basins. Higher values of elongation ratio show high infiltration
capacity and low runoff, whereas lower Re values are characterized by high sus-
ceptibility to erosion and sediment load (Reddy et al. 2004).

The elongation ratio (Re) values range from 0.60 for LSB8 to 1.21 for LSB11
(Table 7). The sub-watersheds LSB2, LSB3, LSB4, LSB5, LSb6, and LSb12 have
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values ranging between 0.8 and 1, thus showing low relief which results in lower
runoff, while the sub-watersheds LSB1, LSb7, LSb8, LSB9, and LSB10 show the
values ranging between 0.6 and 0.8, thus showing high relief and steep ground
slopes.

Circulatory ratio (Rc): The circulatory ratio (Rc) is a quantitative expression of
the shape of basin which is expressed as the ratio of basin area to the area of circle,
having the same perimeter as the basin. If the value of Rc is exactly 1.0, the basin is
set to be a perfectly circular shape. The shape of a drainage basin mainly governs the
rate at which water is supplied to the mainstream as it flows along its course from the
source to the mouth. Long and narrow basins with a high bifurcation ratio are
expected to have low discharges over a long time, whereas round basins with a low
bifurcation ratio would be expected to have sharp peak flood discharge. The cir-
cularity ratio ranges from 0.46 for LSB9 to 0.73 for LSB6 (Table 5), which shows
that the sub-watersheds are mainly elongated in shape. High value of circulatory
ratio indicates the mature stages of topography. Rc is influenced by the length and
frequency of streams, geological structures, land use/land cover, climate, relief, and
slope of the basin. The sub-watersheds LSB2, LSB3, LSB8, LSB9, LSB10, LSB11,
and LSB12 having values less than 0.60 are strongly elongated in shape resulting in
low discharge of runoff.

Shape Factor: The shape factor is defined as the ratio between the squares of
basin length to the basin area. The shape parameters can be used to quantify the
degree of similarity of drainage basin shapes. A square-shaped drainage basin
would have a shape factor (Sf) = 1, whereas the long narrow drainage basin would
have a shape factor (Sf) > 1. The basin shape may influence the hydrographic shape
especially for small basins. For example, if a basin is long and narrow, then it will
take a longer time for water to travel from basin extremities to the outlet, and the
resulting runoff hydrograph will be flatter. Runoff hydrograph is expected to be
sharper with a greater peak and shorter duration for a more compact basin.
A compact basin is more likely to be covered by the area of maximum rainfall
intensity of local streams. The shape factor for the sub-watersheds ranges from 0.86
for LSB11 to 3.48 for LSB8 (Table 5). All the sub-watersheds except LSB11 have
Sf values greater than one, which indicates that the sub-watersheds are elongated
and the runoff hydrograph is expected to be flatter in this area.

Relief ratio (Rh): The Rh is a measure of overall steepness of the catchment. It
is a good indicator of the intensity of water flows from a catchment slope. The high
Rh implies on shorter lag time and attains higher peak discharge and flow veloc-
ities. With increasing relief, steeper hillslopes, and higher stream gradients, Tc of
runoff decreases, thereby increasing flood peaks (Patton 1988). In the
sub-watersheds of Lolab Basin, the Rh varies from 0.6 for LSB9 to 0.22 for LSB5
and LSB11 (Table 5). In general, the ‘relief ratio’ is the controlling factor for
surface runoff. The higher the relief ratio, the higher is the surface runoff. The LSB
2, LSB 4, LSB 5, LSB 10, LSB11, and LSB 12 sub-watersheds having high Rhs
indicate that the terrain contains steep slopes (Fig. 6) and the sub-watersheds with
highest Rhs have a higher peak flows with greater velocities (Altin and Altin 2011).
These subwatersheds contribute more water in a short period of time and cause
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floods in the lower region of the basin. The LSB3, LSB6, and LSb7 sub-watersheds
have the moderate Rhs and have moderate influence on flooding. LSB8 and LSB9
sub-watersheds have low Rhs, indicating a nearly flat terrain with longer basin
length, and their influence on flood is very less.

Ruggedness number (Rn): Rn indicates the structural complexity of the terrain
in association with relief and Dd. Patton and Baker (1976) recognized that basins
with high Rns with fine drainage texture might be expected to have high flood
potential. In the Lolab Basin, LSB1, LSB2, LSB3, LSB10, and LSB11 have highest
Rn because of the high relief and fine drainage texture and therefore possibilities of
high surface flow (Table 5). The LSB4, LSB5, and LSB12 having the moderate Rn
indicate that partially, the flat top surfaces or ridges (Fig. 7) and valley topography

Fig. 6 Slope map of an area
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Fig. 7 Elevation map with associated graphs along lines AA', BB', CC', and DD' from source to
outlet highlighting the relief aspect of Lolab Basin respectively
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and moderately high degree of dissection and medium runoff are expected in these
sub-watersheds, whereas LSB6, LSB7, LSB8, and LSB9 sub-watersheds have the
lower Rn, indicating a lesser degree of terrain complexity causing less water flow.

Infiltration number (If): The product of Dd and Fs is defined as the If of a
watershed and gives an idea about the infiltration characteristics of the basin. It is
inversely proportional to the infiltration capacity of the basin (Romshoo et al.
2012). The higher the If, the lower will be the infiltration and the higher the runoff.
In Lolab Basin, LSB1, LSB5, LSB10, and LSB 11 having the higher values for If
(Table 5) indicate their low infiltration capacity which ultimately results more water
flow in shorter durations during the period of intense rainfall.

Time of concentration (Tc): The time taken by runoff water to travel from the
source of watershed to its outlet is known as the ‘time of concentration.’ The
highest Tc value represents the greatest length of time for water to travel from
the most distant point of the catchment to its outlet (Ozdemir and Bird 2009). In the
Lolab Basin, lowest Tc values are observed in the sub-watersheds LSB5 and LSB11
(Table 5), showing that these catchments attain peak flows in short duration of time.
The LSB1, LSB8, and LSB9 sub-watersheds having the highest Tc values signify
the longer duration of flow discharges.

Compound factor and weightage: Lastly, to assess the flood influencing char-
acteristics in each sub-watershed, morphometric parameters are taken into consid-
eration. The parameters such as Rbm, Dd, Fs, T, Ff, Rn, If, and Rh have a direct
relationship with flood runoff; i.e., the higher the value, the greater the runoff.
Therefore, the highest value of the parameter was assigned as weightage 12, second
highest value was assigned as weightage 11, and so on, and the least value was
assigned as weightage 1 (Table 7). The parameter, Tc, has an inverse relationship
with runoff; i.e., the lower the value, the greater the runoff. Thus, the lowest value of
Tcwas assigned as weightage 12, next lower value was assigned as weightage 11, and
so on, and the highest value was assigned as weightage 1 (Table 7). Compound factor
is calculated by summing the weightages of all parameters and then dividing the
number of parameters. Basin with highest compound factor is of high priority while
that with lowest compound factor is of low priority.

Thus, among the twelve sub-watersheds LSB1, LSB2, LSB 5, LSB 10 and
LSB11 shows the greatest influence on the Lolab Basin during the rainy
season because of high runoff parameters such as high Rh, high Rn and less Tc. The
LSB11 having the highest form factor, high Rh, and less Tc causes high runoff.
The LSB 3, LSB4, LSB 6, and LSB12 sub-watersheds contribute medium runoff
and have medium influence toward flooding because of moderate Rh, moderate
values of T, Rn, Tc, and moderate to high Dd, If, and mean Rb. The LSB 7, LSB 8,
and LSB 9 have less influence in their runoff to the main basin because of lower
values of Rh, Dd, Rn, and If. The results were mapped in GIS environment and are
shown in Fig. 8 (Table 7).
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Conclusion

The flood behavior analysis carried out for the Lolab watershed confirms that the
watershed is having high relief and more or less elongated in shape. Drainage
network of the basin exhibits as mainly dendritic type and helps to understand
various terrain characteristics such as bedrock nature, infiltration capacity, runoff.
Lower drainage density and stream frequency indicate high permeability rate of the
different geological subsurface formations. The study of the drainage characteristics
with respect to floods using the advanced techniques of GIS reveals the best method
for extraction of drainage network and derivation of morphometric parameters from
ASTER DEM and reduces the effort of digitization. Watershed analysis using GIS,
remote sensing data, and digital elevation model (DEM) are efficient tools for
understanding of any terrain parameter such as nature of bedrock, infiltration
capacity, surface runoff, which helps in better understanding the status of landforms
and their originating processes, drainage management, and assessment of flood
hazard, planning, and management.

The present study demonstrates the usefulness of remote sensing and GIS for
morphometric analysis and prioritization of the sub-watersheds of Lolab Basin in

Fig. 8 Final map of higher-to-lower order of sub-watersheds which influence floods in the main
Lahwal River of the Lolab Valley
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Kashmir Valley. The morphometric characteristics of different sub-watersheds
reveal their relative characteristics with respect to hydrological response of the
Lolab Basin. These morphometric parameters derived from the ASTER DEM help
in understanding the hydrological behavior of a Lahwal (Lalkul) River catchment
which influences the floods in the Lolab Basin. The result points out that during the
rainy season, there is a possibility of greater runoff in the sub-watersheds LSB1,
LSB2, LSB4, LSB5, LSB10, LSB11, and LSB12, which causes floods in the lower
part of the basin. Hence, to prevent floods in the flood plain in downstream to
protect agricultural crops and settlements, mitigation measures should be taken in
the upper streams such as early flood warning system and adaptation of advanced
flood forecasting techniques for the Lolab Basin.
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Delineation of Paleochannels in Periyar
River Basin of Kerala Using Remote
Sensing and Electrical Resistivity Methods

C. P. Priju, Jiby Francis, P. R. Arun and N. B. Narasimha Prasad

Abstract In the present study, the paleo-river channels in the midland and coastal
plain region of the Periyar and Chalakudy river basins, central Kerala, west coast of
India were delineated applying remote sensing techniques and electrical resistivity
methods. The river basin areas are flanked by Western Ghats in the eastern side and
Lakshadweep Sea in the western side. Geologically, the area is overlain by
charnockites and biotite gneiss in the midland and foothill region and fluvial and
paleo-beach deposits in the western parts adjoining the sea. Laterite deposits are
seen at several locations in the midland region of the basin. The main course of the
river cuts across all the lithological units; the northern branch directly joins with sea
and southern branch cut across older alluvial plain and reaches the Vembanad
backwater system. Geomorphological mapping of the study area using IRS P6 LISS
III data revealed the presence of two sets of paleochannels in the northern side of
current channel of the river. The migratory trace of the river is indicated in the
satellite images by the presence of meandering scars, crescent-shaped oxbow lakes
in the older floodplain areas. Distinct vegetation alignment along the paleochannels
is noted indicated by abrupt changes in tone and texture. Vertical electrical
sounding (VES) survey was carried out at eight locations along the paleochannels
demarcated. Good resistivity contrast obtained in five locations between the first
and second layers. Apparent resistivity values obtained for the first layer (q1) varied
from 22 to 422 Xm with thickness*1–2 m and the second layer (q2) varied from 5
to 80 Xm with thickness *2–7 m.
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Introduction

Paleochannels are remnant of inactive river or stream channels that have been either
filled or buried by younger sediment. The sediments that the ancient channel is
either cut into or buried by can be unconsolidated, semi-consolidated, consolidated
or lithified materials. Paleochannels can be most easily identified as broad erosional
channels into a basement which underlies a system of depositional sequences which
may contain several episodes of deposition and represent meandering peneplain
streams (Twidale 2004). The subsurface groundwater flow along these channels can
be mapped applying geophysical and isotope techniques (Gautam 1994; IAHS
1995; Katz et al. 1998; Owen and Dahlin 2010; Rathore et al. 2010; Samadder et al.
2011). The major rivers of the world viz. Nile, Amazon, Yangtze (Chang Jiang),
Mississippi and the South Asian rivers Indus, Ganga, Brahmaputra, Godavari,
Krishna, Narmada, etc., have found to be shifted their course during historic and
geological periods (Radhakrishna and Merh 1999).

The major objectives of the present study are to delineate paleochannels in the
midland and coastal plain areas in the Periyar and Chalakudi river basins. The study
also aims to understand the subsurface lithology of paleochannel formations. The
study area is within the midland and coastal plain region of Periyar and Chalakudy
river basins (Fig. 1). Periyar is the longest river in Kerala with 244 km in length,

Fig. 1 Study area map showing drainage and VES locations
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drains an area of 5,398 km2. Chalakudi River has a length of 130 km, originates in
the Anamalai hills of Western Ghats and it joins with Periyar River in the coastal
plain region. The total drainage area of Chalakudy River is 1,704 km2, of which
1,404 km2 lies in Kerala and the rest in Tamil Nadu (Chattopadhyay et al. 2005).
Based on the physiographic and slope maps of Kerala (cf. Resource Atlas of Kerala
1984), the study area can be divided into three near-parallel and north–south
trending tracts, viz. the highland (>75.0 amsl), the midland (7.5 m–75.0 amsl) and
the lowland (<7.5 m amsl).

Geologically, the highland area is typically underlain by crystalline rocks of
Precambrian age, whereas the coastal land and parts of lower-midland in the Periyar
river basin are covered by sedimentary deposits of Tertiary age. Hence, in spite of
the fact that paleochannels are considered as a single geomorphological identity, the
paleochannels are located with different geological conditions. The area is mainly
covered with charnockites and banded biotite gneiss in the eastern part and
paleo-beach deposits, tidal, fluvial and beach deposits in the western part adjoining
the sea. Several dolerite intrusions are also observed in the highland/foothill areas
(Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2 Geology map of the study area
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The midland and coastal plain region of Periyar and adjoining Chalakudy River
basins of Central Kerala have extensive delta plains and paleo-drainages (Narayana
et al. 2001; Narayana and Priju 2006; Santhosh et al. 2012; Padmalal et al. 2014).
The study by Narayana et al. (2001) applying satellite remote sensing techniques
revealed the presence of paleo-deltas and historical channels in the mouth of Periyar
river. They have also identified shifted course of Periyar river mouth and
paleo-shorelines in the region. Narayana and Priju (2006) have studied the land-
forms and shoreline changes of central Kerala coast. Their study identified major
changes in the river course pattern from the presence of paleo-drainage features
along Periyar and adjoining Chalakudy River. Valdiya and Narayana (2007)
attributed neotectonic activity for recent river course changes in central Kerala.
Santhosh et al. (2012) have studied the brick and tile clay mining from the paddy
lands of central Kerala especially along the paleo-river courses of Periyar and
Chalakudy River.

Fig. 3 Slope map of the study area
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Methodology

Geomorphological mapping of the study area was carried out using digital satellite
data (IRS P6 LISS III, bands 1, 2, 3 and 4, February 2005) in combination with field
information (lithology of well sections) applying image processing techniques.
Level III geomorphological map of the area was prepared using Survey of India
Toposheets (1:50K scale) and IRS imageries following guidelines given in NRSC
Manual (2010). The remote sensing data from infrared and thermal sensors
(Landsat ETM+) are also used for delineation of paleochannels. Image analysis
techniques are employed to derive information on various morphological features
and structural pattern in the area (SAC 1991). Field checks were carried out to
verify the ground truth on information derived from remote sensing techniques.
Vertical electrical sounding (VES) surveys (Schlumberger configuration) were
carried out at eight locations along the paleochannels identified using Terrameter
(SAS 300 C). The apparent resistivity and AB/2 values were plotted on double-log
sheet. The layered resistivity model generated in IPI2Win software (Moscow State
University) was used to interpret different resistivity layers. The apparent resistivity
(q), thickness (h) and depth to layer interface (d) were obtained from the model.
The layered resistivity model was employed to prepare subsurface resistivity sec-
tions in the paleochannel areas.

Results and Discussion

Geomorphology

Various landform units were delineated from the satellite images of the study area.
In the Level I classification, the major geomorphologic units identified are plateau
(36%), coastal plain (24%), pediplain (18%), piedmont zone (11%), water body
(5%), denudational structural hill (4%), residual hill (1%), denudational hill (1%),
rock exposure (1%), floodplain (1%), marshy area (1%), etc. In the Level III
classification, landforms are further categorized into dissected lower plateau (la-
teritic), valley fill, piedmont zone, denudational and structural hills and residual
hills in the midland region. In the coastal plain region, the landforms are further
classified (Level III) into coastal alluvium, mudflats and backwaters (Fig. 4).

In the present study, the satellite images (IRS P6 LISS III and Landsat ETM+)
revealed the presence of two sets of paleochannels in the northern side of current
channels of Periyar and Chalakudy Rivers indicating southward migration of the
river channel. The migratory trace of the river is indicated in the satellite images by
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the presence of meandering scars, crescent-shaped oxbow lakes in the older
floodplain areas. Distinct vegetation alignment along the paleochannels is noted
indicated by abrupt changes in tone and texture (Fig. 5).

Geophysical Investigation

Semi-quantitative interpretation of the VES data concludes that majority of
sounding curves are H-type (VES-1, VES-2, VES-3 and VES-4) indicating the
presence of low resistivity sand/clay layer. The sounding curve is Q-type at one
location (VES-6) indicating brackish nature towards depth (Fig. 6). The layered
resistivity parameters (q, h and d values) interpreted for various resistivity layers
(1, 2, 3, etc.) are shown in Table 1. Apparent resistivity values obtained for the first
layer (q1) varied from 22 to 422 Xm with thickness *1–2 m and the second layer
(q2) varied from 5 to 80 Xm with thickness *2–7 m (Table 1).

Fig. 4 Geomorphological map (level III) of the area showing various landform units
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Fig. 5 Study area showing
paleochannels of Chalakudy
(a) and Periyar (b) river basin
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VES-1

VES-2VES-3

VES-4VES-6

Fig. 6 VES curves and interpreted layered resistivity model

Table 1 Layered resistivity parameters (q, h) interpreted from VES curves

S. No. VES no. No. of layers Apparent resistivity
q (Ωm)

Thickness h (m)

q1 q2 q3 h1 h2 h3
1 VES-1 3 86.8 12.4 57 0.816 6.49 –

2 VES-2 4 422 79.7 50.1 0.844 1.84 5.29

3 VES-3 3 74.5 47.2 70.8 1.88 3.68 –

4 VES-4 4 22.1 5.23 1.43 2.25 5.98 26.6

5 VES-6 3 261 64.9 0.236 2.21 4.13 –
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Summary and Conclusion

The study concludes the presence of two sets of paleochannels in the northern side
of current channels of the Periyar and Chalakudy River. The migratory trace of the
river is indicated in the satellite images by the presence of meandering scars,
crescent-shaped oxbow lakes in the older floodplain areas. Vertical electrical
sounding (VES) survey indicates good resistivity contrast in five locations between
the layers 1 and 2. Semi-quantitative interpretation of the VES data concludes that
majority of sounding curves are H-type (VES-1, 2, 3 and 4) indicating the presence
of low resistivity second layer (sand/clay). The thickness of the first layer varied
from *1 to 2 m and the second layer varied from *2 to 7 m.
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Application of EO-1 Hyperion Data
for Mapping and Discrimination
of Agricultural Crops

H. Ramesh and P. P. Soorya

Abstract Remote sensing offers an efficient and reliable means of collecting the
information required for mapping, assessing and monitoring of agricultural crop con-
ditions and production. Recent advances in remote sensing technology have led to the
development of hyperspectral remote sensing imaging devices which can obtain
high-resolution radiance data. This study evaluates the potential of the hyperspectral data
in discrimination andmapping of agricultural crops using EO-1Hyperion hyperspectral
image over the Thalasseri Taluk, Kerala, India. Five agricultural crops such as arecanut,
banana, cashew, coconut and rubber were considered for the study. The EO-1 was
pre-processedusingminimumnoise fraction (MNF) transform to reduce the atmospheric
effects on the imagery. Support vector machine classification and minimum distance
classification were applied in order to perform image data classification based on dif-
ferent crops. The optimumwavelengths suitable for crop discriminationwere derived by
analysing the spectral reflectance curve as well as by using the techniques such as
stepwise discriminant analysis and partial least square regression (PLSR). This study
establishes that the Hyperion bands 53, 56, 62, 74, 79 and 84 are suitable for crop-type
discrimination. The support vector machine classification is suitable for mapping the
crops from Hyperion imagery with a higher accuracy of about 80% and above.

Keywords Hyperspectral imaging � Crop-type discrimination
Optimum wavelength � MNF transformation � SVM classification

Introduction

Identifying, mapping and monitoring of crops are important for a number of rea-
sons. Many national and multinational agricultural organizations, insurance orga-
nizations, NGOs and regional agricultural boards have been developing crop
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inventory maps to assess the yield and the damage. It serves the purpose of esti-
mating yield prediction, collecting crop production statistics, simplifying crop
rotation information, soil productivity mapping, identifying the factors influencing
crop stress, assessment of crop damage due to storms and drought and monitoring
farming activity (Barbosa et al. 1996; Enkhzaya et al. 2013). Key activities in crop
monitoring include identifying and classifying the crop types and demarcating their
areal extent. Traditional methods of obtaining this information in most of the
countries are census and ground surveying. These methods are highly tedious, time
consuming and more often subjective. In order to standardize measurements,
remote sensing can provide synoptic and temporal data collection and information
extraction schemes. It provides information on a regular, synoptic, temporal and in
a more objective manner. The spectral reflection of a crop field will vary with
respect to changes in the growth, type and crop health, and thus, it can be measured
and monitored by remote sensing sensors at regular time interval.

The use of remote sensing imagery for mapping, assessing and monitoring of
agricultural crop conditions and production has been steadily increasing in recent
years (Van Niel and McVicar 2004). The recent advances in remote sensing field is
the development of hyperspectral imaging system which provides a high-resolution
satellite image with large number of bands (Datt et al. 2003). Hyperspectral remote
sensing, like other spectral imaging, collects and processes information from across
the electromagnetic spectrum. The Hyperspectral remote sensing images acquire
simultaneously hundreds of very narrow, contiguous spectral bands throughout the
visible, near-infrared (NIR), mid-infrared (MIR) and thermal infrared portions of
the electromagnetic spectrum.

The Hyperion sensor on Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) satellite of the NASA’s New
Millennium Programme is the first hyperspectral instrument in space that covers the
visible, near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands between 400 and
2500 nm. The Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) satellite has three imaging sensors: the
multispectral Advanced Land Imager (ALI), the hyperspectral Hyperion sensor, and
the Atmospheric Corrector. The Hyperion sensor images a 7.5 km by 100 km
surface area (Datt et al. 2003).

The geologists have started using the concept of hyperspectral remote sensing
widely for mapping the minerals in mid-1980s to the present years. Also at that
time, airborne hyperspectral data were used in vegetation studies, such as crop
classification under different stress conditions (Mader et al. 2006), weeds detection,
crop residues mapping and crop disease detection (Apan et al. 2004). However, the
high cost and the limited coverage of airborne sensors constituting restrictive fac-
tors for their use in wider scale studies. Previous studies have indicated that forest
species were classified with greater accuracy by the use of Hyperion images than
multispectral data (Bing and Gong, 2007). The aim of the study is to investigate the
potential of Hyperion data in discriminating and mapping agricultural crops. The
specific objectives are: (i) to map the main agricultural crops appearing in the study
area with Hyperion imagery, (ii) to compare various classification methods for
hyperspectral image and (iii) to select optimum wavebands suitable for crop-type
discrimination.
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Study Area Description, Data and Tools

Study Area

The study area shown in Fig. 1 consists of a part of Thalasseri Taluk of Kannur
District of Kerala State, India. It is located at latitude of 12° 1′ 23.98″N and lon-
gitude of 75°35′ 7.36″E. The entire study area covers an area of 139.547 km2. The
elevation of the study area ranges from 65 to 145 m above the mean sea level. The
region is an Agro-climatic region according to planning commission of government
of Kerala. The main crops growing in the area are coconut, cashew, arecanut,
banana and plantation crops like rubber. The present study concentrates on the
crops arecanut, banana, cashew, coconut and rubber.

Data Used

Hyperion Data: Hyperion data was downloaded from earth explorer website of
USGS (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov) over the study area. The EO-1 Hyperion
hyperspectral image acquired on 21st March 2013 was collected. The image con-
sists of 242 spectral bands, of which only 198 bands are calibrated (Ungar et al.
2003; Hina and Tiwari 2013) and the bands which are not calibrated are set to zero.

Fig. 1 Study area with Hyperion image (a) and after removing the clouds (b)
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Field Data: Field visit was made to the study area on 2 March 2014. The sites in
which arecanut, coconut, cashew, rubber and banana plantain are growing were
recorded with GPS. The details about the field were collected from the respective
farmers regarding the crop age, type of crop, disease, etc. Using the lat-long
information of all the points and the corresponding area of the fields, shape files are
created using ArcGIS software.

Software Used

ENVI 4.7: the Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) is a revolutionary
image-processing system. It is suitable for the visualization, analysis and presen-
tation of all types of digital imagery (ENVI 2004). ENVI Classic’s complete
image-processing package includes advanced, yet easy-to-use, spectral tools, geo-
metric correction, terrain analysis, radar analysis, raster and vector GIS capabilities,
extensive support for images from a wide variety of sources and much more. ENVI
4.7 was used to process EO-1 hyperspectral image in the present study.

ArcGIS 10: ArcGIS developed by Environmental science research institute
(ERSI), USA, provides the set of comprehensive spatial analysis tools and a plat-
form for viewing and disseminating results (ESRI 2012). ArcGIS software was used
to create shape files and geo-referencing the hyperspectral image.

MATLAB 2008: MATLAB® (2012) is a high-level language and interactive
environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming.
Using MATLAB, helps analyse data, develop algorithms, and create models and
applications (MATLAB® 2012). MATLAB is used to perform partial least square
regression to determine the optimum bands for crop discrimination in the present
study.

SPSS statistics 17: SPSS statistics is a software package used for statistical
analysis. The software name stands for Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS 2006). The software system is developed based on the idea of using statistics
to turn raw data into information that is essential for decision making. The stepwise
discriminant analysis was done using SPSS software in the present study to obtain
the optimal bands for crop discrimination.

Methodology

Hyperspectral sensors provide many advantages over the multispectral sensors.
However, these hyperspectral sensors have their disadvantages including an
increase in the number of bands (data) to be processed, relatively poor
signal-to-noise ratios and an increased susceptibility to the effects of unwanted
atmospheric interferences if such effects are not corrected for. As a result, the
image-processing techniques for hyperspectral imagery differ somewhat from the
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image-processing techniques for multispectral imagery (Bing and Gong, 2007).
Hyperspectral image analysis requires more attention to issues of atmospheric
correction and relies more heavily on physical and biophysical models (Glenn et al.
2005). The overall methodology (Fig. 2) used for this study is described in this
section.

Pre-processing of Hyperion Imagery

The Hyperion EO-1 data was pre-processed to correct for sensor artefacts, atmo-
spheric and geometric effects. This was achieved through (i) Converting Hyperion
level 1G/1T HDR data to ENVI format (ii) subsetting the area of interest (iii) Bad
bands removal (iv) Atmospheric correction and (v) minimum noise fraction
transform.

Fig. 2 Flow chart showing the methodology
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(i) Converting Hyperion Level 1G/1T HDR data to ENVI format

The imagery was received as a full long scene (185-km � 7.7-km strip) and at level
1 (L1GST) processing in GeoTIFF format, written as band-interleaved-by-line
(BIL) files stored in 16-bit signed integer radiance values. The L1G product is
radiometrically corrected, geometrically resampled and registered to a geographic
map projection with elevation correction applied. The Level 1G/1T GeoTIFF
Hyperion imagery was converted into ENVI format files using the Hyperion_tools.
sav toolkit. The ENVI format files contain wavelength, full width half maximum
and bad band information.

(ii) Subsetting the area of interest

Subsetting the image is the process of extracting the area of interest from the image
file and removing the unnecessary part for better and fast processing. The subset
data via region of interest (ROIs) tool is used to subset the data into the study area.

(iii) Bad bands removal

The Hyperion data consists of 242 bands, of which 155 are non-zero bands. This is
due to the heavy water absorption in the VNIR and SWIR region and the spectral
overlap between the two spectrometers set in the VNIR and SWIR region. Before
applying the atmospheric correction model FLAASH, each band in the Hyperion
data has examined by opening in the viewer window of ENVI software and have to
find out the good bands and removing the bad bands.

(iv) Atmospheric correction

Properties such as amount of water vapour, distribution of aerosols and scene
visibility must be known to compensate for atmospheric effects. Direct measure-
ments of these atmospheric properties are rarely available; hence, there are tech-
niques that infer them from their imprint on hyperspectral radiance data. Removal
of these properties is necessary to produce an estimate of the true surface reflec-
tance. Such atmospheric corrections are mostly applied on a pixel-by-pixel basis
because each pixel in a hyperspectral image contains an independent measurement
of atmospheric water vapour absorption bands. Thus, atmospheric correction is
essential to convert radiance into reflectance (Agarwal and Sarup, 2011).
Reflectance is the ratio of the amount of light leaving an object to the amount of
light incident on the object.

There are many algorithms for atmospheric correction. The atmospheric cor-
rection algorithm was carefully implemented to model the atmospheric condition
that existed during the scene acquisition. Major scene-based algorithms are IAR and
ELM, and the latest is QUAC. MODTRAN is a very popular and effective atmo-
spheric transmission model for correcting multispectral and hyperspectral data.
MODTRAN-based FLAASH algorithm available in ENVI® software is very
effective for Hyperion data atmospheric correction (Agarwal and Sarup, 2011).
Among all atmospheric correction models, FLAASH has an upper hand and gives
better comparison results, but it requires full knowledge of the area, time of flight,
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sensor elevation, etc. FLAASH (fast line of sight atmospheric analysis of spectral
hypercubes) is a radiative transfer model for atmospheric calibration and is the first
atmospheric correction tool that corrects wavelengths in the visible through
near-infrared and shortwave infrared regions, up to 3 lm (Kawishwar 2007).
Unlike many other atmospheric correction programmes that interpolate radiation
transfer properties from a pre-calculated database of modelling results, FLAASH
incorporates the MODTRAN4 radiation transfer code (Lee et al. 1990). FLAASH
supports many hyperspectral sensors such as HyMAP, AVIRIS, HYDICE,
HYPERION, Probe-1, CASI and AISA along with multispectral sensors such as
ASTER, IRS, Landsat, RapidEye and SPOT.

(v) Minimum Noise Fraction Transform

Minimum noise fraction (MNF) transforms are used to determine the inherent
dimensionality of image data, to segregate noise in the data and to reduce the
computational requirements for subsequent processing (Powers and Elizabeth,
2006). The MNF transform has two cascaded principal components transformations
(Lee et al. 1990). The first step results in transformed data in which the noise has
unit variance and no band-to-band correlations. The second step is a standard
principal components transformation of the noise-whitened data. The data space can
be divided into two parts: one part associated with large eigenvalues and coherent
eigen images, and a complementary part with near-unity eigenvalues and
noise-dominated images. By using only the coherent portions, the noise is separated
from the data, thus improving spectral processing results. After performing MNF
transformation, we will get an eigenvalue plot. The importance of plot is that bands
with large eigenvalue (>1) contain data and bands with eigenvalue near 1 contain
noise.

Image Classification

The classification procedures are applied for an image to automatically categorize
all pixels in an image into different classes (Goodenough et al. 2003). Normally,
multispectral and hyperspectral data are used to perform the classification, and,
indeed, the spectral pattern present within the data for each pixel is used as the
numerical basis for categorization (Griffin et al. 2005; Govender et al. 2008). This
study used two types of supervised classification techniques, namely minimum
distance classification and support vector machine (SVM) classification. The
Hyperion imagery was classified using the above-stated two classifiers to map the
main crops (arecanut, banana, cashew, coconut and rubber) present in the study
area. Then, these two classification methods were compared by calculating the
accuracy of classification.
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(i) Minimum Distance Classification

The minimum distance classification is a supervised classification technique. The
mean vectors of each reference class are used, and euclidean distance is calculated
from each unknown pixel to the mean vector for each class (Li et al. 2014a, b). All
pixels are classified to the nearest class unless a standard deviation or distance
threshold is not specified. If standard deviation or distance threshold is specified,
then the pixels which do not meet this criterion are classified into unclassified
group.

(ii) Support Vector Machine Classification

Support vector machine (SVM) can be used to perform supervised classification on
images to identify the class associated with each pixel. The complete mathematical
formulation of SVM classifier is provided by (Burges 1998; Vapnick 1998; Huang
et al. 2002). SVM is a classification system derived from statistical learning theory
(Huang et al. 2002; Oommen et al. 2008). The basic approach in SVM is to identify
a hyperplane that produces optimal separation between two classes (Yu et al. 2012).
Usually in SVM, the hyperplane is developed using a subset of data called training
data set, and the generalizing ability of the developed hyperplane is validated using
an independent subset called testing data set. To classify a data of N dimensions, a
(N − 1) dimensional plane is developed in support vector classification (Mercier
and Lennon, 2003). There are different algorithms for classification. These include
linear classifier and nonlinear classifiers (Mercier and Lennon 2003; Oommen et al.
2008). Linear classifiers are used when the data is linearly separated. If the data are
highly complex and cannot be separated linearly, nonlinear classifiers are used. The
nonlinear classifiers include classification using polynomial kernels, redial basis
function kernels and sigmoid kernels.

Accuracy Assessment

Usually, the accuracy of classification is found out by generating an error matrix.
An error matrix is the one which compares pixels in a classified map with the
information in the reference data supplied. The error matrix gives the overall
accuracy, producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy and Kappa coefficient (Lelong and
Patrick 1998; Guo et al. 2006).

Spectral Reflectance Curve Generation

The spectral reflectance (qk) characteristics of earth surface features is quantified by
measuring the part of incident energy that is reflected (Guo et al. 2006) from the
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earth surface features obtained as a graph with wavelength. It is mathematically
defined as:

qk ¼
kr
ki

� 100 ð1Þ

where is qk expressed as a percentage, ki is the energy wavelength incident upon the
object and kr is the energy wavelength reflected from the object.

The spectral reflectance curve provides behaviours of the spectral characteristics
of an object and influence strongly on the choice of wavelength regions in which
remote sensing data are acquired for a particular application (Lillesand et al. 2012).
In this study, spectral reflectance curves are generated from the Hyperion image for
crops arecanut, banana, cashew, coconut and rubber.

Optimum Wavelength Determination

The hyperspectral data provides reflectance in large number of bands. Therefore, it
is essential to select the most optimum bands for crop discrimination (Mundt and
Glenn 2007; Nellis et al. 2009). There are several data mining methods for reducing
the large data volume. These methods include (1) feature selection (e.g., principal
component analysis and derivative analysis); (2) partial least squares; (3) stepwise
linear regressions; and (4) hyperspectral vegetation indices. These data mining
method will result in (a) reduction in data dimensionality, (b) reduction in redun-
dancy and (c) extraction of unique information. Partial least square regression and
stepwise discriminant analysis were used to identify optimum wavelength in this
study.

Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR)

Partial least square regression is a recent technique that combines and generates
features from principal component analysis and multiple regressions. It predicts a
set of dependent variables from a set of independent variables or predictors (Li et al.
2014a, b). The PLSR method was used in this study for finding the optimum bands
for crop discrimination from the reflectance values of different crops. Therefore,
PLS decomposes X into orthogonal scores T and loadings P and regresses Y not on
X itself but on the scores T. PLSR was done using MATLAB software. The inputs
were given and ran the code. The percent variance field was obtained which gives
the number of PLS components. The number of components corresponding to 90%
variance is used for regression analysis. The X loadings values generated will give
the optimum wavelengths for crop discrimination.
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Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

The multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is performing to determine
whether multiple levels of independent variables on their own or in combination
with one another have an effect on the dependent variables. MANOVA requires that
the dependent variables meet parametric requirements (Vapnick 1998; Ouardighi El
et al. 2007). The most appropriate wavelength is found by carrying out the dis-
criminant analysis to discriminate between the different level of infestation using
the multivariate seperability measures such as Wilk’s lambda, canonical correlation
and the Pillai’s trace. Wilk’s lambda gives the variance of dependent variable that is
not explained by the discriminant function. Wilk’s lambda is between 0 and 1.
Smaller value of Wilk’s lambda gives greater seperability. So for the perfect sep-
aration of crops, we need a smaller value of Wilk’s lambda statistic. Pillai’s trace is
the sum of the variance which can be explained by the calculation of discriminant
variables. It calculates the amount of variance in the dependent variable which is
accounted for the greatest separation of the independent variables (Powers and
Elizabeth, 2006). Canonical correlation coefficient measures the strength of the
overall relationship between two linear composites (canonical variates), one variate
for the independent variables and one for the dependent variables. The stepwise
discriminant analysis was done using SPSS software in the present study. The
inputs used were the index for crop types and their spectral reflectance values.

Results and Discussion

Bad Bands Removal

The Hyperion data consists of 242 bands out of which 155 are non-zero bands. The
bands those set to zero, bands in the overlap between the two spectrometers set in
the VNIR and SWIR region and bands affected by atmospheric water vapour and
heavy noise comprise the excluded bands. These nonzero bands are chosen for
further processing and analysis.

Zeroed bands: 1–7 (355.5889–416.6401 nm), 58–78 (935.5810–922.5410 nm),
225–242 (2405.5996–2577.0747 nm).

Strong water absorption bands: 120–132 (1346.2506–1467.3330 nm), 165–
182 (1800.2863–1971.7607 nm), 221–224 (2365.2051–2395.5007 nm).

So the resultedgoodbands are 8–57 (426.8158–925.4054 nm), 79 (932.6393 nm),
83–119 (972.9934–1336.1514 nm), 133–164 (1477.4318–1790.1870 nm), 183–184
(1981.8593–1991.9581 nm), 188–220 (2032.3525–2355.2065 nm).
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Atmospheric Correction

FLAASH algorithm was used for the atmospheric correction. The nonzero bands
are given as the input for FLAASH. The FLAASH atmospheric correction model
input parameters include scene centre location, sensor type, sensor altitude, ground
elevation, pixel size, flight date, flight time, atmospheric model, aerosol model, tile
size used for tile processing, etc. After the FLAASH application, compare the
reflectance spectrum obtained from the image before atmospheric correction
(Fig. 3a) and image after atmospheric correction (Fig. 3b).

The spectrum from image after atmospheric correction shows more resemblance
with the normal reflectance spectrum of vegetation. The peaks in the curve are due
to higher reflectance and troughs are due to the absorption of the sunlight.

Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) Transform

The MNF transform was applied for the FLAASH output file for reducing the data
dimensionality for further processing. MNF transform was applied separately for
VNIR region and SWIR region. Figure 4 shows MNF images for VNIR bands.
MNF images for SWIR bands are shown in Fig. 5. Resulted 13 eigen images for
VNIR and 8 eigen images for SWIR, after examination of eigenvalue plots as well
as visual inspection of eigen images, were selected for further analysis. The 13
eigen images from VNIR and 8 eigen images from SWIR were stacked into a single
file for applying classification techniques.

Fig. 3 Reflectance spectrum before (a) and after atmospheric correction (b)
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Fig. 4 MNF images for VNIR bands 1–15 (left to right)
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Fig. 5 MNF images for SWIR bands 1–10 (left to right)
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Image Classification

The supervised classification methods such as minimum distance classification and
support vector machine classification were used for the classification of the
Hyperion image (Harsanyi and Chein, 1994) to obtain the crop classes (Petropoulos
et al. 2012; Sankaran et al. 2010; Sankar et al. 2011). The classification techniques
were applied separately for 13 eigen images consisting of 13 VNIR bands and 21
eigen images consisting 13 VNIR bands and 9 SWIR bands. The classification
accuracy was also computed for each classification.

The SVM classification was performed on the Hyperion imagery to classify the
different agricultural crops. Figure 6a, b shows the classified images using 13 MNF
eigen images and 21 eigen images, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy
assessment. The error matrix of classification using 13 MNF eigen images shows
that the overall accuracy for this classification is 80.95% and Kappa coefficient is
0.75. The classification using 21 MNF eigen images gives an accuracy of 85.71%
and a Kappa coefficient of 0.812. Therefore, it is concluded that the classification
using 13 VNIR bands and 9 SWIR bands gives higher accuracy compared to
classification using 13 VNIR bands only.

The minimum distance classification was performed on the Hyperion imagery,
and the classification images are shown in Fig. 7a, b. Table 2 shows the summery
accuracy assessment. The classification performed using 13 VNIR bands gave an

Fig. 6 SVM classified image
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accuracy of 73.33% with a Kappa coefficient of 0.45. The overall accuracy
increased to 75.61% when classification was performed using 13 VNIR bands and 9
SWIR bands. In this classification, the Kappa coefficient obtained was 0.68. In
minimum distance classification, it is concluded that the classification using 13
VNIR bands and 9 SWIR bands gives higher accuracy compared to classification
using 13 VNIR bands.

The overall results showed that the SVM classifier gives better accuracy com-
pared to minimum distance classifier, and the comparison of the Hyperion classified

Table 1 Results from the accuracy assessment of support vector machine classification

Class Using 13 MNF eigen images
(13 VNIR bands)

Using 21 MNF eigen images
(13 VNIR bands and 9 SWIR
bands)

Producer’s
accuracy (%)

User’s
accuracy (%)

Producer’s
accuracy (%)

User’s
accuracy (%)

Arecanut 50 33.33 50 100

Banana 50 66.67 50 100

Cashew 66.67 100 100 75

Coconut 100 85.71 100 75

Rubber 100 100 100 100

Overall accuracy (%) 80.95 85.71

Kappa coefficient 0.75 0.812

Fig. 7 Minimum distance classified image
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images which were derived from 13 MNF eigen images and 21 MNF eigen images,
respectively, showed that the overall accuracy in the 21 MNF case was slightly
higher.

Spectral Reflectance Curve

The vector files (or shape files) were created using the lat-long values obtained
during the field visit for each crop, and it was overlaid on the Hyperion image.
From each vector files corresponding to each crop, spectral reflectance curve was
developed (Thenkabeil et al. 2005). The spectral reflectance curve for different
crops obtained from the image is shown in Fig. 8, and also, the spectral reflectance
curve developed for different ages of rubber is shown in Fig. 9. From the spectral
curves of different crops (Fig. 8), it was observed that crops can be easily dis-
criminated in the region 730–1050 nm. The rubber crop showed maximum sepa-
ration from other crops at wavelength 884 nm which corresponds to Hyperion band
53. And also banana and arecanut showed almost similar spectrum. They can be
distinguished at wavelength 972 nm which corresponds to Hyperion band 62.
Coconut and cashew were also showed almost similar spectrum, but they can be
distinguished at 915 nm which corresponds to Hyperion band 56.

An attempt has been made to develop the spectral reflectance curves for different
age of rubber. The spectral reflectance curve was developed for 2 years old rubber,
3 years old rubber and 9 years old rubber (Fig. 9). From the spectra, it was
observed that as the age increases reflectance increases. The curve shows distinct
characteristics at 864 nm (corresponding to band 51). Hence, this may be the
portion where rubber crops can be discriminated based on age.

Table 2 Results from the accuracy assessment of minimum distance classification

Class Using 13 MNF eigen images
(13 VNIR bands)

Using 21 MNF eigen images
(13 VNIR bands and 8 SWIR
bands)

Producer’s
accuracy (%)

User’s
accuracy (%)

Producer’s
accuracy (%)

User’s
accuracy (%)

Arecanut 58 46 100 100

Banana 100 50 33.33 50

Cashew 100 33.33 77.78 87.5

Coconut 48 43 90 52.94

Rubber 81.82 90 100 91.67

Overall accuracy (%) 73.33 75.61

Kappa coefficient 0.45 0.68
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Fig. 8 Spectral curves for different crops

Fig. 9 Spectral curves for different ages of rubber
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Optimum Wavelength Determination

To determine optimum wavelength (Thenkabeil et al. 2013) suitable for crop-type
discrimination, two methods were used: partial least square regression and stepwise
discriminant analysis.

(i) Partial Least Square Regression

Partial least square regression was done using MATLAB software to find the
optimum wavelength bands for discriminating the agricultural crops. Five crops
such as arecanut, banana, cashew, coconut and rubber and the corresponding
reflectance spectra were the inputs for the method. The MATLAB code was
developed and run for the PLSR. Two PLS components were obtained and cor-
respondingly two optimum wavelengths were determined. The optimum wave-
lengths were 932 and 983 nm, and they correspond to band 79 and band 84 of
Hyperion data.

(ii) Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

The stepwise discriminant analysis for finding the optimum wavelength bands for
agricultural crop discrimination was performed using the SPSS software using
different crop types and their corresponding spectral reflectance values as the
inputs. The analysis was performed with the syntax developed. After running, the
syntax results were generated with the values of multivariability seperability
parameters. The wavelength variables were altered and again syntax was run. This
process was repeated for several trials until the optimum wavelengths with maxi-
mum correlation coefficient and minimum Wilk’s lambda obtained. After the
inclusion of four bands, the Wilk’s lambda and canonical correlations were satu-
rated. This showed that no further inclusion of bands would increase the discrim-
ination. The four wavelengths obtained for crop discrimination in this method are
882, 915, 932 and 983 nm.

Conclusion

The usage of remote sensing imagery for mapping, assessing and monitoring of
agricultural crop conditions and production is steadily increasing in recent years.
One of the recent advances in remote sensing field is the development of hyper-
spectral imaging system which provides high-resolution satellite imagery. This
study made an attempt to evaluate the potential of hyperspectral imagery in map-
ping and discriminating agricultural crops. The main conclusions drawn from the
study are given below.

The analysis of hyperspectral data is complex because it needs a pre-processing
stage. The classification techniques such as support vector machine classification
and minimum distance classification were compared on the Hyperion imagery, and
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the result showed that SVM gives better results compared to minimum distance
classification which infers different crops can be mapped using SVM classifier with
higher accuracy. Also, results conclude that inclusion of the Hyperion SWIR bands
increases the mapping or classifying accuracy.

By analysing spectral reflectance curve of different crops, it has been clearly
found that rubber can be discriminated from other crops using Hyperion band 53
(wavelength 884 nm). Band 62 (wavelength 972 nm) is useful for distinguishing
banana and arecanut crops. Coconut and cashew show almost similar spectrum, and
they can be distinguished using band 56 (wavelength 915 nm). The results of partial
least square regression and stepwise regression analysis showed that the Hyperion
bands 79 (wavelength 932 nm), 84 (wavelength 983 nm), 74 (wavelength 882 nm),
56 (wavelength 915 nm) are suitable for discrimination of different crops. Overall,
this study proves that high-resolution Hyperion data can be used for mapping and
discrimination of agricultural crops with higher accuracies.
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Geomatica-Based Approach for Automatic
Extraction of Lineaments
from ASTER-GDEM Data, in Part
of Al-Rawdah, Shabwah, Southeast Yemen

Mohammed Sultan Alshayef and Akram Javed

Abstract Lineaments are considered one of the most important topographic fea-
tures used in exploring resources such as minerals, groundwater, oil, and gas;
besides, they are indicators of structural and tectonic basin. Geomatica- and
GIS-based techniques have been used for extracting lineaments in part of
Al-Rawdah, Shabwah, southeast Yemen. High-resolution 30-m ASTER GDEM
shaded images with different sun angles are used in delineating lineaments in
different distinct relief and topography. Various softwares are as follows: Arc GIS
has been used for extracting various hill-shaded image and Geomatica (2013) has
been used to enhance hill-shaded image and to extract lineaments using various
default parameters, whereas RockWork14 has been used to indicate trend of the
lineaments. Moreover, Arc GIS 10.2.2 has used for overlying, mapping, visualiz-
ing, and calculating different parameters. Eight hill-shaded images have been
extracted with different sun angles. Shaded images of sun angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°
were combined as one image for better enhancements. The next four shaded ima-
ges, i.e., hill-shaded images of sun angles 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°, were
combined as one hill-shaded image. The two hill-shaded images combined were
used for automatic extraction of lineaments and give N-NE and S-SE and N-NW
and S-SE directions, respectively; however, they vary in their density. In addition,
fault map identified NW-SE direction and was compared with last two combined
hill-shaded images; when superimposed with them, it indicates that most of the
lineaments are perpendicular to fault line and some match with it properly where the
majority of the lineaments occur along hard rocks. The final superimposed image of
all lineaments map has been classified into three types of lineaments: micro-, minor,
and medium which have total number of 1040, 324 and 8 respectively with the
length of 1368, 1050, and 157.5 km, respectively. Rose diagram indicated that the
dominant trend of lineaments is NW-SE. The present study demonstrates the uti-
lization of software for automated extraction of lineaments and their relationship
with major structural features.
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Introduction

Lineaments are simply linear or curvilinear edges that may be related to geological
structure (fault, joint, and line weakness), geomorphological features (cliffs, ter-
races, and linear valleys), tonal contrast (vegetation, soil moisture, and rock com-
position), human activity and/or constructions (road, tracks, buildings, mining,
etc.). A digital elevation model (DEM) is a representation of the topography surface
sampled in a regular grid (Zelazny 2011). Topographic attributes can be extracted
from digital elevation data by applying special computer algorithms which include
slope, aspect, and shaded relief algorithms (Abdulla et al. 2010). Shaded relief
logarithm is a method for representing topography and becomes most widely used
for lineaments extraction. The Geomatics technology comprising of remote sensing
and GIS has enormous virtues and avenues in mapping and modeling the earth
surface and subsurface geological process/system (Kumanan et al. 2011). The most
important factor for using Geomatica is the ability to extract lineaments from raster
images automatically with the spatial line option. The main advantages of linea-
ments extracted from satellite images are: It has the ability to extract lineaments
which are not recognized by the human eyes and the processing operation is per-
formed in a short time (Sarp 2005). In this study, the aim was to map automatic
extraction of lineaments and compare it with reference to geological fault map. The
presence of lineaments is considered as an important factor in oil and gas explo-
ration, groundwater, mineral targeting and mapping seismically active areas etc.

Study Area

The study area is situated in Shabowah Province, southeastern central part of
Yemen (Fig. 1) with zone 38 UTM projection, and extends from 14° 36′ to 14° 67′
N latitudes and 47° 03′ to 47° 419′E longitudes in 38 UTM grid zone covering an
area of about 1492 km2. The maximum and minimum elevations encountered in the
basin are 1743 and 594 m above main sea level (MSL), respectively. The area is
mainly drained by joining the main channel, river (Amqeen), and their tributaries,
which flow from NW to SE directions defining the general slope of the basin. The
drainage pattern is dendritic to sub-dendritic with moderate-to-high drainage tex-
ture. The general land use of the study area is agriculture; besides, some natural
vegetation cover is also present in some parts of the basin.
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Materials and Methodology

Toposheet map no. D-38-59, 1978 of survey of Yemen (SOY) on 1:100,000 scale
has been used to verify the man-made linear features and for the preparation of base
map. Geological map no. D-38-59, 1978 of survey of Yemen (SOY) on 1:100,000
scale has been used to digitize faults and geological units. Advanced spaceborne
thermal emission and reflection radiometer (ASTER) of 30 * 30 m resolution data
was downloaded from the Web site (http://www.ASTERGDEM/Data/Obtaining.
html) and was subsequently used for the preparation of digital elevation model and
getting hill-shaded images. Eight shaded images were extracted from DEM with
varying sun angles; i.e., the first shaded image had sun angle 0° and others had 45°,
90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°, respectively. The first four shaded images,
i.e., shaded images of sun angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, were combined as one shaded
image for more enhancement by using Arc GIS 10.2.2 and combined last four
shaded images, i.e., shaded images of sun angles 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°, as one
hill-shaded image. The two hill-shaded combined images have been used for
automatic extraction of lineaments by using a special tool in Geomatica (2013) to
extract linear features and record it as polylines in a vector segment. Various
extracted lineaments have been plotted in Rockwork15 as a rose diagram to show
the trend/orientation of the lineaments.

Fig. 1 Location map of the
study area
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Result and Discussion

Geological Setting

The geological setup of the area comprises rocks ranging from Mesozoic to recent.
The lithological unit present in the study area is river alluvium of Quaternary age
which shows bright greyish color with fine-to-medium texture, curvilinear, and
elongated pattern. Shale of Jiza formation OF early Eocene (Hadramut group) age
represented by greenish-yellowish papery shales, with a thickness 133 m. Jawl
limestone of early Eocene (Um er Radhuma formation) is represented by
well-bedded limestone of thickness from 4 to 6 m. Umm er Rdumah limestone
occurs in Paleocene (Hadramut group) with 220 m thickness and white and gray
color. Tawilah sandstone belongs to in Cretaceous period and known as Cretaceous
(Tawilah group) sandstone series with a thickness of 200 m. It shows
white-yellowish and brown sandstone. Tawilah sandstone occurs over a high pla-
teau (Beydon et al. 1998). In the study area, lineaments are concentrated in the
plateau, hills, and linear ridges which represent hard rocks such as limestone, shale,
and sandstone. Figure 2 shows the geological map of the study area.

Fig. 2 Geological map of the study area (Derived from SOY geological map D 38-59)
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Automatic Lineaments Extraction

Lineaments were extracted automatically using the module line of Geomatica from
various sun angle shaded images which were combined together and record the
output as polyline with vector segment (Fig. 3). The lineaments extraction algo-
rithms of PCI Geomatica software consist of edge detection, thresholding, and

Sun angle 180 oSun angle 0o

Sun angle 225 o
Sun angle 45 o

Sun angle 90 o

Sun angle 315 oSun angle 135 o

Sun angle 270 o

Combined shaded relief image

(Sun angle of 0 o, 45 o, 90 o, 135 o)

Combined shaded relief image

(Sun angle of 180 o, 225 o, 270 o, 315 o)

Fig. 3 DEM showing different sun angle shaded images
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curve extraction steps (PCI Geomatica 2013). These steps were executed over two
combined hill-shaded images under six default parameters control the automatic
extraction lineaments process as shown in Table 1 applied for multi-directional sun
angle hill-shaded images for more enhancement.

Lineaments Analysis

Lineaments analysis from ASTERGDEM has been done for the study area with
reference to geological fault map which has variations in trend, frequency, and
length. Rose diagram with statistical analysis was applied to interpret structural
lineaments (Table 2). The first combined lineament image of multi-directional sun
angle hill-shaded images 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° consists of 557 lineaments with a
total length of 1281.2 km, which predominately represents the N-NE and S-SE
directions (Fig. 4), whereas the combined lineament image of multi-directional sun
angle hill-shaded images 180°, 225°, 270°, 315° contained 768 lineaments with the
length of 2386 km which represents N-NE and S-SW directions (Fig. 5). However,

Table 1 Parameters of automatic extraction process

Name Description Values

RADI Filter radius (pixels) 10

GTHR Edge gradient threshold 50

LTHR Curve length threshold (pixels) 30

FTHR Line-fitting error threshold 3

ATHR Angular difference threshold (degree) 30

DTHR Linking distance threshold (pixels) 10

Table 2 Characteristics of the automatic lineaments maps and fault map

Lineaments map Minimum
(km)

Maximum
(km)

Mean Numbers of
the
lineaments

Total
lineaments
length (km)

Orientation

Combine lineaments
image of
multi-directional
Sun angle (0°, 45°,
90°, 135°)

0.9 3 1.3 557 1281.2 N-NE and
S-SE

Combine lineaments
image of
multi-directional
Sun angle (180°,
225°, 270°, 315°)

0.8 5.16 1.5 768 2386 N-NE and
S-SW

Geological fault 0.26 32.8 3.7 150 1108 NW-SE

Total 1.96 40.96 6.5 1475 4775.2
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the geological fault map which has 150 lineaments with a total length of 1108 km
represents NW-SE direction (Fig. 6). Overall, lineaments have been superimposed
with each other which indicated that most of the lineaments are perpendicular to
fault line and do not match with it properly as shown in Fig. 8. In addition, it
contains 1475 lineaments with total lineaments length 4775.2 km which represent
NW-SE orientation (Fig. 9). The frequency distribution is shown in Figs. 7 and 9,
respectively (Table 3).

Fig. 4 Automatic lineaments of the first combined image with orientation

Fig. 5 Automatic lineaments of the second combined image with orientation direction

Fig. 6 Nonautomatic (digitize) geological fault map of the study area with orientation
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7 Frequency distribution of lineaments of a the first combined image, b the second combined
image, c geological fault map

Fig. 8 Superimposed automatic extraction with geological fault map
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Lineaments Density

The lineaments density map is another method to analyze and extract lineaments
(Hashim 2013). The purpose of the lineaments density analysis is to calculate the
frequency of the lineaments per unit area. This is also known as lineaments fre-
quency (Greenbaum 1985), which produces a map showing concentrations of the
lineaments over an area. The lineaments density is created by spatial analyst tool in
ArcGIS10.2.2 program by counting lines digitally per unit (number/km2) area, then
plotted in the respective grid centers, and contoured using the same tool. The
density map of the first combined image has 215.5 which is more concentrated in
NW with SE and SW, whereas the second combined image has highest lineaments
density 333 concentrated in NW and SE of the study area (Fig. 10). Geological
fault map shows 192.9 density which is concentrated in NW and SE.

Fig. 9 Frequency distribution with rose diagram of superimposed automatic extraction with
geological fault map

Table 3 Characteristics of the superimposed automatic lineaments maps and fault map

Lineaments
map

Minimum
(km)

Maximum
(km)

Mean Numbers of
the
lineaments

Total
lineaments
length (km)

Orientation/
trend

All
lineaments
maps

0.90 9.4 1.65 1475 4775 NW-SE
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Lineaments Classification

The final superimposed lineament map contains of 1475 lineament with different
length. These lineaments can be classified based on their length as (i) micro: <2 km,
(ii) minor: 2–10 km, (iii) medium: 10–100 km, (iv) major: 100–500 km, and
(v) mega: >500 km (Manjare 2013). In the present study, lineaments are classified
into three classes: micro-, minor, and medium lineaments (Table 4). Moreover,
classification of lineaments, rose diagram, and frequency distribution of the clas-
sified lineaments are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.

Density map of the
first combined image 

Density map of
the second

combined image  

 Density map of the 
geological fault map

Fig. 10 Line density for lineaments extracted from ASTER GDEM and geological fault map

Table 4 Classification of lineaments in the study area

S. No. Lineaments class Numbers % Length (km)

1 Micro lineaments 1040 76.2 1368

2 Minor lineaments 324 23.3 1050

3 Medium lineaments 8 0.5 157.2

4 Major lineaments – – –

5 Mega lineaments – – –

Total 1372 100% 2575.2
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Fig. 11 Classification of lineaments in the study area

Fig. 12 Rose diagram with frequency distribution of micro, minor and medium lineaments
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Conclusion

ASTER GDEM image has given evidence to lineaments identification and map-
ping. Numerous lineaments have been extracted and classified into micro-, minor/
short, and medium lineaments where the majority of study area contains minor/
short lineaments along with faults. Various parameters applied successfully to
enhance and extract lineaments. Lineaments assessed by three geospatial analyses,
i.e., length, density, and orientation. The study shows the utility of the
ASTER GDEM and Geomatica in automatic extraction of lineaments and classifies
them into various classes based on their lengths.
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Morpho-Mathematical Analysis of Bharar
River Basin District Chhatarpur-Central
India

Pradeep Kumar Jain

Abstract The area of present study is situated at and around Nowgaon town of
Chhatarpur district, Madhya Pradesh. It falls on the Survey of India Toposheet
No. 54 O/8 and 54 O/12. The Bharar river basin selected for investigation is
bounded by longitudes 79° 20′ 15″ to 79° 33′ 30″E and latitudes 25° 01′ 30″ to
25° 07′ 00″N. The morpho-mathematical analysis of Bharar river basin has been
described in linear and areal aspects. The entire drainage network is spread over
granitic rocks. The data obtained from morpho-mathematical analysis satisfy
Horton’s laws of drainage composition. The shape parameters indicate that the
basin is elongated.

Keywords Morpho-mathematical analysis � Bharar � Chhatarpur

Introduction

The area of investigation is situated in Chhatarpur district of central India lying
between longitudes 79° 20′ 15″ to 79° 33′ 30″E and latitudes 25° 01′ 30″ to
25° 07′ 00″N (Fig. 1). It falls on the Survey of India Toposheet No. 54 O/8 and 54
O/12. The total area is about 135 km2. The Bharar river basin is covered mainly by
Archeans, namely Bundelkhand granites/granitoid rocks. These granites are intru-
ded by various quartz reefs and dolerite dykes. The general trend of these intrusions
is NNE–SSW and NE–SW. Morpho-mathematical analysis has been carried out to
understand the geometry of the drainage basin, drainage network and texture, etc.
Similar studies have been carried out by Jain (1999) for upper Urmil river basin and
Singhari river basin.
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Materials and Methods

The morpho-mathematical analysis of Bharar river basin has been carried out on the
Survey of India Topographical map No. 54 O/8 and 54 O/12 on the scale of 2 cm to
a km (1:50000). The perimeter of the Bharar river basin has been demarcated on the
topographic maps. Author has followed Strahler (1957) for the present analysis.
The length of stream has been measured using rotameter, and the area of Bharar
drainage basin has been measured using planimeter. All the morpho-mathematical
parameters have been computed using standard equations described by various
workers given in Table 3.

Results and Discussion: Morpho-mathematical parameters of the Bharar river
basin are as under

Fig. 1 Location map of Bharar river basin
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(A) Linear Properties

Stream Order
A stream order map is prepared following Strahler’s (1957) scheme and shown in
Fig. 2. It shows that the Bharar is a fourth-order stream.

Stream Number (Nu)
In accordance with Horton’s (1945) law, the number of stream of each order has
been counted and it is found that there is a progressive decrease in number of
streams as the numerical value of stream order increases in each sub-basin
(Table 1). Graphical representation of these data on semi-logarithmic paper does
not yield perfect straight lines (Fig. 3). This departure suggests the presence of
some sort of complexity in the resistance of the rocks of the study area.

Stream Length (L)
The length of various stream segments has been measured order-wise, and the total
length as well as the mean length of each order has been computed. The total

Fig. 2 Drainage map of Bharar river basin
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length, mean length and length ratio are given in Table 1. Logarithmic plots of the
stream length against stream order are made as suggested by Strahler (1956) and
shown in Fig. 4. These plots confirm Horton’s second law of stream length. The
departure from perfect straight line indicates that there is a slight complexity in
relief of the study area.

Length Ratio
It has been calculated for each pair of order and is given in Table 1. It has been
expressed using equations described by Horton (1945) and Strahler (1952).

Bifurcation Ratio
The bifurcation ratio is given in Table 1. Table 1 reveals that bifurcation ratio
ranges between 4.5 and 14 which indicates slight modification in geological
structure of the study area.

Table 1 Linear properties of Bharar river basin

Sub-basin Stream
order
(U)

No. of
stream
(NU)

Bifurcation
ratio (Rb)

Average
(Rb)

Total length
of stream in
km (LU)

Mean
length of
stream in
km

Length
ratio

Bharar I 207 21.74 0.10

II 46 4.50 7.25 22.42 0.48 0.20

III 14 3.28 22.01 1.57 0.30

IV 1 14.00 2.52 2.52 0.62

Fig. 3 Semi-log plot of
stream order versus stream no.
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(B) Areal Properties

Mean Basin Area
The area of the drainage basin has been measured by planimeter, and it is given in
Table 2. Schum (1956) established relation between the total drainage basin area
and the total stream length which are supported by the contributing areas.

Basin Length (L)
The basin length measured by Schumm (1956) method for Bharar basin is given in
Table 2.

Basin Perimeter (P)
The basin perimeter (P) has been measured for Bharar basin, and it is given in
Table 2.

Basin Shape
Shape of drainage basin is largely influenced by rock types and prevalent processes.
Basin shape gives an idea about potential efficiency of the drainage network. The
shape of Bharar basin has been determined using the following ratios:

(1) Form Factor (FF)

The form factor has been determined as suggested by Strahler (1957), and it is
given in Table 2. The value 0.58 is obtained as form factor for Bharar basin, which
reveals the fact that average width of the respective sub-basin is about 58 of the
respective basin length.

Fig. 4 Semi-log plot of
stream order versus stream
length
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(2) Basin Circularity Ratio (Rc)

This ratio has been obtained using the Miller (1953) equation, and it is given in
Table 2. Basin circulatory ratio is 0.89 which indicates low value of circularity.

(3) Basin Elongation Ratio (Re)

The elongation ratio (Re) has been computed following Schumm (1956). The basin
elongation ratio is given in Table 2. The value of elongation ratio reveals that the
basin under study represent an area of low relief.

(4) Lamniscate (K)

The lamniscate (K) has been calculated as suggested by Chorley (1957) and
mentioned in Table 2. Value of lamniscate (K) reveals that the basin is nearly
rectangular in shape. On the basis of above shape parameters, it is concluded that
the basin can be classified as an elongated basin.

Drainage Nature
This can be expressed as drainage density (Dd), stream frequency (F) and drainage
intensity (Di) (Carlston 1963; Greygory and Walling 1968).

(A) Drainage Density (Dd)

The Bharar basin has drainage density of 1.30 km. The drainage texture has been
determined, and it is found that Bharar basin has very coarse texture as described by
Smith (1950).

(B) Stream Frequency (F)

Stream frequency is 1.98 stream/km2, which indicates low relief and rugged
topography in the study area.

(C) Drainage Intensity (Di)

Drainage intensity (Di) has been calculated as described by Faniran (1968). It is
1.60.

(D) Constant of Channel Maintenance

It is just reciprocal of drainage density. It expresses the relationship between the
drainage development and the character of the basin in so far as it retards the
development of stream. It is given in Table 2.

Length of Overland Flow (Lg): The length of overland flow (Lg) has been
calculated. It is 0.36 km (Table 3).
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Conclusion

On the basis of morpho-mathematical analysis, it is concluded that Bharar river
basin is elongated in shape and it is a fourth-order stream. Drainage density and
stream frequency indicate coarse texture, low relief and rugged topography in the
study area. The result of morpho-mathematical analysis is useful in water shed
management and helpful in suggesting the artificial recharge structures in the study
area.
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Dd Dd = eL (km/
km2)/A

L = Total length of stream, A = area of the
basin

7 Drainage
intensity

Di Di = F/Dd F = Stream frequency, Dd = drainage
density
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Application of Principal Component
Analysis for Grouping of Morphometric
Parameters and Prioritization
of Watershed

Sarita Gajbhiye Meshram and S. K. Sharma

Abstract Remote sensing (RS) and geographic information systems
(GIS) techniques have become very important these days as they aid planners and
decision makers to make effective and correct decisions and designs. Principal
component analysis (PCA) involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a
number of (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated
variables. It reduces the dimensionality of the data set and identifies a new
meaningful underlying variable (Gajbhiye and Sharma 2015a, b; Gajbhiye 2014;
Gajbhiye 2015a, b). Morphometric analysis and prioritization of the sub-watersheds
of Mohgaon River Catchment, Mandla district in Madhya Pradesh State, India, are
carried out using RS and GIS techniques using satellite imageries and topographic
maps. In this study, we apply PCA technique for redundancy of morphometric
parameters and find the more effective parameters for prioritization of the water-
shed. The PCA produced more effective parameter form factor (Rf), drainage tex-
ture (T) and length of overland flow (Lo). Finally, the results of PCA reflect a good
look on the prioritization of watershed.

Keywords Morphometric analysis � PCA � Watershed

Introduction

The watershed management planning highlights the management techniques to
control erosion in the catchment/watershed area. Lifespan of a reservoir in case of a
seasonal storage dams is greatly reduced due to soil erosion in the catchment area
(Gajbhiye et al. 2014a, b, c). A watershed is a physically complex system. It
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consists of a number of Unit Source Areas (having approximately uniform prop-
erties), and Partial and Variable Source Areas each exhibiting a different response.
The juxtaposition of different source areas of contrasting topography, rock types,
and land use and soil characteristics results in areal variations in watershed pro-
cesses and response. Every hydrologic design is therefore different because the
physical properties often vary with site.

Soil erosion is one of the most serious environmental problems in the world
today, as it threatens agricultural and natural environment (Tombul 2010). It is very
distressing that at a time when agricultural efforts are focused on increasing food
production, soil degradation is increasing worldwide. The problem is providing in
most of the world’s major agricultural regions, and the problem is growing
incessantly as more marginal land is brought into cultivation and, in turn,
production.

A geomorphological parameter directly or indirectly reflects almost the entire
watershed-based causative factor affecting run-off and sediment loss.
Geomorphological analysis provides quantitative description of the basin geometry
to understand initial slope or inequalities in the rock hardness, structural controls,
recent diastrophism, geological and geomorphic history of drainage basin (Strahler
1964; Pandey et al. 2011). In the absence of huge hydrological data, geomorpho-
logical parameters of watershed may be helpful in characterizing a watershed as
geomorphological and climatic characteristics of a basin govern the hydrological
response to a considerable extent.

Micro-watersheds can be ranked based on values of different geomorphological
parameters. The highest value of Fs, Lo, Dd, T, Rr, Rh, Sa, and RN was given a rating
of 1, the next highest value was given a rating of 2 and so on as these geomor-
phological parameters generally show positive correlation with soil erosion. The
lowest value was rated last in the series of numbers. For Rf, Re, Cc and Rc, the
watershed with their least value was given a rating of 1, next higher value was given
a rating 2 and so on as these parameters show negative correlation with soil erosion
(Biswas et al. 2002; Nookaratnam et al. 2005; Thakker and Dhiman 2007).
Prioritization and morphometric analysis using remote sensing and GIS techniques
have been attempted by number of researchers (Nautiyal 1994; Srivastava and
Mitra 1995; Srivastava 1997; Nag 1998; Agarwal 1998; Biswas et al. 1999;
Sreedevi et al. 2001, 2005; Gajbhiye and Mishra 2012; Gajbhiye et al. 2013a, b, c;
Sharma et al. 2013a, b; Sharma et al. 2014a, b; Gajbhiye et al. 2015a, b, c), and all
have concluded that remote sensing and GIS are powerful tools for studying basin
morphometric and continuous monitoring.

Study Area

River Narmada is one of the major rivers with 41 tributaries flowing through central
parts of India. It rises from Amarkantak plateau of Maikala range in Shahdol district
in Madhya Pradesh at an elevation of about 1,059 m above mean sea level. The river
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travels a distance of 1,312 km before it joins to Gulf of Cambay in the Arabian Sea
near Bharuch in Gujarat. The Burhner River rises in the Maikala range, south-east of
Gwara village in the Mandla district of Madhya Pradesh at an elevation of about
900 m at north latitude 22° 32′ and east longitude 81° 22′. It flows in westerly
direction for a total length of 177 km to join the Narmada near Manot. Its catchment
area up to Mohgaon is about 3978 km2 (Fig. 1). The elevation at Mohgaon gauging
site drops to 509 m. Climate of the basin can be classified as sub-tropical and
sub-humid with average annual rainfall of 1,547 mm. The evapotranspiration varies
from 4 mm day in winter to 10 mm/day in summer. The catchment area comprises
both flat and undulating lands covered with forest and cultivated lands. Soils are
mainly red and yellow silty loam and silty clay loam. Forest and agricultural lands
share nearly 58 and 42% of the catchment area, respectively.

Materials and Method

The map layers of drainage pattern along with stream order, watershed and
sub-watershed boundaries and contours in the study area have been prepared in GIS
environment using Arc GIS 9.3 software. The digital elevation model is obtained by

Fig. 1 Index map of the study area
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linear interpolation of contour layer which is digitized from the Survey of India
topo sheets (scale 1:50,000). Various linear measurements such as area, perimeter,
watershed length, drainage length and total relief (H) are calculated from the
attributes table of map layers such as boundary layer, drainage layer, and digital
elevation layer. With the help of these linear measurements, formula-based mor-
phological parameters are computed for watersheds and sub-watersheds of the study
area.

Principal Component Analysis: The geomorphic parameters are usually many
times correlated. The correlation indicates that some of the information contained in
one variable is also contained in some of the other remaining variables. The method
of component analysis involves the rotation of coordinate axes to a new frame of
reference in the total variable space—an orthogonal or uncorrelated transformation
where each of the n original variables is describable in terms of the n new principal
components. An important feature of the new components is that they account, in
turn, for a maximum amount of variance of the variables. Principal component
analysis is applied for all geomorphic parameters to calculate the correlation matrix
and also to derive principal components. The first factor loading matrix and rotated
factor loading matrix are used in this analysis.

Software Used: Arc view 3.1 power GIS software was used for creating,
managing and generating different layer and maps. The Microsoft Excel was used
for mathematical calculation (Gajbhiye and Mishra 2012).

Result and Discussions

Morphometric Analysis

Geomorphological parameters of sub-watersheds of Mohgaon watershed are pre-
sented in Table 1. It is evident from Table 1 that sub-watershed 1 is covering
smallest (51.27 km2) and MG 5 largest areas (631.75 km2) among fifteen
sub-watersheds of Mohgaon watershed.

The shape of the watershed governs the stream discharge and its flow hydro-
graph. Shape parameters considered in geomorphological analysis are form factor,
elongation ratio and circulatory ratio (Table 1). The form factor, elongation ratio
and circularity ratio of sub-watersheds of Mohgaon watershed show that all the
sub-watersheds are more or less elongated in shape. Compactness of any watershed
is expressed by compactness ratio. In Mohgaon watershed, it varies from 0.009
(MG 14) to 0.035 (MG 10).

Langbein (1947) recognized Dd as the significance factor determining the time
travel by water within the basin and in case of sub-watersheds of Mohgaon
watershed it varies between 2.418 km/km2 (MG 1) and 3.357 km/km2 (MG 8). The
sub-watershed with high value of Dd indicates a well-developed network, which is
conducive for quick disposal of run-off resulting in intense floods and also
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characterized by a region of weak subsurface materials, high relief and sparse
vegetation (Gajbhiye et al. 2013b). In general, drainage density of the
sub-watersheds suggests that sub-watershed 1 more impermeable material then the
sub-watershed 8. Texture ratio (T) of sub-watersheds of Mohgaon watershed varies
from 9.382 (MG 1) to 27.554 (MG 6). The values of Rh in the sub-watersheds
varies from 0.008 (MG 15) to 0.037 (MG 1). Relative relief (Rr) varies from 0.002
(MG 15) to 0.009 (MG 1). Ruggedness number (RN) expresses the roughness of
sub-watersheds. In this case, RN varies from 0.849 (MG 12) to 1.298 (MG 2).
Therefore, MG 2 is more rough then the other fourteen sub-watersheds of Mohgaon
watershed. Average slope of the sub-watersheds of Mohgaon watershed ranges
between 4.303% (MG 13) and 13.253% (MG 2).

Intercorrelation among the Geomorphic Parameters

For obtaining the inter co-relationship among the geomorphic parameters, a cor-
relation matrix is obtained using SPSS 14.0 Software. The correlation matrix of the
fourteen geomorphic parameters of Mohgaon watershed (Table 2) reveals that
strong correlations (correlation coefficient more than 0.9) exist between relief ratio
(Rh) and relative relief (Rr); between Rh and Cc, Sa; between Rb and T; between Dd

and Lo, Cc; between Rf and Re. Also, good correlations (correlation coefficient more
than 0.75) exist between Rh and Rf; between Rr and Dd; between Dd and Rr, Fs.
Some more moderately correlated parameters (correlation coefficient more than 0.6)
are Rh with Re, T; Rr with RN, Sa; RN with Rc; Rb with Cc, Sa; Fs with Cc, Rc, Re; Rc

with Cc. It is very difficult at this stage to group the parameters into components and
attach physical significance. Hence, in the next step, the principal component
analysis has been applied to the correlation matrix.

Principal Component Analysis

The principle component analysis method was used to obtain the first factor loading
matrix, and thereafter, the rotated loading matrix using orthogonal transformation.
The results are shown in the following sections.

First Factor Loading Matrix

From the correlation matrix of 14 geomorphic parameters, the first unrotated factor
loading matrix is obtained. It can be seen from Table 3 that the first three com-
ponents whose Eigen values are greater than one, together accounting for about
92.22% of the total variance. It can be observed from Table 4a that the first
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component is strongly correlated (more than 0.90) with Rh, Cc and Sa and correlated
satisfactorily (more than 0.75) with Fs and T, and moderately (loading more than
0.60) with Rc, Rf and Re. It is observed that (Table 4a) some parameters are highly
correlated with some components, some moderately, and some parameters do not

Table 4 (a) First factor
loading matrix; (b) rotated
factor loading matrix

(a)

Component matrixa

Component

1 2 3

Rh 0.97 0.027 0.149

Rr 0.703 0.156 0.676

RN −0.498 0.257 0.621

Rb 0.557 0.584 −0.507

Dd −0.184 0.931 −0.303

Fs −0.782 0.505 −0.068

Rc −0.669 0.366 0.461

Rf 0.745 0.403 0.48

Re 0.727 0.412 0.492

T −0.824 0.041 0.453

Lo 0.174 −0.924 0.334

Cc 0.95 −0.002 −0.217

Sa 0.948 −0.136 −0.09

HI 0.422 −0.721 −0.214

(b)

Rotated component matrixb

Component

1 2 3

Rh 0.776 0.576 0.172

Rr −0.132 0.57 0.127

RN 0.132 −0.824 −0.068

Rb −0.069 0.012 0.451

Dd 0.028 −0.087 −0.992

Fs 0.336 −0.412 −0.046

Rc 0.016 0.053 −0.355

Rf 0.962 0.124 −0.077

Re 0.961 0.102 −0.083

T −0.278 −0.899 0.018

Lo −0.014 0.058 0.996
Cc 0.526 0.819 0.055

Sa 0.553 0.754 0.226

HI −0.308 −0.057 −0.143
aFirst factor loading matrix
bRotated factor loading matrix
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correlate with any component. Thus, at this stage, it is difficult to identify a
physically significant component. It is necessary to rotate the first factor loading
matrix to get better correlation.

Rotation of First Factor Loading Matrix

The rotated factor loading matrix is obtained by post-multiplying the transformation
matrix with the selected component of first factor loading matrix. It can be observed
from Table 4b that the first component is strongly correlated with Rf, second
component is strongly correlated with T, and third component is strongly correlated
with Lo.

Conclusion

Geomorphological parameters reveal average hydrological and geological condi-
tions at watershed scale of the study area. For planning, development and man-
agement of watersheds for their sustainable and judicious use, planning is carried
out at sub-watershed level. Mohgoan watershed was divided into a number of
sub-watersheds for better understanding of hydrological behaviour and influence of
geological setting on the drainage evolution pattern.

Among the geomorphological parameters, shape parameters indicate that
Mohgaon less elongated shape. In general, shape of the basin affects the stream flow
hydrographs and peak flows. Elongated shape suggests lower peak flows of longer
duration, whereas circular shape indicates the basin will have high peak flows of
shorter duration. Drainage parameters show that the geomorphic control is more
than the structural control on drainage network. Slope parameters indicate that
Mohgaon has more sloping topography. The PCA produced more effective
parameter form factor (Rf), drainage texture (T) and length of overland flow (Lo).
Finally, the results of PCA reflect a good look on the prioritization of watershed.
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Velocity Distribution in Vortex Chamber
at High Water Abstraction Ratio

Mohammad Athar and Shivani Srotriya

Abstract Present paper deals with the results of the experimental investigation
regarding the velocity distribution inside the vortex chamber-type sediment
extractor at high water abstraction ratio. Data are collected in the laboratory on a
vortex chamber. A programmable electromagnetic shunt (P.E.M.S.) flow meter is
used to measure the velocity components along tangential and radial directions at
well-defined nodal points inside the chamber. Graphs for tangential and radial
velocity distributions are plotted at various depths along radius of the chamber for
highest water abstraction ratio (17%). It is found that velocity distribution
throughout the chamber is not uniform due to unsymmetrical positions of inlet,
outlet channels, and under flow outlet. In some part of the chamber, it follows the
law of Rankine vortex-type velocity distribution.

Keywords Velocity distribution � Vortex chamber � Rankine vortex
Water abstraction ratio � Tangential and radial velocities

Symbols

RT Radius of the vortex chamber
r Radial spacing
r=RT Dimensionless radial spacing
Qi Discharge in the inlet channel
Qu Discharge in the overflow outlet
Qu=Qi Discharge ratio or water abstraction ratio
z Vertical spacing
z/Rt Depth ratio
Vi Velocity at the inlet of the vortex chamber
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vr Radial velocity component
vt Tangential velocity component
h Angular spacing in degrees

Introduction

A vortex chamber is a fluidic device, which makes use of the vortices of the flow in
a chamber or a basin for separation of sediment particles from the flow. A higher
velocity flow is introduced tangentially into a cylindrical chamber/basin having an
orifice/outlet at the center of its bottom. This gives rise to combined vortex con-
ditions (Rankine vortex) with forced vortex near the orifice at the center and free
vortex in the outer region toward the periphery. Sediment particles being heavier
than water are forced toward the periphery of the chamber due to centrifugal force
imparted by vortex flow to them. The secondary flow resulting due to combined
vortex causes the fluid layers near the chamber periphery to move toward the outlet
orifice at the center along the chamber bottom, as a result the sediment particles
from the chamber periphery move with the flow along a helicoidal path toward the
orifice, thereby obtaining a settling length which is longer than basin dimensions.
Thus, relative higher inflow velocities can be allowed into the chamber. The sed-
iment reaching the center of the chamber can be flushed out through the orifice
continuously. Relatively, sediment-free water is allowed to leave the chamber
through an outlet channel/pipe taking off from the chamber at a location of rela-
tively higher elevation.

It was found by Athar et al. (2001) and also many other investigators (2, 3, 4,
and 5) that sediment removal efficiency of a vortex chamber is increasing with
increase of water abstraction ratio from 5 to 13%, but with further increase in water
abstraction ratio there is no considerable increase in the efficiency. The main reason
was that at very high ratio air core at the center of the orifice out let is formed which
prevented the entry of the sediment into the underflow outlet channel.

Brief Review

The flow mechanism in a vortex chamber sediment extractor is similar to the
Rankine vortex in which a forced vortex core is surrounded by an irrotational or
free vortex zone (Julien 1985a, b). Several investigators for investigating the flow
structure and similarity in vortex chambers have conducted experimental studies.
Notable amongst these includes those by Anwar (1965), Cecen (1977), Daggett
(1974), Julien (1985a, b), Odgaard (1986), Vasistas et al. (1989), Hite and Mih
(1994), Mujib et al. (2008, 2012). The findings of above studies are mentioned in
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Table 1. A brief review presented herein indicates that most of the investigators
mainly observed the tangential velocity inside the vortex chamber. A smaller
number of studies are, however, available in which both the radial and tangential
velocities were measured for studying the flow pattern in the vortex chamber.
Hence, in present paper the emphasis is given to collect more and more data on
velocity distribution for radial as well as tangential directions.

The flow mechanism inside the vortex chamber-type sediment extractor is very
complicated due to the effect of the inflow, underflow, and overflow conditions.
Since the variation of sediment concentration within the chamber of a vortex
extractor is greatly affected by variations in the velocity components in vertical,
radial, and tangential directions of the chamber, a complete knowledge about the
flow field inside the chamber is, therefore, necessary in modeling of the vortex
chamber-type sediment extractor for its effectiveness in removing the sediment
from the flow. This paper is intended to present the flow field structure in the vortex
chamber-type sediment extractor at high water abstraction ratio by laboratory
measurements.

Theoretical Treatment

It is evident from the extensive literature review that the expressions for velocity
distribution in the vortex chambers have been derived by assuming axisymmetric
flows and by approximating the turbulence by mixing length model; it is not easy to
model turbulence even in simplest of the flow condition, whereas the vortex flow

Table 1 Name of investigators with their study

S. No. Investigator Related study

1 Anwar (1965) Derived the expression for tangential velocity and water surface
elevation in a vortex flow at the entrance of an outlet pipe

2 Cecen (1977) Made investigations for the flow pattern in a vortex
chamber-type-settling basin using the dye injection method

3 Rea (1984) Studied the secondary flows in a vortex chamber

4 Julien (1985a,
b)

Studied the variation of concentration of fine sediment particles
in Rankine vortex system

5 Mashauri (1986) Made a detailed investigation about the particle trajectory and
distribution of tangential and radial velocities in a
vortex-type-settling basin

6 Vatistas (1989) Studied the variation of concentration of fine sediment particles
in Rankine vortex system

7 Hite and Mih
(1994)

Studied the flow structures by taking the data on radial,
tangential, and vertical velocities in a sand funnel

8 Mujib et al.
(2008, 2012)

Studied the flow structures by taking the data on radial,
tangential, and vertical velocities in a vortex settling basins with
tangential inlet and outlet
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that occurs in the chamber of an extractor is quite complex. Keeping these points in
mind, it is decided to derive the velocity distributions in the chambers of the
extractors studied herein by making use of experimental observations.

Following functional relationships are assumed to hold good for the radial and
tangential velocity components.

vr ¼ f1 Vi;RT ; r; h;Qu;Qið Þ ð1aÞ

vt ¼ f2 Vi;RT ; r; h;Qu;Qið Þ: ð1bÞ

Here, vr and vt are the radial and tangential velocities, RT is the radius of the
chamber, r is the radial spacing, Qu is the underflow discharge, and Qi is discharge
in the inlet channel. Carrying dimensional analysis for above variables using
Bakingham’s pi-theorem method, following equations in terms of nondimensional
variables are obtained as follows.

vr=Vi ¼ /1 Qu=Qi; h; r=RTð Þ ð2aÞ

vt=Vi ¼ /2 Qu=Qi; h; r=RTð Þ: ð2bÞ

Experimental Program

The experimental work being reported herein was part of major program on study
of vortex chamber-type sediment extractor. Details on these are available in Athar
(2001). These experiments were conducted in the hydraulics laboratory of the
University of Roorkee, India (presently I.I.T. Roorkee).

Circular cylinder vortex chamber-type extractor having internal diameter equal
to 1.0 m with geometric configuration as shown in Fig. 1a, b is used. The vortex
chamber is made of 6-mm-thick perspex sheet. The bottom of the chamber is made
of painted steel, and it is given to aslope of 1:10 toward the center to facilitate the
sediment movement toward the outlet orifice at the center. The internal diameter
and over all height of the chamber are kept as 1 and 0.45 m, respectively. These
dimensions are chosen on the basis of the space and discharge available in the
laboratory and also considering the investigations of Sullivan (1972), Cecen and
Bayazit (1975), Salakhov (1975), Mashauri (1986), Paul et al. (1991). Circular
railing is provided along the top of the vortex chamber for supporting the equip-
ment used in the measurement. A sharp-edged orifice with internal diameter of
0.10 m is provided at the center of the chamber. The orifice is further connected to
an underflow outlet pipe with diameter equal 0.10 m for flushing out the sediment
collected at the center of the vortex chamber. A gate valve is provided at the outlet
of this pipe to regulate the flow through it.

The inlet channel used in the extractor is 6.5-m long, 0.20-m wide, and 0.25-m
deep and has adjustable slope. The inlet channel bed and walls are made up of
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painted steel. The outflow outlet channel provided in the extractor is 2.5-m long,
0.20-m wide, and 0.25-m deep and has adjustable slope. Circular steel pipes are
used as the railing in the inlet and the overflow outlet channels, and they are made
parallel to the channel beds by adjusting the railing screws. The straight inlet
channel joined the vortex chamber tangentially at its one side. The straight outlet
channel was taken off tangentially to the chamber but from the point that was
diametrically opposite to the junction of the inlet channel with the vortex chamber
(see Fig. 1a). The detailed dimensions of the extractor are shown in Fig. 1b. The
extractor received water supply from a constant head water supply tank.
A pre-calibrated sharp-edged circular orifice meter was used to regulate the dis-
charge into the inlet channel. Three half brick size grill walls and a floating wooden
wave suppressor were provided at the entrance of the inlet flume for breaking large
eddies and damping the disturbances at the free surface. The discharge of overflow
outlet channel was measured by using a pre-calibrated sharp-edged rectangular
weir. Outflow from the overflow outlet channel was collected in a rectangular tank
having sides and bottom made of the fine wire mesh. This tank had a hopper for
collecting the flow at the downstream of the channel. Outflow of this tank joined a
sump provided at the downstream most end.

Fig. 1 a Plan of experimental setup, b plan of experimental setup
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Electromagnetic Liquid Velocity Meter (PEMS)

A programmable electromagnetic liquid velocity meter (Fig. 2) manufactured in the
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory is used for measuring the velocity components of the
flow in the vortex chamber. This instrument consists of a disk-type probe, which is
placed vertically in the flow. The P.E.M.S. employs Faraday’s induction law for
measurement of velocity of a conductive liquid moving through the magnetic field.
The magnetic field is introduced by a pulsed current through a small coil inside the
body of the sensor. Two pairs of diametrically opposed platinum electrodes
available on the disk of the P.E.M.S. sense the Faraday-induced voltages produced
by the flow past the sensor. This enables the instrument to simultaneously measure
the two velocity components of the flow in the directions perpendicular to each
other and in the plane of the disk containing sensors. For taking measurements, the
P.E.M.S. probe is held in vertical position so that the pairs of platinum electrodes
and the disk containing them occupy position in horizontal plane. The electrodes
are rotated in the horizontal plane so that they produce velocity measurements in the
directions tangential and radial to the flow. Mean values of the velocity components
at 20 s interval are selected for use herein as the mean over still larger time is not
found to be any different. Measurements taken by the instrument are displaced on
its LCD display panel where from they could be noted for further use.

Measurements by P.E.M.S.

The chamber of the extractor is first divided into eight sectors, i.e., angular seg-
ments. These all eight sectors are further subdivided into five annular segments
(Fig. 2) thus forming about 40 nodal points in a horizontal planes. Further 240
nodal points were assumed for taking observations for velocities assuming five
z values (depths measured from bottom). The P.E.M.S. probe is fixed with a vertical
gauge, and the whole assembly is mounted on the horizontal circular railing fixed

Fig. 2 PEMS meter
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over the vortex chamber. The P.E.M.S. probe could be moved horizontally as well
as vertically up and down. For measuring the velocity components, the P.E.M.S.
moved to five different levels along the nodal points thus created. Electrodes in the
P.E.M.S. probe are so oriented that the P.E.M.S. measured the velocity components
in radial and tangential directions at the point where it is fixed.

The probe is also connected with the P.E.M.S. main cassette, which directly
displays the observations. Before starting actual observations, the probe is generally
kept in still water for about half an hour for zero setting of the instruments. The
steady flow is established in the extractor by allowing known inflow and operating
tailgate and outlet valve for establishing known underflow-flushing discharge.
Fixing the P.E.M.S. probe at desired locations and orienting its probe in requisite
directions measured radial and tangential velocities.

Detail measurements on velocity components for the vortex chamber are made.
The range of the data collected in the present study is given in Table 2.

Analysis of Data

Velocity Distributions

Data for the velocity components along radial and tangential directions at various
nodal points (240) within the vortex chambers were measured simultaneously using
2D-electromagnetic liquid velocity meter. Nondimensional velocity components,
i.e., Vt (defined as vt=Vi) and Vr (defined as vr=Vi) for different z values were
plotted against nondimensional radial spacing r=RT along each of the chamber
diameter marked in Fig. 3 for all the runs. Many graphs for tangential and radial
velocity distributions were obtained along various radius of the chamber.

1. Variations of Tangential and Radial Velocities along Vertical Direction

Figure 4 shows the variations of tangential and radial velocities along vertical
direction. It is clear that these velocities are varying in vertical direction but effect is
less pronounced.

Table 2 Range of data and dimensionless numbers used in present investigation

S. No. Parameter Symbol Unit Range

1 Inlet discharge Qi m3/s 8 * 10−3–22 * 10−3

2 Underflow discharge Qu m3/s 0.696 * 10−3–3.42 * 10−3

4 Radius of the chamber RT m 0.50

5 Inlet flow depth hi m 0.10–0.19

6 Flow depth at periphery hp m 0.15–0.28

8 Water abstraction ratio Qu=Qi % 8–17

9 Angular spacing h Degrees 0–315

10 Radial spacing r=RT – 0.10–1.00
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2. Variations of Tangential Velocities along Radial Direction

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 show the variations of tangential velocities
along radial direction.

Almost from all these plots, it is clear that in many parts (h values) tangential
velocity compared well with that of the Rankine vortex (Julien 1985a; Vatistas et al.
1986; Mih et al. 1994). In many cases, the velocities values were not found
(r� 0:2). The main reason was that at very high water abstraction ratio, air core was
formed due to which depth of water was very small along the radius near the center
of the chamber.

Fig. 3 Sectorization of vortex chamber
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3. Variation of Radial Velocities in Radial Direction

Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 show the variations of radial velocities
along radial direction.
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Fig. 11 Variation of tangential velocity along radius 0–7 (h = 270°)
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Fig. 15 Variation of radial velocity along radius 0–3 (h = 90°)
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It is found from all above plots that in some segment radial velocity also follows
Rankine law. But in most of the other cases, the variation does not follow this law.
It is also found that negative values of radial velocities were also obtained.
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Fig. 17 Variation of radial velocity along radius 0–5 (h = 180°)
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Conclusions

Following conclusions are made:

1. Within the vortex chamber, the velocities in tangential and radial directions are
found to vary along vertical direction but the effect is less pronounced.

2. Flow patterns are found to be different in the different segments of the vortex
chamber. Segments of vortex chamber having flow pattern similar to that
Rankine vortex extended only up to half diameter length of the vortex chambers.

3. Likewise tangential velocities and the radial velocities seem to follow Rankine
vortex law in some segment of the chamber.
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Performance Appraisal of Friction Factor
Estimators

Abhishek Mishra, Aditya Deshpande and Bimlesh Kumar

Abstract Estimation of friction factor is essential for the analysis of flow condi-
tions in pipes. Exact solution of the friction factor can be obtained from Moody
diagram. The best approximation to Darcy friction factor for turbulent flow is given
by Colebrook–White equation. In past few decades, a number of correlations have
been proposed for the determination of friction factors in order to avoid iterations.
The efficiency and applicability of these formulae should be estimated. In this
research, the experimental results are compared with 27 different equations. The
comparison of predicted with observed value has been expressed through Nash–
Sutcliff efficiency coefficient, correlation coefficient R2, slope, average discrepancy
ratio, and standard deviation. For smooth pipes, Zigrang and Sylvester formulae are
more efficient, to avoid cumbersome calculations. Barr, Avci and Karagoz equa-
tions can be suggested. For rough pipes, round equation is precision enough.

Keywords Friction factor � Explicit equations � Performance estimation

Introduction

An integral part of the frictional pressure drop due to fluid flow in pipes involves
the determination of hydraulic resistances (i.e., friction factor f). The pressure loss
in pipe flow is calculated by using the Darcy–Weisbach equation. The equation is
given as follows:
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DP ¼ f
L
D
q
V2

2
ð1Þ

whereDP is the pressure drop, f is friction factor, is density of the fluid,D is hydraulic
diameter of pipe, and V is average velocity. The friction factor (f) depends on the flow
regime. For a fully developed laminar flow (Reynolds number Re < 2300), the
friction factor can be determined from the Hagen–Poiseuille equation as follows:

f ¼ 64
Re

ð2Þ

where Re is the Reynolds number. The definition of the Re number can be given as
follows:

Re ¼ qVD
l

ð3Þ

where q is the density and l is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In Eq. (2), the
friction factor changes inversely with the Reynolds number. The friction factor
f decreases with an increasing Reynolds number, and the rate of decrease becomes
slower for greater relative roughness (ɛ/D). For certain roughness, the friction factor
is independent of the Reynolds number. For a constant Reynolds number, f in-
creases markedly for an increasing relative roughness. For the transition region
(2300 � Re � 4000) and the turbulent region (Re � 4000) in smooth as well as
rough pipe, the friction factor can be described by Colebrook–White equation. The
friction factor f or the flow coefficient k is not a constant and depends on the
parameters. The friction factor is obtained either by empirical equations or by
published charts. These charts are known as Moody diagram. The empirical
equations are of two types, one implicit and the other explicit. The implicit equa-
tions are those in which iteration steps are involved. Due to these iterations, there is
loss of data, and hence, explicit equations are preferred. While transfer of fluid
through chemical reactors and in industrial processes involves single-phase,
double-phase, and even more complicated pipe flow systems, pipe friction is crit-
ical. Nowadays, even in medical sciences and biomedical engineering, when high
local velocities are attained in blood vessels while transporting physiological fluid
through catheter tube into the body, analysis of friction factor in catheter is
important. Over the decades, various scientists have given number of equations to
calculate friction factor which allows us to found friction factor for flow in a
circular pipe. The Prandtl equation (1949), which has also been known as the
Karman–Nikuradse relation (Nikuradse 1932; Von Karman 1930), and the PKN
correlation is regarded as an accurate equation for determining the friction factor.
Many researchers have developed explicit approximations to the Prandtl equation.
Blasius (1913) was the first to apply the similarity theory and formulate that the
friction factor is a function of the Reynolds number in turbulent flow. Other sci-
entists who gave their contributions are Wood (1966), Churchill (1973, 1977),
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Eck (1973), Jain (1976), Swamee and Jain (1976), Chen (1979), Round (1980),
Shacham (1980), Barr (1981), Zigrang and Silvester (Eqs. 11 and 12 in 1982),
Haaland (1983), Serghides (Eqs. 2 and 3 in 1984), Tsal (1989), Mandilli (1997),
Romeo et al. (2002), Sonnad and Goudar (2006), Rao and Kumar (2007), Buzzelli
(2008), Avci and Karagoz (2009), Papaevangelo et al. (2010), Brkic (2011), Fang
et al. (2011). This paper presents the accuracy of the available explicit equations on
the data obtained by Nikuradse on the rough and smooth pipes and Mckeon’s data
on smooth pipe, suggesting the most appropriate equation on the basis of slope of
the graph obtained by plotting simulated friction factor values on y-axis and
experimental values on x-axis, coefficient of correlation (R2), Nash–Sutcliffe model
efficiency coefficient (E), and discrepancy ratio (D) with standard ratio and their
applications in the field.

Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (E) is used to assess the predictive
models and is defined as follows:

E ¼ 1�
P

observed�simulatedð Þ2P
observed� ObservedMeanð Þ2

" #
ð4Þ

The value of E can be in the range from −∞ to 0, with higher values indicating a
better overall fit and 1.0 for perfect fit. An efficiency of 0 (E = 0) indicates that the
model predictions are as accurate as the mean of the observed data, whereas an
efficiency less than 0 (E < 0) indicates that the indicated mean is better predictor
than the model. Another performance criterion discrepancy ratio indicates the
“goodness of fit” between the observed and the predicted values. One way of
measuring the goodness is by using the average discrepancy ratio and standard
deviation (Yang and Simoes) based on the average values of the logarithmic ratio
between computed and observed.

MeanDa ¼
P

log simulated
observed

� �h i
n

ð5Þ

and

ra ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

log simulated=observedð Þ �meanDað Þ2
q

ðn� 1Þ ð6Þ

where n is the number of observation. For specific fit mean Da = 0 and ra = 0.
Before choosing a formula, it is worth knowing that in the paper on the Moody

chart, Moody stated the accuracy is about ±5% for smooth pipes and ±10% for
rough pipes. If more than one formula is applicable in the flow regime under
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consideration, the choice of formula may be influenced by one or more of the
following:

1. Required precision.
2. Speed of computation required.
3. Available computation technology (calculator with minimum strokes or

spreadsheet with single cell formula).

Previous Literature

The Colebrook–White equation can be defined as follows (Colebrook and White
1937).

1ffiffiffi
f

p ¼ �2 log10
ðe=DÞ
3:7

þ 2:51
Re

ffiffiffi
f

p
� �

ð7Þ

where ɛ/D is the relative roughness which is the ratio of the mean height of
roughness of the pipe to the pipe diameter. As seen from Eq. (4), the friction factor
is a function of the Reynolds number and pipe roughness (є). The Colebrook–White
equation cannot be solved directly due to its implicit form as the value of f appears
on both side of the equation. Colebrook (1939) presented a simple explicit equation
valid for the wide range of Re. This equation was also recommended by Haaland
(1983), with prediction error within 1.7% for 4000 < Re < 104 and about 0.6% for
104 < Re < 107. Chen (1985) presented a systematic study on the Prandtl equation
and formulated two approximation equations.

Recently, Goudar and Sonnad (2003) derived a representation of the PKN
correlation using the Lambert-W function. The derived equation is presented
explicitly in Reynolds number; however, since the Lambert-W function is inher-
ently implicit, the solutions to the Lambert-W function often need iteration methods.
The relative difference of the derived approximation equation to the PKN corre-
lation was not reported. More recently, Avci and Karagoz (2009) proposed a novel
explicit friction factor based on a new logarithmic velocity profile. The derived
equation was claimed to be indistinguishable from the solution of the PKN cor-
relation. The maximum errors of this equation are around 0.5% for
4000 � Re < 104 and 1% for 104 � Re � 107. The original Prandtl equation
(1949) is given by:

1ffiffiffi
f

p ¼ 2 log10 Re
ffiffiffi
f

p� �
� 0:8 ð8Þ

where f is the friction factor. Mises et al. (1914) did a very valuable piece of work,
treating all of the then-known test results from the viewpoint of similarity. He
obtained, chiefly from the observations of Darcy and Bazin with circular pipes, the
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following formula for the friction factor f in terms of the Reynolds number and the
relative roughness

k ¼ 0:0024þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e
r

� �r
þ 0:3ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Re
p ð9Þ

This formula for values of Reynolds numbers near the critical, that is, for small
values, assumes the following form:

k ¼ 0:0024þ
ffiffi
e
r

r� �
1� 1000

Re

� �
þ 0:3ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Re
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1000

Re

r
þ 8

Re
ð10Þ

The term “relative roughness” for the ratio e/r in which e is the absolute
roughness was first used by Mises. Proof of similarity for flow through rough pipes
was furnished in 1911 by T.E. Stanton. He studied pipes of two diameters into
whose inner surfaces two intersecting threads had been cut. In order to obtain
geometrically similar depths of roughness, he varied the pitch and depth of the
threads in direct proportion to the diameter of the pipe. He compared for the same
pipe the largest and smallest Reynolds number obtainable with his apparatus and
then the velocity distributions for various pipe diameters. Perfect agreement in the
dimensionless velocity profiles was found for the first case, but a small discrepancy
appeared in the immediate vicinity of the walls for the second case. Stanton thereby
proved the similarity of flow through rough tubes. More recently, L. Schiller made
further observations regarding the variation of the friction factor f with the Reynolds
number and with the type of surface. His tests were made with drawn brass pipes.
His observations indicate that the critical Reynolds number is independent of the
type of wall surface. He further determined that for greatly roughened surfaces the
quadratic law of friction is effective as soon as turbulence sets in. In the case of less
severely roughened surfaces, he observed a slow increase of the friction factor with
the Reynolds number. Schiller was not able to determine whether this increase goes
over into the quadratic law of friction for high Reynolds numbers, since the
Gȍttingen test apparatus at that time was limited to about Re = 105. His results also
indicate that for a fixed value of Reynolds number, the friction factor e increases
with an increasing roughness.

The following equations were used in the work:
Moody Correlation: Moody (1947) developed a relationship that is valid for all

ranges of the Reynolds numbers and the relative roughness as follows and appli-
cable in the range of Re� 4� 103; Re� 108 and �=D� 0� 10�2 .
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k ¼ 0:0055 1þ 2� 104
�

D
þ 106

Re

� �1
3

" #
ð11Þ

Altshul Correlation: Altshul which is cited in Genić et al. gave a friction factor
correlation.

fd ¼ 0:11� 68
Re

þ e
D

	 
0:25
ð12Þ

Wood correlation: This correlation was proposed in the year 1966. Its valida-
tion region extends for Re[ 10; 000 and \e=D\0:04;

fd ¼ 0:094
�

D

� �0:225
þ 0:53

�

D

� �
þ 88

�

D

� �0:4
Reð Þ�A1 ð13Þ

where A1 ¼ 1:62 �
D

� �0:134.
Churchill Correlation: Correlation proposed by Churchill (1973) is valid only

for the turbulent regime, and it is similar to the Swamee and Jain correlation (1976).

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2� log10
e

3:7D
þ 7

Re

� �0:9
" #

ð14Þ

Eck correlation: It is given by

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2� log10
�

3:715D
þ 15

Re

� �
ð15Þ

Jain: The applicable range of the equation is

Re� 5� 103 and 107; �=D� 4� 10�5 � 5� 10�2

Re� 5� 103 and 107; �=D� 4� 10�5 � 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:715D
þ 6:943

Re

� �0:9
" #

ð16Þ

Jain and Swamee: The applicable range of the equation is

Re� 5� 103 and 108; �=D� 10�6 � 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 5:74

Re0:9

� �
ð17Þ
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Churchill (1977):

k ¼ 8
8
Re

� �12

þ 1

A1þA2ð Þ1:5
" #12

ð18Þ

where

A1 ¼ �2:457 ln
7
Re

� �0:9

þ 0:27
�

D

" #" #16

A2 ¼ 37530
Re

� �16

Chen: This equation is applicable in the range of
Re� 4� 103 and � 4� 108; �=D� 10�7 � 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7065D
� 5:0452

Re
log10

1
2:857

� �

D

� �1:1098
þ 5:8506

Re0:8981

� �� �
ð19Þ

Round: This equation is applicable in the range of
Re� 4� 103 and � 108; ε=D� 0� 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ 1:8 log10
Re

0:135Re �
D

� �þ 6:5

" #
ð20Þ

Shacham: This equation is applicable in the range of
Re� 4� 103 and � 4� 108

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
� 5:02

Re
log10

�

3:7D
þ 14:5

Re

� �� �
ð21Þ

Barr (1981).

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 5:158 log10

Re
7

� �� �
Re 1þ Re0:52

29

� �
�
D

� �0:7� �h i
2
4

3
5 ð22Þ

Zigrang and Sylvester: The equation is applicable in the range of

Re� 4� 103 and � 108; �=D� 4� 10�5 � 5� 10�2
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1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
� 5:02

Re
log10½A5�

� �
ð23Þ

where

A5 ¼ �

3:7D
þ 13

Re

A6 ¼ �

3:7D
� 5:02

Re
log10 A5

Zigrang and Sylvester: The equation is applicable in the range of

Re� 4� 103 and � 108; �=D� 4� 10�5 � 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �1:8� log10
6:9
Re

þ �

3:7D

� �1:11� �
ð24Þ

Serghides: The applicable range of the equation is in the range of

fd ¼ A7� ðA8� A7Þ2
A9� 2A8þA7

" #�2

ð25Þ

where,

A7 ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 12

Re

� �

A8 ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 2:51A7

Re

� �

A9 ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 2:51A8

Re

� �

Serghides (2):

fd ¼ 4:781� A7� 4:781ð Þ2
A8� 2A7þ 4:781

" #�2

ð26Þ

where

A7 ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 12

Re

� �

A8 ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D
þ 2:51A7

Re

� �
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Tsal: The applicable range of this equation is

Re� 4� 103 and � 108; �=D� 0� 5� 10�2

A ¼ 0:11
68
Re

þ �

D

� �0:25

ð27Þ

If A� 0:018 then f d ¼ A
If A\0:018 then f d ¼ 0:0028þ 0:85A

Manadilli: The applicable range of this equation is

Re� 5:235� 103 and� 108; �=D� 0� 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7D

� �
þ 95

Re0:983

� �
� 96:82

Re

� �� �
ð28Þ

Romeo et al.: The applicable range of this equation is

Re� 3� 103 and � 1:5� 108; �=D� 0� 5� 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ �2 log10
�

3:7065D
� 5:0272

Re
� log10

�

3:827D
� 4:567

Re

��

� log10
�

7:7918D

� �0:9924
þ 5:3326

208:815þRe

� �0:9345
 !## ð29Þ

Sonnad and Goudar: The applicable range of the equation is

Re� 4� 103 and � 108

�=D� 10�6 � 5 � 10�2

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ 0:8686 ln
0:4584Re

S
S

Sþ 1ð Þ
� �

ð30Þ

where

S ¼ 0:124� �

D
� Reþ ln 0:4587Reð Þ
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Rao and Kumar:

1ffiffiffiffi
fd

p ¼ 2 log10
2�
D

� ��1

0:444þ 0:135Re
Re

� �
b

 !
ð31Þ

where b ¼ 1� 0:55e�0:33 ln Re
6:5ð Þð Þ2

Buzzelli:

1ffiffiffiffiffi
f d

p ¼ B1� B1þ 2 log10
B2
Re

� �
1þ 2:18

B2

" #
ð32Þ

where

B1 ¼ 0:744 ln Reð Þ � 1:41½ �
1þ 1:32

ffiffiffi
�
D

p� �
B2 ¼ �

3:7D
� Reþ 2:51� B1

Avci and Karagoz: The applicable range of the equation is

Re� 104 and � 107; �=D� 10�5 � 10�3

fd ¼ 6:4

ln ðReÞ � ln 1þ 0:01Re � �
D � 1þ 10� ffiffiffi

�
D

p� � � �2:4 ð33Þ

Papaevangelo et al. equation:

fd ¼ 0:2479� 0:0000947� 7� log10 Reð Þ4
log10

�
3:615D þ 7:366

Re0:9142
� �� �2 ð34Þ

Brkic (1):

fd ¼ �2� log10 10�0:4343 b þ �

3:71D

� �� ��2
ð35Þ

where b ¼ ln Re

1:816 ln 1:1Re
ln 1þ 1:1Reð Þ

� �
0
@

1
A.
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Brkic (2):

fd ¼ �2� log10
2:18 b
Re

þ �

3:71D

� �� ��2

ð36Þ

where

b ¼ ln
Re

1:816 ln 1:1Re
ln 1þ 1:1Reð Þ
� �

0
@

1
A

Fang et al.: The applicable range of the equation is

fd ¼ 1:613 ln 0:234� �

D

� �1:1007
� 60:525
Re1:1105

þ 56:291
Re1:0712

� �� ��2

ð37Þ

The data used came from three sources:

The experiments of Nikuradse on flow in smooth pipes.
The experiments of Nikuradse on flow in rough pipe.
McKeon, Morrison, Smits, Li, and Jiang have given the data in the article.

Results and Discussion

In this study, a comprehensive review of 27 explicit equations is conducted for
friction factor that is used in the calculation of pressure drop in pipes. Explicit
equations are used to avoid cumbersome iterative method for finding the friction
factor, but the values obtained from these explicit equations lead to error. Nikuardse
experimental data has been used to check the efficiency of the velocity predictors.
And also McKeon’s experimental data on smooth pipe is also taken into the
account. Tables 1 and 2 show the values of all considered parameters, viz. m, R2,
ra, Da, E for both rough and smooth pipes. Also, Table 3 shows the same values for
the data obtained by McKeon on smooth pipe. For better insight of the work, it is
worth mentioning the graph obtained for each explicit equation, showing the plot
between simulated and experimental data. On the criterion already stated, it is worth
stating that

1. For the value of slope m, the best-suited equation is the one that gives the value
close to 1. On this basis, the best equations for rough pipe are Buzzelli
(m = 0.963), Barr, Avci and Karagoz, Moody, Rao and Kumar, Romeo et al.,
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Round, and Jain. For smooth pipes, Barr, Avci and Karagoz, Zigrang and
Sylvester equations have the value of slope close to 1.

2. For the values of Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient E, the best equation
is the one which gives the value close to 1 (for perfect fit, the value must be (1),
and on this basis, the best equation for the rough pipes are Round, Shacham,
Haaland, Zigrang and Sylvester, Chen.

3. For smooth pipes, Avci, Karagoz, Goudar and Sonnad, Barr, Zigrang and
Sylvester (2). For the value of R2, the best-suited equation is the one that gives
the value close to 1. On this basis, the best equations for rough pipe are Haaland,
Wood, Shacham, Zigrang and Sylvester.

Table 1 Rough pipe results

Author name y = mx; m= R2 E Da ra
Moody 1.0073 0.832 0.9864884 0.027343668 0.002485371

Altshul 0.9194 0.6655 0.97556468 −0.002734501 0.003178675

Wood 1.0851 0.9285 0.984461489 0.00487485 0.001984601

Churchill (1973) 0.9546 0.8711 0.982271021 0.0234572 0.003221911

Eck 0.9565 0.8683 0.982121394 0.02157632 0.003231054

Jain 1.0294 0.8594 0.98244373 0.022778885 0.003221548

Swamee and Jain 1.0703 0.9152 0.984797804 0.03943633 0.002082389

Churchill (1977) 1.0699 0.9147 0.984816601 0.039311604 0.00208703

Chen 1.0614 0.9247 0.98737905 0.03607903 0.001980336

Round 1.0273 0.8853 0.988464195 0.030321158 0.02223903

Shacham 1.061 0.9267 0.98765877 0.035731426 0.001955343

Barr 0.9634 0.8766 0.982301177 0.025065572 0.003214742

Zigrang and Sylvester 1.0613 0.9262 0.987571675 0.035868812 0.001960884

Zigrang and Sylvester 1.0613 0.9261 0.987531608 0.035815932 0.001961607

Haaland 1.0621 0.9286 0.987621877 0.035441008 0.001921253

Serghides 0.963 0.8773 0.9837886 0.0199293 0.00320518

Serghides 0.963 0.8773 0.9837878 0.01991712 0.0031781

Tsal 1.0902 0.795 0.983787808 −0.0138907 0.00381678

Manadilli 0.9549 0.8718 0.98238082 0.023482609 0.00320491

Romeo et al. 1.0226 0.8657 0.983801255 0.019851032 0.003178462

Sonnad and Goudar 0.9617 0.8768 0.983620232 0.020611071 0.003180256

Rao and Kumar 1.0091 0.8093 0.9769877 −0.01498531 0.004264896

Buzzelli 0.963 0.8773 0.983784776 0.01994493 0.003178075

Avci and Karagoz 0.9671 0.8814 0.984587524 0.014630532 0.003141327

Papaevangelo et al. 0.9625 0.8777 0.983790285 0.020756535 0.00318078

Brkic 0.9611 0.8733 0.983143184 0.020150916 0.00321477

Brkic 0.955 0.8713 0.982336171 0.023587857 0.003222637

Fang et al. 0.9629 0.8768 0.983711346 0.0197438 0.003180977
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Table 2 Nikuradse’s smooth pipe

Equation R2 m (slope) E Discrepancy
ratio (D)

Standard
deviation (r)

Moody (1947) 0.9758 0.9672 0.968386578 −0.019480747 0.002252998

Altshul 0.958 1.0284 0.95304784 −0.033367434 0.003785138

Churchill (1973) 0.9764 1.0082 0.976023876 −0.004296608 0.002145769

Eck (1973) 0.9594 1.022 0.956396175 −0.025492427 0.00254754

Jain (1976) 0.9765 1.0102 0.975838735 −0.00501973 0.00214551

Jain and Swamee
(1976)

0.9765 1.0092 0.975933037 −0.004676539 0.002145623

Churchill (1977) 0.9769 1.0095 0.976328427 −0.004480329 0.002140627

Chen (1979) 0.9773 1.0104 0.976580299 −0.00305361 0.002134622

Round (1980) 0.9768 1.0263 0.972516536 −0.010828139 0.002146256

Shacham 0.9773 1.0104 0.976572574 −0.003118807 0.002134491

Barr (1981) 0.9772 1.0039 0.977081107 0.00057973 0.002138896

Zigrang and
Sylvester (1982)

0.9772 1.0107 0.976496965 −0.003618096 0.002231976

Zigrang and
Sylvester (1982)

0.9772 1.0039 0.977081107 0.00057973 0.002138896

Haaland [a][7] 0.9765 1.0117 0.975663796 −0.005568764 0.002368759

Serghides (1) (1984) 0.9772 1.01 0.976602736 −0.003223915 0.00221212

Serghides (2) (1984) 0.9772 1.0117 0.976367293 −0.004357291 0.002273305

Tsal (1989) 0.9745 1.0118 0.973643122 −0.008848113 0.002811415

Manadilli (1997) 0.9772 1.0099 0.976614323 −0.003097113 0.002206593

Sonnad and Goudar
(2006)

0.9772 1.0035 0.977110211 −0.00114406 0.002143151

Buzzelli (2008) 0.9772 1.01 0.976605862 −0.003211186 0.002211519

Avci and Karagoz
(2009)

0.9772 1.0036 0.977153699 0.000167381 0.00213522

Papaevangelou et al.
(2010)

0.9772 1.0106 0.97647102 −0.003870136 0.002245316

Brkic 0.9772 1.0401 0.967530208 −0.014784092 0.002142425

Brkic (2) 0.9772 1.0059 0.976993943 −0.001878377 0.002133412

Fang et. al 0.9772 1.007 0.976932142 −0.001801965 0.002134722
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Table 3 Mckeon’s smooth pipe results

Equation m (slope) R2 E Discrepancy
ratio (D)

Standard
deviation (r)

Moody (1947) 0.9455 0.9945 0.955935757 −0.022076359 r = 0.0028769

Altshul 0.8605 0.9006 0.590563433 −0.102673187 r = 0.0166109

Churchill (1973) 0.9819 0.9996 0.995297922 −0.008315910 0.000608723

Eck (1973) 0.9151 0.9944 0.899189546 −0.043707685 r = 0.0094019

Jain (1976) 1.2948 0.982 −0.19135943 0.1018593778 r = 0.0044768

Jain and Swamee
(1976)

0.9811 0.9996 0.994936386 −0.008621923 0.000605785

Churchill (1977) 0.9817 0.9996 0.995197937 −0.008407622 0.000608723

Chen (1979) 0.9848 0.9992 0.996131781 −0.008228139 0.000961477

Round (1980) 0.9691 0.9997 0.987040322 −0.013580737 0.000586009

Shacham 0.9919 0.9993 0.998411403 −0.004951135 0.000917201

Barr (1981) 0.9846 0.9992 0.996051058 −0.00831759 0.000962815

Zigrang and
Sylvester (1982)

0.994 0.9992 0.998716379 −0.004179499 0.000960564

Zigrang and
Sylvester (1982)

0.9834 0.9993 0.9956095 −0.008723856 0.000909977

Haaland [a][7] 0.9794 0.9997 0.994029075 −0.009340673 0.000599638

Serghides (1) (1984) 0.9843 0.9993 0.995981949 −0.008354014 0.000923193

Serghides (2) (1984) 0.981 0.9992 0.99439685 −0.009942709 0.000972885

Tsal (1989) 0.958 0.9911 0.966813318 −0.025939531 0.003447446

Manadilli (1997) 0.9848 0.9993 0.996269431 −0.007995224 0.000879199

Sonnad and Goudar
(2006)

0.9879 0.9991 0.997160957 0.047864101 0.056342899

Buzzelli (2008) 0.9861 0.9992 0.996606045 −0.007688372 0.000967817

Avci and Karagoz
(2009)

0.9912 0.9986 0.997490831 −0.006284862 0.001346903

Papaevangelou et al.
(2010)

0.9827 0.9993 0.995373178 0.046112363 0.055392709

Brkic 0.9605 0.9995 0.978879494 −0.018410094 0.00074916

Brkic (2) 0.9867 0.9992 0.996827017 −0.007417588 0.000967647

Fang et. al 0.9877 0.9993 0.997303436 −0.006750843 0.000892903

Fig. 1 Correlation of Barr’s
equation for rough pipe
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Fig. 2 Correlation of
Round’s equation for rough
pipes

Fig. 3 Correlation factor for
Moody’s equation for rough
pipes

Fig. 4 Correlation factor for
Romeo et al.’s equation for
rough pipes

Fig. 5 Correlation factor for
Jain’s equation for rough
pipes
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Fig. 6 Correlation factor for
Rao and Kumar’s equation for
rough pipes

Fig. 7 Correlation factor for
the Acvi and Karagoz’s
equation for rough pipes

Fig. 8 Correlation factor for
Sonnad and Goudar equation
for smooth pipes

Fig. 9 Correlation factor
Acvi and Karagoz’s equation
for smooth pipes
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From Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, fd is represented on x-axis and l on
y-axis

Fig. 10 Correlation factor
for Zigrang and Sylvester’s
equation for smooth pipes

Fig. 11 Correlation factor
for Barr’s equation for
smooth pipes
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Nikuradse’s Experimental Data for Rough Pipe

See Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.
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Nikurade’ S Data for Smooth Pipes (�/D = 0)

See Figs. 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.

Conclusion

In order to apply the explicit friction factor in the field, the equation should not be
cumbersome to solve and should not contain too much variable. On this basis,
Romeo et al. get eliminated.

Finally, considering all the above-stated criteria, we came to a conclusion that
for smooth pipes Zigrang and Sylvester formulae are more efficient, to avoid
cumbersome calculations. Barr, Avci and Karagoz equations can be suggested. For
rough pipes, round equation is precision enough.
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Experimental Investigations of Wave
Height Attenuation by Submerged
Artificial Vegetation

Beena Mary John, I. Mohit Babu, Kiran G. Shirlal and Subba Rao

Abstract Coastal populations around the world are at a greater risk of damage
from coastal hazards due to the unprecedented rise of global climate change
characterized by sea-level rise, longer and frequent droughts and floods, heightened
cyclonic and storm surge activities. The narrow fringe of vegetated coastal habitats
along the shores of continents mainly acts as a buffer for the impacts of rising sea
levels and wave action. The losses from natural disasters like the 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and others have reached an all-time high, and
the decision-makers now realize that coastal habitats have an important role to play
in risk reduction. Though coastal vegetation, as a shore protection method, is
sustainable, environment friendly, and cost-effective, its behavior with wave is very
complex, especially because of the coupling between the waves and vegetation
motion and is therefore, not completely understood. Numerical modelling approach,
having based on more assumptions and field study, being uneconomical fomented
the need for the study in the form of physical modelling. This paper focuses on
figuring out the effect of vegetation on wave attenuation through an experimental
approach. The wave flume of length 50 m, height 1 m, and width 0.71 m is used to
study the characteristic behavior of submerged heterogeneous vegetation of varying
width for wave heights ranging from 0.08 to 0.16 m with an increment of 0.02 m
and wave periods 1.8 and 2 s in water depths of 0.40 and 0.45 m. Measurements of
wave heights at locations along the vegetation were observed to quantify wave
attenuation and its trend.
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Introduction

Coasts are dynamic environments which are subjected to continuous and extensive
changes in response to winds, waves, sea levels, and currents. These changes can
become large and catastrophic during extreme events like cyclones, storm surges,
and tsunami. High waves can result in erosion of beaches and inundation of
low-lying lands. The forces of waves and currents can cause landward displacement
of the shoreline which can in turn cause coastal erosion. An unprotected shoreline
can easily be taken away by the sea. Man has continuously evolved methods to
keep his settlements protected from the onslaught of the advancing sea. Hard
methods of coastal protection including massive constructions was prevalent during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but alternative approaches harnessed from
nature or natural resources have gained acceptance in the recent past (Charlier et al.
2005). The world’s oceans are home to an abundance of important habitats ranging
from seagrasses, coral reefs, and kelp forests to salt marshes and mangrove forests.
Coastal vegetation aids in shoreline protection by damping the incoming waves and
dissipating the energy. However, the hydrodynamics of vegetated coastal zones and
the mechanism of wave attenuation through vegetation are still not fully understood
(Massel 1999).

Pioneering studies on interactions between submerged vegetation and
wave-induced flows include analytical solution of wave height attenuation due to a
kelp farm, with kelp plants modelled as rigid cylinders (Dalrymple et al. 1984);
experimental study on wave damping using artificial seaweed (Asano et al. 1988);
effect of submerged or subaerial vegetation on wave activity expressed in terms of
drag resistance against the fluid motion (Kobayashi et al. 1993); interaction between
waves and vegetation motion with the analysis for the flow field and the swaying
motion of an individual vegetation stand (Asano et al. 1992); and analytical solution
for the vegetation motion of kelp fronds and kelp plant models (Dubi and Torum
1994).

Numerous experimental, numerical, and field studies have been conducted to
investigate the effect of seagrasses (Gambi et al. 1990; Fonseca and Cahalan 1992;
Ciraolo et al. 2006; Stratigaki et al. 2011; Koftis et al. 2012; Zeller et al. 2014), kelp
forests (Dubi and Torum 1994; Elwany et al. 1995; Lovas and Torum 2001;
Rosman et al. 2013), salt marshes (Bouma et al. 2005; Ozeren et al. 2013), and
mangroves (Struve et al. 2003; Husrin et al. 2012; Strusinska-Correia et al. 2013)
on wave activity. Gedan et al. (2011) presents a literature review and meta-analysis
of wave attenuation data, which suggests that salt marsh and mangrove vegetation
provides protection from erosion, storm surge, and potentially small tsunami waves.
An experimental project which evaluated the wave energy attenuation associated
with living shorelines (which included intertidal oysters and cordgrass) revealed
that the living shoreline stabilization could attenuate a significant amount of wave
energy produced by boat wakes (Manis et al. 2015).
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The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami which wreaked devastation across the Indian
Ocean coastline, including the southeastern coast of India, marked a critical turning
point for the scientists and administrators in India. The vulnerability of coasts to
sudden catastrophic events gained importance, and measures to protect our coast-
line have become a prime concern. Kathiresan and Rajendran (2005), in their study
of tsunami-hit regions, reported that agricultural fields suffered enormous loss due
to intrusion of seawater in regions not protected by mangroves and other coastal
vegetation and reiterated that mangroves prevent the entry of seawater inland, thus
protecting the underground water systems essential for drinking water supply.
Post-tsunami reconnaissance investigations along the most affected coastal stretches
of India revealed that the thick forest of interwoven mangrove vegetation along the
backwater canals of Pichavaram decelerated the gush of tsunami shoreward, thus
greatly protecting the hamlet from the impact of tsunami (NIO 2005). Jayakumar
et al. (2005) carried out a post-tsunami survey to ascertain the inundation limits at
different locations along the tsunami-affected coastline. It was observed that the
inundation values were lower at places where the coast is protected by dunes.
However, the inundation values were higher wherever openings were found in
dunes, as these openings provided a gateway for the water mass to travel through
them to the hinterland. With reference to the Tamil Nadu coast (Southeast of Indian
Peninsula), field observations with relevant measurements revealed that sand dunes
and casuarina forests could aid in dissipating powerful waves (Mascarenhas and
Jayakumar 2008). The soft measures of coastal protection thus gained importance in
India during the post-tsunami years. Some of the early experimental works which
shot up from this need were conducted in the 72 m long, 2 m wide, and 2.7 m deep
wave flume at the Department of Ocean Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology Madras, India, by Sundar et al. (2011), Lakshmanan et al. (2012).

Sundar et al. (2011), from IIT Madras, India, in their detailed experimental
investigations, studied the effect of vegetation in reducing the wave run-up and the
variation of pressure on a wall fronted by different arrangements of vegetation, by
varying the vegetative parameters such as diameter of stem, spacing between the
stems, width of the green belt, and their rigidity. Lakshmanan et al. (2012) pre-
sented the variation of forces on a model building mounted over a slope, positioned
at different distances from the vegetation belt, and subjected to the action of Cnoidal
waves as a function of flow and vegetation parameters. The authors also studied the
hydroelastic interaction of flow with vegetal stems and the resulting wave run-up on
beach slopes (Noarayanan et al. 2012). The present paper aims to determine the
wave height attenuation through varying widths of submerged artificial heteroge-
neous vegetation acted upon by varying wave parameters.
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Methods

Experimental Setup and Instrumentation

The two-dimensional wave flume of Marine Structures Laboratory of the
Department of Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics, National Institute of
Technology Karnataka, Surathkal, is used to test the physical models of submerged
artificial vegetation. The flume is 50 m long, 0.71 m wide, and 1.1 m
deep. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the setup of the present experiment.

The flume has a 6.3 m long, 1.5 m wide, and 1.4 m deep chamber with a
bottom-hinged flap at one end which generates waves. The wave filter consists of a
series of vertical asbestos cement sheets spaced at about 0.1 m center-to-center and
parallel to length of the flume. A flywheel and bar-chain link the motor with the
flap. By changing the eccentricity of bar chain on the flywheel, the wave height can
be varied for a particular wave period. By changing the frequency through inverter,
waves of desired wave period can be generated. The flap is controlled by an
induction motor of 11 kW power at 1450 rpm, which in turn is regulated by an
inventor drive (0–50 Hz), rotating in a speed range of 0–155 rpm. Monochromatic
waves of heights 0.08–0.24 m and periods of 0.8–4.0 s in a maximum water depth
of 0.5 m can be generated in this flume. In order to reduce reflection from the end of
the flume, a rubble-mound wave absorber is in place at the other end of the flume.
Four capacitance-type wave probes along with amplification units are used for data
acquisition in the present experimental study. The spacing between probes is
adjusted approximately to one-third of the wave length to ensure accuracy (Isaacson
1991). A MATLAB program based on the Isaacson’s three-probe method is
employed for separating the incident and reflected components of the signals
recorded by the wave probes. Signals from wave probes are recorded by the
computer through the data acquisition system.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup with submerged artificial vegetation
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Test Models

To investigate the effect of width of vegetation on wave attenuation, two model
scenarios are of interest in the present paper. The model scenarios include two cases
of varying width of vegetation. The first case, represented by model 1, is a sub-
merged artificial vegetation meadow of 3 m width, placed on the horizontal part of
the flume bed. This is a combined heterogeneous model comprising of a 2 m wide
seagrass meadow followed by a 1 m wide rigid vegetation meadow (rigid in the
sense that the vegetation considered here is a submerged stem which may vibrate
under the influence of passing waves, but this is very much less compared to the
swaying motion of the seagrass leaves or kelp fronds). Model 2 is defined by a
submerged artificial vegetation meadow of width 4 m; which also is a combined
heterogeneous model, comprising of a 2 m wide seagrass meadow followed by a
2 m wide rigid vegetation meadow.

The submerged artificial seagrass is prepared from 0.1 mm thick polyethylene
plastic sheets, whereas the submerged rigid plant model is made of nylon rods of
diameter 0.010 m. In order to replicate the original vegetation in the field, a suitable
material for the model is selected based upon the Young’s modulus of natural
vegetation. This is a measure of stiffness of the elastic material and is used to
characterize the material property. The value of Young’s modulus for seagrass is in
the range 0.4–0.8 GPa (Folkard 2005), and that for common timber is in the range
10.05–15 GPa. In order to cover this range of E, a reference value of 0.7 and
11.5 GPa is assumed for the seagrass and the rigid vegetation, respectively, for the
field condition. A reference value of 0.7 and 11.5 GPa, which falls in the
above-mentioned range, is assumed for the seagrass and the rigid vegetation,
respectively, for the field condition. A model scale of 1:30 is adopted in this
experiment to scale down the prototype values. This would mean that the value of
Young’s modulus of the model material should be about 0.023 and 0.383 GPa,
respectively. A material corresponding to this value is quite difficult to be identified
for this type of vegetation model. Therefore, the stiffness property, EI, is modelled
as a single parameter, instead of separately modelling Young’s modulus, E, and the
second moment of area, I. Thus, the appropriate material chosen for simulating
seagrass leaves and the rigid vegetation trunks for this study is polyethylene with an
E value of about 0.6 GPa and nylon with an E value of about 3 GPa, respectively.
Accordingly, the prototype dimensions of seagrass leaves as well as the diameter of
the rigid vegetal stems are fixed. The artificial vegetal models used for the exper-
iments are shown in Fig. 2.

The seagrass model consists of a stipe of height 0.01 m, leaves of length 0.21 m,
and placed at a spacing of 0.005 m. Each simulated plant is composed of 4–5
polyethylene leaves and is attached to 1 m � 0.73 m � 0.02 m concrete slabs in a
staggered distribution. The rigid plant model is constructed by fixing rigid nylon
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rods in holes drilled in 1 m � 0.73 m � 0.04 m concrete slabs. The rods are
0.010 m in diameter and 0.21 m long. Model scenario I of meadow width 3 m and
model scenario II of width 4 m are placed over the flume bed, 30 m away from the
wave flap and tested separately. Figure 2 illustrates a 1:30 scaled artificial hetero-
geneous vegetation model placed on the horizontal part of the flume bed.

Test Procedure

The models designed as submerged artificial vegetation are tested for the wave
height attenuation when subjected to varying wave heights and wave periods in a
water depth of 0.40 and 0.45 m in a two-dimensional wave flume. The vegetation
test sections are subjected to normal attack of waves of characteristics as described
in Table 1. The incident wave height, wave heights at locations within the meadow,
and the wave transmission are recorded during the physical model investigation.

The wave flume is filled with ordinary tap water to the required depth. Before
starting the experiment, the flume was calibrated to produce the incident waves of
different combinations of wave height and wave periods. These models were tested
for wave height attenuation in water depths (d) of 0.40 and 0.45 m with varying
waves of heights (H) of 0.08–0.16 m, with an increment of 0.02 m and wave
periods (T) of 1.8–2 s.

Fig. 2 Photo of model setup to study wave attenuation over a submerged heterogeneous artificial
vegetation. a side view, b plan view
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Results

In this section, the variation of wave heights within the submerged vegetation
meadow as well as the influence of relative plant height (hs/d) on wave attenuation
is analyzed for the two model scenarios, I and II.

Wave Height Attenuation

The measured wave heights at locations within the 3 m wide artificial submerged
heterogeneous vegetation model (hs/d = 0.525, 0.47) corresponding to wave peri-
ods, T = 1.8, 2 s are illustrated in Fig. 3.

It is observed that wave height attenuation along the meadow follows expo-
nential decay, and the exponential curves obtained falls one below the other in
decreasing order of wave heights. The percentage wave height at the exit point of
the 3 m wide meadow for hs/d = 0.525 is 44.8% and for that of hs/d = 0.47, it is
53.3%. Figure 4 represents wave heights at locations within the 4 m wide meadow
(hs/d = 0.525, 0.47) corresponding to wave periods, T = 1.8, 2 s. The percentage
wave height at the exit point of the 4 m wide meadow for hs/d = 0.525 is 41.5%
and that of hs/d = 0.47 corresponds to 46%.

Table 1 Vegetation characteristics and experimental conditions

Artificial
plant type

Vegetation model
characteristics

Wave height
(m)

Wave
period,
T (s)

Water
depth,
d (m)

Relative plant
height (hs/d)

Seagrass Modulus of
elasticity

0.6 GPa 0.08, 0.10,
0.12, 0.14,
0.16

1.8, 2 0.40,
0.45

0.525, 0.47

Thickness
of leaf

0.0001 m

Length of
leaf

0.21 m

Width of
leaf

0.004 m

Plant
density

10,000
shoots/
m2

Rigid
vegetation

Modulus of
elasticity

2–4 GPa 0.08, 0.10,
0.12, 0.14,
0.16

1.8, 2 0.40,
0.45

0.525, 0.47

Length of
rod

0.21 m

Diameter
of rod

0.010 m

Rod spacing 0.05 m
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Effect of Relative Plant Height (hs/d) on Wave Attenuation

The relative plant height represents the height of submergence of the vegetation
with respect to the depth of water. An increase in relative plant height results in
higher attenuation of incident wave height along the vegetated meadow. For the
submerged vegetation model of 3 m width, the percentage wave height at the exit
point of the meadow is nearly 44.8% for the case of higher relative plant height (hs/
d = 0.525) and 53.3% for hs/d = 0.47; whereas, for the same vegetated meadow of
width 4 m, it is nearly 41.5% for hs/d = 0.525 and 46% for hs/d = 0.47 (Fig. 5).
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Conclusions

Wave heights decay exponentially as the wave propagates through the submerged
vegetation. The wave orbital velocities are intercepted by the vegetation which
results in increased turbulence, which in turn gives rise to loss of energy and
reduction in wave heights.

As the relative plant height (hs/d) increases from 0.47 to 0.525, both the model
scenarios of width 3 and 4 m exhibit increased efficiency in wave height reduction.
The percentage wave heights at the exit point of the meadow are 53.3 and 46% for a
lower relative plant height of 0.47, when compared to 44.8 and 41.5% for a higher
relative plant height of 0.525.
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Developing Rating Curves for Nubia Lake,
Sudan, Using RS/GIS

Mohamed Elsahabi, Abdelazim Negm and Kamal Ali

Abstract Estimating the water capacity of any lake required an extensive mea-
surements and complicated approximation manual methods, which consuming
time, effort and money. Rating curves are considered a useful tool to estimate the
capacity in a cost-effective way. In addition, generation of these rating curves using
Remote Sensing (RS) data and GIS technique has led to save time, effort and
money. In this paper, the measured available data of the Aswan High Dam Lake
(AHDL) (particularly Nubia Lake) and the extracted data from processed satellite
images for different years are used to develop rating curves for the lake by utilizing
the created 3D profile of the lake. This profile is then used to estimate the rela-
tionship between the lake capacity and the level. Also, the relationship between the
lake surface area and the level are developed for the active sedimentation zone of
the lake for the years 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012. Equations are
presented for individual years and collectively. The accuracy of the developed
relationships is assessed by comparing its results with the observed data for the
lake. The root mean square error is found to range between 5–10 and 2–4% for
(volume/level) relationship and (area/level) relationship respectively. Moreover,
results indicated that the present approach overestimate the water capacity by less
than 1% compared to the results of the method used by AHDA at year 2012 at the
same water level (175 m amsl).
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Introduction

Estimating the storage capacity of the lakes is essential for the managers and
decision makers of water management sector. But, estimating the capacity using the
generated rating curves via labor-intensive manual methods need an extensive field
measurement. Moreover, these manual computationally methods consume time,
money and effort. Therefore, developing rating curves for lakes using GIS/RS
techniques is needed to overcome most such problems when estimating the capacity
of these lakes. In situ measurements and satellite observations data have been used
to estimate the water storage quantity and variations in lakes and reservoirs, with
successful application in different parts of the world among those lakes: Roseires
reservoir in Sudan (Muala et al. 2014), Lake La Bure in the south–west of France
(Baup et al. 2014), lake Izabal in Guatemala (Medina et al. 2010), lake Tana in
Ethiopia and lake Mead (U.S.A.) (Duan and Bastiaanssen 2013), Lake Dongting in
China (Zhang et al. 2006) and Randy Poynter Lake in Georgia (Lee 2013).
Concerning the Aswan High Dam Lake (AHDL), several studies were conducted
including those of Abileah et al. (2011), El Gammal et al. (2010), Muala et al.
(2014). The AHDL is vital to Egypt; as it stores and regulates Nile water, being the
main source of fresh water for about 85% of its population (Elsahabi et al. 2015).
Therefore, it is of the outmost important to monitor the variations in its storage
capacity. This will lead to improving the knowledge of the water mass balance of
this lake, and consequently, enable this lake to fulfill its purpose efficiently. This
paper aim to use the in situ measurements of Lake Nubia active zone for years
2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012 to develop its rating curves for the selected
years individually and collectively based on remotely sensed data and GIS tech-
nique. Then the water capacity of this part of AHDL can be easily estimated and
compared with the results obtained by the Aswan High Dam Authority (AHDA)
based on the complementary cross sections method.

Study Area

The AHDL consists of two main parts. Egyptian part with a length of about 350 km
and called Nasser Lake and Sudanese part with a length of 150 km. The study area
of the present research extends between latitudes 21° 44′ 30″ and 22° 00′ 00″N
(upstream AHD) within the Sudanese part (Lake Nubia) where most of the sedi-
ments were accumulated. It contains 6 cross sections (22, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28)
from North to South as indicated in Fig. 1.
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In addition, from the studies and observations done by the repetitive field survey
missions, which were carried out through the joined efforts of the Aswan High Dam
Authority (AHDA) and the Nile Research Institute (NRI), it is concluded that the
cross sections have been enlarged and the water velocity have been decreased in the
chosen portion of Lake Nubia (NRI 2012).This part represents the area with most
intensive sediment deposition (about 50–70%) of the total amount of sediment in
AHDL (NRI 2012), although this portion represents only about 5.96% of the total
area of AHDL (MWRI 2012). This part called (the active sedimentation portion).

Data Collection

The following materials/data are collected to achieve the purpose of this paper:

Satellite Images

Three Landsat ETM+ images (Path/Row = 175/045) were used in this research.
These images were acquired at different dates (September 2000, March 2006 and

Fig. 1 Location map of the
study area within the Aswan
High Dam Lake (AHDL)
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March 2009) from the GLCF website in GeoTIFF (systematic correction) products
(GLCF 2014). The acquired images are used to extract the lake boundaries. The
satellite images were shot in September 2000 where the water level in the lake was
(178 m) amsl, March 2006 where the water level was (173 m) and in March 2009
where the water level was 176.60 m.

Hydrographic Survey Data

The hydrographic survey data which describe the geometry of AHDL were con-
ducted by (AHDA and NRI) using the Odom Hydrographic Echo Sounder device
(Hydrotrac II) with accuracy up to 0.01 m ± 0.1% of the measured depth. The lake
geometry presented by Easting, Northing, and Elevation (E, N, and Z) was used for
the 3D bed surface generation (Elsahabi and Negm 2016). In this paper, the
hydrographic survey data of the years 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012 for
the study area were used.

Water Levels Data

The water levels upstream AHD which had been daily recorded by AHDA gauge
stations till the year 2010 (MALR 2010) were collected to help in detecting the
water surface levels at the dates of acquiring the satellite images.

Methodology

To achieve the objective of the present paper, the methodology presented in Fig. 2
is used as explained in the next subsections.

Water Surface Areas Extraction

The water boundaries delineation from Landsat satellite images, using ArcGIS
software are conducted by different techniques including:

• By image classification techniques (supervised and unsupervised techniques)
(Ebaid and Ismail 2010; Lillesand et al. 2004).

• Normalized difference water index (NDWI) (Muala et al. 2014) as given by the
following equation:
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NDWI ¼ Green� NIR
GreenþNIR

ð1Þ

In this method, the water bodies have positive values.

• By using the modified normalized difference water index (MNDWI) (Muala
et al. 2014) which replaces the NIR band in the previous equation with the MIR
band.

• Where water bodies have positive values.
• By normalized difference moisture index (NDMI) (Wilson and Sader 2002)

which is given by the following equation:

NDMI ¼ NIR�MIR
NIRþMIR

ð2Þ

Green, NIR, and MIR represent green, near-infrared and middle-infrared bands
of the Landsat ETM+ images respectively. Also, water bodies have positive values.

Out of the above methods, the unsupervised image classification technique
extracts the water bodies more accurately (Elsahabi et al. 2015, 2016, they con-
cerned with lake Nasser and Lake Nubia as a study area respectively). Therefore, it
was adopted as explained below and summarized in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the procedures adopted in the present study to develop the rating curves of
Nubia Lake
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1. Detecting the Landsat scene of the study area by making a clip from the original
image.

2. Making unsupervised classification, and then converting the final classified
image (contain 4 classes) into features (vector layers).

3. Separating the water feature from the other features as a polyline.
4. Converting the polyline boundaries into water points layer, which have (x,

y) coordinates and z from the water levels recorded by AHDA, which syn-
chronized with the acquired dates of the satellite images.

5. Converting the water polyline layer into polygon layer.
6. Finally, converting the polygon layer into raster water scene to help in the

interpolation method (predicting the 3D bed surface).

The derived water areas are overlaid with the reference water area to display the
degree of misclassification error in water surfaces extraction. Finally, the overall
accuracy (Story and Congalton 1986) is computed to support the accuracy
assessment analysis. The extracted lake boundaries, obtained from the processed
satellite images, were used to form the shape of the surface and also, to form a
group of scattered points (x, y, z) using the WGS84, UTM Z36N as a defined
projected coordinate system. These points are combined with the hydrographic
survey points to generate the 3D bed surfaces of the study area for years 2000,
2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012.

Prediction of the 3D Bed Surfaces

To predict the original lake 3D bed surface for the selected years from 2000 to
2012, the available hydrographic survey data were combined with the data points
derived from Landsat satellite images representing the water surface area for more
accurate interpolation. The interpolation process was performed with the Radial

Fig. 3 Extraction of water
boundaries from Landsat
images
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Base functions (RBF) method (ESRI 2008). The mean absolute error (MAE) was
estimated to assess the accuracy of the interpolation methods (Elsahabi and Negm
2016).

Establishing the Rating Curves

The relationships between the three parameters of the lake (water volume/surface
area/level changes) are estimated by using ArcGIS software version 9.3 (ESRI
2008). These relationships are generated to establish the rating curves for the
selected years from 2000 to 2012.

Statistical Indicators

Table 1 presents the statistical indicators including RMSE (root mean square error)
and R2 (coefficient of determination) that are used to assess the accuracy of
developed rating curves equations.

Results and Discussion

Extraction of Water Surfaces Areas

Among the several methods used to extract the water surface of the lake, the
unsupervised classification technique performed significantly better than others
with an overall accuracy of 98.90%. Therefore, the extracted water surfaces by the
unsupervised technique from all available Landsat images from the year 2000 to
2012 were used in the next step.

Table 1 Statistics indicators for the equations of the developed rating curves

Concept Name Formula

Root m. square error RMSE
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P

Mes� calc:ð Þ2=N
q

Deter. coefficient R2 P

calc:� Avg. Mesð Þ2/P Mes� Avg. Mesð Þ2
Percent of root m. square error RMSE (%) ðRMSE=Avg. Mes � 100Þ
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Creation of the 3D Profile of the Lake

The RBF interpolation function of ArcGIS is used to interpolate accurately the bed
surface to create the 3D lake profile. The RBF generally produces good results for
gently varying surfaces such as elevations (ESRI 2008). To assess the accuracy of
the used RBF method, MAE was computed for all studied years. The biggest MAE
was 0.21 m for year 2008 indicating high accuracy of the interpolation process
(Elsahabi and Negm 2016). The 3D bed surfaces were predicted for the years 2000,
2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012. Sample results are presented in Fig. 4 for the
year 2004 and year 2010.

Rating Curves and Their Validation

To understand the water capacity (volume) variations in the study area; various
rating curves are developed between (volume or capacity, surface area, level
changes), which are closely connected with lake’s remotely sensed data and
hydrographic survey data.

Volume/Level Relation

Figure 5a, b show samples of established rating curves that represent the rela-
tionships between (volume/level) for the year 2010 and collectively for the whole
period from the year 2000 to the year 2012. It can be observed from these Figures
that, the volume changes as a function of level changes presented a third polyno-
mial relationship.

Fig. 4 Sample results of the predicted bed surfaces for the years a 2004 and b 2010
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Table 2 shows the eight developed equations for the years (2000, 2004, 2006,
2008, 2010 and 2012), for two years (2010 and 2012) and for all years (2000–2012)
of the relationship between (volume/level). From Table 2, it is clear that the
computed volumes are in good agreement with the measured ones where R2 varies
from 0.94 to 0.99 and RMSE varies from 5 to 10% only.

As a quantitative indicator for above results; Fig. 6a, b show a comparison between
the measured and the calculated water volumes from the derived rating curves
equations at water level 178 and 175 m respectively. It is clear that the computed and
the measured volume values are almost equal for individual years while a slight
difference in the values of the volume for the whole years from 2000 to 2012.

Area/Level Relation

The relationship between (area/level) is clearly non-linear (a second—order poly-
nomial function). Samples of the obtained results are presented in Fig. 7a, b for the
year 2010 and for all years from 2010 to 2012.

Fig. 5 Sample results of the rating curves (volume/level): a 2010 rating curve and b collective
rating curve for the years (2000–2012)

Table 2 Developed relationships between volume and water depth for the period from 2000 to
2012, individually and collectively

Period of the
estimated rating
curve

Number
of points

R2 RMSE
(Bm3)

RMSE
(%)

Rating curve equation
(y = volume in B.m3 and x = water level in m)

2000 45 0.99 0.091 5.2 y = 4E − 05x3 − 0.0148x2 + 1.817x − 74.04

2004 40 0.99 0.084 5.6 y = 7E − 05x3 − 0.0292x2 + 4.0817x − 191.2

2006 40 0.99 0.078 5.4 y = 8E − 05x3 − 0.0337x2 + 4.7562x − 224.92

2008 38 0.99 0.070 5.5 y = 9E − 05x3 − 0.0388x2 + 5.6086x − 271.85

2010 39 0.99 0.069 4.9 y = 8E − 05x3 − 0.0332x2 + 4.6016x − 213.06

2012 37 0.99 0.058 5.3 y = 0.0001x3 − 0.0431x2 + 6.1978x − 297.355

2010 and 2012 74 0.97 0.099 7.6 y = 0.0001x3 − 0.043x2 + 6.1793x − 296.7

2000–2012 222 0.94 0.164 10.7 y = 9
E − 05x3 − 0.0386x2 + 5.5358x − 265.35
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Similarly, Table 3 presents the eight developed equations for the relationship
between area and level for the active sedimentation zone of Lake Nubia for the
years (2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012), (2010 and 2012) and collectively
for the period from (2000 to 2012). The value of R2 is more than 0.97 while RMSE
ranged between 2.7 and 5.4 km2. The predicted surface area values using the
developed equations are compared with the measured values as shown in Fig. 8 for
the lake water level of 175 m.

Fig. 6 Total water capacity computed from the individual and collective rating curves: a at water
level (178 m amsl), b at water level (175 m amsl)

Fig. 7 Sample results of the rating curves (area/level): a 2010 rating curve and b collective rating
curve for the years (2000–2012)
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Application and Comparisons

Table 4 illustrates that the sum of the water volume of AHDL active sedimentation
portion that estimated by AHDA and NRI (the traditional method) was about
3.232 billion m3at the year 2012 (NRI 2012) compared to 3.26 billion m3 using the
developed rating curves (see Fig. 6b). Consequently, the presented method overes-
timates the water capacity by less than 1%. Accordingly, the developed equations can
be used to estimate the water volume (capacity) of this part of the lake instead of the
costlymeasurements. However,fieldmeasurements byAHDAandNRI are necessary
from time to another to update such equations and for other purposes as well.

Table 3 Developed equation for the rating curves of the area/level for the years from 2000 to
2012

Period of the
estimated rating
curve

Number
of points

R2 RMSE
(km2)

RMSE
(%)

Rating curve equation
(y = surface area and x = water
level)

2000 45 0.99 2.76 2.1 y = 0.1249 x2 −31.068x + 1923

2004 40 0.99 3.70 2.8 y = 0.1972 x2 −53.803x + 3682.3

2006 40 0.99 3.06 2.3 y = 0.2203 x2 −60.939x + 4229

2008 38 0.99 3.32 2.7 y = 0.2642 x2 −75.287x + 5379.2

2010 39 0.99 3.03 2.2 y = 0.2054 x2 −55.65x + 3766.8

2012 37 0.99 3.07 2.5 y = 0.33 x2 −95.598x + 6932.7

2010 and 2012 74 0.98 4.52 3.4 y = 0.2683 x2 −75.816x + 5365.4

2000–2012 222 0.97 5.38 3.8 y = 0.2348 x2 −65.673x + 4612.5

Fig. 8 Water surface area computed from the individual and collective rating curves at water level
(175 m amsl)
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Conclusions

This study developed several relationships between (water volume or capacity/
surface area/water level) for the active sedimentation zone of Nubia Lake (part of
Aswan High Dam Lake) for the selected years from 2000 to 2012 individually and
collectively. The accuracy of the developed relationships was assessed by com-
paring the results with the field measurements and the existing rating curves for the
lake. The RMSE was found to range between 5–10 and 2–4% for the relationships
(volume/water level) and (surface area/water level) respectively. Also, the corre-
lation coefficients were ranged from 0.94 to 0.99 (volume/water level) and from
0.97 to 0.99 (area/water level). It is recommended to use the remote sensing and
in situ data jointly to provide accurate estimate of water capacity (volume) varia-
tions of the whole AHDL.
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A Spreadsheet Approach for Prediction
of Rating Curve Parameters

Mohammad Muzzammil, Javed Alam and Mohammad Zakwan

Abstract Streamflow data is required for planning and design of various hydraulic
structures and water resource projects such as bridges, culverts, flood plain zoning,
flood protection works, flood warning systems, and assessment of water resources
potential. A reliable and continuous record of streamflow data is, therefore, of
utmost importance. However, it is very difficult to maintain a continuous record of
discharge and sometimes even impractical during floods. A continuous record of
elevation of water surface in a stream above some arbitrary datum or the stage of
river is rather easy and accurate as compared to discharge. A functional relationship
between stage and discharge at a site in a river is called the rating curve. The
accuracy of discharge estimated from the rating curve depends on the accuracy of
stage measurement and development of the rating curve. The conventional method
of regression analysis for the development of the rating curve often fails to give
stage–discharge relationship accurately. In the present study, a simple and quick
Excel solver technique has been used for the development of the rating curve
accurately. The results of the solver in Excel are compared with conventional
method of regression analysis. The statistical parameters such as root mean square
error, correlation coefficient, and Nash criteria were computed for assessment of the
performance of these methods for the rating curve development. It has been found
that the performance of the Excel solver is better than that of the conventional
method.
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Introduction

Streamflow measurements are the most important basic data of hydrologic studies
required for the design and construction of hydraulic structures, flood management
and flood forecasting. Accurate streamflowmeasurement is of paramount importance
for economic and safe design of water resource project. Streamflow measurement
techniques are broadly classified as direct determination of stream discharge and
indirect determination of streamflow. For direct determination of discharge methods
depending on the site conditions either of area velocity method, dilution method
(chemical method), ultrasonic method, or electromagnetic method can be used.
Indirect determination of streamflow requires construction of hydraulic structures
such as flumes, notches, weirs, and gated structures or application of the slope-area
method. However, continuous measurement of discharge at number of sections in a
river is very costly and sometimes impractical. To eliminate this limitation, rating
curve is commonly used. Development of the rating curve for a gauging site generally
requires two step procedures. First step is to develop stage–discharge relationship
using historical stage–discharge data of the gauging site by plotting the graph between
the observed stage (G) and observed discharge (Q) at the gauging site. Second step
involves the measurement of stages only, and the corresponding discharges are
estimated from the rating curve. It is easy to maintain a continuous record of stages
rather than maintaining continuous record of discharges in a river. Thus eliminating
the need of rigorous, time-consuming, costly, and sometime impractical exercise of
continuous dischargemeasurement, the rating curve has always been extensively used
for discharge measurement in many artificial and natural channel as it represents the
combined effect of many flow and channel parameters.

Stage–discharge relationship has always remained an area of interest for
hydrologists, and many attempts have been made by hydrologists to establish
reliable rating curves using graphical and numerical techniques. Stage–discharge
relationship was established by graphical method by Herschy (1995), Fenton and
Kellar (2001). Polynomial models for stage–discharge relationships were proposed
by Herschy (1995), McGinn and Chubak (2002) Braca (2008). For extrapolating
rating curve beyond the measured data range, various numerical methods have been
proposed including regression method (Peterson-Øverlier 2004; Moyeed and
Clarke 2005), polynomial regression model (Braca 2008), support vector machine
(SVM) (Sivapragasam and Mutlie 2005), artificial neural network (ANN) (Tawfik
et al. 1997; Jain and Chalisgaonkar 2000; Sudheer and Jain 2003; Bhattacharya and
Solomatine 2005; Habib and Maselhe 2006), gene expression programming
(GEP) (Guven and Aytek 2009), ANN with LMR (Bisht et al. 2010), and genetic
algorithm (GA) with model tree (Ghimire and Reddy 2010). Least square fitting of
rating curve using curvilinear asymptotes (Mir and Dubeau 2014) outlined the
limitations of earlier approaches and proposed the use of curvilinear asymptotes
rather than straight ones.

The accuracy of discharge estimated from the rating curve depends on the accuracy
of stage measurement and development of the rating curve. The conventional method
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of regression analysis for the development of the rating curve often fails to give stage–
discharge relationship accurately. The main objective of the present study was,
therefore, to implement a simple and quick optimization-based Excel solver to esti-
mate the parameters of the stage–discharge relationship and assess the performance of
conventional method as well as Excel solver approach for stage–discharge data.

Conventional Method

The stage–discharge relationship is generally a single-valued relation for majority
of streams and rivers, especially non-alluvial rivers (Subramanya 2008), and it is
represented as

Q ¼ K G� að Þn; ð1Þ

where Q = stream discharge; G = stage height; a = constant representing the gauge
reading corresponding to zero discharge; K and n are rating curve parameters.

Being a hypothetical parameter, ‘a’ cannot be determined in field. The following
methods are available to find the value of gauge height corresponding to zero
discharge.

(1) To estimate the value of ‘a,’ Q versus G plot is prepared on arithmetical graph
paper and best fit curve is drawn. By extrapolating the curve, the value of ‘a’ is
found by eye judgment. This value of ‘a’ is then utilized to obtain a plot of log
Q versus log (G − a). If the plot obtained is a straight line, previously assumed
value of ‘a’ is correct; otherwise, this process is repeated until an acceptable
value of ‘a’ is obtained.

(2) A graph between Q and G is prepared on an arithmetical scale, and by the eye
judgment a smooth best fit curve is drawn. Three discharges Q1, Q2, and Q3 are
selected in such a way that Q1/Q2 = Q2/Q3, and the corresponding values of
stages G1, G2, and G3 are noted from the curve. In such case, the following
relation may be obtained using Eq. (1).

G1 � að Þ
G2 � að Þ ¼

G2�að Þ
ðG3 � aÞ ; ð2aÞ

which may be reduced to

a ¼ G1G2 � G2
2

� �
G1 þG3 � G3ð Þ : ð2bÞ

(3) Apart from graphical and arithmetical methods, various optimization tech-
niques can be used to obtain the best value of ‘a.’ The value of ‘a’ can be
determined by trial-and-error method. The value of ‘a’ corresponding to cor-
relation coefficient most close to unity is adopted.
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As far as the estimation of the rating curve parameters K, n is concerned; they
were obtained by the least square error method on the logarithmic plot between
Q and (G − a). Excel solver available in Microsoft Excel is a nonlinear opti-
mization code, and its specific implementations have been proved in use over many
years as one of the most robust and reliable approaches to solve difficult and highly
nonlinear programming problems. A brief description on this solver is provided
here.

Excel Solver

Excel solver is an optimization tool in Microsoft Excel basically used for opti-
mization of profit and loss in business problems. Excel solver has the capability to
optimize linear as well as nonlinear equations by changing specified parameters. It
consists of linear programming solver (LPS) to optimize linear equations, gener-
alized reduced gradient (GRG) solver, and evolutionary solver to optimize non-
linear equations. Rating curve equations are basically of nonlinear form, therefore,
GRG nonlinear solver and evolutionary solver are used to obtain the optimum
values of rating curve parameters. The GRG solver is a nonlinear optimization code
developed by Leon Lasdon from University of Texas at Austin and Allan Waren
from Cleveland University. GRG and its specific implementations have been
proved in use over many years as one of the most robust and reliable approaches to
solve difficult and highly nonlinear programming problems (Lasdon and Smith
1992). GRG solver uses two techniques for determination of search direction. The
default choice is quasi-Newton method, a gradient-based technique, and the second
choice is the conjugate gradient method. Depending on the available storage, GRG
solver may utilize either of the quasi-Newton or conjugate gradient method.
Evolutionary solver is a hybrid of genetic and evolutionary algorithms and classical
optimization methods, including gradient-free direct search methods, classical
gradient-based quasi-Newton methods, and simplex method (Premium Solver
Platform 2010).

Analysis, Results, and Discussion

Two data sets of stage and discharge have been procured from literature
(Subramanya 2008; Reddy 2011). The rating curve parameters a, K, and n were
estimated using Excel solver on the spreadsheet for each data set separately and
noted down in Tables 1 and 2 with other details of the results. The values of these
parameters based on conventional approach are also provided in the same table just
for reference. The difference in values obtained from both approaches may be
observed.
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Table 1 Comparison of performance evaluation criteria by Excel solver and conventional method
(Subramanya 2008)

Stage
(m)

Discharge (m3/s) Parameters

Observed Predicted Conventional
method

Present
studyConventional

method
Present
study

7.65 15 17.41 10.28 a = 7.500 a = 7.522

7.70 30 26.46 17.29 K = 275.52 K = 261.03

7.77 57 40.96 29.14 n = 1.46 n = 1.57

7.80 39 47.75 34.87

7.90 60 72.58 56.54

7.91 100 75.24 58.91

8.08 150 124.67 104.29

8.48 170 267.53 243.85

8.98 400 487.55 471.73

9.30 600 648.30 644.29

9.50 800 755.78 761.74

10.50 1500 1363.79 1448.61

11.10 2000 1778.35 1932.73

11.70 2400 2225.77 2465.64

Table 2 Comparison of performance evaluation criteria by Excel solver and conventional method
(Reddy 2011)

Stage
(m)

Discharge (m3/s) Parameters

Observed Predicted Conventional
method

Present
studyConventional

method
Present
study

2.19 14.30 15.76 22.76 a = 0.85 a = 1.180

2.30 16.76 18.07 25.65 K = 9.50 K = 22.50

2.36 18.18 19.38 27.24 n = 1.73 n = 1.154

2.44 19.96 21.19 29.38

2.47 25.49 21.89 30.19

2.50 22.09 22.59 31.00

2.96 36.95 34.57 43.77

3.72 62.44 58.87 65.98

3.87 69.23 64.29 70.50

4.75 105.48 100.06 97.73

4.88 111.14 105.90 101.85

5.76 149.50 149.04 130.28

5.85 153.62 153.79 133.24

7.99 181.94 284.85 205.91
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The performance of both the methods for the parameter estimation was assessed
with respect to the relation between the observed and the predicted discharges based
on the following statistics

RootMean Square Error RMSEð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 Qi

o � Qi
p

� �2

N

vuut
ð3Þ

Nash-Sutcliffe criteria Eð Þ ¼ 1�
PN

i¼1 Qi
o � Qi

p

� �2

PN
i¼1 Qi

o � Q
� �2

2
64

3
75 ð4Þ

Correlation coefficient rð Þ ¼ N
P

QoQp
� �� P

Qp
� � P

Qoð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N

P
Q2

p

� �
� P

Qp
� �2� �

N
P

Q2
o

� �� P
Qoð Þ2

� �r ;

ð5Þ

where Qo is the observed discharge; Qp is the predicted discharge, and Q is mean of
observed discharge.

The prediction method with lowest error and the highest correlation coefficient
would be considered as the best models. The values performance indices have been
provided in Tables 3 and 4 for both sets of data under considerations.

These tables indicate that the performance of the Excel solver method is better
than that of the conventional method. A qualitative performance assessment of the
both the approach for the parameter estimation of the rating curve was also made as
shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. These figures also indicate that the present approach
based on Excel solver is better than the conventional method.

Table 3 Performance indices of Excel solver and conventional methods for the data of Table 1

Method RMSE Det. coefficient (R2) Nash coefficient

Excel solver method 46.5 0.99 0.99

Conventional method 93.1 0.99 0.98

Table 4 Performance indices of Excel solver and conventional methods for the data of Table 2

Methods RMSE Det. coefficient (R2) Nash coefficient

Excel solver method 11.92 0.97 0.95

Conventional method 27.66 0.90 0.86
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Conclusion

The parameters of the rating curves were estimated using conventional method and
optimization-based Excel solver code for the two different sets of the data in the
present study. The performance of both the methods was assessed quantitatively as
well as qualitatively. It has been found that Excel solver is a promising tool for
predicting parameters of the rating curves precisely. Further, it may be noted that
the Excel solver eliminates the need of time-consuming and tedious process of trial
and error for computation of stage–discharge relationships as in the case of the
conventional method.
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Experimental Study on Role of Emergent
Artificial Coastal Vegetation
in Controlling Wave Run Up

Beena Mary John, R. T. Arun Vignesh, Kiran G. Shirlal
and Subba Rao

Abstract Coastal vegetation can protect people and property from erosion and
flooding, potentially providing a solution for conservation and development.
Recently, there has been a substantial interest in the ability of natural vegetation to
protect people and infrastructure from storm, wind, and wave damage. These
ecosystem services provide new and powerful reasons for conservation of coastal
habitats and may represent solutions that balance conservation and development.
Since the costs of installing hard structures for coastal protection are very high;
strong negative public reaction to rock emplacements along the coast often
aggravate the problem; research in the field of soft measures of coastal protection is
important which highlights the need and importance of a sustainable, environment
friendly, and cost efficient solution such as coastal or beach vegetation. This paper
tries to bring out the effect of artificial emergent vegetation of meadow widths 1 and
2 m on wave run up through an experimental study. The tests were carried out with
emergent vegetation placed on the bed of a 50 m long wave flume. For wave
heights ranging from 0.08 to 0.16 m at an interval of 0.02 m and wave periods
ranging from 1.4 to 2 s in water depths of 0.40 and 0.45 m, measurements of wave
run up over the beach slope were observed.

Introduction

Coastal populations around the world are at a greater risk of damage from coastal
hazards due to the unprecedented rise of global climate change characterized by
sea-level rise, longer and frequent droughts and floods, heightened cyclonic and
storm surge activities. The vulnerability of coastal ecosystems to sea level rise
increase with increases in population and development along the coast.
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Wave run up over a beach determines the extent to which ocean waves acts on
the shore. The extent of inundation due to wave activity is determined based on this
important parameter called wave run up. In the last decade, there has been a
significant rise in the number of experimental, numerical and field studies con-
ducted to evaluate the role of coastal vegetation on wave energy reduction, which
consequently leads to reduced inundation (Gambi et al. 1990; Dubi and Torum
1994; Elwany et al. 1995; Neumeier and Ciavola 2004; Augustin et al. 2009;
Sundar et al. 2011; Ozeren et al. 2013; Yiping et al. 2015). Waves passing through
the vegetated meadow lose energy while encountering the vegetation stems, which
results in reduced wave heights within the meadow and the consequent reduction in
inundation distances, which is indicated by the reduction in wave run up. Even
though a lot of studies have been conducted on wave damping due to vegetation,
there still exists a large variability which is largely due to the various factors such as
vegetation characteristics which includes vegetation type, stiffness, density and
geometry. In this chapter, results are presented for the effect of simulated emergent
vegetation on wave run up over a beach slope.

Objectives

The objective of the present physical model study is to investigate the effect of
emergent vegetation on wave run-up over a 1:12 sloped beach under the effect of
varying incident wave characteristics.

Experimentation

The experiments are conducted with physical models of emergent vegetation in the
two-dimensional wave flume of the Marine Structures Laboratory of the
Department of Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics, National Institute of
Technology Karnataka, Surathkal. The wave flume of the aforesaid department is
50 m long, 0.71 m wide and 1.1 m deep (schematized in Fig. 1). It has a 6.3 m
long, 1.5 m wide and 1.4 m deep chamber with a bottom hinged paddle at one end
which generates waves and a rock beach for wave absorption at the opposite end.
The paddle is controlled by an induction motor of 11 kW power at 1450 rpm. This
motor is regulated by an inverter drive (0–50 Hz), rotating with a speed range of 0–
155 rpm. A flywheel and bar chain link the motor with the flap. The wave heights
for the test runs can be varied for a particular wave period by changing the
eccentricity of bar chain. The desired wave period is generated by changing of
frequency through inverter.

Capacitance type wave probes along with amplification units are used for data
collection during experiments. The spacing between probes is adjusted approxi-
mately to one third of the wave length as per the method proposed by Isaacson
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(1991). For each wave period, six different wave heights ranging from 0.08 to
0.16 m at an interval of 0.02 m are generated. The wave surface elevation is
converted to electrical signal and is stored in digital form by a software controlled
12-bit A/D converter.

To investigate the effect of emergent vegetation on wave run-up, two models
namely, emergent trunk model and emergent trunk model with roots is of interest.
The trunks of the emergent vegetation model are made of nylon rods selected for
the most similar physical properties to real tree trunks (Table 1).The primary
material property of interest is the stiffness or flexibility or rigidity of the trunk
material, often reported as the modulus of elasticity or the Young’s modulus
(Ghisalberti and Nepf 2002; Freeman et al. 2000). The value of Young’s modulus
for natural tree trunks is in the range 10.05–15 GPa. A reference value of 15 GPa is
assumed for the field condition. To scale down the prototype values, a model scale
of 1:30 is adopted; which would mean that the value of modulus of elasticity would
be about 0.5 GPa. A material of 0.5 GPa would be inappropriate to be used for
modelling the trunks. Therefore, instead of scaling down the value of Young’s
modulus individually, it would rather be appropriate to scale down the stiffness
property, EI as a single parameter. Nylon with an E value of about 2–4 GPa is
selected for simulating the vegetation trunks. Having chosen the material for the
model, the typical prototype diameter of the vegetal stems is in the range of 0.5–
0.7 m. The emergent trunk model is made of nylon rods of diameter 0.016 m. The
roots for model consists of nylon rods of diameter 0.010 and 0.006 m placed around
the trunk. The model is constructed by fixing rigid nylon rods in holes drilled in
1 m � 0.73 m � 0.04 m concrete slabs. The photographs of the emergent models
used for the present study is shown in Fig. 2.

Before starting the experiment, the flume is calibrated to produce incident waves
of different combinations of wave heights and periods. The models are tested for its
effect on wave run-up over a beach slope when subjected to varying wave heights
and wave periods in a water depth of 0.40 and 0.45 m, as described in Table 1, in a
two-dimensional wave flume. For studying the effect of emergent vegetation on
wave run-up, the experimental test runs were conducted in two phases. During the
first phase, the test runs were carried out with the emergent trunk model of widths 1
and 2 m; whereas, the second phase consisted of tests on the emergent trunk model

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental set up
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with roots of widths 1 and 2 m. The wave flume is filled with ordinary tap water to
the required depth.

Results

The effect of wave steepness parameter (H/gT2) on relative wave run-up (Ru/H) for
the emergent models is discussed in this section. For the emergent trunk model of
width 1 m, the extent of inundation on the beach represented by the wave run-up
(Ru/H) decreases from 0.903 to 0.653 and from 0.923 to 0.659 for relative plant
heights (hs/d) 1.25 and 1.11, respectively for an increase in wave steepness
parameter (H/gT2) from 0.00203 to 0.00833, as illustrated in Fig. 3a, b. As the

Table 1 Vegetation characteristics and experimental conditions

Simulated
plant type

Vegetation model
characteristics

Meadow
width, w
(m)

Wave
height
(m)

Wave
period,
T (s)

Water
depth,
d (m)

Relative
plant height
(hs/d)

Emergent
trunk
model

Modulus
of
Elasticity

3 GPa 1, 2 0.08,
0.10,
0.12,
0.14,
0.16

1.4,
1.6,
1.8, 2

0.40,
0.45

1.25, 1.11

Length of
trunk

0.5 m

Diameter
of trunk

0.016 m

Density 107 trunks/m2

Emergent
trunk
model with
roots

Modulus
of
Elasticity

3 GPa 1, 2 0.08,
0.10,
0.12,
0.14,
0.16

1.4,
1.6,
1.8, 2

0.40,
0.45

1.25, 1.11;
0.525,
0.47; 0.4,
0.36Length of

trunk
0.5 m

Diameter
of trunk

0.016 m

Density
of trunks

107 trunks/m2

Length of
Root 1

0.21 m

Diameter
of Root 1

0.010 m

Density
of Roots I

300 roots1/m
2

Length of
Root 2

0.16 m

Diameter
of Root 2

0.006 m

Density
of
Roots 2

300 roots2/m
2
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Photos of emergent model setup a Emergent trunk model b Emergent trunk model with
roots
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Fig. 3 Effect of H/gT2 on Ru/H for emergent trunk model: a w = 1 m, hs/d = 1.25; b w = 1 m, hs/d
= 1.11; c w = 2 m, hs/d = 1.25; d w = 2 m, hs/d = 1.11
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width of the model increases to 2 m (100%), it is observed from Fig. 3c, d that as
wave steepness parameter (H/gT2) increases from 0.00203 to 0.00833, the relative
wave run-up (Ru/H) decreases from 0.871 to 0.628 and from 0.892 to 0.638 for
relative plant heights (hs/d) 1.25 and 1.11, respectively. Therefore, for 100%
increase in meadow width from 1 m to 2 m, the relative wave run-up decreases by
3.5–3.8% for hs/d = 1.25; and by 3.35–3.18% for hs/d = 1.11. A visual examination
of the test runs indicates that as the wave propagates through the meadow, the
presence of emergent trunks which interferes with the particle orbital velocities at
the surface and further along the depth causes increased turbulence. Despite this
turbulence owing to the emergence of the trunk, this model exhibits decreased
reduction in wave height which results in a subsequent increase in wave run-up.
This observation may be due to the role of plant density wherein the trunks interfere
with the waves causing attenuation; while some energy passes through the gap
between the emergent trunks.

As the wave propagates along the emergent trunk model with roots, the presence
of the root system results in an increased turbulence, thereby resulting in an
increased reduction in wave heights, which consequently results in a decreased
wave run-up on the beach slope. For the emergent trunk model with roots of width
1 m, the extent of inundation on the beach represented by the wave run-up (Ru/H)
decreases from 0.851 to 0.529 and from 0.871 to 0.534 for a relative plant height,
hs/d = 1.25 and 1.11, respectively as the wave steepness parameter (H/gT2)
increases from 0.00203 to 0.00833, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, b. For an increase in
meadow width, w = 2 m for the same model, the wave run-up (Ru/H) decreases
from 0.840 to 0.512 and from 0.851 to 0.519 for a relative plant height, hs/d = 1.25
and 1.11, respectively as the wave steepness parameter (H/gT2) increases from
0.00203 to 0.00833, as illustrated in Fig. 4c, d. It is therefore observed that as the
meadow width increases from 1 to 2 m, the relative wave run-up decreases by
1.29–3.21% for hs/d = 1.25 and by 2.29–2.8% for hs/d = 1.11.

The results mentioned above indicates that as the relative plant height (hs/d)
increases from 1.11 to 1.25 (12.6%), there is a decrease in wave run-up from 0.923–
0.659 to 0.903–0.653 for the emergent trunk model of width 1 m; and from 0.871–
0.534 to 0.851–0.529 for the emergent trunk model with roots of width 1 m. For the
2 m wide models, a decrease in run-up from 0.892–0.638 to 0.871–0.628 for the
emergent trunk model; and from 0.851–0.519 to 0.840–0.512 for the emergent
trunk model with roots is observed. As the relative plant height increases, i.e., the
depth of water is lower, as the wave passes along the meadow, the trunks suc-
cessfully interfere with the waves and the entire distribution of energy field is
interfered. This disturbs the particle orbital velocities, resulting in an increase in
turbulence and loss of energy, which causes an increased attenuation of wave
heights which directly leads to a decrease in wave run up over the beach slope.
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Conclusions

The loss of energy because of interference of the vegetation with the wave prop-
agation causes a reduction in wave heights, leading to a reduction in wave run-up
heights over the beach slope. As the width of the meadow increases from 1 to 2 m
(100%) for the emergent trunk model, it is observed that the relative wave run-up
decreases by 3.5–3.8% for hs/d = 1.25; whereas it decreases by 3.35–3.18% for hs/d
= 1.11. For the emergent trunk model with roots, for the same increase in meadow
width from 1 to 2 m, the relative wave run-up decreases by 1.29–3.21% for hs/d =
1.25 and by 2.29–2.8% for hs/d = 1.11. For an increase in relative plant height from
1.11 to 1.25, a decrease in relative wave run-up from 0.892–0.638 to 0.871–0.628 is
observed for the emergent trunk model of width 2 m; and from 0.851–0.519 to
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0.840–0.512 for the emergent trunk model with roots of width 2 m. The findings
confirm the fact that the type of vegetation, plant density, meadow width and
relative plant height plays a significant role in controlling the wave run-up over the
beach slope.
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Development of Regional Soil Water
Retention (SWR) Characteristics

R. K. Jaiswal, T. Thomas, R. V. Galkate, S. Singh and J. V. Tyagi

Abstract The unsaturated soil hydraulic properties may be considered the key
factors governing the partitioning of rainfall and irrigation into soil water storage,
evapotranspiration, and deep drainage. The understanding of regional parameters of
soil water retention process with the most appropriate model is necessary for better
understanding of water movement and supply of water for irrigation. In the present
study, an attempt has been made to develop at-site and regional analytical models
for computation of soil water retention curves for different soils in two adjoining
commands of Benisagar and Rangawan reservoirs in Madhya Pradesh (India). The
soil samples from seventeen different sites considering uniform distribution and all
predominant soils were collected and analyzed for the determination of soil water
retention at different pressures. The at-site and regional parameters of soil water
retention (SWR) models suggested by Brooks and Corey (1964), Van Genuchten
(1980), Durner (1994), Kosugi (1996), and Seki (2007) have been applied in the
study to determine at-site and regional parameters. The performance of these
models was evaluated using different statistical criteria including root mean square
error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R2), adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation R2

adj, and also the graphical representation. The soils in the study area can be
divided into two distinct groups on the basis of simple graphical representation of
SWR curves. The at-site and regional analysis concluded that SWR model sug-
gested by Durner (1994) with different parameters may be considered the best-fit
model for at-site and regional analysis of both soil groups (SG-1 and SG-2) in the
study area.
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Introduction

The soil water is accepted as one of the most critical factors for agricultural
communities owing to its importance in crop selection, planting strategies, fertilizer
rates, and irrigation requirements (Lawford 1992). The movement of water through
the soil is an important aspect of hydrological cycle, and relationship between soil
moisture content (h), soil water pressure (h), and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
(K) is necessary for mathematical modeling of hydrologic and agricultural system
(Fredlund et al. 1997). The unsaturated hydraulic functions are key input data in
numerical models of vadose zone processes. These functions may be either mea-
sured directly or estimated indirectly through prediction from more easily measured
data based upon quasi-empirical models. Common conceptual models for unsatu-
rated flow often rely on the oversimplified representation of medium pores as a
bundle of cylindrical capillaries and assume that soil water pressure head is
attributed to capillary forces only and ignores the adsorptive surface forces. Hence,
it is often assumed that aqueous flow is negligible when a soil is near or at residual
water content (hr). The reason for the finite value of hr is that the dominant historical
water content measurements were in the wet range, and the typical soil water
retention models assumed asymptotic behavior at low water content values. It is
generally treated as a fitting parameter. Hence, an effective saturation was defined
by Zhang (2010) with the help of following equation.

Se ¼ h� hr
hs � hr

ð1Þ

where h is the water content and hs the saturated water content. Tuller and Or
(2001) proposed a model of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity due to film and
corner flow. The model is mathematically very complex and is not compatible with
the commonly used retention models. Peters and Durner (2008) presented a new
model that combines a simple film flow function with the capillary flow model of
Mualem. To use the model, additional parameters must be known to quantify the
contribution of film flow. Several functions have been proposed to empirically
describe the soil water retention curve. These models were based on the equation
given by Rechards (1931) for the flow of water in saturated or partly saturated soil.
One of the most popular functions was the equation of Brooks and Corey (1964) to
describe effective saturation (Se) as follows:

Se ¼ hd
h

� �k
h[ hd ð2Þ

Se ¼ 1 h� hd ð3Þ

where h is the suction head, hd and k are the parameters referred to as the air entry
head, and pore size distribution index, respectively, can be determined either by
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graph fitting or using soil properties. By putting hkd ¼ a, the Brooks and Corey
(1964) equation can be written as the following for curve fitting:

Se ¼ ðahÞ�k h[ 0 ð4Þ

Se ¼ 1 h� 0 ð5Þ

After the model proposed by Brooks and Corey (1964), several differentiable
equations of complex nature were suggested by researchers (King 1965; Visser
1968; Laliberte 1969; Su and Brooks 1975; Clapp and Hornberger 1978; Ross et al.
1991; Rossi and Nimmo 1994; Fayer and Simmons 1995; Morel-Seytoux and
Nimmo 1999; Webb 2000; Groenevelt and Grant 2004; Hwang and Choi 2006;
Khlosi et al. 2006; etc.), but most of them were complex in nature. Van Genuchten
(1980) proposed a modification with a simple representation of soil water retention
as given below:

Se ¼ 1
1þ ahð Þn½ �m ð6Þ

where a; n, and m are empirical constants with m ¼ 1� 1=n as suggested by
Genuchten (1980). Kosugi (1996) has suggested a lognormal fit model for soil
retention data, and the equation can be expressed as follows:

Se ¼ Q
lnðh=hmÞ

r

� �
ð7Þ

where Q(x) is the complementary cumulative normal distribution function, defined
by Q(x) = 1 − U(x), in which U(x) is a normalized form of the cumulative normal
distribution function, and hm and r are the parameters of the model. For fitting the
soil water retention data more precisely, Durner (1994) and Seki (2007) presented
two different models considering bimodal pore structure for heterogeneous soil pore
space. The Durner models for representing Se can be presented as follows:

Se ¼ w1
1

1þða1hÞn1
� �m1

þð1� w1Þ 1
1þða2hÞn2

� �m2

ð8Þ

where w1;w2; a1; a2;m1;m2; n1 and n2 are the parameters of model with
mi ¼ 1� 1=ni. The Seki’s model is a lognormal bimodal that can be written as
follows:

Se ¼ w1Q
ln h=hm1ð Þ

r1

� �
+ 1� w1ð ÞQ ln h=hm1ð Þ

r2

� �
ð9Þ
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where hm1; hm2;w1;w2; r1 and r2 are the parameters of model, and Q(x) is the
complementary cumulative normal distribution function, defined by Q(x) = 1 −
(x), in which U(x) is a normalized form of the cumulative normal distribution
function.

Study Area

Two adjoining commands of Benisagar and Rangawan reservoirs have been
selected for the study located in Chhatarpur district of Madhya Pradesh, India
(Fig. 1). The gross storage capacity and dead storage capacity of the Benisagar
reservoir are 27.59 and 1.37 Mm3, respectively. The gross command area of the
project is 6802.46 ha, while the cultivated area is 6267 ha. The Rangawan project is
a major interstate irrigation project of Madhya Pradesh (M.P.) and Uttar Pradesh
(U.P.), situated near village Rangawan in Rajnagar Tahsil of Chhatarpur district.
The project is 48 km away from Chhatarpur on Chhatarpur–Panna road.

Bhopal*
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Uttar Pradesh

MADHYA PRADESH

Delhi

INDIA

M. P.
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Site 6
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site 10

Site 8 Site 16

Site 15
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Site 13

site 12

Site 17site 11

Benisagar
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Rangawan Dam

Benisagar commad

Rangawan Command

Fig. 1 Location map of commands of Benisagar and Rangawan reservoirs in Chhatarpur district
of Madhya Pradesh (India)
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The Rangawan dam is an earthen dam located at 24° 41′N latitude and 79° 52′E
longitude. The length of left bank main canal is 14 km having a head discharge of
8.27 m3/s. Soil samples from seventeen different sites in both the commands
considering different major soils in the study area have been collected, and pressure
plate apparatus has been used to determine soil moisture at variable suctions on soil
samples. The location map showing different sites in both the commands have been
presented in Fig. 2.

Methodology

In the present study, an attempt has been made to apply analytical models of soil
retention for the application of solute transport and water balance in command and
determination of parameters of best-suited regional models for the study area. The
soil samples collected from seventeen sites in the study area have been analyzed for
the determination of soil moisture under variable suctions on pressure plate

Site 1
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site 10

Site 8 Site 16

Site 15

Site 14

Site 13

site 12

Site 17site 11

Benisagar
Dam

Rangawan Dam

Benisagar commad

Rangawan Command

Fig. 2 Soil testing sites in Benisagar and Rangawan command areas
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apparatus. The soil moisture retention curves of soils revealed that the soils in the
study area can be grouped into two broad classes. In the study, analytical-based
models have been applied for the determination of at-site and regional parameters
by grouping the observed information.

Analytical Models

A computer program SWRC Fit (http://swrcfit.sourceforge.net/) has been used that
performs nonlinear fitting by Levenberg–Marquardt method for computation of
parameters of the following models:

• Brooks and Corey (1964) model,
• Van Genuchten (1980) model,
• Kosugi (1996) lognormal model,
• Durner (1994) model,
• Seki (2007) model.

Regionalization Approach

For regionalization, all the data have been divided into two groups based on simple
graphical representation, regional parameters of these models for both soil groups
have been determined using clustering method, and SWRC Fit software was used to
determine the parameters of regional models.

Performance Evaluation

The performance of different analytical models has been judged using different
robust criteria including root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of determi-
nation (R2), and R2

adj. The RMSE is an indicator for the representation of the overall
error of the evaluated function and should approach to zero for best model per-
formance. The R2

adj was suggested to take the impact of number of parameters of
model on the performance, and statistically, it can take any value � 1 (Neter et al.
1996). The equation for computation of different performance evaluators has been
given below.

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1 hobsi � hcomp
i

� �
N

s
ð10Þ
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R2 ¼ 1� SSE
SST

ð11Þ

R2
adj ¼

ðN � 1ÞR2 � ðp� 1Þ
N � p

ð12Þ

where hobsi ,hcomp
i are the ith observed and computed value of soil moisture, N is the

number of data, SSE is the model sum of square, SST is the total sum of square, and
p is the parameters in the model. The SSE and SST can be computed using the
following equations:

SST ¼
XN
i¼1

hcomp
i � �h

� � ð13Þ

SSE ¼
XN
i¼1

hobsi � hcomp
i

� � ð14Þ

where h is the mean of computed values.

Analysis of Results

The soil, plant, and atmosphere act as a continuum along which soil water moves in
response to gradients in energy. The energy potential of the water relative to that of
pure water helps in determining the amount of water stored in the soil, moved
through the soil, and moved into and through the plant to the transpiring surface of
the leaf. In the present study, the soil samples from seventeen sites covering most of
the soils in Benisagar and Rangawan commands have been analyzed for the
determination of soil water retention at different pressures. The graphical repre-
sentation showing variation of soil moisture on different suction heads has been
presented in Fig. 3 which explained that the soil in the study area can be divided
into two broad groups, namely SG-1 (Site-1, -2, -5, -6, -10, -11, -14, -15, and -17)
and SG-2 (3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, and 16) from soil water retention point of view.
Various analytical models have been applied, and the results obtained from the
study have been compared with observed data using statistical criterions.

In case of analytical modeling, at-site and regional parameters of Brooks and
Corey (1964), Van Genuchten (1980), Durner (1994), Kosugi (1996) lognormal
model, and Seki (2007) models were estimated using SWRC Fit software. The
clustering of observed data from Site-1, -2, -5, -6, -10, -11, -14, -15, and -17 in soil
group SG-1 and Site-3, -4, -7, -9, -12, -13, and -16 in soil group SG-2 has been
made to determine regional parameters of different models. The RMSE, R2 and R2

adj

have been used to judge the best-fit at-site and regional models for the study area.
The RMSE values of different models are given in Table 2. From the analysis of
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goodness-of-fit measures, it has been observed that Durner (1994) model is the
best-fit analytical model for at-site and regional modeling of soil moisture in the
study area. The at-site and regional parameters of Durner (1994) model have been
presented in Table 3. The equations derived for regional analysis to compute soil
water retention curves using Durner (1994) model for soil groups SG-1 and SG-2
have been given in Table 1.

h ¼ 0:01þ 0:199
1

1þð0:006hÞ2:431
" #�1:431

þ 0:111
1

1þð0:005hÞ1:21
" #�0:21

For SG-1

ð15Þ

h ¼ 0:003þ 0:311
1

1þð0:149hÞ1:145
" #�0:145

þ 0:233
1

1þð0:006hÞ2:22
" #�1:22

For SG-2

ð16Þ

The best-fit models and their parameters for regional application of SWR
modeling using analytical approach have been presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 3 Soil moisture retention curves for different sites in commands

Table 1 Best fit regional parameters for Durner (1994) model

Soil
group

Best PTFs hs hr w1 a1 n1 a2 n2

SG-1 Durner
(1994)

0.320 0.010 0.642 0.006 2.431 0.005 1.210

SG-2 Durner
(1994)

0.547 0.003 0.572 0.149 1.145 0.006 2.221
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Table 2 Performance evaluation of different models for analytical SWR curve

Site Root mean square error for different models

Brooks and Corey
(1964)

Van Genuchten
(1980)

Kosugi
(1996)

Durner
(1994)

Seki
(2007)

Site-1 0.049 0.032 0.216 0.002 0.154

Site-2 0.064 0.033 0.179 0.003 0.09

Site-3 0.124 0.048 0.117 0.007 0.092

Site-4 0.005 0.012 0.922 0.003 0.206

Site-5 0.27 0.051 0.084 0.004 0.091

Site-6 0.212 0.04 0.069 0.003 0.314

Site-7 0.108 0.043 0.095 0.006 0.081

Site-8 0.06 0.027 0.064 0.002 0.056

Site-9 0.005 0.007 0.629 0.005 0.616

Site-10 0.005 0.006 0.769 0.006 0.19

Site-11 0.006 0.01 0.177 0.006 0.064

Site-12 0.009 0.011 0.586 0.009 0.109

Site-13 0.008 0.008 0.189 0.007 0.147

Site-14 0.009 0.009 0.446 0.005 0.056

Site-15 0.006 0.006 0.301 0.002 0.058

Site-16 0.003 0.005 0.289 0.003 0.118

Site-17 0.005 0.005 0.351 0.002 0.054

SG-1 0.019 0.02 0.435 0.008 0.108

SG-2 0.02 0.02 0.196 0.002 0.192

Table 3 Best-fit at-site and regional analytical models and their parameters in Benisagar and
Rangawan commands

Site Best-fit analytical model Model parameters

hs hr w1 a1 n1 a2 n2
Site-1 Durner (1994) model 0.340 0.037 0.643 0.018 1.393 0.003 34.750

Site-2 Durner (1994) model 0.356 0.000 0.669 0.004 3.467 0.001 1.256

Site-3 Durner (1994) model 0.484 0.000 0.601 0.003 3.028 0.002 1.129

Site-4 Durner (1994) model 0.414 0.000 0.468 0.005 1.169 0.005 3.703

Site-5 Durner (1994) model 0.318 0.051 0.620 0.003 49.959 0.002 1.975

Site-6 Durner (1994) model 0.396 0.038 0.830 0.026 1.575 0.002 24.892

Site-7 Durner (1994) model 0.451 0.094 0.887 0.003 2.519 0.000 2.545

Site-8 Durner (1994) model 0.357 0.148 0.551 0.003 26.526 0.001 5.935

Site-9 Durner (1994) model 1.236 0.077 0.828 0.055 1.981 0.004 1.470

Site-10 Durner (1994) model 0.336 0.064 0.349 0.006 24.523 0.003 2.113

Site-11 Durner (1994) model 0.233 0.062 0.295 0.007 34.759 0.003 2.308

Site-12 Durner (1994) model 0.409 0.112 0.573 0.007 48.830 0.001 2.852

Site-13 Durner (1994) model 0.316 0.048 0.401 0.003 49.963 0.001 1.473
(continued)
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In the analysis, the area under both the commands has been demarcated spatially
in two groups (SG-1 and SG-2) using interpolation technique in ILWIS geographic
information system (GIS) and depicted in Fig. 4.

Table 3 (continued)

Site Best-fit analytical model Model parameters

hs hr w1 a1 n1 a2 n2
Site-14 Durner (1994) model 0.301 0.064 0.468 0.004 33.209 0.001 2.557

Site-15 Durner (1994) model 0.261 0.049 0.541 0.003 49.818 0.001 2.258

Site-16 Durner (1994) model 0.446 0.073 0.361 0.003 48.570 0.002 1.599

Site-17 Durner (1994) model 0.251 0.050 0.593 0.003 49.829 0.001 2.278

SG-1 Durner (1994) model 0.320 0.010 0.642 0.006 2.431 0.005 1.210

SG-2 Durner (1994) model 0.547 0.003 0.572 0.149 1.145 0.006 2.221

Fig. 4 Distribution of broad groups of soils identified in the commands
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Conclusions

The water retention property of soil plays an important role in the movement of
fertilizers, pesticides, contaminants in groundwater, and required water for irriga-
tion. Various analytical and pedotransfer functions have been devised by scientists
to compute soil water retention curves. In the present study, soil moistures at
different pressures using pressure plate apparatus were computed on seventeen
locations in Benisagar and Rangawan commands of Madhya Pradesh in India.
Initially, two distinct groups were found in when all the data were plotted, and
using clustering technique, average values were computed for two groups of soils
(SG-1 and SG-2). Five different analytical models suggested by Brooks and Corey
(1964), Van Genuchten (1980), Kosugi (1996) lognormal model, Durner (1994),
and Seki (2007) were applied, site-specific and regional parameters were deter-
mined, and their performance was evaluated using root mean square error (RMSE),
coefficient of determination (R2), and R2

adj. Durner (1994) model was found the most
suitable analytical model for at-site as well as for the region. Two different regional
models for soil groups SG-1 and SG-2 have been suggested that can be used for any
other sites in the commands. From the spatial analysis, it may be concluded that
13,831 ha area falls under SG-1 group, while 16,473 ha under SG-2 from soil
moisture point of view.
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Revision of Empirical Coefficients
of Commonly Used Flood Formulae Using
Flow Data from Karnataka Rivers

T. Chandramohan, Mathew K. Jose, B. K. Purandara
and B. Venkatesh

Abstract The empirical formulae used for the estimation of flood peak are
regionally developed, based on statistical correlation of the observed peak with
important catchment and storm properties. Most of these formulae use the catch-
ment area as a single parameter affecting the flood peak, and other factors are
clubbed in a region specific coefficient. However, the changes in catchment con-
ditions, river fluvial systems and global climate largely affect these empirical
coefficients. Therefore, it is required to revise or modify these formulae as and when
new data are available. In the present study, six commonly used empirical formulae:
Rational, Riggs, Ryves, Inglis, Creager and Ali Nawbjung were revised and tested
using the observed flood peak values and return period flood values for 21 gauge
sites (covering different agro-climatic regions and varying catchment areas) in the
State of Karnataka. For statistical comparison of the results from empirical run-off
estimation methods with observed data, statistical indices such as RMSE, BIAS and
MD were used. It is found that Ali Nawabjung formula gives comparable predic-
tions. Inglis and Creager formulae are also yielding better predictions for
Karnataka.

Keywords Empirical formula � Flood � Return period � Karnataka

Introduction

Flood peak values are required in the design of bridges, culvert, waterways,
spillways for dams and estimation of scour at a hydraulic structure. To estimate the
magnitude of a flood peak, various methods are being adopted. Empirical formulae
are commonly used in ungauged catchments where an initial estimate of peak flood
is required. These empirical formulae are essentially regional formulae based on
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statistical correlation of the observed peak and important catchment and storm
properties (Ponce 1993). To simplify the form of the equation, only a few of the
many parameters affecting the flood peak are used. Most of these formulae use the
catchment area as a single parameter affecting the flood peak and other factors are
clubbed in a region specific constant coefficient (Griffiths and McKerchar 2008).

Most of these formulae did not consider rainfall characteristics directly, which,
undoubtedly, play a very important role in any flood formation process (Gholami
1991). Also, the return period of the flood, which is a major factor in the selection
of design floods, is not considered in any of the available empirical formulae (Jha
and Smakhtin 2008). Nevertheless, these formulae are generally being used by
many State governments for minor/medium projects with catchment area up to
around 1500 km2.

These formulae give better results when applied for the catchment with condi-
tions more or less similar to those for which it was derived. The formulae frequently
used are Dickens, Ryes, Khosla, Myers, Inglis, Karpov and Kanwar and Rational
formula (Kothyari 1995). The use of these equations depends on the accurate
estimation and usage of coefficients used in these equations, which were derived
during the formulation of those equations. Therefore, it is required to revise or
modify the empirical coefficients as and when new data are available. Such efforts
justify the use of empirical equations in water resources planning, design and
management. The present study aims at analysing the applicability of few of the
commonly used empirical equations for the State of Karnataka and to modify the
empirical coefficients used. Peak flood series data for number of river basins were
used here to revise six empirical equations which can be used for the estimation of
return period floods.

The study area, Karnataka State, is situated between 11° 40′ and 18° 27′ north
latitudes and 74° 5′ and 78° 33′ east longitudes in the centre of western peninsular
India and accounts for 5.8% of the country’s total geographic area. It has a
350-km-long coastline, which forms the western boundary. The average annual
rainfall of the different regions of the State varies roughly from 50 to 350 cm. In the
districts of Bijapur, Raichur, Bellary and southern half of Gulbarga, the rainfall is
lowest varying from 50 to 60 cm. The rainfall increases significantly in the western
part of the State and reaches its maximum over the coastal belt to more than
350 cm. The southwest monsoon is the principal rainy season during which the
State receives 80% of its rainfall.

There are seven river systems in Karnataka which with their tributaries, drain the
state, Krishna, Cauvery, and west flowing rivers form the major river systems of the
State. Gauged river basins of different sizes and characteristics are selected for the
present study. The location of gauge sites from the Karnataka State, for which the
discharge data was available, is shown in Fig. 1, and the salient features of the
gauge sites are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Location of CWC
gauge sites in Karnataka State

Table 1 CWC river gauge sites of Karnataka

River Gauge site Latitude
(°, ′, ″)

Longitude
(°, ′, ″)

Catch
area A
(km2)

Av monsoon
rainfall
P (mm)

Cauvery Biligundlu 12 10 48 77 43 48 36,682 286.7

Netravati Bantwal 12 53 04 75 02 35 3184 3303.4

Kabini Kollegala 12 11 21 77 06 00 21,082 304

Harangi Kudige 12 30 09 75 57 43 1936 1716

Hemavati M.H. Halli 12 49 06 76 08 00 3050 980.7

Bandigaduhalla Muthanakere 11 50 00 76 07 00 1260 304

Malaprabha Cholachguda 15 52 43 75 43 16 9373 427.3

Krishna Galgali 15 25 00 75 25 00 22,560 365.9

Krishna Huvinhedgi 16 29 25 76 55 23 55,150 478.2

Kagna Malkheda 17 12 12 77 09 23 7650 640.1

Ghataprabha Mudhol 16 19 00 75 12 00 6734 365.9
(continued)
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Methodology

The daily flow data were collected from the Central Water Commission
(CWC) gauging sites for 21 rivers of Karnataka State and used for testing six
commonly used empirical formulae and to modify the coefficients of these for-
mulae. The duration of data availability varied from 15 to 33 years. The empirical
formulae considered are:

• Ryves formula
• Rational formula
• Riggs formula
• Inglis formula
• Ali Nawabjung formula
• Creager formula.

Ryves and Dickens Formula

Ryves and Dickens formula takes the form of a power relation between run-off
(Q) and catchment area (A) in the form:

Q ¼ CAb; ð1Þ

where C is the regional coefficient which is constant for all return period floods

Table 1 (continued)

River Gauge site Latitude
(°, ′, ″)

Longitude
(°, ′, ″)

Catch
area A
(km2)

Av monsoon
rainfall
P (mm)

Tungabhadra Oollenur 15 28 00 76 42 00 33,018 478.2

Manjira Saigaon 18 03 00 77 03 00 9960 908.6

Bhima Yadgir 16 44 15 77 07 31 69,863 640.1

Shimsha T.K. Halli 12 25 00 77 11 36 7890 286.7

Kabini T.
Narasipura

12 13 48 76 53 46 7000 342.1

Haridra Byaladahalli 14 26 00 75 46 47 2300 280

Tungabhadra Harlahalli 14 49 50 75 40 33 14,582 478

Tungabhadra Honnali 14 14 18 75 39 30 7075 1787.1

Varada Marol 14 56 20 75 37 05 4901 478

Tunga Shimoga 13 56 08 75 34 41 2831 1787.1
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Rational Formula

Q ¼ CIA for t[ tc: ð2Þ

Inglis Formula

The general form of the Inglis Formula is

Q ¼ 124A= Aþ 10:4ð Þ0:5: ð3Þ

For the present study, the formula is considered in the form of

Q ¼ CA= A þ að Þb: ð4Þ

Creager Formula

Q ¼ CAðaAÞb ;

where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are the empirical coefficients for individual return period floods.

Ali Nawabjung Formula

Q ¼ CA a� 1=bð Þ logAð Þ: ð5Þ

Riggs Formula

Qt ¼ CAaPb: ð6Þ

The empirical coefficients are separated into two: C, representing a regional
coefficient, which is kept constant for the individual equations for all the return
period floods. The coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ are considered changing from each of the
return period flood peaks (Salajegheh and Dastorani 2006). These coefficients were
estimated in SYSTAT software using the peak flood series and return period flood
values. The various steps involved in the study are:

• Collection of gauge data for all the river basins within the State.
• Processing the run-off data for each of the gauge sites to extract partial duration

flood series.
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• Estimation of return period floods for each of the river basin using L-moment
approach.

• Collection/computation of catchment characteristics.
• Testing of empirical formulae using the discharge data and catchment

characteristics.
• Modification of empirical coefficients to suit the local conditions and its veri-

fication by segregating the data set into two parts.
• Modify the existing equations to compute different return period floods.

To evaluate the applicability of various equations, statistical standards including
mean square errors, oriental coefficient and mean difference were used. The
empirical equation with lower RMSE, BIAS and MD would be the most suitable
method.

Results

Partial duration flood series were derived for all the gauge sites. EV-I distribution
has been identified as the robust distribution for analysing the peak flow; hence, this
distribution was used in the present study. The flood peaks obtained were used to
derive the parameters of the extreme value type I distribution. The model param-
eters were estimated using the L-moments (Hosking 1990; Rakesh et al. 2003).
Flood values for different return periods were estimated using the fitted model. The
relationship between the 100-year return period flood values of each of the basins
with the corresponding catchment area is shown in Fig. 2.

Using flood discharge data series, the regional coefficients (C) and coefficients
(a and b) for each of the equations were estimated using SYSTAT software and
tested with one part of data series. Various empirical flood formulae were compared
with the return period floods estimated for the basins. The estimated values of the
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empirical coefficients for different return period floods were as shown in Table 2.
With regard to the statistical comparison standards, for the best standard, a low rank
and for the worst method, a high rank was considered in each standard. By tabu-
lating these ranks, the method which has lowest rank in all standards, can be
considered as the most proper method. Considering the conducted evaluation, the
ranks for the three standards (RMSE, BIAS and MD) are shown in Table 3. It can
be seen that the empirical formulae which can be used with better prediction
efficiency for the State are as follows:

• Inglis
• Ali Nawabjung
• Creager

The comparison of the return period flood values (obtained using the observed
discharge data) with the estimates using the empirical formulae is shown in Fig. 3.
However, this figure gives only Q values for a particular return period and for a
single gauging station, just for illustration purpose.

Table 2 Empirical coefficients for Karnataka

Emp. formula Coefficient Return period flood

Q2 Q5 Q10 Q50 Q100 Q200 Q500

CREAGER C 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

a 24 22 21 20 19 17 14

b −0.03 −0.028 −0.027 −0.025 −0.022 −0.021 −0.018

RIGGS C 11 11 11 11 11 11 11

a 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.39 0.40 0.42 0.45

b 0.42 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.36 0.35 0.33

RYVES C 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

a 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.62

RATIONAL C 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.72

INGLIS C 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

a 11 15 16 18 19 21 22

b 0.58 0.575 0.56 0.54 0.525 0.51 0.50

ALI
NAWABJUNG

C 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2

a 1.20 1.24 1.26 1.29 1.33 1.35 1.40

b 10.5 9 8.5 8 7 6.25 5.5

Table 3 Ranking of empirical formulae using statistical tests

Statistical standards Creager Riggs Ryves Rational Inglis Ali Nawbjung

MD 2 4 5 6 3 1

RMSE 1 5 4 6 3 2

BIAS 2 5 6 4 1 3
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Conclusions

Empirical flood formulae are commonly used in water resources planning and
management, where historical data are not adequately available for other methods
such as flood frequency analyses or unit hydrograph techniques, or where an initial
estimate of flood value for a return period is required. Most of the equations use
catchment area as the variable for the calculation of peak flood value. However, it is
very important to note that the coefficients used in such equations are site specific
and evaluated with very few observations or data duration. Therefore, regular
testing of these equations is required to revise the empirical coefficients, as and
when more and more data are available.

In the present study, six commonly used empirical formulae were tested using the
observed flood peak values and return period flood values for gauge sites (covering
different agro-climatic regions and varying catchment areas) in Karnataka State. For
statistical comparison of the results from empirical run-off estimation methods with
observed data, statistical indexes such as RMSE, BIAS and MD were used.

Six formulae: Rational, Riggs, Ryves, Inglis, Creager and Ali Nawbjung were
tested with the estimated flood values for different return periods. Ranks were
assigned to each of these equations based on the statistical tests for standard pre-
diction errors. It is found that Ali Nawabjung formula gives comparable predictions
for the selected gauge sites. Inglis and Creager formulae are also yielding better
predictions. Such revisions may be done regularly, as and when data pertaining to
different seasons are available, which will give better accuracy for the computed
peak flood/return period flood values.
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Reservoir Inflow Forecasting Using
Extreme Learning Machines

Mukesh Kumar Tiwari and Sanjeet Kumar

Abstract Accurate and reliable forecasting of reservoir inflow is necessary for
efficient and effective water resources’ planning and management. In the present
study, the capacity of recently developed extreme learning machines (ELMs)
modeling approach in forecasting reservoir inflows is assessed and compared to that
of equivalent traditional artificial neural network-based models. Performance of
wavelet analysis technique is also explored by developing wavelet-based ELMs
(WELMs) and wavelet-based ANNs (WANNs) models. Seven years of reservoir
inflow data along with outflow data from two upstream reservoirs in the Damodar
catchment along with rainfall data of 5 upstream rain gauge stations are considered
in this study. Out of 7 years’ daily data, 5 years’ data are used for training the
model, one-year data are used for cross-validation, and remaining one-year data are
used to evaluate the performance of the developed models. Different performance
indices indicated better performance of ELM and WELM models in comparison
with MLR, ANN, WMLR, and WANN models. This study demonstrated the
effectiveness of proper selection of wavelet functions and appropriate methodology
for wavelet-based model development. ELM models were also computationally
efficient as demonstrated by faster running time, and consequently, this study
advocates the superiority of the WELM model and the significant role of wavelet
transformation in order to improve the model’s overall performance for reservoir
inflow forecasting modeling.
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Introduction

Accurate reservoir inflow forecasting is necessary for planning and management of
available water resources. Inflow forecast can be applied for reservoir operation and
management, flood control, drought management, water supply for irrigation,
industrial and domestic uses, and hydropower generation. It emphasizes the
development of a model that is accurate and can be easily applied for the opera-
tional reservoir inflow forecasting. Several approaches have been applied to map
the nonlinear relationship between rainfall and runoff such as empirical, conceptual,
physically, and data-driven (Verma et al. 2010; Paudel et al. 2011; Adamowski
et al. 2013; Gad 2013). Data-driven models have been applied in different fields of
water resources with promising results (Mukerji et al. 2009; Tiwari and Chatterjee
2010; Tiwari et al. 2013; Rath et al. 2013). In the previous years, complex nature of
water resource variables has brought increased attention to the potential of soft
computing technique methods including fuzzy logic and genetic programming
(Kant et al. 2013), support vector regression (Herrera et al. 2010), and artificial
neural networks (NNs) (Adamowski 2008; Tiwari and Chatterjee 2011). Neural
network information processing system is capable of mimicking the functioning of
human brain, and has been widely applied as an effective method for modeling
highly nonlinear phenomenon in hydrological processes (Abrahart et al. 2012).

Recently, extreme learning machine (ELM) has gained popularity in hydrolog-
ical forecasting as an improved artificial intelligence paradigm that requires sig-
nificantly less computational time than the classical ANN model for training the
datasets due to the fact that the input weights and hidden layer biases are randomly
assigned (Huang et al. 2006). The forecasting problem is therefore reduced to a
linear system of equations whose output weights are analytically determined with
least squares method. ELM satisfies the universal approximation condition with
good generalization performance (Huang 2003; Huang et al. 2015), and therefore
appears to be a suitable ML approach for drought simulations. In an earlier study
undertaken for a subset of stations in eastern Australia, Deo and Şahin (2015b)
applied the ELM algorithm (without wavelet transformation) in a problem of
modeling the monthly Effective Drought Index. Taormina et al. (2015) explored the
ELM model for application in rainfall–runoff modeling and river forecasting, and Li
and Cheng (2014) applied classical and wavelet ELM for streamflow discharge
forecasting. Sun et al. (2014) compared ELM for flood forecasting in Daling River
Basin, Yin et al. (2014) developed an ELM-based modular mechanism for real-time
tidal prediction, and Abdullah et al. (2015) showed the ELM was efficient, simple in
application, of high speed, and possessed good generalization performance for
simulating Penman–Monteith evapotranspiration in Iraq. However, wavelet coupled
ELM, ANN, and LSSVR to model the EDI has not been explored anywhere to date.

Although ANN methods have been used extensively as useful tools for pre-
diction of hydrological variables, it has some limitations in dealing with
non-stationary data (Cannas et al. 2006; Partal 2009). A non-stationary time series
data has a variable variance and mean that does not remain constant or same to their
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long-run mean over time, whereas the stationary time series data reverts around a
constant long-term mean exhibits a constant variance independent of time. Daily
flow time series data are often nonlinear and non-stationary (Rao et al. 2003; Wang
et al. 2006). Non-stationarity such as seasonal variations and trends significantly
affect modeling of time series and generally lead to poor predictability in practical
applications (Francesco and Bernd 2000). Since the hydrological time series include
several frequency components and have nonlinear relationships, hybrid model
approaches, which include different data preprocessing and combine techniques,
have been used to raise the prediction performance of neural networks. Wavelet
analysis has emerged as an effective tool to simplify the non-stationarity in the
dataset and has been widely applied by coupling with neural networks for water
resource variables’ forecasting (Zhou et al. 2008; Makwana and Tiwari 2014; Kisi
and Shiri 2012; Sahay and Sehgal 2013; Sahay and Srivastava 2014; Sehgal et al.
2014). To develop WANN model, wavelet sub-time series generated using discrete
wavelet transformation (DWT) are used as inputs to the ANN models. The DWT
decomposes original time series data into many components, and each component
has a distinct role in the original time series data. The low-frequency component or
approximation generally reflects the identity (periodicity and trend) of the original
data, whereas the high-frequency components (i.e., details) uncover sharp fluctu-
ations (Kucuk and Oglu 2006). There are several applications of WANN models in
water resource variables’ forecasting and successful application inflow forecasting
in the literature (Okkan 2012; Krishna 2014; Sehgal et al. 2014). More recently,
Krishna (2014) developed and demonstrated the potential of wavelet analysis and
moving average (MA) methods in conjunction with two types of neural networks,
i.e., feedforward neural network and radial basis (RB) neural network, and multiple
linear regression (MLR) models in the prediction of the daily inflow values of
Malaprabha reservoir, Belgaum, India. The results showed that WANN model
performs better compared to ANN and MLR models in forecasting the inflow
hydrograph effectively. The author suggested undertaking further studies using data
from upstream gauging stations to strengthen the findings. In this paper, we
developed a wavelet extreme learning machine (WELM) model for inflow fore-
casting. ELM algorithm has a fast three-step method designed using a single-layer
feedforward neural network with hidden neurons and randomly generated weights.
The hidden layer parameters (hidden neurons and biases) are first randomized for a
particular network architecture (governed by the number of input variables and the
number of hidden neurons chosen optimally by the ELM network). Afterward, the
input variables are propagated through the hidden layer and finally the output
weights are solved as a linear system of equations (via the Moore–Penrose gen-
eralized inverse procedure) [details in Huang et al. (2006)].
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Materials and Methods

Study Area

Damodar catchment, a part of the lower Ganges River, is located in the upper
reaches of the Damodar River Basin in Jharkhand state of India (Fig. 1). The area
lies between 23° 34′ to 24° 09′ North latitude and 84° 42′ to 86° 46′ East longi-
tudes with an elevation variation between 122 and 1340 m above mean sea level.
The catchment falls within sub-tropical climate, and daily mean relative humidity
varies from 40 to 95% with alternating dry and wet periods. The daily mean
temperature of the area ranges from 4 to 43 °C with average annual rainfall of
1390 mm, most of which occurs in months from July to September.

The study area comprises of mixed forest, mainly with deciduous and tropical
moist forest along with many thorny bushes, and agricultural area. Damodar
catchment consists of three reservoirs: Konar, Tenughat, and Panchet, and these
reservoirs are constructed on Damodar River during 1955, 1972, and 1959,
respectively, with the intention of hydropower generation, water supply for irri-
gation, industrial and domestic uses, and flood control. Damodar catchment is

Fig. 1 Location map of study area along with reservoirs and rain gauge stations
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further divided into three sub-catchments: Konar sub-catchment, Tenughat
sub-catchment, and Panchet sub-catchment with area of 997, 4480, and 5401 km2,
respectively. The total area of the catchment area is about 10878 km2 with the
length of the main stream being 350 km draining into the Panchet reservoir.

Dataset Used in the Study

Daily rainfall data were collected from Indian Meteorological Department (IMD),
Pune, for five stations covering the study area (i.e., R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5); daily
outflow reservoir data for Konar (KO) and Tenughat (TO) reservoirs and daily
inflow data for Panchet reservoir (PI) were collected for 7 years from January 01,
2001 to December 31, 2007, from the Reservoir Operation Department, Damodar
Valley Corporation (DVC), Maithon, Jharkhand. From the available dataset, first
five years of dataset (from Jan 01, 2001 to Jan 01, 2005) were considered for
training, while data during the year 2006 were considered for cross-validation and
data during the year 2007 were for the evaluation of the developed standard and
combined ANN models (Table 1).

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a strong mathematical approach, based upon
imitation of human brain functioning by forming a model structure with the
capability to map complex nonlinear relationships and processes that are inherent
among several variables. In a simpler term, it is networks with nodes in form of
feedforward neural network, consisting of different layers with computational nodes
such as an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer as shown in
Fig. 2a. As this approach is found very fast and efficient in highly complex and
noisy environments to solve a wide range of problems, ANNs have been applied in
numerous real-world applications including time series predictions (Abrahart et al.
2012). For detailed study on general properties of ANNs and its applications in
water resource engineering, interested readers are directed to refer Bishop (1995),
Haykin (1999), Maier and Dandy (2010), and Abrahart et al. (2012).

Table 1 Partitioning of data for ANN model development

Partition Duration of the data Number of data patterns

Training 01/01/2001–31/12/2005 1826

Cross-validation 01/01/2006–31/12/2006 365

Testing 01/01/2007–31/12/2007 365
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Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

The ELM is a state-of-the-art single-layer feedforward network (SLFN) algorithm
that operates similarly to feedforward backpropagation artificial neural network
(FFBP-ANN) and least squares support vector regression (LSSVR) models.
However, ELM has a better ability to solve regression problems with short mod-
eling times compared to FFBP-ANN and LSSVR algorithms and has relatively
better predictive performance (Acharya et al. 2013; Deo and Şahin 2015b). Also,
the weights and hidden neuron selection are randomized, so that the output weights
have a unique least squares solution solved by the Moore–Penrose generalized
inverse matrix (Huang et al. 2006). Consequently, the ELM is a simple, three-step
procedure requiring no parameterization except the randomization of hidden neu-
rons which may be generated from a continuous probability distribution (e.g., the
uniform distribution, normal distribution, triangular distribution). It has a distinct

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Illustration of a extreme learning machine (ELM), and b artificial neural network
(ANN) modeling frameworks used for the prediction of the inflow at Panchet reservoir
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advantage over conventional neural networks (e.g., ANN) that has slow conver-
gence speed, lower generalizing performance, arriving at local minima, over-fitting
problems, non-optimal solutions and iterative tuning of model parameters. In
Fig. 2b, the schematic structure of ELM has been exemplified. Consider a set of
N discrete samples xi; tið Þ 2 Rn � Rm and yi; tið Þ 2 Rn � Rm, where n, m represent
elements in respective domains, x is the input variable in model training data, y is
the output variable in the test data, t is the time, and the subscript i = 1,
2 … N represents the subsequent samples. In our study the x comprised of inputs
defined by lagged combinations of the inflows and rainfall time series and the
y comprised of the forecasted inflow time series (target matrix).

In the ELM model network architecture, the SLFNs algorithm with L hidden
neurons and a predetermined activation function, G(ai, bi, x), can be described viz
(Huang et al. 2006; Şahin et al. 2014):

fL xð Þ ¼
XL
i¼1

bihi xð Þ; ð1Þ

where b = [b1, b2, …, bL]
T is the output weight matrix between hidden layer of

L nodes and the m > 1 output nodes, and h(x) = [h1(x), h2(x), …, hL(x)] is the
nonlinear mapping space that comprises of the output row vector with respect to
input variable x.

Note that hi(x) is the output of the ith hidden node. In optimization space, the
ELM model’s network is able to analyze the features present in the input data and
“learn” the patterns or trends in those time series in order to simulate the objective
variable which should intrinsically be related to the inputs. In accordance with
Huang (2015), the output function for the hidden nodes may not be unique and
different functions can be utilized with various neuron arrangements to determine
the optimum model, as attempted by earlier work of Deo and Sahin (2015b). In this
study, the hi(x) was of the form

hiðxÞ ¼ G ai:bi:xð Þ; ai 2 Rn; bi 2 R; i ¼ ½1; 2; . . .; L�; ð2Þ

where G(a, b, x) was the activation function for ELM model with hidden parameters
denoted as (a, b).

The G(a, b, x) is a nonlinear piecewise continuous function that must satisfy the
ELM universal approximation capability theorem (Huang et al. 2006), and there-
fore, it has to be optimized for the best unsupervised learning outcome. In the ELM
model, the hidden node parameters (a, b) are randomly generated without any
interference from the predictor data and may be deduced by continuous probability
distribution instead of being explicitly trained. This can lead to remarkable com-
putational efficiency compared to the traditional neural network models (e.g., ANN)
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(Huang et al. 2006, 2015). The ELM model was developed using logarithmic
sigmoid (Glogsig) equations viz:

Glogsig a; b; xð Þ ¼ 1
1þ exp � axþ bð Þð Þ ð3Þ

In this study, the logarithmic sigmoid equation was preferred as a common
activation functions used in hydrological forecasting (Deo and Sahin 2015b;
Adamowski et al. 2012) over bipolar logistic and Elliott sigmoids. Likewise, the
linear transfer equation was found suitable for the output layer as a nonlinear
transfer function in the output layer failed to improve performance values (Yonaba
et al. 2010; Mubiru 2008). However, in a separate study, the effect of alternative
activation functions based on sine, tangent sigmoid, radial basis and triangular basis
equations (Tiwari and Chatterjee 2010; Deo and Sahin 2015a, b; Şahin 2012; Şahin
et al. 2013) could also be trialed although these less common in hydrological
forecasting.

After deducing the suitable weights for the hidden and output layer (b), the
simulation of the inflow time series in the test period was performed by minimizing
the approximation error:

min
b2RL

Hb� yk k2; ð4Þ

where ||.|| denotes the Frobenius norm and h is the hidden layer (randomized) matrix
produced by the activation function, mathematically defined viz:

H ¼
hðxL1Þ
..
.

hðxLNÞ

2
64

3
75 ¼

h1ðx1Þ � � � hLðx1Þ
..
.

h1ðxNÞ � � � hLðxNÞ

2
64

3
75: ð5Þ

Note that y(x) is the target output matrix that in our case represented the sim-
ulated drought index:

yðxÞ ¼
tL1
..
.

tLm

2
64

3
75 ¼

t11 � � � t1mð Þ
..
.

tN1 � � � tLmð Þ

2
64

3
75: ð6Þ

Finally, the optimal solution to Eq. (6) is given by

b� ¼ H þ T ; ð7Þ

where H+ is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of the hidden layer matrix H.
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Wavelet Analysis

Wavelet analysis utilizes a wavelet function known as mother wavelet defined as
w tð Þ ¼ R þ1

�1 w tð Þdt ¼ 0, and successive wavelets can be derived as (Mallat 1989)

wa;bðtÞ ¼ aj j�1
2w

t � b
a

� �
b 2 R; a 2 R; a 6¼ 0; ð8Þ

where a and b are the scale and time factor, respectively, and R is the domain of real
numbers.

For a time series with a finite energy signal f ðtÞ 2 L2ðRÞ, the continuous wavelet
transform is defined as (Kisi 2010)

Wf ða; bÞ ¼ aj j�1
2

Z
R

f ðtÞw� t � b
a

� �
dt ð9Þ

where Wf(a, b) is the matrix of wavelet coefficient or a contour map known as
scaleogram and w� denotes a complex conjugate function.

To avoid generation of large number of coefficients, discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) is applied as it is a convenient way and very useful for solving practical
problems. DWT is obtained by constraining the wavelet dilation (a) and translation
(b) parameters and defining the DWT as (Mallat 1989):

wm;n
t � b
a

� �
¼ a�m=2

0 w� t � nb0am0
am0

� �
; ð10Þ

where integers m and n determine the magnitude of wavelet dilation and translation,
respectively, a0 represents a specified dilation step greater than 1 (most commonly
a0 = 2), and b0 represents the location parameter which must be greater than zero
(most commonly b0 = 1).

Development of ANN Models

To develop a robust ANN model, different structures of ANN model were devel-
oped by using different combinations of input variables along with 1–10 numbers of
hidden neurons with learning coefficient equal to 0.2 and momentum equal to 0.9
for which the generalization error is found to be minimum. The dataset were
normalized to scale in the range of 0–1. The Levenberg–Marquardt method, con-
sidered as most efficient and fast second-order training method, is used to minimize
the mean squared error between the forecast and observed reservoir inflows. To
forecast inflows of Panchet reservoir at one-day (t) lead time, initially inflow of
Panchet reservoir at previous time step (i.e., t − 1) is considered and then
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subsequently other input variables of inflows of Panchet reservoir at longer lag time
(i.e., t−2, t−3,...) were considered before performance of model start deteriorating.

Selection of suitable wavelet function called as mother wavelet and a suitable
level of wavelet decomposition is a crucial issue, as there is no such study showing
the best performance of model for a particular wavelet function or decomposition
level. Another important property of wavelet function is its vanishing moment that
limits wavelets’ ability to represent polynomial behavior of the signal. It can be
considered that higher vanishing moments should capture the variations more
effectively and efficiently and should improve the model forecasting ability.
Therefore, in this study, different wavelet functions with different vanishing
moments such as db2, db5, db10, db20, Bior1.1, Bior3.3, Bior6.8, Haar, Coif1,
Coif3, Coif5 were considered to develop WANN models.

Optimum number of decomposition level for DWT of the time series is esti-
mated using the following formula (Nourani et al. 2008):

L ¼ int log Nð Þ½ �; ð11Þ

where

L decomposition level
N number of time series data

This study uses N = 1826, which produces L = 3.
In this way for each wavelet function three level of decomposition is carried out

such as approximation (A3) and three details d1, d2 and d3. Inflow data at Panchet
reservoir, outflow data from Konar and Tenughat reservoir, and rainfall data at five
gauging stations were initially decomposed using more frequently used mother
wavelet db5 into approximation (A3) and details (d1, d2 and d3) for each component.
The time series data were also decomposed separately for training, cross-validation,
and testing dataset. In spite of considering a selective method as discussed above to
generate a new wavelet time series, all the combinations reported in previous
studies along with some new approaches were tested in this study.

For several water resource variables’ forecasting, wavelet analysis has improved
the ANN model performance significantly, but there is no specific method for the
selection of appropriate wavelet components for WANN model development and
different studies have applied different approaches to develop WANN models. In
this study, a comprehensive examination is carried out to compare and select the
best approach for inflow forecasting. Five approaches tested in this study are as
follows: (i) all the four components (i.e., A3, d1, d2, and d3) of eight input variables
(i.e., R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, KO, TO, PI) with lag 1 (Approach 1); (ii) all the four
components of input variables and lags found best for ANN model (i.e., A3, d1, d2,
and d3 of PI with lag 1; A3, d1, d2, and d3 of TO with lag 1; A3, d1, d2, and d3 of R1

with lag 1, 2, and 4; A3, d1, d2, and d3 of R2 with lag 1 and 2) (Approach 2); (iii) all
the significant wavelet components separately having correlation >0.10 with lag 1
(A3 of R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, KO, TO, PI; d1 of Ko, PI, d2 of KO, TO, PI; d3 of KO, TO,
PI) (Approach III); (iv) newly constructed time series adding significant
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components of each parameter excluding d1 component (lag input as best ANN)
(A3, d2, and d3 of PI with lag 1; A3, d2, and d3 of TO with lag 1; A3, d2, and d3 of R1

with lag 1, 2, and 4; A3, d2, and d3 of R2 with lag 1 and 2) (Approach 4); and
(v) newly constructed time series adding significant components having correlation
>0.10 of each variable (A3 of R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, KO, TO, PI; A3 + d1 +, d2 + d3 of
KO; A3 + d2 + d3 of TO; A3 + d1 +, d2 + d3 of PI) (Approach 5).

In this study, MLR models are also developed to compare the performance of
different ANN, ELM, and WELM models. The WANN and WELM models were
developed using all the approaches discussed above.

Performance Indices

The performance of the developed ANN, WANN, ELM, WELM MLR, and
WMLR models was evaluated using five performance indices defined below:

(i) The coefficient of determination (R2):

R2 ¼
Pn
i¼1

Oi � �Oð Þ Pi � �Pð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

Oi � �Oð Þ2 Pn
i¼1

Pi � �Pð Þ2
s

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

2

; ð12Þ

where Oi and Pi are the observed and forecasted inflow, respectively, O and P are
the means of the observed and forecasted inflow, respectively, and n is the number
of data patterns. Range of R2 varies from 0 to 1, with 1 presenting a perfect
forecasting model.

(ii) The Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient (E) is defined as

E ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1 ðOi � PiÞ2Pn
i¼1 ðOi � �OiÞ2

ð13Þ

The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency varies from −∞ to 1. The value of 1 shows the
perfect model.

(iii) Root mean square error (RMSE):

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i¼1

ðOi � PiÞ2
s

: ð14Þ
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RMSE is always greater than 0; with value 0, the model fits the data perfectly.

(iv) Percentage deviation in peak (Pdv):

Pdv ¼ Pp � Op

Op
100; ð15Þ

where Op and Pp represent peak values of observed and forecasted inflow,
respectively.

(v) Mean absolute error (MAE):

MAE ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

Oi � Pij j: ð16Þ

MAE is always a positive number, with its minimum value 0 representing a
perfect model.

Results and Discussion

Performance of ANN Models

The performance of ANN model for different input variables and for optimum
number of hidden neurons in terms of different performance indices is shown in
Table 2. Considering all the performance indices, performance of model #13 was
found to be the best. Hydrograph and scatter plot between observed and forecasted
values are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that simulated values show the general
behavior of the observed values, even though performance of model is not very
good for medium and high inflow values’ forecast. It can be considered that for best
ANN model, outflow of Tenughat, inflow of Panchet reservoirs, and rainfall values
at stations R1 and R2 are found effective, whereas some of the input variables are not
found effective in simulating inflow forecast at Panchet reservoirs such as outflow
of Konar, rainfall at stations R3, R4, and R5. This may be due to the reason that these
data have high colinearity with other hydro-climatic data and add negligible
information for the improvement of daily inflow forecasts at Panchet reservoir.
With R2 = 0.90, E = 78.32, RMSE = 206.60 m3/s and Pdv = 15.91 and
MAE = 68.12 m3/s, the performance of best ANN model can be considered sat-
isfactory, but higher value of RMSE compared to MAE shows that model is not
able to simulate high inflow values accurately. It may be due to the reason that
ANN models are not able to extract non-stationarity from the training dataset.
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Table 2 Best NN model structure for different input variables for testing dataset

Model Input variables Number
of
optimal
hidden
neurons

ANN
architecture

Performance indices
R2 E (%) RMSE

(m3/s)
Pdv

(%)
MAE
(m3/s)

1 PI(t − 1) 2 1-2-1 0.80 64.49 263.51 19.36 90.20
2 PI(t − 1; t − 2) 3 2-3-1 0.81 64.21 264.84 62.34 113.11
3 PI(t − 1);

TO(t − 1)
2 2-2-1 0.86 69.55 244.03 47.46 74.05

4 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1; t − 2)

9 3-9-1 0.86 71.68 235.59 33.01 74.94

5 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
KO(t − 1)

7 3-7-1 0.79 62.14 272.09 33.37 86.11

6 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
KO(t − 2)

7 3-7-1 0.84 70.49 240.49 0.09 75.63

7 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1)

3 3-7-1 0.86 70.03 242.12 49.74 74.30

8 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2)

5 4-5-1 0.87 73.20 229.17 29.17 73.77

9 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 3)

6 5-6-1 0.86 70.57 240.42 42.51 73.39

10 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4)

9 5-9-1 0.89 75.01 221.80 15.38 71.80

11 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4; t − 5)

4 6-4-1 0.88 72.75 231.86 28.83 75.24

12 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4); R2(t − 1)

2 6-2-1 0.90 77.94 208.39 4.09 69.87

13 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4); R2(t − 1;
t − 2)

7 7-7-1 0.90 80.74 194.74 2.85 68.10

14 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;

7 7-7-1 0.89 79.06 203.04 3.62 72.28

(continued)
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Performance of WANN Models

WANN models were initially developed using all the wavelet sub-time series
components of input variables, and lagged information for all the components was
the same as found best for ANN model (Model #13) (i.e., Approach 2).
Subsequently, the performance of several wavelet functions with different vanishing
moments was considered to select an appropriate wavelet function. The perfor-
mance of WANN models using different wavelet functions and vanishing moment
is shown in Table 3. It can be observed that wavelet function db5 performed best
among all the wavelet functions considered. It can also be observed that

Table 2 (continued)

Model Input variables Number
of
optimal
hidden
neurons

ANN
architecture

Performance indices
R2 E (%) RMSE

(m3/s)
Pdv

(%)
MAE
(m3/s)

t − 4); R2(t − 1);
R3(t − 1)

15 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4); R2(t − 1);
R4(t − 1)

4 7-4-1 0.90 78.32 206.60 15.91 68.12

16 PI(t − 1);
TO(t − 1);
R1(t − 1; t − 2;
t − 4); R2(t − 1);
R5(t − 1)

6 7-6-1 0.89 77.95 208.36 28.15 85.37

PI, TO, KO, R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 represent inflow of Panchet, outflow of Tenughat, outflow of
Konar, rainfall at stations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, whereas t represents at time t and t − 1
represents at time t − 1, etc
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performance of WANN model developed using db5 wavelet function with five
vanishing moments performed better than standard ANN model in terms of different
performance indices.

The performance of best found WANN modeling approach is also shown in
form of hydrograph and scatter plot as shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the

Table 3 Performance of WANN models developed using different approaches for one-day lead
inflow forecasting

Input
variables

Input variables Hidden
neurons

Performance indices

R2 E (%) RMSE
(m3/s)

Pdv

(%)
MAE
(m3/s)

Approach 1 All the 4 components of 8
variables with lag 1

9 0.91 82.84 183.21 37.79 67.72

Approach 2 All the four components
of input parameters and
lags found best for ANN
model

7 0.93 85.47 169.11 22.27 67.48

Approach 3 All the significant wavelet
components separately
having correlation >0.10
with lag 1

6 0.88 76.63 213.79 42.33 73.70

Approach 4 Newly constructed time
series adding significant
components of each
parameter excluding d1
component (same lag
input as found for best
ANN)

7 0.93 87.15 159.05 11.31 65.83

Approach 5 Newly constructed time
series adding significant
components of each
parameter

8 0.84 69.39 245.46 19.32 82.22
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observed values are simulated very well and the performance is considerably
improved particularly for peak values as these are very close to 1:1 regression line.
It can be observed that wavelet analysis with proper selection of wavelet function
and vanishing moment along with suitable wavelet selection method can signifi-
cantly improve the model performance.

Performance of ELM and WELM Models

WELM models were initially developed using all the wavelet sub-time series
components of input variables, and lagged information for all the components was
the same as found best for ANN model (Model #13) (i.e., Approach 2).
Subsequently, the performance of several wavelet functions with different vanishing
moments was considered to select an appropriate wavelet function. The perfor-
mance of WANN models is shown in Table 4. It can be observed that performance
of WELM model is better than standard ELM model in terms of different perfor-
mance indices.

The performance of best found ELM and WELM modeling approach is also
shown in form of hydrograph and scatter plot as shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed
that the observed values are simulated very well and the performance is consid-
erably improved particularly for peak values as these are very close to 1:1
regression line. It can be observed that wavelet analysis with proper selection of
wavelet function and vanishing moment along with suitable wavelet selection
method can significantly improve the model performance.

Performance of MLR and WMLR Models

Similar to several previous studies, developed ANN and WANN models are
compared with MLR model to benchmark the performance. In this study in addition
to MLR models, wavelet-based MLR models (WMLR) are developed and the
performance is compared with ANN and WANN models. MLR and WMLR
models are developed by using the same input variables as used for best ANN and

Table 4 Performance of ELM and WELM models for one-day lead inflow forecasting

Model Input variables Performance indices

R2 E (%) RMSE
(m3/s)

Pdv

(%)
MAE
(m3/s)

ELM Same input variables as used for best
ANN model

0.85 85.14 104.86 20.06 35.92

WELM Same input variables as used for best
WANN model

0.94 87.79 95.04 14.56 32.62
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WANN models, respectively, and the performance of both the models is shown in
Table 5. It can be observed that the performance of WMLR models is better than
MLR models, but WANN model performed better than both the MLR and WMLR
models as these two models are not able to simulate medium and high inflow values
satisfactorily (Fig. 6). This can also be observed from the higher RMSE values
compared to MAE values for both the models.
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Fig. 5 Hydrographs and scatter plots for performance comparison of a ELM and b WELM
models

Table 5 Performance of MLR and WMLR models for one-day lead inflow forecasting

Model Input variables Performance indices

R2 E (%) RMSE
(m3/s)

Pdv

(%)
MAE
(m3/s)

MLR Same input variables as used
for best ANN model

0.76 73.72 227.43 32.43 71.69

WMLR Same input variables as used
for best WANN model

0.80 77.41 210.88 32.36 66.28
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Conclusions

Wavelet-based ANN (WANN) and ELM (WELM) models are developed in this
study for inflow forecasting of Panchet reservoir in India, and the performance is
compared with standard ANN, ELM, wavelet-based MLR (WMLR) and MLR
models. Robust ANN and ELM models were developed by considering several
combinations of parameters such as input variables, optimization parameters,
training algorithms, and hidden neurons. WANN and WELM models were
developed by considering different wavelet functions and approaches to ensure
efficient WANN and WELM models. Based on this study, following conclusions
are drawn:

• Wavelet analysis with proper selection of wavelet function and vanishing
moment along with suitable wavelet selection method can significantly improve
the ANN model performance.

• WELM model performs better than WANN, WMLR, standard ANN, and MLR
models for inflow forecasting.

• Optimum number of input selected for ANN model development is also best
with different number of wavelet sub-time series excluding d1 components for
best WANN model development.
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• Out of several wavelet functions and vanishing moments, db5 wavelet function
with five vanishing moments provides best WANN model for inflow
forecasting.

• WANN model not only has capabilities to simulate all the observed values very
well, but also it simulates peak inflow values far better compared to remaining
models.

• The performance of ANN model is improved significantly by including reser-
voir outflow and rainfall information in the upstream and nearby areas.

• The selection of significant input is very crucial as inclusion of randomly
selected input variables may significantly reduce the model performance.

• WELM and WANN models can deal with non-stationary dataset effectively and
can be used as suitable tool for inflow forecasting. It has the potential to perform
better for different non-stationary water resource variables’ forecasting.

• Inflow forecasts can be improved by considering discharge releases from
upstream reservoirs, and rainfall values in upstream and nearby locations in the
upstream boundary.
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Quantifying Discontinuity, Connectivity,
Variability, and Hierarchy in Overland
Flow Generation: Comparison of Different
Modeling Methods

Xuefeng Chu

Abstract Under the influence of surface topography, overland flow generation and
surface runoff exhibit extremely high variability and discontinuity, featuring a hier-
archical pattern of connectivity and threshold behavior. Quantifying these properties
is crucial to better understand the intrinsic mechanisms of overland flow generation
and further improve hydrologic and water quality modeling across varying spa-
tiotemporal scales. This research focused on the theory of threshold hydrology,
including new methods for delineation of depression-dominated land surfaces and
new approaches for modeling of puddle filling-spilling-merging-splitting dynamics.
Comparisons with traditional delineation and modeling approaches demonstrated the
existence of threshold behavior in overland flow generation, nonuniformity in evo-
lution of hydrologic connectivity and runoff initiation, and hierarchy in drainage
network development. This research emphasized the dominance of surface topogra-
phy on surface and subsurface hydrologic processes.

Introduction

At a broad regional scale, surface relief dominates the occurrence and evolution of
drainage networks, as well as the spatiotemporal distributions and movement of
water in both surface and subsurface systems. At a local scale, microtopography
plays an important role in overland flow generation, surface ponding, and runoff
processes, as well as infiltration and unsaturated/saturated flow. Surface microrelief
controls the scales and distributions of depressions, which further affect the initi-
ation timing of surface runoff, the depths and variations of surface runoff, retention
of runoff water, and drainage patterns (Hansen et al. 1999; Govers et al. 2000;
Darboux and Huang 2005; Abedini et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2008; Chu 2011;
Chi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 2015). Surface roughness may significantly affect the
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magnitude and directions of overland flow and indirectly influence infiltration
(Johnson et al. 1979; Govers et al. 2000; Kamphorst et al. 2000; Darboux and
Huang 2005; Chu et al. 2015). Importantly, due to the topographic control, overland
flow generation is characterized by a series of dynamic puddle-to-puddle (P2P)
filling-spilling-merging-splitting processes, featuring intrinsic nature of disconti-
nuity, variability, and hierarchy (Chu et al. 2013). Consequently, surface runoff
exhibits a stepwise, intermittent increasing pattern (Chu 2011; Chu et al. 2015) and
threshold behavior (Chu et al. 2013). Thus, characterization of surface microto-
pography and quantification of the resulting P2P dynamics and threshold behavior
are critical to better understanding the mechanisms of overland flow generation and
improving watershed hydrologic modeling.

Studies have been conducted to quantify depression filling and spilling processes
and analyze hydrologic connectivity. Darboux et al. (2001) developed a
conditional-walker method to simulate depression filling and water redistribution on
rough surfaces, and to further evaluate the influence of surface microtopography on
discharge and hydrologic connectivity. Antoine et al. (2009) proposed a functional
connectivity indicator that linked surface connection to the surface storage filling.
Antoine et al. (2011) further integrated the connectivity information of sub-grids to
improve the prediction of a global runoff production. Appels et al. (2011) simulated
the filling, merging, and connecting processes, evaluated the influence of micro-
topography on surface runoff, and quantified the development of hydrologic con-
nectivity with simplified hydrographs. Chu et al. (2013), Yang and Chu (2015)
developed a new modeling framework to simulate the microtopography-controlled
P2P overland flow dynamics. Yang and Chu (2013) proposed a concept of P2P
hydrologic connectivity to characterize the discontinuous overland flow processes
and quantify the spatiotemporal variability in hydrologic connectivity. The
importance of threshold behaviors in hydrologic, environmental, and ecological
systems has been emphasized by many researchers (e.g., McDonnell 2003;
Lehmann et al. 2007; Zehe and Sivapalan 2009). Leibowitz and Vining (2003)
described the spilling process of prairie pothole wetlands and the potential bio-
logical effects. Wetlands were viewed as “isolated basins” and characterized by a
“fill and spill” process (Winter and LaBaugh 2003; van der Kamp and Hayashi
2009). Spence (2007) applied a transfer function and storage threshold to predict
the efficiency of runoff production. Lehmann et al. (2007) used a percolation theory
to quantify the threshold processes and the relationship of rainfall input and outflow
discharge.

Digital elevation models (DEMs) are widely utilized to represent topographic
variations of a surface. A variety of methods have been developed for DEM-based
surface delineation. O’Callaghan andMark (1984) proposed the D8 method for basin
delineation and identification of drainage networks from DEMs. Jenson and
Domingue (1988) described their topographic analysis procedures for filling surface
depressions, computing flow directions and accumulations, and determining drainage
networks and watershed boundaries. Martz and Garbrecht (1993) proposed their
algorithms for DEM-based watershed delineation, and Garbrecht and Martz (2000)
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detailed the TOPAZ (TOpographic PArameteriZation) program for automated
analysis of digital landscape topography. In addition to TOPAZ that has been
incorporated in the WMS software (WMS 2015), many other digital terrain analysis
tools and watershed delineation software packages, such as Arc Hydro (Maidment
2002) and HEC-GeoHMS (USACE 2013) have been developed to facilitate water-
shed hydrologic and water quality modeling. The D8method (O’Callaghan andMark
1984) is commonly implemented in most delineation methods. Tarboton (1997)
proposed a new procedure to improve the D8 method featuring “fixed” eight direc-
tions and incorporated the D-infinity flow method in the TauDEM ArcGIS toolbox
(Tarboton et al. 2015). In most existing DEM-based delineation approaches, filling
depressions/sinks is performed as an essential preprocessing procedure that allows
one to develop a depressionless surface and a single uniform drainage system, in
which all DEM cells are well-connected and “unconditionally” contribute surface
runoff to the basin outlet. Zhang and Chu (2015) evaluated different DEM-based
delineation techniques and the effects of DEM resolutions.

The objective of this research is to examine the fundamentals of threshold
hydrology, new methods for DEM-based delineation of depression-dominated land
surfaces and modeling of the P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting overland flow
dynamics and the associated threshold behavior. Applications and comparisons
with traditional delineation and modeling approaches are performed to demonstrate
the threshold behavior in overland flow generation, the nonuniform progressive
development of hydrologic connectivity, and the unique hierarchical drainage
patterns.

P2P Overland Flow Dynamics and Threshold Behavior

Surface depressions dominate localized runoff concentration and hydrologic con-
nectivity, exhibiting threshold behavior (Chu et al. 2013; Yang and Chu 2013). The
entire overland flow generation and runoff process can be characterized by four
major stages (Chu 2011): (1) infiltration-dominated stage, (2) P2P
filling-spilling-merging stage, (3) transition stage, and (4) steady-state stage. During
the early stage of a persistent rainfall event, rain water completely infiltrates into the
soil. When the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity, ponding occurs
and excess water flows toward local minima (i.e., centers of depressions) and fills
the depressions, forming numerous individual puddles (filling process). When an
individual puddle is fully filled, the ponded water spills to the downstream puddle
(s) (spilling process), and a hydrologic connection is established. Two puddles that
share a common threshold may merge into a larger higher-level puddle (merging
process). A hierarchical drainage system is eventually developed after all puddles at
the highest level are fully filled (reaching the maximum depression storage). In
contrast, a high-level puddle can be separated into a number of lower-level
embedded puddles due to water loss caused by infiltration and/or evaporation
during a dry condition (splitting process). This study is aimed at characterizing such
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dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging, and splitting processes, and quantifying
the discontinuity, variability, hierarchy, and threshed behavior of overland flow.

Puddles and Puddle Delineation

Puddles and Puddle Types

A puddle, consisting of at least one center and one overflow threshold (Chu et al.
2010, 2013; Chu 2015), is a basic unit that stores ponded water and controls
overland flow and distribution of runoff water over a land surface. Multiple centers
form a flat (referred to as a “flat puddle” herein) that is able to transfer water, but
has a zero storage volume. The threshold of a puddle controls the timing of spilling
process, at which depression storage reaches its maximum. A puddle may have
multiple thresholds, through which it connects to adjacent puddles. The charac-
teristics of a puddle determine its hydrologic properties (e.g., storage and con-
nectivity), which in turn affect overland flow generation and runoff-infiltration
processes. According to the centers (C) and thresholds (T) of puddles and their
relationships to others, puddles can be categorized as the following types (Fig. 1)
(Chu et al. 2013; Chu 2015):

(a) 1C-1T Puddle (b) 1C-mT (c) mC-1T 

(d) mC-mT (e) mCT Partially
Open Flat Puddle

(f) nCT Completely
Open Flat Puddle 

(g) 1CT Single 
Cell Flat

Puddle cell Center cell Threshold cell Center/threshold 
dual cell 

Regular cell 

Fig. 1 Puddle definition and types
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(1) 1C-1T Puddle (one center and one threshold, Fig. 1a): This is a basic type.
(2) 1C-mT Puddle (one center and multiple thresholds, Fig. 1b): Due to the mul-

tiple thresholds, 1C-mT puddles potentially spill water to more adjacent pud-
dles, which improves its connectivity during the dynamic P2P processes.

(3) mC-1T Puddle (multiple centers and one threshold, Fig. 1c): This is a typical
flat bottom puddle.

(4) mC-mT Puddle (multiple centers and multiple thresholds, Fig. 1d): This type of
puddle has a flat bottom and connects to outside areas through its multiple
thresholds.

(5) mCT Partially Open Flat Puddle (multi-center flat, Fig. 1e): Such a flat puddle
has multiple centers and some of them also serve as a threshold, through which
the puddle spills/transfers runoff water to its downstream area.

(6) nCT Completely Open Flat Puddle (multi-center and multi-threshold flat,
Fig. 1f): In this case, the puddle simply becomes a flat surface with a zero
storage volume and runoff water flows to the downstream areas through all
boundary cells—thresholds.

(7) 1CT Single-Cell Flat Puddle (Fig. 1g): This is a special case—a topographic
peak. The only cell serves as both a center and a threshold.

Puddle Levels and Hierarchical Relationships

Puddle levels are determined by a series of merging processes (Chu et al. 2010; Chu
et al. 2013; Chu 2015). If two puddles share a common threshold, they potentially
merge into a larger, higher-level puddle. Thus, a higher-level puddle may include
numerous lower-level embedded puddles. Such hierarchical relationships dictate the
P2P filling, spilling, merging, and splitting dynamics. In addition to the embedded
relationship, puddles may also have an upstream-downstream relationship,
depending on their thresholds and spatial characteristics, which form a cascaded
P2P drainage system. Puddle relationships of a real topographic surface can be
extremely complicated and vary with the stages of the P2P processes, depending on
surface topographic characteristics, soil hydraulic properties, spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of rainfall, and other hydrologic conditions.

Algorithm for Automated Puddle Delineation

A new algorithm has been developed for DEM-based puddle delineation (PD) (Chu
et al. 2010; Chu et al. 2013). The PD algorithm precisely characterizes surface
topography by identifying the center(s) and threshold(s) of each puddle, searching
for all contributing cells included in each puddle, checking the threshold-controlled
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flow criteria for spilling and merging processes, determining the levels of all
puddles and their hierarchical relationships, and computing their maximum
depression storage (MDS), maximum ponding area (MPA), and other topographic
parameters for each individual puddle and the entire surface.

Identification of centers and flats: Based on the DEM data, centers and flats are
identified by comparing the elevations of an individual cell and its eight sur-
rounding cells. The center of a puddle is determined if all of its eight neighboring
cells have higher elevations. A flat is identified if two or more adjacent cells have
the same elevation. Such cells are identified as centers, from which a searching
process initiates and continues until at least one cell has a different elevation (either
higher or lower). If all neighboring cells have higher elevations than the flat
(centers) of the puddle, this flat puddle is categorized as a flat bottom puddle. If all
neighboring cells have lower elevations than the flat, it becomes a completely open
flat puddle (Fig. 1f). Otherwise, it is a partially open flat puddle (Fig. 1e). As a
special case, 1CT single-cell flat puddle (Fig. 1g) consists of only one cell, which
has an elevation higher than all surrounding cells.

Identification of thresholds and the first-level puddles: Following a set of criteria,
a searching process is performed to identify all cells included in each puddle (Chu
et al. 2010). The process continues until a threshold is found for the puddle.
A first-level puddle is then determined. Specifically, the searching process for each
puddle starts from the center of the puddle and its eight neighboring cells are added
to a searching list. Then, the cell(s) with the lowest elevation in this searching list is
identified, removed from the searching list, and added to the puddle. The neigh-
boring cells of this new puddle cell are added to the searching list. By selecting the
lowest cell(s) from the new searching list, expansion continues and more cells are
added to the puddle. Such a searching-expanding process is repeated until a
threshold cell is identified, and a first-level puddle is finalized. Note that multiple
thresholds may exist for a puddle. A similar procedure is implemented for a flat
puddle (multiple centers). In this case, all surrounding cells of the flat (more than
eight cells) are added to the initial searching list. The searching process is then
implemented by continuously adding the cell(s) that has the lowest elevation in the
searching list to the puddle until a threshold cell is found and the flat puddle is
determined.

Identification of higher-level puddles: As aforementioned, two or more puddles
that share a common threshold can merge during the P2P processes. In this case, a
new searching process for a second-level puddle initiates from the shared threshold.
Note that this merged second-level puddle has a flat bottom of an elevation equal to
that of the threshold of the lower-level embedded puddles. All cells that belong to
this second-level puddle are then identified. The same procedure is performed until
all higher-level puddles are delineated. The hierarchical relationships of puddles at
different levels also are determined.
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Modeling of the P2P Filling-Spilling-Merging-Splitting
Dynamics

A new modeling framework has been developed to simulate the dynamic P2P
filling-spilling-merging-splitting overland flow processes (Chu et al. 2013; Yang
and Chu 2015). The incorporated PD algorithm provides essential puddle delin-
eation details. The cascaded structure of the P2P model facilitates a series of
simulations for basins, puddle-based units (PBUs) within each basin, and
puddle-to-puddle and cell-to-cell (C2C) within each PBU. The full version of the
P2P model is essentially a quasi-3D model to simulate the threshold-driven, dis-
continuous P2P overland flow dynamics for infiltrating surfaces with various
microtopographic characteristics (Yang and Chu 2015). The P2P model provides
modeling details on the dynamic C2C and P2P processes, puddle filling status,
spatiotemporal ponded water distributions, infiltration and subsurface flow, dis-
charges at basin outlets, and mass balance for all time steps.

Puddle-Based Units (PBUs)

PBU, a relatively independent unit associated with a highest-level puddle and its
contributing area, has unique hydrologic characteristics (Chu et al. 2013; Yang and
Chu 2015). Based on the information from the PD program (e.g., delineated pud-
dles and flow directions), the P2P model tracks the PBUs for each basin and detects
the upstream-downstream contribution relationships of the PBUs to generate a
cascaded flow drainage system for the basin. The connectivity of each PBU to its
downstream PBU is controlled by the threshold (unique threshold behavior). In the
modeling, overland flow is routed for all PBUs by following their cascaded patterns
in the hierarchical drainage system. To facilitate water routing within a PBU, two
procedures (C2C and P2P routing) are implemented. The former (i.e., C2C)
transfers water from upstream to downstream contributing cells, while the latter
(i.e., P2P) simulates the dynamic behaviors of puddles and their interactions.

Cell-to-Cell (C2C) Water Routing Procedure

The C2C drainage network of a PBU is determined by the PD algorithm, which
links all contributing cells to the centers of the highest-level puddle and its
embedded puddles in the PBU. In the C2C modeling, runoff water is transferred
from upstream to downstream cells until reaching a water-ponded cell, which leads
to an increase in ponded water level and an expansion of the water-covered area of
the PBU (Chu et al. 2013). The filling volume (FV) of water in the puddle is then
computed. Depending on the quantity, the FV is used to determine the puddle status
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(i.e., filling, spilling, merging, or splitting) in the following P2P water routing. In
the full version of the P2P model, a 1D diffusion wave model is used to account for
the C2C overland flow in each PBU (Yang and Chu 2015).

Puddle-to-Puddle (P2P) Water Routing Procedure

A PBU may include many embedded puddles at different levels. The P2P routing
involves modeling of their filling, spilling, merging, and splitting dynamics (Chu
et al. 2013; Yang and Chu 2015). To do so, a puddle routing (PR) list, including a
group of “active” puddles to be routed, is created and continuously updated over
time during the P2P routing until all puddles on the list are routed. Following the
hierarchical relationships of puddles, the P2P routing is performed from one PBU to
another downstream PBU in a basin and from one basin to another basin until the
routing is completed for all basins of the entire area.

Modeling of Infiltration and Unsaturated Flow

In the full version of the P2P modeling system, a modified Green-Ampt
(GA) model (Chu and Marino 2005) is coupled with the aforementioned P2P
overland flow model. The GA model simulates infiltration and vertical unsaturated
flow along a layered soil profile for each individual DEM cell under any complex
rainfall patterns, as well as soil water drainage and redistribution during dry time
periods. The GA model provides infiltration, surface ponding, rainfall excess,
spatiotemporal distributions of soil moisture, soil water flow velocities, and deep
subsurface drainage over the entire simulation domain.

A Case Study

A case study was conducted for a site in the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) located in
Stutsman County, North Dakota (Fig. 2) for testing the coupled PD and P2P
modeling system, and demonstrating the microtopography-dominated threshold
behavior and the critical role of real threshold-driven P2P dynamics in overland
flow generation and hydrologic modeling. This PPR site has been used by the U.S.
Geological Survey for long-term hydrologic and ecological monitoring studies
(Winter and Carr 1980; Mushet et al. 2015). Chu (2015) delineated prairie potholes
and the wetlands for this PPR site. The site has an area of 2.5515 km2 (1,350 m
1,890 m). The surface topography of the study area, represented by a 10-m DEM
obtained from the USGS (Fig. 2), is featured with numerous prairie potholes and
the associated wetlands across varying scales.
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Importantly, two different surface delineation methods and two distinct overland
flow modeling approaches were applied to the selected site and the results were
compared to highlight the importance of quantifying the P2P overland flow
dynamics and the resulting threshold behavior. The widely used TOPAZ in the
Watershed Modeling System (WMS 2015) was used for traditional “depression-
less” surface delineation, while the PD program was utilized for new
depression-oriented, PBU-based surface delineation. Based on the delineation
results from the two methods, HEC-HMS (USACE 2015) was used for traditional
hydrologic modeling, and the P2P modeling was performed to simulate the P2P
filling-spilling-merging-splitting overland flow dynamics. To be comparable, the
initial and constant loss method was selected in the HEC-HMS modeling. The
lumped depression storage (ratio of maximum depression storage to the basin area)
was estimated for each basin using the exact depression storage delineated by the
PD program. A 100-year, 24-h storm for Stutsman County, North Dakota from the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (126.24 mm/24 h) was selected for
the HEC-HMS and P2P modeling. The total simulation time period was 36 h,
which was further divided into 144 time steps (i.e., time interval was 15 min).
Selection of this heavy storm and its duration for the modeling allows one to closely
examine different phases of the P2P dynamics, the spatial and temporal variability
in hydrologic connectivity, and the significant differences in simulation results from
different modeling methodologies.

Surface Delineation for the PPR Site

The delineation results from the PD program are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. The
surface with a maximum depression storage of 1,145,571 m3consists of 17 basins
(B1–B17) (Fig. 3a) and 126 puddles across 17 different puddle levels. The major

Elevation (m) 

Fig. 2 Selected PPR site in Stutsman County, North Dakota
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depressions with high flow accumulation numbers are clearly shown in Fig. 3b.
Among the 17 basins, 11 “basins” are actually small drainage areas adjacent to the
boundaries, which do not include any depressions or depressional areas (Table 1).
The remaining 6 basins consist of both depressional and non-depressional areas.
Particularly, the two largest basins (B11 and B16) include numerous puddles at
different levels. B11 and B16 account for 48.92 and 23.43% of the surface area and
54.29 and 44.79% of the surface depression storage, respectively, (Table 1).

Figure 4 shows the delineation results from WMS. The six major sub-basins
(B11, B16, B5, B15, B17, and B9) delineated by WMS (Fig. 4a) are similar to
those from the PD program (Fig. 3a) although there are some minor differences.
However, the real fundamental difference is the delineated drainage systems.
The PD program identified all depressions/puddles, their levels, and their hierar-
chical drainage relationships. In WMS, however, all depressions were filled,
forming a uniform channelized drainage network (Fig. 4b). The former (i.e., PD)
implemented depression-oriented delineation for characterizing P2P dynamics,
variable connectivity, and threshold behavior, while the latter (i.e., WMS) created a
depressionless surface with complete connectivity.

Overland Flow Modeling for the PPR Site

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the hydrographs simulated by the P2P model and
HEC-HMS. The discharges simulated by the P2P for the two largest basins (B11
and B16) under the 100-year 24-h storm are shown in Fig. 5a, b. Their peak flows
are 1.071 and 0.0038 m3/s, respectively, (Fig. 5a, b). For the HEC-HMS modeling,
however, the simulated discharges from these two largest basins are zero for all
time steps, which can be attributed to using the mean basin depression storage
(49.83 and 85.85 cm, respectively, Table 1). Note that the rainfall excess never
exceeded such large lumped values of surface depression storage for these two

(a) Basins delineated byPD (b) Flow accumulations delineated by PD

B11 

B16 

B5

B9

B15 B17

B1

B3

B14 B12 

B6 

B2 

B4 

B7 
B8 

B10 B13 

Fig. 3 Delineation results from the PD program: a basins and b flow accumulations (the legend
shows the accumulation numbers)
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basins. Comparison of the total discharges from the six major basins (B5, B9, B11,
B15, B16, and B17) simulated by the P2P and HEC-HMS also indicates that
HEC-HMS tends to underestimate surface runoff for depression-dominated basins.
The total peak flow from HEC-HMS is only 63.4% of the one simulated by the P2P
model (Fig. 5c, d).

Table 1 Surface topographic parameters for the 17 basins

Basin
No.

Maximum
depression
storage
(MDS) (m3)

Depressional
area (Ad)
(m2)

Non-depressional
area (And) (m

2)
Total
basin area
(A) (m2)

Depression
storage
(MDS/Ad)
(cm)

Mean basin
depression
storage
(MDS/A)
(cm)

11 621,946 1,248,100 100 1,248,200 49.83 49.83

16 513,124 597,600 100 597,700 85.86 85.85

5 3,808 132,200 70,800 203,000 2.88 1.88

15 1,119 70,600 60,200 130,800 1.59 0.86

17 1,375 70,000 26,000 96,000 1.97 1.43

9 4,199 69,600 100 69,700 6.03 6.02

2 0 0 44,400 44,400 0 0

6 0 0 31,800 31,800 0 0

3 0 0 28,900 28,900 0 0

14 0 0 27,700 27,700 0 0

13 0 0 24,000 24,000 0 0

1 0 0 17,000 17,000 0 0

7 0 0 9,900 9,900 0 0

4 0 0 7,800 7,800 0 0

10 0 0 6,100 6,100 0 0

12 0 0 4,300 4,300 0 0

8 0 0 4,200 4,200 0 0

Sum 1,145,571 2,188,100 363,400 2,551,500 52.36 44.90

Note The outlet cell is included in the non-depressional area

(a) Subbasins delineated by WMS (b) Drainage networks delineated by WMS

B11

B16

B5

B9

B15 B17

Fig. 4 Subbasins and drainage networks delineated by WMS
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Figure 6 shows the temporal variations of connected areas simulated by the P2P
model for the 100-year 24 h storm (a) for the entire surface, (b) for four small
basins (B5, B9, B15, and B17), (c) for the largest basin B11, and (d) for the second
largest basin B16. Before t = 9 h, only 15.55% of the total area contributed surface
runoff to the outlets (Fig. 6a). The connected area then exhibited stepwise increases
and reached the highest (28.77%) at t = 12 h when the rainfall intensity reached the
peak value. After the 24-h storm, the connected area decreased to 14.27% (Fig. 6a).
The connected areas of four small basins (B5, B9, B15, and B17) reached 100%
from t = 9 h for B15 to t = 12 h for B9 (Fig. 6b). Interestingly, due to the large
numbers of depressions and significantly higher depression storages, very small
portions of the two largest basins (B11 and B16) made runoff contributions to their
outlets (Fig. 6c, d). The highest connected area percentage for B11 was 2.267%
(Fig. 6c), while only 0.017% of the B16 area generated surface runoff for the outlet
(Fig. 6d). Thus, surface runoff contributing areas vary spatially and temporally,
depending upon the actually topographic characteristics, rainfall features, land
covers, soil properties, and other factors. It is of practical importance to map the
dynamic changes in contributing areas. In contrast, it is often assumed in traditional
watershed hydrologic modeling (e.g., HEC-HMS) that 100% of the surface area
contributes runoff through a well-connected drainage system over the entire sim-
ulation period, which accounts for static, complete connectivity.

Figure 7 shows the dynamic changes in normalized discharge (ratio of discharge
to rainfall), normalized contributing area (ratio of connected area to the total area),
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Fig. 5 Hydrographs simulated by the P2P model and HEC-HMS for the 100-year 24-h storm:
a discharge simulated by P2P for B11; b discharge simulated by P2P for B16; c total discharge
simulated by P2P for six major basins (B5, B9, B11, B15, B16, and B17); and d total discharge
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normalized depression storage (ratio of depression storage to maximum depression
storage), and normalized rainfall (ratio of rainfall to maximum depression storage)
simulated by the P2P model for the 100-year 24-h storm. Both the normalized
contributing area and outlet discharge curves display stepwise increases before the
dimensionless time of 0.33 (i.e., t = 12 h) due to the P2P dynamics and threshold
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simulated by the P2P model for 100-year 24-h storm for a entire surface; b four small basins (B5,
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behavior of the system (Fig. 7). From the time of 0.33–0.67 (i.e., t = 24 h), the
normalized contributing area maintains the maximum value of 0.29 and the ratio of
discharge to rainfall decreases from 0.28 to 0.23 (Fig. 7). A significant increase in
depression storage can be observed within the time period from t = 12 h (or 0.33)
to t = 24 h (or 0.67). After the normalized depression storage reaches the maximum
value (0.20) at t = 24 h, it slowly decreases until the end of the modeling due to the
losses in the dry time period from 0.67 to 1.0. The modeling results indicate that
depressions were not fully filled and only 19.8% of the maximum depression
storage was filled. Similar changes can be observed for the ratio of rainfall to
maximum depression storage. The maximum percent of rainwater used to fill
surface depressions is 28.1% (Fig. 7).

To further examine the threshold behavior of overland flow generation, a uni-
form steady 24-h rainfall with an intensity of 50.0 mm/h was applied in both P2P
and HEC-HMS modeling. The former (i.e., P2P) accounted for the dynamic P2P
threshold control while the latter (i.e., HEC-HMS) simulated the depression storage
as a lumped depth of water for each basin (e.g., 49.83 cm for B11, Table 1).
Comparison of the hydrographs simulated by the P2P and HEC-HMS for the largest
basin B11 is shown in Fig. 8. Two major stepwise increases can be clearly observed
for the hydrograph from the P2P model. HEC-HMS, however, tends to delay the
initiation of surface runoff. The P2P modeling results demonstrate that surface
runoff commences before all depressions are fully filled, which has been verified by
many experimental studies (e.g., Chu 2011).

Summary and Conclusions

The theory of threshold hydrology was outlined in this study. Specifically, new
methods were described for characterizing surface topography, delineating land
surfaces, and simulating the dynamic puddle-to-puddle filling, spilling, merging,
and splitting processes. The new PBU delineation algorithm took full consideration
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of the hydrotopographic properties of puddles, their hierarchical relationships, and
different filling conditions, and eliminated the artificial “fill sinks” preprocessing
required for most existing “static” delineation methods. The new modeling
approach facilitated simulation of the P2P dynamics through C2C and P2P routing
across all PBUs in the cascaded drainage system.

The application of the new delineation and modeling methods to the PPR site
and the comparison with traditional delineation and watershed modeling approa-
ches demonstrated the existence of threshold behavior in overland flow generation,
nonuniformity in evolution of hydrologic connectivity, variability in spatiotemporal
distributions of surface runoff, and hierarchy in drainage patterns. This study
emphasized the dominance of surface topography on surface and subsurface
hydrologic processes and highlighted the potential issues associated with the tra-
ditional depressionless delineation methods. Traditional watershed hydrologic
modeling based on depressionless surface topography, complete hydrologic con-
nectivity, and uniform drainage networks may misrepresent the actual hydrologic
system and provide inaccurate, even incorrect, simulation of hydrologic processes
in both space and time. Using a lumped depression storage (depth of water) in
traditional hydrologic modeling tends to delay initiation of surface runoff and
underestimate surface runoff, especially for depression-dominated basins.

Importantly, not the entire watershed is “active” making runoff contribution to
the outlet. Also, the “inactive” areas (in terms of runoff contribution) are not always
inactive. Depending on the stages of the dynamic puddle filling, spilling, merging,
and splitting processes, such non-contributing areas may become active and con-
tribute surface runoff. In addition, overland flow may exhibit stepwise changes
(either increase in a wet period or decrease in a dry period) due to the
depression-driven threshold control.
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Nondimensional UH-Based Smoothing
of S-Curve-Derived UH Oscillations

P. R. Patil, S. K. Mishra, Nayan Sharma and Vijay P. Singh

Abstract This paper proposes nondimensional unit hydrograph (UH)-based pro-
cedure for eliminating the oscillations frequently observed in the recession part of
altered duration UHs derived from conventional S-curve approach. Such occurrence
of oscillations and/or even negative ordinates cannot be ignored or left unadjusted,
and therefore, their elimination by often suggested manual/visual adjustments is
attempted, which is quite cumbersome and time-consuming. Proposed procedure
employs the peak (Qp) and time to peak (tp) of altered duration (s-h) UH for its
derivation, which is derived by using analytical S-shaped model-efficient enough to
exactly reproduce the oscillation-free S-curve. The suggested approach is found to
be superior to the conventional S-curve approach. On the whole, the complexity
associated with the lagging of S-curve, interpolation—if altered UH duration is not
a multiple of parent UH duration (D-h), manual/visual adjustments to eliminate
oscillations in derived S-curve or altered duration UHs and also for reasons of
maintaining unit volume of UH has been fully resolved.
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Introduction

In surface water modeling/simulation, if a UH is developed for a specific duration
of effective rainfall while dealing with a longer or shorter duration, a new UH must
be derived for that specific duration. The linearity property implicit in the UH
theory can be used to serve the purpose, and this procedure is sometimes referred to
as the S-curve method. The S-hydrograph invented in classical UH theory is an
elegant technique that could be used as an intermediate hydrograph to alter a UH
from one unit duration to any other desired unit duration (Dooge 1973).
Forward-backward S-curve method (Tauxe 1978) or S-curve method (Chow et al.
1988; Singh 1992) is frequently used for extending the duration of a UH.
Shortening the duration of a UH, however, can lead to troubles. The S-hydrograph
or S-curve or summation curve is the hydrograph corresponding to continuous
rainfall excess at a uniform rate for an infinite period.

The derivation of a finite-period UHs from an S-hydrograph is more complicated
than it appears at first glance as each computation depends on all preceding com-
putations and the S-curve may not be known continuously, but only at certain
intervals of time. For example, if we initiate with a parent UH defined only for a
particular time interval, the derived S-curve will be defined for the same time
interval. If altered UH duration is not a multiple of parent UH duration, interpo-
lation of parent UH is must and then only parent S-curve can be derived. Though
the available interpolation schemes are expedient, they lack theoretical as well as
physical basis, which can lead to undesirable results which are difficult to justify
from a physical standard (Boufadel 1998). Once the S-curve has been obtained from
its parent UH, a new UH of the desired duration can be derived from it by dis-
placing the S-curve by the same time step (may be an integer multiple or fraction),
taking the difference of the two S-curves, and then normalizing the volume. If the
derived hydrograph is normalized to unit volume, the resulting t-h UH corresponds
to rain falling at a rate of l/t depth units per h for t-h.

Theoretically, the S-hydrograph is a smooth curve because the input rainfall
excess is assumed to be a continuous and of uniform rate. However, the numerical
processes of the procedures may result in an oscillatory form that may require
smoothing or adjustment. If there are inaccuracies in the parent UH, there will
probably be oscillations in what would be a smooth S-curve. Its ordinates some-
times tend to fluctuate on both the rising and equilibrium stages, frequently termed
as hunting of S-curve. There is no guarantee that the S-curve derived from a smooth
finite-period UH will itself be smooth. The correctness of the parent UH can be
further improved if a smooth S-curve is drawn manually in such a manner that it
reaches the equilibrium value at the end of base width of parent UH. Using this S-
curve, UH is derived back. Finally, a check is required to be made for the area under
the modified UH to be unity. It is possible that the S-curve oscillations may also
lead to grossly erroneous ordinates of the derived altered duration UH showing an
abnormal sequence of discharges (sometimes even negative values) at the tail end
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(Subramanya 2013). Therefore, in practice, the S-curve obtained by summation is
smoothed out graphically before taking the S-curve differences. In addition to this,
the resulting altered duration UH is also adjusted manually, which is quite com-
plicated, cumbersome, and time-consuming for maintaining unit volume.

Numerous hydrologists have noticed that the derived UH ordinates are distorted
by high-frequency oscillations during the solution of various inverse problems
associated with UH applications. Blank et al. (1971) described and discussed these
oscillations in finite-period UH. In addition to this, they suggested an application
low-pass digital data filter and moving average procedure as a mean to avoid
oscillations. Hall (1977) suggested a simple extension of the basic harmonic
method algorithm as a mean of smoothing oscillations in UHs derived from
complex storms. The occurrence of such oscillations has also been attributed to the
derivation of a shorter duration UH from a longer duration parent UH (Sangal
1986). According to Linsley et al. (1975), oscillations can be expected to occur in a
derived S-curve whenever the parent UH time step is less than the effective rainfall
pulse duration. Hunt (1985) used Duhamel’s superposition integral-based UH
solutions and numerical examples to explain the Linsley et al. phenomena, if the
hydrograph is not the exact solution of a linear differential equation with time
independent coefficients. If the actual effective duration of runoff is not same as of
UH duration, using a shorter or longer duration causes the summation process to
result in a runoff diagram with either periodic gaps or periodic increases to a
doubled runoff magnitude in the same duration. Alternatively, S-curve serves as an
approximate check on the assumed duration of the effective rainfall for the original
UH. A duration which causes minimum oscillations in the S-curve can be found by
trial and is quite lengthy. These fluctuations can also result from nonuniform runoff
generation, unusual areal distribution of rain, or errors in the basic data.

The oscillation-free shape of parent S-curve to its lagged versions can be well
represented mathematically by mean value function of the inflection S-shaped
(IS) software reliability growth model (Ohba 1984) developed to analyze the
software failure detection process, by modifying popularly used logistic population
growth model (Verhulst 1838, 1845, 1847). Its underlying concept is that the
observed software reliability growth becomes S-shaped if faults in a program are
mutually dependent, i.e., some faults are not detectable before some others are
removed. The law of growth assumes that systems grow exponentially until an
upper limit or maximum capacity inherent in the system is approached, at which
point the growth rate slows and eventually saturates or levels off, producing the
characteristic S-shape curve (Stone 1980). Here, IS model is employed to estimate
Qp and tp of s-h UH analytically.

Nondimensional/dimensionless/index UH developed by Mockus (1957) to rep-
resent several UHs is plotted using the ratio of the basic units time to peak and peak
rate. It has its ordinate values expressed in a dimensionless ratio Q/Qp and its
abscissa values as t/tp. Gamma distribution has a long past in the hydrologic
engineering applications and is thoroughly considered for fitting the hydrographs by
Edson (1951), Nash (1957), (1958), (1960), Aron and White (1982), Singh (2004),
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(2005), (2006), (2007), Nadarajah (2007), Rai et al. (2009). Bhunya et al. (2003)
developed nondimensional form of UH based on the simplified two-parameter
gamma distribution (2-PGD) employing two parameters, i.e., k (which is dependent
on the nondimensional shape factor b) and scale parameter tp. These forms of UH
relationships are similar to those presented by Singh (1988), (2000), but exhibit
greater reliability. It is prerequisite for altered UH derivations that Qp and tp are to
be known. Following such approaches, a procedure is suggested to eliminate the
oscillating part of UH derived from S-curve maintaining the UH area as unity,
which is the primary objective of this paper. An alternate procedure suggested by
Patil et al. (2016) employing the relationships dependent only on b and tp is also of
comparable accuracy.

Inflection S-Shaped (IS) Model

The mean value function of this model is defined as (Ohba 1984):

f ðtÞ ¼ a
1þ ce�bt

1� e�bt
� �

for t� 0; a; b; c[ 0; ð1Þ

when t ¼ 0; f ðtÞ ¼ 0; and if t ¼ 1; f ðtÞ ¼ a;

where the parameter a represents the asymptotic limit that bounds the function past
which the output cannot grow (NakiCenovic 1988). e = 2.71828, b is a growth rate
parameter which specifies ‘width’ or ‘steepness’ of S-curve, i.e., as b increases, the
curve approaches the asymptote f (t) = a more rapidly. The parameter c is the point
of inflection, if c > 0; a function increases when b > 0 and decreases when b < 0.

The S-curve derives the name from its own shape which comes out like alphabet
‘S’ though slightly deformed. Due to the shape similarity, IS model can be utilized
for S-hydrograph fitting. With suitable change of notations (i.e., a = Qeq), the mean
value function of IS model (Eq. 1) can be transformed into hydrologic form as:

SðtÞ ¼
Qeq

1þ ce�bt
ð1� e�btÞ for t� 0; Qeq; b; c[ 0: ð2Þ

The curve defined by Eq. (2) is the time-varying S-curve due to D-h parent UH. It
represents one pulse of growth as the S-curve proceeds from initial rapid growth to
slow growth as the maximum capacity is approached. The maximum or equilibrium
discharge (Qeq) of the S-curve is defined as (CWC 1984; Subramanya 2013):

Qeq ¼ Ad
0:36D

¼ 2:778Ad
D

m3=s, ð3Þ

where A = catchment area (km2), d = 1 cm depth, and D = unit duration of the
parent UH (h). Qeq is also referred as the volume of 1-cm direct runoff depth over
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the entire catchment or the volume of direct runoff graph (i.e., UH). Alternatively,
this volume can also be derived as the sum of all UH ordinates, i.e., RQi m

3/s at a
time step Dt = D-h. If Dt 6¼ D-h, then the volume can be estimated as RQi � (Dt/
D) m3/s.

Mathematically, S-curve (Eq. 2) can be lagged by s-h as follows:

Sðt�sÞ ¼
Qeq

1þ ce�bðt�sÞ ð1� e�bðt�sÞÞ for t� 0; Qeq; b; c; s[ 0: ð4Þ

Here, location parameter (s) shifts the function in time without affecting its shape
(Meyer 1994).

The difference (z) of the two S-curves [S(t) and S(t − s)] displaced by s-h denotes
the ordinates of an altered duration (s-h) UH.

z ¼ SðtÞ � Sðt�sÞ ¼ Qeq
1� e�bt

1þ ce�bt
� 1� e�bðt�sÞ

1þ ce�bðt�sÞ

� �
: ð5Þ

On differentiating Eq. (5) and equating to zero and on further simplifying the
resultant, one obtains

t ¼ tp ¼ s
2
þ 1

b
log c: ð6Þ

Equation (6) gives the value of t in terms of s, b, and c, which represents the tp of
s-h UH. Substituting the estimate of t in (Eq. 5) leads to

Zmax ¼ Qeq 1þ 1
c

� �
ebs=2 � 1
ebs=2 þ 1

� �
; ð7Þ

Qp ¼ Zmax= s=Dð Þ: ð8Þ

Equation (7) gives the maximum difference (zmax) between the ordinates of S-
curves displaced by desired s-h duration for known values of Qeq, b, c, and s, which
can be further used to estimate the Qp of s-h UH when divided by the ratio (s/D) as
shown in Eq. (8). The shape of the UH can be further obtained by employing the
2-PGD-based nondimensional relationships, as described below.

Nondimensional UH

For the different ranges of k, Bhunya et al. (2003) developed 2-PGD-based sim-
plified relations to obtain dimensionless ratio Q/Qp as:
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Q=Qp ¼ exp 0:158=k2 � 0:169
� �

f ðt=tpÞ
� 	

for k\0:27ð Þ; ð9aÞ

Q=Qp ¼ exp 21:834k2 � 23:58kþ 6:716
� �

f t=tp
� �� 	

for k� 0:27ð Þ; ð9bÞ

where f is a function of (t/tp) is given by (Singh 2000)

f t=tp
� � ¼ 1� t=tp

� �þ ln t=tp
� �� 	

: ð10Þ

Bhunya et al. (2003) expressed k in terms of nondimensional parameter b, which
is defined as a product of qp and tp.

k ¼ 0:636

1þ 4:13ðbÞ1:52 þ 0:029 for b� 0:54 and k� 0:27: ð11Þ

Procedure in Steps

Conventional S-Curve Approach

1. Derive S-curve by adding a series of unit duration parent UHs lagged by unit
duration successively. The sum of parent UH ordinates in a series reaches a
constant value, i.e., equilibrium discharge (Qeq) at a time equal to the time base
of parent UH. Sometimes, S-curve may exhibit hunting effect in this region.

2. Estimate the difference between two S-curves with their initial points displaced
by the duration equal to the desired duration of altered UH.

3. Compute the ordinates of the altered duration UH by dividing the S-curves
difference by the ratio of ‘altered UH duration to parent UH duration’ at each
time step. The derived UH may also exhibit oscillations in its receding part.

Oscillations in derived S-curve and altered duration UHs are the problematic
features of the conventional S-curve approach which are wiped out using the
suggested approach.

Nondimensional UH Approach
For known Qeq, the oscillation-free UH of the desired durations can be derived as
follows:

1. Fit the parent duration S-curve using Eq. (2) to determine b and c of Eq. (2).
2. For known Qeq, above estimated b and c and desired altered UH duration (s-h)

derive tp of the altered duration UH using Eq. (6).
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3. Derive zmax between the ordinates of S-curves displaced by the duration of
altered UH using Eq. (7).

4. Derive Qp of the altered duration UH using Eq. (8). Convert this Qp (m
3/s) to qp

(h−1).
5. Assume dimensionless ratio t/tp with equally spaced ordinates.
6. Compute the nondimensional shape parameter b (=qp � tp) and determine f (t/

tp) and k from Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively.
7. Derive ordinates of dimensionless ratio Q/Qp from Eq. (9a) or (9b) considering

range of k with f (t/tp).
8. Plot the nondimensional UH by multiplying the value of Qp with Q/Qp and tp

with t/tp.

Application

Three unit duration UHs of 6, 4, and 4 h given in textbook (Ojha et al. 2008;
Subramanya 2013; Raghunath 1995) were used as parent UHs to test the proposed
approach. The performance of the proposed and conventional S-curve approach is
evaluated using Nash–Sutcliffe (1970) efficiency (ηNS) criterion expressed mathe-
matically as:

gNS ¼ 1�
Pp
i¼1

Qi � Q̂i
� �2

Pp
i¼1

Qi � �Qið Þ2

0
BB@

1
CCA

2
664

3
775� 100: ð12Þ

Here, Qi = observed discharge for ith pulse (m3/s), Q̂i = computed discharge for
ith pulse (m3/s), �Qi = overall mean observed discharge (m3/s), and p = total
number of observations. The ηNS varies at the scale of 0–100%. The ηNS of 100%
implies a perfect fit between the observed and computed values. In this study, the
parameters b and c have been calibrated using SOLVER routine of EXCEL based
on the generalized reduced gradient nonlinear programming algorithm (Lasdon
et al. 1978) with the objective function of maximizing ηNS to obtain a reliable fit.

Analysis and Discussion of Results

Derivation of 3- and 9-h UHs from 6-h Parent UH (Ojha et al. 2008)

First, the derivation of 3- and 9-h UHs from known 6-h parent UH is described
in detail in the following text, and then, the results are presented on similar lines for
other parent UHs.
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Conventional S-curve approach: To alter, 6-h parent UH (Table 1) into 3- and
9-h UHs, its ordinates were lagged continuously at an equal interval of 6 h till 54 h,
which is the time base of the parent UH. The 6-h S-curve is derived by summing up
a series of 6-h parent UHs which is termed as ‘parent or conventional S-curve’
(Table 1 and Fig. 1). As expected, the resultant S-curve exhibits hunting effect.
Hence, a best-fit curve is plotted through these points manually in order to reach a
constant equilibrium value, i.e., Qeq = 16,250 m3/s at t = 54 h (Table 1; Fig. 1).
The ‘manually adjusted 6-h S-curve’ is comparatively smoother than the conven-
tional 6-h S-curve, and hence, used in further analysis hereafter. The adjusted 6-h S-
curve is lagged by 3 and 9 h. The difference between ordinates of adjusted 6-h S-
curve and its lagged versions at 3 and 9 h yields the ordinates of 3-h UH and 9-h
UH when divided by the ratio of s/D = 3/6 and 9/6, respectively, and termed as
altered duration conventional UHs (Table 1; Figs. 2 and 3). The estimated volume
[RQi � (Dt/D) = 16,250 m3/s] is identical for both the altered duration UHs.

Elimination of the hunting effect of S-curve through manual adjustments (Fig. 1)
does not mean that the issue of oscillation is fully resolved, as the altered duration
conventional UHs derived from the manually adjusted S-curve still exhibit oscil-
lations (Figs. 2 and 3).

Nondimensional UH approach: For known Qeq = 16,250 m3/s and optimized
b = 0.20 and c = 60.92, the complete shape of ‘analytical IS 6-h S-curve’ has been
reproduced using Eq. (2) with Qeq = 16,224 m3/s achieved at t = 54 h. It closely
resembles the manually adjusted conventional 6-h S-curve with ηNS = 99.99%
(Eq. 12) and does not exhibit oscillations as in case of conventional S-curve
(Fig. 4).

For known Qeq, estimated b and c, and desired s; the altered duration UHs Qp

and tp were derived from the equations obtained through the differentiation of IS
functions representing displaced S-curves. These have been used for conversion of
UH to the desired duration using the proposed approach as follows.

The given 6-h parent UH is converted to 3- and 9-h UHs, respectively, to
exemplify the utility of the proposed nondimensional UH approach in eliminating
oscillations. For 3-h UH derivation (i.e., s = 3 h), the zmax (=2402 m3/s) is derived
using Eq. (7) for known Qeq = 16,250 m3/s, b = 0.20, and c = 60.92. QP

(=4803 m3/s) estimated using Eq. (8) for s/D = 3/6 and is further converted to qp
(=0.049 h−1), for b-estimation. This conversion needs a catchment area
(A = 35,097 km2) to be known, and if it is not available, it can be derived from
Eq. (3) for Qeq and D as mentioned above. From Eq. (6), tp is estimated as 22.55 h.
b (=qptp) is estimated as 1.11. Function f (t/tp) is estimated using Eq. (10) for the
assumed dimensionless ratio t/tp. Since b� 0.54, k is derived as 0.14 from Eq. (11).
Thus, with known k and f (t/tp), ordinates of dimensionless ratio Q/Qp were esti-
mated from Eq. (9a) or (9b). Finally, nondimensional 3-h UH is developed by
multiplying the value of Qp with Q/Qp and tp with t/tp.

For 9-h UH derivation (i.e., s = 9 h), a similar approach is followed considering
the same values of Qeq = 16,250 m3/s, b = 0.20, c = 60.92, and D = 6 h. The
parameters calculated are zmax = 6823 m3/s, QP = 4548 m3/s, qp = 0.047 h−1,
tp = 25.55 h, b = 1.19, and k = 0.13. It is observed that the oscillations in the
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conventional 3-h and 9-h UHs are smoothed out completely by the derived
nondimensional 3-h and 9-h UHs (Table 1; Figs. 2 and 3), satisfying volumetric
equality with estimated RQi � (Dt/D) = 16,010 and 15,973 m3/s, respectively.

Derivation of Altered Duration UHs from Other Two Parent UHs

Similarly, the altered duration (i.e., 2 and 6 h) UHs were derived from two
different 4-h parent UHs (Subramanya 2013; Raghunath 1995) using the conven-
tional and nondimensional approaches. Here, hunting effect of conventional S-curve
has not been removed manually as even after these adjustments oscillations still
continue to occur in the resultant altered duration UHs. The 4-h S-curves derived by
the conventional and analytical IS approaches with respect to two different 4-h
parent UHs are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The resulting altered duration
oscillation-free UHs are depicted in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively, satisfying
volumetric equality.
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Conclusions

1. The proposed easily executable nondimensional approach yields reliable results
in terms of the UH reproduction and outperforms the conventional S-curve
based UH approach avoiding tail-end oscillations, automatically taking care of
the volume and nonnegativity constraints, and reducing the
computational complexity.

2. The need of manual adjustment has been completely eliminated by the proposed
approach which in turn reflects its time-saving ability.
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3. The suggested analytical IS model which has the efficacy to exactly reproduce
the oscillation-free S-curve obviates the need for synthetic relationships in
estimation of UH parameters (Qp and tp).

4. Estimation of Qp and tp is simple because of the absence of empirical coefficient
that may require calibration, and involves computations of only exponential and
logarithmic functions, which can easily be accomplished using Spreadsheet.

5. The convenience and sound theoretical basis of the proposed approaches assure
of its practical applicability.
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Fuzzy-Based Comprehensive Evaluation
of Environmental Flow Alteration

Kairong Lin, Fan Zhang, Qiang Zhang, Xinjun Tu and Yang Hu

Abstract Environmental flow alterations of the key factors influencing aquatic
health of a river basin, and it is particularly true for highly-fragmented rivers. In this
paper, a new comprehensive evaluation technique using the fuzzy theory was
developed. The evaluation index system of environmental flow alteration was firstly
established including the relative change of median and deviation, degree of
alteration quantifies from range of variability approach (RVA), and histogram
matching approach (HMA). Then, the weight of each evaluation index was deter-
mined using the entropy theory and order dualistic comparison method. Finally, the
overall alteration degree of the 32 IHA (Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration)
parameters was generated by fuzzy comprehensive method. Two main control
stations, the Yichang station located at the outlet of the Upper Yangtze basin and
the Gaoyao station located at the outlet of the west river of Pearl River basin, were
selected as case study stations. The results showed that each evaluation index only
reflects parts of characteristics of alteration in each parameter, and their contribu-
tions to comprehensive alteration of each IHA parameter were different over the
stations. The developed comprehensive evaluation method can make the weight
determination more scientific and credible, and effectively overcome the short-
comings of traditional single-factor evaluation and offer more reasonable quanti-
tative evaluation of environmental flow alteration.
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Introduction

In recent years, a bunch of publications appeared addressing environmental flow
alterations and related impacts on ecosystems (e.g., Gao and Vogel 2009; Home
et al. 2013; Kim and Singh 2014; Lin et al. 2014; Shiau and Huang 2014; Zhang
et al. 2014a, b). Indicators of hydrologic alteration (IHA) developed by The Nature
Conservancy in the United States (Richter et al. 1996) is one of the techniques
widely used in detection of hydrological alterations. IHA includes 33 parameters
computed based on historic flow or stage records (Table 1). In order to quantify the
degree of alteration for each hydrologic parameter in IHA, the range of variability
approach (RVA) was established accordingly (Richter et al. 1997). Although the
RVA is also well applied to determine the flow regime targets by using IHA (Lian
et al. 2012), it is subject to potential limitations (Gippel 2001; Richteret al. 2006).
Shiau and Wu (2008) pointed out that variations of the parameter value within the
target range, and the value and frequency of the hydrologic parameter falling
beyond the target range (the interval between 25 and 75% frequency) are not
explicitly taken into account in the RVA method. To solve this problem, Shiau and
Wu (2008) adopted a histogram matching approach (HMA) for assessment of flow
regime alteration, which uses the degree of histogram dissimilarity, employing the
quadratic-form distance between frequency vectors of the pre- and post-impact
histograms based on IHA, and describes the whole variance of hydrologic alter-
ations (Yang et al. 2012). In addition, Kim and Singh (2014) proposed an
entropy-based multi-criteria decision method for hydrologic alteration assessment
of biologically relevant flow regimes. Virtually, these assessment methods only
describe some characteristic of alteration in every IHA parameter. For example,
RVA concerns the frequency of a hydrologic parameter falling in the target range,
and HMA considers the frequency distribution of the whole series, while variations
of median value and coefficient of deviation are also not taken into account.
Therefore, it is necessary to synthetically evaluate the alteration of every IHA
parameter. In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive method based on the theory
of fuzzy mathematics, to synthetically evaluate environmental flow alteration.

Methodology

Our objective is to compute overall alteration degree which involves the following
steps, as shown in Fig. 1: (1) Calculation of IHA parameter; (2) Selection of
evaluation index; (3) Computation of membership matrix; (4) Determination of
evaluation index weight; and (5) Computation of overall membership degree.
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Calculation of IHA Parameter

The IHA statistical package, developed by Richter et al. (1996) and supported by
the nature conservancy (TNC), was used to calculate the hydrological alteration, in
which 32 IHA parameters from historic flow records are selected in this study,
including five characteristics of flow regimes, which are called magnitude of
monthly water conditions, magnitude and duration of annual extreme conditions,
timing of annual extreme conditions, frequency and duration of high and low
pluses, and rate and frequency of condition changes.

Selection of Evaluation Index

In this study, four indices, i.e., the relative change of median (RCM), the relative
change of deviation (RCD), degree of alteration calculated by RVA (DRVA), and
degree of histogram dissimilarity calculated by HMA (DHMA), are adopted aiming
to evaluate the alteration of each hydrologic parameter in IHA. Degree of alteration
calculated by RVA (DRVA) is defined as the relative change of the number of the
flow regime falling within the target range (the 25th- and 75th-percentile values)
between the pre- and post-impact periods, and the detail calculation steps can be
seen in Richter et al. (1996). While degree of histogram dissimilarity calculated by
HMA (DHMA) is defined as the relative change of histogram dissimilarity between
the pre- and post-impact periods, and the detail calculation steps can be seen in
Shiau and Wu (2008).

Input observed data at station

Calculation of IHA parameter

 Selection of evaluation index

Computation of 
membership matrix Normalization Determination of  

weight

 Computation of overall alteration degree

Fig. 1 Working flow for computation of overall alteration degree based on fuzzy evaluation
method
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Thus, the evaluation index matrix was established as follow:

X ¼
x11 x12 � � � x1n
x21 x22 � � � x2n
� � � � � � � � � � � �
xm1 xm2 � � � xmn

2
664

3
775 ¼ xij ð1Þ

where xij is the eigenvalue of the ith evaluation index of the jth hydrologic
parameter in IHA, i ¼ 1; 2; � � �m; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � n: In which, m is equal to 4 and n is
equal to 32 in this study.

Computation of Membership Matrix

To unify the standards for comparison, we adopted the method of range transfor-
mation for the normalization of the evaluation index matrix. Because the bigger the
evaluation index is, the higher the indicating extent of hydrologic alteration is, the
following equation was adopted for normalization.

rij ¼
xij � ^n

j¼1
xij

_n
j¼1

xij � ^n
j¼1

xij
ð2Þ

where _n
j¼1

xij and ^n
j¼1

xij are the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of the ith

evaluation index in the decision set. Thus, the relative membership matrix was
established after normalization as follow:

R ¼
r11 r12 � � � r1n
r21 r22 � � � r2n
� � � � � � � � � � � �
rm1 rm2 � � � rmn

2
664

3
775 ð3Þ

Determination of Evaluation Index Weight

Determination of Objective Weight

The objective weight of the evaluation index is determined by using the entropy
theory after the relative membership matrix is got through the fuzzy evaluation.
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Firstly, the information entropy is calculated as follow, which is a measurement of
system disorder degree.

IEi ¼ �
Xn
j¼1

aij ln aij ð4Þ

where aij ¼ rijPn

j¼1
rij
.

Then, the output entropy can be calculated as follow, which is a measurement of
the importance of the evaluation index.

OEi ¼ IEi

ln n
ð5Þ

After that, the difference degree can be calculated as follow:

DDi ¼ 1� OEi ð6Þ

Finally, the objective weight of the evaluation index can be calculated as follow:

OWi ¼ DDiPm
i¼1

DDi

ð7Þ

Determination of Subjective Weight

The subjective weight of the evaluation index is determined by the order dualistic
comparison method (Chen and Guo 2006), which depends on the relative impor-
tance of each evaluation index.

Firstly, an evaluation index was selected as the most important index, which
important degree (ID) is set as 1. Then important degree (ID) of the equal important
index to the most important index is also set as 1. Important degree (ID) of the least
important index is set as 0. Four more levels of important degree were set between 0
and 1, which value are 0.667, 0.428, 0.25, and 0.11, respectively. After that, the
subjective weight of the evaluation index can be calculated as follows:

SWi ¼ IDiPm
i¼1

IDi

ð8Þ
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Determination of Overall Weight

The overall weight of the evaluation index is determined by the combination of the
objective weight and subjective weight, which can be calculated as follows:

Wi ¼ OWi � SWiPm
i¼1

OWi � SWi

ð9Þ

Computation of Overall Alteration Degree

Firstly, let rgi ¼ _n
j¼1

rij and rbi ¼ ^n
j¼1

rij, then rg ¼ rg1; rg2; � � � ; rgm
� �T

and

rb ¼ rb1; rb2; � � � ; rbmð Þ, which represent the maximal and minimal alteration deci-
sion set. After that, an optimization criterion was established to find the optimum
relative membership as follow:

Min FðujÞ ¼ u2j
Xm
i¼1

ðwið _
n

j¼1
rij � rijÞÞ2� þ ð1� ujÞ2

Xm
i¼1

ðwiðrij � ^n
j¼1

rijÞÞ2
" #( )

ð8Þ

where uj is the relative membership degree of the jth hydrologic parameter in IHA.

Finally, let dFðujÞduj
¼ 0, then the optimum relative membership degree can be

gained as follow:

uj ¼ 1

1þ
Pm
i¼1

wið _
n

j¼1
rij�rijÞ

h i2

Pm
i¼1

wiðrij� ^n
j¼1

rijÞ
h i2

ð9Þ

where uj is the overall alteration degree (OAD) of the jth hydrologic parameter in
IHA.

Case Study

In this study, two main control stations, Yichang station located at the outlet of the
Upper Yangtze basin and Gaoyao station located at the outlet of the west river of
Pearl River basin, are chosen as case study (as shown in Fig. 2). The Yangtze River
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originates from the Tibetan Plateau and follows a sinuous west-to-east route before
emptying into the East China Sea, and the basin is home to 33% of China’s
population and plays an important role in China’s economic development (Gao
et al. 2012). Yichang station has a drain age area of approximately 1.0 million km2,
and the upstream of this station is abundant in hydropower potential. Since the
1960s, large reservoirs were constructed in the Upper Yangtze basin, such as
Hongfeng reservoir constructed in 1960, Heilongtan reservoir constructed in 1971,
Wujiangdu reservoir constructed in 1982, and Three Gorges constructed in 2003.
Therefore, the long-term flow records were divided into the pre-impact period of
1878–1960 and the post-impact period of 1961–2010 for the IHA analyses in this
study.

The west river is the largest tributary of the Pearl River, which has a mainstream
length of 2,214 km and a catchment of 351,500 km2. The west river has the highest
water discharge and sediment load, which represent 77 and 89% of the Pearl
River’s total water discharge and sediment load, respectively (Liu et al. 2014).
Presently, the Pearl River provides the essential water supply to several major cities
such as Guangzhou, Foshanin the Pearl River Delta region. Since the 1990s, large
reservoirs were also constructed in the West River, such as Yantan constructed in
1992, Bailongtan reservoir constructed in 1996, and Tianshengqiao reservoir

Fig. 2 Location of the study river basin and also hydrological stations
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constructed in 1997, with a total storage capacity of 138.8 � 108 m3. In addition,
another human activity, uneven sand dredging began in the late 1980s. Therefore,
the long-term flow records were divided into the pre-impact period of 1960–1989
and the post-impact period of 1990–2009 for the IHA analyses in this study.

Results and Discussion

The 32 parameters selected to analyze the hydrologic alteration at Yichang and
Gaoyao stations include the monthly average flow; 1-, 3-, 7-, 30-, 90-day minimum
and maximum average flows and base flow; the date when minimum and maximum
stage and flow occurred; low and high pulses and their durations; and number of
reversals. The results for IHA analyses are listed in Table 1. Table 1 includes the
relative change of median (RCM), the relative change of deviation (RCD), degree
of alteration calculated by RVA (DRVA), and degree of histogram dissimilarity
calculated by HMA (DHMA) of each hydrologic parameter in IHA.

Analysis of Evaluation Indexes

Four evaluation indexes’ values of each IHA parameter were compared, as shown
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that there were much difference between these four eval-
uation indexes’ values at both Yichang and Gaoyao stations. Figure 4 shows the
flow series and frequency histogram of high pulse duration and low pulse count
between pre- and post-impact periods at Yichang station, respectively. Refer to
Fig. 4a and Table 1, it can be seen that frequency histogram varies not too much
between pre- and post-impact periods, the value of DHMA is 37.98%, while the
value of the relative change of median and deviation, while the DRVA are 25,
80.91, and 51.81%, that is, the flow series had change a lot although the value of
DHMA is not too large. On the contrary, for low pulse count at Yichang station, the
value of DRVA is not too large, only 19.89%, while other three evaluation indexes
are relative high, which values are 50%, 55.55, and 41.4%. As shown in Fig. 4b,
frequency histogram of low pulse count varies a lot although the numbers falling
beyond the RVA bound between pre- and post-periods have not too much different.

In addition, for Rise rate and Date of maximum at Yichang station, their values
of DRVA are 48.13 and 48.48% separately, which appears to indicate a close
hydrologic alteration between Rise rate and Date of maximum. However, it can be
seen from Fig. 5a, c that there is a great difference between the flow series of these
two indicators. As we compare their frequency histograms, which of Rise rate has
changed greater than that of Date of maximum, as shown in Fig. 5b, d. And the
relative change of median of these two indicators is also different, in which value of
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Rise rate is 20%, while that of Date of maximum is only 3.5%. On the contrary, for
Date of maximum and Low pulse duration, their values of DHMA are 34.88 and
34.12%. It is also found from Fig. 5d, f, there are both small change between the
frequency histograms of pre- and post-periods. However, it can be seen from
Fig. 5c, e that there is a great difference between the series of these two indicators.
As we compare their relative change of deviation, which value of Low pulse
duration is 98.57%, while that of Date of maximum is only 8.26%.

The same patten can be found at Gaoyao station. For 90-day minimum and
October, their values of DRVA are both 25%, which indicate that they may have
the same hydrologic alteration degree. However, it can be seen from Fig. 6a, c that
the post-impact series of 90-day minimum is more upwards deviation to RVA
bound, while that of October is more downwards deviation to RVA bound. As we
compare their frequency histograms, which of October has changed greater than
that of 90-day minimum, as shown in Fig. 6b, d. And the relative change of
deviation of these two indicators are also different, which value of October is
71.49%, while that of Date of maximum is only 21.26%. On the contrary, for

Fig. 3 Comparison of four evaluation indices at Yichang station (a) and Gaoyao station (b)
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October and Low pulse duration, their values of DHMA are 37.6 and 37.7%
separately, which appears to indicate a close hydrologic alteration between October
and Low pulse duration according to DHMA value. However, it can be seen from
Fig. 6c–d, e–f that there is a great difference between the series of these two
indicators. As we compare their values of DRVA, which of October is 25%, while
that of Low pulse duration is only 3.85%. And the relative change of median and
deviation of these two indicators are also different, in which values of October are
28.14 and 71.49%, while those of Low pulse duration are 59.38 and 29.01%.

These above results indicated that each evaluation index only reflects some
characteristic of hydrologic alteration of each parameter, so it is necessary to
synthetically evaluate the alteration of every hydrologic parameter in IHA.

Determination of Weigh Vector

Based on the method presented in Sect. 2.4, evaluation Index matrix was firstly
normalized by using Eq. (2). Then, the information entropy, output entropy, dif-
ference degree, and objective weight of the evaluation index were determined by
the entropy theory. After that, the subjective weight of each evaluation index was
calculated by the order dualistic comparison method based on the importance of

Fig. 4 Temporal variations of low pulse count and low pulse count versus frequency relations
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each evaluation index. Finally, the overall weight of the evaluation index is
determined by combination of the objective weight and subjective weight, and the
results were listed in Table 2. Traditional weight determination method mainly
depends on expert’s experience. The weight determination by using the entropy
theory in this study not only considers the difference information of each evaluation
index, but also the importance of each evaluation index, which can make the weight
determination more scientific and credible.

Fig. 5 Variation and frequency distribution of Rise rate a, b Date of maximum c, d and low pulse
duration e, f at Yichang station
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Comprehensive Evaluation Results

Based on the weights for the evaluation index system determined in Sect. 4.2, we
evaluated the comprehensive alteration of 32 IHA parameter according to the
procedure detailed in Sect. 2.2, and the results are listed in Table 1. It can be seen
from Table 1, number of reversals and 3-day maximum are identified as the greatest
and smallest alteration index among the 32 IHA parameters at Yichang station, and
overall alteration degree of them are 0.93 and 0.01, respectively. While March and

Fig. 6 Variation and frequency distribution of 90-day minimum a, b October c, d and low pulse
duration e, f at Gaoyao station
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7-day minimum are identified as the greatest and smallest alteration index among
the 32 IHA parameters at Gaoyao station, and overall alteration degree of them are
0.87 and 0.002, respectively. Figure 7a, b shows the series of number of reversals
and 3-day maximum at Yichang station for the pre- and post-impact periods, and
Fig. 7c, d shows the series of March and 7-day minimum at Gaoyao station for the
pre- and post-impact periods. Refer to Fig. 7a, c, it can be seen that number of
reversals at Yichang station and March at Gaoyao station for the post-impact period

Table 2 Weights of the four evaluation indices

Station Index Entropy method Order dualistic
comparison
method

Weight

IE OE DD OW ID SW

Yichang RCM 2.95 0.85 0.15 0.31 0.25 0.16 0.24

RCD 2.87 0.83 0.17 0.36 0.428 0.09 0.16

DRVA 3.17 0.92 0.08 0.18 1 0.37 0.32

DHMA 3.22 0.93 0.07 0.15 1 0.37 0.27

Gaoyao RCM 2.75 0.79 0.21 0.40 0.25 0.16 0.29

RCD 3.01 0.87 0.13 0.25 0.428 0.09 0.11

DRVA 3.15 0.91 0.09 0.18 1 0.37 0.30

DHMA 3.14 0.91 0.09 0.18 1 0.37 0.30

Fig. 7 Pre- and post-impact series of number of reversals a and 3-day maximum b at Yichang
station and March c and 7-day minimum d at Gaoyao station
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have changed greatly when compared to the pre-impact period. It can be also seen
from Fig. 7b, d that 3-day maximum at Yichang station and 7-day minimum at
Gaoyao station for the post-impact period are close resemblance to the pre-impact
period. This implies that the result of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method is
reasonable.

In addition, correlation analysis is conducted to further analyze the relationship
between overall alteration degree and the four evaluation indexes, and the results
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The correlation coefficients between overall alteration
degree and RCM, RCD, DRVA, and DHMA are 0.35, 0.47, 0.68, and 0.33,
respectively, which is significant at 0.05 level (larger than 0.2875 or less than
−0.2875), in which the correlation coefficient between OAD and DHMA is the
smallest. It can be seen from Fig. 2a and Table 1, the value of DHMA varies not
too much among 32 IHA parameters at Yichang station. For Gaoyao station, the
correlation coefficients between OAD and RCM, DRVA, and DHMA are 0.37,
0.45, 0.68, respectively, which is significant at 0.05 level (larger than 0.2875 or less
than −0.2875), while the correlation coefficient between OAD and RCD is only
0.05.

These above results indicated that each evaluation index can contribute to
comprehensive alteration of each IHA parameter, but their contributions were
different according to different station.

Fig. 8 Relations between membership degree and these four evaluation indices at Yichang station
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Conclusion

In this paper, based on the theory of fuzzy mathematics, we proposed a compre-
hensive method for the evaluation of environmental flow alteration. Two control
stations of the Yangtze River and Pearl River in China are selected as case study.
Major findings from this study include the following:

(1) The four evaluation indexes, the relative change of median and deviation, and
degree of alteration calculated by RVA and HMA are selected to form an
evaluation index system, and the entropy theory and order dualistic comparison
method are used to calculate the weights of these four evaluation indexes,
which can make the weight determination more scientific and credible.

(2) Each evaluation index only reflects some characteristic of hydrologic alteration
of each parameter, and the comprehensive evaluation method can effectively
overcome the shortcomings of traditional single-factor evaluation and offers
more reasonable quantitative evaluation of environmental flow alteration.

(3) Each evaluation index can contribute to comprehensive alteration of each IHA
parameter, but their contributions were different according to different station.

The fuzzy-based evaluation method can be also used to comprehensively assess
hydrologic alteration of different stations in a region. This study only chooses four
evaluation indexes for comprehensive evaluation of environmental flow alteration.
More suitable evaluation index should be studied and included into the fuzzy-based
evaluation method in the future.

Fig. 9 Scatter plots between membership degree and the four evaluation indexes at Gaoyao
station
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Spatial Characters of a Tropical River
Basin, South-West Coast of India

Girish Gopinath, N. Ramisha, Ajith G. Nair and N. P. Jesiya

Abstract An evaluation of drainage network of Mahe river basin (394 km2),
Kerala, India, with a humid tropical setting is carried out using geospatial tech-
niques. The streams of the basin generally conform to Horton’s laws. However, the
correlation between mean stream length and stream order is low (r = +0.55),
probably due to an abrupt increase in mean stream length in the highest orders of
the subwatersheds. The Subwatersheds in the extreme eastern part of the basin are
characterized by maximum relief, and gradients exhibit highest runoff and sus-
ceptibility to flooding and inundation. The lineament zones and associated tectonic
activity control the drainage patterns and disposition of subwatersheds. The various
linear and spatial morphometric parameters of each subwatershed are ranked based
on their susceptibility to flooding. Subwatersheds III–VI are environmental hot
spots, where implementation of flood control and mitigation measures should be
urgently focused. The other subwatersheds steady are found to be in steady state
equilibrium with components like climate, lithology, tectonics and topography that
determine origin and development of a drainage basin. Major flooding rarely occurs
in Mahe, in spite of favourable morphometric characters in other parts of the basin,
and is attributed to permeable lateritic nature and dominant areal extent of SW IX in
the western most extreme.
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Introduction

Watershed is a natural hydrological entity which allows surface run off to define
channel, drain, stream or river at a particular point (Kalyanjit et al. 2012).
Morphometric analysis of a watershed provides a tool to characterize the watershed
through the quantitative description of the drainage system (Strahler 1964). The
morphometric assessment helps to elaborate a primary hydrological diagnosis in
order to predict approximate behaviour of watershed if correctly coupled with
geomorphology and geology. The hydrological response of a river basin can be
interrelated with the physiographic characteristics of the drainage basin such as
such as size, shape, slope, drainage density, size and length of streams (Chorley
1969). Hence morphometric analysis of watershed is an essential first step, towards
basic understanding of watershed dynamics. To effectively interpret the morpho-
metric parameters, the remote sensing and geographic information system-based
techniques have been used. Remote sensing techniques are rapid, precise and
effective in modern day morphometric studies (Kalyanjit et al. 2012). Geomorphic
analysis from space has the advantage of allowing the use of quantitative methods
for both data gathering and information extraction. Thus, satellite images are
becoming useful and necessary in geomorphology, especially quantitative mea-
surements performing geomorphic analysis. GIS have enhanced the applicability of
geologic mapping when integrated with data obtained by remote sensing using a
wide range of formats and scales.

Hypsometric analysis is the study of the distribution of horizontal cross-sectional
area of a land mass with respect to elevation (Sivakumar et al. 2011). Morphology
of a river basin plays primary role in the dynamics of surface and subsurface water
runoff generation. It is also an essential tool to measure and represent the form of a
watershed and its evolution. Hypsometric data were derived and analysed for each
of the divided zone of Mahe river basin from 90 m SRTM DEM. Naturally,
hypsometric analysis has been used to differentiate between erosional landforms at
different stages during their evolution (Strahler 1952). Hypsometric integrals and
hypsometric curves are important indicators of watershed conditions. The Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission obtained elevation data on a near-global scale to gen-
erate the most complete high resolution digital topographic database of earth.
Digital elevation model is a digital model or 3D representation of a terrain surface,
commonly for a planet created from terrain elevation data. Present work focused on
to evaluate the characteristics of Mahe river basin and to understand erosional
topography of subwatersheds of river basin using advanced spatial technology in
order to enhance the utilization of water resources for sustainable development of
the basin area.
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Study Area

Mahe River (also known as Mayyazhipuzha) flows through the state of Kerala and
the coastal exclave of Mahe in Pondicherry. The river originates in the hills of
Wayanad in the Western Ghats and traverses a total length of 54 km before cul-
minating in the Arabian Sea at Mahe. The river passes through the villages of
Naripetta, Vanimel, Iyyancode, Iringanoor, Tripangathur, Peringalam, Edachery,
Kacheri, Eramala, Parakkadavu, kariyad, Olavilam, Kunnumakara, Azhiyoor and
Mahe, thus covering an area of 394 km2. Figure 1 shows the location map of Mahe
river basin.

Fig. 1 Location map of Mahe river basin
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Climate

The river basin has a wet and maritime tropical climate influenced by the seasonal
heavy rains of the south-west summer monsoon and north-east winter monsoon.
About 65% of the rainfall occurs during the first season (June to August), corre-
sponding to the south-west monsoon, and the rest during the second season
(September to December), corresponding to north-east monsoon. The average
annual rainfall is 3,266 mm. The mean daily temperature ranges from 19.8 to 36.7 °
C. Mean annual temperatures range from 25.0 to 27.5 °C in the coastal lowlands.

Materials and Methods

Survey of India toposheets at scale of 1: 50,000 (Toposheet No. 49 M/9, 49 M/6 &
10, 49 M/13 and 49 M/14) and SRTMDEMwith a resolution of 90 m were used for
the generation of data in the study. The NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission
(SRTM) has a resolution of 90 m at the equator and is provided with digital elevation
data (DEMs) for over 80% of the globe. This data is currently distributed free of
charge by USGS and is available for download from the National Map Seamless
Data Distribution System, or the USGS ftp site. The SRTM data is available as 3 arc
second (approx. 90 m resolution) DEMs. The DEM files have been mosaiced into a
seamless near-global coverage (up to 60° north and south) and are available for
download as 5° � 5° tiles, in geographic coordinate system—WGS84 datum. These
files are available for download in both Arc-Info ASCII format and as GeoTiff, for
easy use in most GIS and Remote Sensing software applications. In addition, a
binary Data Mask file is available for download, allowing users to identify the areas
within each DEM which has been interpolated.

The topographic maps were georeferenced and mosaiced using ERDAS IMAGINE
9.1. The shape files of Mahe river basin were delineated using Arc GIS 9.2. Entire
networks of Mahe River get edited and various subwatersheds get separated using the
editor tool as shape files. Calculation of areal and linear morphometric parameters of
river basin using Arc GIS 9.2 gets preceded. For calculating relief parameters, DEM
from SRTM 90 m resolution extracted using the extraction byMask in Spatial Analyst
tool ofArcGIS 9.2was used. Filling of theDEMas reconditioning is used forfilling the
sinkholes in the DEM. It is done by fill in the hydrology option of Spatial Analyst tool.
Subwatershed-wise extractions of DEMs get undergone to done the relief parameter
calculation. Computation of basic characteristics required for morphometric analysis,
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ordering, lengths, area etc. were done in a GIS platform and using established mathe-
matical equations (Gopinath et al 2015) parameters such as StreamLength Ratio (RL),
Bifurcation Ratio (Rb), Drainage Density (Dd), Stream Frequency (Fs), Drainage
Texture (T), Form Factor (Ff), Circularity Ratio (Rc), Elongation Ratio (Re), Constant
ofChannelMaintenance (C),LengthofOverlandFlow (Lo),ReliefRatio (Rr),Gradient
Ratio (Gr) and Ruggedness number (Rn) were derived for each sub-watershed. Input
for the hypsometric analysis is obtained from the shape files of dam for subwatersheds.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show DEM, slope and drainage pattern of the Mahe river basin; the
CalHypso extension tool is used to perform hypsometric analysis. Hypsometric curves
were automatically generated and hypsometric integral were calculated from DEM
using Arc GIS extension known as CalHypso, makes the estimation process becomes
easy and more accurate (Gopinath and Ashitha 2014).

Fig. 2 Digital elevation model (DEM) of the river basin
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Results and Discussion

The present investigation includes morphometric analysis of drainage network and
hypsometric analysis for studying the evolutionary development of landforms.
Morphometric parameters calculated were grouped under (i) Linear parameters,
(ii) Relief parameters and (iii) Areal parameters.

Basic Parameters

The total area projected upon a horizontal plane of basin contributing to cumulate of
all order of basins is 431.06 km2 and the areas of the each subbasin are as given in
Table 1. Perimeter is the length of the boundary of the basin which can be drawn
from topographical maps. The perimeter of the each subwatershed and basin length
is given in Table 1. Basin area is hydrologically important because it directly affects
the size of the storm hydrograph and the magnitudes of peak and mean runoff. The
maximum flood discharge per unit area is inversely related to size (Chorley et al.
1957).

Fig. 3 Slope map of the study area
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Linear Aspects

The linear aspect of the drainage network such as stream order (Nu), stream length
(L), mean stream length (Lsm), stream length ratio (RL), bifurcation ratio (R) and
mean bifurcation ratio were calculated and summarized in Tables 2a and b.

Morphometric analysis of Mahe River reveals it to be a sixth order basin with a
total stream length of about 686 km and comprising of 909 stream segments
(Fig. 4) of which, 693 are of first order, 159 are of second order, 40 are of third
order, 8 are fourth order, two in fifth and one is indicating sixth order streams. First
order stream segments contribute 76%, second order of 17% and the remaining
stream segments include 7%. According to Chithra et al. (2011), the highest number
of first order streams indicates the intensity of permeability and infiltration. The
order wise total numbers of stream segments are known as the stream number.

Fig. 4 Drainage network of Mahe river basin

Table 1 Basic parameters of the Mahe river basin

Subwatersheds SW I SW
II

SW
III

SW
IV

SW
V

SW
VI

SW
VII

SW
VIII

SW
IX

Basin

Area (A) km2 59.61 28.69 11.42 27.44 22.81 4.27 96.41 12.93 167.48 431.06

Perimeter
(P) km

38.83 20.58 16.80 25.34 21.90 10.26 58.40 18.67 66.99 100.06

Basin length
(Lb) km

9.31 6.96 4.64 8.07 8.01 3.69 15.88 6.47 20.49 33.64
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Horton (1945) laws of stream numbers state that the numbers of stream segments of
each order form an inverse geometric sequence when plotted against order, and
most drainage networks show a linear relationship with small deviation from a
straight line.

Table 2 Linear aspects of the Mahe river basin

(a)

Subwatersheds SW I SW
II

SW
III

SW
IV

SW
V

SW
VI

SW
VII

SW
VIII

SW
IX

Basin

Total stream
length of order
u in km (L)

1 58 47.72 24.81 63.41 48.77 8.44 87.98 14.18 32.8 386.1

2 15.05 13.63 8.24 11.81 14.68 3.45 29 6.43 11.73 114

3 16.74 3.67 1.04 11.33 6.37 1.44 35.93 0.53 9.53 86.6

4 12.09 4.04 4.08 5.93 5.92 0.284 1.55 33.9

5 35.53 7.87 43.4

6 21.46 21.5

£Lu 101.88 69.06 38.17 92.48 75.74 13.614 188.44 29.01 77.07 685.5

Mean stream
length in km
(Lu/Nu)

1 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.4 1.1 0.58

2 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.88

3 1.9 0.9 0.3 1.6 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.5 4.8 1.76

4 12.1 2.0 4.1 5.9 5.9 0.3 1.6 3.54

5 35.5 7.9 4.82

6 2.39 2.39

Number of
streams (Nu) of
different stream
order (u)

1 100 73 55 131 95 22 154 33 30 693

2 29 13 14 31 20 5 37 8 5 162

3 9 4 3 7 6 2 9 1 2 43

4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 8

5 1 1 2

6 1 1

£Nu 139 92 73 170 122 30 201 43 39 909

Nu/A 1.68 2.54 4.82 4.77 4.16 5.15 1.59 2.55 0.18 3.05

(b)

Parameters SW
I

SW
II

SW
III

SW
IV

SW
V

SW
VI

SW
VII

SW
VIII

SW
IX

Basin

Bifurcation ratio
(Rb)

½ 3.4 5.6 3.9 4.2 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.1 6.0 4.5

2/3 3.2 3.3 4.7 4.4 3.3 2.5 4.1 8.0 2.5 4.0

¾ 9.0 2.0 3.0 7.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 3.44

4/5

5/6

Mean 5.2 3.6 3.9 5.2 4.7 3.0 4.1 6.1 3.5 3.9

Stream length ratio
(RL)

2/1 0.26 0.29 0.33 0.19 0.30 0.41 0.33 0.45 0.36 0.32

3/2 1.11 0.27 0.13 0.96 0.43 0.42 1.24 0.08 0.81 0.61

4/3 1.38 1.10 3.92 0.52 0.93 0.20 0.16 1.17

5/4

6/5

Average 0.92 0.55 1.46 0.56 0.55 0.34 0.79 0.27 0.44 0.35
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Bifurcation Ratio (RB)

The average bifurcation ratio of area is 4.37. This means that on an average, there
are 4.37 times as many channel segments to any given order as of the next higher
order. A lower Rb range between 3 and 5 suggests that structure does not exercise a
dominant influence on the drainage pattern (Table 2b). If the Rb is low, the basin
produces a sharp peak in discharge and if it is high the basin yields low, but
extended peak flow (Agarwal 1998). In this basin, the Rb values have been com-
puted for the individual sub-basins of all orders. The average Rb values for first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth subwatersheds are 4.7,
3.62, 3.87, 5.22, 4.69, 2.97, 4.14, 6.06 and 3.5. Irregularities in the Rb values is due
to the geological and lithological influence of the drainage basin (Strahler 1964).
High bifurcation ratio might be expected in regions of steeply dipping strata and
also may be due to more number of streams forming lesser number of higher order
streams. Deviation from normal bifurcation ratios is noted in first, second, fourth,
fifth, eighth and ninth subwatersheds. It indicates the effect of structures in the
drainage pattern.

Total Stream Length (Lu)

Stream length is one of the most significant hydrological features of the basin as it
reveals surface runoff characteristics. Streams of relatively smaller lengths are
characteristics of areas with larger slopes and finer texture. Longer lengths of
streams are generally indicative of flatter gradients. Generally, the total length of
stream segments is more in first order streams and decreases as stream order
increases. The total length of Mahe river basin is 685.5 km. Of this highest length is
contributed by first order streams and the lowest by sixth order streams

Mean Stream Length (Lum)

Mean stream length is a dimensional property revealing the characteristic size of
components of a drainage network and its contributing watershed surfaces (Strahler
1964). In the study area, mean stream length varies from 0.6 to 21.7.
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Stream Length Ratio (RL)

The stream length ratio has an important relationship with the surface flow and
discharge. Subwatersheds 1, 5 and 7 show an increasing trend in the stream length
ratio from lower order to higher order indicating their mature geomorphic stage.
Change in RL from one order to another indicates the late youth to mature stage of
geomorphic development (Singh and Singh 1997).

The area of watershed is 431.06 km2. Basin area is the direct outcome of the
drainage development in a particular basin. The length of Mahe watershed has
determined as 33.64 km.

Out of nine subwatersheds of Mahe river basin, SW III–VI possess high relief
and gradient, with higher values for drainage density, stream frequency and drai-
nage texture as well as lower values for length of overland flow and constant of
channel maintenance (Table 3). The subwatershed IX comprising of coastal plain is
the gentlest sloping (0.45). SW II and SW IV exhibit similar values of relief ratio,

Table 3 Areal aspects of the drainage basin

Parameters SW I SW
II

SW
III

SW
IV

SW
V

SW
VI

SW
VII

SW
VIII

SW
IX

Basin

Area (A) km2 59.61 28.69 11.42 27.44 22.81 4.27 96.41 12.93 167.48 431.06

Perimeter
(P) km

38.83 20.58 16.80 25.34 21.90 10.26 58.40 18.67 66.99 100.06

Basin length
(Lb)

9.31 6.96 4.64 8.07 8.01 3.69 15.88 6.47 20.49 33.64

Drainage
density (D)

1.71 2.41 3.34 3.37 3.32 3.19 1.95 2.24 0.46 2.44

Stream
frequency (Fs)

2.33 3.21 6.39 6.20 5.35 7.03 2.08 3.33 0.23 4.02

Drainage
texture (T)

3.99 7.72 21.37 20.88 17.76 22.40 4.07 7.46 0.11 11.75

Form factor
(Ff)

0.69 0.59 0.53 0.42 0.36 0.31 0.38 0.31 0.40 0.44

Circularity ratio
(Rc)

0.50 0.85 0.51 0.54 0.60 0.51 0.36 0.47 0.47 0.53

Elongation
ratio (Re)

0.94 0.87 0.82 0.73 0.67 0.63 0.70 0.63 0.71 0.74

Basin shape
(Bs)

0.16 0.24 0.41 0.29 0.35 0.86 0.16 0.50 0.12 0.34

Length of
overland flow
(Lo)

0.29 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.26 0.22 1.09 0.30

Constant of
Channel
Maintenance
(C)

0.59 0.42 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.51 0.45 2.17 0.59
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but the values of their drainage density, stream frequency, drainage texture, length
of overland flow and constant of channel maintenance are different.

It happens due to the presence of larger proportion of regions with higher slope
and elevation in SW IV compared to SW II (Figs. 2 and 3). The stream numbers,
mean stream lengths and total lengths are related to stream orders in a geometric
series. Such relations are in agreement with observations made by Horton (1945),
Schumm (1956), Chorley et al. (1957) and other works. Strong correlation
(r = −0.990, r = −0.892) are shown in the relations of stream number and total
stream length with stream orders (Figs. 5 and 6). The strong relationship of these
parameters with stream order indicates the uniformity of geological material par-
ticularly in the high relief portions of the basin. It is suggested that such a close
correlation points to steady state equilibrium reached between the different mor-
phometric parameters with components like climate, lithology and topography that
determine origin and development of drainage basin (Strahler 1957).

However, the relationship between mean stream length and order deviates sig-
nificantly from the ideal Hortonian trend as evidenced from the drop in correlation
(r = +0.55) between these two parameters. The mean stream length abruptly
increases from the theoretical trend in the higher orders of the basin (Fig. 6;
Table 2a). These factors may account for the lower correlation between mean
stream length and stream order in SW VII and SW VIII. The sixth order stream
occurs only in the subwatershed IX, which has lower relief and gradient. Thus, the
fundamental characters of a drainage basin (size, length, relief etc) are used to

Fig. 5 Interrelationship between the stream order and stream number

Fig. 6 Interrelationship
between the stream order and
total stream length
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generalize features of landscape geometry which are then interpreted for the various
fluvial processes. The Mahe river as a whole is characterized by fine texture, relief,
ruggedness number, low drainage density (<5 km/km2), constant of channel
maintenance and length of overland flow and substantial values of stream frequency
(>2 km2) (Table 3). These features suggest that Mahe basin has relatively high
spacing of streams, high run off, erosion potential and sediment load, low base flow,
low percolation rate of water, low capacity for surface water storage. The resistant
charnockite terrain of Western Ghats that forms the high relief parts of the basins is
expected to spawn low drainage density (hence Lo and C) and stream frequency in
SW III–VI. This is further enhanced by a humid climate that establishes a thick
humus rich soil cover supporting lush canopied tropical evergreen forests that
increase the infiltration of surface water. However, high values of Fs reveal the
control of structural features in influencing the trend and number of lower order
channels, consequently producing high surface run off in these subwatersheds. The
subwatersheds VII and IX fall almost exclusively in terrain of lower relief that is
dominant by Guruvayoor and Kadapuram sedimentary formations and patches of
laterite. The less resistant nature of these materials accounts for the low stream
number, stream frequency and drainage density of these subwatersheds.

Ruggedness number and drainage texture are the two vital indices of dissection
and run off and resultant erosion and flooding susceptibility in drainage basin
(Table 4). Drainage texture values of all high relief sub-basins III (21.37), IV
(20.88), V (17.76) and VI (22.40) are >10 making them ultra fine textured.
Ruggedness number too follows a similar trend exhibiting high value for SW V. In
Mahe basin, this parameter is more influenced by the high relief of the subwater-
shed than drainage density. SW IX possesses lower value for these indices and is
coarse textured. The slope values too, more or less correlate with the above
parameters, signifying their influence in run off correlate with the above parameters
signifying their influence in run off and flood potential of the subwatersheds.
Vegetation encourages high permeability and consequently subdues surface run off
and flood potential of the subwatersheds. Vegetation encourages high permeability
and consequently subdues surface run off. However, the impact caused by dense
vegetation in the basin particularly in the upper part is offset by high run off and low
infiltration and base flow. Mahe basin as a whole is fine textured (11.75). The
drainage pattern of the Mahe River shows dendritic and rectangular pattern (Fig. 4).

Table 4 Relief parameters of Mahe river basin

Parameters SW I SW II SW III SW
IV

SW V SW
VI

SW
VII

SW
VIII

SW
IX

Full
basin

Relief (m) 781 980 950 1071 1266 926 1001 126 181 1356

Gradient 625 641 807 981 158 739 908 126 62 1356

Relief ratio 85.39 144.11 218.97 142.38 169.29 269.38 63.92 22.10 8.83 40.31

Gradient ratio 67.13 92.10 173.92 121.56 158.05 200.27 57.18 19.47 3.03 40.31

Ruggedness
number

1.36 2.42 3.39 3.87 4.50 3.17 1.98 0.32 0.08 3.31
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The dendritic nature is mainly exhibited along northern region, whereas
south-western and north-eastern portions are characterized by rectangular pattern.
Strong structural control is influenced by the dominance of rectangular pattern. The
structural control on the drainage systems of the south-west coast of India is well
known. At least five periods of tectonogenesis have occurred in the Pre-Cambrian
terrain of the area resulting in different sets of fracture zones (Soman 2002). SW IX
forms 39% of the total area of the Mahe watershed. The sudden fall in velocity and
energy suffered by runoff and permeable nature results in the absorption and storage
of significant amount of water in this subwatersheds. Major flooding occurs com-
monly in rivers of Kerala during the annual monsoonal rains causing destruction of
life, property and inundation of large swaths of land. However, occurrence of major
floods seldom occurs in Mahe River. As discussed, a large number of subwater-
sheds of this river are morphometrically conducive for high peak floods. Still, the
relative rarity of floods in this river could be attributed to large areal extent and low
gradient of SW IX which acts to inbuilt flood control mechanism. The velocity and
energy of the surface flow from the high relief subwatersheds are checked when run
off enter SW IX.

Hypsometric Attributes

Quantitative measurements allow geomorphologists to objectively compare differ-
ent landforms and to calculate less straight forward parameters that may be useful
for identifying a particular characteristic of an area (Keller and Pinter 1996). For
each basin, hypsometric curves and hypsometric integral values are calculated in
order to investigate erosional stage of the basins and the tectonic and lithological
factors controlling it. The hypsometric curve of a catchment represents the relative
area below a given altitude (Strahler 1952). It describes the distributions of ele-
vations across an area of land, from one drainage basin to entire planet. These
curves have been used to infer the stage of development of the drainage network
(Keller and Pinter 1996).

The statistical characteristics of hypsometric analysis include hypsometric
integral (Ea), hypsometric curve, coordinates of slope inflection points, hypsometric
skewness, kurtosis (Luo 2000) as shown in Table 5. Hypsometric analysis has been
carried out for the nine subwatersheds of Mahe river basin. The Hypsometric curves
are shown in Fig. 7. Among the nine subwatersheds, I, II, VII, VIII and IX are in
old age; whereas SW III–VI are in young stage. Hypsometric curves of old age
basins are concave and curves of young stage basins are convex. Based on the
hypsometric integral values, SW III–VI show values in the range of 0.3–0.6 indi-
cating the young stage, while other subwatersheds have lower values indicating the
old age. Higher hypsometric head (>0.61) is shown by SW III–VI pointing to
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erosive processes at the upper reaches of these subwatersheds, whereas the other
five subwatersheds show lower erosive processes. Hence subwatersheds of younger
stage are prominent with erosion. But results of hypsometric integral values are in
contradiction with other measurements. Integral values indicate a mature stage of
development for SW III–VI, while the remaining (SW I, II, VII, VIII and IX) show
old stage. Maximum concavity (Eh) of the nine subwatersheds are positive indi-
cating highly eroded upland areas.

The results of hypsometric integral analysis are in contradiction to those of
morphometric measurements, that indicates a young topography for the SW III–VI.
While other hypsometric methods (curves and head values) largely corresponds to
the trend of morphometric analysis with respect to stage of development of these
subwatersheds. Integral values reveal an old highly eroded stage of landform
development. These mutually incongruent results obtained could only be explained
when further detailed studies into influence of parameters like landform, tectonics
and climate on river basins are carried out. It is generally considered that higher
values of morphometric parameters like drainage density, stream frequency, drai-
nage texture, relief, and gradient and ruggedness number are indicative of younger
topography where the stream activity is high. In the present study SW III–VI
belongs to this category of high elevation and stream gradient which results in high
erosion activity of streams. However, hypsometric analysis reveals a mature stage
for these subwatersheds (III, IV, V and VI). The study was preliminary in nature;
therefore, detailed studies are required before any concrete conclusion could be
drawn on these aspects.

Table 5 Hypsometric parameters-hypsometric integral (HI), normalized height of hypsometric
curve (h) at 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9, maximum concavity (Eh) and coordinates of slope inflection
point (I) given by a* and h*—of all the Nine subwatersheds of Mahe river

Subwatershed Area
(km2)

HI
(Ea)

Height of hypsometric
curve

Eh Coordinate
of I

Geologic
stage

0.2 0.5 0.8 0.9 h* A*

1 59.61 0.097 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.72 0.14 0.13 Old

2 28.69 0.20 0.43 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.41 0.12 0.46 Old

3 11.42 0.48 0.67 0.49 0.29 0.18 0.12 0.27 0.83 Young

4 27.44 0.42 0.64 0.43 0.23 0.14 0.16 0.70 0.13 Old

5 22.81 0.42 0.61 0.42 0.27 0.17 0.19 0.61 0.20 Old

6 4.27 0.36 0.65 0.29 0.11 0.07 0.23 0.35 0.41 Young

7 96.41 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.72 0.08 0.20 Old

8 12.93 0.17 0.25 0.13 0.07 0.05 0.53 0.25 0.20 Old

9 167.48 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.69 0.23 0.08 Old
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Conclusion

The Mahe basin is identified as a sixth order basin with dendritic and rectangular
patterns follows Hortonian laws are exhibiting a strong correlation (r = −0.990,
r = −0.892) in relations of stream number and total stream length with stream
orders. The correlation between mean stream length and stream order is lower
(r = −0.55), probably due to an abrupt increase in mean stream length in the highest
orders of the subwatersheds. This trend is more reflected in SW VII and VIII.
Morphometric analysis of Mahe river basin reveals high run off, erosion potential
and sediment load, low base flow, low percolation rate and low capacity for ground
water storage. SW III–VI are characterized by highest surface run off and erosion,
shortest time of concentration of surface flow, lowest base flow and infiltration for
ground water recharge, rendering them most susceptible to high peak flooding and

Fig. 7 Hypsometric curves of subwatersheds of Mahe river basin
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inundation. On the other hand, SW I, II, VII, VIII and IX exhibit a reverse trend in
the above parameters. The low relief and gradient of SW IX with its thick covering
of permeable laterite and alluvium account for its lowest run off and susceptibility
to flooding. The uncommon occurrence of major flooding in the Mahe in spite of
favourable morphometric characters is attributed to permeable nature and dominant
areal extent of SW IX. Thus, the subwatersheds III and IV are environmental
hotspots where the focus of flood control and mitigation measures is to be urgently
implemented. Hypsometric analysis of drainage basin development reveals that SW
III–V are in youth stage of development, while remaining SW I, II and VI–IX show
characters of old age. Hypsometric heads values also follow same trend.
Morphometric and hypsometric analyses are indicative of younger topography for
SW III–VI. It is suggested that in these subwatersheds, a steady state equilibrium is
set up between different morphometric parameters and components like climate,
lithology, tectonism and topography that control the origin and development of
Mahe river basin.
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Streamflow Estimation Using SWAT
Model Over Seonath River Basin,
Chhattisgarh, India

Sabyasachi Swain, Mani Kant Verma and M. K. Verma

Abstract Water availability is one of the major issues that need attention from the
present generation across the whole world to attain sustainability. Spatial variation
of water resources and further climatic changes are main reasons for extremes such
as droughts and floods. This urges for the quantification and forecasting of avail-
ability of the basic need of life. At the river basin level, streamflow is considered as
the most crucial parameter to assess water availability, which can be estimated by
simulation or modelling approaches. This article presents about the hydrological
modelling using a semi-distributed model, namely soil and water assessment tool
(SWAT), applied to Seonath river basin, Chhattisgarh, India. The climate fore-
casting system reanalysis (CFSR) meteorological data for the period of 1979–2014
(35 years) is used and the runoff is generated, which is calibrated using the
observed flow at the basin outlet. The results reveal the observed flow and modelled
flow to be very poorly correlated. The major causes of such mismatch are identified,
and possible improvement options are discussed.

Introduction

Seonath basin is the largest sub-basin of Mahanadi river basin, and it covers a
significant portion of the state Chhattisgarh, India. The various problems related to
the basin are not being given much attention. Like most parts of India, majority of
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population in Chhattisgarh is also directly dependent on agriculture for fulfilling
their basic amenities. Although Mahanadi basin is highly vulnerable to flooding, the
impacts of flood are never so thought provoking for Chhattisgarh. But the rainfall
anomalies leading to erratic streamflow may be a cause of concern and responsible
for the problems of water scarcity. According to the report of the National
Commission for Integrated Water Resources Development, Government of India,
various countries have been classified for water scarcity on basis of per capita
annual water resource (AWR). The countries with per capita AWR less than
1000 m3 are regarded to be in water stressed conditions. The number of countries in
water stressed condition in 1990 was 20, which is expected to be detrimental to
cause two-third of world population to face water stressed condition by 2050
(Gosain et al. 2006). Furthermore, according to IPCC (2007) reports, the global
surface warming has occurred at a rate of 0.56–0.92 °C during the period 1906–
2005, and impact of climate change may become severe to cause reduction in the
freshwater availability. They have also predicted the decrease in annual average
runoff and availability of water up to 30% by middle of the twenty-first century.
Also, the impact of climate changes will be severe for developing countries like
India (Gosain et al. 2006; Swain 2014; Swain et al. 2015).

At the river basin level, streamflow is considered to be the measure for esti-
mating the water availability. For estimation of streamflow, various models have
been developed. In the last two decades, the hydrological models are extensively
used to assess the water availability and prediction of extremes. Soil and water
assessment tool (SWAT) is one such model, which incorporates on Digital
Elevation Model, land use map, soil map, and meteorological parameters to gen-
erate runoff at basin scale. The model uses two basic equations for estimating runoff
i.e. soil conservation services—curve number (SCS-CN) method and Green Ampt–
Mein Larsen equations (Arnold et al. 1998; Abbaspour et al. 2009; Setegn et al.
2010; Bekele and Knapp 2010).

Study Area and Data Used

The study area is Seonath basin, having an area of 30,560 km2. The entire basin is
within Chhattisgarh state, India. This basin is situated between 20° 16′N to 22° 41′
N Latitude and 80° 25′E to 82° 35′E Longitude. The predominant soil of watershed
is sandy clay loam. Sandy loam, loam, and clay are also found in the watershed.
Seonath basin has a tropical wet and dry climate, and temperatures remain moderate
throughout the year, except from March to June, which can be extremely hot
(Verma et al. 2016). The area under Seonath basin is mainly fertile plains.

The meteorological data (rainfall, maximum and minimum temperature, wind
speed, solar radiation and relative humidity) are collected for 24 stations, as shown
in Fig. 1. These data were downloaded from climate forecasting system reanalysis
(CFSR) database simulated by National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) and Texas A & M University, USA. Digital elevation model (DEM) is
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downloaded from ASTER website (30 m Resolution) which was used in watershed
delineation. Soil map is collected from Chhattisgarh Council of Science and
Technology (CCOST), Raipur (C.G.), which was used in HRU analysis. Land use/
land cover map is downloaded from BHUVAN (LISS III), National Remote
Sensing Centre (NRSC). Topographical sheets (for creating shape files) were col-
lected from Survey of India.

Methodology

The various steps of running SWAT model are as follows: (1) automatic watershed
delineation, (2) hydrological response unit (HRU) analysis, (3) write input tables,
and, (4) SWAT simulation. (5) calibration using SWAT-CUP.

First of all, the SWAT project is set up with ArcGIS as an interface. Then,
automatic watershed delineation is carried out from the DEM provided as input file.
Figure 2 shows the process of delineating the watershed from DEM. The outlet
point of the basin is also fixed by SWAT automatically based on DEM. In the
second step, analysis of hydrologic response units is carried out through the model.
The land use and soil map of the basin is provided as input, and based on these, the
whole basin is subdivided into various homogenous units. The HRU is obtained

Fig. 1 Location of CFSR
stations in Seonath basin
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based on the response of soil and land use of different parts of the basin. The
reclassification of both the maps is done in this step. Figures 3 and 4 present the
reclassification of the input land use/land cover and soil map, respectively. Tables 1
and 2 represents the attribute table of the LULC map before and after reclassifi-
cation, respectively. After HRU analysis, comes the writing of input tables. In this
step, the weather generator data and all the input meteorological data are written in
specified tabular format, for the simulation to run.

In the next step, the model is run for the required period i.e. from January 1979
to July 2014. The simulation is carried for the duration whose required data are
already provided as input for SWAT simulation. We have to provide the starting
and ending date of the streamflow that we require as output. The streamflow data
can be generated as hourly, daily, monthly or annually output. Here, it has been
printed for daily output, where the rainfall distribution is chosen as skewed normal
distribution. At the end of this step, when the execution is successfully completed,
the output file of streamflow at basin outlet for the required duration will be gen-
erated, which needs to be checked with that of actual observed runoff at the outlet
so as to calibrate the model.

The calibration of the SWAT model is made by a software soil and water
assessment tool—calibration and uncertainty procedures (SWAT-CUP), which is
used for the auto-calibration of SWAT simulated outputs. The software uses var-
ious types of tools out of which Glue, Sufi2 and ParaSol are widely used. For the
auto-calibration of the SWAT model for Seonath basin, Sufi2 is used here. The
number of simulations carried was 50, and out of them, the closest values to that of
observed data is considered.

Fig. 2 Automatic watershed delineation from DEM through SWAT
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Fig. 3 LULC map reclassification in HRU analysis

Fig. 4 Reclassified soil map through HRU analysis
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Results and Discussion

Out of the 24 sub-basins, the runoff is generated at sub-basin numbered 15 (i.e. the
outlet of the entire basin is located in sub-basin 15 after SWAT auto-delineation).
The actual observed values of runoff at the outlet and number of simulations
required have to be provided as input for SWAT-CUP, and it was given 50 for this
case. More the number of simulations, more accurate is the calibration. At the end
of the simulation, the model gives the 43rd simulation as the best simulation, which
is closest to the observed values. But the results are having a clear mismatch with
respect to that of observed data. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency and the coefficient of
determination are found to be 0.07 and 0.31, respectively, which denotes that the
model does not produce satisfactory results for the basin.

There are some prominent reasons for such a disagreement between the observed
and the model generated streamflow. First of all, the meteorological data used are
collected from CFSR, and the observed runoff data is collected from Water
Resources Department, Chhattisgarh. As there was no meteorological data available
for temperature, wind speed, etc., from WRD, the CFSR data were used for anal-
ysis. This might have accounted for the mismatch. Secondly, the observed data is
collected at Jondhra outlet, whose location is not congruent to that of the outlet
denoted by SWAT after automatic watershed delineation. Although they are close,
since their exact locations are different, addition or loss to the streamflow may occur
in the distance between these two points, which may definitely affect the final

Table 1 Attribute table before reclassification of LULC

Row ID Value* Count LU_CODE

0 1 8439 Forest

1 2 27,232 Agricultural land

2 3 2277 Build up

3 4 579 Tree clad area

4 5 1139 Water bodies

5 6 2170 Wastelands

Table 2 Attribute table after reclassification of LULC

Row ID Value* Count Object ID LUArea1.Area LUArea1.LUSWAT

0 1 6,677,863 0 19.843 AGRL

1 2 22,033,842 1 65.472 WATR

2 3 1,843,005 2 5.476 SEPT

3 4 428,189 3 1.272 FRST

4 5 917,401 4 2.726 URHD

5 6 1,753,325 5 5.21 WETL
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output. Thirdly, the default values of HRU thresholds have been used in the model,
which may contradict to the original case. Moreover, there might also be errors in
streamflow data during collection due to lack of updated instruments and human
errors.

Conclusion

The problem of water availability has raised itself as a crucial issue, which is
addressed by assessing the runoff over Seonath river basin, Chhattisgarh, India.
SWAT model was applied to the basin for a period of 35 years to check if the
model can be used for future application. With a number of assumptions and using
default values, the model was run and the streamflow generated by the model
clearly showed disagreement with that of observed runoff values. The Nash–
Sutcliffe efficiency and coefficient of determination were less than 0.5, for the
best-matched simulation. The various causes of the mismatch have been discussed,
which needs to be focused upon before the application of the model for further use
over the basin.
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Revisiting the Soil Conservation Service
Curve Number Method

S. K. Mishra, Vijay P. Singh and P. K. Singh

Abstract The Soil Conservation Service Curve Number (SCS-CN) [now called as
Natural Resource Conservation Service Curve Number (NRCS-CN)] method is
globally popular for estimating runoff from rainfall events because of its simplicity
and ease of application for gauged and ungauged watersheds. Its popularity lies in
its simplicity as well as its ability to account for some key runoff-producing
watershed characteristics, such as soil type, land use, hydrologic condition, and
antecedent soil moisture condition (AMCs). Recently, the method has undergone
through a number of hydrologic and structural modifications through (i) soil
moisture accounting (SMA) procedures; (ii) curve number (CN) estimation and
their conversion techniques; (iii) linear/nonlinear initial abstraction (Ia) and maxi-
mum soil moisture retention relationships (S); (iv) storm duration and dynamic
versus static infiltration; (v) slope and CN relationships; and finally (vi) overall
renewal of SCS-CN methodology through different concepts and theories. This
paper revisits the popular SCS-CN methodology in the context of recent modifi-
cations along with various applications based on these modifications and much
beyond that it explores the newer fields of application in hydrologic sciences.
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Introduction

The USDA soil conservation service (SCS) (now called as the natural resources
conservation service, NRCS) curve number (CN) method, often designated as the
SCS-CN method, was first published in 1956 in Sect. 4 of the National Engineering
Handbook (SCS 1956). The SCS-CN method was originally developed for pre-
dicting runoff from small agricultural watersheds for individual rainfall events but
has since been revised several times and extended to rural, forest, and urban
watersheds and is now applied to a range of environments, including soil erosion
and water quality modeling (Walker et al. 2006; Mishra et al. 2006b; Singh 2013).
Although many hydrologic models are available for the estimation of direct runoff
from storm rainfall, most models are limited because of their intensive input data
and calibration requirements, and, therefore, the SCS-CN method seems to fulfill
our demands with few data requirements and clearly stated assumptions. The
method has also been coupled with several standard hydrologic software packages
such as storm water management model (SWMM) (Metcalf and Eddy 1971);
constrained linear simulation (CLS) (Natale and Todini 1976a, b); hydrologic
engineering center-1 (HEC-1) (HEC 1981); agricultural nonpoint source model
(AGNPS) (Young et al. 1989); chemicals, runoff, and erosion from agricultural
management systems (CREAMS) (Smith and Williams 1980); areal nonpoint
source watershed environment response simulation (ANSWERS) (Beasley and
Huggins 1980); and soil and water assessment tool (SWAT) (Neitsch et al. 2002).

Since its inception, the method has witnessed myriad applications in various
fields of hydrology, even for those it was not originally intended to be applied.
A curve number (CN) that is descriptive of major runoff-producing characteristics
of watershed such as soil type, land use/treatment classes, hydrologic soil group,
hydrologic condition, most importantly the antecedent moisture condition (AMC) is
required in the method. The wider applicability of the SCS-CN methodology can be
attributed to its multifaceted characteristic inherited such as its simplicity, ease of
use, major runoff-producing characteristics (as enumerated above), widespread
acceptance, and the significant infrastructure and institutional momentum for this
procedure within NRCS (Garen and Moore 2005). Recently, Singh (2013) revisited
SCS-CN methodology using entropy theory (Kapur and Kesavan 1992; Singh
2013). More recently, the SMA procedure has been a key component of trans-
mutation of the existing SCS-CN method to various improved variants (Michel
et al. 2005; Sahu et al. 2007, 2010; Ajmal et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2015).

Therefore, keeping in view of the aforementioned discussion, this paper revisits
the popular SCS-CN methodology in the context of recent modifications along with
various applications based on these modifications and different fields of applications
and much beyond that it also explores the newer fields of application in hydrologic
sciences.
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Background of SCS-CN Methodology

The SCS-CN method was developed in 1954, and it is documented in Sect. 4 of the
National Engineering Handbook (NEH-4) published by the Soil Conservation
Service (now called as Natural Resource Conservation Service), US Department of
Agriculture in 1956. The document has since been revised in 1964, 1965, 1971,
1972, 1985, and 1993. It computes the volume of surface runoff for a given rainfall
event from small agricultural, forest, and urban watersheds (SCS 1986). The
SCS-CN method is the result of exhaustive field investigations carried out during
the late 1930s and 1940s and the works of several investigators, including Mockus
(1949), Sherman (1949), Andrews (1954), and Ogrosky (1956). The passage of
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (Public Law 83-566) in August
1954 led to the recognition of the method at the Federal level, and the method has
since witnessed myriad applications all over the world.

The SCS-CN method is a conceptual model of hydrologic abstraction of storm
rainfall, supported by empirical data. Its objective is to estimate direct runoff vol-
ume from storm rainfall depth, based on a curve number CN (Ponce and Hawkins
1996). Its popularity is rooted in convenience, simplicity, authoritative origin, and
responsiveness to four readily grasped catchment properties, viz., soil type, land
use/treatment, surface condition, and antecedent moisture condition. To date, there
has been no alternative that possesses so many advantages, which is why it has been
and continues to be commonly used, whether or not it is, in a strict scientific sense,
appropriate. Though appealing to many practising hydrologists by its overwhelm-
ing simplicity, the method contains some unknowns and inconsistencies (Chen
1982). Due to its origin and evolution as agency methodology, it is effectively
isolated from the rigors of peer review. The information given in NEH-4 was not
intended to be exhaustive. No complete account of the method’s foundation is
available to date, despite some noteworthy attempts made by Ponce and Hawkins
(1996), Mishra and Singh (2003a), and Garen and Moore (2005), Chung et al.
(2010). The method has been structurally diagnosed and critically reviewed by
several researchers worldwide for its enhanced performance without disfiguring its
inherent simplicity. The diagnostic works of Rallison and Miller (1982), Chen
(1982), Ponce and Hawkins (1996), Mishra and Singh (1999, 2002a, b, 2003a, b,
2004a, b), Michel et al. (2005), and Chung et al. (2010) are noteworthy. Based on
the works of Ponce and Hawkins (1996) and Mishra and Singh (2003a), it was
concluded that the SCS-CN method is a conceptual model of hydrologic abstraction
of storm rainfall supported by empirical data dedicated to estimate direct runoff
volume based on a single numeric parameter CN.

The SCS-CN method is based on the water balance equation along with two
fundamental hypotheses. The first hypothesis equates the ratio of actual amount of
direct surface runoff (Q) to the total rainfall (P) (or maximum potential surface
runoff) to the ratio of actual infiltration (F) to the amount of the potential maximum
retention (S). The second hypothesis relates the initial abstraction (Ia) to S, also
described as potential post-initial abstraction retention (McCuen 2002).
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(a) Water balance equation

P ¼ Ia þFþQ ð1Þ

(b) Proportional equality (first hypothesis)

Q
P� Ia

¼ F
S

ð2Þ

(c) Ia–S relationship (second hypothesis)

Ia ¼ kS ð3Þ

where P = total rainfall; Ia = initial abstraction; F = cumulative infiltration
excluding Ia; Q = direct runoff; and S = potential maximum retention or infiltration.
The values of P, Q, and S are in depth or volumetric dimensions, while the initial
abstraction coefficient (k) is dimensionless. In a typical case, a certain amount of
rainfall is initially abstracted as interception, evaporation, infiltration, and surface
storage before runoff begins. A sum of these four elements at initiation of surface
runoff is usually termed “initial abstraction.”

The first hypothesis (Eq. 2) is primarily a proportionality concept, and the
second hypothesis (Eq. 3) is a linear relationship between initial abstraction Ia and
potential maximum retention S. Coupling Eqs. (1) and (2), the expression for Q can
be written as:

Q ¼ P�Iað Þ2
P�Ia þ S ; for P� Ia;
¼ 0; otherwise

ð4Þ

Equation (4) is the general form of the popular SCS-CN method and is valid for
P � Ia; Q = 0 otherwise.

For k = 0.2, the coupling of Eqs. (3) and (4) results in:

Q ¼ P� 0:2Sð Þ2
Pþ 0:8S

ð5Þ

Equation (5) is well recognized as a popular form of the existing SCS-CN
method. Thus, the existing SCS-CN method with k = 0.2 is a one-parameter model
for computing surface runoff from daily storm rainfall, having versatile importance,
utility, and vast untapped potential. The parameter S of the SCS-CN method
depends on soil type, land use, hydrologic condition, and antecedent moisture
condition (AMC). Similarly, the initial abstraction coefficient k is frequently rec-
ognized as a regional parameter depending on geologic and climatic factors. Many
other studies carried out in the USA and other countries (SCD 1972; Springer et al.
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1980; Cazier and Hawkins 1984; Ramasastri and Seth 1985; Bosznay 1989) report
k to vary in the range of (0, 0.3). Hawkins et al. (2001) suggested that the value of
k = 0.05 gave better fit to data and is more appropriate for use in runoff calcula-
tions. Since the existing SCS-CN method assumes k to be equal to 0.2 for practical
applications, it has frequently been questioned for its validity and applicability
(Hawkins et al. 2001), invoking many researchers to carry out a critical examination
of the Ia–S relationship for pragmatic applications (Mishra and Singh 2004b).

Mockus (1949) described the physical significance of parameter S of Eq. (6) as
“it is a constant and is the maximum difference of (P − Q) that can occur for the
given storm and watershed characteristics”. The parameter S is limited by either the
rate of infiltration at the soil surface or the amount of water storage available in the
soil profile, whichever gives its smaller value. Since S can vary in the range of
0 � S � ∞, it is mapped onto a dimensionless curve number CN, varying in a
more appealing range 0 � CN � 100, as:

S ¼ 25400
CN

� 254 ð6Þ

where S is in mm. The difference between S and CN is that the former is a
dimensional quantity (L), whereas the latter is nondimensional. The highest pos-
sible numerical value of CN (i.e., 100) symbolizes a condition of zero potential
maximum retention (S = 0), which in a real physical situation represents an
impermeable watershed. On the contrary, the lowest possible numerical value of
CN indicates a situation of highest potential maximum retention (S = ∞), reflecting
a physical situation of an infinitely abstracting watershed, which remains an unli-
kely situation in real-world conditions.

Advantages and Disadvantages of SCS-CN Methodology

The major advantages and disadvantages of SCS-CN methodology are summarized
as below.

Major advantages:

• It is a simple, predictable, stable, and lumped conceptual model.
• It relies on only one parameter, CN, and is well suited for ungauged situations.
• It is the single available technique for wider applications in the majority of

computer-based advanced hydrologic simulation models (Singh 1995).
• It responds to four readily grasped catchment properties: soil type, land use/

treatment, surface condition, and antecedent moisture condition.
• It requires only a few basic descriptive inputs that are convertible to numeric

values for estimation of direct surface runoff.
• The technique has tremendous capabilities for its adoption toward environ-

mental and water quality modeling.
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• It is well compatible with recent GIS and remote sensing tools in hydrologic
applications.

Major disadvantages:

• Choice of fixing the initial abstraction coefficient k = 0.2 leads to preempted
regionalization based on geologic and climatic conditions.

• The method has no explicit provisions for spatial scale effects on CN, which
remains highly sensible and truly governs the runoff.

• The discrete relationship between CN and AMC classes permits a sudden jump
in CN, resulting in an equivalent quantum jump in computed runoff.

• It does not have any expression of time and ignores the impact of rainfall
intensity and its temporal distribution.

• It lacks the expression for antecedent moisture, which plays a crucial and sig-
nificant role in governing runoff generation process.

CN Estimation Techniques

The errors in CN may have much more consequences on runoff estimation than
errors of similar magnitude in storm rainfall P (Hawkins 1975). This indicates the
importance of accurate CN estimation in SCS-CN methodology. However, despite
widespread use of SCS-CN methodology, an accurate estimation of CN has been a
topic of discussion among hydrologists worldwide (Hawkins 1978; Chen 1982;
Bonta 1997; Mishra and Singh 2006). In hydrologic literature, there are three
different procedures available to compute CN for a given rainfall-runoff records,
i.e., (i) using NEH-4 Table, (ii) ordered P and Q data (asymptotic CN estimation),
and (iii) derived frequency distribution (Hjelmfelt 1980; Bonta 1997). A detailed
diagnosis and description of these methods can be found in Mishra and Singh
(2003a). Still, there has been no agreement advocating a single-CN procedure based
on rainfall-runoff data (Soulis and Valiantzas 2013).

For any change in AMC (say from AMCI to AMCIII) on a given catchment, a
sudden jump in CN value (i.e., from CNI to CNIII) invariably occurs, and this
variability is discontinuous in nature, which ultimately results in a sudden jump in
computed runoff. Thus, indirectly, it gives a reflection of the discrete nature of CN–
AMC relationship. Depending on five-day antecedent rainfall, CNII is convertible to
CNI and CNIII using the relationships given by Sobhani (1975), Hawkins et al.
(1985), Neitsch et al. (2002), and Mishra et al. (2008) and also directly from the
NEH-4 tables (SCS 1972; McCuen 1982, 1989; Ponce 1989; Singh 1992; Mishra
and Singh 2003a). Mishra et al. (2008) compared CN conversion formulae
(Table 1) developed by Sobhani (1975), Hawkins et al. (1985), Chow et al. (1988),
and Neitsch et al. (2002) and found the Neitsch formulae to exhibit poorest cor-
respondence with NEH-4 values taken as target values. The Sobhani formula best
corresponded in CNI-conversion, and the Hawkins formula in CNIII. However,
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in field application, Mishra et al. (2008) model performed best of all. However,
more recently, to negate the classic problem of quantum jump in runoff computa-
tions (due to AMC change), the concept of soil moisture accounting
(SMA) procedure has nowadays been at the forefront of the research community
(Michel et al. 2005; Sahu et al. 2010; Ajmal et al. 2015; and Singh et al. 2015).

Slope Considerations in CN Estimation

In the standard NRCS model, the CN values for runoff estimation have been
obtained experimentally from the measured rainfall-runoff data over a wide range of
geographic, soil, and land management conditions. However, the watershed slope
adjustment has not been taken into account and it is an important factor determining
water movement within a landscape (Huang et al. 2006). The slope-adjusted CN
can improve the runoff estimation capabilities of the NRCS model. The CNs
obtained from the NRCS handbook (NRCS 2004) are usually assumed to corre-
spond to a 5% slope (Sharpley and Williams 1990; Huang et al. 2006; Mishra et al.
2014).

Few attempts have been made in the past to incorporate watershed slope in CN
estimation. Sharpley and Williams (1990) assumed that CNII obtained from NEH-4
(SCS 1972) corresponds to a slope of 5%. The slope-adjusted CNII (named as
CN2a) was expressed as:

CNIIa ¼ 1
3

CNIII � CNIIð Þ 1� 2e�13:86a� �þCNII ð7Þ

Huang et al. (2006) tested Eq. (7) and found that it had limited applications, and,
therefore, he developed an improved version for climatic and steep slope conditions
observed in Loess Plateau of China as:

CNIIa ¼ CNII
322:79þ 15:63a

aþ 323:52ð Þ
� �

ð8Þ

More recently, Ajmal et al. (2016) developed an improved version of CNIIa

using a large amount of measured rainfall-runoff data from 39 mountainous
watersheds in South Korea. The developed relationship can be expressed as:

CNIIa ¼ CNII
1:927aþ 2:1327

aþ 2:1791ð Þ
� �

ð9Þ
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However, the credibility of the above equation needs to be validated for other
regions having similar climatic and slope conditions. The constant a is the water-
shed slope in m/m.

C−I�a−k Spectrum (Ia–S Relationship)

According to Plummer and Woodward (2002), the Ia was not a part of the SCS-CN
model in its initial formulation; however, as the developmental stages continued, it
was included as a fixed ratio of Ia to S. Because of the larger variability, the
Ia = 0.2S relationship has been the focus of discussion and modification since its
very inception (Mishra and Singh 2003a). As an example, Aron et al. (1977)
suggested k � 0.1 and Golding (1979) provided k values for urban watersheds
depending on CN as k = 0.075 for CN � 70, k = 0.1 for 70 < CN � 80, and
k = 0.15 for 80 < CN � 90. Hawkins et al. (2001) found that a value of k = 0.05
gives a better fit to data and would be more appropriate for use in runoff
calculations.

Mishra and Singh (1999) suggested that the initial abstraction component
accounts for the short-term losses such as interception, surface storage, and infil-
tration before runoff begins, and, therefore, k can take any nonnegative value.
Mishra and Singh (2004a) developed a criterion for validity of the SCS-CN method
with k variation using the following relationships:

k ¼ CI�a
1� I�a
� �

1� I�a � C
� � ð10aÞ

and

S� P� Qð Þ
k

ð10bÞ

where I�a = Ia/P; varies as 0 � I�a � 1, and for I�a > 1, C = Q/P = 0.
Graphically, Eqs. (10a) and (10b) are shown in Fig. 1. It can be inferred from

the figure that k can take any nonnegative value (0, ∞); for a given value of I�a , k
increases with C and reaches ∞ as (C + I�a ) approaches 1; for a given value of C, k
increases with I�a ; as I

�
a ! 0, k ! 0. It is due to this reason, the existing SCS-CN

method performs poorly on very low runoff-producing (or low C values) lands,
such as sandy soils and forest lands. Figure 1 also shows that the existing SCS-CN
method has widest applicability on those watersheds exhibiting C values in the
approximate range of (0.4–0.6) and the initial abstraction amount of the order of
10% of the total rainfall. On the basis of Fig. 1, they defined the applicability
bounds for the SCS-CN method as: k � 0.3; I�a � 0.35; and C � 0.23.
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The Ia–S relationships developed by Jain et al. (2006) and Mishra et al. (2006a)
are the improvements over the existing Ia = 0.2S relationship. Considering to the
fact that P is an implicit function of climatic/meteorological characteristics, Jain
et al. (2006) developed a more general nonlinear Ia-S relation, expressed as:

Ia ¼ kS
P

Pþ Sð Þ
� �a

ð11Þ

where a is a constant. Equation (13) reduces to Ia = 0.2S for k = 0.2 and a = 0 and
hence could be taken as a generalized form of Ia–S relationship. Based on the
hypothesis that Ia largely depends on initial soil moisture M, as Mishra et al.
(2006a) developed a modified nonlinear Ia–S relationship:

Ia ¼ kS2

SþMð Þ ð12Þ

The generalized nature of the above equation can be seen as, for M = 0 or a
completely dry condition, Eq. (12) reduces to Eq. (3), which is the basic Ia–
S relationship. Therefore, it can be concluded that these relationships (or their
modification) can be further explored in different hydro-climatological regions for
their enhanced applicability and versatility.
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Soil Moisture Accounting (SMA) Procedure

A sound soil moisture accounting procedure (SMA) in combination with the CN
procedure is needed to predict runoff from rainfall realistically, because CN is not a
constant, but varies from event to event. Under wet soil conditions, much of the
rainfall is converted to runoff. Therefore, the CN value has to be high for realistic
prediction of runoff and vice versa. A sound SMA has to incorporate all soil
moisture conditions (Mishra et al. 2004a; Mishra and Singh 2004a; Michel et al.
2005; Kannan et al. 2008).

The SMA concept was for the first time introduced by Williams and LaSeur
(1976) to develop a continuous water yield model using the existing SCS-CN
methodology. Here, the SMA procedure was based on the concept that the “Curve
Number” (CN) should vary continuously with soil moisture, and thus there should
be many values of CN instead of only three, i.e., CNI, CNII, CNIII. Later on, a good
attempt was further made by Hawkins (1978) to account soil moisture on contin-
uous basis. However, their models ignore the inherent structural deficiency of the
existing SCS-CN methodology to account for SMA procedure.

The structural deficiency in terms of SMA of the existing SCS-CN method was
highlighted by Mishra et al. (2004a) and an improved SMA-inspired SCS-CN
model was developed and evaluated using large data set of US watersheds. Later on
based on this concept, Mishra and Singh (2004a) developed versatile SCS-CN
model (VSCS-CN) using soil moisture budgeting on continuous basis. Here, the
SMA procedure was based on the notion that “higher the antecedent soil moisture
amount before start of rainfall in the soil, higher will be the runoff and lesser will be
the void space available for storage of rainfall.” This was also well addressed by
Michel et al. (2005) through SMA procedure. A brief discussion about SMA
procedure explicit in SCS-CN method is being discussed here as follows (Mishra
et al. 2004a).

Using the C = Sr concept, where C is the runoff coefficient (= Q/(P − Ia)) and
Sr = degree of saturation (F/S), Mishra and Singh (2002a) modified Eq. (2) for
antecedent moisture M as:

Q
ðP� IaÞ ¼

FþV0

SþV0
ð13Þ

which upon substitution into Eq. (2) leads to

Q ¼ P� Iað Þ P� Ia þV0ð Þ
P� Ia þV0 þ Sð Þ ð14Þ

Here V0 is computed as:
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V0 ¼ P5 � 0:2S1ð ÞS1
P5 þ 0:8S1

ð15Þ

where P5 is the antecedent 5-d precipitation amount, and SI (= S + V0) is the
potential maximum retention corresponding to AMC I. Equation (15) assumes the
watershed to be dry 5 days before the onset of the rainstorm. Based on this concept,
a no. of improved SCS-CN-based models (e.g., Sahu et al. 2007, 2010; Geetha et al.
2008; Durbude et al. 2011; Jain et al. 2012; Ajmal et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2015)
have been developed with changed degree of complexities in mathematical struc-
ture and parameterization to address the issue of quantum jump of runoff
estimation.

SCS-CN Method Using Entropy Theory

In an attempt to provide an analytical treatment to the SCS-CN method, Mishra and
Singh (2002a) derived it from early rainfall-runoff models such as Mockus (1949)
and Zoch (1934, 1936) with Horton infiltration model and first- (linear) and second-
(nonlinear) order hypotheses. Recently, Singh (2013) derived the SCS-CN method
using the entropy theory and developed probability distributions of its variables
CN, S, P, F, Ia, and Q, assuming they are random in nature. It was found that the
SCS-CN method requires no information for the probability distribution of runoff
associated with it, other than obeying the total probability law. The entropy asso-
ciated with SCS-CN method can be expressed using following expressions as
follows:

H Qð Þ ¼
ZP�Ia

0

1
P� Ia

ln
1

P� Ia

� �
dQ ¼ ln P� Iað Þ ð16Þ

or

H Qð Þ ¼ ln S� lnFþ lnQ ð17Þ

Equation (16) can also be expressed in terms of CN as:

H Qð Þ ¼ ln P� k
25; 400
CN

� 254
� �� �

ð18Þ

Likewise, Eq. (17) can be cast as
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H Qð Þ ¼ ln
25; 400
CN

� 254
� �� �

� lnFþ lnQ ð19Þ

where H(Q) is the Shannon entropy (Shannon 1948) of Q, expressed as:

H Qð Þ ¼ �
ZP�Ia

0

f ðQÞ ln f ðQÞ½ �dQ ð20Þ

in which f(Q) is the probability density function of Q, expressed as: [F/QS].
Equations (16)–(19) provide alternative ways of expressing the uncertainty or
entropy associated with the SCS-CN method. The study shows that the gamma
distribution represents the “best” distribution of CN, Q, P, S, Q/(P − Ia), and F/
S. The uncertainty in Q depends mainly on (P − Ia) and the infiltration acts as a
filter to this uncertainty, and, therefore, the quantities, P and Ia (which depends
upon S or CN), must be determined as accurately as possible.

Some Advanced Applications of SCS-CN Methodology

Although the SCS-CN method was originated as an empirical, event-based pro-
cedure for flood hydrology, however, it has witnessed myriad and variety of
applications throughout the spectrum of hydrology, due to the reason of its sim-
plicity, stability, and accountability for most runoff-producing watershed charac-
teristics: soil type, land use treatment, surface condition, and antecedent moisture
condition. Singh and Frevert (2002) edited a book titled “Mathematical Models of
Small Watershed Hydrology and Applications,” in which at least 6 of the 22
chapters have the models based on SCS-CN approach. This reflects the robustness
and versatility of SCS-CN methodology.

Though primarily intended for event-based rainfall-runoff modeling of the
ungauged watersheds, the SCS-CN method has been applied successfully in the
realm of hydrology, watershed management, and environmental engineering, such
as long-term hydrologic simulation (LTHS) (Williams and LaSeur 1976; Hawkins
1978; Choi et al. 2002; Mishra et al. 2004a; Mishra and Singh 2004a; Michel et al.
2005; Sahu et al. 2007; Geetha et al. 2008; Kannan et al. 2008; Durbude et al. 2011;
Sahu et al. 2010; Williams et al. 2012), hydrograph simulation (Aron et al. 1977;
Mishra and Singh 2002a, 2004b); evapotranspiration (Mishra et al. 2014), soil
moisture accounting (Mishra et al. 2004a; Michel et al. 2005; Sahu et al. 2010;
Ajmal et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2015), sediment yield modeling (Mishra et al. 2006b;
Tyagi et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2008; Bhunya et al. 2010), metal partitioning (Mishra
et al. 2004b, c), urban hydrology (Pandit and Gopalakrishnan 1996; Singh et al.
2013), and river bank filtration and water quality (Ojha 2012).
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The conceptualization and prevailing status of SCS-CN methodology has
become so popular and versatile that many researchers have integrated it into their
new hydrologic models, besides its direct applications (Singh et al. 2010).
According to Walter and Stephen (2005), the criticisms of SCS-CN method should
not be interpreted as “negative reflections” on its developer(s), rather these are
enticements to engage the same creative effort that those early “developers”
invoked to find appropriate approaches to current problems based on current sci-
ence’, which fortifies ongoing developmental efforts toward SCS-CN methodology.
A brief description on some of these applications is being discussed here as follows.

Long-Term Hydrologic Simulation (LTHS) Models

Long-term hydrologic simulation is used for augmentation of hydrologic data,
water resources planning, and watershed management. Long-term daily flow data
are specifically needed for analysis of water availability, computation of fortnightly
or monthly flows for reservoir operation, and drought analysis (Mishra and Singh
2004a). This section discusses some of the important and widely used LTHS
models based on SCS-CN method.

Williams–LaSeur (1976) Model

Williams and LaSeur (1976) were probably the first to introduce the concept of soil
moisture accounting (SMA) procedure to develop a model based on the existing
SCS-CN methodology. The model is based on the notion that CN varied contin-
uously with soil moisture, and thus considering many values of CN instead of only
three (CNI, CNII, CNIII). The model computes a soil moisture index (SMI) depletion
parameter that forces an agreement between the measured and predicted average
annual runoff. The model eliminates sudden jump in the CN values while changing
from one AMC.

Hawkins ET-CN Model

Hawkins (1978) developed a continuous hydrologic simulation model by linking
evapotranspiration (ET) and CN. The model uses the volumetric concept for
accounting the site moisture on a continuous basis. The model accounts the soil
moisture on continuous basis and thus eliminates the problem of sudden jump in
CN. The model yields Q equal to 0.05S for no rainfall condition, which is
impossible and, therefore, violates the law of mass conservation. Furthermore, it
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considers the SCS-CN method to be based on (Ia + S) scheme, whereas Ia is
separate from S in the existing SCS-CN method (Mishra and Singh 2004a, b).

Versatile SCS-CN (VSCS-CN) Model

Mishra and Singh (2004a) critically reviewed of the long-term hydrologic simu-
lation models such as Hydrologic Simulation Package Fortran (HSPF), US
Department of Hydrograph Laboratory (USDAHL) (Holtan and Lopez 1971),
William–LaSeur (1976) model, Hawkins (1978) model, Systeme Hydrologique
European (SHE) (Abbott et al. 1986a, b), and Hydrologic Engineering
Centre-Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) (HEC 2000) in terms of their
architecture and structure, degree of complexity of inputs, time interval used in
simulation, and their applicability particularly in the context of developing coun-
tries. They developed a four parameter versatile SCS-CN (VSCS-CN) model to
remove the inconsistencies and complexities associated with the existing long-term
hydrologic simulation models. The developed model obviates the sudden jumps in
CN values, exclusively considers the soil moisture budgeting on continuous basis,
evapotranspiration, and watershed routing procedures. These characteristics make
the model versatile. The model paved the way for structural diagnosis of the
existing SCS-CN method, and since then, a plethora of SMA-based models have
been developed in hydrologic literature.

The model exclusively accounts for dynamic and static components of infiltra-
tion and expresses the evapotranspiration ET in terms of pan coefficient (PANC)
and absolute maximum potential retention Sabs = (S + Sa), where Sa is the threshold
soil moisture = (V0 + Ia). The pan coefficient was found to be the ratio of the S, to
the absolute potential maximum retention, Sabs. Table 2 shows the different variants
of the VSCS-CN model. These models could be further explored for their appli-
cability and improved understanding of the processes involved in their
formulations.

Michel SCS-CN Model

An enhanced version of SCS-CN model was developed by Michel et al. (2005)
based on the analysis of the continuous soil moisture accounting (SMA) procedure
implied by the SCS-CN equation. In model development, it was hypothesized that
the SCS-CN model is valid not only at the end of the storm but at any instant along
a storm. The SMA procedure is based on the notion that higher the moisture store
level, higher the fraction of rainfall will be converted into runoff. The Michel
SCS-CN model eliminates initial abstraction (Ia) and introduces a new parameter
(threshold soil moisture) Sa = (Ia + V0) to compute the direct surface runoff.
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Sahu et al. SCS-CN Model

Sahu et al. (2007) developed a continuous hydrologic simulation model using
SCS-CN method based on advanced SMA procedure. They hypothesized that the
initial soil moisture (V0) depends not only on antecedent five-day precipitation (P5),
but also on S. The dependency on S is based on the fact that the watershed with
larger retention capacity S must retain higher moisture compared to the watershed
with lesser S for a given P5. The developed model obviates sudden jump in runoff
computations and is an improvement over MSCS-CN model (Michel et al. 2005)
based on SMA procedure.

SCS-CN-Based MLTHS ASMA Model

Jain et al. (2012) proposed modified long-term hydrologic simulation advance soil
moisture accounting (MLTHS ASMA) model by suitably amalgamating the
advanced soil moisture accounting (ASMA) procedure, the modified subsurface
drainage flow concept, and curve number (CN)-based model for simulating daily
flows. The proposed model uses the ASMA procedure both for surface and sub-
surface flows.

Modified Michel SCS-CN Model

Based on sound hydrologic perception of soil moisture accounting procedure
(SMA) and changed parameterization with improved relationships for estimation of
parameters, Singh et al. (2015) developed modified Michel SCS-CN (MMSCS-CN)
model for runoff computations. Simple expressions of V0 and Sa were provided to
obviate the manual adjustments in V0 to accommodate all the three AMCs and
fixation of Sa with S.

Parsimonious SCS-CN Model

Based on in-depth structural diagnosis of the SCS-CN model and implicit incon-
sistencies in model parameterization, Ajmal et al. (2015) developed a parsimonious
SCS-CN model based on soil moisture proxies (SMP) (a synonym for SMA) and
developed improved relationships for V0 and Sa. The model is very simple in use
and has only one parameter as the existing SCS-CN method.
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CN-Based PET and IWR Models

The proportionality concept (C = Sr concept) of the SCS-CN method was used by
Mishra et al. (2014) in the simple water balance equation to derive a power rela-
tionship between CN and mean PET using the usually available long-term daily
rainfall-runoff data. The general form of the CN (S) versus PET (ET) model can be
expressed as:

ET ¼ aSb ð21Þ

where a and b are the coefficient and exponent, respectively. Because there exists
an inverse relationship between S and CN (Eq. 4), Eq. (16) suggests ET to be high
for the watersheds of low CN and vice versa. This ET-CN rationale was based on
the following relationship as expressed here:

E ¼ Ia þ P� Iað Þ E� � Iað Þ
P� Ia þ Sð Þ ð22aÞ

E ¼ ET þ ES þ EI ð22bÞ

where ET is the daily transpiration (moisture transferred from the soil to the
atmosphere through the root-stem-leaf system of vegetation); ES is the daily soil
evaporation (moisture transferred from the soil to the atmosphere by hydraulic
diffusion through the pores of the soil); EI is the daily interception loss (water
evaporated from the wet surface of the vegetation and wet surface of the soil)
during rainstorm; and E* is the daily potential evapotranspiration. The concept was
applied to eight catchments falling under different climatic and geographic settings
of India, and a high correlation coefficient (= 0.96) was observed between S (CN)
and PET values as shown in Fig. 2a, b.
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Erosion, Sedimentation, and Water Quality Models

This section briefly discusses some of the recently developed models based on
SCS-CN method for erosion, sedimentation, and metal partitioning in hydrologic
and environmental engineering. As discussed previously, most of the
computer-based sedimentation simulation models such as AGNPS (Young et al.
1989), CREAMS (Knisel 1980), SWRRB (Arnold et al. 1990), SWAT (Neitsch
et al. 2002), EPIC (Sharpley and Williams 1990), and GWLF (Haith and
Shoemaker 1987) use the SCS-CN method as a component model for runoff esti-
mation. However, as a model itself, the SCS-CN method has not witnessed many
applications in the field of soil erosion, sedimentation, and water quality, despite
some noteworthy works of Mishra et al. (2006b), Tyagi et al. (2008), Singh et al.
(2008), and Bhunya et al. (2010).

Garen and Moore (2005) explored the applicability of SCS-CN methodology in
water quality modeling and named it as “Curve Number Hydrology,” which sig-
nifies the versatility of the model itself. Therefore, the SCS-CN method has enor-
mous potential and it is one of the “hydrological modeling techniques” available to
the scientific community with its broad applicability.

SCS-CN-Based Metal Partitioning Models

The basic proportionality concept (C = Sr; where C = runoff coefficient = Q/
(P − Ia) and Sr = degree of saturation = (F/S); where F = cumulative infiltration)
of the SCS-CN method was used by Mishra et al. (2004b) for partitioning of 12
metal elements, i.e., Zn, Cd, Pb, Ni, Mn, Fe, Cr, Mg, Al, Cu, and Na between
dissolved and particulate-bound form. In metal partitioning analogy, two parame-
ters, namely (i) the potential maximum desorption (W) and (ii) the partitioning
curve number (PCN) were postulated as analogous to the parameters S and CN of
the SCS-CN model, respectively. These parameters were introduced, along with
W-PCN and W-ADP, where ADP is the antecedent dry period similar to the AMC.
The governing equations of the PCN model can be expressed as:

Cp ¼ CT�ifð Þ2
CT�if þw ; forCT � if ð23Þ

if-W hypothesis : if ¼ ktw ð24Þ

W-CN mapping PCN ¼ 1000
1000þw

ð25Þ

where CP = particulate-bound metal; CT = total metal; Cd = dissolved metal;
W = potential maximum desorption; and if = initial flush. Further, a new parti-
tioning curve number (PCN) approach was also developed for partitioning heavy
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metals into dissolved and particulate-bound forms from urban snow melt, rainfall/
runoff, and river flow environments using the analogy between SCS-CN
method-based infiltration and metal sorption processes.

USLE Coupled SCS-CN-Based Sediment Yield Model

The popular and widely used models of SCS-CN method and universal soil loss
equation (USLE) were coupled by Mishra et al. (2006b) for modeling rainstorm
generated sediment yield from a watershed. The coupling is based on three
hypotheses: (i) the runoff coefficient (C) is equal to the degree of saturation (Sr);
(ii) the potential maximum retention (S) can be expressed in terms of the USLE
parameters, and (iii) the sediment delivery ratio (DR) is equal to the runoff coef-
ficient (C). Table 3 shows the summary of the developed models for different
conditions. The developed models have ample potential for application to the
ungauged watersheds.

SCS-CN-Based Conceptual Sediment Graph Model

The popular and extensively used Nash model (Nash 1957) -based instantaneous
unit sediment graph (IUSG), SCS-CN method, and Power law (Novotny and Olem
1994) were coupled by Singh et al. (2008) to develop conceptual sediment graph
models to get time distributed sediment yield on storm basis. The developed models

Table 3 Formulation of rainfall-sediment yield and rainfall-runoff models (Mishra and Singh
2003a, b)

Model Rainfall-sediment yield models Model Rainfall-runoff models

S1 Y ¼ AP
Pþ S

R1 Q ¼ P2

Pþ S

S2 Y ¼ AðP�0:2SÞ
Pþ 0:8S

R2 Q ¼ ðP�0:2SÞ2
Pþ 0:8S

S3 Y ¼ AðP�kSÞ
Pþð1�kÞS R3 Q ¼ ðP�kSÞ2

Pþð1�kÞS
S4 Y ¼ A½P�kSþM�

Pþð1�kÞSþM
R4 Q ¼ ðP�kSÞðP�kSþMÞ

Pþð1�kÞSþM

S5 Y ¼ A½P�0:2SþM�
Pþ 0:8SþM

R5 Q ¼ ðP�0:2SÞðP�0:2SþMÞ
Pþ 0:8SþM

S6 Y ¼ ð1�k1Þ½P�0:2SþM�
Pþ 0:8SþM þ k1

h i
A R6 Q ¼ ðP�0:2SÞðP�0:2SþMÞ

Pþ 0:8SþM

S7 Y ¼ ð1�k1Þ½P�kSþM�
Pþð1�kÞSþM þ k1

h i
A R7 Q ¼ ðP�kSÞðP�kSþMÞ

Pþð1�kÞSþM

S8
Y ¼ ð1� k1Þa ½P�0:2SþM�

Pþ 0:8SþM

h ib
þ k1

	 

A

R8 Q ¼ ðP�0:2SÞðP�0:2SþMÞ
Pþ 0:8SþM

S9
Y ¼ ð1� k1Þa ½P�kSþM�

Pþð1�kÞSþM

h ib
þ k1

	 

A

R9 Q ¼ ðP�kSÞðP�kSþMÞ
Pþð1�kÞSþM
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consider different factors responsible for soil erosion and sediment yield. The
sediment graph models (SGMs) for four different cases, depending on the number
of model parameters, and these are designated as SGM1 through SGM4, respec-
tively, as shown in Table 4. For SGM1, both the initial soil moisture V0 and initial
abstraction Ia are assumed to be zero, i.e., V0 = 0 and Ia = 0. For SGM2, V0 = 0,
but Ia 6¼ 0. For SGM3, V0 6¼ 0 and Ia = 0. Finally, for SGM4, V0 6¼ 0 and Ia 6¼ 0.

The models could be very useful in computation of time distributed sediment
yield as well as total sediment yield and can be successfully applied for ungauged
conditions as well. The models can be very useful for computing dynamic pollutant
loads in water quality modeling if the sediment transports the pollutants that are
toxic at high concentrations, requiring determination of peak, rather than average
sediment flow rate.

SCS-CN-Based River Bank Filtration Model

The SCS-CN method was applied by Ojha (2012) in water quality modeling of the
river bank filtration (RBF) process through coupling of the curve number (CN),
filtration/kinetic coefficient (K), and the input applied to the system. It was found
that the CN is related with the performance (output to input ratio, R) of a water
quality system. Therefore, CN is dependent on all the parameters that influence the
filtration/kinetic coefficient such as filtration velocity, medium properties and the
distance between source water and abstraction point, and the source water quality.
The model could be further explored for similar applications for its enhanced
applicability and understanding.

Future Applications

Looking into diversified applications of SCS-CN methodology, including for the
disciplines it was neither structured nor instituted, however, it has ample scope and
should be explored for its’ greater role and applicability in the following fields of
hydrology such as:

Environmental flow studies
Climate change studies
Irrigation scheduling
Surface and subsurface drainage studies
Droughts and Flood studies
Water resources vulnerability and reliability
Water quality modeling
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Conclusions

With the versatile applications of the SCS-CN methodology throughout the spec-
trum of hydrologic problems, including for those it was neither structured nor
instituted by its’ developers, this paper critically examines the hydrologic and
structural modifications through which this methodology has undergone such as:
(i) C = Sr concept and SMA procedure; (ii) CN estimation and their conversion
techniques; (iii) linear/nonlinear initial abstraction (Ia) and S relationships;
(iv) storm duration and dynamic vs static infiltration; (v) slope and CN relation-
ships; (vi) overall renewal of SCS-CN methodology through different concepts and
theories. Some of the most recent and advanced applications of SCS-CN method
were also discussed in this paper. Lastly, looking into its vast applicability, the
future fields of applications were also explored to maintain its hierarchy in
hydrologic models.
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Hydrological Impacts of Rejuvenating
Degraded Hilly Watershed in Shivalik
Region

A. K. Tiwari and V. K. Bhatt

Abstract The Shivaliks of northwest states (Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu
and Kashmir, Punjab, and Uttarakhand), spread over an area of more than three
million hectares, perhaps represent the one of the most fragile ecosystems of India.
The flora and fauna in these hills has been recklessly destroyed during the last two
generation resulted in present state of severe degradation. The rainfall is satisfactory
and seemingly the potential of restoration of these denuded hills. It was with a view
to explore this potential and simultaneous creation of a database for the collection
of quantified scientific information on the existing and changing pattern of water
and sediment yields from degraded hilly watershed. A watershed of 21 ha almost
devoid of vegetation was rehabilitated through control of erosion and improved
vegetation and protection. The long-term (1964–2000) hydrological experiment
could provide information about the hydrological behavior of hilly forest watershed
with respect to temporal rainfall, and the impact of vegetation cover and the
treatment of the watershed. The water yield from the watershed sustained at 10–
15% of rainfall on an average basis. Sediment yield declined (from 37 to 3.7 Mg/
ha) as a result of soil conservation measures and increased vegetation cover, sug-
gesting the entirely positive impact of the recommended measures to restore the
ecological environment in these hills.

Introduction

The Shivaliks of northwest states (Haryana, H.P., Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, and
Uttaranchal/UP), spread over an area of more than three million hectares, perhaps
represent one of the most fragile ecosystems in the country. The elevation varies
from 280 to 1500 m. The average annual rainfall of the region is 1100 mm where
about 82% is received during monsoon, with average annual pan evaporation about
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2110 mm (Agnihotri 2000). Temperature varies from 2 to 43 °C. The Shivaliks are
characterized by low hills, undulating topography, steep slopes, erodible soils and
are dissected by numerous seasonal streams. In general, soils are coarse-textured
and deep with pebbles and boulders on slopes near the foothills. The rain-fed areas
of Shivaliks have no possibility of providing irrigation through conventional
methods, and large amount of runoff not only goes waste from such lands but also
creates problem of soil erosion and land degradation. Management of water
resources in its various forms is key to environmental, economical, and social
sustainability in Shivalik region. To address the above problems and to restore the
ecological environment in this area, a hilly watershed typical of the region of 21 ha
was brought under study in 1963 (year of start of Project).

Location of the Watershed

The selected watershed is located at the research farm of IISWC, Research Centre,
Chandigarh, in Pinjore block of Panchkula district in Haryana. It is located at
elevation of about 450 m (msl), at 30° 45′N latitudes and 76° 52′E longitudes. The
research farm lies in the watershed, which drains into the Ghaggar River. The area
of watershed is 21 ha and had scrub forest land initially which was further con-
verted to a protected and treated forest land. The land slope in the watershed varies
from 10% in some pockets to almost vertical cliffs near the ridges. The main
drainage channel drops by 50 m in the first 200 m, and thereafter, the bed gradient
gradually decreases to about 1.5% near the dam, with 10% average slope in the
watershed.

Climate

The average annual rainfall of the region is 1117 mm. About eighty percent of this
rainfall (889 mm) is received through southwest monsoon (June–September). The
monsoon sets in last week of June and withdraws by middle of September. There is
a wide variation in distribution of rainfall not only from year to year but also
between the months. Late start and early recession of monsoon and wide dry spells
are of common occurrence. Rainfall of long duration and high intensity (120 and
100 mm/hr for 15 and 30 min duration) is common. About 165 mm of rainfall is
received during winter season (November–March) through northeast monsoon. The
summers are hot, windy, and dry with the maximum temperature going up to 46 °C
(mean maximum 40.4 °C in June). The winters are extremely cold with temperature
touching freezing point (mean minimum 5.6 °C in January).
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Geology

Geologically, the Shivaliks are made of sand stone, grits, conglomerates, and clay
having the characters of fluviate deposits of torrential streams and flood basin. The
rocks are young, soft, and loose and are highly susceptible to erosion. The clay
minerals are illite, chlorite kaolinite, and montmorillonite with quartz and feldspar
in traces. Pink salt is dominant mostly in Haryana area, and coarse sediment
composed of pebbles and sandstone is common in the foothills. The soils in the
watershed are moderately to severely eroded, gravelly on the surface throughout the
profile depth. Most of the area is under forests and rock outcrops. The pH varies
from 7.2 to 7.5 in hilly areas. The soils in the watershed area are classified as
Chandigarh Series 1, which are essentially sedimentary soils of marble with
sandstone intrusions. The texture at the surface varies from sandy loam to loam with
silty clay loam subsoils (Yadav et al. 2005a). The soils are well drained with
organic carbon varying from 0.07 to 0.37% at the surface at the beginning. The land
is mostly classified in class VII as per soil depth, topography, and extent of erosion.

Infiltration

Steady-state infiltration rates and cumulative infiltration were estimated at different
reaches, viz. upper, middle, and lower. Litter deposition, soil texture, organic
carbon, and clay content of soil were also measured to know the correlation
between these soil properties with infiltration. Steady-state infiltration rates grad-
ually decreased from upper to lower reaches as per the present data. Very
slow-to-slow steady-state infiltration rates (0.11 and 0.14 cm/h), respectively, were
observed in lower reaches of east- and north-facing slopes. Cumulative infiltration
was also low (ranged from 0.61 to 5.2 cm) in east- and north-facing slopes than that
of west- and south-facing slopes (ranged between 2.43 and 24.68 cm) (Yadav et al.
2005b).

Vegetation

Initially, it was a scrub forest land almost with very few trees of Acacia catechu
(Khair) and Dalbergia sissoo (Shisham). Biotic interference in the area consisted of
mostly scrub growth principally of Hycanthes arbortristin (Har singar), Carissa
opaca (Karanda), and Ziziphus numularia (Ber). The scanty grass cover included
Heteropogon contortus, Chrysopogon fulvus, Dicanthium annulatum, Eulaliopsis
binata, and Eucmopogon fovoolatus. Afforestation was carried out predominantly
by sowing of A. catechu (Khair) in pits and trenches. The tree species has proved to
be very successful on the hillslopes. D. sissoo was also planted by seedlings and
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root–shoot cuttings. E. binata (bhabhar) grass was sown on the berms of staggered
trenches. Plantation also included Dendrocalamus strictus (bamboo), Albizzia
lebbek (siris), and eucalyptus. The efforts for afforestation and imposition of soil
and water conservation structures have resulted in covering whole of the watershed
with dense forest rejuvenating the hilly watershed. At per present status of vege-
tation, A. catechu recorded the maximum frequency (75%) followed by D. sissoo
(16.67%); however, ingress of Lantana camara shrub in the watershed area after
the 1990s resulted in the depletion of ground cover in the watershed. Grewal et al.
(1996) reported that during 1980–85 luxurious growth of E. binata grass was
obtained with the yield varying from 3 to 6 Mg ha−1 (dry weight basis) giving a
good revenue. After ingress of L. camara, there was an overall change in vegetation
pattern with drastic reduction in grass yield.

Resource Conservation

The watershed was provided with full protection within the fencing of the research
farm. The induced protection could eliminate the grazing as well as removal of shrubs
and trees. Staggered contour trenches of size 30–45 cm deep with a length of 2–3 m
were excavated along the contour for reducing the overland flow, moisture conser-
vation, and survival of the vegetation. Brushwood wattling reinforced with Agave
bulbils and Arundo donax was used to control the steep and long slopes. Brushwood
check dams and traps were constructed across small gullies and drainage ways to
arrest silt. Seven check dams were constructed in the upper watershed to act as debris
trap. These check dams controlled the runoff and debris from the individual water-
sheds varying from 0.74 to 4.6 ha. In the year 1974, one more check dam of height
2.5 m and length 14 mwith a watershed of 0.55 ha was constructed near the pondage
area. The check dams helped to reduce the sediment yield into the storage reservoir
downstream built under earthen dam (16 m length and a height of 5.5 m). These
structures were provided with suitable spillways. Water spreaders were also provided
with a 3-m-wide drains on the upstream side. These earthen embankments were
sodded by Cynodon dactylon (Dub) and were provided with suitable spillways.

Runoff

Runoff and sediment flow from the watershed was recorded through weir was
installed with an automatic water level recorder for measurement of the flow.
Hydrographs were taken up and analyzed with the help of rating table to derive the
discharge rate at different time, peak discharge, and total volume of runoff for each
rainfall event. The runoff data were collected from the year 1964–2000. Observations
of daily water level in the pond were taken to determine the total water yield of the
watershed, the quantity retained, and storage losses from the pond.
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Sediment Outflow

To compute the sediment yield in the pond every year, the contour survey was
carried out to record the change in submergence area and capacity of the pond by
getting the sediment yield accumulated in the pond.

The submergence area of the pond was surveyed in 1963 to determine the
storage capacity and establish benchmark levels for the determination of the sedi-
ment trapped in the pond. As the pond bed was undulating with steep slope, the
major portion of the ponding area was covered with 20 ft � 20 ft (6.1 m � 6.1 m)
grid with permanent markers for monitoring the sediment deposited in the pond.
This was supplemented with occasional analysis of runoff samples from the pond,
the upstream channel, and outflow through the spillway.

Database

The annual rainfall, runoff, peak discharge, and the sediment yield were analyzed
for the year 1964–65 to 1999–2000 and presented in Table 1. To have in-depth
assessment of impact of the soil and water conservation measures and vegetative
treatment, the data were analyzed on annual basis.

Table 1 Annual rainfall, runoff, peak discharge, and sedimentation yield from the watershed
(Tiwari et al. 2012a)

S. No. Water year Rainfall Runoff Peak discharge
(cumec/km2)

Sediment
(Mg/ha)mm mm As %of

rainfall

1 1964–65 1254.2 276.74 22.07 2.54 37.71

2 1965–66 718.2 119.23 16.60 2.62 26.27

3 1966–67 1174.6 166.51 14.18 5.52 12.38

4 1967–68 1455.5 165.76 11.39 0.00 9.66

5 1968–69 899.9 69.98 7.78 0.26 6.94

6 1969–70 885.3 58.44 6.60 1.24 5.54

7 1970–71 1122.8 165.10 14.70 5.52 6.94

8 1971–72 1664.5 168.67 10.13 4.81 8.26

9 1972–73 680.1 26.17 3.85 0.00 4.13

10 1973–74 1687.8 136.82 8.11 2.68 4.03

11 1974–75 813.9 60.98 7.49 0.93 2.91

12 1975–76 1197.3 159.76 13.34 1.24 2.81

13 1976–77 1092.7 93.72 8.58 3.20 2.72

14 1977–78 1214.5 93.77 7.72 2.08 2.53

15 1978–79 1592.9 112.05 7.03 4.54 1.66
(continued)
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Results and Discussion

Water Yield

Variation of annual rainfall and water yield from the watershed is given in Fig. 1.
The annual water yield varied between 4.22 mm (1% of rainfall) at low rainfall of
423 mm in the year 1987–88 to 328.60 mm (21% of rainfall) in the year 1995–96
and at high rainfall of 1527.7 mm. The data in the initial years were higher which
had a declined trend there after up to 1987–88. Again, there was a rise in runoff for
three consecutive high rainfall years 1988–1991, and then, again it declined to low
level when the rainfall was less than 1000 mm. There was again a increasing trend
in runoff from the year 1994 onward to 1999 being the year with rainfall more than
1000 mm. Year 1995–97 had again a runoff value of 20–21% of rainfall which rose
the eyebrows of many people that how a treated and fully vegetated watershed can
contribute the runoff up to 21% of rainfall (Fig. 2).

Table 1 (continued)

S. No. Water year Rainfall Runoff Peak discharge
(cumec/km2)

Sediment
(Mg/ha)mm mm As %of

rainfall

16 1979–80 802.7 57.31 7.14 0.00 0.54

17 1980–81 1261.1 108.66 8.62 0.22 1.33

18 1981–82 1286.5 104.38 8.11 0.23 1.80

19 1982–83 1244.5 47.51 3.82 0.00 0.50

20 1983–84 1185.6 106.99 9.02 4.43 2.16

21 1984–85 673.9 29.94 4.44 0.00 0.30

22 1985–86 942.5 22.81 2.42 0.00 0.10

23 1986–87 1273.4 83.29 6.54 0.00 0.25

24 1987–88 423.0 4.22 1.00 0.00 0.01

25 1988–89 1732.3 267.56 15.45 1.78 1.45

26 1989–90 1326.7 177.45 13.38 4.68 3.43

27 1990–91 1509.2 206.84 13.71 2.77 2.80*

28 1991–92 912.9 64.09 7.02 0.00 2.80*

29 1992–93 918.1 91.19 9.93 2.18 2.80*

30 1993–94 887.2 81.00 9.13 0.00 2.80*

31 1994–95 1291.2 184.13 14.26 2.22 2.80*

32 1995–96 1572.7 328.60 20.89 6.57 9.50

33 1996–97 1354.7 272.40 20.11 7.40 7.20

34 1997–98 1279.7 152.90 11.95 1.68 3.90

35 1998–99 1433.8 202.40 14.11 2.77 5.40

36 1999–2000 1013.7 154.90 15.28 1.78 3.70

*Average value of the five years (1990–95) has been adopted
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Fig. 1 Variation of average rainfall and runoff

Fig. 2 Annual variation of runoff percentage of rainfall
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Peak discharge did not show any trend as it totally depends upon the prior
saturation, storm rain, and the intensity of rainfall. Discharge 7.40 cumec/km2 was
observed from the watershed being highest in the year 1996–97.

The annual values of runoff were plotted against the annual rainfall values
(Fig. 3). The runoff was found to vary directly with the rainfall values. Following
equation was obtained, in the exponential form

Y ¼ 1E � 05� 2:2615 R2 ¼ 0:6621ð Þ

where

Y Runoff (mm)
X Rainfall (mm)

Figure 3 shows that at rainfall above 1200 mm, the curve becomes steeper,
depicting higher rate of runoff at higher rainfall, which was found to be in agree-
ment with higher runoff during the years with higher rainfall (>1200 mm).
However, in no case, the runoff was more than 21%, and on an average, these hilly
protected forest watersheds can have the water yield of about 10–20% of annual
rainfall (Tiwari et al. 2012b).

Sediment Yield

Sediment yield followed the same trend as that of the runoff, and it varied from a
value of 37 Mg/ha before treatment to practically zero after the treatment. There has

Fig. 3 Annual rainfall versus runoff in the watershed
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been slight increase in the later stage, but it was found to be well within limits after
the treatment. The initial observed value was found to be 37.71 Mg/ha in the year
1964–65 as 276.74 mm of runoff (22% of rainfall) came down to practically zero
percent in the year 1979–80; however, in later years, it started increasing.

Looking into Fig. 4 wherein grouped average value of 5 years has been shown
for sediment yield, there was sharp decline at the initial stage due to the check dams
and the contour trenches (soil and water conservation measures). The little rise at
the tail end of the curve may be either due to siltation of soil conservation struc-
tures, supplemented by the depletion of ground cover resulting from ever-increasing
infestation of lantana enhancing a little more erosion from the hills.

The five-year average sediment yield values were related to the runoff.
Following relationship was obtained for sediment yield.

Y ¼ 0:1448��12:092 R2 ¼ 0:65ð Þ

where

Y Sediment yield (Mg/ha)
X Average 5-year runoff (mm)

Sediment yield was also compared with the peak discharge from the watershed.
Usually, the heavy storms cause much erosion, and some times, even whole of the

Fig. 4 Variation of sediment yield (1964–2000)
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erosion might occur due to very few heavy storms. By analyzing the sediment yield
and peak flow, it was seen that there was sharp rise in sediment yield beyond a peak
discharge of 2.5 cumec/km2.

Conclusions

The study provides the impact of resource conservation and afforestation on the
long-term hydrology of the hilly watershed. Results indicate that the protected and
treated hilly watersheds can provide the water yield to the tune of 10–20% of
rainfall in the Shivalik belt. For rainfall up to 1000–1200 mm, the hydrological
behavior does not have much change in the rainfall; however, for rainfall more than
1200 mm, this hilly watershed would contribute more runoff and become more
vulnerable from the point of view of soil erosion. The soil conservation measures
such as check dams and contour trenches combined with the plantations have a
clear-cut impact on reducing the soil erosion from 37 Mg/ha/year to even less than
1 Mg/ha or within the permissible limits of soil erosion. Results further indicate that
the barren hillocks even with the vertical cliffs can be rehabilitated through soil
conservation measures and plantation activities along with protection. The increase
of water yield and sediment yield (although within the permissible limit) in the later
years has been due to the saturation of the sediment control structures. There might
be a need to rejuvenate these structures through desilting and maintenance opera-
tions to keep their life effective. Infestation of lantana also needs to be controlled in
these hilly watersheds, which is responsible for the depletion of ground cover in this
watershed; the same may induce more of erosion. The rehabilitation process of the
hills is to be watched carefully as the change in vegetation composition may also
sometimes alter the hydrological behavior and increase vulnerability. The harvested
rainwater from the hilly watershed in the pond can serve as good source of irri-
gation in the downstream areas through gravity flow. Water harvesting through
these small structures assumes great importance in Shivaliks, where only 18% area
is irrigated. For that, there has to be a sediment-free sustained water yield from
these hilly watersheds in the Shivaliks.
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Modeling of a River Basin
Using SWAT Model

B. Venkatesh, T. Chandramohan, B. K. Purandara, Mathew K. Jose
and P. C. Nayak

Abstract In the present study, process-based rainfall-runoff model namely Soil and
Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) was calibrated for Manimala River basin in
Kerala, with a catchment area of 780 km2. The observed data of rainfall-runoff for a
period of 8 years 2000–2007 were used for calibration and validation of the basin.
Altogether, seven SWAT model parameters were calibrated with heuristic approach
for the time frame of 2000–2005. Validation of these calibrated parameters was
carried out in another independent timeframe (2006–2007). The results obtained
show that the surface runoff is influenced by the parameters such as CN, ESCO, and
SOL_AWC, whereas baseflow was influenced by lower values of GW_REVAP and
ALPHA_BF. Further, the values of RMSE and NOF suggest for acceptance of
rainfall-runoff model.

Keywords SWAT � Mainala River � Kerala � Calibration � Validation

Introduction

Understanding the water balance of a basin is the most important aspect in water
resources development and management programmes. Major hydrological pro-
cesses can be quantified with the help of water balance equations. The components
of water balance of a basin are influenced by climate and the physical characteristics
of the watershed such as morphology, land use, and soil. Understanding the rela-
tionship between these physical parameters and hydrological components is very
essential for any water resources development related work. Since the hydrologic
processes are very complex, their proper comprehension is essential, and for this,
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watershed models are widely used. Most of the watershed models basically simulate
the transformation of precipitation into runoff, sediment outflow, and nutrient
losses.

Models which give a comprehensive picture of the various hydrologic processes
are called as integrated watershed models. Choice of watershed development model
depends upon the hydrologic components to be incorporated in the water balance.
The most important hydrologic elements from the water management point of view
are surface runoff, lateral flow, baseflow, and evapotranspiration. There are a
number of integrated physically based distributed models. Among them, researchers
have identified SWAT as the most promising and computationally efficient (Neitsch
et al. 2005). Hence, in this study, an attempt has been made to identify the most
sensitive parameters, of the SWAT model, and to determine the important hydro-
logic components of a river basin with focus on water conservation and
management.

SWAT Rainfall-Runoff Model

The SWAT model is a long-term, continuous simulation watershed model. It
operates on a daily time step and is designed to predict the impact of management
on water, sediment, and agricultural chemical yields. The model is physically
based, computationally efficient, and capable of simulating a high level of spatial
detail by allowing the division of watersheds into smaller sub-watersheds. SWAT
models water flow, sediment transport, crop/vegetation growth, and nutrient
cycling. The model allows users to model watersheds with less monitoring data and
to assess predictive scenarios using alternative input data such as climate, land use
practices, and land cover on water movement, nutrient cycling, water quality, and
other outputs. Major model components include weather, hydrology, soil temper-
ature, plant growth, nutrients, pesticides, and land management. Several model
components have been previously validated for a variety of watersheds.

In SWAT, a watershed is divided into multiple sub-watersheds, which are then
further subdivided into hydrologic response units (HRUs) that consist of homo-
geneous land use, management, and soil characteristics. The HRUs represent per-
centages of the sub-watershed area and are not identified spatially within a SWAT
simulation. The water balance of each HRU in the watershed is represented by four
storage volumes: rain, soil profile (0–2 m), shallow aquifer (typically 2–20 m), and
deep aquifer (more than 20 m). The soil profile can be subdivided into multiple
layers. Soil water processes include infiltration, evaporation, plant uptake, lateral
flow, and percolation to lower layers. Flow, sediment, nutrient, and pesticide
loadings from each HRU in a sub-watershed are summed, and the resulting loads
are routed through channels, ponds, and/or reservoirs to the watershed outlet.
Detailed descriptions of the model and model components can be found in Arnold
et al. 1998 and Neitsch et al. 2001.
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SWAT Input Data: The model requires land use, soil, and topography data for
simulating runoff from the watershed. The land use data were obtained from Food
and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the soil information from National
Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning (NBSS and LUP). Topographic
information was derived using digital elevation model (DEM) data (the shuttle radar
topography mission (SRTM) DEM has been used). The DEM data were used to
generate variations in sub-watershed configurations such as sub-watershed delin-
eation, stream network delineation, and slope and slope lengths using the ArcView
interface for the SWAT model. Land use categories provided in FAO land use files
are relatively simplistic, including all categories such as forest and its variants,
agricultural land, barren land, etc. In the present case, the watershed considered for
the analysis is covered by 100% broad leaf natural forest. The soil data is available
in NBSS and LUP, which contains soil maps at a 1:250,000 scale. Each map unit is
linked to the Soil Interpretations Record attribute database that provides the pro-
portionate extent of the component soils and soil layer properties. The soil map
units and associated layer data were used to characterize the simulated soils for the
SWAT analyses.

Study Area

Manimala River originates from Tatamala hills in Idukki district at an elevation of
1156 m above msl and drains through the highland, midland, and the lowland
physiographic provinces of Kerala. It empties into the Vembanad Lake, after merging
with the Pamba at Muttar in Alappuzha District. Owing to the steep topography, the
stream network of the Manimala basin is very dense. The present analysis considers
the river basin up to the gauge-discharge site at Thondara which covers a geo-
graphical area of 780 km2. The location of the study area is shown in Fig. 1.

Manimala River basin receives major portion of rainfall during southwest
monsoon period (June–September). The southwest monsoon forms around 80% of
annual rainfall. The northeast monsoon (October–November) supplies the
remaining portion of the rainfall. The average annual rainfall of the basin is around
2600 mm.

The major soil type found in the basin is gravelly clayey with good drainage
characteristic. The basin is predominantly used for rubber plantation within the
midland regions and part of highland and lowland regions. The lowlands are
covered by paddy and other short-term crops and vegetables and shrubs. Highland
regions are having forest areas (disturbed, semi-evergreen, and evergreen) and
forest plantations.

Data Availability: Data from rainfall observation stations maintained by the
state irrigation department is collected and used for the project. In this study, the
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data of station such as Boyce estate (1990–2008) and Changanasserry (2000–2008)
are used. The state irrigation department maintains gauge-discharge sites at three
locations along the whole river stretch. The flow characteristics of highland reaches
of the basin are measured at Mundakkayam, the Manimala gauge station represents
the flow up to midland region, and the overall discharge till lowland area is mea-
sured at Thondara. In the present study, the rainfall and runoff at Thondara station
data for a period of 2000–2007 have been used.

Results and Discussion

The SWAT modes was set-up for the Manimala basin using the observed daily data
on rainfall at Boyce Estate and Chenganasserry and discharge data at Thondara
which is maintained by state irrigaiton department. The data for these stations were
collected for a period of 8 years starting from 2000 to 2007. The SWAT model was
calibrated using the data for 2000–2005 and validated for a 2-year period (2006–
2007). Calibration of the model was done by adopting the manual calibration
procedure. Santhi et al. (2001) suggested a generalized manual calibration proce-
dure, indicating the most sensitive input parameters, acceptable model evaluation

Fig. 1 Index map of Manimala basin with land use and soil maps
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results, and sensible ranges of parameters uncertainty. As few of the model
parameters are not possible to measure in the field and are need to be calibrated
against the observed discharge, therefore, during the calibration period, the model
parameters were varied within the physically allowed range and more realistic to the
natural condition of the basin. As recommended by Coffey et al. (2004) to use the
R2 and modeling efficiency objective functions to evaluate the performance of the
model, the following modeling evaluation indices were used in this study.

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the normalized objective function
(NOF) were computed based on the following equation

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

PN
i¼1 Pi � Qið Þ2

N

s

ð1Þ

NOF ¼ RMSE
�Q

ð2Þ

where Pi are the model predicted values, Qi are the observed values for the
N observations, and �Q is the mean of observed values. According to Kornecki et al.
(1999), the ideal value of NOF is 0.0. However, a model is acceptable for NOF
values in the range from 0.0 to 1.0 when site-specific data are available for cali-
bration. In that case, the model can be used to test scenarios associated with
management practices. The optimized values of the model parameters are tabulate
in Table 1, and the time series data of discharge both for observed and simulated
are plotted in Fig. 2, for the calibration period. Similarly, the validation period is
plotted in Fig. 3.

The optimized curve number for the catchment is reported to be 78, which is
indicative of generating higher runoff. As reported in the earlier paragraphs, the
natural forest is one of the major land use of the basin (Fig. 1), which is further
supported by the lower values of ESCO, as its value is close to the defaulted of
0.95. As this parameter (ESCO) adjusts the depth distribution for evaporation from
the soil to account for the effect of capillary action. The higher values of ESCO
cause lower soil evapotranspiration as entire soil layers is at the saturation and need

Table 1 Parameter ranges and values used in the sensitivity analysis

Model parameters Variable name Range Model value

Curve number CN 69–85 78

Soil evaporation compensation factor ESCO 0.75–0.95 0.85

Plant uptake compensation factor EPSO 0.01–1.0 0.55

Soil available water capacity (mm) SOL_AWC 0–50 22

Baseflow alpha factor ALPHA-BF 0.05–0.8 0.048

Groundwater revap coefficient GW_REVAP 0.02–0.2 0.02

Groundwater delay time (days) GW DELAY 0–100 31

Deep aquifer percolation fraction RECHARGE_DP 0–1 0.05
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not to compensate for a water deficit in upper layers, which in turn increases both
surface runoff and baseflow. ESCO was found to have a higher impact on baseflow
than surface runoff. The groundwater delay parameter is responsible in enhancing
the groundwater recharge after passing through the unsaturated zone (Srinivasan
et al. 2010). These authors have reported the value of 31 days for groundwater
delay in their application of SWAT to simulate the water balance and crop yield in
upper Mississippi basin. In the present study, it is observed that the groundwater
delay for Manimala is 31 days. The larger values of groundwater delay indirectly
represent the average depth of the ground water as well as the hydraulic properties
of the soils in the basin. Further, Rostamian et al. (2008) reported very large range
values of groundwater delay (80–121 days) while simulating the discharge for
mountainous catchments in Central Iran covered by 10% rocks and 50% agricul-
tural activity.

The other most sensitive parameter as reported elsewhere (Jha 2011) is Base
flow alpha factor (ALPHA-BF); any increase in the value will result in simulating
steeper hydrograph recession. Numerous studies elsewhere (Srinivasan 2010;
Zhang et al. 2009; Rostamian et al. 2008; Green et al. 2006) have reported a range
of values 0.02–0.04. The optimized value of ALPHA-BF in this study matches with
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that of the reported value. The GW_REVAP coefficient controls the amount of
water that moves from the shallow aquifer to the root zone. This parameter was
increased to allow more movement of water from shallow aquifer to the unsaturated
zone. This parameter was used to adjust summer base flow.

The model evaluation statistics obtained for both calibration and validation
period are tabulated in Table 2. Table 2 revealed that the RMSE values for cali-
bration and validation are lower and are indicative of the higher efficiency of the
model in simulating the flow. Similarly, the lower values were obtained for other
evaluating parameter NOF.

Conclusion

This study assessed and identified hydrologic parameters of the SWAT model by
the application to the forested catchment located in Kerala, India. The model was
calibrated and validated using the observed runoff from an area of 770 km2. The
results obtained show that the surface runoff is influenced by the parameters such as
CN, ESCO, and SOL_AWC, whereas baseflow was influenced by lower values of
GW_REVAP and ALPHA_BF. Further, the values of RMSE and NOF suggest for
acceptance of rainfall-runoff model; this calibration can be adjudged as good
because of having lower values of RMSE and NOF, which is quite acceptable for
water engineering problem assessment and application. The calibrated parameter
values can also be used for further streamflow simulations in this catchment.
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Performance of the Xinanjiang Model

A. Ahirwar, M. K. Jain and M. Perumal

Abstract The Xinanjiang rainfall–run-off model is a popular model applied
extensively in the humid and sub-humid regions of the world for forecasting of
flood, climate change studies and water resources assessment, planning and man-
agement. However, its performance in the Indian climatic conditions has not been
extensively studied. In the present study, attempt is made to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the Xinanjiang model for run-off simulation in six Indian watersheds
having different climatic conditions (wet, average and dry). The results of the study
indicate better model performance in wet catchments with average values of
NSE = 0.88 and average R2 = 0.89. The average values of NSE and R2 on
watersheds with average climatic condition obtained as 0.67 and 0.68, respectively,
indicating average performance of the model. The performance of the model may
be considered poor on watersheds with dry climatic conditions as the average
estimated values of NSE and R2 being 0.49 and 0.52, respectively. The results
indicate the suitability of the application of Xinanjiang model in catchments
characterised by wet and average climatic conditions and poor in dry climate
conditions of India. However, extensive study is required to arrive at a final
inference about the suitability of application of this model considering a number of
catchments in the country.

Keywords Xinanjiang model � NSE � Wet � Average � Dry

Introduction

Hydrological processes operating on a landscape are affected by topography,
variations in temperature, amount of rainfall, climatic conditions and landscape
characteristics. For understanding the hydrological response of a catchment, a
well-defined hydrological model framework is needed. Presently, a number of
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well-established conceptual and physically based modelling approaches are avail-
able to model the rainfall–run-off response of a catchment. Although these models
are applicable throughout the world, it is now understood that the basic failure of
most of these models to represent the catchment response is essentially due to their
inability to reproduce the dynamic variation of the saturated areas within the
catchment with a minimum number of parameters (Beven et al. 1983). The highly
nonlinear nature of catchment response to storm events can be attributed to the
dynamic variation in accumulation and horizontal movement of water in the upper
layer of soil (Todini 1996). Further, addition of more and more process components
and parameters to the models may fail to reproduce the actual phenomena and
reduce the models to extremely complex black boxes with an exceedingly high
number of parameters to be estimated from historical data (Todini 1996). The newly
developed conceptual models, either based on the concept of soil moisture
replenishment, depletion and redistribution mechanism, like the Xinanjiang model
and its modified versions (Zhao et al. 1980; Zhao 1992; Jayawardena ad Zhao
2000), the variable infiltration capacity (VIC) model and its transitions (Wood et al.
1992; Dumenil and Todini 1992; Liang et al. 1994, 1996a, b; Sivapalan and Woods
1995; Abdulla et al. 1996; Habets et al. 1999; Jayawardena and Mannama 2002),
the ARNO model (Todini 1996) are capable of reproducing the catchment response
with a smaller number of physically meaningful parameters even for large
catchments.

The Xinanjiang model and its extensions could model the catchment response
for any scale, including the scale required within the framework of global climate
change models. This model has the capability to account for nonlinear spatial
retention of the soil moisture in a lumped manner (Sahoo 2005). Gan et al. (1997)
compared the performance of Xinanjiang model along with Pitman model of South
Africa, Sacramento model of USA, NAM model of Europe and SMAR model of
Ireland in three medium-sized, dry catchments located in Africa and USA and
concluded that the Xinanjiang model performs better than these models. Nghi et al.
(2008) compared the performance of Xinanjiang model with NAM model in the
Nong Son catchment, in the Central Vietnam and concluded that the Xinanjiang
model performs relatively better in run-off production. Li et al. (2009) evaluated the
performance of Xinanjiang model on 210 catchments in south-east Australia and
found that the inclusion of the leaf area index in the Xinanjiang model increases its
performance in ungauged catchments. Similarly, many researchers like Ren et al.
(2006), Bai et al. (2009), Chang et al. (2010), Hu et al. (2011), Yang et al. (2011),
Liu et al. (2012), Ouyang et al. (2013), Yuanyuan et al. (2013), Shi et al. (2013),
Duan and Mei (2014), Li et al. (2014), Lin et al. (2014), Si et al. (2015) and Zuo
et al. (2015) applied the Xinanjiang model for different catchments of the world.
However, not many studies are reported in the literature about the performance of
the Xinanjiang model on Indian catchments. Kneis et al. (2014) used the Xinanjiang
model for run-off generation process in the catchments of lower part of the
Mahanadi River basin of India. In the present study, the performance of the
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Xinanjiang model has been evaluated on six Indian catchments characterised by
different climatic conditions (wet, average and dry).

Materials and Methods

Xinanjiang Model

The Xinanjiang model works on the concept of run-off formation on repletion of
storage, i.e., the run-off is not produced until the soil moisture content of the
aeration zone reaches field capacity and, thereafter, run-off equals the rainfall excess
after deducting evaporation losses (Zhao et al. 1980). It has been applied to large
basins in the humid and semi-humid regions of China and many other catchments
elsewhere for rainfall–run-off modelling. The Xinanjiang model uses only two
inputs, i.e., rainfall (P) and measured pan evaporation (EM). The outputs from the
model are simulated discharge (Q), actual evapotranspiration (E) and daily soil
moisture accounting (W) as water balance component. The structure of the model is
shown in Fig. 1. The model consists of four basic sub-modules with 15 different
parameters classified under four different heads, viz. evapotranspiration (K, C, UM,
LM), run-off production (IM, WM, B), run-off separation (SM, Ex, KI, KG) and
run-off concentration parameters (CG, CI, L, CS). The model accounts for nonlinear
spatial retention of the soil moisture in a lumped manner using Eq. (1).

Fig. 1 The structure of the Xinanjiang model (adopted from Singh 1995)
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1� f
F
¼ 1�W 0M

MM

� �B

� 1� IMð Þ ð1Þ

where f is the fractional basin area, F is the total area of the basin, f/F is the
proportion of the pervious area of the basin, W 0M is the point value of variable
moisture storage capacity of soil, MM is the maximum moisture storage capacity of
soil, B is a shape parameter describing the soil heterogeneity of the basin, and IM is
the impervious area of the sub-basin. Detailed description of the model is available
elsewhere (Zhao et al. 1980, 1992; Singh 1995).

Model Calibration

Almost all conceptual hydrological models require calibration of parameters before
they could be used for simulation. The Xinanjiang conceptual rainfall–run-off
model also contains large number of parameters which cannot be obtained directly
from catchment characteristics (Xu et al. 2013), and therefore, an automatic opti-
misation technique is needed to calibrate the model parameters. In this study, the
Shuffled Complex Evolution method developed at the University of Arizona
(SCE-UA) by Duan et al. (1992) has been used for calibration of model parameters.
The strategy of the SCE-UA method is to combine the strength of the simplex
procedure (Nelder and Mead 1965) with the concepts of controlled random
parameters search (Price 1987), competitive evolution (Holland 1975) and complex
shuffling. SCE-UA method is capable to complete the searching of parameters even
in one run (Gan and Biftu 1996). Zhang et al. (2015) showed that while applying
SCE-UA method for optimising the hydrological model parameters, the parameter
estimates are not get affected by the data length used which indicates the robustness
of the SCE-UA algorithm. It may be noted that since the catchments studied herein
are characterised by small catchments area, no channel routing component has
considered in the modelling process, and accordingly, the parameters of the routing
process of the model were not taken into consideration while calibrating the model.

Model Performance Criteria

The performance of the model has been judged based on the Nash–Sutcliffe effi-
ciency (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970) and R2 (coefficient of determination).
The NSE (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970) and R2 can be expressed, respectively, as

NSE ¼ 1�
P

Qo;i � Qe;i
� �2

P
Qo;i � Qo

� �2 ð2Þ
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R2 ¼
P

Qe;i � Qe

� �
Qo;i � Qo

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

Qe;i � Qe

� �2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
Qo;i � Qo

� �2qr
0
BB@

1
CCA

2

ð3Þ

where Qo;i is the observed discharge (mm), Qe;i is the model simulated discharge
(mm), Qo is the mean observed discharge (mm), and Qe is the mean simulated
discharge (mm).

Study Area and Data Used

To evaluate the performance of the model, six watersheds situated in different
agro-climatic conditions of India have been selected. As the measured pan evap-
oration data are not available for these catchments, the same were extracted from
the mean monthly evaporation maps of India which are available at Indian
Meteorological Department (IMD) website (http://www.imdagrimet.gov.in/node/92
). The selected watersheds have been characterised into wet, average and dry cat-
egories on the basis of run-off coefficient. Salient features of the selected watersheds
are given in Table 1. Locations of the selected watersheds are shown in Fig. 2.

The watersheds studied herein have been classified as wet, average and dry by
Durbude et al. (2011) as per the following details:

1. Wet watersheds: The watershed having a run-off coefficient more than 0.65 has
been classified as a wet watershed. Accordingly, the Hemavati and Kokkarne
watersheds fall under this category.

2. Average watersheds: The watershed having a run-off coefficient between 0.36
and 0.65 has been classified as average watershed. Accordingly, the Khanpur
and Anthroli watersheds fall under this category.

3. Dry watersheds: The watershed having a run-off coefficient less than or equal
to 0.35 has been classified as a dry watershed. Accordingly, the Amachi and
Hridaynagar watersheds fall under this category.

Results and Discussion

Model Performance in Calibration and Validation Processes

The performance of the model has been assessed using the statistical indices NSE
and R2. The calibration and validation have been performed using daily data at
one-day time interval. Summary of the model performance is given in Table 2.
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The plots between observed and model computed hydrographs both for calibration
and validation processes are shown graphically in Fig. 3.

It can be seen from Table 2, the NSE for Kokkarne and Hemavati watersheds
(both wet) are high as 0.90 and 0.87, respectively, and they are same or nearly the
same in the calibration as well as in validation periods. The NSE for Khanpur
(average) watershed is higher than that of the Anthroli (average) watershed, in the
calibration period. But it may be noted that the NSE and R2 estimates for Anthroli
watershed in the verification period are significantly lower than the corresponding
estimates of the Khanpur watershed. The NSE for Amachi (dry) watershed is
slightly higher than that of Hridaynagar (dry) watershed in both the calibration and
validation periods. The variation pattern of R2 is different from the NSE estimates in
the verification period of the Hridaynagar watershed.

Fig. 2 Location map of study area

Table 2 The simulation results from the Xinanjiang model

Name of watershed Run-off coefficient Performance evaluation

Calibration Validation

NSE R2 NSE R2

Kokkarne 0.79 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91

Hemavati 0.78 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.89

Khanpur 0.60 0.77 0.77 0.72 0.72

Anthroli 0.37 0.71 0.71 0.50 0.51

Amachi 0.29 0.59 0.59 0.46 0.47

Hridaynagar 0.24 0.55 0.56 0.37 0.47
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Fig. 3 Calibration and validation of the wet (a), average (b) and dry (c) watersheds
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The run-off coefficients of the studied watersheds are also shown in Table 2. The
run-off coefficient is an important factor to be considered because all the studied
watersheds have been categorised on the basis of it. It is seen from Table 2 that the
studied watersheds are arranged from wet to dry category as per different estimated
ranges of run-off coefficients. The results presented in Table 2 confirm the general
perception that the Xinanjiang model is suitable for application in wet and average
catchments rather than for dry catchments. Overall, the performance of the model
improves for the catchments with higher run-off coefficient suggesting that the
model is more suitable for application in wet catchments.

Model Performance on Physical Basis

To show the model performance physically, the characteristics of the tension water
capacity distribution curve can be studied.

Characteristics of Tension Water Storage Capacity Curve

Liu et al. (2001) showed that if the value of parameter B tends towards zero then the
run-off decreases, and if it is zero, then catchment will behave like a tank, i.e., no
run-off will be generated from pervious area. If the parameter B tends towards
infinity, then the run-off will increase and the catchment will behave like a totally
impervious surface, i.e., all the rainfall will become run-off after eliminating the
evaporation losses. In this study, also the behaviour of the parameter B has been
explored. Manfreda (2008) observed that the heterogeneity of the soil depends on
the parameter B (Liu et al. 2001) which affects the average spatial soil moisture
capacity (WM) which is the most important parameter in the run-off generation
process. The tension water storage capacity curve obtained from the Xinanjiang
model represents the physical performance of the model by means of its different
shapes. The shapes and inclination of the curves towards different axis give an idea
about the run-off generation characteristics of a watershed. If the inclination of the
tension water storage capacity curve is towards the primary Y-axis and secondary X-
axis, then the value of the parameter B < 1 which shows that the watershed has
greater capacity to store the water, i.e., the run-off production will be less in this
case. Alternatively, the inclination of the curve is towards secondary Y-axis and
primary X-axis, and then the value of the parameter B > 1, which shows that the
catchment has less capacity to store the water resulting in more run-off production.
In Fig. 4 and Table 3, it can be seen that Kokkarne, Hemavati, Khanpur, Anthroli
and Hridaynagar watersheds are characterised by the tension water capacity dis-
tribution curves having inclination towards the secondary Y-axis and towards pri-
mary X-axis with the estimates of B > 1, suggesting more run-off production. But it
can be seen that Amachi watershed is characterised by the tension water capacity
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distribution curve having inclination towards the primary Y-axis and secondary X-
axis which indicates higher moisture absorption due to presence of high soil
moisture deficit as depicted in Table 4.
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Fig. 4 Tension water capacity distribution curve of studied watersheds of the Xinanjiang model

Table 3 Physical performance of the Xinanjiang model

Name of
watershed

Calibrated model
parameters

Average annual
evapotranspiration
estimated during
study period (mm)

Run-off produced

B IM WM
(mm)

From
impervious
area (%)

From
pervious
area (%)

Kokkarne 1.11 0.10 549.65 1069.04 12.54 87.46

Hemavati 2.02 0.09 588.14 798.81 12.83 87.17

Khanpur 2.53 0.09 158.80 1515.08 16.06 83.94

Anthroli 3.10 0.10 175.02 667.10 37.53 62.47

Amachi 0.17 0.10 326.14 1227.69 34.15 65.85

Hridaynagar 2.80 0.09 306.03 1247.60 42.28 57.72
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Factors Affecting Model Performance

Analysis of results obtained reveal that the model performance is affected by the
average soil moisture capacity (WM) as it plays an important role in the run-off
production process in the Xinanjiang model (Manfreda 2008). In catchments having
dry and average run-off production characteristics, it is observed that generally
these catchments have high evapotranspiration, and the precipitation occurs for
short duration with high intensity. These catchments are, therefore, dominated by
Hortonian run-off generation mechanism (infiltration excess run-off), and also
run-off generation varies spatially and affected due to slope and surface topography
(Ye et al. 1997; Li et al. 2015). In the Xinanjiang model, the average soil moisture
capacity—obtained through optimisation—is kept constant throughout the model
simulation, and it is relatively high in dry catchments. As the Xinanjiang model
works on the concept of repletion of storage, and due to this concept, the model gets
low efficiency in dry catchments due to higher evaporation and initial high moisture
deficit.

During calibration and validation processes, it is seen that even the high value of
rainfall does not generate high peak run-off due to high soil moisture deficit in dry
catchments. While in wet catchments due to high rainfall for longer duration, the
available soil moisture is more resulting in more run-off production. This could be a
reason for the better performance of the Xinanjiang model, having saturation excess
run-off mechanism as the only run-off generation mechanism in wet catchments
instead of dry or average catchments. Now how the average soil moisture capacity
(WM) affects the performance of the model is described in the next subsection.

Soil Moisture Profile

The soil moisture profile for wet, average and dry catchments is shown in Fig. 5. It
can be seen from this figure that how the average soil moisture capacity
(WM) affects the performance of the model. In the case of Hemavati and Kokkarne

Table 4 Average soil moisture deficit of studied watersheds

Name of
watershed

Run-off coefficient
during calibration

Average soil moisture deficit
per water year (fraction)

Average soil
moisture deficit
(fraction)1 2 3 4

Kokkarne 0.79 0.54 0.54 0.50 0.58 0.54

Hemavati 0.74 0.35 0.34 0.37 – 0.35

Khanpur 0.56 0.79 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.78

Anthroli 0.31 0.50 0.46 0.39 0.46 0.46

Amachi 0.27 0.81 0.91 0.86 0.77 0.84

Hridaynagar 0.20 0.74 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.79
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watersheds which belong to wet category, the soil moisture deficit prevails for a
shorter time implying that the saturation condition prevails for longer time, and
therefore, the saturation excess run-off generation mechanism is happening without
much problem; while for the Khanpur and Anthroli watersheds, which fall under
the average category, the soil moisture deficit prevails for a longer time and thus
reducing the surface run-off. Another interesting point can be seen from Fig. 5
pertaining to Khanpur watershed which shows why this watershed falls under the
average category even though it receives more annual rainfall as compared to
Hemavati watershed (Table 1). It can be seen from Tables 1 and 3 that this
watershed is subjected to high evaporation, and also it can be seen from Table 4
that this watershed is characterised by high coefficient value of average soil
moisture deficit, implying more soil moisture depletion which eventually reaches
complete depletion, as depicted in Fig. 5. Therefore, this watershed has lower
run-off production than the Hemavati watershed (Table 2). In the case of Amachi
and Hridaynagar watersheds, the soil moisture deficit is more in comparison with
the corresponding estimates of the wet and average watersheds. In dry watersheds,
the soil moisture (W) is maintained as WM for a very short period of time, and
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Fig. 5 Soil moisture profile of (a) wet, (b) average and (c) dry watersheds
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therefore, the generated run-off getting low run-off peak in dry catchments results in
low efficiency of the model. Figure 5 also depicts how the Xinanjiang model
efficiency decreases from wet to dry watersheds, i.e., the difference between W and
WM increases from wet to dry watersheds which causes low run-off leading to low
model efficiency. So the sustained larger difference between W and WM for a
longer period of time reduces the model efficiency.

Run-off Coefficient and Average Soil Moisture Deficit

The average soil moisture deficit is a non-dimensional coefficient like run-off
coefficient and obtained by following relationship:

Average soil moisture deficit ¼ WM�W
WM

ð4Þ

It can be seen from Table 4 that the average soil moisture deficit has inverse
relationship with the run-off coefficient, i.e., the watersheds having higher soil
moisture deficit values are characterised by lower run-off coefficients which moves
the watersheds fromwet to average and dry category catchments. So it can be inferred
from this study that the Xinanjiang model generated soil moisture deficit values/
coefficients can also be used for the categorisation of the watersheds as wet, average
or dry catchments in addition to the use of the run-off coefficient as a criterion.

Conclusion

The performance of the Xinanjiang model has been evaluated by applying the
model in six Indian watersheds having three different climatic conditions (wet,
average and dry). It can be inferred from the study that how the nature of soil
moisture profile presents in the watersheds of wet, average and dry categories and
how the progression of the differences between W and WM affects the model
efficiency. The results show that the performance of the model is mostly getting
affected due to the parameter WM in the dry catchments. Overall, the performance
of the model has been found to be best for wet catchments, good for average
catchments and poor for dry catchments. A reconsideration of the categorisation of
the watersheds as wet, average and dry is required considering also the prevailing
wetness in the catchment for a longer period of time instead of categorising it only
from the run-off coefficient criterion. As the Xinanjiang model adopts run-off
generation mechanism based only on soil moisture saturation excess concept, the
concept of incorporating infiltration run-off mechanism also needs to be introduced.
Therefore, conceptual formulation present in the model for run-off generation needs
modifications to make it amenable for use in average and dry catchments.
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